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PART I 

1937-38 to 1947-48 



Speech by the• Hon'ble Mr. N. R. Sarker, Finance Minister, in presentin~ 
the Budget for 1937-38 

(P1•esented on the 29th July, 1937) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir as I rise to present the Budget Estimates I am 
imbued with 'a sens~ of the gravity and importance o£ the occasion. 
Th:r.ouah the vicissitudes of vears and the anguish of long-deferred hopes, 
we ha~e slowly emerged into a brighter d1ay. Now for the first time in 
·our political history a member elected by the people stands before a wholly 
popular and elected Legislative Assembly to present estimates £.or the 
receipts and expenditure of the Province. The recent changes which have 
rendered this possible constitute a conspicuous landmark on the road to 
our political freedom. I£ we are not yet the c·omplete arbiters of our 
national destiny, we have beoome important factors in the determination 
of our fortunes. The fact that we are the first ushers of the change should 
endow us with a great sense of responsibility. Let it not be said of us 
that we failed to make the most of a great opportunity or that when the 
door at last opened to a nation's ceaseless knocking we failed to enter. 
My heart is fiUed to-day with both pride .and anxiety-pride that it should 
fall to my lot to be Bengal's first responsible Minister of Finanoe and 
anxiety riest the great responsibility which my position entails should pr.ove 
too heavy a burden for my weak shoulders. But I take heart from the 
oonviction that with mu increased opportunities ·of service will come 
strength, and wisdom to face our task and determination on the part of 
the people to support all honest endea~ours to utilise those opportunities 
for the national g.ood. 

Recent developments in the larg·er sphere of our politics are also very 
heart·ening. The decision .of the Congress to accept ·office in the six 
provinces in which they have secured a majority has, indeed, oome at a 
·cruci,al moment. At a time when a nervous hesitation or unhelpful 
•Opposition might have robbed the oountry of a great opportunity, the 
premier political party in the country has shown that it pref·ers to be on 
the side of service and constructive endeavour. It would have been 
disastrous if the Congress had not risen to the occasion through wise 
st,atesmanship .and political sagacity. The remedy for the deficiencies in 
our constitution lies not in keeping it at .arm's length but in disoovering 
and removing the obstacles that appear in our task of mass-uplift. To-day 
I tam happy to feel that all over Indi,a, the urgent problems of national 
reoonstruction .are being essayed by popul·ar Ministers in full enj.oyment of 
the support .and inspiration of popular assemblies. If ,all of us now move 
in step undaunted by the heavy task that lies .ahead and determined t.o 
groppl€ the problems that oonfront 11s, I feel sure that we shall not on:ly 
succeed in achieving s·omething for the economic weUare of the people but 
also make consideroble progress in our march towards our political goal. 

F.or this happy .and .almost dramatic turn in the political situation we 
have to thank the unerring political insight ,and f,ar-seeing vision of 
M~hntma Gandhi .as well as the generous spirit and high statesmanship of 
;rr1s Excellency the Vicer·oy. This happy d€Jnouement is, however, not an 
Isolated. and unrelated phenommwn. The struggle and sacrifice of 
geD:e~atwn.s of illustrious sons .of India form the hackground of this 
pohtwa~ pwture. They earried ~on the national struggle in the p1ast, e:ffect.ed 
.appr.oprmte changes in its strategy ,and tactics and lived and died for the 
co~mt1:y' s. cause. Revered names spring to my mind as I stand here at 
th1s .sngmficant moment in our politic,al history-Surendmnath Banerjea, 
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Lokamanya Tilak, Motilal Nehru, Dr. Ansari-men who have left their 
impress on our national destiny. Here in Bengal we had our illustrious 
gener.als-Sisir Kumar and Matilal Ghosh, Bepin Chandm P.al, Aurobindo 
Ghose and Abdul Rasul-all of whom p1ayed a prominent role in the national 
struggle for freedom. And on the threshold of a new epoch in -our political 
history, let us pause to offer our respectful homage to the memory of that 
g"re.at patriot Deshabandhu Chittaranjan Das whose pnactical idealism, 
dynamic personality, noble sacrifice and patriotic ferv.our gave such a 
wonderful impulse to our national struggle. N·or must we f-orget. 
Deshapriya J. M. Sen Gupt,a who knew no fear -and allowed himself no 
respite since he entered the national struggle. Our hearts are also full 
at this moment with gratitude to the band .of innumerable workers, most 
of them unknown to fame but all high in the roll of honour by reason of 
their selfless devotion to the national cause. vVe are richer to-day by the 
fruits of their 1ahours. Thanks to them and to the zeal that inspired 
them, we .are to-day in a position of great power and even greater 
possi hili ties. 

But if our powers have Largely increased, the task that faces 11s is also 
stupendous. To lift the masses fr.om the depths .of misery, ignorance iltnd 
poverty to which they have sunk and to help the nation to march forward 
as rapidly as possible to its pl'oper political rlestiny are tasks which not 
even the most powerful Government can C•ontemplate with equanimity. 
But I have <always dmwn cheer from the r.eflecti.on that we have the 
str.ongest and purest motive behind our enile,av•ours, namely, the pmg-ress 
.and emancipation of the nation. I£ the task, therefore, is fonnid.able, 
we have also a formidable reason for boldly facing the task, f·or it is hut 
the task ·of advmlCing the nation. It d·oes not indeed make ·our pl'oblems 
tmy easier of solution, but this thoug·ht should sustain our faith .and act 
.as .a spur t.o our endeavours. 

The task, however, is made more onerous by the legacy of accumulated 
obligations which we have inherited fr-om the past. The problems that 
1o-om very large in our national ecorwmy to-clay are to no small extent the 
result of inadequate attention given to thenl in the past, although the 
benefit of past wisdom and past endeavour is always present in some 
me.asure. As the problems all over the oountry are similar and equally 
onerous, I look forward to the prospect .of a C•onstant interchange of ideas 
among the responsible Ministers of different provinces. This will not 
only be a great help in :finding solutions for some of our problems but will 
also pave the way for an effective tackling of many of our wider problems 
of an all-India character by the Government .at the Centre when Federation 
becomes •an accomplished fact. I pers.onally feel that it is in the br.oad 
national interest that an .attempt should be made as early ,as possible by 
nati·onalist parties of every shade to get down to brass tacks, to turn from 
the familiar methods of agitation and .accusation to genuine introspection 
·Oil •a national scale, to examine ·our resources in men .and material and to 
lllllr'lhal them for the achievement of our common aim. The precise extent 
·of the scope the present constitution offers, only actual working will reveal. 
Once the start is made, as it has been, the Ministers will have need of all 
the help which the Legislature and the public at large can render, help 
which comprises not only full support where possible but intelligent 
criticism, wherever necessary. 

It might seem that I have made a SQmewhat lengthy pref,ace to the 
remarks which .are really germane to .a Budget. But it will be appreciated, 
I hope, that the task .of a Finance Minister in a responsible Government 
is not that ·of a mere accountant in a business house. Th-ough he is 
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answerable for the preservation of the s-oundness and stability of the 
finances of his Province, he has the .obligation to find the ways and means 
of accomplishing what the Legislature may acoept .aB immediate social 
ends. These two t~asks .are never wholly reooncilable; and the Finance 
Minister has ·often to deny the one in the interest of the other. As 
oonstituting the first Assembly under provincial autonomy, honourable 
members are doubtless eager that the Government should 1os.e no time in 
putting its hand to the tasks o£ nation-building .and should unl·oose the 
strings of the provinci•al purse as freely as might be needed. I have 
myself, in the past, while on the benches opposite, contributed greatly 
to the fusillade of criticism which my predecessors of the old regime had 
to face. Far be it from me then to throw oold water upon the ardour and 
aspirations of the honourable members of this popular Assembly. But it is 
just .as well to emphasise that it is no reflection on one's enthusiasm for 
popular uplift to remember, on the one hand, the immensity of the problems 
1and, on the other, the ~imitations ·of ·Our fin.anci·al resources, .and to reoognise 
that all our tasks can be trackled .only in .a particular order of priorities and 
in conformity with our limited resources. The need then is to keep our 
ideals undimmed r,md our energies unabated during the time we carry out 
a rigorous ·examination of the oonditions in which we have to work. 

In the normal oourse the Bndget for 1937-38 would htave been presented 
during the closing months .of 1936-37, but that could not be d·one because 
the new Constitution did not come into force until the 1st April, 1937. 
It was not possible, therefore, for the new Government straightway to 
nave a Bndget prepared and passed by the new Legislature. This difficulty 
w,as forestalled hy .an order of His M,ajesty in Council providing His 
Excellency the Governor with special powers by which he oould sanetion 
grants which would be necessary for carrying on the work of administration 
during the first few months ·of the transition, until a proper Bndget oould 
be framed :and presented to the Legislature. 

OJ?- the 1st of April there occurred not only a vital change in the 
constitutional position, but also considerable changes in our financial 
position and prospects. We have, to a large extent, gained fiscal autonomy 
vis-a-vis the Government of India, our control over the :finances of the 
Province has greatly increased and the actual financial position at which 
the new regime commences is better than it has been for many years. It 
is an auspicious omen that the inauguration of provincial autonomy in 
this Province coincides with the emergence for the first time after ten years 
of an appreciable surplus of revenue over current expenditure. Honourable 
~nembers are aware of the reasons behind this extraordinarily long run of 
Ill luck; and I will not dwell on what is now a matter of history. The 
extent of the improvement that has occurred in our financial position as 
a result of the constitutional change will be better understood if we compare 
our present position with that during the last sixteen years under the 
Meston Award. 

I will not detain the House with a spoken account of our di:ffi.culties 
under the. ¥esto~ Settlement. I append to the printed copies of this speech 
a note winch g1ves an account of them (vide Appendix I). The Meston 
~ettlement was ,a source of strength to some provinces, but unfortunately 
It was a great handicap to Bengal. From the very beginning its 
consequences were felt acutely in this Province. 

At the commencement of the Reforms of 1920-21 we opened with a 
balance of 2·72 crores. The resources left to this Province under the Award 
were so inadequ,ate that this balance was speedily exhausted, and only by 
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measures of retrenchment and taxation was a budgetary equilibrium 
maintained even during the period of prosperous trade that ruled during 
1923-24 to 1929-30. Then came the great depression which began in 
1930-81, and it brought about a complete collapse of our revenues. There 
were large deficits from year to year and we could only meet .such defi.cits 
by borrowing from the Centre. As a. measure of ad intm·im relief pending 
a fresh settlement under the .cmning Reforms the Centre voted for our 
benefit annually from 1934-35 a subsidy consisting of 50 per cent. of the 
net proceeds of the export duty on jute grown in this Province. This only 
served to arrest the rot, and when the new Act was passed we stood with 
insu:ffieient resour.ces, even after considerable further retrenchment of 
expenditure and adoption of further new measures of taxation. We owed 
at this time to the Government of India a heavy burden of ·debt amounting
on the 31st Mar.ch, 1936, to 4~ .crores on account of overdrafts alone for 
meeting working deficits year after year. 

With the inauguration of the new Reforms, however, the situation has 
undergone considerable change. Our debts to the Centre, amounting in 
total to 8 crores and 41 lakhs inclusive of the deficit borrowings as they 
stood on the 31st March, 1936, were cancelled on the basis of the Niemeyer 
Report. This has reduced our annual expenditure on interest alone by 
23 lakhs; and our share of the Jute export duty has been raised from 50 
to 62t per cent. resulting in an increa::;e of our immediate resources by 
about 45 lakhs. The Niemeyer Settlement is no ooubt a great improvement 
on the Meston Award in providing a mueh needed finaneial relief to Bengal. 
Even so it has not met in full the legitimate claim pressed by her for the 
distribution of the whole of the net proceeds of the Jute duty among the 
jute-growing provinces. We shall, of course, continue to press for the 
whole; and under section 140 of the Act the whole can be given to us either 
by an order o£ His Majesty in eouncil or by an Act of tl1e Federal 
Legislature. 

Here I must pause to acknowledge the deep debt of gratitude which this 
Province owes to His Excellency Sir John Anderson, but for whose 
understanding of our financial position and championship o£ our cause, the 
:finances {)I this Province might have indefinitely continued in a deplorable 
state. To Sir John must go the credit of restoring to Bengal the rightful 
place and influence in the counsels of the Central Government, which she 
had almost totally lost after the transfer of the Imperial capital from this 
City. Thanks to Sir John's .genuine solicitude for the progress of the 
Province, Bengal has come in for greater attention from the Centre in 
respect of her needs and requirements. 

In the wake of the new Constitution have come great functional changes 
in connection with our finances. We used to depend upon the Centre for 
our Ways and Means, namely, for the maintenance of sufficient resources 
to meet our out-goings day by ,day. We are now to be responsible for our 
own Ways and Means. We used to bank with the Centre: now we have to 
bank in our own name with the Reserve Bank of India; with whom, in 
lieu ·OI ordinary bank charges, we have to maintain a minimum balance 
of 25 lakhs. Under the old Act, we could raise no loan without the 
sanction of the Government o£ India who had authority to determine its 
amount and its conditions. We are now practically free agents; we need 
only seek the sanction .of the Central Government if a loan granted by that 
Government is still outstanding or i£ we propose to borrow outside India. 
The old Act provided that we could not, without the previous sanction of 
the Governor-General, impose any taxes for provincial purposes, except 
taxes on amusements, betting, advertisements, luxuries, succession and 
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non-agricultural land, certain stamp duties and registration fees. Under 
the new Act, we have freedom over the whole field of taxation covered by 
the Provincial Legislative List and the Concurrent List. 

Turning to the question of our freedom of making appropriations of the 
available revenues it will be remembered, in the first place, that while 
under the old Act the control of the Legislature over votable supplies was 
limited by the fact that the Governor's power of compelling supply extended 
to the whole of the wide field of what were then known as "Reserved 
Subjects," under the New Act, the Governor's power of intervention in 
the matter of votable supplies is limited to the .somewhat narrower field of 
"Special responsibilities" enumerated in section 52 of the Act. Under 
section 78(3) however, certain items of expenditure known as "Charged 
on the revenues," are placed beyond the pale of the vote of the Assembly 
though on most of such items discussions are allowed and will no doubt 
take place in the Assembly. Apart £rom the salary and allowances of the 
Governor and his sta:ff, such "charged revenue" embrace items like interest 
charges, salaries and allowances of Ministers, the Advocate-General and the 
Judges of the High Court, administrative expenses of the High Court, as 
well as items declared as so charged by Act of the Provincial Legislature 
such as the Dacca U niver.sity, Leper Hospital, Grant to Calcutta Corpora
tion under the :Motor Vehicles Act and 'a grant for the new Howrah Bridge. 
If honourable members will kindly refer to page 4 of the Budget Estimates 
they will find that out of a total revenue expenditure of 12·2 crores in 
1937-38, the amount charged is 1·7' crores and of this amount 14~ lakhs is 
charged on account of statutory grants mentioned above provided by 
legislation passed by the provincial Legislature under the previous 
Constitution. 

That auy part of public revenues should be kept outside the control of 
the T.egii:ilature is, doubtless, a qualification o£ the principles of represen
tative government and particularly of the popular control o£ the public 
purse; the removal of this qualification must await the realisation o£ full 
self-government to which the present reforms are admittedly but a step. 
But it serves no useful purpose to exaggerate the practical significance of 
this limitation. 

In connection with the separation o£ our finances from those of the Centre 
I may invite the attention of the House to another important change. As 
the House is aware, there are a variety of non-Government deposits which 
are included in the Public Account for the liquidation of which the State 
is responsible, such as provident fund deposits, and the balances of 
municipal and other local authorities. These hitherto were banked with 
the Government of India. They now pass to the Government to whose 
administration they are related. With effect Jrom the 1st April the 
lia.bilities appertaining to Bengal have been passed on to us. But~and 
tlns is th~ point I ~ish to emphasize-we were not given the corresponding 
funds: . Su Otto N 1emeyer came to the finding that the balances in these 
deposit heads were likely to grow rather than diminish, the incomings in 
any one year exceeding the outgoings: in other words, that the transfer 
of the function in question would itself bring to Bengal sufficient funds to 
enable her to liquidate indefinitely the connected liabilities from year to 
year. He therefore recommended that the balances in these deposit 
~ccounts, instead of being given to us, should be written o:ff as a return, 
m part, for the Government of India's cancellation of our debt. This was 
done; a;nd as a matter of some interest, I may mention, that according to 
our estimates we shall re.ceive into these deposit accounts during 1937-38 
18! lakhs more than we shall pay out of them. Thus under the new 
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Arrangement, our estimate of receipts being in excess of outgoings, we shall 
be in a position to meet our normal obligations in this respect, though the 
funds themselves have not been transferred to us. The success of this 
arrangement may, however, be jeopardised by a sudden increase in the 
extent of our disbursements unsupported by a connected income, such as 
might be entaile.d, for instan.ce, in any drastic amendment of the Bengal 
Tenancy Act regarding landlords' transfer fee. The deposits so far made 
in respect of this transfer fee exceed 50 lakhs, and if the fee is to be 
abolished by an amendment of the Act stopping the income on this score 
we should find ourselves saddled with a liability of 50 lakhs to be liquidated 
in thP, course of five or six years, with practically no specific resources to 
meet such a liability. This will not only adversely react on our Ways and 
Means position, but will also entail an uncovered obligation to be liquidated 
in the course ·of a very short period. We shall have, therefore, to husband 
our resources 1;is-a1-v1,s this new responsibility with the usual caution 
expected of bankers. The income is not provincial revenue available in the 
ordinary sense for general purposes. Nor are the outgoings provincial 
expenditure susceptible in the ordinary sense to retrenchment in times of 
emergency. 

There is one more financial implication of the constitutional change 
that occurred on the 1st of April. In pursuance again of the Niemeyer 
proposals the Government of India placed at our disposal 98 lakhs to start 
with as our opening balance for specific purposes. In the first 11lace, 
25 lakhs were placed to our credit in the Reserve Bank, this being, as I have 
already stated, the minimum balance which we are required to maintain 
in that Bank. Secondly, we have been given 24 lakhs in cash in the 
Treasuries, this being the amount of loose cash outside our banking account 
which has been estimated to be required for working purposes in the tills, 
as it were, ·Of our treasury officers. Thirdly, we have been given an 1mspent 
balance amounting to nearly 48~ lakhs o£ funds created and of grants 
obtained for specifi.c purposes as indicated on page 2 of the Civil Budget 
E·stimate. The House will therefore notice that the whole of our opening 
balance of 98 lakhs is earmarked for specified purposes. It has been given 
to us to meet certain definite liabilities. 

According to the customary practice, I now pass on to review the 
accounts of three years-the year 1935-36 for which the aceounts have been 
closed, the year 1936-37 which has closed but for which only revised 
est~mates are available and the current year for which I present the budget 
estimates to-day. 

The Year 1935-36 

The year 1935-36, according to the butget estimates, w1as to have closed 
with a revenue deficit of about 68 lakhs. Actually it dosed with a deficit 
on revenue account of 4 lakhs. Expenditure w1as below ·estimate by 
19 lakhs, while receipts were 45 lakhs .above estimation and 44:! lakhs 
above those of 1934-35. "Stamps" oontributed 10 l.akhs ·Of this increase, 
Betting and Amusement ta~es, one 1akh, Electricity Duty and Tobacco 
tax, 16 lakhs, Jute Duty, 9 [akhs. The impmvement was due partly to 
the new taxation measures ad·opted in 1935, but mostly to eoonomic 
recovery. 

The Year 1936-37 

The revised ·estimate of receipts on revenue account f.or the year 1936-37 
is higher than the ·original by 44i 1akhs. "Land Revenue" is up by 17 lakhs, 
"Stamps" by 10 lakhs, ",Tute Export Duty" by 9 la.khs and "Famine Relief 
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Fund" by 9 lakhs. The gr.owth under "Land Revenue'!. (nearly all under 
arrear ooHecti.ons) and under "Stamps" and "Jute" is due to sustained 
economic recovery. The growth under "Famine Relief" is not really an 
improvement· for it renresents increased withdmwal £r.om the "Famine 
Relief Fund'; in ord·er to £nance expenditure on the relief of agrarian 
distress. The revised estimate ·of receipts on "Capital Acoount" is 
42 lakhs 1ower than the original estimate. The difference occurs under 
borrowin{)'s from the Government of India. It was originally pwposed to 
borrow s7t ltakhs-51! ltakhs to finance some capital projects and a number 
of loans to [ocal bodies and 36 lakhs to cover an expected deficit or that 
amount on the whole of our acoount ·f.or the year. Owing mainly to the 
inability of vari·ous local bodies to take their loans, and partly to the 
improv~ment in revenue receipts, this estimate of 87i 1akhs drops to 45 l·akhs 
in the Revised Estimate. I am glad, moreover, to be able to report that, 
from figures recently to hand, it is now almost eertain that the acoount for 
1936-37 will balance without our having to take any loan from the 
Government of India. 

The estimate of expenditure in 1936-37 on both "Revenue" and 
"Capital Acoount" was originally placed ,at 13 crores. Supplementary 
grants to the extent of 47, lakhs were voted during the year, raising the 
amount available for expenditure to 13 crores 47! lakhs. Against this the 
revised estimate is p1aced at 13 crores 25 lakhs. The s•avings are due 
mainly to smaller expenditure on "Capital projects" and on "Loans to local 
bodies''. 

The Year 1937 .. 38 

I now come t.o the estimate for the current year. 

REcEIPTs. 

On the "Receipts" side, we expect a total revenue of 12 crores 55 lakhs. 
'I'his marh an improvement of 60 lakhs over the revised estimates for the 
previous year. I may point out at once that 45 lakhs out of this 60 are due 
to the 12, per cent. increase in our share of the export duty on j)ute. For 
the remaining 15 lakhs the estimate has been framed on the basis of an 
expectation of larger yields from "Stamps," "Excise" and "Land 
Revenue". It is hoped that the economic recovery which wa·s visible last 
year will maintain its progress throughout the current year and enable these 
heads of revenue to make a better showing. And so an improvement of 
3 lakhs has been provided for under "Stamps," of another 3 lakhs under 
"Excise". Under "Land Revenue" we expect our improvement of 6 lakhs 
owing to heavy settlement recoveries. 

A glance at the Civil Estimates will show that our three biggest heads 
of receipt are "Land Revenue," "Stamps" and "Customs" -the last head 
representing our share of the export duty on jute. As in 1936-37', our 
receipts from "Land Revenue" are still swollen by the collection of arrears; 
but these are likely to drop to some extent after arrears have been realised. 

In regard to "Stamps" the eRtimate is bound to be conjectural to some 
extent, as an accurate estimate has not yet become possible in respect of 
our receipts under the "Bengal Agricultural Debtors Act". The net 
:financial effect of the Act on Government revenue cannot yet be clearly 
foreseen, and it is just possible that the realisation of S.tamp revenue under 
this Act may synchronise with a fall in Court fees realised in Civil Courts. 
The Government are, however, keeping a careful watch over the working 
of the Act. · 
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As for the revenue from the export o£ jute, the provincial share depends 
on the total export duty collected by the Centre. This total has in the pa.st 
fluctuated between very wide limits even in periods of comparative stability 
of trade .conditions; but I see no risk in assuming for the purpose of our 
estimate that the total yield this year will he the same as in the previous 
year. 

The estimate of receipts for the current year includes a sum of 30 lakhs 
representing the proceeds of certain additional measures o£ taxation 
which wore introduced in 1935, viz., the Indian Stamp (Bengal 
Amendment) Act, the Court-fee (B'engal Second Amendment) Act,. the 
13eng~l Amusements 'rax (Amendment) Act, the Bengal 'l'obaeco (Sale::; 
I1icensing) Act and the Bengal Electricity Duty Act. These measures are 
tlue to expire in 1938; and I must inform the House that unless these are 
renewed in time, there will be a substantial fall in our revenue for 1938-39. 

ExPENDIITURE 

I next turn to our proposals for expenchture. 

We provide for an expenditure on "Revenue Account" of 12 crores 
21 lakhs which is 29:2- lakhs more than the Revised Estimates for 1938-37. 
'l'his, however, does not fully indicate the improvement on the expenditure 
side. The Hevised :Estimates for the last year embrace items o£ expenditure 
which do not recur in this year's estimate. The most important of these 
are 12 lakhs for the reduction of debt, :39 lakhs for interest charges, and 
8-k lakhs for the last general election. If llue allowance is made for theHe, 
it will he seen that we propose to spend on revenue aeuount 89 lalrhs more 
than what was spent last year under normal heads. This increase is 
acuounted for in Appendix II attached to the printed copy of this. speech. 

A special referenee may be made to sucl1 inereases in expenditure as have 
been entailed by the constitutional changes. 'rhe enlargement of the 
legislature and the addition of an Upper Chamber have involved an 
additional expenditure o£ 1~ lakhs and the setting up of the Public Service 
Commission, 1 lakh. 'l1he new reforms have also imposed on the 
Provincial revenues a liability for expenditure to the extent of 16 lakhs on 
account of interest .charges on State Provident :Funds. 

My honourable colleagues will in due course explain the details regarding 
the demands for grants relating to their respective departments. They are 
set forth in ·detail in the :Finance Secretary's Memorandum which has been 
circulated to you. I would like to point out, however, that the Budget 
has had to ge got ready within the very short period of two months. In 
order to present it in July we had to fratne it early in June. We have, 
however, tried to do what little could be done within this short time and 
endeavoured to do something in most of the beneficent departments, I 
hope that in judging our performance honourable members will remember 
our handicaps. If it has not been possible to take up any elaborate schemes 
in respect of some of our grave economic problems, it is only because we 
have not had the time at our disposal for that careful and minute investi
gation which we ·COnsider essential for undertaking the execution of such 
schemes. It is not difficult to suggest a scheme which is theoretically 
sound. But it has, in the first place, to be examined and tested against a 
background of given conditions; and, in the second place, it has to be 
considered not in isolation but as a part of a .definite and comprehensive 
economic policy relating to our social and economic life. Its implications 
have to be clearly realised and its details fully worked out before it can be 
incorporated in a Budget. 
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We have provided for increased grants to Universities and other educa
tional institutions. Both the Universities of Dacca and Calcutta made 
demands for larger grants to extend their activities, and the estimates 
provide for an additional grant to them of about 1~ lakhs. The University 
of Viswabharati at Bolpur, which plays a significant role in our educational 
system, and has helped to bring India and the outside world into closer 
cultural contact, has· also received some measures of assistance. A larger 
grant has been provided for the Islamia College. The needs of technical 
education for the backward classes have also received attention. Enhanced 
provision has been made for primary education. Agriculture and Industry 
have received additional grants of 1-!t and over 2 lakhs respectively. This 
money is intended to finance an Agricultural Institute at Daulatpur, a dairy 
farm at Dacca, and developments of handloom and sericultural industries. 
Provision has been made f.or the extension of rice research, for a grant tg 
the Industrial Credit Syndicate and for an enquiry into the development of 
fisheries. Co-operative Credit will receive an additional grant of 2 lakhs. 

The additional provision under the head "Uedical" is 2-!t lakhs. The 
actual increase under "Public Health" amounts to 7 lakhs. This increase 
is partly accounted for by enhanced prov1s1on for rural water-supply 
(1~ lakhs), additional quinine grants (60 thousand) and kalaazar charges 
(30 thousand). We have also made an additional provision of 1-!t lakhs for 
more public health units in rural areas, and of one lakh for grants to 
sanitary and drainage schemes. 

Under "Civil Works" a very .substantial increase in expenditure has 
been provided for. Special mention may be made of the provision for an 
expenditure of nearly 30 lakhs in the current year in excess of what was 
spent last year on Iioad ,development, buildings and improvement of 
.communications. The Government have been examining the feasibility of 
capitalising a portion of the Provincial share of the Road Fund with a 
view to execute all the approved schemes of bridge construction with the 
least possible delay. 

I would draw· the attention of the House to certain projects taken in 
hand by the Government as being of special importance to the irrigation 
and waterways problems of West and East Bengal. The survey in 
connection with the Damodar-Hooghly flushing scheme, a·s provided for in 
the Budget is alone calculated to cost 1! lakhs. This scheme together with 
expansion in the operation of the Bengal Development Act will, it is hoped, 
go a long way to meet the irrigational needs of West Bengal. It has, · 
again, been proposed to establish a Waterways Board under the Bengal 
Waterways Act, 1934, and It lakhs have been provided for making a 
beginning. The Board, it is hoped, will help towards an effective tackling 
of the inland waterways problem of East Bengal. Provision has been made 
for the electrification of Government buildings in the mufassil districts. 
This is a measure which will be of great help to mufassil electric supply 
companies. 

With a view to extend the operation of the Bengal Agricultural Debtors 
Act ~hroughout the Province, an additional sum of 14~ lakhs has been 
prov1ded for the establishment of debt conciliation boards in all the districts. 
A sum of 28 thousand has been provided for the constitution of a I~abour 
Department, the utility of which will, I hope, be readily appreciated by 
the House. 

The estimates also include a sum of 50 thousand for the appointment 
of a_ Commission for making an enquiry into the system of land revenue 
admmistration m this Province. 

B-2 
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'fhe estimates contemplate that the year will close with a surplus on 
revenue account of nearly 34 lakhs this year. 

I b,ave given in bare outlines the Budget proposals for 1937-38. It 
will be clear that the year immediately preceding the introduction of the 
new Reforms make1> a better showing than apprehended. While it was 
feared that 193u-37 would reveal the 1>ame tale of deficits and borrowings 
from the Centre af:l had almost become the order of the day, we were able 
to balance the Budget without incurring further obligations. And 1937-38, 
the first year of the new Reforms, synchronises with a substantial improve
ment in our financial position. For the first time in a decade we are on 
the right side of the Budget by the not inconsiderable amount of Rs. 34 lakhs. 
And if we take into aecount the opening balance of 98 lakhs, the increased 
expenditure of 89 lakhs and the surplus itself, it will be seen that the 
improvement in our finances, though not of course in our recurring income, 
may be computed at over 2 crores. This is a position from which a 
Government cir.cumstanced as we are should .feel happy to ;make a start. 

But, I may freely admit, that our means are still far from adequate 
for the needs of national reconstruction. At this stage it is obviously my 
duty to enable the House to appraise the resources of the Provinc.e, as they 
may be expected to he in the coming years, from the standpomt of our 
requirements. I shall endeavour, first, to specify the main tasks that lie 
ahead of us, to clarify the Government's approach towards their solution, 
and to indicate the resources which we are likely to have in the future for 
these purposes. From the nature of the stupendous task confronting uR 
aud on aceount of: the limits of our available rmwurees it will be evident 
iJ1at we shall he called upon to follow a eertain eom:HHmtiveness in the matter 
{)l' tackling our problems, and it would he aR unwise as it would be 
inexpedient to refuse to recognise this fact all<l to he either over-zealous or 
unnecessarily diffident. ]'oT some years to come i.t may not be possible to 
take up simultaneously or to the full extent all the problems o£ our national 
n:eonstruction, hut I hope it will not be very long before we t;hall be in a 
llOsition to prosecute a eomprehensive programme with profit and success. 

It will he generally agreed that in all the ameliorative measures which 
the Government of the Province will take in hand, tJ1e main, if not the 
sole, objeetive should be the betterment of the con,dition o£ the masses. 
Let me add in fairness that in making the masses the beneficiaries of 
Government's solicitude, the classes will be showing not so much a 
selfless altruism as an enligh~~ned sel£-]nterest. For whether in 
the political or economic or cultural sphere, our progress is hampered by 
the fact that our national life is muddied and poisoned at its fount by the 
backward condition of the masses. The need then is to resurrect the 
average man who in this predominantly agricultural country is a cultivator. 
I would like to stress here the necessity o£ viewing our problems against 
a human background. We should always remember that behind a nation's 
problems is the nation itself. Were our problems, whether social or 
economie, merely a conglomeration of absolute and unrelated questions, 
human artifice would surely have been able to provide solutions by this 
time.. Scienee would have made our soil richer, improved methods would 
have made our industries more economic and remunerative, legislation would 
have provided for better prices, we could with one broad sweep of our 
legislative arm wipe out our indebtedness and arrange for adequate credit. 
But the fact that our problems do not yield to such simple treatment proves 
that an intangible and subjective factor enters into our calculations. For, 
behind the plough is the man with the plough, with his ignorance and 
his .superstitions, his crusted traditions and his rusted implements, his 
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thriftlessness and his tragic fatalism. At present the agriculturist is 
illiterate, steeped in debts, handicapped by a land system which is by no 
means the most scientific, a victim of disease and pestilence, a stranger to 
modern scientific methods of cultivation or marketing. If agriculture is a 
,crucial problem in our country, the agriculturist is an even gre9:ter one. 
We should never, while looking at the crop, forget the pathetic figure 
behind the crop. 

As we all know, Indian agriculture, never very prosperous, fell on evil 
days during the depression; and even to-day when the revival is believed 
to be three or four years old, the life of the agriculturist in India continues 
to be one of great hardship. What is true of India as a whole is even 
more true of Bengal. And her disproportionate dependence of one agri
cultural product, namely, jute, has made her more susceptible to the 
:fluetuations of world trade. 

Though agriculture is the mainstay of our people, the cultivator too 
often finds his occupation unremunerative under present conditions. Such 
sporadic economic enquiries as have been conducted suggest that the price 
of the product often fails to cover the bare costs of production and does not 
yield sufficient return even for the low standards of living of the masses of 
this country.. The C\lltivator is in fact the weakest link in the economic 
ehain. And due to this penurious state of the workers in the biggest industry 
of the land, the co-operative movement, which depends primarily on the 
credit-worthiness and solv:ency of the cultivator, has made conspicuously 
little headway. 

Nor have industrial and commercial activities provided the much
needed relief against the uneconomic pressure on land. This has been due 
to a large extent to a traditional preference for investment in land on the 
part of those who by virtue of their resources should have taken the 
initiative in industrial and commercial enterprise. The opportunities. of 
industrial development have therefore been more readily seized by more 
enterprising immigrants from other provinces. Even so, there is still a 
conspicuous lack of balance between agriculture and other aspects of our 
economic life. 

This lack of industrial enterprise has necessarily narrowed the scope for 
employment, particularly for the educated middle class. The existing 
factories have not been able to absorb any substantial proportion of the 
surplus agricultural population of this province, not to speak of the middle
class unemployed. This is ·due not only to the inadequate number of 
factories but also to an aversion to vocations other than the traditional ones. 
Our factories are therefore in many cases manned by imported labour. 

The condition of industrial labour ,also is very depressing. They suffer 
in most cases fr.om the same economic ills to which the 'agriculturists are 
exposed and are by no means the healthiest factors of production in our 
economic life. 

It is against this background of our ecunomic life that our policy has 
to be f,C!rmulated. The primary condition of mu economic progress is the 
restoratwn ·of the cultiv,at·or to the position ·of an efficient and solvent 
factor of production. The efficiency depends •On the extent to which we 
a~e 1able to ~elease him from his present handicaps and to better equip 
him £or the Improvement of his condition. And his solvency can only 
foHo~ the provision of adequate relief from the var}ous burdenl-l weighing 
o~ him. And f.or positive progress, it is largely a question of enabling 
~1m, by providing the necessary instruction and material equipment, t~ 
mcrease the productivity of his labour. 
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As I have already said, the improvement of the human material is the 
foremost task before us. The remedy which readily suggests itself is the 
adoption of free and compulsory primary education. The circumstances 
in which the Primary Educat~on Bill ()f late Mr. Gokhale was introduced 
in the ()ld lmperi1al LegisLative Council and rejected by the Government 
and the consistent failure subsequently to tackle this problem have created 
the fe·eling that the foremost task of ,an autonomous provincial government 
is to introduce a system of free and oompuls·ory primary educati·on. While 
I should be the last to acquiesce in the continuance of the present mass 
{)f illitemtcy, which is justly reg,arded as a reproach to our national s·elf
esteem. I feel that schemes f.or primary educ-ation need to be supplemented 
by other me.asures if we are to get .any early results. We can i~ave aside 
for the moment the questi·on .of cost. J uclging it in terms ·of human v.alues 
we must realise in the first plaee that the clireet eff.ect of the immediate 
adoption of fr·ee .and compulsory primary eduoation is the cre•ation of a 
hare literocy in the adult populati·on .of two deeades later. ·while such 
literacy will not have gone .a long way t.o improve the cultural standards 
or the productive efficiE:mcy ~of the masses, there will remain in the 
me,anwhile 1a prodigious mass of ignorance and many-sided backwardness 
in the adult populntion of to-day to be liquidated. This will act as a 
stumbling block t·o ·our pr·ogress in every sphere and particularly to the 
success of ·our atempts to increase the efficiency of the worker. Let it n·ot 
be forgotten that if we do not dev•ote sufficient attention to thos·e sections 
.o£ the population which are now engaged in pwcluctive ,activity, we shall 
t{) that extent be handicapping •ourselves fm future progress. In the 
conditions of two decades ago, the progress of the masses, no doubt, 
depended on providing primary erlucation ancl pr·ovicling instruction 
through the printed word. But to-day br·o.adcasting and visual representa
tion {)f movies 1and even t1alkies provide us with the means of eLlucating 
even .an illiterate adult popula.tion in all matters essential to a healthy 
social life. I say, therefore, let us by all means make our best ende.av.ours 
to remove the handicaps on the children of t·o-d.ay 1and the slur on our 
nntional self-respect. But let us .at the same time throw ourselves heart 
and soul into the task ·of sweetening the lives {)£ those whose {)Ut1ook, 
economic and cultural, has been d.arkenerl by the sad omissim1s of the past. 
After all, education is not so purely n matter ·of the thr·ee R.'s, and very 
fruitful results can be .achiev.ed in dealing with out practical pr·oblems by 
means of such eduo.c<ttive pr·opaganda as I have just referred to. 

For my part, I attach the greatest import,anoe to the pursuit {)f a 
pr·operly drawn up scheme o£ popular pr·opaganda and iook to it to increase 
the ·effectiveness of the .ameliorative measures which we m.ay propose to 
ad·opt. I may inf·orm the House that both the scheme for free compulsory 
primary eduoation .and .a .scheme for the setting 11p .of machinery for 
conducting educative p11opag.anda amongst the masses are receiving -very 
careful .attention of the Government. 

One of the gravest problems that needs to be immediately tackled 
-,elates to the relief of agricultural indebtedness. We have already made 
a beginning in this direction and I envisage the proospect of oonciliation of 
debts being 1accomplished within the space ·of .a year or two through a net-work 
of debt conciliation boards set up throughout the Province. These boards, 
according to the provisions of the Bengal Agricultural Debtors Act, are 
intended to scale down the amount of the debts to comparatively manage
able proportions and the ·debtors are given the facility to pay such 
composed debts by easy instalments. The relief proposed to be given 
will not, however, yield any permanent results if steps are not taken at 
the same time to prev·ent the raiy.ats from relapsing into the same hapless 
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state through incurring further unproductive debts. And they will also 
have to be provided with proper credit facilities for their long-term and 
short-term requirements. How best such facilities can be given-whether 
through co-operative credit societies or land mortgage banks-is receiving 
the careful consideration of the Government. The Government are also 
considering if it would be possible to include the village money-lender in 
the scheme of supplying rural credit which may eventually be adopted. 
His methods hitherto have not been always above-board, but it cannot be 
denied that he has played an important role in supplying credit to the 
rural population. He belongs to a class which is of considerable importance 
and if after proper reform of his methods and outlook he can be induced 
to form part of a scientific machineTy for the supply of Tural credit, this 
would gTeatly facilitate the solution of the problem. This aspect of the 
question is also Teceiving the attention of the Government. 

The incidence of land tenure also constitutes a hardship for the 
agriculturist. Our land system is so complicated and unsuited to the 
changing conditions that there is a country-wide demand for its revision. 
The Government are fully aware of the urgency of the. problem and the 
Hon'ble Minister for Revenue will shortly introduce a Bill for removing 
the most pressing disabilities of the tenants. But a comprehensive and 
scientific revision of our land system will -naturally require very careful 
investigation and it is proposed to set up a Commission to go carefully into 
various aspects of the question such as the effect of the system of sub
infeudation on economic holdings, the incidence of rent payable by the 
agriculturist, the narrowing down of intermediary interests, the possibility 
and methods of State acquisition of proprietary- interests through the grant 
of compensation and various other allied questions. 

I realise, however, that the problem that is of paramount importance 
to the cultivator is the improvement in the prices of ·agricultural com
modities. There is perhaps an expectation in the minds of the people that 
the establishment of popular Government will help to raise the level o£ 
prices. But I would like you to realise that a provincial Government's 
powers in this respect are very limited. Apart from the fact that agri
cultural prices depend on world conditions we have not in the provinces 
the power to adjust such faetorR as currency or tariff which may lever up 
the level o£ internal prices. These matters come, as you know, under the 
purview of the Central Government. To the extent, however, that it may 
be possible to stimulate prices through improved methods of production, 
better marketing facilities and enhancing the holding power of the raiyats, 
I can assure honourable members that these questions are receiving the 
most anxious consideration of the present Government. 

I have no doubt in my mind that when the ground is prepared by the 
revision of agricultural debts and tenancy la\vs and the cultivator is rescued 
from his present penury and educated into new habits of thrift and 
prudence, there will be a happy metamorphosis of our economic condition 
and most of our problems will become much easier of solution. But for 
this it is necessary to instil into the minds of the people the true spirit of 
co-operation and to rouse them to a sense of enlightened self-interest. 
Awaken the people to a sense of intolerance of dirt and disease, of poverty 
and idleness, and there will be forthcoming co-operative effort of a purely 
spontaneous lrind to accomplish work that is of benefit to the community 
as a whole. Marshes can be filled, mosquitoes killed, waterways cleared, 
embankments repaired, squalor removed, all by the voluntary efforts of the 
communi~y tln~s greatly lessening the need ·for money payments.-In a 
country 1n whrch surplus labour is tbe most conspicuous form of wealth 
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and land is almost the only form of capital, to be obsessed unduly with 
the ideas of a money economy is to be imprisoned in a vicious cirele which 
it is impossible to break. In a .country where nature is so bountiful, 
improvement in the standard of living of the people does not necessarily 
depend wholly on the nioney income. Intelligent use of our natural 
resources and properly disciplined self-exertion can materially improve the 
conditions o£ life of the agricultural poJmlation, particularly in regard to 
the primary necessaries of life. Better food is not necessarily costlier food 
in this country and if the farmer is properly educated to recogn1se the value 
of healthifll' physical and social conditions, he v;ill be able to a considerable 
extent to help himseH even tlwngh his money income doe& not immediately 
improve. 

It is to these ends that our efforts and our resources should he directed 
in the initial stages. When the raiyat, who forms the backbone of our 
economic system, is converted into a more potent factor of production, the 
chief source of our national revenue will have been strengthenorl and we 
can then look forward to greater prosperity and progress. With a large 
agricultural population in possesAion of an increased purchasing power, 
the produets of industry, big and small, will find a readier and a more 
remunerative market within the country and the national economy, with 
a balanced industrial and agricultural activity, will fln~l and Jlreserve its 
euqilibrium with ,a steady .and rapid increase alike in pr.oduction and 
consuprntion. The unemploye<l would 1)e slowly absorbed in various kinds 
of productive ai1d distributive activity in the sheer momentum of economic 
progress. 

May I say a word here regarding labour which in tl1e rapidly expanding 
conditions of to~ day is everywhere receiving more a tten bon P ""\V e have also 
set up a separate portfolio for labour and the Hon'ble Minister in charge is 
impr~ssed with the necessity of creating sornc mnc:hinnry for. Hnfpguarc~ing 
the mterest of the workers. The Government have aecordmgly decided 
to appoint a LalJ<nu Offiner and other offipers to look after tlu~ welfare 
of the labourers. A earefnl invPRtigation will alw he m.atl<~ into the mode 
of life and starrclard of living of the laho11rers ancl efforts will 1w made to 
raise it. 'l'he Government will also encourage the growH1 of trade unions 
along healthy lines for tluough such associations and co-operative efforts 
are the interests of the labourers best secured. 

Rut may I sound a note of warning here against the evil ·of creating 
disaffeetion amongst the labourers and making· them reRort to HtrikeR on 
slender grounds. Strikes are no doubt useful weapons in the hands of 
1ahour for ensming the right of collective bargaining. But if .abused, 
strikes cease to become a privilege. Those who induce labourers to go on 
strike on the slenderest of oecasions are helping to make them exhaust the 
finest weapon in their armoury for very trivial purposes, and when a big 
occasion comes, their strike will be taken less seriously than if it were 
reserved for very special circumstances. Besides, frequent labour trouble 
acts as a drag on industrial expansion. In Bengal where industrial capital 
is already very shy, it has a tendency to further' frighten capital away 
from avenues of industrial investment. And if industry does not expand, 
how are the labourers going to benefit? 

I may also take this opportunity of impressing on employers the need 
of recognising the letigimate rights of labour. They ean no longer remain 
indifferent to the demands of the labourers-when such demands are neither 
exorbitant nor unreasonable. The conditions of labour have to be 
improved, and it is useless for employers to remain wedded to the attitude 
of mind of two decades ago. 
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I now turn to the problem of educated middle-class unemployment which 
is doubtless exercising the minds of most honourable members of this 
House. We are all familiar with the hardships which the youth of this 
Province have' to undergo at the threshold of their careers; and who would 
deny that everything that is possible should be done to alleviate their 
suffering? Middle-class employment, it will be evident on a little reflection, 
is not in the same sense productive as the work of farmer or a factory 
hand. The expansion of commercial activities is a pre-requisite of the 
creation of the work of a clerk or a supervisor or any other jobs such as 
our middle-class young men seek. It is often said that unemployment is 
due to the academic nature of the present-clay education and that vocational 
instruction and the provision of technical training will reduce the evil. 
The presence of a large number of young men with a high technical 
training among the unemployed is a standing refutation of that view. 
It is necessary to clearly understand the posi'tion of Government in this 
respect. The Government by the expansion of their beneficient activities 
according to their resources can no doubt give employment to some of the 
unemployed but not to an extent likely to absorb even a fraction of the 
vast number of unemployed educated youth. The expansion of govern
mental activity in any direction must necessarily mean more employment. 
Thus if free primary education is introduced or technical education extended 
or public health organisations expanded, this will in every instance mean 
the employment of a fairly large number of young men. Apart from such 
direct help, however, the Government can also help to enlarge the avenues 
of employment by undertaking public works on a larger scale. As a matter 
of fact the Government are considering many such schemes. B'ut while 
this would undoubtedly lead to better opportunities for employment, there 
should be in the Province an adequate machinery through which the 
expansion of State· activity would be reflected in benefits accruing to our 
unemployed young men. If, for instance, the Government decide to 
build a number of bridges or construct more roads, buildings and canals, 
etc., the full benefit will not accrue to us if the award of the contract has 
to go to any firm outside Bengal, or if we have to get our labour from one 
province, our skilled artisans from another and other employees from 
somewhere else. I may mention in this connection that there is too often 
an unreasonable prejudice in the minds of our people against certain 
classes of work. One has only to think of the many avenues of employment 
even in the existing conditions which Bengal has virtually thrown away 
to the people of other provinces to realise how our whole attitude to work 
needs a speedy and a radical revision. The change can be brought about 
only by careful propaganda and this is but another instance to bear out 
the importance which I have all along attached to propaganda. I may 
tell the honourable members that the Government are considering the 
appointment of an o:ffi.cer to investigate thoroughly into the question of 
the opportunities offered by the various channels of employment which are 
now occupied by men from other provinces and to see what help the 
Government can render to grarlnally fit our young men for such occupations. 
T~e Government can also help to widen the scope of employment by 
stimulating industrial and trade activity. U ultimately the solution for 
unemployment must lie in an expansion of the economic activities of the 
country. The State, can, of course, give an impetus to such an expansion 
through provision of technical advice, direct assistance to small industries, 
cheap capital and in various other ways. When industrial activity expands 
it will help to absorb both surplus agricultural labour and middle-class 
unemployment. The Government can also help national industries through 
a policy of local purchase and preference for ind:igenou::; goods. It is under 
our contemplation to do so on a larger scale. We can also pres" the 

2 52 71 U!;i ~ 
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Central Government for a legitimate share of the benefits that must accrue 
from their policy of stores purchase and public works. And we are 
carefully considering what part of the Government of India's requirements 
we can produce and supply from Bengal and how .such a scheme can 
become practically effective. In order to reap the full benefit o£ all this, 
however, it is necessary that there should be adequate economic machinery 
in the coun-try to cope with the increased opportunities thus afforded. The 
Government are also considering whether the army can afford a profitable 
avenue o£ employment for the young men of Bengal and how to persuade 
the Government of India to give them such opportunities. 

I have digressed a great deal from the main purposes o£ a budget 
statement. But my aim is to show that our problems call for the greatest 
circumspection at each step and that it is only by ensuring one basic 
condition after another that real progress can be achieved. It is not a 
question merely o£ a definite outlay of funds in eaeh project, and on each 
objective that excites our sympathies. The magnitude o£ our problems is 
naturally in direct proportion to the intensity of our poverty. To appre
ciate this inter-dependence and to adj!ust from time to time our ends to our 
means and the means to the ends are to my mind the essence of praetical 
wisdom. 

It is true that for the stupendous task of national reeonstruction that 
awaits us our resmuees are very inadequn,te. I do not, however, wish to 
strike a note of despair. On the contrary, I believe that with our present 
resources and future expeetations we can make a fair start in various 
directions. I would like to emphasifle the brighter side of the pieture in 
my statement to honourable members. 

There are three directions in whieh ameliorative measureR are most 
urgent but at the same time very expensive. The first of tl1ese TebteR to 
Compulsory Primary Education throughout the Province; the seeond 
concerns improvement in irrig-ationnl fa<:ilities whieh is mainly necessary 
for "\Vestern Reugal where productivity of land has greaUy deteriorated; 
ana the third relates to the improvement of inland waterways 
particularly in distri<-ts of Eastern Rengal. :For the fimmc:ing o£ projeets in 
these three direetionlcl we hav<c1 the benefit of special ad hoc legislation. 
The relative Ac:ts, contain provisions for the raising o£ specific taxation for 
theHe purpm;es and these henefieent projects will not, it is expected, 
involve too big a drain on the normal revenue. It will be seen that such 
direct and immediate benefits will accrue to the people as a result of these 
projects Uw.t these specific taxes should not prove very burdensome. Speeific 
taxation has also the added advantage that it is earmarked for specific 
purposes \VlJich in these instances constitute beneficent measures and the 
proceeds cannot be diverted to the normal needs o£ the Government even 
in times o£ difficulty. 

The five taxation measures adopted in 1985 wl1ich are clue to expire in 
1938 will, I hope, be renewed in time. They would increase our recurring 
revenue by about 80 lakhs, which would greatly help the expansion of the 
beneficent activitieR of the Government. 

The estimate of expenditure includes more than half a erore on account 
of measures taken both as a cure and as a preventive for the anarchist 
movement. Of this amount more than hal£ is accounted for by the 
additional staff in the Police and Jail Departments. It can be reasonably 
hoped that it may be possible to reduce the expenditure considerably under 
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this head within the course of a year or two. Even if all political 
prisoners .could be released at once, that would not give us an immediate 
saving- of Rs. 54 lakhs. For, the release of detenus is not identical with 
the complete disappearance of subversive movements, and for some time 
after such release can be effected, the additional machinery may still have 
to be maintained to a certain degree to meet the possibility of recrudescence 
of the terrorist movement or the appearance of other subversive movements. 
But eventually with an improvement in the position, it may be possible 
no doubt to effect a saving of nearly the whole amount. But I would at the 
same time set o:ff against this saving a liability wl1.ich we cannot ignore. 
It may prove profitable to spend a portion of this saving on Students' 
W el£are movements as a more radical antidote to the canker of subversive 
influences. 

Over and a hove all this is the prospect of our getting a share of the 
Income-tax Revenue from the Central Government under the Niemeyer 
scheme as a result of the improvement in Railway finance. It is perhaps 
too soon to count with any certainty on a surplus in the Railway Budget 
available for appropriation by the Central Government as the contribution 
of the railways to the general revenues. But we may note with special 
gratification the signs that are of late visible of genuine improvement in 
the railway earnings. 

And last but not least it should be remembered that we have to explore 
new sources of taxation, which though they do not suggest themselves in 
concrete form, are essential if we are to give effect to a planned programme 
of national reconstruction. We cannot make bricks without straw; nor 
can we undertake the stupendous task of national uplift with slender means 
and a taboo against any increase of taxation. We have, of course, to frame 
our taxation proposals carefully with due regard to their incidence and 
impose it only ·on those who can shoulder an additional burden. I h"ave 
no doubt that honourable members, eager to implement their promises to 
the electorate, will offer their full measure of support. 

While I have endeavoured, as in duty bound, to make clear the 
limitations of our :financial position, I must also point out that we are not 
altogetheT thl'own on our own resources in one or two specified matters. 
Thus for the construction of roads and bridges with a view to improve 
communications we can expect subventiom; from the Central Government 
wl1ich together with the proceeds of the Motor Vehicles •rax would prove 
fairly sufficient for the improvement of our road communications. Like
wise. for rural reconstruction, B'engal, will receive a contribution of 
6 1akhs a year hom the Centre for the next three years. It is no small 
aclvantag'e that we are now starting with a clean slate with no loans 
outstan~ing and no interest charges £orming part o£ our normal recurring 
expenditure. As soon as we are assured of an aderJ.uate recurring surphu; 
on re;enue account, we sl1all he in a position to raise loans o£ some 
magmtude to finance comprehensive schemes of national welfare. 

Sir, I !1ave nearly done. I am afraid I have presumed considerably 
on the patience and toleraJJce of honourable members. But I felt that at the 
commencement o£ the new epoch we should have a clear idea of the 
changes t~at have taken place, the problems that lie ahead and of our 
resources m money and material with which to face the task. I ho1)e that 
~on?1~r~ble members have been able to form some idea of the position and 
hab1ht1es of the new Government, .of the problems it seeks to solve and 
the policy it proposes to pursue. Onlv when we know exactlv where we 
stand can we resolutely commence the .forward march towards ~ur goal. 
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I take this opportunity o£ making an appeal to the members o£ the 
services, both Indian and European, who form the main limb o£ tho 
administration and on whose efficiency and loyal co-operation the success 
of the whole Government very largely depends. On us, the responsible 
Ministers o£ the Government, will undoubtely fall the favours and frowns 
of the country for the policy which we adopt, but with them, to a very 
large extent indeed, will rest the successful carrying out of that policy. 
This will be true in a special degree of the higher or superior services. I 
am 1noved to make a particular appeal to the European members of those 
services. I would ask them to feel that they share with us a sacred trust. 
If India is the land of our birth, it is no less the land they have chosen to 
serve. I am confidents that the national aspirations which guide us in our 
endeavours will receive at their hands due honour and unflinching support, 
and that a critical posterity will never have occasion to say that as self
Government came to India through the door, the ardour of the European 
members of the services fled through the window. We, in our turn, can 
assure them along with all other Government servants that so long as they 
place at the disposal of the new Government the high order of service and 
efficiency which they have rendered in the past and help us administratively 
to translate our policy into action, they will always get complete trust and 
all posRible protection from the Provincial Government. I may add from 
the experience I have gathered in course of t}Je first few months as a 
member of the new Government through my contact with several members 
of the higher services that they have given evidence of an excellent spirit 
both iu the dishil:ts and in the departments o£ the Secretariat, and I am 
happy to bear toRtimony to the ready help and co-operation that I have 
received from them. 

The Indian memherfl of the services also have a special responsibility to 
disc,Jwrge. A~ responsible memhers of the aclministration and as men who 
will have to Hhoulder an C'ver-increasing Hhnre of the administration in 
the future, they owe it to themsolveK and to the country to bring to bear 
on their duties tlHJ efficienl'Y' loyalty and thorouglmess which they have 
shown in the past. 'l'o-day they l1ave an added intereHt in their work 
inasmueh as it is an autonomous Government of whieh they form a part, 
and they can rest assured of every help and support from Government so 
long- as they discharg-e their duties under the new conditions with devotion 
and efficiency. 

I am happy to take this opportunity of expressing my grateful thanks 
to Sir John \:Voodhead, my predecessor in office, for his conscientious and 
efficient custodianship of our provincial finances during the difficult years 
that we have lived through. He laboured hard for the good of this 
province, and his name will long be gratefully remembered. I trust that 
in the improved financial position which Bengal now enjoys he will find 
some reward for all the care and energy which he devoted to the preparation 
of our case on the eve of the settlement. I must also thank Sir John for 
the trouble he took in keeping everything ready and smooth for his 
successor, and I am personally grateful to him for having stayed 
on nine clays after his term ceased on the 31st March to help me 
in the initial stages during the difficult period of the transition. 

It remains for me to perform another pleasant duty before resuming 
my seat-to thank the officers and the staff of the Finance Department £or 
the ready help and co-operation they have rendered me. But for their 
ungrudging· assistance and unremitting toil, my task would have proved too 
onerous. 
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Sir, I have now the honour of presenting the Budget for 1937-38. I 
ask very respectfully the consideration of its provisions in the hope that 
members, irrespective of party bias and affiliation, will make an earnest 
endeavour to examine them on their merits, and offer such criticism as may 
be helpful and ·constructive and thus set up a high standard o£ discussion. 
The fervent patriotism which illumines the whole of this great land of 
Hindusthan to-day was first kindled in Bengal. Let us once more attempt 
to retrieve our heritage through constructive endeavour, and zealous 
service in the cause of the nation. 

BANDEMATARAM 
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APPENDIX I, 

Bengal Finances under the Montagu.Ohelmsford Reforms 

Before the introduction o£ the l.ate Constitution the revenues o£ India, 
to use a summary description, were pooled 1md~r the contr.ol of the Centrol 
Government; the province.s getting out o£ the pool what they oould persuade 
the Centre to give them under "settlements" that were fixed £rom time to 
time. 'l'he plan had elasticity and, in the circumstances o£ those days, it 
worked. 

2. Under the late Constitution the revenues o£ India were sepamted 
into two compartments. Those relating to the subjects f.or which pl'o
vinces were to be responsible were allotted to the provinces, and the rest were 
allotted to the Centre. There was a provision requiring the pr.ovinces to make 
certain contributions to the Centre, but it was short-1ived. Apart from a 
prospect ·of certain income-tax receipts which never materialised f.or most 
provinces including Bengal, each province got the yield within its horders 
o£ the heads of revenue al1otted to the pr.ovincial compartment: just that 
and no more. 'rhe most serious defect o£ the .settlement, and that on which 
t,he plan broke clown in Bengal, was this : that the yield ·of the revenues in the 
provincial oompartment di:fferecl widely in provinces of oompamble si~e 
~Und population and with comparable •arlministmtive needs. In Bengal the 
yield per head of population was a little more than one-third o£ the yield 
in Bombay, 'a little less than half .of the yield in the Punj,ab, allll a little les's 
than two-thirds of the yield in Madms. The heat1s which mostly accounted 
for the lower yield in Bengal were Land Revenue (·owing mainly to the 
Perma11ent Settlement) .and Excis·e (owing t.o traditional low oonsumption). 
Had the yielrl of :Excise per head of popu1ati,on been the same in Beng,aJ as 
in Bombay, or as in Madras, the Bengnl revenues, in 1935-36 for instance, 
woulrl hav·e been higher by 6-iz crores, ·or 3 crores, respectively. The cancel
lation o£ the pl10vinci.al c-ontributions to the Centre made the inequality 
between provinces worse: £or it gave greatest relief to the pl'ovinces which 
by the setting up of separate provincial resources had .secured the greatest 
margin of estimat·ed income .over estimated comparative n~quirements. 
Bengal was driven into bitter opposition, and canvassed vigor-ously three 
claims which, .as events have proved, were destined to succeed. In the first 
place .she claimed that the whole of the Oentml e·xport duty on jute, or 
the greater part of it, shou1d be given to the jute pr·oducing pr.ovinces. 
Sec.ondly she claimed that the provinces should ·get a subst,antial share 
·of the income-tax levied within their boundaries; pointing out that 
Bengal, •One of the chief sufferers over the allocation .o£ provincial 
res.ources, was one of the two 1argest .eontrihut·ors to the Central exchequer. 
Finally, she demanded to be relieved o£ the loans which she was eompelled 
to raise from the Government ,of India in order to hal.ance her budgets during 
the deep depression that began in 1930-31. That depression brought out 
the £acts o£ Bengal's precarious position .as nothing else eould h.av·e done. 

3. Receipts on revenue acoount, expenditure •On revenue acoount 1and the 
consequent surpluses ·Or deficits on revenue .account during the sixteen years 
of the late Constitution were as follows: Separate figures are given for 
expenditure .on "terr-orism" and for payment .of interest .on "deficit ~o,ans" 



in order to show the place of these items in the total expenditure during the period of highest st~s.in :-

[Figures are in thousands.) 

Expenditure. 
Year. Receipts. r- Surplus. Deficit. 

Expenditure on Interest on loan Total excluding Grand total. 
terrorism since taken to cover columns 3 and 4. 

1930-31. deficit. 

1 2 3 3 4 6 7 8 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
A-

1921-22 .. .. (a) 9,87,81 .. .. . . (b) 12,03,27 .. 2,15,46 

1922-23 .. 9,85,39 .. .. .. 9,59,64 25,75 

B-
1923-24 . . 10,13,28 .... .. .. 9,78,07 35,21 

1924-25 .. 10,34,52 .. .. .. 9,76,29 58,23 
{'-:) 

1925-25 0 0 .. 10,70,58 .. .. .. 10,31,05 39,53 '" 
...... 

1926-27 • 0 .. 10,50,36 .. .. .. 10,70,95 .. 20,59 

1927-28 • 0 . . 10,81,28 .. .. .. 10,85,56 .. 4,28 

1928-29 . . .. 10,98,66 .. . . .. 10,90,47 8,19 

1929-30 .. .. 11,35,87 .. .. . . ll,33,63 2,24 

C-
1930-31 .. 0. 9,66,34 .. .. .. 11,40, 79 . . 1,74,45 

1931-32 .. 0 0 9,01,06 22,00 .. 10,78,52 11,00,52 0 • 1,99,46 

1932-33 0 0 .. 9,38,04 47,00 12,00 10,08,83 10,67,83 .. 1,29, 79 

1933-34 .. 0 0 9,05,73 54,00 18,00 10,09,67 10,81,67 ... 1,75,94 

D-
1934-35 0 0 0 0 11,02,73 57,00 22,00 10,29,01 11,08,01 .. 11,28 

1935-36 .. .. 11,47,47 62,00 22,00 10,67,17 11,51,17 .. 3,70 

1936-37 (Revised) 0 0 11,94,83 58,00 22,00 11,11,52 11,91,52 3,31 

(a) Includes income-tax receipts 93,00. 
(b) Includes fixed contributions (63.00) and fixed assignments (92,05) to the Centre ..• 
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The figures fall naturally into the four periods marked A, B, C and D. 

4. Period A (1921-1923).-In 1921-22 Government budgeted for a deficit 
on revenue account of 2lllakhs, to be met out of an .opening balance ·of 272 
lakhs and ,announced that it ha;d lodged in January a protest ag,ainst the 
sett'l.e~ent and was hopeful that S•ome relief would be forthcoming before the 
following year. A depression supervened seriously affecting receipts: 
saving·s ,of 45 [akhs were eff-ected by peremptory orders of retr·enchment, but 
f.or whiflh the year would have ended with a deficit on revenue account of 
250 1akhs. the protest lodged in J,am.tary resulted in the remission as from 
1922-23, of the contribution of 63 1akhs per annum which the province was 
supposed to pay to the Centre according to the settlement (the remission of 
the oontribution of other pr·ovinces followed in 1927-28). The fol1owing 
words were used in the Indian Assembly by the Finance Member in 
September, 1921, when moving the resolution to remit the Bengal 
contribution:-

"We have examined the oase most narrowly and critically, and it 
appears certain that with every economy Beng1al must have a deficit 
·of 120 1akhs ............ Bengal would have that deficit even if it 
provided only the bare minimum expenditure required to carry 
on the ordinary administrati•on of the pr·ovince." 

In 1922, with .a view both to pr.oclucing balanced budgets and to enabhng 
expenditure to be incr·eased in ''the llJation-building departments'', measures 
of taxation were passed and a formal Retrenchment Committee was set up. 
The taxation measures were-

(a) The Indian Stamp (Bengal Amendm,ent) Act, 1922.-This raised 
stamp duties by various percentages (the majority by 50 per cent., 
some by less than 50 per cent. and some by more than 50 per 
cent.). Assuming st·atic conditi·ons, it was estimated that the 
rise above the stamp revenue .of 1921-22 would be about 46 lakhs. 

(b) The Bengal Court-fee'S Act, 1922.-This did the same with the 
majority of court-fees in Bengal .and was expected to produce an 
increase of about 74 lakhs. 

(o) The Bengal A1musements Tax Act, 1922.-This imposed for the first 
time a tax on tickets of admission to places of amusement 
(theatres, cinemas, race-courses, etc.) and .a tax on betting on 
hoorse-mces with totalisators or ho·ok-makers. It was expected 
to produce about 22t 1akhs per annum. 

This expected increase of 142! iJ.akhs in all did not, however, materialise. 
The Amusement Tax fulfilled its pr•omise (for 3 years only, .after which it 
fell off badly under "betting"), but the estimates under Stamps and Court
fees proved to be very wide of the mark. Owing to these me,asures and to a 
slight recovery in economic conditions, the year closed with a small surplus 
on revenue account, but the hopes of being .able to provide for much 
increased expenditure on the "transferred side" were disappointed. In 
imposing these taxes Bengal led the way in India, and she has never been 
able to remove them. 

The Retrenchment Committee reported in 1923, and retrenchments 
oalcu1ated to r·educe expenditure by 37! lakhs were adopted in pursuance of 
some ·of its recommendations. 
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Period B (1923·24 to 1929-30).-During this period receipts rose steadily 
until they were 1~ crores up Dn the figures for 1922-23. The improvement 
was due in the main tD rising prices and general economic recovery coupled 
with the e:ffect .o£ the tax,ation measures DI 1922; but it was partly due to 
.administrative steps taken by Government during this peri.ocl. Hates o£ 
excise duty, rates ·of recovery in s·ettl~ment opemtiC!ns, fees. in COfle!S'es and 
second.ary schools ,and fees for the .audrt o£ Go-operative Oredrt S·ocretres were 
raised, and the registration fees leviable on docu_ment~ relating to property 
of a value exceeding Rs. 250 were doubled. It rs beheved that at least 20 
lakhs out of the H crores increase is .attributable to these me,asures. This 
improvement in receipts rendered possible some increase o£ expenditure, in 
which the "transferred departments" shared. 

Period C (1930-31 to 1933·34).-A world-wide depression, f·ar surpassing 
that o£ 1921-23 and not yet completely lifted, developed suddenly in 1930-31 
and played hav.oc with the revenues o£ all the g·overnments in Indi•a. Those 
in the weakest financial position suffered most, and Bengal was one of them. 
The revenue £ell precipitately from 11 crores 36 lakhs in 1929-30 to 9 cr•ores 
66 l•akhs in 1930-31, whereas the budget pr·ovided £or an expenditure on 
revenue account o£ 11 crores 76 [,akhs. As elsewher·e in India, action 
to reduce expenditure w1as taken immediately. All .av.oidable expenditure 
was p·ostponed, expenditure on new works was stopped, expenditure on 
works in pr.ogress was s1owed down, tnavelling allowance rules were delibera
lised, a 15 per cent. reduction was imposed on .all provinc]a:l pays exceeding 
Rs. 80 both £.or new entrants >and £or old servants on pr.omotion to posts 
carrying higher rates o£ pay. This was £ol1owed (in December, 1931) by a 
10 per cent. emergency cut on .all other pays (including those o£ the 
Imperial services), .and by .a 10 per cent. cut on gmnts to educational and 
othBr institutions. Another Retrenchment Committee was appointed (in 
1932), and thB saving inv.olved in thosB o£ their recommendations which 
were accepted w1as estim.a ted .at a hou t one cr.ore (ultimate) , including 45 iLakhs 
on a permanent revision •OI pays (promulgated in 1934). On the other hand 
·expenditure began to mount under "Terrorism" and "Interest on deficit 
loans," and there was 1a constant upward tendency (.about 4 Lakhs per 
.annum) on .account o£ pension ch.argBs, while the 10 per cent. cut in pay 
had, £.or extern,al reas.ons, to be reduced to 5 per cent. in 1933-34 (.and to nili 
in 1935-36). The effect ·of ,all the retrenchment measures taken in this 
pBriod was .analysed in the Finance MembBr' s budgBt spBech £.or 1934-35. 
He ·demonstrated conclusively that on .a true comparison o£ the expenditure 
on r·evenue account in 1929-30 with that in 1933-34 the aggregate o£ the 
reductions in expenditure effected was no less than 94! lakh.s. A number 
o£ .administrative measures to increase revenue were tJUken, but resort to 
further taxation was impracticable owing t,o resentment in the Legislature 
oat the unfairness o£ the financial settlement. 

Period D (1934-35 to 1936·37).-With effect fr.om the year 1934-35, the 
()fmtral Government and Le!Sislature, being· convinced that Bengal had done 
all that was practicable to help herself and that her debt to the Centre was 
becoming unmanageable, decided, as an ad interim measure o£ relief pending 
the advent o£ a fresh settlement under the New Constitution, to give her 
50 per cent. of net proceeds of the jute export duty on jute grown within 
Bengal. This action on the part o£ the Centre brought relief to the province 
as follows :-

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 (revised estimate) 

1 crore 58 lakhs. 
1 crore 67 lakhs. 
1 crore 78 lakhs. 
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Not merely did it bring this relief, but it enabled Government to resort 
to a measure of sel£-help; in the Spring of 1935 the Bengal Legislature 
passed the following taxation Bills, calculated to bring in 24! lakhs per 
annum (they have actually yielded about 30 lakhs) :-

(1) Bengal Electricity Duty Act, 1935. 
(2) Bengal Tobacco (Sales Licensing) Act, 1935. 
(3) Indian Stamp (Bengal Amendment) Act, 1935. 
(4) Court Fee (Bengal Second Amendment) Aflt; 1935. 
(5) Bengal Amusements Tax (Amendment) Act, 1935; 

Resentment at the Meston Settlement was still, however, sufficiently 
strong to compel the Local Government to accept amendments limiting the 
life of all five measures to three years from the date of their being brought 
into force. That period will expire in mid-1938. 

5. Sir Otto Niemeyer visited Bengal in the Winter of 1935-36. lie 
came to the finding that it was imperative to give Bengal under the New 
Constitution immediate further relief to the extent of 75 lakhs per annum. 
This he proposed should be brought about by cancelling all her debt to the 
Centre as it might stand on the closing of the accounts for 1935-36, .and by 
raising her share o£ the jute export duty from 50 per cent. to 62~ per cent. 
1'hese proposals were accepted and came into effect on the 1st April, 1937. 

APPENDIX II 

(Figures are in thouflands.) 

Education 

Medical 
Public Health 
Agriculture 
Co-operative Credit 
Industries 
Debt Conciliation Boards 

Contribution towards Water Ways Board 
Damodar-Hooghly flushing scheme 
Interest charges on State Provident Fund Deposits 

Public Service Commission 

Revised, 
1936-37. 

(Indian and 
English 

expenditure). 

Rs. 

1,32,80 
51,88 

(a)27,10 
10,36 
11,69 
14,59 

2,16 

Provincial Legislative Council and Assembly 1,55 
Provincialisation of the office of the Official Assignee 

Reorganisation of the Process Serving Establishment in 47 
the Civil Courts. 

Statutory grant for the new Howrah Bridge 1,00 
Road Development Works 16,14 
Civil Buildings, etc. 83,11 

Total 
or 

Bud got, Increase. 
1937-38. 

Rs. ,. Rs. 

1,37,70 4,90 

54,45 2,57 
33,98 6,88 
11,74 1.38 
13,94 2,25 

16,69 2,10 

16,62 14,46 

1,25 1,25 

1,30 1,30 

15,83 15,83 

88 88 

3,15 1,60 
1,05 1,05 

2,30 1,83 

4,00 3,00 

22,23 6,09 

1,04,92 21,81 

89,18 
89,00 

(a) Excluding 9· 35 on account of augmentation grants to the District Boards transferred 
to the head "57-Miscellaneous" from 1937-38. 



APPENDIX Ill 

. .Summary of the financial position of the Government of Bengal in 1936-37 and 1937-38 

[Figures are in thousands.] 

Opening Ba1anoe 
Revenue Receipts 
Capital Receipts 
Receipts from Debt, Deposits, etc. 

Revenue Expenditure 
Capital Expenditure 
Expenditure on Debt, Deposits, etc. 
Closhig Balance 

Receipts 

.. 

Expenditure 

Net Result 

Budget, 
1936·37. 

Rs. 

27,27 
11,50,53 

1,34,65 

13,12,45 

11,90,77 
1;09,39 

12,29 

13,12,45 

(Exclusive of opening balance.) 

Smplys+ 
}on revenue account -40,~ 

Deficit-

SurplU13+ 
}outside revenue account t-2'1,2, 

Deficit...:. 

{Surplus+ } Total -14,98 
Deficit-

Revised, 
1936·37. 

Rs. 

41,09 
11,94,83 

92,97 

13,28,89 

11,91,52 
1,33,98 

3,39 

13,28,89 
;-<< 

+3,31 

-41,01 

-37,70 

(a} Minimum balance required to }:Je kept in tb. Bank and in the Treasuries 
Famine Relief Fund 
Depreciation Reserve Fund-Government Presses 
Subvention from Central Road Development Fund 
Deposit account of grant for Development of Industries 
Deposit account of grant for economic development and improvement of rural 
areas 
Suspense account 

Total 

Budget, 
1937·38. 

Rs. 

(a)97,78 
12,55,03 

9,98,48 

23,51,29 

12,21,05 
12,30 

9,79,98 
1,37,96 

23,51,29 
-- --

+33,98 

+6,20 

+40,HI 

Rs. 

49,00 
3,39 
3,42 

37,11 
1,19 

2,87 
80 

97,78 
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Supplementary Statement of Expenditure for 1937-38 

(Presented on the 20th September, 1937) 

The Hon'ble Mr. Nalini Ranjan Sarker: Sir, I beg to present Supple
mentary Statement d Expenditure for 1937-38. 

(Presented on the lth Feln'uary, 1938) 

The Hon'ble Mr. Nalini Ranjan Sarker: Sir, unrler section 81 of the 
Government of Inrha Act, 1935, I beg to present n Supplementary Statmneut 
showing the estimated .amount .of expenditure that will be necessmy for 
the current year. The total amount of such tftnticipated expenditure £or the 
year is Its. 3,42,000 of which Rs. 98,000 is voterl an(l Its. 2,44,000 is 
charged. The tot.a.l grant for appropri,ations is revised muler 8 major htm(1s. 
The' reasons for such .anticipated expenditure un(lor the Vttni.ous heads 
which ooulrl not lw foreseen .at the time of the prep.aro.tion of the Budget 
.are given in the Statement for the information of the Ylenlhen;, nntl l b.e 
Hou'hlo Ministen; in charge of respective tlepartmeuts will furtheT explain 
the positiu1~ in 1·espeet of· eueh head .of expoilllitnre \Vhen they will make 
their demands: At this stnge, Sir, I do not w.ant to tnl;:e 11p the time of the 
House. I present the Supplement,ary ·estimate of 6xponditm:e f{n' i.he year 
1937-38. 

Spe·e·ch by the Hon'ble Mr. N. R. Sarh:er, Finance M'inister, in pressnLit; 
the Budget for 1938·39. 

(Pre~·ented om the 17th Peln·twf';IJ, HJ.18.) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, a little over six months hac; elapsed sinee I presented 
may la~;t; Budget and as I rise to-day to present the Budget Estimates for 
J9;38-;l9, I am glad thttt we now get back to normal praetiee: to Budget 
sessions and the voting of supplies bdore the opening of the· year to which 
they relate. 'The year which is now expiring was unusual in its budgetary 
arrangements owing to the change over from one constitution to another. 
A Governor's grant was made on 1st, April 1907, and the Legislature was 
sulJsequently called upon to vote supplies for the whole year on a Budget 
present.ed towards the end of July and voted in August-September. A 
di8advantage that has flowed from this is that we. have only had six 
month", instead of the usual twelve, in which to frame proposals and make 
a Budget for the ensuing year. 

I will begin my statement with the good news that the. actuals for 
1936-37 are better than seemed possibler two years ago or even a year 
ago. 1'he House will remember that under the terms of the Niemeyer 
Settlement, while we would have been obliged to take a loan to cover 
any working deficit for 1936-37', should it have ended in one, any 
surplus would only have been written off as an incident of the 
cancellntion of our debt to the Centre as it_ stood on 31st March, 1937. 
Ou:' interest therefore was confined to the avoidance o£ a deficit, which 
wou1 1 have meant starting on our regime of provincial autonomy with 
a f!eht on our hands. To sentiment and self ·interest alike, this would 
have been distasteful ; and we may well congratulate oureslves on the 
fact that we have avoided it. 
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Hon'ble members will also be glad to learn that the improvement 
e>ident in 19,36-37 gained such strength during the first. half o£ the 
current year that, despite a set-back dtuing the past few months, the 
Teviscd estimates for 1937-38 aTe well above the estimates which I 
pnsent.ed six months ago. I shall come to details later, but at this 
stage I should like to mention the two heads which have mostly contributed 
t•J the .improvement. These are the jute export duty and income-tax. The 
former is likely to exceed our original estimate by 33 lakhs, and the latter, 
for which we estimated nothing at all, by 27t Jakhs. But I am giving 
uo secret& away when I eay that these figures would have been many lakhs 
higher but for the disturbing drop in trade figures that set in about two 
months ago. The case of income-tax is the most noticeable. As the IIouse 
iR aware, during the first five ye2rs of the cons)citution ihe amount of 
income~tax receipts assignable to the Provinces depends not merely on the 
yield of income-tax but also, and indeed mainly, on the yield of Railway 
earniniS's: we can get nothing unless the Railways prosper. Well, they 
did pTosper in the first hal£ of the year and, if the improvement had been 
maintained, we should have got about 40 lakhs hom income-tax. But 
Railway eaTnings have fallen off so badly during the last two months that, 
indead of 40 lakhs, we shall only get 271 lakhs. Our :r:eceipts from j nte 
export duty would also have been higher if the improvement in jute 
export& evident in the first hal£ of the year had been maintained. 'fhe 
deterioration in both cases is due to conditions outside Bengal and, indeed 
outside India. It is important for us to realise that our acquisition of an 
intere:;t in jute exports, in the yield of income-tax and in the yield of 
Railway receipts has forged a fuTther link between our financial fortunes 
an•l trade conditions in the world at large. The same process will be 
caJ'l'ied a step further when we come to acquire an interest in those other 
federal taxes mentioned in sections 137 and 140 of the Act which aTe 
assignable, in whole or in part, to the Provinces, and when we come to 
impose taxes of our own, such as sales taxes, whose yield in one degree 
or another will depnd upon eocnomic conditions at large. Provincial 
estimates have now to be framed against a wider background than hitheTto. 

Is there anything that one can offer in explanation of the recent set
back? The wor lrl recovery that began in 1934 showed signs of slacken jug 
outside India through the greater part of 19'37, and by the third quarter 
of tl:ie year a de:Bnite falling-off was noticeable, both in the prices of stock 
exchange securities and in commodity prices. A reflection of this tendency 
was evident in India too, though it came later. The Calcutta index 
lFIJl! hfll Of wholesale priCeS for COrrlffiOditieS aS a whole, Which rose IT()m 
94 in December 1936 to 105 in August 1937, dropped back to 102 in 
December 1937; while particular commodities such as cereals, pulses, 
tea, raw jute, cotton manufactures and raw cotton registered an even 
greater decline. Figures of export . have fallen during the last few 
n .. onths. Import figures have not yet dropped, hut if the decline in exports 
continues, an adverse reaction i.n imports is likely to follow. The world 
causas that have been at work to produce this set-back are doubtless many 
and various; but it is safe, I think, to say that conditions in America 
have had a grcot deal to do with it and that an imorovement in that 
r01mtry would o:ffer the best promise o£ improvement in~ India. The slump 
in th8 Am2rican cotton !11arket, due mainly to a bumper crop, cerbinly 
accmwt:= for a Jaq·e part of the recent falling-off in traffic on the Rail
\ntys. wJ1ich ,,·ould otherwise have been moving the Il1(1ian crop to tlw ports 
for export. The drop in our jute expOTts must also he larg·ely due to 
stAgnation in America: for that country bkes more thnn half of our 
hessian products. 
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Let us hope that the set-back is only a passing phase and that further 
Jeterioration will soon be checked. If America can stage an improvement 
<h·ring the next few months, we shall almost certainly benefit by it in 
lnttin. A:> one of the requisites of this improvement appears to be the 
mer..j settling of a quarre·l between the Administration on the one hand and 
big business on t:he. o~her1 t.he po~ition should not be hopeless: . Whil.e I 
refuse to be pessumst1C, 1t IS obvwus that we must budget w1th cautwn. 
In my estimate of revenue receipts for the ensuing· year I have assumed 
that the decline will soon be arrested, but I have not presumed to anti
t!ipaLe a recovery of world markets to the level at which they stood in the 
earlier half of this year. 

It is customary, Sir, in presenting the Budget to review the accounts 
af three years-the year for which the accounts have been closed; the 
year which is expiring but for which only revised estimates are available; 
an.l the ensuing year for which budget estimates are presented. I would, 
lwwtwer, like to depart from this customary practice for once in regard to 
the year 1936-317 for which accounts have been closed. I have already 
said all that I want to say about the accounts for that year, namely, that 
the forecast of a. deficit of about 45 lakhs on the year's working has 
fortunately proved incorrect. I shall now proceed to a review of the 
~e(~ounts of only two years-the current or the first year-although, strictly 
speaking·, from the point of view of framing the Budget, not a complete 
year, of provineial autonomy, and the ensuing year, whieh I may call the 
first normal year of provincial autonomy. 

According to the original estimate the year 1937'-38 was to start with 
an opening balance of 98 lakhs and end with a closing balance of 1 crore 
and a8 lakhs. 'l'he revised estimate plaees the opening balance at 1 crore 
G lakhs and the closing halauee at 1 crore 91 lakhs. This improvement by 
5~l 1 a khs is the net result of the following : an increase of 8 lakhs in the 
opening balance; an increase of 88 lakhs in our revenue receipts; a decrease 
of 14 laklu; in our expenditure on revenue account; and a decrease of nearly 
57 lakl\s in the balance outside the revenue account, that is to say, in the 
world1~·g of the Capital and Debt Deposit section of the Budget. I will 
11uw g1ve a brief explanation of each of these changes. 

'The opening balance, as I observed in my last Budget speech, 
:represents the amount which was to be given to us by the Government 
0f India in order to enable us to meet certain liabilities. Their description 
w:iH be found at the foot of page 2 o£ the Civil Budget Estimate. 

Thifl am,ount was expected to be 98 lakhs, but when the accounts for 
19:36-37 were closed, it was found to be 106 lakhs. The improvement of 
8 laklis occurred mostly in the figures of subvention from the Central 
Road· Development Account and the figures of the Deposit Account of the 
grant for development and improvement of rural areas. In other words, 
we spent less out of these accounts in 1936-37 than was expected. 

The increase of 88 lakhs in revenue recei~s is mostly due to an increase 
of 33~ lakhs under "J'ute duty", 27! lakhs under "Income-tax", 12 lakhl!l 

, under "Land Revenue", 17 lakhs under "Excise", 3 lakhs under 
"ElePtricity Duty" and 3 lakhs under "Civil Works", offset in part by a 
fall of 11 lakhs under "Stamps". The increase under "Jute duty" is due 
to general improvement in the trade. As I have already explained, when 
the Budget was framed it was not expected that any share out of income
tax receipts would be available for distribution to the provinces; but it 
has Been ·ascertained on recent advice from the Government of India that 
we may expect 27~ lakhs under this head in the current year. The increase 
under '"Civil Works" is due· to certain abnormal receipts while the increase 
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under the remaining heads is due to improvement of economic conditions. 
The decline under "Stamps" is explained by a drop of 19 lakhs under 
"Court-fees" compensated by an improvement of 8 lakhs under "Non
J udieial". 'I'he causes of the decline under "Court-fees" are under investi
gation, but it seems probable that the drop is mostly due to the working 
of the Debt Conciliation Boards and consequent reduction in civil 
litigation. 

The reduction of 14 lakhs in expenditure on revenue account is the 
net effect of excesses and savings spread over a large number of heads, the 
details of which are furnished in the Red Book which will be supphed 
later on. I shall confine myself to the more important variations. 
Savir.gE: of nearly 4 lakhs occur under "Land Revenue" mainly as a result 
of abandonment of Revisional Settlement operations as desired by the 
Assembly. There is a decrease of over 2 lakhs under "Irrigation" owing 
to non-establishment of the Waterways Board. (Rai HARENDRA NATR 
CnAunuuRY: "Hear, hear".) The Police Budget shows a saving of over 
3 lakhi' owing to retrenchment, and more than 2 lakhs have been saved 
under "Jails" owing to the closure of Deoli Jail (cries of "Hear, hear") 
and a general decrease in jail population. The release of detenus accounts 
for a reduction of nearly 2 lakhs under "Miscellaneous." A decrease Qf 
about 6 1akhs under "Civil Works" is attributable to smaller expenditure 
on Road Development Works and other original works owing to late voting 
of the Budget and other causes. On the other hand there is an increase 
0£ nearly 5 lakhs under "General Administration" as a result of legislation 
n·Jating to the emoluments of Ministers and of members of the Legislature 
which was passed after the presentation of the Budget. 

'J'h€: deficit in that section of the Budget which is outside the revenue 
acPo1mt is due to transactions recorded under the head "Cash Balance 
I11vestment Account." A word of explanation is needed in regard to these 
tr~:tnsactions. Under the new banking and accounting arrangements we 
hhV•J to maintain a minimum balance o£ 25 lakhs with the Reserve Bank 
and, if our balance falls below this limit, penal interest is leviable. Any 
s1a-plus over this figure we are, however, free to invest. So we have to 
watt\h our bank balance carefully and see, on the one hand, that it does 
not fall below the prescribed minimum and on the other, that it does not 
remain at a substantially higher level than the minimum without being 
r.rofitably invested. The "Cash Balance Investment Account" is intended 
to exhibit temporary investments of our surplus balance. We have been 
:im.e:;ting our surplus funds in Government of India 3 months' Treasury 
Bills. The amounts paid out for the purchase of these are shown as 
disbursements and when the Bills mature, the same amounts are shown as 
receipts in this Account. The interest realised is credited to the Revenue 
head "XX-Interest." The reason for the decrease of 57 lakhs in the 
balancE; outside the revenue account is sim1~Y this: that Treasury Bills 
to the value of nearly 70 lakhs have been purchased in the closing months 
o£ the current year and will not mature until next year. We started 
ma1,ing these investments in July, and the interest realised up to the 
31st ·March will amount to nineteen thousand rupees. 

Tho revised estimate of a closing balance of 1 crore 91 lakhs fo:r 
1937-aS is made up as follows:-

Forty-nine lakhs representing the minimum baliance to be kept 1n 
the Reserve Bank and Treasuries ; 

Twenty-eight lakhs representing the unspent balanee o£ the Subven
tion of 43 lakhs for Road Development work; 

One crore and 14 lakhs representing the amount availahle for general 
purposes. 
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'fhere are three items outside this closing balance, viz., 33~ lakhs worth 
of secu.rities originally belonging to the Official Assignee but since 
appropriated by Government; 1 lakh worth of securities of the Steam 
Hoi lor Fun<l, appropriatetl by . GovPTnment on provinciali:mtio:1 of that 
Fund; and 70 lakhs worth of T'reasury Bills. 

I now turn to the estimate for the coming year. 
I place our. total revenue in 1 n:18-39 at 13 crores 1a lnkhs. 'l'his is 

30 bkhs below the expected revenue in tht current year. But the. real 
decrease is greater still. Owing to a change in nc.:~ounting procedure 
dictated by the Auditor-General, iuterei>t on irrigation capital outlay is 
n\nv to be credited under "XX--IntMest" iu:;teutl of being- tledueLed HI> 

hitherto from the expenditure shown under "22-interest". ·'fhe result is 
an inerease of 22~ lakhs on both sides of the Budget. 'fhe real clrop in 
receipts below the Revised for t}e cmrent year is therefore 52~ lakhs. 

The decrease is made up of a nu1nber of small innrenAes to a total of 
all<mt. 10 lakhs the details of whid1 will be given in the Heel Book vvhich 
wilt be supplied to you, counter-balanced hy a fall of nearly 6:3 lakhR under 
ou:· main heads of revenue. Of this £all of 63 lo.khs, 19' lakhs refleet the 
recer.t set-back in world marlwts; on account of whieh, and in consultation 
with the Government of Inflia, I have plaeed our receipts from jute duty 
17 lnhhs lower, and m1r rt'(·.<>ipt.-< fn·m im·nnJe .. tax ~. Lli,lv. l(Jwer, i!Ltn i~1 
119,37-38. A further 13 lakhs out of the 63 iR aceounted for by a. dro]J under 
''Land Revenue", not benause I estimate iJHtt collections will deterior:tte, 
but because the amount of arrears to he colleei~ed has been greatly reduced 
and recoveries on uecount of settlement operations will also he le,;,~ as 
reeoveries are almost complete in the case o£ old settlement operations and 
no ntw· ones have be<m undertaken. 

There is a deeline o£ 4 lakhs under ExeiRe hecanse some large rehmds 
are due to be made and because it is antieipai:ed that, owing to the move 
for the introduetion of prohibition in certain loealiti.eH, tlw upward 
teitdE.iney of excise receipts in rene11t years will be nrresterl. Finally, there 
nre declines of 7 lnkhs unrter "Stamps" and 19 lnkhs ulH1nr "Other '1'axes. 
and Duties." 'fhe reason for these is that tlw tnxntion mpa:-;m·c!l> n!l:.tting 
to Stamps, ·Court-fees, Amusements Tax, E1ee!:rir:1iy Duty a11rl Toh:weo 
Sal<!~ Jjieensing l~'ees which were paRsed in 1D:1rl aro rlue to HXJlll'P on 
varioue dates between ,June and the end of Aup;nH.t 19:)R. A Bill to 
Nmtinue all of these numsures except tha.t relating to "Po1me(:o IR on the 
Ap;Bndn of the eurrent sesAion. I trnst tlntt it w-ill be pns~er1, hut for 
bndgeting purposes I have not presumed to anbcipate the decision of the 
I,egisbture. · 

I now turn to our proposals for expenditure. I pbce our tobl 
e::\ penrli ture for the coming· year at VH crores-( voted 11 crores 27 l akh s 
and charged 1 crore 9!7 lakhs)-whieh is 1± crores more than the ReviRed 
l~stimate for the current year. Out of this, about 22~ lrtkhs is :-tceounted 
ior hy the change in classification of Interest charges on Irrigation 
Capita} outlay to which I have already referred. The balance of aliout a 
crore represents expenditure on new schemes for which provision has been 
inch~de4 in the Budget. In Il!Y last Budget speech, I stressed the neness1t.y 
of ''1e.wmg our problems agamst a human baekground and observed that 
our. a.1m was to resurrect the average man, who in this predominantly 
agriCultural country, is the cultivator. In the forefront of a policy and 
programme directed towards this endeavour, I placed the relief of rural 
m~ebtedness, the spread of primary education, and the st.imulation of 
pnees of agricultural eommodities through improved methods of production 
and better marketing facilities. Each of these objectives has secured our 
(~areful attention and definite steps have been taken towal'Cls their realisation 
withir. a reasonable period of time. 
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As the first line of defence against further deterioration o£ the condition 
o£ our agriculturists, the idea o£ scaling down their accumulated debts 
through a net-work of Debt Conciliation Boards has been vigorously 
pnrsued. Since our assumption o£ office· 1,6.31 such boards have been created 
and i1 is proposed to create over 2,000 new boal'ds next yeal'. The total 
expenditure on debt conciliation in 1938-39 has been raised to over 24l 
lakhs. rrhis will enable a board to function in almost every union in the 
Province and relief will thus be brought practically to the door o£ every 
villager. 

Closely linked with thi"' l'ubiect is the pro1;len• of providing proper 
crecht facilities for the requirements of cultivators, as the scaling down 
oi debts is but an emergency measure which needs to be supplemented by 
some permanent schemes for meeting the normal requirements of agricul
hn·rJ credit. The success of the scheme o£ debt conciliation is materially 
dependent on the presence of £acilities such as would ensure regular pay
ment of the composed debts by settled instalments. The expansion o£ 
co-operative credit organisation is considered in the present circumstances 
to be the readiest and most effective means of providing such facilities 
because by virtue of their direct .contact with the borrowers such 
organisations would act as a deterrent against unproductive borrowing and 
thus prevent the agriculturists from relapsing into a state of chronic 
indebtedness. An additional 2~ lakhs has been provided in next year's 
Budget for placing the co-operative movement on a more satisfactory basis. 
T,he Co-operative Department will be thoroughly reorganised and proper 
training will be provided for officers and workers so that the maximum 
of benefit may result from their endeavours. It is proposed that two officers 
of che Department will be deputed to Denmark and other countries in order 
io rJtudy the practical working of the co-oprative movement in places where 
it has met with the largest measure of success. 

Government are aware that the security worth of land has been 
advmsely affected by the recent depression as well as by the feeling •JI 
un~ertainty due to recent legislative enactments affecting rural credit 
and that the altered circumstances may make it necessary to set up 
dibtinct types of credit machinery in the rural areas providing loans 
against the security of crops and other moveable stocks. I may inform 
the House that the entire question of providing rural credit facilities 
through suitable organisations is engaging the earliest attention o£ the 
Government. 

With- regard to the spread o£ free primary educ.ation, which is an item 
of outstanding importance in OLH' programme £or the improvement of the 
ln~man material several districts have decided to utilise the provisions of 
the Rmgal Primary Education Act with a view to make primary education 
frw'l and compulsory for the children in their respective areas. Already 
fro)l,1 the 1st o£ April 1937, n primary edu~:ation cess is being levied and 
collected in the district of ]Yl:ymensingh. The Edm~ation Board of 
the district have, after a careful Sllrvey o£ the primary educational neech 
of the district, come to the conclusion that it will require 2,600 primary 
schools,. of which 1, 700 have already been brought into existence. From 
!he Jlegmning o£ the next year, it is proposed to introduce a similar cess 
111 tbree more districts; and applications from seven further districts are 
now under the consideration of Government. By way of supplementing 
such laudable local efforts a provision of 5 lakhs has been made in next 
year';; Budget for the improvement of urimarv education in addition i-o 
~he normal expenditure provided for u~c1er this head. Wit.h a view to 
1mrrcve the quality o£ teaching in such schools, step8 have been taken to 
provide tmin.ed teachers for the institutions already started or due to be 
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i'ltarted. soon in the aforementioned four districts. Two schemes have heen 
formulated. for the training of teachers fm- primary schools. One is to 
train a certain number of teacher<> under the auspices of the Viswa Bharati, 
Bolpur, and the other is to train teachers on a much larger scale by 
attaching training classes to high schools. The ultimate expenditure 
involved in the first scheme is 22 thousand, while the second scheme is 
estimated to cost over 18! lakhs of rupees. 'The Budget includes 78 
thousand for the first year's expenditure for both these schemes. In order 
to ensure that the most up-to-date improvements in the system of primary 
education may be mad@ known to these teacheTs, it has been proposecl to 
depute three officers of the Education Department to study the metho<ls 
of prirnary education in foreign countries, and a provision of 10 thousand 
has heen included for the purpose in next year's Budget. 

"\Vhile on this subject, I may mention that the increased provision 
under Primary Education does not mean that the needs of University and 
Secondary education have' been neglected. On the contrary, attempts have 
he'li.l made to meet their growing demands as far as possible. A 
comprehensive survey o£ the needs of the Calcutta and Dacca UniversitiPs 
was recently made in consultation with those bodies, and our Budget f.or 
next year includes provision in full (including an additional 29 thousand 
£ot• the Dacca University) not only to meet immediate needs but also to 
eover their needs for some time to come. That notable centre of culture
the University of Visva Bharati at Bolpur, applied rather late in the 
vear for a Government grallt. A provision of 6~ thoumnd has, however, 
been made in aid of its various educationa1 activities, pending further 
examination of its proposals. .Additional grants of over a la kh have been 
provided £or non-Government arts colleges, and a special additional grant 
o£ 4 thousand for colleges under the Dacca Board of Eduction. .About 1~ 
lakhs has been provided for additional grants to non-Government secondary 
schools and 70 thousand for additional grants to madrasahs. 

The requirements o£ female education, both Collegiate and Secondary, 
have also been kept in view. Provision has been included for a Purdah 
Collegp for girls, the building for which is estimated to cost 5 lakhs. 
Another scheme for which provision has been made relates to the adaptation 
o£ tlw Christ Chureh buildings as an extension of the Bethune College 
at an ultimate cost o£ about 1 lakh. Over 70 thousand has been provided 
£o;· addit,ional grants to girls' schools and 5 thousand for additional grants 
to junior madrasahs for girls. A capital grant o£ 10 thousand has been 
r•rovided for the Nepali girls.' school at Darjeeling and over 30 thousand 
has been provided in furtherance of the physical education programme in 
girls' schools and colleges. 

In regard to agriculture, the provisions made in the next year's Budget 
form the initial steps o£ a policy to improve the quality and yield of the 
crops through better and more scientifie methods of cultivation. Inas
much as research, demonstration and propaganda constitute the 
fundamental basis of a planned attack on our agricultural problems, special 
attention has been devoted to these in the allotments made. Provision has 
been made for the establishment of an .Agricultural Institute at Dacca 
which will be equipped in such a way as to provide the most up-to-date 
training in the theory and practice of agriculture and to undertake allied 
ref.earch work. The idea behind such a cent,ral institution is mainly to 
E:IJS111'e the supply of an adequate number o£ trained men such as will be 
required by the .Agriculture Department in carrying out its schemes of 
agrieultural improvement. The Institute will carry on both research and 
training and the results o£ research will be tested under actual working 
conditions in outlying agricultural farms. Pending the establishment of 
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the .Agricultural Institute, provision has been made for imparting
agricultural training to six agricultural graduates with a view to makin?:· 
them qualified for employment in the Subordinate Agricultural Service. 
Provision of 16. thousand has been made for establishing Union Board 
farm;; for demostration of farming methods in villages and 39 thousand has.; 
be":l.l provided :for a District agricultural farm at liiidnapore. Cultivator& 
will be encouraged to grow remunerative crops recommended by the 
Agriculture De_partment and small subsidies will be granted to reward 
them for their pioneering work. A sum o:f 2 thousand has been pro
vided for this pmpose in the Budget. Six thousand. has been provided 
for avmrd of prize at exhibitions and 2 thousand for subsidising seed 
stores where they are not organised by Government. A provision of & 
thousand has been included for a Propaganda Officer. The demonstra-· 
tion grant of the Department has been raised by 12 thousand and provision_ 
ha;;; been made for the appointment of ten additional demonstrators. 

Regarding the stimulation of prices of agricultural products, I needr 
hardly reiterate the observation which I made on the last occasion that it 
is beyond the power of the Provincial Government to adjust such factors· 
as currency, credit and tariff which ;p1ay directly affect the level of prices. 
Eveu so, an attempt has been made, within whatever limited scope is 

· available to us, to give an impetus to the prevailing prices by instituting 
'measures with a view to providing better facilities for marketing·. Twa 
important schemes have been formulated in this connection and included 
in the next year's Budget. One is the scheme for taking, at a cost of 25 
thousand, the necessary preliminary steps in connection with the establish
ment of regulated markets for jute on the lines of such markets 
organised for cotton in Berar, and the other is an egg grading scheme
involving an expenditure of 6 thousand. 

In regard to jute, in particular, two special provisions have been made· 
in addition to the preliminary steps for the establishment of regulated 
markets. One is a lump provision of 1 lakh for a jute census. Such a 
census constitutes the first and most essential preliminary to an effective· 
regulation of the crop which is necessary to secure a better adjustment of 
supply to demand and thu ensure a fair price to the cultivator. It is alsO'· 
calculated to form the basis on which it should be possible to .prepare scienti
£c and dependable forecasts of the crop, The other provision is one of 
i lakh for jute restriction propaganda, which it is considered necessary to 
continuE> in the ensuing season for avoiding the· likelihood of over
production. 

Having regard to the fact that the improvement of agriculture is 
materially dependent on the improvement of livestock, special provisions 
have been made on this account in the next year's Budget. Ten thousand 
has been provided for opening Dairy section at the Dacca Farm and addi
tional staff has been provided for animal husbandry work. 

. It is hanUy necessary to emphasise that Government iR anxious that 
mdustrial activities in the Province should be expanded and stimulated_ 
In Iar.ge scale. industry, however, the scope for direct action by Govern
ment IS very hmited and we have mainly to depend on private enterprise_ 
B~1t the ways in "':hich G:overnment might within those limits impart a 
stunulus to large mdustnes are being carefully considered and the 
Hon'ble Minister in charge has already prepared a scheme specially for
encouraging the small industries. The scheme, whose full operation will 
take three or four years, is being partially O'iven effect to in the coming 
year, a~d I will narrate the main provision~ which we have made in this 
connectwn. Twenty thousand has been provided for undertaking an 
expert enquiry into the possibilities of extension of industries on a large: 
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:scale. Provision has been made for the establishment of a scientnic 
Advisory Council which will co-ordinate the results of the researches in 
the various technical and research institutes, suggest new lines of re"eareh 
:and advise Government in regard to scientific schemes and proposa.ls 
mooted by the institutes. As a part of Government's programme, it is 
also proposc"ld to establish an Industrial Intelligence Braneh for the purpo:;,e 
vf r;ollecting information regarding the various aspects o£ industrial 
:activity in the province. 

l~xisting· industrial organisations are to be expanded and reorganised 
.an<l provision haR been includetl lUi' U8W lines of deYclopment. rflnlS, 

there i~S a Jn·m·isio:u nf 25 thousand for reorganisation of the J3engal Ta.nning 
IuHti tute, of 6!1 thousand for extension of the Dye House at the Goverl.l
ment Weaving Institute at Serampore and of 18 thousand for extension of 
the exi~ting power-<lrivc~n cotton we<tving plant at the same plaee. It iR 
]JropoRerl to reorganic:e the Silk Teehnological Institnt<e at Berhanl)JOI'e at 
a eost of 61 thousand. l)rovision is~ made for the reorganisation of eight 
peripaidie weaving schools at a eost of 13 thousand and for the eontinuanee 
of 28 industrial demonstration parties at a eost of about a lakh. rren 
thrmRnnd is provided for increased grantr;-in-aid to teehnical and industrial 
sehoolB. ·with a view to fltimulate exvamion in new direetions, 12 
tl1ous~md is provided for research and training in varni::;hes, enamels, 
bclmers, japans, oil coloun;, paints and printers' ink and 3 thousand for': 
th0 establishment of a Ueseareh Section in the Dyeing Deparhnent of the 
Government Weaving Institute at Serampore. Provision is made for two 
Artist designers for the evolution o£ new and attractive designs and 
pa Lterns of woven goods likely to eommand ready sale. 'Twenty-five 
thousand iR })l'ovided for eoir Rpinning an<l weaving <lemonRtration parties 
and 7 thousarid for demonstration of improved methods of Rilk reeling. 
With a view to stimulate the consumption of mnnufadurecl jute in the 
J>I·ovince, it is proposed to establish a model ,Jute ·weaving Institute n.t 
a_ cosf of 4 thousand and to imtal a power-driven jute weaving plant at the 
Weaving InHtitute, Hernmpm·e, at a .(~oHt of 4f> thouHmld. Pour thousand is 
provi•led for ('<mtinuiug the poRt o£ the 1\fnrketing nll(l Jluhlieity Officer 
1luring· the coming year. A R<~hmne for the eHtahlifdnnent. of a Central 
I:nRtitnte of 'l'eel1nology and expnnRion of technical fwhools in !listriets is 
·.fltill under exnmination. 

Government have, given eare£ul consi!leration to the immense an vantage 
that would be likely to aecrue to the industrial development of the Pro
vince from a supply of cheap electrical energy, and a provision has 
accordingly been made in the Budget for undertaking an enquiry int0 
tlu :possibilities of generating and supplying eledrical power on an 
extensive scale and dilltributing the same at a moderate charge throug·hout 
the countryside. If and when this enquiry is followed by the formulation 
'Of a frui·Hul scheme, it will doubtless mark a great. step forward in the 
·pn:ee% of stimulating the industrial activities of the Province. 

'fo popularise the goods turnecl out by the industries of this Province 
':it baR been (1ecided to organise at a cost of 50 thousand an Industrial and 
Commercial M:useum where contact mav be establillhed between the 
:producers and the commercial houses whi~h have dealings with markets 
in and outside the Province. Provision has also been made for moving 
'exhibitions to carry on propaganda £or popularising in<1igenous goo(h and 
to pronagate knowledge as to what goods are actually domestically 
available. Twenty thousand has . been provided £or participation in 
inr1ustrial exhibitions which have an important educative value. Steps 
bave also been taken to extend Government patronage to the industries of 
·t1Je Province in the matter o£ purchasing stores for their departmental 
i'eq uiremen ts. 

! 
{ 
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The problem of improving the public health of the Province has to be 
tackled in a systematic way and the provisions in next year's Budget have 
been made w·ith that end in view. The first and foremost need in rural 
areas is the need for an adequate supply o£ good drinking water. The 
gmnt for rural water supply has accordingly been raised from 2. to 71 lakhs 
and another 2! lakhs has been provided on a contributory bas1s. Govern
ment have, however, decided to formulate a comprehensive scheme of rural 
water supply for the entire province and, in order that the sar_ne may be 
speedily brought into operation. it has been proposed to estabhsh a ru;ral 
water supply subdivisio:l1 under the Chief Engineer, Public Health, which 
will draw up a comprehensive prog'ramme in consTtltation with 1ocal 
authorities, and a provision o£ 6 thousand has been iududed in the Budget 
for this purpose. 

The next most important public health problem in this Province is the 
problem o£ malaria and with a view to :fight this scourge the grant for free 
distribution of quinine has been raised from li lakhs to 4 lakhs. In 
addition to the usual provision or 80 thousand for this purpose, a lump 
provision- of 2 1 J 5 1akhs has been made for anti-malaria schemes. About 
40 thousand has been provided for anti-Ludlowii survey and control 
measures in and around Calcutta. 

For maternity and child welfnre work, it is proposed to increase the 
grant from 28 to 35 thousand and to provide a lady superintendent and 
sta:ff at an ultimate cost of 30 thousand. A capital grant of 50 thousand 
is proposed for the Ram Krishna Sishumangal Prathisthan in furtherance 
o£ their child welfare activities. A grant o£ one thousand is provided for 
the Servants of Humanity Society for a similar purpose. 

With a view to making an effective drive against the problem o£ 
tuberculosis Government have decided to establish a climatic sanitarium 
for tubercular patients, and for this purpose an initial expenditure of 
1 lakh luts been provided in next year's Budget. A grant o£ 1 lakh 36 
thousand is proposed for the Jadavpur Hospibl which is doing such 
conspicuously good work in giving relief to victims o£ tuberculosis. 
Fifteen thousand has been provided as grants to Sadar hospitals for 
providing better treatment and nourishment to tuberculosis patients the 
ultimate cost o£ whid1 v;~ill come up to 75 thousand. Provision bas been 
made for a course of training in tuberculosis work for Medical and Health 
Officers at an ultimate cost o£ 25 thousand. Thirty-three thousand has 
been provided for a tuberculosis survey which is expected to furnish useful 
materials for a comprehensive scheme of action against this terribh~ 
scourge. For necessary chnic;;; in this connection it is hoped that sufficient 
contributions will be available from the fund started by Her Excellency 
Lady LinJithgow. · 

An.other matter which is engaging the anxious attention of Govern
ment _rs the c~ntrol of leprosy, anrl a hm1p provision of 50 thousand has 
lleeu mcludecl m the Budget for taking necessary measures in this direction. 

rren thousand has been provided for the establishment of Union 
Board diS})ensaries and 3 lakhs for the general improvement or Sadar 
hospitals. 

To encourage research work 10 thousand has been provided for a grant 
to the Indian Institute of ~Iedical Research . 

. Thirty thou~a_nd has been provided for the creation of a mo-del health 
umt where trammg will he given in improved and up-to~datc methods of 
n.oalth welfare work. Grants are also proposed for the Indian ,Red Cross 
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Society for the establishment of a training school for health welfare workers. 
1'hirty-eig·ht thousand has been provided for improvement of rural sanitation 
and 1~ lakhs for the reorganisation of rural public health units. Govern
ment propose to make medical aid available throughout the Province in a 
•:omprehem;ive manner by the establishment of a net-work of rural treat
ment centres. 'rhe provision for next year represents only the initial 
imltnJment o£ expenditure on this scheme which will entail a considerably 
large ultimate cost. 

In reg·ard to the Irrigation Budget I may mention that in the current 
year we are. spending 57 thousand on irrigation surveys including a survey 
of the H oogh1y-Howrnh area and the survey of what is known as the :More 
Project in the Birhhum district. These surveys are progressing and schemes 
are likely to emerge costing a bout 2~ crores each. In the Budget for next 
,year we almost treble our expenditure on irrigation surveys and the like and 
provide for the carrying out of five small irrigation schemes in the districts 
of Midnapore, Bankura, Malda, Pabna and Nadia. 

I may, in this connection, make a few observations in regard to the 
future irrig·ational development of Bengal. In connection with the rates 
for the Dnmodar Canal project under the Bengal Development Act a 
controversy has arisen as to the amount of the rates. A Committee was 
appointed for investigation of the grievances. The Committee has submitted 
its report which is now under consideration of the Government and I would 
not like to say anything which might anticipate the decision of Govern
ment. 'fhere is one aspect o£ the matter, however, which has a wider 
significanee than merely local viewH ahot.lt the merits or demerits of a 
particular ~>elwme. Considering the hug·e cost of big irrigational schemes 
it must he obvious that in the -present financial pm;ition of the Province it 
is not possible to meet the cost of such undertakings out of the general 
revenues. Additional taxation would be inevitable for the financing of such 
big irrigational projeets. No far as my information goes, in the other 
Provinees alc;o wherever big irrigation schemes have been started, rates £or 
finaneing the sehemes hav<.~ ha<l to be levied on those benefited by the 
projects. New taxation is always odious, hut if we want the benefits of 
in·igational development on a large scale we must he prepared to be 
reconciled to such taxation. And the benefits flowing from the development 
of irrigation would undoubte<Uy be great and would have revolutionising 
consequence-". In certain parts, at least, o£ Bengal, development of 
irrigation is a necessity £or the very life and substance of the people. 
Central and West Benga.l and some districts of North Bengal ate the worst 
sufferers from the lack of irrigation. Expert o_pinion has pointed out that 
in most parts of Central and \Vestern Bengal a "continuous process of 
depopulation and deterioration of agriculture has set in. The courses of 
rivers that materially contributed to the richness of the soil, health and 
wealth of the population have been deflected and m:ost of them are today 
silted up, turning the neighbouring areas barren and uninhabitable. 
Marc;hes and fallows have taken the place of smiling fields and abodes of 
contented population have turned into veritable jungles with the result 
that today disease and death stalk the Janel. Depopulation and physical 
breakdown due to malaria and decline in soil fertility have led to a 
progressive shrinkage in agriculture. Statistics indicate that cultivated 
land in proportion to the total cultivable area and also the population per 
square mile have decreased in most of the districts in Central and Western 
Bengal. The problem in some districts in North Bengal is almost similar 
though not presenting the same date o£ decadence as in Central Bengal. 
The decadence could be. successfully arrested only by the development of 
large scale irrigation schemes under the Bengal Development Act. But if 
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after a scheme is started, controversy arises as to rates, there is naturally 
likely to be difficulty in raising loans for the :financing of such projects of 
irrigation. I think therefore that the question should be thoroughly 
thrashed out before the House, and the House should pronounce its clear 
opinion on the controversial issues so that irrigational development projects 
:may in future be taken in hand systematically and with confidence. 

There is an increased provision of 21 ~ lakhs in the Civil Works Budget. 
Part of this is due to a more ambitious scheme of road development than we 
nave hitherto been able to achieve. The subject of road and river com
munications is so important that I propose to reserve it for separate 
comments. Here I propose to deal with the more important building 
projects for which provision has been made. Three lakhs have been 
provided for executive offices and quarters, ll lakhs for judicial offices and 
quarters and 1 lakh for registration offices and quarters. The schemes for 
which provision has been made represent the most urgent among a very 
large number of pending projects which it was not possible to finance 
earlier on account of the prevailing :financial stringency. One lakh has 
been provided for remunerative residential buildings, . 1 lakh for police 
buildings, 3 lakhs for educational buildings, 4 lakhs for medical buildings 
and 2 lakhs for agricultural buildings. There is also a provision of 1 lakh 
for the construction of a separate building for the Bengal Legislative 
Council, the ultimate cost of which may exceed 15 lakhs according to present 
estimates which are now under the consideration of the Government. 

I must now say a word about communications, road and river, since the 
development of these is so necessary to the welfare of the Province. As 
:the House is aware, we have two sources of income which are. earmarked for 
the development of road communications, each of which brings in apout 
14 lakhs a year. The :first is the Bengal Motor Vehicles Tax Act, the bulk 
of the proceeds of which (after deducting 4~ lakhs payable to the Calcutta 
Corporation) is given to Municipalities and District Boards for their road 
.schemes. The other is the Bengal share of the Central Petrol Fund. We 
are very behindhand in our expenditure of the latter, and we are not likely 
io receive any further monies from the Fund until we have spent the 
accumulations on account of previous years which were placed at our credit 
in our opening balance on the lst April last. Out of a total assignment of 
1 crore and 5 lakhs since the Fund was opened, the unspent balance on 
the 31st March 1936 was 431- lakhs. We budgeted in 1937-38 to spend 22! 
lakhs, but our actual expenditure for one reason or another is not likely to 
exceed 17 lakhs. We in tend, however, to take measures to ensure that the 
programme of a 26 lakhs expenditure for which we have budgeted in 
1938-39 is at least worked up to. A proposal recently submitted by the 
Chief Engineer for the entertainment of additional engineering staff to speed 
up the execution of these projects is under examination, and we shall, 
if necessary, employ additional staff. I trust that by the close of next 
year we shall have earned the right to receive from the Government 
of India the two years' accumulation of our share of the Petrol Fund 
which will then be outstanding. For expeditious expenditure thereafter 
we shall have the advantage of proposals for a road building plan for the 
whole of Bengal which are about to reach Government from an officer who 
~as for some time been making a special study of the matter. I may 
u~form the Rouse that the question of improved communications in the 
v11lages has also not been overlooked by the Government and a provision 
of 1! lakhs has been made on this account in the next year's Budget. 

~ith regard to river communications, we already have the plan of 
settmg up the Waterways Board contemplated by the Bengal Waterways 
Act of 1934. We had hoped to constitute the Board during the current 
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year. We now propose to constitute_ it in the coming year, and have 
provided in the Budget 22 lakhs by way of grant to the Board. 

Provisions have been included in the Budget with special reference to 
the nee<lH of Muslims and members of the Scheduled Castes. Special 
Hcholarships have lwen provided for encouraging the pursuit of general, 
technical and medical education by Muslim students involving an amount 
of 50 thousand and by students belonging to Scheduled Castes at a cost of 
;10 thousand. Eight thousand has heen providerl for the awarc1 of State 
scholarshi1JS to Muslims and members o£ the Scheduled Castes for higher 
t-du<1y in foreign countrie::;. Special stipend::; have been created for girls of 
huckward classes. 

Among schemes intended to equip 'our students properly for their duties 
as citizens may he mentioned an increased grant of 3 thousand to the 
Bengal Bratachari Society and a provision of 2~ lakhs for youth welfare 
Hchemes. Among provisions made for certain institutions of public utility 
nnd cultural interest, mention may be made of the grants of 25 thousands 
to the Mm:lim Orplumage, 25 thousand io the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, 
20 thousand for Labour Welfare organisations, 3 thousand to the Statistical 
Tmltitute, 10 thmu-mnd to tlw 8oeiPty for the Prevention o£ Blindness, 
10 thousand to the Sociei;y fm: the Protcetion of Children ancl 5 thousand to 
the Girl Guide,., As,sociation. In Hw General A<ln1inistration budget will 
he round a provision of 1 lalzh HUll 12 thousand for extra staff in the offices 
of District OHieer.'l and 8uh1iviHionnl Of-ficers. 1Vol'k in these offices has 
increased by at least 50 per cent. since the laH(; general enquiry into their 
r-;taff requirements was made some 30 years ag·o, whereas their present 
.-<t-rength is only 12~ per cent. a hove the t-:trength that was then considered 
necessary. 'rhe late Government was unable to cope with the situation 
·owing to financial stringency. \V e pla.ced an officer on special duty to 
study requirements on the spot, and this provision of 1 lakh 12 thousand 
is inelurlefl on the basis of proposalH recently received from him which we 
are about to examine in (lotn-il. He JHOJIOHes em·tain measures of 
reorganisation, in other words, of comd:rncti.vo retrenelunent, by the help 
of which he eonsi<lers that the case could he met by au increase of existing 
strength by nhout one-eighth at an ultinHtte cost of 1 lnkh GG thousand per 
annum., against an increase of about 30 per cent., costing about 3 times as 
much, which woulcl have been admissible under the standards set up ~lO 
years ago. I am glad to think that measures are now on foot to relieve 
the pressure under which our clerks in musassal offices have been working. 
The Special Officer reports an alarming state of affairs in the offices in the 
matter of overcrowding, ill-furnishing and unsanitary conditions. 'l'hese 
allegations will be looked into. Ameliorative .measures for the improvement 
of J udieial offices include a provision of 22 thousand for the purchase o£ 
books for libraries in Civil and Sessions Courts and 25 thousand for improve
ment of the standard of furniture in these cour.ts. 

1 want to say a few words about the problem of middle-class unemploy
ment, which .of all our problems is the most baffiing one. As I Raid in my 
last Budget speech, the expansion of the beneficent activities of Gover.n
ment is calculated to create new avenues of employment but not to an extent 
which is likely to absorb any appreciable fraction of the vast number of 
unemployed among the edueated young men of our Province. As a 
matter of interest I may mention that our schemes of new expenditure for 
the coming year whieh have been worked down to full details are calculated 
to give employment to 270 more officers, 93 more technical ass1stants, 2,544 
additional clerks, 25 additional typists and 2,280 peons and the like; making 
a total of 5,212. There are other schemes which are calculated to provide 
employment for an equal if not for a larger number o£ men. Thus, for 
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instance, the scheme for training teachers for primary schools contemplates 
the ultimate employment of a large number of trained teachers for such. 
institutions which tue going to be established in several districts within a, 
very short time. Again, the rural public health reorganisation scheme is 
calculated to provide employment for a large staff of medical men, health_ 
assistants and menials. If these are taken into account, I estimate that the· 
number of new posts will come to about 10 thousand. This may be a small 
contribution to a large need but it has been woth achieving. 

Another step which has been taken towards the solution of this highly 
complicated problem is provision for the appointment of a special Employ
ment Adviser whose main duty wiH be to compile relevant data regarding· 
the di:fferent avenues of employment in Bengal and the prospects of 
absorption of future entra:nts in each occupation and to indicate >vhat 
training will be necessary to secure the qualification for such employment 
and where and at what cost this training can be obtained. 

I am afraid that my review of the new expenditure, though confined 
to the more important items, has already taken up much of your time. 
The details of the expenditure wiU be found in the Red Book which will 
be supplied later on. As to the principles aud policies underlying the 
various schemes of expenditure and also those under contemplA.tion, I 
refrain from making a detailed reference to these, as they will be discussed 
1)y my colleagues in the course of moving the demands for particular grants 
that fall within their respective departments. For the sake of ready 
reference, however, I have given a schedule (Appendix II) showing the 
m.ajor heads under which the Budget Estimates for 1938-39 register a very 
appreciable increase as compared with the Revised Estimates of the previous 
year. 

I will pause here for a moment to give a brief resume of the financial 
results of the working· of the coming· year according to the estimates 
nmv presented to the House. "\Ve expect to start the year with an opening 
balance of 1 crore 91 lakhs. Ous Revenue Receipts are estimated at 
13 erores 13 lakhs and our expenditure on Revenue Account has been placed: 
at 13 crores 24 lakhs. This means that we have to draw upon the opening· 
balance to the extent of 11 lakhs, and that our balance is accordingly 
reduced to 1 crore 80 lakhs. In the Capital and Debit Deposit Section of 
the Budget there is a net deficit of 5 lakhs on the year's working which 
further reduces our balance to 1 crore 75 lakhs-the figures shown as our
closing balance in the Civil Budget Estimate which will be presented to you. 
shortly. This is exchlsive of the securities and investments details o£ which 
have been furnished on page 5 of that Civil Estimate. A summary in 
further explanation will be found in Appendix I .of the printed copy of this 
statement. 

Let me now make a few general observations on our financial position 
as disclosed by the working of the budget for 1938-39. It is not so 
prosperous as it might on first sight appear. The Budget for the coming 
year is really a deficit budget. As I have just stated, Expenditure on: 
llevenue Account exceeds receipts on Revenue Account by 11 lakhs, which 
will be met by drawing upon the balance left on . Reyenue Account for 
1937-38. 

Another point of great importance is. that the estinmted large amount 
of closing balance for 1938-39 is not entirely a free balance, that is, not 
hy any means a measure o£ our capacity for further expemliture. 1'he 
estimated closing balance on both Hevenue and Capj tal Aeeuuu(, for 
1938-39 is 1 crore 75 lakhs, which together with the value of our securities. 
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:and investment makes a total balance of 2 erores 80 lakhs. But more than 
:half of this is earmarked on various accounts as follows: 49 lakhs is 
oearmarked on account of the minimum balance which we have to maintain 
with the Heserve Bank and in the treasuries; 5 lakhs will represent the 
ihalance of the amount given to us by the Government of India for expenditure 
t()ll specified objects such as road development and development of industries; 
163 lakhs represents the amount estimated to be left on our hands at the 
•end of the year as a result of the transactions under the Debt Deposit 
Section of the Budget; 10 lakhs, if the :Famine Relief ]Tund Bill is passed, 
will be required £or payment into the Famine Relief Fund. So the total of 

<these amounts, namely, 1 crore 27.lakhs, though forming part of the closing 
lmlance, should be left out of account in assessing our capacity for further 
expenditure. 

In this connection I would like to remind the House of what I have 
already said about the working of the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. 
This section is more or less a banking account where receipts and disburse
ments represent deposits and withdrawals in respect of a variety of non
Government funds such as the monies of municipal and other local bodies. 
1-Ve normally receive into these deposits accounts more than we pay out of 
them in the course of the year. The surplus is, however, not provincial 
:revenue in the ordinary sense o:£ the term nor is it available for general 
purposes. It is true that so long as we hold the money we may invest the 
surplus and earn some interest which comes into our revenue receipts hut 
this is about all the pecuniary advantage that we can derive from this 
banking arrangement. Our estimates for the coming year place our receipts 
under the Debt Deposit heads at 16 crores 73 lakhs and our disbursements 
at 16 crores 80 lakhs. The latter figure includes 70 lakhs invested in short 
ierm Treasury Bills and l)y making allowance for this the surplus arising 
out of the transactions in Debt Deposit Section in the coming year has been 
estimated at ()3 bkl1s. 

A further point to remember is that the amount provided in the Budget 
does not in all cases represent our full liability in respect of new schemes 
for which provision has been made. I estimate that at least 50 lakhs would 
be necessary to fill the gap between the immediate and ultimate cost of the 
new schemes. If we deduct all these from 2 crores 80 lakhs, we are left 
with a balanrce oif just over a crore; and if the Legislature will pass the 
Bill to continue four o£ the five taxation measures which are due to expire 
between June September next, we shall get another 19 lakhs which would 
raise the balance t@ nearabout a crore and twenty lakhs. This crore and 
20 lakhs is all that we shall have to assist us in the event of deterioration 
in our revenues, in future, or to draw upon for the purposes of expanding 
our schemes for national reconstruction. In an appendix to this statement 
of mine will be found figures for the last sixteen years which point to the 
conclusion that the range of oscillation of our revenues is about 4 crores, 
and that our revenue receipts now stand about midway: in other words 
that in the event of a bad depression our revenue may fall below its 
present level by 2 crores. I personally regard this contingency as sufficient 
justifieation for a closing balance of 1 crore and 20 lakhs and for trying to 
conserve it. If other justification is wanted, then I may point out that 
many of the new schemes which we have included in thE:l Budget are 
intended, if they prove successful, to be expanded and intensified. Measured 
against the future expenditure that we hope to build upon next year's 
foundations, a reserve of 1 crore and :2,0 lakhs is very far from being 
excessive. 
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·what I have just said is only another way of saying that the time is 
near at hand when we shall have to find new revenues if we are to advance 
our programme beyond the mere beginnings of national reconstruction that 
we are fortunately able to finance at the moment from our existing resources. 
This is a fact which we have to face up to. Like other Provincial Govern
ments, we are now engaged in examining available sources of new taxation, 
and have already discovered that one of the difficulties that lie ahead of 
us is to ascertain where the line has to be drawn between Federal and 
Provincial :fields of taxation; for example, between Federal excises and 
Provincial sales taxes. I hope that there is going to be no friction, and 
that any points of controversy will soon be settled so that the Provinces 
may know exactly where they stand. In any new scheme of taxation that 
we may adopt, we shall of course be guided by the consideration that the 
burden is to be imposed on shoulders that are most capable of bearing it,. 

There is a persistent demand in this House, which is also reinforced by 
public opinion outside, for drastic retrenchment in governmental expenditure, 
for which, it is thought, there is still ample scope. This demand is only 
natural on the part of the representatives of the people on whose behalf it 
has always been maintained that the administrative machinery must be 
very economical and must be consistent with the means and circumstances 
of the people and the country, and I fully share their anxiety for economy 
and simplification of the administrative system. But the scope and 
implications of retrenchment should first be dearly realised. It is necessary, 
in the :first place, to be alive to the distinction between retrenchment in the 
sense of mere "lopping-off" and in that of real economy in public 
expenditure. A drastic reduction in expenditure by means of a "Geddes" 
or "Swan" axe in times of acute economic crisis may be forced upon 
Governments as a matter of sheer necessity, which overrules considerations 
that in normal times would be allowed to prevail. A precipitous decline in 
public revenues during a severe depression may force a Government to 
effect severe cuts in administration and also postpone desirable expenditure 
in furtherance of nation-building services. But these reductions are by no 
means a reflection on the desirability of such expenditure in better tim~s. 
In times of economic crisis the public are constrained to forego certain 
benefits because they cannot pay for them. In examining any' scheme of 
retrenchment today we should Le guided by considerations relevant to 
normal times. The cloud that darkened our horizon-the budgetary 
deficits caused by the economic crisis and Meston Settlement-has happily 
.lifted. There is therefore no reason to hamstring desirable expenditure, 
deprive society of many beneficent activities and place its public servants on 
ration diet. I trust the present demand for retrenchment is not a ban on 
such expenditure. This is not a time at which we are forced to undertake a 
policy of drastic "lopping-off" on a mere arithmetical basis in order to make 
ends meet. Nevertheless, I may assure hon'ble members that Government 
will always examine all possible sources of wastage and extravagence in 
administration with a view to avoid them. In demands for retrenchment 
tho stress generally is laid on two things-reduction in personnel and 
reduction in emoluments. But these though effective are, after all, 
negative methods and not always economical in the true sense. 

There .can also be a positive approach: real economy in the public service 
can, I believe, also be achieved by increasing the efficiency of the service. 
To employ a parallel, expenditure on a machine can be reduced by cutting 
Llown the fuel or the oil, but if you do that the machine will not produce 
such good results and will probably come to a stanstill. True economy lies 
in so improving the machine itself that it will produce as good or better 
results on a smaller consumption of fuel and oil. This is what the present 
Government are aiming at :cmcl I may assure hon'ble members that we are 
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fully alive to the need of a constructive policy of administrative economy 
and, within the limits imposed on our powers under the Government of, India 
Act, shall strive out utmost to this end. At the same time it must be 
realised that a democratic scheme of Government, particularly in the initial 
stages, has to accommodate many fresh demands. 

It will be recalled that the previous Government, compelled by the 
inadequacy of their revenue and the circumstannces of the depression, 
effected drastic reduction in the cost of administration, particularly in 
regard to scales of salaries of the provincial services. I have, however, ., 
noticed that hon'ble members are often prone to criticise Government ·~ 
adversely on the score of their failure to implement all the recommendations 
of the Swan Committee. With a view to apprising them of the effect given 
to the recommendations of this Committee, I am arranging to issue a White 
Paper showing briefly the action taken by Government on each of the Swan 
Committee's recommendations. Every recommendation which was rejected 
or only partially accepted has now been re-examined by he deparment 
concerned under the direction of the Hon'ble Minister in charge and the 
results of that review will also be found in the White Paper. An experienced 
officer has also been appointed to ensure that all lines of possible economy 
including those remaining over from that review are vigorously pursued as 
well as to explore methods o£ preventing wastage and extravagance. I 
need not add that expenditure o£ a special nature such as that incurred in 
connection with detenus is obviously of a temporary nature and with the 
release of detenus this expenditure is bounded to dwindle gradually, making 
all this money available for other expenditure. 

In scrutinising the field of expenditure, one is apt to look upon the 
reduction in personnel and in the emoluments of those employed as being 
the two main heads of retrenchment. U ncler a developing democratic 
government, I am afraid, the tendency is all to the other side. rrhe 
inevitable increase in the work of the administration in response to the 
popular demand for larger and new additional services naturally necessitates 
the employment of larger number to cope with the enlarged task. An 
example of this I have given in Appendix IV to the printed copy of this 
statement which shows how the enlargement of the legislature under the 
new constitution is going to result in an increased expenditure of more than 
12 lakhs a year. It may be possible by a reorganisation of the system of 
administration to simplify it and thereby do the work with a smaller 
number. But the reorganisation of departments and the adoption of new 
systems with a view to secure economy calls for close study, expert advice, 
a period of trial in selected departments or areas, all of which take 
considera hle time and canno.t be done forwith if we are to avoid serious 
dislocation ot work. We have inherited an organisation that has been in 
existence for so long that it is impossible to overhaul it overnight. 

As to the emoluments of public servants, a somewhat spectapu)ar 
reduction in immediate expenditure can be effected only by a drastic cut 
in the salaries of existing public servants in the 11igher grades. But here 
we are confronted with the fact that any reduction in the emoluments of 
the members of the Imperial Services would require the sanction of the 
Secretary of State and is beyond our competence; while the salaries of 
officers in the provincial services on 1st April, 1937, are also protected under 
the Governmt~nt of India Act. Apart from this protection, however, Govern
ment service is everywhere regarded as on a contratual basis and to impose 
a cut on our servants' salaries under prevailing conditions may shake their 
confidence, to the detriment of the efficiency of administration. In the 
"'Vent of an emergency and in that event only it would not be unfair to ask 
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them to make a sacrifice and I am sure they would also be prepared to do so. 
But there is no such emergency at present to justify this course. On the 
other hand a reduction in salaries for new entrants will not immediately 
produce any large savings under this head. Again it must be remembered 
that though it may be possible to achieve some saving by further reduction 
in the emoluments of future entrants in the higher grades of the provincial 
services, this would probably be more than counterbalanced if the salaries 
of lower grade officers, whose numbers compared to higher grade officers are 
very large, are ever revised in an upward direction as several members of 
this House have already demanded. 

In regard to future entrants to public services under the authority of 
the Provincial Government, their starting salaries have already been 
drastically curtailed and any further reduction in them will be hardly 
desirable in view of the salaries which obtain for comparable services 
rendered in other walks of life. The question whether there 1s any 
reasonable scope for further reduction in the maximum salaries m the 
various ·grades is now under examination by Government. But in 
considering all questions of economy in administration there is one reflection 
which should never be put away: efficiency of administration cannot be 
sacrificed to economy, and particularly as we have just started on a changed 
Government we ought to do nothing that might impair the efficiency, 
strength or integr:ty of our public services. Strict economy must of course 
be our watchword in all the departments of the public service, for is not 
public money a trust to be administered with the utmost care? But in 
scaling down salaries we must take· care to see that the rival ideals of 
economy and efficiency are never in fatal conflict. This is no plea for per
petuation of too liberal scales of pay. I plead only for a new outlook in 
which the value of arithmetical comparisons of expenditure will not be 
exaggerated. 

Sir, as far as the formal part of presenting the ensuing year's budget 
estimate of receipts and expenditure is concerned, I have done. I have 
endeavoured to give not only a bird's eye view of the financial position but 
also the detailed implications of some of our financial commitments and pro
jects. We have seen that there is room for guarded optimism; we know 
that there must be adequate precaution. But may I suggest that, where 
the problem of national reconstruction is as vast and complex as in Bengal, 
a budget should be something more than a mere question of arithmetic. It is 
not merely a task of tapping all possible sources of revenue or of equitable 
distribution over suitable heads of expenditure. Above everything it is a 
task o£ helping in the process o£ nation-building. Sir, solvency is but a 
phase in the fortunes of a nation. But it is the nationhood which we must 
emphasise. The best of budgets can only provide for financial soundness. 
It cannot provide for better human material, for greater national endurance, 
for higher ideals. These must come from the nation itself. The final res
ponsibility for national prosperity must, therefore, be with the people, with 
all those in whom by reason of status or of attainment vests the leadership 
o£ the community. 

May I also suggest that the time has come when we should revise our 
inherited ideas about wealth and prosperity. Time was when individual 
prosperity and accumulation of wealth was the end of individual endeavour. 
But to-day the tendency is to put the community before the individual. 
I do not wish to preach rank socialism or communism. But we cannot 
afford to ignore the fact that it is not an age for a few isolated prosperous 
men but for a fairly prosperous multitude. Wealth to-day has a wider 
connotation than the hoarded prosperity of a few millionaires. Nor can it 
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be otherwise. I£ wealth still tended to accumulate in isolated crevices 
instead of spreading over the whole field, the reaction of a rapidly growing 
intelligentsia would promptly revolt against such an inequitable distribu
tion. By reason of our tradition and heritage such revolt may not neces
sarily be as violent as in some other countries. But as long as wealth 
leads to split up society into invidious classes, such revolt is not only 
logical, but is inevitable. 

Living in a machine age we must all be social and economic engineers, 
or at least try to undenstand and guide the forces that drive us. It will 
not do to cherish the old ideals oi individual accumulation of wealth, 
ownership of land and possession of gilt-edged securities or large cash 
balances in the bank. Prosperity and poverty are not a matter of separate 
concern for the individual, for the country or for the group. We prosper 
or fall together in a world of increasing interdependence. A new ideal 
arises out of the apirit of service in which wealth must be spent in the 
multiplication of opportunities for the livelihood of the people. It calls 
for a certain spirit of adventure and boldness in investment, a throwing 
aside of narrow loyalties, traditions and prejudices, a widening of our 
horiz.on. 

And unless we realise this, the writing on the wall is clear. I£ instead 
of the intelligent manipulation of forces for the general welfare, people 
strive for indivirlual accumulation of wealth and groups strive against 
each other with narrow and selfish purposes, the end will be mutual 
destruction. The fate of other eountries will overtake us. The over
crowding of profeHHions an1l the prolonged privations of the vast masses 
engaged in agriculture and industry are u formidable threat to the very 
existence of ordered society. Along with this has to be considered the 
acute unemployment among the intelligentsia. 

'l'he less our gmduateH are nl)le to :fiml a natural expression in their 
chosen prof(ISsionr,;, the m.ore will their energies coneentrate on the 
realisation of politieal aims which promiRe hy way of radical changes to 
assure them of a right to live and ,vork. vVe luwe to bear in mind, the 
utter despair of thousands and thousands of parents who saved and slaved 
a lifetime to give their children an erlueat1on only to see them in the 
end unemployed, very often broken in hody and in spirit (eries o£ "oh, 
oh ! ') ; the impotent wrath and the slow demorulisa tion o£ promising young 
men and women, loaded with degrees and certificates, to whom society 
denies the opportunity to put to any use o£ their gifts and their knowledge. 
These we must remember always and endeavour to give a shape· to things 
to eome that will feed our hungry masses and ensure the welfare of all. 

Government can but provide the machinery: the motive power must 
ultimately be supplied by the people. Indeed, it is in the will to prosper 
that prosperity' lies and no nation can be spoon-£ed into prosperity by the 
most benevolent of governments. There are many spheres where govern
ment ean help only in an indirect way and where the activities of the 
people taken in the aggregate count for much. 

Such being the case, Sir, may I suggest that it is beyond the powers 
o£ even the most prudent of Finance Ministers to do more than porvide 
the means with which the nation can commence the journey towards 
reconstruction and prosperity? To elevate society, to improve the human 
material, to rouse the masses to a sense of intoleranee of their present 
condition, in short to set the forces that make for progress in motion, is 
a duty that must finally devolve on the society itself. We can but point 
to the road. I£ further taxation is necessary, we must be prepared 
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courageously to impose it. (Rai HARENDRA NATH CHAUDHURI: "Hear; 
hear"!) If further expenditure is considered desirable we must not 
spare our revenue. If by invoking our legislative powers we can find a 
way out of our difficulties, we must be prepared boldly to do so. But in 
the last analysis the urge must not lie with Government but with the 
people. 

Sir, allow me here to digress into what might appear to be an 
extraneous matter but what is, in my opinion, a vitally important issue. 
For any scheme of broad-based national reconstruction the most important 
force is public opinion. A nation must ultimately respond to the trends 
of popular opinion. This is where the importance of educating popular 
opinion is obvious. If we fritter away our energies in a profitless and 
unnecessarily carping criticism of the existing order of things it in no 
way ensures progress. Criticism is by no means an antithesis to 
co-operation. What is necessary is the desire to find the greatest common 
factor of national prosperity. The chief requisite is co-operation-not 
abject submission to an imposed system but an intelligent participation in 
a common and great ideal. Viewed from this angle there would appear to 
be very little difference between the creed of one party and the principles 
of another. .After all, all political parties must ultimately be based on the 
principles of national advancement. And reduced to fundamentals national 
advancement must hinge around certain broad issues. What political party 
does. not aspire to improve the lot of tb.e poorer masses, to lift the poor 
eultnator out of his tragic fatalism into a livelier and better appreciation of 
his opportunities, to infuse the ray of hope where there now broods the 
darkness of despair? If all parties have this in common, I venture to hope 
that, whatever our individual dogmas or creeds, we can make a common 
cause of humanity. 

With these remarks, Sir, I beg to present the Budget Estimates for 
the year 1938-39. 

I thank the members of this House for the patient hearing that they 
have given me. (Cheers from Ministerial Benches.) 

(Cries of "'Bande Ma taram" from Congress Benches.) 
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APPENDIX I. 

summary of the financial position of the Covernment of Bengal in 1937·38 
and 1938-39 

Receipts. 

Rs. 

Opening Balance 97,78 

Rwenue Relceipts 12,55,03 

Capital Receipts .. 

Receipts from Debts, Deposits, etc. 9,98,48 

23,51,29 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 12,21,05 

Capital Expenditure 12,30 

Expenditure on Debt, Deposits, etc. 9,79,98 

Closing Balance .. 1,37,96 

23,51,29 

Net Result. 

Surplus+ 
}on revenue account 

Deficit-
+33,98 

Surplus+ 
}outside revenue account 

Deficit-
+6,20 

Total {Surplus+ } 
. Excluding opening balance +40,18 

Deficit-

*Excludes-

(a) 33,53 on account of securities of the Official Assignee. 
(b) 1,00 for securities of the Steam Boiler Fund. 
(c) 70,00 on account of investment in Treasury Bills. 

[Figures are in thousands.] 

Revised, Budget, 
1937-38. 1938-39. 

Rs. Rs. 

1,05,77 1,90,84* 

32,42,50 13,12, 73 

15,46,74 16,72,96 

29,95,01 31,76,53 

-----

12,06,74 13,24,27 

5 -2,98 

15,97,38 16,80,26 

1,90,84* I, 74,98* 

29,95,01 31,76,53 

+1,35,76 -11,54 

-50,69 -4,32 

+85;07 -15,86 
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APPENDIX II 

Statement showing the distribution Of increased expenditure 
in 1938-39 

[Figures are in thousands.] 

Revised, Bu'dget, Increase. 
1937-38. 1938-39. 

Rs: Rs. Rs. 

Forest 15,44 17,16 1,72 

Irrigation 13,62 20,86 7,24 

Debt Conciliation 12,48 24,63 12,15 

Police 2,24,48 2,25,55 1,07 

Education-General 1,26,06 1,42,66 16,60 

Medical 52,56 58,92 6,36 

Public Health 32,79 46,71 13,92 

Agriculture 11,59 16,27 4,68 

Co-operation 12,35 14,74 2,39 

Industries 16,18 20,64 4,46 

Civil Works 1,25,30 1,46,75 21,45 

Superannuation allowances and pensions 92,65 95,83 3,18 

Commutation of pensions 9,06 11,00 1,94 

Recruitment of a larger number of Bengal Civil Service 
and Bengal Junior Civil Service Officers. 

1,00 1,00 

Reorganisation of the establishments of Commissioners' 1,12 1,12 
Offices, District and Subdivisional Offices. 

Reorganisation of the Legislative Assembly and the 
Legislative Council Departments. 

47 47 

Appointment of a Director of Rural Reconstructibn 
and a Special Officer for unemployment. 

48 48 

1,00,23 
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APPENDIX Ul 

(Figures are in thousands.] 

Maximum yield. Minimumyield. 

Heads of Revenue. ,-----------"---- --, Estimated 
yield in 

Since 1921-22. Since 1921-22. 1937-38. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

l. Share of the Central Export 
Duty on Jute. 

2,59,12 1929-30 1,50,00 1921-22 2,56,50 

2. Judicial Stamps (Court fees 
including Probate and Sue-
cession fees). 

2,93,02 1929-30 1,99,53 1922-23 2,09,80 

3. Excise (on alcohol and drugs) 2,28,56 1925-26 1,34,81 1933-34 1,54,00 

4. Non-Judicial Stamps 1,37,85 1925-26 71,40 1932-33 95,40 

5. Registration fees 40,17 1927-28 18,47 1932-33 24,00 

6. Entertainment and Betting 
Tax. 

23,73 1923-24 11,22 1933-34 17,80 

Total 9,82,45 5,85,43 7,57,50 

1. Land Revenue, which accounts for one quarter of the present revenue of 13 crores, is 
omitted because it differs from other heads of revenue in being based on a more or less 
fixed revenue demand which, if not paid when due, is generally paid in arrear. 

2. In the caRe of the Central Export Duty on jute, the figures represent what this province 
would have got if the orders which now entitle her to 62! per cent. of the net proceeds of 
the duty on jute produced in Bengal had been in force throughout. 

3. Receipts in respects of Electricity and Motor Vehicles are omitted because these are taxes 
on expanding luxuries whose response to bad times is not likely to consist of a falling 
off in present yield. , 

4. Receipts on accounts of Income-tax (27! lakhs in 1937-38) are omitted because our re· 
ceipts ~der this head during the first 5 years of the present constitution will depend upon 
a complicated formula and because the data for calculating what that formula would have 
yielded had it been in force throughout are not available. 
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APPENDIX IV 
Comparative statement showing expenditure on the Legislative Bodies 

before and after the 1st A.pril, ,1937 
[Figures are in thousands.] 

1936-37. 

Bengal Legislative 

President and Deputy President 
Se~retary and Assistant Secretary 
Members 
17 Clerks and reporters 
21 Servants 
Temporary Establishment 
Travelling allowance .. 
House rent allowance 
Contingencies 

Council. 

Rs. 

41 
9 

30 
4 

42 
1 

24 

1,51 

1937-38 (Budget) 

Bengal Legislative Assembly. 

Speaker and Deputy Speaker 
Secretary and Assistant Secretary 

Members 
22 Clerks and reporters 
19 Servants .. 
Temporary establishment 
Lump provision for extra staff 
Travelling allowance 
House-rent allowance 
Contingencies 

Total for both Houses of Legislature 

Bengal Legislative Assemmbly. 

Speaker and Deputy Speaker .. 
Secretary, two Assistant Secretaries 

and Registrar 
Members .. 
42 Clerks and reporters 
35 servants .. 
Temporary Establishment 
Travelling allowance .. 
House-rent allowance 
Hill allowance 
Contingencies 

Rs. 

30 
13 

30 
5 

8 
1,52 

1 
25 

2,64 
'---

Bengal Legislative Council. 

President and Deputy President .. 
Secretary (Part time) and Assis-

ant Secretary 
Members 
5 Clerks and reporters 
7 Servants 
Temporary Establishment 

Travelling allowance .. 
House-rent allowance 
Contingencies 

3,14 

1938-39 {Budget) 

Rs. 

27 

29 
4,28 

52 
8 
2 

5,00 
1 
1 

39 

Bengal Legislative Council. 

President and Deputy President 
Secretary, Assistant Secretary 

and Registrar. 
Members 
15 Clerks 
16 Servants 
Temporary Establishment 
Travelling allowance .. 
House rent allowance 
Hill allowance 
Contingencies 

Rs. 

18 

5 

3 
1 

20 

3 

50 

Rs. 

26 
26 

1,11 
10 
3 

63 
1 
1 
4 

2,45 10,87 
'--- -y 

13,32 
-----------------J 

Total for both Houses of Legislature 

The above statement does not take into account increases in other directions such as the in
crei.ISe in the Press Budget owing to the larger volume of printing require. 
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Supplementarv Statement of Expenditure (1938-39) 

(Presented on the 29th July, 1938) 

The Hon'ble M.r. Nalin'i Ranjan Sarker: I rise to present a supplemen
tary statement of expenditure for the year 1938-39, under section 81 of the 
Government o£ India Act. The total demand is for Rs. 48,4'7,000 coverin~ 
six major heads o£ expenditure. The largest item is for Rs. 30,10,0011 
for advances to cultivatorA distressed by floods and damage to crops in many 
cli;;tricts and the Hon'bie Ministers concerned~ when presenting their 
respective demands, will further explain the necessity o£ and justification 
for all those supplementary expenditure. 

(Presented on the 6th M avrch 1939) 

The Hon·'ble Mr. Nalini Ran,jan Sarker: I rise to present the supple
mentary statement of expenditure that may be necessary during this year. 
'l'he total amount concerned is 34 lakhs 8 thousand o£ which 31 lakhs 19 
thouRand is voted and 2 lakhs 89 thousand is charged. Out of this amount 
18 lakhs wlll be given as. agricultural loan and 6t lakhs for gratuitous relief 
and test work. The reasons for excess expenditure have been given in the 
flXplanatory memorandum. 

·Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. N. R. Sarker, Finance Min1ister, in presenting 
the Budget for 1939·40. 

(Presented on 15th FebruM~IJ, 1939.) 

J rise to pre.~ent the Budget Estimates for 19a9-40, and, as is the 
convcmtion. I also present on this occasion the Revised Estimates for 1938-39 
and the actuals for 1937-38: in other words, I rise to prophesy about the 
coming year, while disclosing the imperfections of my prophecies about its 
two immediate predecessors. Those uncertain performers, the revenues o£ 
the province, which have never yet been known to run accor·ding to plan, 
haw· given us some anxious moments since last I discoursed about them; 
added to which the floods which affiicted many districts a few months ago 
l1ave made an unexpected drain upon our balances. But I am glad to say 
that things are distinctly better than during the first hal£ of the year, one 
was sometimes tempted to think they would be. Before I turn to them in 
detail, let me pass the three years very briefly in review. 

It will be remembered that 198'6-37 closed with actuals much better 
than were anticipated owing to an improvement in world trade and that, 
when I was giving a Revised Estimate £or 1937-38 a year ago, I placed the 
r·ece1pts much higher than I had placed them in my original estimate, 
because the boom had continued well into the year 193'7 -38. I made what I 
hoped was sufficient allowance for the signs of a collapse of the boom that 
had recently revealed themselves. But the positio:t:f.!owas more serious than 
I supposed. The receipts for the year were about 46 lakhs better than was 
originally estimated, but they were a disappointment in comparison with 
my Revised Estimate. 

Mv estimate of receipts for 1938-39 was based on my Revised Estimate 
for 1937-38 plus the hope that wo_rld conditions :vould get no wor~e. 9n 
the contrary, they deteriorated c,onstderably. I beheve that th.e deter10rahon 
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has now been checked, at least temporarily, but there is no hope of our 
tou(•hing the figures which I ventured to forecast for 1938-39. Our revenue 
receipts are likely to be 41 lakhs below original estimate. About half of 
this drop is due to world causes and the rest to a mixture of economic and 
political causes much nearer home. The deterioration in the world position 
was, of course, due almost entirely to the threat of war in Europe and its 
r,aralysing effectupon confidence in general; but the Munich Settlement was 
hiippily followed by a recovery of confidence that checked the slump. It 
is, however, on the prospects of peace or war in Europe that the fate of 
world markets in 1939-40 will mostly depend. 

Economic conditions in India refle:cwd 11;hooe elsewlhere and, at the 
same time exhibited special stresses of their own. Between the 
autumn of 1937 and the rmmmer of 1938 imports so increased and 
exports so decreased that India's balance of trade dwindled to almost 
vani11hing point. This led to a weakening of the Rupee-exchange which 
made a heavy call upon the Sterling resources of the Reserve Bank of 
India. Unsettled conditions invaded the share markets and the Bombay 
Stock Exchange had to suspend forward trading for a number of weeks. 
The continuance of the Sino-Japanese vVar caused a heavy decline in the 
exports of India's raw cotton, with a consequent depression of the Indian 
eotton market. Industrial production was, however, maintained at its 
former level. This in the case of our jut.e industry meant the continuation 
of over-production and was therefore a misfortune. Stocks accumulated to 
alarming proportions, largely owing to the shrinkage in demand in overseas 
markets; and as a result of this shrinkage the shares and prospective shares 
of the provinces in the jute export duty declined. The indices of wholesale 
prices showed a continuous fall till the middle of June. The return of 
sli~htly more confidence during recent months is reflected in an improve
ment of India's trade balance and in some recovery of those provincial 
reC'eipt.s which are most directly connecteil with world trade. We are 
particularly interested, of course, in the order for 200 million jute bags 
rerentl:v nlaced in Calcutta. It will benefit b"th the province as a whole 
and our Budget. But I wish it had come on a genuine current of improving 
tr~dE' instead of being merely linked with prosuects of a destructive war. I 
w11l reserve until later my mention of the quasi-political causes nearer homf> 
whif'h have recently cleuressed our revenues. 

A resume of the past is alwavs easier than a forecast o£ the future, 
<'Spe~Ially in times so unsettled ·as the present. There are those who 
consider that the hopes of peace which the Munich Settlement evoked 
have had little since then to reinforce them. The British Premeir's 
vi~it to Rome has, to all appearances. producefl no worthwhile results; 
nud Enmco-Italian tension has in no sense eased. While Herr Hitler's 
speech to thP Reichstag has little in common with his previous utterances, 
the demand for colonies is voiced in the same strident tones as ever before. 
N PVe~ has civilisation approached a new financial year w1th a more acute 
eonse10usness o£ the terrible responsibilities which will lie upon the 
R1wulders of its statemen . 

. In my .estimates for the coming year. I have assumed that revenues . 
Will come m roughly at the level on whiCh they have flowed during the 
last few months. I have assumed that war in Europe will not break out. 
H this proves to be correct our chances o£ getting better revenues than 
I. have estimated will depend mostly upon the course o£ events in the 
United States, an improvement iJ;J. whose markets would almost certainly 
!let up widening ripples of prosperity. The Anglo-American Trade 
Ag-reement should be helpful in this direction. 
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We have to distinguish between the objective £acts o£ the economic 
situation, the subjective outlook of the business world and the naturf' ' 
of the international economic relations. The objective facts, so far as 
I am able to appraise them, yield no warrant either for the exaggerated 
pessimism o£ a year ago, or the easy optimism whjch company promotors 
or extravagant financiers would like to adopt when a depression shows 
indications of drawing to a close. 0£ one thing we may be reasonably 
certain that the recession has not . deepened into a cyclical depression. 
Tl1e differences between the depression of 1929 and the set-back which 
occurred in the second quarter of 1937 have not been lost sight of by 
any government or business interests. This is hardly the occasion for 
going into details. It should suffice that while it would be rash to 
count on a rapid progress of all-round business activity there is little or 
nothing to suggest a further Ferious deterioration. 

l will now turn to each year in detail. 
In taking our last look at 1937-3'8 we are reminded that this was 

the first year of Provincial Autonomy. We find in the figures for that 
year whose accounts have now been clo"led, the financial position as 
it was when we began otlr stewardship, and a notable illustration of the 
influence upon our financial fortunes that is exercised by world condition is 
beyond our eontrol. With regard to our stewardship, we took over from 
the previous administration both assets and liabilities. A valuable asset 
waR the absence of any budgetary deficits and the receipt of substantial 
add1tions to revenue on account o£ the Niemeyer Award. Another fortunate 
circumstances was the lifting at that time o£ the world depression which 
hacl forced our predecessors to resort to retrenchment and hold up necessary 
t>xpenditure. But an onerous liability was the large accumulation o£ un
discharged obligations to the people o£ this provirice whieh we inherited 
from the past. As I said in my first Budget Statement. "The problems 
rhat loom very large in our national economy to-day nre to no ~mall extent 
dJe result o£ inadequate attention given to them in the past, although the 
benefit of pant wisdom and past endeavour is always present in some 
measure." To what extent we have suc-ceeded in husbanding these assf.•ts. 
,md in discharging this lia hility will be found in the story of the laAt two 
years which I shall presently relate. "'Without entering into any details 
,lt this stage, I may say that our best endeavours have been directed towards 
the amelioration o£ the conditions of the people without jeopardy to the 
~olvency and the financial prestige of the Province. 

In framing the Revised Estimate, for the year 1937-08, in my last Budget 
t:)tatement, I provided for an increase of 88 lakhs in revenue receipts in view 
l)f the improvements in the jute trade and in Railway finance, but as I have 
already indicated, this hope wns not realised. Mainly owing to a declension 
in world trade conditions, but also to certain domestic causes, the revenue 
aetuals for the year were lower by 42 lakhs than the revised. The main 
f"Ontributors to this decline were 18~ lakhs under Jute duty, 2~ la:khs under 
Inemne-tax, 11~ lakhs under Land Revenue, 7! lakhs under non-Judicial 
stamps and 2 lakh.s under Judicial Stamps. (Rai HARENDRA NATH 
CHAFDHURY: Hear, hear.) The deterioration under the first three heads 
was mainly due to the economic slump, while that under Land Revenue and 
Judicial stamps was due to domestic rather than world causes. The decrease 
under Land Revenue was almost entirely due to the short cullection of 
ordinary revenue from Government estates, while that under Judicial stamps 
was due to smaller sale of court-fee stamps on account mainly of the forma
tion of Debt Conciliation Boards. 'fhese £actors still persist during the 
eurrent year and I shall refer to their implications more fully when I deal 
with the Revised Estimate £or 1938-39. · 
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The actual expenditure on revenue account for 1937~38 turned out to 
be 24 lakhs less than the figure taken in the Revised Estimate. So the 
net worsening, instead of being 4.2 lakhs, was 18 lakhs. The bulk o£ the 
savings occurred under three heads, viz., General Admmistration (8 lakhs), 
Irrigation (3 lakhs) and Civil Works (5i lakhs). The savings under General 
1\.dministration were due to slower progress in the establishment of Debt 
Conciliation Boards and non-utilisation in full of the supply for the allow
ances of the members of the legislature. l'he 'savings under Irrigation were 
due to smaller outlay on works and the postponement of the establishment 
of the Waterways Board. Those tmder CiYil vVorks were . the r~s~lt of 
inability to work up to the programme of road construchon ongmally 
adopted. 

Un the year's working, the closing balance stood at I crore 36 lakhs 
against 1 crore 91 lakhs anticipated in the Revised. Out of this decrease 
of 55 lakhs, 18 lakhs is due to the net worsening under Revenue heads 
already referred to. 'I'he balance is due to transactions under the Debt 
Deposit section of the Budget and is explained by larger investments in 
rrreasury Bills towards the close of the year than were originally anticipated. 
The reduction on this account is merely an acco11nting adjustment and does 
not connote a real diminution in the provincial balance. 

Before I take leave of the year 1937-0'8, I should like to present the 
House with what may be called the "commercial account" for the year. 
Tht: province started on the 1st of April, 1937, with a clean slate and 
unburdened with debt. On the 31st :March, 1938, the total liability o£ 
Government on account of unfundecl debt (e.g., State Prov1dent funds 
-4 CJ'ores 16 lakhs), Deposit and Advances (e.g., Civil Court cleposits-
2 crores 21 lakhs) and Remittances stood at 6 crore.g 55 lakhs. Against 
these Government bad on that date liquid assets amounting to 3 crores 75 
lakhs as follows: Closing cash balance-1 crore 36 lakhs, Loans and 
advancfs-85 lakhs, Investment in Treasurv Bills-1 crore 20 lakhs and 
Investment in securities-34 lakhs. Against the remaining portion of 
the debit, 2 crores 80 lakhs out of the total of 6 crores 55 lakhs, Govern
ment possess capital assets in the shape o£ Civil Works and IrriO'ation pro-
jects in which a sum o£ 6 crores 29 lakhs had been invested. "' 

Judging from tl1eRe financial results it may be maintained that the first 
year of Provincial Autonomy was a satisfactory one in many respects. In 
spite of the reaction in the concluding months, the year ended with revenue 
surplus of 1 crore 18 lakhs. Government had an adequate cash balance in 
!he Treasuries and in the Reserve Bank throughout the year. The balance 
m the Reserve Bank was always in excess o£ the stipulated minimum of 25 
lakhs and no ways and means advance had to be requisitioned. 

The disquieting• feature in the situation however was the deterioration 
in revenue receipts which manifested its;H in the' closinO' months. It 
smvived into the year 1938-39 and was there aggravated, under Land 
Revenue and Court-fees, by domestic developments. These developments 
deman~ attention, illustrating as they do that democracy can be 
expensive not merely in the ordinary sense of that word but also in the 
other sense of reducing revenues. 

In this connection, I would remind the House that nearly 80 per cent. 
of ih,e total revenue of the province (13 crores) is derived from only five 
heads, name.ly, ,Jute Duty (2 crores 38 lakhs), Land Revenue (3 crores 53 
l~<khs), Exc1se (1 crore 55 lakhs), non-Judicial stamps (80 lakhs), and 
Court,-fees (2 crores 7 lakhs). Their main characteristirs deserve mention. 
The mcome from Jute Duty and non-Judicial stamps depends almost 
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tntirely on world conditions. Land Revenue is inelastic, being based more 
or less on £xed demands, but has hitherto been a very steady sourceo£ 
ren"nue owing to the sanctions inherent lil our Land Revenue system and 
the good tradition~ of the tt>na11try. Excise revenue usf'd to rt'Spond to 
economic ennditions with considerable elasticity, but owing to changes in 
standards of living and to the temperance movement)~ never likely to_yielrL 
U<Pain as much as it used to. Court-fees have traditiOnally held pnde of 
plaee with Land Revenue as one of <JUr two biggest single sources of income 
but they have recently let us down very badly owing to decli~e. i~ litigation. 
This deeline is mainly due to our establishment of Debt Coneihatwn Boards, 
but it is also, perhaps, in patL atlributable to a general weakening o£ the 
habit of litigation consequent on economic ancl pDlitical ehanges on the 
emmiryBide. ·If it is true, as I am afraid it is, that Court-fees are no 
longer likely to he the tower of Rtrength to the exchequer whieh they were 
in the lJast, it meanR that a considerable change adversely affecting one of 
Heng·al's leading and most honourable professions is taking place. 

Before eoming to a consideration of the Revised Estimates for the 
current year I should like to refer to some outstanding domestic events 
whieh have in one w·ay or another affected the budgetary fortunes o£ the 
year. 

The £rst of these was tlHl widespread f!.oods in as many as 15 districts. 
These causer! acute distress anrl Government mobilised all their available 
resources for work in the affeeted areas. The rules relating to the grant 
of agricultural loans were liberali8ed and a sum of nearly50 lakhs has been 
distributed as loans to the f!.ood-stricken. 'l'he amount spent by Government 
on test relief works and on gratuitous relief is 'vell over 6 lakhs. Success 
has attended the measures adopted. 'l'lwre haR been no loss of life on account 
of the f!.oods, and epidemics which generally come in the wake of widespread 
natural calamities of this nature have been averted by the adoption of 
timely precautionary measures. 

The effect o£ the floods on the Budget has been threefold. In the £rst 
place, there havP been heavy outgoing.s and greatly reduced reeovery in 
respect of agricultural loan8. In the second place, there has been eonsider
ahle increase in expenditure on test relief and gratuitous relief and also on 
aceount of the travelling allowance and contingencies of offieers deputed to 
flood relief work. Finally, the floods hawJ contributed, along with other 
faetors to whieh I shall refer in due course, to a serious shrinkage in Land 
Revenue receipts. Another consequence which has followed from the 
floods, though it does not directly affect the Provincial Budget is of 
sufficient importance to deserve mention. Education cess had to be su;pend
ed in nine out of twelve districts in which it had ·been imposed and seven 
out of those nine were districts affected by floods. 

The next item of importance to whjch I should like to refer is the 
~nactm~nt of certain measures affeeting our Land Revenue system, conceived 
m the mterest of the tenants and also to satisfy their persistent demands. 
I refe~ particularly to the Bengal Tenaney A.mendment Aet of 1938, which 
came mto effect o~ .the 18~~ of August, 1938, abolishing landlords' fees on 
transfer. and depnvmg pnvileged landlords of the power of realising rents 
by certi£cate procedur~, and to the suspension for a period of two years 
w1th effect from 1st Baisakh, 1345 B.S., corresponding to 14th April, 1938, 
of the u~e of certi£cate procedure in :fresh eases for recovery of rents from 
tenants m Government estates and in Court of Wards estates. 

The abolition of landlords' fees on transfer has an adverse effect on the 
transactions under the Debt Deposit seetion of the Budget. It will · be 
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recalled that, with the separation of our finances fro~?- those of the. Centre, 
liabilities for a variety o£ non-Government depos1ts banked w1th the 
Government o£ India were passed on to us without the corresponding assets. 
It was expected, however, that as the incomi~gs in any ~ne _yea~ in respect 
o£ these deposits normally exceed the outgomgs, the hqmdat10n o£ the 
liabilities would present no difficulty. In regard to landlords' transfer fees, 
we inherited a liability of 49 lakhs on the 1st April, 1937, which was reduced 
to 45 lakhs on 1st April, 1938. Since further inflow of landlords' fees has 
stopped the liability will have to be met from our reserves. The amount 
of drai~ upon our reserves on this account during the current year will be 
about 18 lakhs. 

The abolition o£ certificate procedure as a means of collecting lan~ dues 
was certain of course, to have some adverse effect upon the collection of 
these dues,' and part of the considera,ble fall in land revenue during the 
current year, both under "Fixed Collections" and under ",Collections from 
Government Estates" is attributable to this cause: precisely how much I 
am not in a position to say; but it is significant that the deterioration in 
collections began before the arrival of the floods. The deterioration that 
was certain to occur was in respect of those on the actual margin of inability 
to pay; and so long as deterioration does not spread beyond that margin, 
neither landlords nor the Khas Mahal Department will have just cause to 
complain. But if it ever happens-or, as some allege, is already happen
ing-that the effect spreads beyond that margin: j,£ people able to pay who 
used merely to defer payment until a certificate issued, or people who used 
to pay simply because the power of certification existed, exploit the conces
sion and swell the ranks of defaulters, then the net effect of the concession 
will be evil, both to landlords, and to the revenues of the province and also 
to the tenants themselves who will drift into debt which they would other
wise not have incurred. I am not saying that any such exploitation has 
in fact begun; and, i£ it does hegin, there will be means of dealing with it, 
including a reversion to certificate procedure in Khas Mahals or some such 
method for speedy realisation. But I do say that the danger exists and 
that it is the duty o£ us all to be on guard against it. 

An increase of about 70 thousand in our estimate of expenditure for 
the current year has been due to a post-Budget decision to appoint a number 
of Committees and Special Officers to investigate various matters affecting 
the welfare of the people. A list of i,hese Committees and Special Officers 
will be found in an Appendix to the printed copy of my statement, and I 
will not give further details here. 

Two other enquiries however which are now in -progress deserve special 
mention beca,use of their vital importance to the future economic well-being 
o£ the province. Provision for both of these was included in the Budget. 

The first enquiry is in connection with our Land Revenue system. A 
Commission consisting of experts and persons possessing wide administrative 
and other experience, was appointed in November last under the Chairman
sh_ip of S~r Francis Floud to study the Land Revenue system in Bengal, 
with special reference to the Permanent Settlement and to the various 
suggestions for changing that system which are nowadays current including 
the suggestion that the rights o£ Zemindars could be purchas~d by the 
State at a profit in the long run to provincial revenues thereby increasing 
our capacity for expenditure on social services. ' 

The other is an Industrial Survey directed towards a complete examina
ti?n of th~ opinion of ex~sting large, medium-sized and cottage industries 
with a . v1ew to ascertam what measures should be adopted for their 
promotion and future development. In order to place our programme of 
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appointed for this Survey an expert Committee, under the Chairmanship of 
Dr. John Mathai, whose services have been kindly lent to us by the 
Government o,f India. 

Both of these Committees have been set an extremely complicated task, 
but the membership o£ each is very distinguished, combining expert 
technical knowledge with administrative experience and we expect to receive 
from them reports and recommendations which w·ill have far-reaching effects 
upun tl1e solution o£ the two chief economic problems that con:front us in 
this province. 

The next item to which 1 should like to refer is the recent release o£ 
detenus. ·when introducing the Budget for 1937-38, l expressed the hope 
that it might be possible in the near future to effect considerable reduction 
in the expenditure which the province had to incur on account of measure~ 
taken to combat the anarchist movement. My hopes in this respect have 
been largely fulfilled. 'l'he release of detenus has made it possible to 
reduce the pitch of abnormal expenditure by no less than 22 lakhs. Further 
economies to the extent of al)out 3 lakhs have been proposed in next year's 
Budget, and it is hop eel that if the Hituation continues to be satisfactory, 
it will be possible in due course to effect further reduction in expenditure. 
Among the reasons which make larger savings impracticable at the moment 
is the need to keep a careful watch upon certain forms of subversive activity 
which are making themselves manifest in different parts of this province. 
The existence of an illiterate and uniformed labour force in the province 
and the recent release of political prisoners on a Jnrge scale are, according 
to the department concerned, providing a fruitful combination for the 
preaching of communism by a group of persons who derive their political 
sustenance from the theories of foreign doctrinaires. '['he department 
considers that constant vigilance is required to be exercised over the 
activities of those among them whose avowed object is to eau.Re a violent 
upheaval of the exist1ng social order and whose method is to sow seeds o£ 
disruption am.ongst the i1literate workers mid peasants of this country b:y 
insidious and urHlergroun<l propaganda. The greater part of this work 
inevitably falls upon the police :foree, with the result that the bulk of the 
unavoidable expenditure in this eonnection occurs in the Pol.ice Budget. 
From the public also there has been more demand for police protection. 

Let me now pass on to the details o£ the Revised Estimate for the 
current year. According to the original estimate the year was to start 
with an opening balance o£ 1 crore 91 lakhs and end with a closing balance 
o£ 1 crore 75 lakhs. 'l'he Revised Estimate places the opening balance at 
1 crore 36 lakhs and the dosing balance at 78 lakhs. This deterioration by 
97 lakhs is the net result o£ the following: a decrease of 55 lakhs in the 
opening balance; a decrease o£ 41 lakhs in our revenue receipts; a decrease 
of 31 lakhs in our expenditure on revenue account and a decrease of about 
32 lakhs in the balance outside the revenue account, that is to say in the 
working o£ the Capital and Debt Deposit section of the Budget. I ~ill now 
give a brief explanation of each of these changes. 

The opening balance adopted in the Revised Estimate is the actual 
closing balance of the preceding year. In my review of the accounts for 
1937-38 I have already explained that the decrease of 55 lakhs in the 
estimated closing balance for that year is due first to a falling off of revenue 
receipts by about 42 lakhs set off by savings to the extent of about 24 lakhs 
in revenue expenditure, a net worsening of 18 lakhs; and secondly to out
goings under the Debt, Deposit, etc. heads being larger than anticipations 
by 37 lakhs, owing mainly to increased investment in Treasury bills in March 
1938. 
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The decrease o£ 41 lakhs in revenue receipts is mostly due to a fall of 
9 lakhs under Jute duty, 32 lakhs under Land Revenue and 39 lakhs under 
Stamps, offset in part by an increase of 18 lakhs under Other Taxes, 7 \akhs 
under Excise 5 lakhs under Income 'rax and 7 lakhs hom unclaimed 
deposits in th~ Suitors' F1.1nd and in Civil Courts. The decrease under ~ ute 
duty is due to the slump in world markets, whieh, however, now shows sign~ 
of lifting. The decline under Land Revenue is due partly to the effect of 
ftoods and perhaps partly also to the withdrawal o£ the cer!ificate procedure 
in Khas :Mahals. Fixed collections, that is to say, collections from perma
nently settled estates, have dropped by 7 lakhs while collections from 
Government estates have dropped by 19~ lakhs. The balance o£ the decrease 
under this head is due to smaller recovery of settlement charges. The 
decline of 39 lakhs under Stamps is made up of a decrease of 13 lakhs under 
Non-Judicial and a decrease of 26 lakhs under Judicial. The drop under 
Non-Judicial stamps is explained by the general dullness of trade, while 
the decline under J u,dicial stamps is attributable to the reduction in the 
volume of civil litigation as a result mainly of the working of Debt 
Conciliation Boards. Among the improvements which compensate partially 
for this serious decline under the three main heads o£ revenue, that under 
"Other Taxes" is due to the passage of the Bengal Expiring Laws Act 
which provided for the continuance of certain taxation measures which were 
due to expire in the middle of the current year. The 5 lakhs under Income 
Tax represents arrear receipts on account of 1937-38 whjch are being 
adjusted this year. The increase o£ 7 lakhs under Excise and of a similar 
amount under Unclaimed ·Deposits are unexpected windfalls for which no 
credit was taken in the Budget. 

The decrease or£ 31 lakhs in expenditure on revenue account is the net 
effect of excesses and savings spread over a large number of heads the 
details o£ which are furnished in the Red Book. I shall confine myself to 
the more important variations. Savings o£ nearly 13 lakhs occur under 
Debt Conciliation owing to the slower progress in the formation of Debt 
Conciliation Boards. There is a decrease of 11 lakhs under Civil Works 
owing to smaller expenditure on original works, mostly buildings for which 
revised plans and specifications with a view to secure economy are being 
worked out. The Police Budget shows a savings of nearly three lakhs owing 
to retrenchment and a similar amount has been saved under Jails owing 
mainly to decrease in the number of inmates. There is a decrease of 
4 lakhs under Irrigation owing main1y to non-utilisation of the provision 
for the Waterways Board. Savings of about 5 lakhs have occurred in the 
General Administration Budget owing partly to the smaller expenditure 
under Landlords' fees establishment and District establishment and partly 
to the absence of a session of the Legislature in November. Savings to 
the extent of nearly 10 lakhs occur under Public Health Agriculture and 
Industries owing to the time required for working out details of certain 
important projects for which lump provisions had been included in the 
Budget. On the other hand, there is an increase of 16 lakhs under Famine 
Relief out of which 10 lakhs is on account of the initial contribution to the 
Bengal Famine Insurance Fund and 6 lakhs is on account of test relief 
works anrl of gratuitous relief in arBas ·affected by ftood · and an increase of 
2 lakhs under Education for the provision of special ;ducational facilities 
for Scheduled Caste students. 

The decrease of 3'2 l_akhs in the Debt Deposit section of the Budget is the 
net result o£ a worsemng of 50 lakhs owing to larger disbursement and 
smaller r.ecovery of agricult~ral loans than was originally anticipated an~ 
a worsemng of 18 lakhs owmg to cessation of further inflow of landlords 
transfer fees; set off to some extent by excess of incomings over outgomgs, 
under State Provident Funds and eertain other Funds. 

:S-5 
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The Revised fEstimate of a closing balance of 78 lakhs includes 49 lakhs 
representing the minimum balance to be kept in the Reserve Bank and 
Treasuries; 3 lakhs representing the unspent balance of the Scheduled 
Castes Education ]!"'und and 10 lakhs representing the unspent balance of 
the subvention for Road Development work already received from the 
Government of India. The remainder of the closing balance amounting to 
16 lakhs is available for general purposes. 'l'hus by far the greater part 
of the closing balance is earmarked for specific purposes. 

There are three items outside this closing balance, viz., 38! lakhs of 
securities, 85 lakhs of Treasury Bills, and 10 lakhs invested in the Famine 
Insurance Fund. 'l'hese may be described as our reserves for various 
contingencies including ways and means emergencies. 

The budget for 1939-40 contains two changes, constitutional in origin, 
that are of interest and may be mentioned before we look more closely at 
the figures for the year. The first change has its origin in section 1316 of 
the Government of India Act, 1935. The definition of provincial revenues 
which is given in that section has been interpreted to forbid the continued 
payment direct to local .bodies of such monies as the public works cess, fines 
and penalties leviable by courts under local laws such as the Bengal Muni
cipal Act, the Calcutta Municipal Act, the Bengal Local Self-Government 
Act, and the Bengal Village Self-Government Act and miscellaneous receipts 
from ferries and pounds. The provisions of the local laws which contem
plated such direct payment were accordingly delete~ by an O:der in Council 
made under section 293 of the Government of India Act whwh takes effect 
,from the 1st April, 1939. The monies in question, amounting to about 93 
lakhs, have accordingly now to come into our public account as revenues of 
the province, and in orrler to enahle local bodies to remain in continued 
enjoyment of sums which they were hitherto entitle([ to as part of their own 
revenues, provision to hand those monies baek to them in the form of grants 
is made on the expenditure side of the budget; so that the net effect on our 
budget is nil. 

Tl1e second change arises from the difference o£ wording between the 
new and the old Acts as regards charging items on the revenues of the 
province. Sub-section 8(i1:~) of section 72D of the Government of India Act, 
1919, charged (or, as they then said, declared to be non-voted) all items of 
expenditure "of which the amount is prescribed by or under any law"; and 
a number of grants to local bodies of which the amount was prescribed by 
local Acts was in consequence non-voted. Section 78(S)(g) of the new 
Government of India Act contains no such provision; it says, instead, that 
such expenditure shall be charged only if it is declared by an Act nf the 
provincial legislature to be charged. An order in Council was made which 
held up the effect of this change until the year 1939-40, but as we have made 
no provincial law to continue the charged character of these grants they 
appear among the votable demands in the budget for next year. The grants 
in question are a grant of 4! lakhs to the Calcutta Corporation under 
section 10 of the Bengal Motor Vehicles Tax Act, 1932; a grant of M lakhs 
to the Dacca University under section 47A of the Dacca University Act 
1920; a grant of 4 lakhs to the ~ ew Howrah Bridge Trust Fund uncle; 
section 11 of the Howrah Bridge Act, 1926; and a grant of sixty thousand 
to the Leper Hospital at Gobra under section 7 of the Albert V1ctor Leper 
Hospital Act, 1935. 

I uow turn to the estimates. The year starts with an o-pening balance of 
78 lakhs. Revenue receipts are placed at 13 crores 78 lakhs, or a-crore and 
seven lakhs better than the expected revenue in the current year. Out of 
this betterness, 93 lakhs is due to the provincialisation of certain revenues of 
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local bodies to which I have just referred, and amounts to nothing, since 
we propose to incur equivalent expenditure in the form of grants. The 
heads of receipts which have been swollen by the advent of this 93 lakhs 
are as follows :-Land Revenue 67 lakhs, representing Public Works Cess; 
Administration of Justice 14! lakhs. representing the proceeds of fines, etc., 
under various local Acts; Police 4 lakhs representing receipts under the 
.Cattle Trespass Act; and Miscellaneous 7! 'lakhs, representing receipts from 
ferries and unclaimed landlords' fees. The remainder of the increase over 
the Revised, amounting to 14 lakhs, is the net result of some improvements 
and some failings off. I expect Income Tax to be up by 1! lakhs, Land 
Revenue by 8 lakhs, Starn ps by 5 lakhs and Civil Works by 6 lakhs; but. 
Administration of Justice to be down by 4 lakhs, Superannuation by 2 lakhs 
and Other Taxes by 1 lakh. With regard to Income Tax, I had to take 
account of the recent amendments of the Act read with the poor trading 
results of the current year. Very likely-! hope this will prove to be the 
case-my estimate is a conservative one. I have raised Land Revenue 
because the price of jute is rising and because I hope that the causesr 
especially the floods, which held it up this year will not be present next 
year. I have raised Stamps by a few lakhs, despite what I have said about 
Court-fees, because the yield is so abnormally low this year and because Wfr 

expect more business in the registration offices owing to the recent amend
ment of section 26(c) of the Bengal Tenancy Act. The rise of 6 lakhs under 
Civil Works represents a larger trans,fer from the Road Development account 
to finance a larger programme of Road Development. The worsening under 
Administration of Justice is on account of a windfall of 4 lakhs in the current 
year which will not recur next year. The decline in Superannuation receipts 
represents pensionary charges of the Bengal Pilot Service which used to be 
paid through this Government but which will henceforth be paid direct by 
India. The decrease under Other Taxes is due to the absence of the· 
Tobacco duties which yielded a little over a lakh in the current year,.. 
compensated partly by a growth under the Electricity Duty Act. 

Our proposals for expenditure amount to 14 crores 165 lakhs or 1 crortl' 
72 lakhs more than the expenditure in the current year. For purposes of 
comparison, however, we may deduct the 93 lakhs which, as I have already 
explained, is to be given to local bodies in return for the provincialisation. 
on the receipts side of our Budget of that amount of revenue which was. 
previously theirs. The heads of expenditure which are inflated by this. 
93 lakhs are Miscellaneous (89 lakhs) and Police (4 lakhs). Apart from these· 
items, the increase over the Revised is 79 lakhs. This mostly represents; 
expenditure on new schemes. An account of them is given in the Red Book 
which I will leave my honourable colleagues to enlarge upon when they 
come to move the demands for their respective departments. I will content 
myself with a general description-with special mention of the more 
important items. 

The largest increase (24 lakhs) is under Civil Works and is due to an 
extensive programme of building projects and of road development fund 
works. The latter accounts for an increase of about 16 lakhs and the balance 
is due mainly to new buildings belonging to various departments. Among 
the larger provisions for buildings may be mentioned 2 lakhs for the Purdah 
.College, 2 lakhs for the. ~den High School, 2 lakhs for a new Reformatory 
School, 2 lakhs fo: 3; CIVIl qour~ at Howrah, 5i lak~s for police buildings, 
1:!- lakhs for electnc mstallatwn m Government buildmgs and ! }akh for the 
construction of witness sheds. 

In regard to the increase under Road Fund works a Special Officer has 
been appointed for expediting Road Develo-pment projects and it is expected 
that the programme laid down for the coming year will be fully worked up 
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to. Out of a total assignment of 1 crore 5 lakhs since the subventions were 
first received the provincial expenditure up to the end or 19.36-37 was only 
62 lakhs or a little more than hal£. 'rhe unspent balance m hand on 1st 
April, 1937, was 43 lakhs out of which ~ll but 10 lakhs will be spent by -~he 
end of the current year. Next years progral!lme of road _expansiOn 
involves an expenditure of 29~ lakhs, o~t of w.hiCh 10 la.khs will be met 
from the .balance in hand and the remamder will be available from the 
.Central Government. 

The Education budget contains the biggest increase under service 
•1:lxpeudi.Lure. AHhough as I have stated e.arli~r in the course of ~his. state
ment ]~ducation Cess had to be suspended m mne out o£ twelve distncts on 
Jtccount of the flood, it is hoped that the set-back is only temporary and 
·considerable progress will he possible next year in the matter of extension 
o£ District School Boards. The Budget includes a provision of 5 lakhs for 
supplementing local efforts for the improvement of primary education in 
areas where primary education cess is being realised. In addition to this 
57 thousand has been provided for grants to primary schools for girls in non
School Board areas, and 21 thousand for the extension of free primary 
education in Municipalities. Next year's requirements in connection with 
the training of teachers for primary schools is 1 ~ lakhs and this amount has 
been included in the Budget, along with a sum of 2 th{msand to enable 
refresher courses to be provided for primary school teachers. 

In addition to the provision for aid to girls' primary schools reference to 
which has just been made, the Budget includes several special provisions 
for the improvement of female education. Seventy-one thousanrl has been 
provided to enable the Purdah CollBge to be startea next year in a rented 
building, pending completion of its own building for which provision has 
been made under Civil Works as already stated. Fifty thousand has been 
provided for the Gokhale MemoriaJ School and 15 thousand for tho Saleha 
Isaque High School at Serajganj. Arlditional grants aggTegating 20 
'thousand have been provided for various institutions sueh as the college 
section of the KamTunnessa Girls' School the Nari Sikhya Mandir the 
.Sarojnalini Industrial School, etc. Provisio~ of 1 lakh has been mad~ for 
recurring grants to girls' high schools. :Fifteen thousand has been provided 
for the extension and improvement of the Bethune College, and a similar 
amount has been provided for the teaching o£ two new suhjeets, namely, 
GeogTaphy and Elementary Science in schools for girls. 

In regard to Collegiate and Secondary education there is provision for 
a grant of 1 lakh to the Dacca UniveTsity, as the :first instalment towards 
the cost of construction of a new Muslim Hall at a total cost of 2i lakhs. 
Capital ·grants have been provided for a number of other important 
educational institutions. H lakhs has been provided for the St. Xavier's 
College and 1t lakhs for the Burdwan Raj College. Sixty-seven thousand 
has been provided ,for supplementing the amounts which may be availa;ble 
loQally for raising the IKaratia College to a :first grade college and 
1 thou~and h~~ been provided for improvement to the attached hostel. 
There Is provision for ~ grant of 50 thousan?- for the City College. Thirty 
thousand has been provided for the constructwn of Muslim Hostels attached 
to the I-~rojomo~an ·College, Barisal.; 27 thousand for a building grant to the 
MaharaJa Cossimbazar Polvtechmc Institute and 10 thousand for the 
Prafulla Chandra College, Bagerhat, to enable it to liquidate some old 
l)utstan.ding liabilit.ies. 'l'here is a provision of 24 thousand for improve
ments 1r the teachmg arrangements of the Islamia College and the Presi
t;lency College and for the holding of Tutorial classes in order to prepare 
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candidates for the All-India competitive examinations. Twenty-five 
thousand has been provided for a grant to the University of Viswa Bharati 
in aid of its educational activities. 

Ten thousand has been provided ·for practical training in Astronomy in 
Government Colleges and 61 thousand for the teaching of Geography and 
elementary science in Government and non-Government secondary schools 
for boys." A sum of 1 lakh 35 thousand has been provided for additional 
recurring and capital grants to the latter class of schools. 

Among other items in the Education budget may be mentioned an addi
tional provision of 86 thousand for grants to Madrassahs; 10 thousand for 
grants i.o Sanskrit tols, 5 thousand for grants to Buddhist tols and a capital 
grant of 5 thousand to the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad. 

At present a sum of nearly 7 lakhs is spent anuallyin awarding seholar
ships, stipends and free studentships in educational institutions. It is 
proposed to create further scholarships and stipends to enable poor students 
of all communities to prosecute their studies. As a part of this policy 
additional provision for scholarships was included in the current year's 
Budget, GO thousand being for 1Yiuslim students and 30 thousand for 
students belonging to the Scheduled Castes. In next year's Budget addi
tional provision has been included so that the benefit may be extended to a 
wider circle of students. It has been found that there are many backward 
communities who have not been included in the list of Scheduled-Castes and 
it is neeessary that provision of seholarships should be made for them as 
well. An additional provision of 1 lakh has accordingly been included in 
the Budget for awarding scholarships to deserving students. Out o£ this 
60 thousand will be earmarked for Muslim students 20 thousand for 
Scheduled Castes students and 20 thousand for others. ' 

As many really meritorious students find themselves unable to continue 
their sb1dies on account of pecuniary difficulties, a provision of 160 th<?usand 
for special stipends in really deserving cases has been included In the 
Budget. Out of this amount 50 thousand will be earmarked for Muslim 
students and 5 thousand for students of the Scheduled Castes and 5 thousand 
for others. 

Provision has also been included for two State Scholarships for Indian 
women to enable them to study a-broad; and for special scholarships £or 
Muslim students at the Ashanullah School of Engineering, Dacea. 

Fourteen thousand has been provided as scholarships for the training of 
students in Agriculture in the U nit.ed Kingdom; while 10 thousand has 
been provided for scholarships for technical and industrial training. 

For promoting maternity and child welfare activities provision has been 
made for a grant of 2& lakhs to the Chittaranjan Seva Sadan which, as the 
House is aware, is the premier maternity hospital in the province, ministering 
to the needs of all sections of the people. It has got an attached Children's 
Hospital, the only one of its kind in Bengal, and imparts training in 
midwifery to women o£ all communities. ·The Budget also includes hal£ a 
lakh for the establishment of new maternity and child weHare centres in 
rural areas on a contributory basis and 35 thousand has been provided for 
grants to existing centres. 

There is a provision of 2 lakhs for the improvement of Sadar Hospitals, 
th~ .grant provided for the pu:rpose in the current year not being fully 
uhhsed owing to the absence of a sufficient number of suitable schemes. 
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:Fifteen thousand has been provided for grant to tfl.e ~ssociation for ~he 
Prevention o£ Blindness in Bengal to enable it to mamtam three travelhng 
eye <bspensaries. One such dispensary was started in the curr~nt year as 
an experimental measure but there is so much demand for ~h1s ty.l?e ~£ 
medical relief that it has ·been decided to provide two more d1spensanes m 
the coming year. 

The Irrigation budget contains a provision of 2~ lak~s for ~he W ;ater
ways Board which it has not been found possible to const.Itute th1s yea;r but 
which it is hoped to constitute in the course o£ the commg year. N mety
two thousand has been provided for the reorganisation of the Development 
Circle so as to enable it to draw up urgent Irrigation projects in Easte~n 
Bengal. Irrigation surveys and other ~~chemeR estimated to ~o~t ultimately 
over 4 lakhs are proposed to be taken up next year and a prov1s10n o£ i lakh 
representing requirements for 1939-40 has been included in the Budget. 
The most important of these schemes is the Jhargram Irrigation Scheme 
estimated to cost 2~ lakhs and widening the bed o£ the Kaliaghye river 
which is likely to involve an ultimate expenditure of 86 thousand. 

In regard to Industry, I have already indicated that a survey is now in 
progress under the distinguished guidance of the Director-General ~£ 
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics .and it has been decided. to aw~ut 
~he results of this survey before any Important mea;sures of n~dustnal 
Improvement are undertaken. The Budget accordmgly contams no 
important new projects but aims rather at improving the existing institutions. 
Eighteen temporary peripatetic weaving schools are . proposed to be 
reorganised at a cost of 30 thousand rupees. Thirty thousand has been 
provided for a grant of the Sarojnalini Memorial Association, and 20 
thousand for a grant to the Calcutta Blind School. Provision has also been 
included for the revival of mining classes in the coal-fields, and ,for research 
and training in the manufacture of articles of common use such as metal 
polish for which there is great demand in the market. 

l)rovision has .been made for the expansion of agricultural training and 
research according· to the programme initiated in the current year. It is 
proposed to establish a District Agricultural Farm at Chittagong at a cost 
of 58 thmumnd; 10 thousand has been provided for promoting the cultivation 
of flax and 8 thousand for seleotive multiplioation of mustard. It is 
proposed to establish 22 additional Union Board farms and to continue the 
scheme for the cultivation of long staple cotton with the help of a contribu
tion from the Bengal Mill Owners' Association. Three thousand has been 
provided for researches in connection with multiplication of fodder seeds. 
Three important schemes originally initiated by the Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research will he finaneed this year from provincial revenues as 
the Council have decided to withdraw their aid. 'These are the establish
ment o.f a horticultural station, a station for grading hides and a staff for 
marketmg. The total expenditu.re involved in these schemes is 18 thousand 
rupees. For the improvement o£ live stock it is proposed to import 300 
Hariana bulls for districts where stud bulls are at service and also to 
import 3~ .Hariana ~ows for the cattle breeding section of the Dacca Farm. 
The prov1s10n for th1s purpose amounts to half a lakh. A similar provision 
has ?e.en made for the establishment of poultry multiplication centres. 
Prov1s10n has also been made for additional staff for animal husbandry and 
for the purpose of carrying out a· census of cattle. · · 

I think I have now mentioned all the more important new projects in 
our Budget, and I will now give a brief resume of the expected financial 
results of the working of the coming year. The year starts with an opening 
balance of 78 lakhs, a large part of which, as I have already explained, is 
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earmarked tor specific purposes. Our revenue receipt\; amount to 13 crores 
78 lakhs and we propose to spend on revenue account 14 /rores 65 lak)l~ or 
87 lakhs more than our receipts on that account. We have suffiCient 
reserves to cover this difference but we propose to conserve them by resort 
to a loan, which will be warra~ted as I will now explain. An appreciable 
part of our expenditure which h~s been or w~i<;h is p~oposed to _be finan?ed 
out of revenue or out of the closmg balance Is m reahty. expenditure whiCh 
could appropriately have been financed by loan. Thus ;m the. current year 
a sum of over 60 lakhs is being advanced as loans to agriCultunsts and loc~l 
bodies and it is proposed to make .f1 further ad vance of 16 lakhs. on ·this 
account in the coming year. All these loans and advances are mterest
bearing, and the outlay is consequently remunerative in character. In the 
second place it is proposed to spend 12 lakhs in the current year and 
11 lakhs next' year on commutation of pensions which is remunerative in the 
sense that it saves recurring pensionary charges debitable to revenue. It 
is capitalisation of revenue expenditure and as such might appropriately 
have ~been treated as capital expenditure. Finally, our plans of expendi
ture both this year and next include an attack upon the accumulated building 
requirements of the province involving a large burden which ought to be 
spread over a number of years instead of being allowed to unbalance the 
revenues of a particular year. What is more, in many cases the erection of 
the buildings will be ·remunerative in the sense of saving money now 
expended on rents. The amount of the loan which we propose to take is 
one crore. Credit has been taken under the appropriate deposit head for tnis 
sum of 1 crore on account of a long-term loan, the exact terms of which will 
be settled in due course in consultation with the Reserve Bank. It is this 
credit which accounts for the surplus of 94 lakhs under the Debt Deposit 
section of the Budget. · 

The net result of the working on the basis of the estimates, therefore, 
will be a surplus of 7 lakhs which will raise the opening balance of 7'8 lakhs 
to a dosing ,balance of 85 lakhs. This will include 49 lakhs on account of 
the minimum balance to be kept in the Bank and in Treasuries, but as the 
unspent balances of the Scheduled Caste Education Fund and of the subven
tions from the Road Development Fund are expected to be used up fully 
during the coming year, the remaining 36 lakhs will be ,free balance. In 
addition to this closing balance we shall have our investments: 12 lakhs in 
the Famine Insurance Fund, 38~ lakhs in securities and 85 lakhs in Treasury 
Bills. Of these, the first is usable for famine relief only: the second can 
be converted into cash, if necessary, and used for general purposes at any 
moment. The 85 lakhs in Treasury Bills, however, is not wholly available 
as a reserve for revenue purposes. It is mostly a reserve for Ways and 
Means purposes, that is, for drawing upon in the lean months during which 
our outgoings exceed our takings. 

But it is not sufficient to say that our Budget for 1939-40 wi11 balance. 
Not merely does it include the initial expenditure of schemes whose cost 
per annum will increased hereafter, but it contains no margin wherewith to 
embark on the many schemes of new expenditure which will have to be 
undertaken it we are to make any impression upon the needs o£ the province. 
In other words, -ye must face up to the fact, that, with our present resources, 
we are approachmg the end of our tethe1, and that i£ we are to make any 
furt~er progress in nation-building, we must be able to count upon revenues 
cons~derably eX'ceeding the expected revenues of the coming year. I am 
afraid that we cannot count upon a much greater yield from our existing 
sources of revenue. I£ trade conditions improve, we might tap an extra 30 
lakhs or so under J ~te Duty, Income Tax and Non-Judicial stamps; but we 
have to remember m that connection that our expected revenue from .Tute 
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Duty in the coming year is nearly a crore in excess of what it would ne i:l' 
we again struck slump conditions as bad as those of 1921-22. . We also have 
to remember that certain special receipts ·which now appear m our Bud~et 
are about to disappear: for instance, the sum of 13 lak~ls or so representmg 
recoveries on account of Survey and Settlement operatiOns and the 5 lakhs 
or so which we have for the last few years been getting from the Govern
ment of India as special grants. for rural u_Plift w:ork. We m:'1~t. also _be 
prepared for a decrease in Excise revenue I•f the Idea of prohibition gams 
strength and, as I have already indicated, the prospects of much improve
ment in our Court-fee receipts are proha;bly remote. Further retrenchment 
can afford no effective relief. I£ there is any present expenditure here or 
there which might be abandoned, I must ask the House to believe me when 
I say that its amount for.immediate purposes will in any case be negligible. 
We plan, for instance, to make a further reduction of pays and to revise the 
pension rules; but the consequent savings will only accrue gradually. 
There is nothing for it therefore but to resort to new taxation. I shall 
introduce two taxation measures this session calculated to bring us about 
12 lakhs per annum (one to impose a betting tax on dog-racing and the other 
to impose an ungraduated tax of Rs. 30 a y.ear on professions, trades, 
callings and employments exempting those who do not pay income-tax); 
and I have other proposals under examination with a view to the possible 
introduction of further taxation proposals in the monsoon session. 

I will not burden this statement hy enumerating the needs of the province 
for which we require further funds, but ~n an Appendix to the printed copy 
o•£ it will be found a list of some of them with some observations of my own 
upon them. 

So far as the immediate task of explaining the various implications of 
this year's Budget is concerned, I have done. But it is also my duty to 
make clear at the time of the Budget the long view of our task especially in 
regard to the finances which devolves on 11s as a corollary of the powers we 
have obtained. Increasingly and ever more increasingly are the people 
pressing for every assistance that the Government can render to improve 
and regulate every sphere o£ their lives. There is, however, nothing 
unusual in this demand, for, so long- have they lived under conditions of 
ignorance, superstition and abject fatalism, that with the first suggeRtion of 
~ontrol over their own destinies through a Government of their making it 
Is but natural that they should now ask the Government to lead them unto 
a millennium and that immediately. Is it any wonder that they should 
become impatient and chafe at any delay? 

Sir, so appalling is the misery of the masses and so urgent that task of 
amelior~t!o.n that every provineial Government realise that a special 
responsibility devolves on them. It is only necessary to realise that an 
equally .onerous obligation restR on the people and their representatives in 
the Le_gislatur~. 'fh~ ta~k of al'l\elioration, to _which every popular Govern
ment IS committed, Is cucumscnbed by two Important factors. The first 
refers to the quality of the people. For as I have so often said, the 
Goyernment can but provide the machiu'ery, the motive power must come 
ultimately £:;om the. people. To be really efficacious and beneficent, 
Government Intervention presupposes a well-developed civic sense among 
the people as a whole. Without it a remedy adopted sometimes proves 
worse than the disease; society being 'unprepared for such measures, the 
measures do not bring the desired results; on the contrary easy attempts 
to remedy wrongs often aggravate the wrongs. in unanticipated ways. In 
fac~, I do not believe it is possible, or, even if it were possible, at all 
des~rabl~,. to spoon-feed any nation into prosperity. In the second place, 
the ambitiOns of any Government must necessarily be circumscribed by the 
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available resources both in money and in human material. Sir, the role of 
a Finance !'finister is far from enviable. He is expected to create marvels 
practically out of nothing. With the ever-increasing variety of the 
demands of modern democracy even Aladin's treasures, I am afraid, would 
soon have been exhausted. B~t a Finance Minister has to do much more 
than to think of the immediate demands. He must always have an eye to 
the future, study the possib]e repercussions of every_ new commitment, 
husband his resources and explore avenues for augmentmg them .. He must 
ste•)r the ship of State clear of financial shoals. ]'or, too often m re~nt 
history have liberal governments been wrecked on rocks of loose finanCial 
policy. This danger must be avoided, but at the same time we must plan 
to forge ahead. 

Sir, I would not like to minimise the difficulties or implications of the 
stupendous task of mass uplift, to which we have set our hands. \Ve cannot 
of course work miracles or solve all our problems at once. What we. can do 
is to lay a sound foundation on which, with improvement in resources and 
as opportunity occurs, might gradually be built a structure that would 
give a greater measure of security and happiness to the common man. To 
equip ourselves :for this task it is necessary that we learn the lesson of the 
times and adjust ourselves t~ the new outlook in the political and economic 
sphere. Both history and our own immediate and direct experience teach 
us that for the proper functioning of political democracy, the masses should 
be convinced that the Government is on the side of economic justice. The 
demand for greater economic justice can no longer be fe£t in cold storage. 
To do so would 1)e only to ac~elerate the pace o£ social rupture and invite 
revolution. Wealth should no longer be regarded as the sole symbol o£ 
suc·cess, nor should exploitation be acquiesced in as the inevitable 
concomitant of healthy competition. In fact, the possession o£ wealth m 
modern society, as indeed at any time, carries a deep social obligation. It 
should be spent in the multiplication of opportunities for the livelihood of 
the people. This represents no adherence to any extreme economic doctrine, 
but only a realisation o£ the social function of wealth. Acquisition of 
wealth should be contingent on the discharge of social obligations. The 
principal means by which this is secured in modern society is that of taxa
tion. That is the democratic and evolutionary method as opposed to 
confiscation which is tyrannical. To supply them with necessary funds to 
carry through ameliorative measures, Government must necessarily seek the 
co-operation of those able to provide them. And the hand of co-operation 
shoul4 be wi11:ingly proffered : £or a prosperous and contented populace :is an 
essential condition for ordered progress for all sections of the community. 
In this machine age, prosperity and poverty can no longer be a matter of 
separate concern for the individual. It is an age of mutual interdependence, 
and the whole community must fall or prosper together. 'The prosperous 
and the wealthy must increasingly appreciate this inter-relation, and should 
not grudge the contribution they may be asked to make towards creating a 
better and richer life all around them. 

Sir, to elevate society, to improve the human material, to provide the 
common man with the barest minimum for a decent life, to open up to him 
the possibilities for a better and richer life. is a duty which devolves on ali 
of us. 

As Government, we shall do all that we ean. As the Finance Minister, 
! shall 1!-ot spa;e myself in any way,-either in imposing taxation '>Ylwn it 
1s essent1al, or m agreeing to expenditure where it is necessary. Anrl what
ever I may do, I shall be moved into action by my abiding faith in the 
common man and the possibilities o£ evolving a society, which will subserve 
the democratic ideal of egaJitarianism in the economic as much as the 
political sphere. c 
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While affirming my faith in the aspirations of the people, I should, as a 
practical administrator, emphasise the difficulties in the way and the ;need 
even for curbing uninformed enthusiasm in the interest of concrete achieve
ment. A particular section of the community, for example, demands 
facilities for itself only without adequate realisation of their unfavour3!ble 
repercussions on other sections. 'l'hey forget that if they injure other classes 
in society, they themselves will intimately he adversely affected. As .I 
have Raid, the various classes in modern society are interdependent. . Th1s 
is a truth which should be learnt by the poor as much as the rich. I should 
also like to draw attention to the fact that the demands made on Govern
ment are too often conflicting and mcongruous. For example Government 
are asked to launch large schemes of social service without additional taxa
tion; to remove illiteraey by universal free primary education without the 
payment of a cess; to provide a scientifie rural credit organisation und~r 
eonditions where even dehtors ab]e to pay are unwilling to discharge their 
obligations; to stimulate industry and yet grant labour £acilities whose cost 
industry eannot possibly hear; to spend large amounts on irrigational 
facilities, and yet to reduce the rates chaTged for the water brought to fields 
by sueh irrigation works and so on. The Government are thus expected to 
manage without new taxation which iH odious to the populace; they are 
asked to remit even existing tax6s in some cases and the demand is also 
made in the same breath for State proviHion for national health instuance, 
sickness benefits, etc., all of which obviously presuppose larger resources. 
The absurdity of all this is too patent to need comment. However, it has 
to be impressed on the people that no Govenmwnt's resources could be 
unlimited, and while the Government have set in motion such ameliorative 
woTk as is possible to aceomplish within the limits of the present revenues, 
any large seale and eomprehensive ameliorative programme for the people 
inevitably depends on the ability to obtain more money through fresh taxa
tion. The attitude to taxation has therefore to ehange. 

As important as the realisation of the need for new taxation Is the 
recognition o£ the limitation of the sources of provincial revenue. While 
the entire responsibility for nation-building· rests on each pTovince, the 
heads of revenue allotted to it are limitetl in their scope and inelastic in 
their nature. 'fhey are insufficient for the. p1upose anrl barring only a few, 
all the heacls are also the same as the provinces l1ad before the inauguration 
of Proviueial Autonomy. Apart from the potentialities of sales tax and 
taxes on agricultural ineome which have not yet been explored, the other 
measures are not likely to yield mueh. 'fhe taxes mentioned in List II of 
the Seventh Schedule to the GovPrnment of India Act are not many. And 
it is out of their proceeds that the entire provincial administration, including 
District Boards and ~funicipalities, etc., has to be financed. Inadequate as 
these resources are, there has unfortunately been a tendency to restrict the 
scope of even these taxes by a narrow interpretation of the terms. The 
proceedings ,before the :Federal Court with regard to the interpretation of 
Item 48 of List II, '"faxes on the sale of goods',. are still fresh in your 
memory and doubt has recently been raised as to the interpTetation of 
item 46 of the List "Taxes on professions, trades, callings and employ
ments". It is eontendecl that this tax does not allow graduation by classi
fying tax-payers into blocks according to their incomes. 

Within the scope available to them, the Government will no doubt 
introduce taxation measures, whenever necessary. For a successful campaign 
aga~n~t the accumulated deficiencies <r£ the past. however, we shall need, in 
addthon to finance, an adequate number of trained men competent to 
initiate and execute schemes and the enthusiastic support of public opinion. 
With the co-operation and enthusiasm o£ the public, substantial results can 
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be obtained in many spheres even without larger capital outlay. Most of 
the tasks of rural reconstruction for example, are such that if only the people 
will think of the benefits of th~ir work to themselves and agree to wait for 
its fruits instead of insisting on them even at the start in the form of cash 
wages, the intricate problem of initial outlay will have been largely solved. 
This countrv is deficient in capital in the sense of accumulated savings. 
But the eno~mous man power of the nation is a form of potential wealth 
which, if only the people would agree to apply directly to their task.s, can 
be immediately transformed into kinetic capital. I trust that we will hghten 
our problems by organising mass effort to the direct achievement of our 
problems of rural reconstruction. H the average agriculturist who spends 
about hal£ the year in enforced idleness could be shown ways of profitably 
using those six months, that itself would bring about a very considera~le 
improvement in his conditioa. and standard of living. This human matenal 
could be organised and utilised with equal advantage for promoting the 
general welfare of the community in such matters, for example, as the 
construction of small irrigation canals, fighting the menace of water
hyacinth, etc. With littlt> or no expense in this way, the face of the whole 
village could be changed quite remarkably. In fact, I am incFned ~o think 
that a very great deal of our problem of mass welfare resolves Itself mto one 
of finding more work and properly organising the human material we 
possess. 

It is only the strong backing of public opinion which could ens11re the 
success of such a drive. Whichever party may ,be in power, it is the same 
problems that must be .faced, and I think that the problems are so pressing 
and so much depend on early and radical efforts !or their solution that the 
situation really calls for concerted action from all parties and a drive which 
is supported by all sections of the public and the press. We know how 
working on party lines has been sus.pended in many countries when they were 
confronted with emergencies such as a war. I think our situation also is, 
in a sense, one of emergency and calls for the united and concentrated efforts 
of all sections for waging war against certain scourges, whose poison_ the 
lapse of time will only augment. I believe what I am suggesting is not only 
not. unpracticable but it is also in no way irreconcilable with the aims and 
pohcy of the different parties. Of the one party which wields the largest 
influence in the country-! am referring to the Congress Party-I may say 
that since its tenets are truth and non-violence and objective mass-ameliora
ti.on, .there is no reason why in Bengal that Party should not be able to 
~1ve Its support to measures, even though sponsored by a Government not 
1~s <_JWn, which do not run counter to its tenets and objective. Press support, 
Similarly, for measures, which are undoubtedly conceived in the interests 
of the province, would again strengthen the hands of the Government
whatever may be its complexion-to fight the problems which after all are 
the concern of each and all of us. · 

I may rder to a few concrete cases to show how in the atmosphere that 
a~ enthusiastic public opinion begets it would be possilile to achieve many 
b1g results with comparative ease and with little expense. If the Govern
ment were to have a measure by which each matriculate in the province 
~o.uld have to give a year to the State and devote that time in removing 
Illiteracy among adults, we could in a short time make a considerable head
w.ay.with the drive against adult illiteracy, and at a small cost to tlie State. 
Similarly, in cities and towns, where a large number of doctors practise, 
and where medical inspection of school children is so essential, if the doctors 
could each be asked to give their service free for one or two clays in a 
n;onth, the necessary inspection eould be very easily accomplished with 
httle expense to the State. But unless such measures are strongly backed 
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bv an enthusiastic public opinion they will have little chance of success. 
The Government are however a~xious to enlist public support for the 
prosecution of such beneficial :t'neasure~ on a voluntary basis, and intend to 
make a beginning by organising in the near future a Water-Hyacinth Week 
with the object of eradicating this menace. But the success of this 
experiment as well as the possibility of the extension of the method to other 
and wider spheres would all depend on the nature and extent of public 
support that will be vouchsafed to such endeavours. 

Sir, in view of the stupendous nature of the task that we have to accom~ 
plish, is it too much to expect that any measure conceived in the interest 
of the masses, whose amelioration is the primary objective of all parties, 
should receive the aeti ve su.pport of every shaae of public opinion? The 
present conditions in our province may reasonably be described as a state 
of emergency, in which the ordinary rules of party government should 
remain in abeyance till the crisis is over. 

Sir, all sections of the House should fully appreciate the fundamental 
facts a£ our present situation: the magnitude of our problems, the pitifully 
inadequate resources at our command, the large demands of the electorate, 
the natural reluctance to shoulder burdens, and the limited and inelastic 
nature of the revenues allotted to us. These incongruities are there and 
must be viewed not as the embarrassment of the party in power, but as the 
problem of the Government whatever its complexion, indeed of the province 
as a whole. It would be the dut.y of all to work for the removal of this 
incongruity and to create in all the spirit of co-operation. 

Sir, this is not a moment for parliamentary obstruction, this is a 
moment for rapid action; this is not a moment for approaching vital 
problems as a matter of party scores, this is a moment for an united assault 
upon them. Sir, there is here no question of even the subordination of 
principles. For, as to fundamentals and tl1e objective, there is hardly any 
material difference between the programmes of different parties and groups. 
The question, Sir, is whether we shall he able to rise to the occasjon, to 
realise the gravity of the situation and willing to face rlifficulties, sink petty 
party differences and jealousies, and devote ourselves to the furtherance of 
the common good. · 

I apologise to you for the length of my speech. With these words I 
place before the House the Rudget estimate .for the year 1939-40. 
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APPENDIX I 

Summary of the financial position of the Government of Bengal in 1938-39 
and 1939-40 

[Figures are in thousands.] 

1938-39. 
1937-38. 1939-40. 
Actuals. Budget. 

Budget. Revised. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Receips. 

Opening Balance 1,05,77 1,90,84 1,36,01 78,02 

Revenue Receipts 13,00,85 13,12,73 12,71,29 13,77,76 

Capital Receipts 

Receipts from Debt, Deposits, etc. 17,51,86 16,72,96 20,83,54 21,32,61 

Total 31,58,48 31,76,53 34,90,84 35,88,39 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 11,83,13 13,24,27 12,93,01 14,64,56 

Capital Expenditure -35 -2,98 -2,77 -3,01 

Expenditure on Debt, Deposits, etc. 18,39,69 16,80,26 21,22,58 20,41,45 

Closing Balance 1,36,01 '1,74,98 78,02 85,39* 

Total 31,58,48 31,76,53 34,90,84 35,88,39 

Net Results. 

Surplus+ 

Deficit-

On Revenue Account +1,17,72 -11,54 -21,72 -86,80 

Surplus+ 

Deficit-

Outside Revenue Account -87,48 -4,32 -36,27 +94,17 

Total-

Surplus+ 

Deficit-

Excluding Opening Balance +30,24 -15,86 -57,99 +7,37 

*This is exclusive of investment of 12,00 in the Famine Insurance Fund, 38,33 worth of 
securities and 85,00 invested in Treasury Bills. 
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APPENDIX II 

Special Committees 

A Committee was appointed to enquire into the incidence o£ rent in the 
province with a view to devise ways and means :for a reduction o:f rent where 
considered necessary,. 

Another Committee was appointed to investin'ate the rin'hts of the t.enants 
o£ non-agricultural lands with- a view to advise~ what can '"'be done to protect 
the tenants from eviction at the will of the landlords. 

A Special Officer was appointed to enquire into the grie":ances o£ tenants 
in Government estates and to suggest methods for the Improvement o£ 
administration of such estates. 

Another Special Officer was deputed to enquire into the management o£ 
Crown ]'isheries and to investigate the possibility of Government control 
over riverine fisheries. 

Special Officers were appointed in a number of selected districts to 
ascertain whether operations under seetion 112 of the Bengal Tenancy Act 
with a view to reduction of rent was required. 

In the field of .Agriculture, a Committee was appointed to investigate 
the problem of jute in all its bearings including the regulation of produc
tion, improvement o£ price, marketing and fixation of the price o£ jute; and 
a second Committee was appointed to investigate the problem of improving 
the price of paddy and rice. 

In the sphere o£ iEducation, a Committee eonLposed o£ ladies and gentle
men was appointed to investigate the problem o£ improving primary and 
adult education. Another Committee was appointed to consider the question 
o£ improving Madrasah education in the province. Committees were a1so 
appointed to investigate problems in connection with Secondary Education 
and with the educational requirements o£ members o£ Scheduled Castes. 

In regard to Forests, a Committee has been appointed to enquire into the 
problem o£ progressive denudation o£ forest in West Bengal and to suggest 
methods £or prevention. 

In the field o£ General Administration a Committee has been appointed 
to examine the cases o£ terrorist convicts and to make recommendations to 
Government regarding the exercise or clemency in these cases. A second 
Committee has been appointed to enquire into the working o£ the Chaukidari 
system throughout the province and to advise Government on the best 
methods o£ policing of rural areas and the apportionment o£ the cost thereof 
between Government and Union Boards. 

Other Committees have been appointed to advise on local items o£ 
administrative importance. Thus £or instance, a 'Committee has been 
appointed to examine the question of a suitable site £or the headquarters o£ 
the Noakhali district; and another Committee has been appointed to consider 
the possibility o£ converting the Medical School in Dacca into a Medical 
College. 
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APPENDIX Ill 

1. Primary Education.-The introduction of universal tree primary 
education is an item o£ outstanding importance in the programme o£ develop
ment. 'The cost involved in this scheme is of course very large. It depends 
upon the number of years at school for which provision is required. ~or 
the purpose of a rough estimate it may be assumed that four years' schoolmg 
between the ag·es of r6 and 9 will enable the pupi~s to attain literacy. The 
number of children in Bengal between these ages 1s about 53 lakhs. On the 
assumption that each school would be a three-te_a?her schoo~ for 90 bo.ys, 
and allowing for the expenses for books, wntmg materials, teachr~1g 
apparatus and contingencies it is estimated that the average cost per child 
will be Rs. 12 per annum. ' On this basis, even if 25 per cent. of. t~is 53 
lakhs of children between 6 and 9 do not for some reason or other JOlll the 
primary schools, the total cost is not likely to be less than Rs. 4-? crores 
per annum. This however is exclusive o£ the cost on account of site and 
building, for it may be assumed that these will ~e proviae,d :free by_ the l<_lCal 
people. If instead o£ a four-year course an mght years course 1s des1red 
such as is provided in most advanced countries, the cost will obviously be 
doubled. 

The present expenditure on primary education is about 90 lakhs, out of 
which 33~ lakhs is met from provincial revenues and the balance is derived 
from the contribution of local bodies and fees. When the education cess is 
introduced all over the province it will bring in Rs. 1 crore and Rs. 20 lakhs. 
Since fees will not be levied a further sum of nearly three crores will be 
required to give complete effect to the scheme. It is obviously not possible 
for the province to find such large resources. And it is to the Central 
Government, who have big and elastic sources of income, that the province 
must turn for assistance in this matter. 'fhe Central Government may be 
approached to help the province. to the extent o£ about hal£ the amount 
required, not of course out of its existing resources but from new taxation 
imposed on suitable items under the taxation powers of the Centre. It is 
hoped that such a proposal will have the support of all other provinces as 
+,hey are .equally interested in this matter. To persuade the Government of 
India to offer such help to the provinces will no doubt take some time. The, 
province should meanwhile try to find out other sources, in addition to the 
cess from which it is going to meet its own share of the expenses of primary 
education, assuming that the Centre is prevailed upon to contribute the share 
demanded of it. The scheme of primary education cannot apparently start 
all at once in all districts. As and when it starts in a district the cess will 
be levied there and for the balance o£ charges in excess of the amount of the 
cess, Government will have to explore fresh sources o£ revenue. 

2. Secondary Educatt"on.-1\!'ith the extension o£ primary education an 
~xtension of secondary ed11cation will also obviously be necessary, for with 
mcreasc in literacv the demand for secondarv education is bound to increase 
to a very appreci'able extent. Moreover, better facilities for seeondary 
education will have to be .provided to the scheduled and other educationally 
backward sections. Facilities would also have to he extended to those who 
are too }Joor to afford the charges of education, and secondary schools would 
also have to be established in areas where there are none at present. All 
these would involve a very great extension of the expenses at present incurred 
for secondary education. ~fany educational institutions started and main
tained by the munificence of particular individuals or associations are now 
ob~iged to seek financial assistance from Government as sources of private 
philanthropy are rapidly drying up. The pressure on the public purse in 
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respect of such demands is already v€ry considerable and some o£ the large 
capital g-ratns in the coming year's budget indicate the extent to which 
large private educational institutions are in need o£ financial reli.ef. 

Particulars are given below o£ the additional expenditure both recurring 
and non-recurring likely to be required in the next few years to meet 
educational needs in all the various forms. This is a very rough estimate 
and is not intended to give anything more than an indication only o£ the 
extent of the expenditure that would be necessary. 

Primary education 
Middle schools and madrasahs 

and Sanskrit tols 
Secondary education 
Oallege education 
Women's education 
Special projects 
(Training college for physical 

training, commercial college, 
special inl-ltitutions for defect
ives.) 

Adult education 
Building grants to universities 

Total 

Recurring. Non-recurring. 

Rs. Rs. 

1 crore 56 lakhs. 12lakhs. 

20 , 
15 

" 8 , 
12 

" 5 
" 

2 crores 16 " 

2 
30 
12 
40 
25 

25 
10 

1 crore 56 

" ,. 

" 
" 
" 

, 
, 

" 

The capi-tal grants may lJe financed (HLt o£ loans for which a provision 
of !1:-;. ·r bkht~ hy way of interest (\harges, etc., would be necessary. For 
recurring expem>eH, new taxation measures are obviously requireu. 

·until recently rural creuit had been supplied through the agency o£ 
money-lenders, co-operative societies and loan companies. But for various 
rea~ons all these agencies have eome to grief. 'rhere is no organisation at 
present which could cater to the ordinary credit Tequirements of the 
cultivators and the rural population in general. A sound rural credit 
organisation has therefOTe to be set up. It is not o£ course possible for the 
Government to take the entire responsibility £or direct financial assistance. 
The matter must depend consequently to a large extent on private enterprise. 
But in addition to directing and stimulating that enterprise, under the 
prevailing condition of things, Government will have to take the initiative 
in establishing new machinery for both long-term and short-term loans. 
The establishment of a chain of land-mortgage banks £or long-term loans and 
the reorganisation of co-operative central banks and village societies are 
essential 4>arts o£ a programme · for the supply of rural credit and the 
expenditure which they involve is very considerable. 

The rapid development o£ communications is also essential to the 
welfare of the province. In the absence of good roads it is not possible to 
provide adequate facilities for the transport o£ agricultural produce to 
important centres o£ trade. A comprehensive programme of road develop
ment has now been prepared by Mr. King, the Special Officer appointed £or 
the purpose, and it is estimated that the execution of the programme will 
involve an outlay of 39 crores and that the maintenance of the roads after 
the programme has been completed will require a crore o£ rupees per annum. 
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'fhere are of course two sources of income which are earmarked for the 
development of road communications each of which brings in about 14 lakhs 
a year. The first is the Bengal Uotor Vehicles Tax Act the proceeds of 
which are mostly given to local bodies for expenditure on roads. The second 
is the provincial share of the subvention from the Central Petrol Fund. But. 
the two o£ these together will not enable us to improve our roads at any
thing like the pace at which they ought to be improved, or to maintain 
them as they should be maintained. It will have to be considered whether 
it will be possible to augment our resources for road development by an 
increase in the rate of tax on motor vehicles to the level which other provinces 
like Bombay have already adopted. 

The nevelopment of our waterways which must be simultaneously under
taken will also involve large capital and recurring expenditure for which 
new sources of income will have to be tapped. Government are considering 
whether any part of the proce£ds from the customs duty on jute can be 
utilised for the improvement of waterways in this province. 

Supplementary Statement of Expenditure (1939•40) 

(Presented on the 7th December, 1939) 

The Hon'ble Mr. Nalini Ranjan Sarker: Sir, under section 81 of the 
Government of India Act, 1935, I beg to present a Supplementary Estimate 
vf Expenditure that will be necessary during the current year. The total 
amount is Rs. 62,19,000 out of which Rs. 60,000 is charged and the 
remainder voted. Out of that total Rs. 47i lakhs are on account of loans 
to agriculturists and Rs. 6! lakhs on account of test works and. gratuitous 
Tt>lief. 'l'he reasons for the anticipated excess have been given in the 
Explanatory Memorandum under each head and I need not dwell on them 
at this stage. 

(Presented on the 26th Febrnary, 1940) 

The Hon'ble Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy: Sir, I beg to present the 
oupplementary Statement of Expenditure for the year 1939-40. 

Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. H. s. Suhrawardy, Finance Minister in present· 
ing the Budget for 1940.41 

(Presen.teii on the 15th February, 1940) 

I have the honour to present the Budget Estimates for 1940-41. I 
must deplore my misfortune that I have to present a deficit budget to the 
House and that for the second year in succession we shall have to draw 
upon our balances in order to cover our revenue expenditure. I deplore 
this all the more as I have not had time since I assumed charge of this 
portfolio to appraise the situation sufficiently to suggest concrete remedies. 

Since my predecessor, whose absence from the Treasury Benches 
perhaps no one regrets more than myself, presented the estimates of 1939-40 
a year ago, a cataclysm has overtaken the world; forces have been unleashed 
with dire consequences to world economy. 

The major powers are waging war by all indications to an extreme 
{)onclusion. It is impossible to prophesy to what extent the other countries 
\)£ ihe world will be dragged into the vortex. The immediate effect of 
the war have been for the most part beneficial to the economy of the 
B-6 
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province, but it would be dangerous to enlarge our commitments on the 
basis of that prosperity and not to take precautions against the slump 
which all previous experience suggests must inevitabJy follow. :I!"'urther, 
we must be ready and prepared to take our due share m the burden of tire 
war should events move nearer home and involve us more directly and 
closely. Partly therefore on account of our revenue position which I shall 
consider unsatisfactory until such time as the income can be increased to 
meet the natural developments of our nation-building departments, and 
partly on account of the precautions that we must take against contingencies 
ove1 which we have no control, the Budget of this year does not contain 
itllY spedacuiar features, nor have the De1>artments taken up a.ny new 
long range schemes likely to involve the finances of the province in 
reeurring- expenditure of considerable magnitude. In my opinion, it would 
lw fatal to the finances o£ the provinee if, deceived by an artificial prosperity 
due to war eonditions, we permitted ourselves to undertake new eommit
ments that we cannot hope to be able to m.aintain. 'l'he position hat~ been 
very ably reviewed in the recently publisbe<l report of the Central Hoard 
of the Directors of the Ueserve. Bank and I make no apology for quoting 
the following extract:- • 

"On the whole therefore the economic outlook at the en<l of 193[): 
appeared to be brighter than at any tinte during the past ten yeart~, 
although memories of the aftermath of the last war were suifieientJy 
recent to lead to a fairly general realisation of the fact that war profits 
are essentially artificial and transient and that in a major conflict of 
this nature no country can hope to escape the inevitable stmin on her 
econmnic resources.'' 

'Vith this brief warning against short-sig1lie<l optimism, I turn to tile 
estimates now in the hanlts of the memberl-l. It is usual wlwn considel'ing 
the estimates to refer to the actuals of the }Jrevions year and the IteviHe<l 
J'~t~t,imates of the current year. In accordance with this usag<\ I JH'opo;;e to 
refer briefly to the salient featureB of the :f\nnl accounts for the yent· 1938-::m. 

T'he .Hevised Estimates for that year which were incorport.deil in the 
Budget for the current year, as pr<\sented to tho J,egislat.nre iH Fehru;try 
Ja.~t, disclosed a revenue deficit of 21.72 bkhH. In actual wml;:ing, Uu~ 
apprehended deficit did not materialise and revenue receipts a.hnDst exac.tly 
balanced expenditure on revenue account. 'l'his was brought about hy an 
inerease o£ over 5 lakhs in receipts and a reduction of over lG laklu; in 
expenditure. The i1nprovement in receipt~ was shared by Land Hevenue 
(S lakhs), Excise (2 lakhs), and Stamps (7 lakhs)', and was partly se(; off 
by a drop of a little less than 9 lakhs under ,Jute Duty. The decrease in 
expenditure was due to savings of 7 lakhs under Civil ·works and of 2 lakhs 
eaeh under General Administration, Administration o£ Justice, Police, and 
Public Health. The decrease under Civil Works was due to slow progress 
in the execution of building projects. The savings under General 
Administration were due mainly to smaller expenditure on the legislative 
bod1es, and those under Police and Administration of Justice were distributed 
over a large number o£ heads. Savings in the Public Health Budget were 
due to absence of epidemic diseases for which a precautionary provision 
had been retained in the Uevised. 

Against the improvement o£ 22 lakhs in the revenue position there was 
a net dechne of 9 lakhs in the Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the 
Budo'Pt. This was flue to decrease of 19 lakhs in net receipts on account 
d t;ansactions under "District Funds" and "Civil Deposits" compen'lated 
partly by a decrease of 10 lakhs in disbursements under the "Cash Balance 
lnvestment Account". 'l'he decrease in -the case of "District Funds" was 
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due to smaller inflow of cess and in the case of "Civil Deposits" to a 
decline in litigation. The decrease under the "Cash Balance Investment 
Account" was due to the fact that the state of the Provinciaf balances did 
not permit of investment in Treasury Bills to the extent originally 
anticipated. 

The net result of the year's working, therefore, was an addition of 
13 lakhs to the closing balance, which was thereby raised from 78 lakhs 
in the Revised Estimates to 91 lakhs in the final accounts. This figure 
included a sum of 23 lakhs, representing the balances of certain accounts 
earmarked for specific purposes. The largest 'Of these balances were 14! 
lakhs in the Central Road Fund Account and 4~ lakhs in the Scheduled 
Castes Education Fund Account. 

It should be mentioned, however, that at the end of the year 1938-39 
the Tesources of Government, in addition to the cash balance of 91 lakhs, 
included investments in Treasury Bills to the extent of 75 lakhs and 
securities, held outside the public accounts of the nominal value of 38! 
lakhs. There was, moreover, a sum of 10 lakhs in securities in the 
].!'amine Insurance Fund set up under the terms of the Bengal Famine 
Insurance Act, 1937. 

It will be obvious from the accounts of 1938-39 that the opulence 
which marked the opening year o£ Provincial Autonomy had disappeared 
at the close of the second year. Thus against a revenue suTplus of a crme 
and 18 lakhs in 1937-38, theTe was no surplus at all on revenue account 
jn 1938-39. The closing balance was down by 45 lakhs, while investment 
in Treasury Bills was. smalleT by a similar amount. This change was 
partly due to the heavy programme of additional revenue expenditure 
undertaken in 1938-39 and partly to abnormally large payments of loans 
to agriculturists on account of damages caused by floods. In spite of 
these unforeseen demands on their resources, Government were able to 
maintain an adequate cash balance in the Treasuries and in the Reserve 
Bank throughout the year. 'l'here were, however, a few occasions on which 
tht balance at the Reserve Bank threatened to fall below the prescribed 
minimum and temporary advances had to be taken from the Bank. 'l'he 
:aggregate amount o£ these ways and means advances amounted to 90 lakhs. 
These advances were all repaid within a period of ten or twelve days. No 
such advances had been required in 1937-38. 

Let me now turn to the Revised Estimates for the current year which 
has still a month and a half to run. The original estimates placed 
before the House in February last assumed that the year wo11ld start 
with an opening balance o£ 78 lakhs. Revenue receipts were placed at 
13 crores 78 lakhs and expenditure at 14 crores 65 lakhs or 87 bkhs more 
Hlfm our receipts. On the assumption that investment o£ the rrovilltJial 
balances in Treasury Bills would be on the same scale as in the Uevised 
Estimates for 1938-39, ordinary transactions under the Capital and Debt 
Deposit Section of the Budget were expected to result in a deficit oi' 6 
lakhs. 'l'he total deficit thus came to 93 lakhs; 87 lakhs on revenue 
account and 6 lakhs outside this account. At the time the budget was 
prepared it was estimated that there would be i '' existence outsi(1e the 
closing balance reserves to the extent of 85 lakhs in Treasury Bills, 38! 
lakbs in securities and 10 lakhs in the Famine Insurance Fund. 'l'hese 
Teserves would have been sufficient to cover the deficit but at that time 
it was thought advisable to conserve these reserves and our intentinn was 
to raise a loan of 1 m·ore of rupees. The net resdt, on the basis of i.heae 
Pstimates, was a surplus of 7 lakhs; this surplus with the opening lwlanea 
of' 78 lakhs would have produced a closing balaiJce of 85 lakhs in addition 
to the reserves. 
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Accoruing to the Revised Estimates the current year starts with an 
opening balance of 91 lakhs-that is to say, the actual closing balance of 
1938-39. Revenue receipts are expected to be 25 lakhs more,· and 
exp~1~diture on reve~ue accou~t 48 la~hs less than was originally 
anhmpated. '!'here 1s, accordmgly, an Improvement of 13 lakhs in the 
opening balance and 73 lakhs on revenue account or 86 lakhs in all. 
Under the Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the Budget there has been 
a net worsening of 16 lakhs. The combined effect of these variations . is 
au increase o£' 70 lakhs in the closing balance which is raised from the 
85 lakhs of the original estimate to 1 crore 55 lakhs in the Revised. But 
whereas the budget assumed that in addition to the cash balance we 
should hold 85 lakhs of Government of India Treasury Bills, no such 
investment has been possible and apart from certain securities with a 
nominal value of 38-9- lakhs and 12 lakhs in the Famine Insurance Fund 
the revised closing balance of 1 crore 55 lakhs represents the sum total 
of the province's balance. 

The Budget for the current year made one major assumption which 
subsequent events have proved incorrect. The House will recall that in 
presenting the Budget for the current year, my predecessor observed-

"In my estimates, I have assumed that revenues will come in 
roughly at the level on which they have flowed during the last few 
months. I have assumed that war in Europe will not break out." 

'fhe outbreak of hostilities have naturally upset the calculations on 
which the Budget Estimates were framed. 

Another assumption made by my predecessor was that we should raise 
a loan of a crore. Some time before the commencement of hostilities in 
Europe, it was decided not to have resort to a loan. This loan was to 
have been taken not in connection with any specific scheme of expenditure 
but in order that our reserves might not be unduly depleted. In view of 
the uncertainty of world conditions and their unsettling effect on the 
money market, Government considered it inadvisable to resort to a loan 
i11 the open market for the sake of conserving their existing reserves. 
'l'he sounder alternative appeared to be to utilise such reserves as were 
immediately convertible and to issue 'l'reasury Bills for short terms to 
tidt· over temporary difficulties in the Ways and Means position. As a 
result, Treasury Bills aggregating a crore and fifty lakhs have been or 
will be issued during the year: of this amount 90 lakhs are expected to 
he repaid before the close of the year. Thus, in lieu of a liability for a 
long-term debt of one crore which was originally contemplated Government 
will have on their hands Treasury Bills worth 60 lakhs which it is hoped to 
repay in the course of the coming year. 

The main heads of revenue affected by the War are Jute Duty. 
Ineorne-tax, Land Revenue, and Stamps. The stoppage of exports to 
G·ermany, Poland and Czecho-Slovakia has caused an appreciable decline 
in our receipts from the Jute Duty, and, so far, the increased off-take of 
the Allies in the form of sand-bags and hessians has not been sufficient 
to compensate in full for the complete loss of exports to the Central and 
Northern European countries. The receipts of the Provinces under 
Section 138 of the Government o£ India Act are at present linked with, 
and depend upon the amount of, the contribution paid to Central Revenues 
hy Railways: as a result of the improvement in railway earnings we 
•)xpect a larger contribution under Income-tax. Greater activity in the 
«.tlare market and better trading results have led to an improveme~t under 
receipts from Non-Judicial Stamps. Finally some improvement m Land 
Revenue collection is expected as a result of the rise in prices of agri
cultural produce. 
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On the expenditure side of the Budget there has been an increase on 
account of certain extraordinary· charges necessitated by the War, ·the 
most important of which are Air-raid precautions, control of prices and 
tho employment of extra Police for guarding protected areas. The bulk 
of these charges will eventually be recovered :from the Government of 
India. On the other hand the War has necessitated the postponement 
or abandonment of certain items of expenditure. In this category may be 
placed the curtaihnent of leave outside India involving smaller expenditure 
on leave arrangements; non-utilisation of State Scholarships tenable in 
European countries and the postponement of some original civil works. 
:in view of the general rise in the price of materials. 

vVith these prefatory observations let me now turn to the details under 
the various heads. 

'l'he increase in the opening bala~ce has already been explained. 

The net increase in Revenue receipts amounts to 25 lakhs. It will be 
recalled that the Budget includes 93 lakhs on account of provincialisation 
of certain revenues which used to be paid direct to local bodies. It now 
appears that the original estimate of these revenues was badly out: they 
are not likely to exceed 68 lakhs. This figure has been adopted for the 
Hevised. The deflation of 25 lakhs is distributed over the following 
heads :-Land Revenue (22 lakhs), Administration of Justice (2l lakhs) 
and Miscellaneous (half a lakh). It will be seen that if these Adaptation 
receipts are left out of consideration, . the Revised Estimate of Revenue 
ici actually 50 lakhs better than the Budget. Of this improvement 34 lakhs 
is due to an accounting adjustment designed to bring within the public 
accounts certain securities hitherto held outside these accounts. Th~ 
value of these securities has been credited as revenue . receipts and a 
corresponding debit has been shown under the "Cash Balance Investment 
Account" in the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. The balance of 16 
lakhs is made up mainly of the following :-.An improvement of 21 lakhs 
under Income-tax, 7 lakhs under Land Revenue proper (i.e., excluding 
Adaptation receipts), 8 lakhs under Stamps, 5 lakhs under Registration 
and 6 lakhs under Other Taxes and Duties; set of! by a decrease of :30 
lakhs under Jute Duty receipts. I have already explained the reasons 
for the variations under Income-tax, Land Revenue, Stamps and Jute 
Duty. The increase under Other Taxes and Duties is due to the proceeds 
of the Bengal Finance Act, 1939, which came into operation after the 
Budget had been passed. The growth under Registration is due to an 
unexpected increase in the number of registrations. 

Of the decrease of 48 lakhs in expenditure on revenue account 25 lakhs 
is attributable to the fact that the Adaptation receipts which are to be 
made over to local bodies are smaller by this amount than was originally 
anticipated. The balance (23 lakhs) is the net result of excesses and 
savings spread over a number of heads, details of which will be found :n 
the Red Book. I shall here confine myself to the more important varia
tions. There is a decrease of 13 lakhs under Civil vVorks owing to smal1!3r 
expenditure on building projects-some of which were postponed en 
account of the situation created by the War. Savings to the extent of 
10 lakhs occur under Medical and Public Health owing to the time 
required for working out details of some large projects for which lump 
provisions were included in the Budget. The Irrigation Budget shows a 
saving of nearly 4 lakhs owing mainly to non-utilisation of the provision 
for the \V' aterways Board. There is a saving of 4 lakhs under Debt 
Conciliation owing to the slow progress in the establishment of Debt Concilia
tion Boards. Over 3 lakhs has been saved under General Administration 
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mainly through the non-utilisation o£ certain lump prov1S10ns included in 
the Budget. Under Administration o£ Justice there has been a decrease 
of over 4 lakhs mainly due to smaller expenditure under "Pay of Officers" 
and "Charges in England". As against these savings there is an 
increase of G lakhs under Agriculture on account of the Jute Hegistration 
Survey; of 7 lakhs under Famine Relief on account o£ relief in areaR 
affected by flood or drought; and 7 lakhs under Extraordinary Charges 
OJI account of expenditure arising out of the War, to which a reference has 
already been made. 

The Capital and Debt Deposit Section o£ the Budget as already stated 
reveals a net worsening of 16 lakhs. The explanation of this variation 
is aB fo] lnnrR: rrl1e Budget allovved for tl1e receipt of or1e crore or1 account 
of a long Lerm loan. 'rhe Revised omits this item but includes in lieu a 
sum of GO lakhs on account of outstanding Treasury Bills. There lS 
tlmR a decrease o£ 40 lakhs in receipts. On the Disbursement side the 
Budget provided for the investment of 85 lakhs in Treasury Bills. No 
such inve;;tment appears in the Revised but there is an unforeseen item, 
viz., the investment of 34 lakhs in securities as a part of the accounting 
adjustment designed to bring these securities within the public accountR 
to whielt reference haR already heen made. 'rhere is accordingly a saving 
of 51 lnklts in DiRbursements on account of smaller investments. These 
tmnsactim1s wonl<1 have resultetl in an improvement of 11 lakhR (i.e., 'Jl 
lakhs l0ss 40 lakhs) hut unexpectedly heavy disbursements on account of 
agriculturnJ loans have converted iJ1e improvement to a net worsening of 
lG lakhs. 

'l'here are two items outside the closing balance of 1 crore 55 lakhtl 
shown in the Hevised-namely, seeurities of the 110mitwl value of :JRk 
JakhR and a sum of 12 lakhs in securities in the Famine Insurance Fund. 
And we carry over into 1940-41 a liability for the n~payment of GO lakhs 
of Provincial Treasury Bills. 

I will now turn to our propoRaJs for the coming year. 'l'he year 1;-1 

expectt~<l to start with an opening balance of 1 crore and 55 lakhR. On 
the nssu1n ption that the existing level of taxation will be mainbinod and 
no JJe\v ,·,ourees of revenue will be tapped during the year otuling- g]st 
Mnreh, ] D41, revenlH~ reeoipts have hoen pheecl at l~l erores !17 lakh.s as 
comparP(I with the 14 crores a lakhs of the Uevised. 'l'he deen\aRcl of (i 
lakhs i." (1ue mainly to a fall of 27 Jakhs under Extraordinary Ueeeipts and 
10 lakhs under Land Hevenue, compensated, to a great extent, hy an 
improvement of 20 lak11s under .Jute Duty, 2 lakhs under Income Tax, 
G lnkhs under Other 'raxes and Duties and 5 lakhs under Civil "Works. T 
have already referred to the accounting adjustment of 34 lakhs iucln<le<l 
in the Revised under Extraordinary Heceipts in respect of seccirities 
previously held outside the public accounts: the only receipts we can 
foresee under this head during 1940-41 is a sum. of '7 lakhs by way of 
recoveries from the Central Government on account of "\Var charges met 
from Provincial revenues in the current year. The decrease under Land 
Hevenue is due mainly to smaller recoveries on account of survey and 
settlement charges. The increase under Jute Duty is based on hopes of 
larger exports in consequence of improved shipping facilities. The yield 
from Ineome Tax is expected to be higher as a result of improvement in 
trade. The increase under Other Taxes and Duties is due to larger collec
tions under the Bengal Finance Act, 1939, since collections will proceed 
throughout the coming year as against a few months in the present year. 
'l'hP increase of 5 lakhs under Civil Works .is due to larger transfers from 
the Road Development Account in order to finance a more extensive 
programme of road development. 
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I next turn to our proposals for expenditure. 

'l'he estimates provide for an expenditure on revenue account of 14 
crores 54 lakhs, which is 37 lakhs more than the Revised Estimates for 
the current year. In Appendix II, attached to the printed copy of this 
statement, will be found an enumeration of the main heads under which 
increased provision has been made. The total increase according to this 
Appendix is 54 lakhs but against these increases must be set decreased 
provisions under Agriculture ( 5 lakhs), Commutation of Pensions (6 lakhs) 
and ]'amine Relief (7 lakhs). The reduction under Famine Relief is 
based on the hope that conditions during the coming year will be normal. 
Our present financial position will not allow us to repeat this year's 
provision under Commutation of Pensions. The smaller provision under 
Agriculture is due to the fact that the revised estimate for the current 
yea1 under this head includes an abnormal item of 7 lakhs on account · !)£ 
th :" snrvey of jute lands. The estimates for 1940-41 do not make provision 
fm· any similar expenditure. It will be remembered however that on the 
first of this month-and after the estimates now before the House had been 
sent to the Press-Government decided to regulate the coming jute crop 
by legislation and I have no doubt that in clue course it will be necessary 
to come to you with a supplementary demand for the funds required to 
meet the cost of the measures necessary to give effect to that decision. 

The bulk of the increase in expenditure in the coming year is clue to 
nevv schemes included in the Budget. .M:y honourable colleagues will, in 
due course, explain the details of these schemes while moving the demands 
for grants relating to their respective Departments. I propose, however, 
to refer to some of the more important items for which provision has been 
made in the Budget. 

Under Land Revenue the Budget provides for revisional survey and 
settlement operations in the di:otricts of Bakarganj and Faridpur at a total 
ultimate cost of 40~ lakhs. During· 1940-41 the expenditure on this account 
will be 4~ lakhs. 

The Irrigation Budget includes a number of important new schemes. 
One of these is a contour survey of North Bengal at an ultimate cost . .Jf 
nearly 4 lakh;:; of rupeAR. Th8 proviflion included in next year's Budg8t 
on account of this scheme is Rs. 25,000. Other large schemes which it 
is proposed to initiate in the coming year are the improvement of Tolly's 
Nulla.h at a cost of about 1?! lakhs (ultimate), the reclamation of the 
Madhumati River in the district of Khulna at a cost of about 1 lakh 
(ultimate), and the improvement of the Aurora Khal in the district of 
l-Iooghly at a cost of Hs. 00,000 (ultimate). A provision of Rs. 50,000 
hac;: been made with a view to assist District Boards in undertaking small 
irrigation projects drawn up in consultation "vith the technical experts 1f 
Gove.rmnent. 

I would a:ok honourable members to look on the additional provision 
included in the coming year's estimates as an earnest of the willingness 
of Govermnent to take up schemes in the districts of Bengal which will 
benefit the people in a measure more than commensurate with the cost 
iuvol vetl. It is a matter of great regret that the finances of the province 
have not permitted us to make provision for many such schemes during 
1940-41 and I can assure the House that should our finances permit, we 
shall not hesitate to come before the House for further provision. 

The Education Budget repeats the special additional provision of . fl 
lakhs for primary education in the cess-paying di:otrict:o and contauls 
enhanced provision in respect of certain important schemes initiated in 
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earlier years. Thus, there is an additional provi.siOn of over 2 lakhs for 
tlw training of teachers for Primary Schools; of Rs. 50,000 for grants to 
Madrassahs; of Rs. 40,000 for the award of scholarships; and of a similar 
amount for the expansion of the Lady Brabourne College. There is a 
provision of 1~ lakhs representing the final instalmen.t of the grant of 
lakhs to the Dacca University for the additional Muslim Hall; and of 
Hs. 40,000 for a grant to that University in connection with the recently 
organised Faculty of Agriculture. The Budget also provides for a grant 
o£ Rs. 67,500 to the Sadaat College, Karatia, being the second instalment 
of a grant of a lakh and thirty.five thousand to this institution to enable 
it to complete its building projects. Rs. 50,000 has been provided for a 
grant to the Bengal Bratachari Society for the acquisition of land and the 
construction of buildings and Rs. 20,000 has been provided for a capital 
grant to the Vidyasagar Bani Bhawan, Calcutta. A provision of Rs. 15,000 
has been made for additional building grants to Madrassahs and of 
Hs. 11,000 for a capital grant to the Faridpur Girls' Junior Madrassah. 
Rs. 9,000 has been provided for the extension of Primary and Middle 
English education in the Chittagong Hill Tracts and Rs. 6,000 as a grant 
to the Bodhana Samiti towards the cost of constructing a segregation 
camp at Jhargram, in the district of Midnapore, for the reception of 
juvenile mental defectives. With a view to provide improved hostel 
amenities for Muslim students it is proposed to extend the dining hall 
attached to the Muslim Hostel of the Dacca Intermediate College at a cost 
of Rs. 21,000 and to construct a hostel for Muslim students of the Pirojpur 
Government High School at a cost of Hs. 15,000. 

The Budget provides for an increase of 5?z lakhs under Debt Concilia
tion for the establishment of additional Debt Settlement Board,'>. A 
&pecial provision of Hs. 12,000 has been made to meet the C(JHt of mwards 
to selected Chairmen and Members of Debt Settlement Boards in recog·nition 
of their meritorious Bervices. 

'l'here has been a progressive increase of expenditure under Co~opern.tive 
Credit due primarily to the reorganisation of the st.a:ff of the Department, 
the appointment of additional auditors, increased provision for CO·Operative 
training and t.he expansion of its activities in fields other than credit. 
Tl1is year we have made a provision of Rs. 28,500 to meet the cost of 
establishing five additional Laud Mortgage Banks to provide further 
facilities for long term credit in rural areas. A change in the policy 
regarding these banks is under consideration so as to enlarge their useful
ness and make them self-supporting in due course. 

In June last Government afforded a cash credit o£ thirteen and a half 
lakhs to the Provincial Co-operative Bank to supplement its resources and 
tc- enable it to provide short term credit to the agriculturists on a wider 
seale. The favourable returns that the agriculturist has received from 
his staple crops since the outbreak of war in Europe will, we hope, relieve 
him from the necessity of having recourse to loans for agricultuTal purposes 
during the coming year and the provision on this account in t.he Loans 
and Advances section of the estimates for 194041 has been limited to the 
normal precautionary provision of Hs. 5 lakhs. If, however, the occasion 
demands and the Provincial Bank is unable to meet the requirements from 
its own resources, Government will approach the House for a supplementary 
grant and I am certain that the House will not grudge it. The great 
problem, however, of the Co-operative Credit Department is still +.he 
rehabilitation of the movement in the esteem of the people of the Province. 
For this purpose a scheme designed to bring the demands of the societies 
down to the level o£ the paying capacity of the debtors is under prepara
tion. I hope the House will hear more of the scheme in the near future. 
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'l'he Medical Budget includes a provision of 2 lakhs 65 thousand rupees 
for grant to the Lady Du:fferin Victoria Hospital, Calcutta. Other special 
grants to hospitals which are proposed for the coming year are :--an 
annual grant of Rs. 10,000 to the Jadavpur Tuberculosis Hospital towards 
the upkeep of 10 beds to be reserved for mufassal patients, and capital 
grants of Rs. 20,000 for the S. K. Hospital, Mymensingh; Rs. 5,500 for 
the .Australian Baptist Mission Hospital at Birisiri in the district of 
!Iymensingh; Rs. 4,500 to the Prince Gholam Muhammad Charitable 
Dispensary at Tollygunge, and Rs. 3,000 for the Santhal Mission Hospital 
at Sarenga in the district of Bankura. Rs. 15,000 has been provided for 
a much-needed increase in the nursing staff of the Medical College 
Hospitals, Calcutta. .An additional grant of Hs. 7,500 is proposed to be 
made to the Association for the Prevention of Blindness in Bengal ·with 
a view tc enable the .Association to run five travelling eye dispensaries 
which have given such good service in the districts. It is further proposed 
to make a grant of Rs. 10,000 to the Indian Institute for Medical Research. 
Provision has been made for 11, contribution of Rs. 4,000 towards the 
establishment of a General Council and State Facultv for the U nani system 
of medicine and Rs. 1,000 to the Faculty of .Ayurvedic Medicine. · 

The Public Health Budget includes 7t lakhs of rupees for rural water
supply, 5 lakhs for free distribution of quinine, 2t lakhs for anti-malaria 
schemes, and It lakhs for kala-azar and other epidemic diseases. Half a 
lakh has been provided for maternity and child welfare centres. A provi
sion 'Of Rs. 24,000 has been made for a scheme of public health organisa
tion in the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Rs. 18,000 has been provided for a 
8cheme of school hygiene, Rs. 40,000 for a grant to the Ram Krishna 
Mission Sishu Mangal Pratisthan, Calcutta, and Rs. 5,000 for a grant to 
the Ram Krishna Medical Society for Women. In furtherance of the 
policy of making grants from -Provincial revenues up to one-third of the 
total cost of water-supply projects the following provisions have been 
made in respect of Water Works Improvement Schemes :~1 lakh for 
Dacca, Rs. 29,000 for Munshiganj, Rs. 26,000 for Pirojpur, and Rs. 18,000 
for Jhalakati. 

Under Agriculture provision has been made for the establishment of 
as .Agricultural Institute at Dacca at a cost of 1 lakh 28 thousand rupees. 
The Budget also includes Rs. 66,000 for the electrification of the Manipur 
Farm, Dacca, Rs. 26,000 for the establishment of additional Union Board 
Farms and Union Board Demonstration Centres and Rs. 18,000 for the 
opening of a Physical Section under the Agricultural Chemist. 
[Dr. NALINAKSHA SANYAL: At Dacca. (Laughter.)] It is proposed to 
takH over the Bhutnath Paul Agricultural School at Ohinsura (Laughter) 
at a cost of Rs. 35,000 including Rs. 21,000 for buildings. A sum of 
Us. 2,000 has been provided for a grant to the All-India Cattle Show 
Society and Rs. 5,000 for the supply of outfit boxes to Livestock Officers 
and Assistant Livestock Officers. It will be recalled that a sum of Rs. 58,000 
was provided in the current year for buildings in connection with a new 
District Agricultural Farm at Chittagong. There is a provision of 
Hs. 4,000 in next year's budget to meet the expenses of running this farm. 

'l'he increase of 1 ~ lakhs under Civil Works is due mainly to the provi
sion for new buildings and additional road development fund works. The 
latter account for an increase of about 6 lakhs and the balance is due to 
building projects belonging to various Departments. Some of these have 
already been mentioned under the relevant service heads. Amon~ the 
remainder the provisions which call for special mention are the followmg- :~ 
80 thousand for the construction of >Yorksheds in the D11m Dum Central 
Jail; 48 thousand for the installatim1 of a fully equipped testing station 
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for motor vehicles in Calcutta; 46 thousand for providing accommodation 
for the Garden Reach Police Sub-Section; 27 thousand for the construction 
{)t cooly lines at the Royal Botanic Garden, Sibpur; and 25 thousand for 
the construction of witness sheds in Civil Courts. In view of our straitened 
financial circumstances and of the rise in price of certain materials, 
expenditure on building is being limited to projects that cannot be post
poned without serious administrative inconvenience. 

Three lakhs of rupees is again being placed at the disposal o£ the 
District Officers to further the programme of Rural Reconstruction and a 
further sum of 2~ h~ckhs has been interspersed under various Budget. he<:Hls 
at the disposal of the Department of Rural Heconstruction. 'The work of 
Huml Heconstruction is going on solidly and silently, and Pallimn.ngal 
~muii.ies are being formed not in a spasm of enthusiasm, hut hroadbnsed 
on a genuine appreciation of tlw benefits of co-operation and voluntary 
labour and the urge for village uplift. Such a movement contains in it the 
seed of expansion and permanency. All that it needs is knowledge am! 
guidance. 'l'o implement this a training camp has been opened at a village 
caiJed Hishnupur on the Diamond Harbour Hoad at which GO selected 
Circle Officers are receiving both theoretical anrl practical trann ng. 
~Inmml.s are heing prep<1re\1 whic1l will he of gu11lance not only to them 
but to all workers in tlli.s fiel!l. I£ thir:; experiment i::; a omccess, it is hop<·ll 
that it >vill be eXJH1nded and multiplied c;o that official::; and non-oJlieials 
and all ihose iuterel4tecl in service to the masses may he in a po14ition [IJ 

further the euuse of Hunll Heconstruetion. 

'l'here are one or two miscellanem1s itemH that desl'rve mention. 

'l'he Budget ineludes provision for grmds to two highly !lPstlrving 
iusi.i !;utions {hat eater for the 1wods of Ute <1estituto, nan1tll,v, l·he 
S!; ,Joseph's Home for the aged and the Sir Nalimnllah Muslim Orphanage, 
Da<·ea. 'l'wenty-four thousand has bPP!\ provi1k1l for thP fonnPr l\JHl 

tweniv-c;t•ven thousand for the latter. In the interest of the lahonr fnrc<J 
emplo._v!•!l in our cinchona plnuLationA it j,., propoA<Hl to construe!; two indoo!' 
hnspiiul." ai; M.ungpoo and J\IIunsong at a eost of Us. 18,000. A proviHion 
{J:i' u,.,. 20,000 has been tiHl<lo for grants to labour welfare orgunicmtious ar11l 
HR. 10,000 has bmm 1Jrovi1led for committees o:l' enquiry n.nd honnh 'Jf 
emwiliatiou undtn· the 'l'rade Disputes Act. 

During the course of the current financial year several committees 
appointed by Government have submitted their reports. The recommen
da!ions o( the Jute and the Paddy Committees are now under consideration. 
'J'hP Adult Edueation Committee has Rubmitted a preliminary rep'Ort, RO 

als(J has the Committee for Primary Edueation. 'l'he Industrial Survey 
Committee has made certain preliminary reeommendations. The Land 
Hevenue Commission is expected to submit its report in J\lfarch. 1'he 
Special Officer appointed for electricity survey has made certain suggestions 
that are of far-reaching importance and require close examination. The 
Ch~ukidari Committee will Rhortly pu1)lish its report, and its recommen
datwns may call for drastic financial adjustments. 

Government may have to come hefore the House £or provision to give 
effect to the decisions arrived at after the examinations now in progress 
have been completed. 

Before I pass to the summary with which I shall conclude my statement 
on the estimates, I must refer briefly to two spheres in whieh Government 
have recently taken noteworthy action. Although one of these sl?heres 
·eoncerns me more by reason of my holding charge of the portfoho nf 
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<Jommerce and Labour than as Finance Minister, both are of such far
leaching importance to the economy of the province that I make no apology 
for mentioning them today. 

The first concerns the measures aimed at securing for the g-rowers of 
jute an adequate price for their produce. 

Government can, with some degree of pardonable pride, claim to have 
materially assisted the agriculturists in obtaining an adequate price for 
their jute. (Laughter.) 'fhe steps taken to stem the decline in jute 
prices when the new crop came on to the market were effective and the 
advice given by Government to the jute-growers not to be stampeded by 
rumours and by market manipulations has borne beneficial results. The 
advent of war, the general rise in prices consequent thereon and Govern
m.ent orders for jute fabrics have g·iven an upward stimulus to the price. 
l'he jute-growers therefore have this year been able to obtain a very fair 
price for their produce and this has been reflected in our finances. \Ve 
trust that the agriculturists, remembering the trying days of depression 
through which they have just passed, will not fritter away this windfall 
but will utilise it to free themselves from the incubus of debt and once more 
face the world with courage and faith in their future destiny. Govern
ment have now definitely embarked on a policy of compulsory control of 
jute production, as they feel that the agriculturists should be given adequate 
guidance to enable them. to secure a profitable return. In order to ascertain 
the best ways and means of securing this object, an expert committee will 
shortly be appointed to which will be entrusted a matter only less important 
to the prosperity of the province than that now under enquiry by the Land 
Revenue Commission. 

The declaration of war was followed almost immediately by a sudden 
rise in the price of commodities and a panic wholly unjustified prevailed 
in the market for a few days. The Government of Bengal took immediate 
measures to allay the panic, measures which were highly commended at 
the time by the Press and the public. A Chief Price Controller was 
appointed. 'rhis officer is assisted by an Advisory Board composed of 
representatives of all sections of the public. District Officers were invested 
with similar powers and are assisted by Advisory Committees. The result 
has been eminently successful and prices have been kept within bounds. 
vVe have had unfortunately from time to time to take action against those 
who wished to take undue advantage of the present emergency and to 
profiteer, but on the whole our regulations have been obeyed, and tlw 
discontent and disturbances that would have followed if the prices had 
been uncontrolled, have been avoided. No attempt has ever been made lo 
control the price of agricultural commodities. If the war contin:ueR, this 
Department may have to be expanded. The cost, however, will he 
recovered from the Government of India. 

Let me review the finmwial resuHR of the working of the coming year 
according to the estimates just presented to the House. \Ve_ expect to 
sbut the year with an opening balance of 1 crore 55 lakhs. Our revenue 
receipts have been placed at 13 crores fl7 lakhs and our expenditure un 
revenue account at 14 crores 54 lakhs. 'l'his means that we have to draw 
upon the opening balance to the extent of 57 lakhs and our bala11ce . is 
accordingly reduced to 98 lakhs. ln the Capital and Debt Deposit See~10n 
of the Budget there is a net deficit of 26 lakhs on the year's workn~g-. 
l'his deficit i:;; due mainly to the repayment of 60 lakhs of Treasury B1ll~< 
outstanding from 193fl-40 counterbalanced to a large extent by a :;;uq1lus 
under Loans and Advances where we hope our recoveries will be consic~er: 
ably in excess of disbursements. The deficit of 26 lakhs under the Capital 
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and Debt Deposit Section of the Budget further reduces our balance t,o 
72 lakhs-the figure shown as our closing balance in the Civil Estimate 
for 1940-41. . The only items outside the closing balance are our invest
ment in the Famine Insurance Fund (about 12 lakhs) and securities of the 
nominal value of 38! lakhs. 

'l'he Budget presented to this House a year ago was a deficit Budget. 
It was estimated that expenditure would exceed revenue by 87 lakhs. 
ViT e now expect that the deficit for the current year will be considerably 
smaller. As a result of an accounting adjustment of 34 lakhs the deficit 
in the Revised Estimates now before the House anuears as 14 lakhs .hut 
excluding this accounting adjustment the amount ~by which we expect 
our revenue expenditure for the current year will exceed our revenue 
receipts is 48 lakhs. This amount will be met from our balances. 

'l'his year also the Budget which I have just presented is a deficit one. 
It will be necessary to draw on the opening balance to the extent of 67 
lakhs, and it is anticipated that the closing balance of 1940-41 will be 
only 72 lakhs, i.e., only 23 lakhs above the minimum balance that we 
must maintain with the Reserve Bank and in our treasuries. 'rhis is an 
extremely narrow margin and leaves very little in our hands to meet 
emergencies. Our expenditure has now reached a point at which we are 
living a little beyond our means, and pending a detailed survey of the 
possible new sources of revenue, there is no alternative hut to mark time. 
We have been fortunate that we have not had to curtail the many beneficent 
activities that we have undertaken since we assumed office, but I am sure 
the House will agree with me that this is not enough. We must expand 
and expand progressively. There is such a crying need for an immediate 
expansion of our nation-building departmentH that t;o my colleagues, to 
the honourable members of this House, to all those in fact who know and 
deplore the conditions in which the ill-educated, ill-housed, ill-fed <1nd 
malaria-stricken sons of Bengal live this year's Budget must be as great 
a disappointment as it is to me personally. I£ this year I have to be 
content to mark time it is not through any lack of zeal to be up and doing. 
This year financial stringency precludes our attempting more than we 
have proposed in these estimates, but let not; the House suppose that we 
are content to sit idle. I am now engaged in a survey of the possible 
sources of new revenue permitted to provincial governments under the 
Government o£ India Act. I anticipate that before the end of the year 
for which I have just presented the estimates I shall place before the 
House proposals for new taxation. (Ah! ah !) I consider this step all the 
more necessary now while thanks to the conditions brought about by the 
hostilities in Europe we in Bengal have with us at least the semblance of 
prosperity. As I see it we must seize this opportunity to develop our 
resources and to build up reserves against the depression that we all fear 
will follow: we must aim at being in a position to lighten the severity 
of the inevitable slump by undertaking large scale schemes o£ civil works, 
irrigation and drainage. Today, however, I would prefer not to attempt 
to forecast what the results of my survey will be. It will be sufficient 
for my purpose today if I remind honourable members of the House that 
the sources from which we draw our revenues are inelastic and offer little 
or no scope for large or immediate expansion at will: we might increase 
our revenue by 5, 10 or perhaps even 20 lakhs by enhancing the rates of 
our provincial tax acts, such as the entertainment tax, the electricity duty, 
etc., but the time has come when it is essential, if we are to pursue the 
programme that we have set before ourselves, to select one or two fields 
upon w:i.1ich to concentrate and having made that selection to come to you 
with new taxation proposals that will give us the necessary resources. 
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I regret to have to paint such a gloomy picture but I shall be failing 
in my duty if I did not remind you that the estimates of expenditure now 
before the House are based on normal pre-war prices and have been framed 
on the assumption that the Provincial Exchequer will not have to meet 
any demands in connection with the war. We must however remember 
thit vve may be called upon to meet unexpected demands arising out of the 
war and we shall almost certainly have to face higher prices in many 
directions. And so I must ask my friends in this House and beyond this 
House not to feel disappointed that I have not already taken steps to raise 
new funds for the nation-building departments but to be patient and to have 
faith in the glorious destiny of our motherland. 

APPENDIX I 

Summary of the financial position of the Government of Bengal 
in 1939-40 and 1940-41 

1939-40. 
1938-39. ,- .A. 

Actuals. Supple-
Budget. mentary. 

Receipts. 
Opening Balance 1,36,01 78,02 
Revenue Receipts 12,76,61 13,77,76 (a)5,00 
Capital Receipts 
Receipts from Debt, De- 16,56,64 21,32,61 

posits, etc. 

Total 30,69,26 35,88,39 5,00 

Expenditure. 
Revenue Expenditure 12,76,62 14,64,56 14,59 
Capital Expenditure -2,81 -3,01 
Expenditure on Debts, 17,04,44 20,41,45 47,60 

Deposits, etc. 
Closing Balance 91,01 (x)85,39 

Total 30,69,26 35,88,39 62,19 

Net result. 

Surplus+ 
Deficit-

On Revenue Account -1 -86,80 

Surlpus+ 
Deficit-

Outside Revenue -44,99 +94,17 
Account. 

Total-
Surplus+ 
Deficit-
Excluding opening -45,00 +7,37 

balance. 

(a) Due to the passage of the Bengal Finance Act. 
(x) Excludes-

38,33 worth of securities. 

(Figures are in thousands.) 

1940-41. 
Budget. 

Total. Revised. 

78,02 91,01 1,54,88 
13,82,76 14,02,70 . 13,97,28 

21,32,61 15,50,17 13,11,64 

35,93,39 30,43,88 28,63,80 

14,79,15 14,16,57 14,54,23 
-3,01 -2,95 -3,22 

20,89,05 14,75,38 13,40,57 

28,20 (y)1,54,88 (z)72,22 

35,93,39 30,43,88 28,63,80 

-96,39 -13,87 -56,95 

+46,57 +77,74 -25,71 

-49,82 +63,87 -82,66 

85,00 invested in Treasury Bills. 
(y) Exclud,es 38,33 worth of securities. 

Includes a short term loan of 60 lakh!! in Treasury Bills repayable in 1940-41. 
(z) Excludes 38,33 worth of securities. · 
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APPENDIX II. 

(Figures are in thousands.) 

Irrigation 
General Administration 
Debt Conciliation 
Administration of Justice 
Education-General 
Mod.ical 
Public Health 
Co-operation 
Civil Works .. 
Superannuation allowances and. pensions 
Extraordinary charges .. 

Revised, 
1939-40. 

Rs. 

19,02 
1,55,18 

17,50 
97,86 

1,54,65 
55,56 
41,39 
14,38 

1,46,31 
1,03,95 

7,03 

Budget, 
1940-41. 

Rs. 

24,91 
1,57,47 

23,12 
1,00,89 
1,56,52 

58,15 
48,43 
15,39 

1,59,72 
1,09,46 

12,61 

Supplementary Statement of Expenditure (1940·41) 

(Presented on, the 81·d Pebr-uwr;~;, 1951.) 

Increase. 

Rs. 

5,89 
2,29 
5,62 
3,03 
1,87 
2,59 
7,04 
1,01 

13,41 
5,51 
5,58 

53,84 

The Hon'ble Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy: Sir, I heg to preo;ent before !;he 
House the Supplementary Statentent of Bxpenditure for the eurreut year. 
'l'he total covered. by the estimate is Rs. 1,G7,HI,OOO out of which 
Rs. 1,39,000 is charged; the balance is voted. 'fhe dmuandH relate t,o 
certain items, two of whieh, namely, i,he "Interm:rt FreB A!lvancm.;" and 
"LoanH and Advances" are outRide the Hevenue account. 'flwse two 
grant8 between them account for a total of 19~ lakhs. Sixty hkhs out 
of this total amount is on account of loans to agriculturist-s, the bulk of 
which is short-term crop loans distributed properly through the ugeney 
of co-operative societies. These loans are repayable within a period of 12 
months. The demand of 30-/r lakhs under "Grant No. 35" represents, 
essentially, an advance for the purchase of jute and will be adjusted :n 
the course of the year as soon as the expenditure has been booked by Audit 
under the appropriate Revenue head "40-Agriculture". This advance 
does not therefore involve any additional expenditure, inasmuch as this 
expenditure to meet which the advance - was taken has already been 
adjusted under the head "Agriculture". Under the Revenue heads, the 
largest single demand is under "Grant No. 23-Agriculture" for which 
55 lakhs 35 thousand is required. This includes an expenditure of 2~ll 
lakhs on the purchase of jute in June and July last with the object of 
maintaining an economic price level for the new crop in the current year. 
The policy underlying this will be dealt with more fully when the demand 
is actually moved. The rest of the additional expenditure under "Ag;ri
culture" is due mainly to the registration of jute land and the reg-ulatwn 
and licensing of jute. Ancillary to this is the scheme for making· avail
able to cultivators substitute crop seeds which may be grown on areas 
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released by the impending restriction of jute cultivation and it is proposed 
to secure a stock of seeds at a cost of 70 thousand rupees in the current 
year. Much more will be required for the same purpose in the comi_ng 
year. There are, moreover, charges in connection with an expert enqmry 
which is now in progress in regard to the Jute and Hessian Futures 
.ftfarkets. 

The next largest demand is on account of "Grant No. 19--Education
General'' where new money to the extent of 6 lakhs 80 thousand is required 
to implement the scheme of development of primary education. 

Under "Grant No. 16-Police," the demand is £or 5 lakhs 82 thommnd 
rupees due mainly to extra staff to maintain law and order in the province. 

"Grant No. 15-Jails" eomes next with a demand of 2 bkhs lEI 
thousand rupees. More than hal£ of this is for the purchase of raw 
materials for jail manufactures which are now in great demand. 'l'his 
expenditure is consequently remunerative. The balance of the demand 
is on account o£ increased dietary charges owing to a rise in the number 
of prisoners as well as in the price o£ food-grains. 

'l'he demands under the remaining heads are comparatively small. The 
reasons have been set forth in the Explanatory J\llemorandum and will 1Je 
done into more fully by the Hon'ble Ministers concerned when the;;e 
demands are moved. 

Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy, Finance Minister, in 

presenting the Budget for 1941·42 

(Presented on the 15th Febrttar"y, 1941.) 

Sir, I have the honour to present the budget estimates for 1B41-42. 
The expenditure for which these estimates make provision is very consider
ably larger than the revenue for which I have budgeted but as I shall 
remind the House IUOI'e than once in the course of my speech this morning 
these estimates do not take into account the expected proceeds of either 
of the new taxation measures still awaiting the final verdict o£ the Legis
lature. The budget that I presented a year ago was a deficit budget and 
as no new sources of revenue have become available to us in the mefl,ntime 
it was inevitable that the budget for 1941-42 should also be a def-icit one 
-because a progressive Government in the discharge of its manifold 
responsibilities must necessarily go on increasing its scale of expenditure 
on nation-building activities. 

It is commonly said that Bengal is the richest province in India. I£ 
that is true my task should be comparatively simple; but alas, the greater 
part of the money raised within the borders of this province finds its way 
into the Central Exchequer and what remains is hopelessly inadequate for 
the needs o£ a Government desirous of maintaining decent standards of 
public service. Our per capita income is much less than that of any other 
major province and inevitably therefore our per capita expenditure 
compares unfavourably with that of the other provinces. For years and 
years we have been so starved that we have a tremendous leeway t0 make 
up: and it is not at all surprising that the standards of administration o£ 
many of our departments compare unfavourably with those of ot.her 
provinces that have had the good fortune to be possessed of plentiful 
revenue. I may give tW!l outstanding examples. Our Agri::mltu;al 
Department which should be i ., a position to render most valuable servrce 
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to the agriculturists of this province has been so starved all these years 
that the existing staff cannot fulfil more than a fraction of its obligations. 
'I'he manner in which another great department which could have been 
of untold benefit to the people has been starved-! refer to the Irrio·ation 
JJep:utment-is nothing short of a scandal. From all parts of the pr~vince 
comes the cry of dead and dying rivers, of water-logged areas, of inundatiort. 
by Raline water-beels to be drained, canals to be re-excavated spill 
areas to be provided for the resuscitation of dying rivers-measu;es on 
which depend not only the fertility of the soid but also the health and the 
life of the people. And yet here again the number of officers in the 
depitrtment is so inadequate that it is impossible for them to tackle more 
than a fraction of the many complex problems with which the department 
is flooded. During the past four years in which we have had the honour 
of serving the province we have endeavoured to broaden the foundations 
of the various nation-building departments so that we may be in a position 
to take up comprehensive schemes in a large and generous measure. Our 
desire to take up measures that we consider essential for the well-being of 
our people has been urgent but the administrative machinery at our 
diHpo~;al has been inadequate and ill-equipped: and this is, I believe, in a, 
very large measure the explanation why in the past departments have at 
times been unable to utilise in full the provision for which we have 
lmdgeted. 

'l'his year we have undertaken legislation to supplement our inadequate 
resources-and two new taxation measures, one for the purpose of provid
ing better communications and the other to supplement our general 
.revenues for the benefit of the nation-building departments, are still 
before the Legislature. Until the services it provides are adequate when 
judged by prev'l'liling standards, no responsible Government can mark 
time and as I have said above it is inevitable that expenditure on our 
nation-,building departments will increase year by year. I hope I shall 
not be misunderstood or thought to be disturbing needlessly the peace of 
mind of potential tax-payers if I say that we shall have to explore stilt 
further means of increasing our revenues at no distant date. I know full 
well !.hat taxation in any form is most unwelcome. '!'here is, however, 
no u:-;e our attempting to shut our eyes tD the fact. that without further 
taxaiion we cannot hope to satisfy the requirements of a province so starved 
Hntl so ill-equipped as Bengal. 

The yea.r 1939-40 

Before discussing the details of the estimates for the commg year 
I must present before the House a picture of the accounts of the year 
19a8-40. A year ago I told the House that I expected the year 1939-40 
to close with a deficit on revenue account of 14 lakhs. Instead we find 
a surplus of 60 lakhs. Even in normal years it is not always easy to 
forecast the result of a year's working with accuracy but in times <>uch 
-as those· we are now passing through it is asking too much to expect 
budgeting to pre-war standards of accuracy. In respect, however, of the 
accounts of 1939-40, I shall show that the discrepancy between our 
forecast and the actuals was not as large as it appears on paper and our 
estimates were not as wide o£ the mark as at first sight the figures suggest. 

According to the Revised Estimates for 1939-40 there was to have been 
a deficit on revenue account of 14 lakhs. In actual working there was a 
revenue surplus o£ 60 lakhs. The improvement of 74 lakhs in the revenue 
account was brought about by an increase of 29 lakhs in receipts and a 
reduction of 45 lakhs in expenditure. The main contributors to the 
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improvement under receipts were Jute Duty (22 lakhs), Land Revenue 
( 8 lakhs), Excise ( 5 lakhs), Other Taxes and Duties ( 4 lakhs) <tml 
Extraordinary Receipts (7 lakhs) ; but the e:ffect of these increases was 
partly set o:ff by a decline of 8 lakhs under Stamps and 9 lakhs under' 
Administration of Justice. 

It will be seen that by far the largest single increase was under Jut~ 
Duty. In January 1940 our receipts under this head had been 16 lakhs: 
in February we got 18 lakhs: in March we received two instalments 
totalling 66 lakhs, an increase so large and in view of the shipping 
difficulties so unexpected as almost to merit the title of windfall. 

'l'he improvement under Land Revenue was likewise due to unsuaUy 
heavy recepts in March. Up to February, J,and Revenue had been coming 
in at much the same rate as in 1938-39. During March 1940, however, 
the receipts amounted to as much as 1 crore 19 lakhs against 95 lakhs ;n 
the corresponding month of 1938-39. 

The increase under Excise was due to a larger growth under Country 
Spirits than had been allowed for in the Revised. 

The increase under "Other Taxes and Duties" was mainly in respect 
of taxes on profession, etc., leviable under the Bengal Finance Act, 1939. 
It was not possible to prepare a more accurate estimate of the yield from 
this Act in the first year of its working. 

The increase under "Extraordinary Receipts" was due to the following 
circumstances :-

It will be recalled that the Revised included an accounting adjustment 
designed to bring within the public accounts certain securities which were 
being held outside these accounts. The value o£ these securities was; 
credited as revenue receipts with a corresponding debit under the Cash 
Balance Investment Account in the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. 
'l'he total amount of securities involved in the adjustment proved to be' 
7 lakhs more than was originally estimated, owing to further securities. 
on behalf of the Official Assignee being transferred to Government towards 
the close of the year. The debit under the Cash Balance Investment. 
Account has also been raised by an equal amount. 

On the other side of the account the decrease under "Administratiom 
of Justice" was due to the fact that in the absence of reliable data' 
"Adaptation" receipts had been over-estimated. The decrease under· 
"Stamps" was entirely in respect of court-fee receipts. The Revised had 
been framed on the assumption that the downward trend of receipts from 
this source was in a fair way to be checked as almost the full complement 
of Debt Conciliation Boards was already at work. The assumption proverl 
over-optimistic. 

The decrease in expenditure, as already stated, amounted to no less 
than 45 lakhR. Almost half of this, 21:1 lakhs to be exact, occurred undee 
"J\'Iiscellaneous" and was due to smaller payments to local bodies in lieu 
of "Adaptation" receipts. There were two reasons for these smaller pay
ments. In the first place the receipts turned out to be less than tb.a 
estimate by almost 12 lakhs; and in the second, they could not be paid out 
in full in the course of the year, the amount lett undisbursed being ahoul 
10 lakhs. This was the first year during which these receipts W?re 
brought into the public accounts as provincial revenues and the w1de 
variation in respect of these "Adaptation" :figures was due solely to !he 
fact that no previous actuals were available as a guide for the preparation. 
of our estimates. 

B-7 
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. 'fhe rest of the decrease is spread over a number of heads, the most 
important being 4 lakhs under Extraordinary charges, 4 lakhs under Civil 
Works, 3 lakhs each under :Famine Relief and Education and 2~ lakhs 
each under Police and General Administration. 

'l'he decrease under "Extraordinary charges" is due partly to the fact 
that the actual expenditure was somewhat less than was originally anti
cipated and partly to the fact that a considerable porti'On of it was recovered 
from the Government of India within the year and the outstanding balance 
only has been debited under this head. 

The decrease under "Famine Relid" was due to the absence of acute 
economic distress in any part of the province. Under the remaining heads 
the decrease is insignificant compared to the total amount involved in each 
of the 1najor heads concerned. 

Against the total improvement of 74 lakhs in the Revenue uccounts, 
namely, 29 lakhs on account of increase in receipts and 45 lakhs on account 
of reduction in expenditure, must be set a net decrease of 13 lakhs in the 
Debt Deposit Section o£ the Budget; this decrease was due to a smaller 
issue of Treasury Bills in March 1940 than had been anticipated in the 
Revised, partly counterbalanced by larger incomings under "Civil Dep'Osits". 

'!'he net result of the year's working, therefore, was an addition of IJl 
lakhs to the closing balance which was thereby raised from 1 crore 65 
lakhs in the Hevised Estimates to 2 cr·ores 16 lakhs in the final accounts. 
'l'his figure included 30 lakhs of borrowed money on account o£ an issue 
o£ 'l'reasury Bills in Uarch HJ40. It also ineluded 17 lakhs representing 
the balances of certain accounts earmarked f'm specific purposes. 

Before leaving the accounts of the year I muHt adll a wort! of explana
tion for the benefit o£ tlrose who hold that we are for ever needleHflly raising 
the cry o£ deficit. I have said that the year ended. with n surplus on 
revenue account of GO lakhs. 'l'he first point that I wish to stress is that 
I'eceipts included one large item-a receipt of 42 lakhs under ''LI-
Extmordinary Ueceipts" -that was n receipt on paper only; an accounting 
adjustment designed to bring within the public accounts certain securities 
hitherto held outside those accounts. 'l'he other point I must make is that 
in consi(leriug the accounts of this year tts a guide for the future it is 
necPssary to bear in mind that some 10 lakhs of the "Adaptation" receipts 
which should have been nwde over to local bodies during the year remaine([ 
in our hands at the close of the year. If allowance is made for these two 
factors the surplus on revenue account was really of the order o£ 8 lakhs 
instead of 60. 

The year 1940-41 

'l'he year that is now drawing to a close has seen momentous happenings 
heyond the boundaries of India. No thinking man can be indifferent to 
ihose happenings or to the varying course of the great struggle between 
the Democracies and the Dictator Powers, but this morning my reference:;; 
to the War must naturally deal mainly with the effects of the War upon 
thP. economy of this province. 

I have been told that t'O other provmces the War has brought 
comparative affiuence. In Bengal the effect has been just the opposite; 
:and the reason is not far to seek. The loss of the Continental markets 
has been a serious blow to the jute trade and the life blood of this province's 
economy is jute. This is, I kn'Ow, a commonplace, hut it is one that some 
of us are apt to forget and one that I feel cannot be repeated too often or 
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stressed too strongly. It is not only that we expect to receive in a normal 
year rather more than 2 crores from the export duty on jute but that :<11 
our main revenue heads, Land Revenue, Stamps, Excise, depend in a greater 
or lesser degree upon jute and the circumstances of the growers of jute. 
In the days when competition and the laws of supply and demand were 
allowed free play, the loss of the Continental markets and the. preseut 
shortage of shipping facilities coming on top of a crop larger than any 
previously known would have spelt disaster to thA growers of jute. I do 
not propose to recapitulate this morning the steps that Government have 
taken during the year to stave o:ff that disaster and to secure a fair price 
to the grower. The House is well acquainted with those steps. I do not 
claim that we are out of the wood yet but I do claim-and it is with great 
pride that I make this claim on behalf of the present Government-that 
we have succeeded in securing to the growers of jute a price that woulfl 
not have been possible had the forces of competition been allowed free play 
and the raiyat had no protection against the superior bargaining position 
enjoyed by other interests and for the first time in the history of this 
province Government have secured the co-operation of the Indian Jute 
Mills' Association in an endea;vour to obtain fair prices to the growers and 
to stabilise conditions throughout the trade. I am glad to have had this 
co-operation and I hope that in future years it will be forthcoming m 
increasing measure. 

In moving the supplementary demand under "40-Agriculture" earlier 
this week, the Minister-in-charge apprised the House of the financial impli
cations of the measures taken by Government to ensure a fair price to the 
grower for his jute, and I feel that members will not wish me to re-traverse 
that ground this morning. Of the other post-budgetary liabilities under
taken by Government during the current year two only appear to me to call 
for special mention. In June last Government felt that it was essential 
that funds over and above those included in the Budget estimates should 
be made available during the course of the current year to enable larger 
contributions to be paid to District School Boards for the extension of 
primary education. In accordance with that view and in anticipation 8f 
the approval of this House, Education Department was authorised to make 
contributions to District School Boards to the extent of 8 lakhs over and 
above the proviRion included for that purpose in the original estimates. 
'fhe only other post-budgetary liability that calls for special mention is one 
relating to the Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. For 
some time past the necessity for providing short-term credit for agri
cultural purposes has been engaging the attention of Government. An 
experiment in this direction was initiated last year by the issue through 
Co-operative Societies of crop loans to the value o£ 13 lakhs. The succesil 
of this experiment, the results of which were not fully known until after 
the Budget for 1940-41. had been presented, appeared to justify its exten
sion and Government authorised the distribution during the current year 
of erop lmms to the extent o£ 60 lakhs. Out of this amount 50 lakhs have 
been distributed through Co-operative Societies and the other 5 lakhs 
utilised by District Officers for distribution to cultivators in the form of 
crop loans. 

Let me now pass to the details of the Revised Estimates for the current. 
year. According to the original estimates the year was to start with an 
opening balance of 1 crore 55 lakhs and end with a closing balance of 72 
lakhs. The Revised Estimates place the closing balance at 1 crore !.32 
lakhs. This improvement of a crore and twenty lakhs is the net result 
of the following factors :-

An increase of 61 lakhs in the opening balance; a decrease o£ 15 lakhs 
in our revenue receipts; an increase o£ 31 lakhs in our revenue 
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expenditure; and finally an improvement of a crore and five lakhs in 
the balance outside the Uevenue Account, that is to say, in .the work
ing. of the Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. 

I will now give a brief explanation of each of these changes. 

'i'he opening balailce adopted in the Uevised is the actual closing 
balance of the preceding year and in my review of the accounts for 1939-40, 
I have already explained how this balance has been arived at. 

'l'he decrease of 15 lakhs in Uevenue Ueceipts is made up of a drop of 
45 lakhs under Jute Duty, 7 lakhs under Land Revenue, 10 lakhs under 
Stamps, 6 lakhs under Administration of Justice and 4 lakhs under 
Extraordinary Heceipts; partly compensated by an improvement of 26 
lakhs under Income 'l'ax, 15 lakhs under Excise, 5 lakhs each under 
Industries and Miscellaneous and 3 lakhs each under Forest and Regis
tration. By far the most important of these variations are in reRpect of 
receipts under Jute Duty and Income 'l'ax. Under the latter head we 
have no materials for an independent estimate and the figures adopted 
are those furnished hy the Government of India. ,Jute Duty, on the other 
hand, is credited to our accounts in monthly instalments and our revised 
estimate is based on the progress of actuals. 'l'he receipts up to January 
amounted to a crore and twenty-one lakhs. 'l'he January instalment 
brought in a sum of only 8 lakhs. In these circumstances it does not 
appear likely that the total for the current year will exceed 1! crores. 
'l'he Revised has accordingly been placed at this figure which is 45 lakhs 
below the original estimate. 

Under Land Revenue there has been a marked decrease in collections 
from Government Bstates. The decline of 10 lakhs under Stamps is mad<) 
up of a decrease of 4 lakhs under Non-Judicial and of () lakhs under 
Judicial. The drop under Non-Judicial is mainly on account of stamp 
duties on Bills of Exchange and other commercial documents; while that 
under ,Judicial is due to reduction in the volume of civil litigation. The 
fall under Administration of Justice is due to smaller inflow of "Adaptation" 
receipts. The decrease under "Extraordinary Receipts" is due to the 
fact that a considerable portion of war expenditure incurred last year was 
recovered from the Government of India within the year leaving only :t 

small amount to be recovered and credited as receipts under this head in 
the current year. 

On the other side, the growth under Excise is due to larger consump
tion of country spirit and other excisable articles. The improvement under 
Industries is due to an expansion in the sale of Government quinine 
coupled with a rise in its price. The increase under "Miscellaneous" is 
due mainly to a refund as a result of a revision in the flat rate payable 
:by Government for electric current in Calcutta-a revision that is applicable 
to payments made since the middle of 1937. The increase under Forest 
is due to special orders for the supply of timber to the Supply Department 
while that under Registration is due to an unexpected increase in the 
number of registrations. 

The increase of 31 lakhs in expenditure on revenue account is the net 
effect of excesses and savings spread over a large number of heads the 
details of which are furnished in the Red Book. I shall confine myself to 
the more imP'ortant variations. There is an increase of 55 lakhs. under 
Agriculture owing to the special measures undertaken with. a v~ew to 
secure an economic price for jute. Under Education there IS an mcre~se 
of 7 lakhs as a result of additional funds being provided for implementmg 
the scheme of development of primary education. There is an mcrease of 
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6 lakhs under Police due mainly to the enlistm.ent of additional forces, 
including Civic Guards, as an emergency war measure, which I find 
honourable members even of the opposition so keen for Government to 
undertake. On the other side there is a saving of 9 lakhs under Civil 
Works owing to slow progress of expenditure on buildings and other 
original works. Public Health shows a decrease of 6 lakhs owing to non~ 
maturity of sewerage, water supply and anti-malaria schemes for which 
provision had been included in the Budget which has been due to a change 
in the policy regarding local contribution. A reduction of 7 lakhs occurs 
under Miscellaneous because payments to local bodies on account of 
"Adaptations" will be smaller than was anticipated. Extraordinary 
charges incurred as a result of the War are likely to be 5 lakhs below the 
Budget. Finally savings to the extent of 3 lakhs occur under each of the 
heads General Administration, Debt Conciliation and Administ:ration of 
Justice and are due to a variety of circumstances. 

It remains now to explain the improvement of 1 crore 5 lakhs in the 
Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the Budget, if it can be called an 
improvement. 'l'his is due mainly to transactions on account ,o£ Treasury 
Bills. The Budget assumed that 60 lakhs of Treasury Bills would he 
outstanding on. the 31st March 1940 and provided for the repayment of 
this amount in the current year. The amount of outstanding Treasury 
Bills, however, provided to be 30 lakhs only. Consequently there was a 
saving of 30 lakhs under repayment of Treasury Bills. Our budget 
estimates made no provision for the issue of Treasury Bills during the 
year. The Revised provides for the issue of Treasury Bills worth 2 crores 
40 lakhs and the repayment during the year of 1 crore 95 lakhs including 
the 30 lakhs of Bills carried over from 1939-40. Thus borrowed money 
to the extent of 75 lakhs is expected to remain in our hands at the close 
of the year, which we shall have to pay this year. There is thus a total 
gain in our resources of a crore and five lakhs. The increased off-take 
under Loans and Advances necessitated by the issue of crop loans on a 
large scale is compensated by increased recoveries as well as by increased 
receipts under Education Cess and under Civil Court Deposits. 

The year 1941-42 

'l'here is a change of classification in the budget estimates for 1941-42 
to which I feel some reference is necessary. Prior to the coming in to 
force of Part III of the Government of India Act, 1935, certain items of 
expenditure, as for example, the compensation payable to the Corporation 
of Calcutta under the Bengal Motor Vehicles Tax Act were "non-voted" 
in terms of suh-section 3 ( i1~i) of section 72D of the Government of India 
Act, 1919, which exempted from the vote of the Legislature any expenditure 
the amount of which was prescribed by or under any law. Under paragraph 
4 of the India and Burma (Transitory Provisions)' Order, 1937, such 
expenditure continued to be charged up to the end of 1939-40. After that 
year such items became "Voted" and were shown as such in the budgets 
for 1939-40 and 1940-41. As a result of the passage of the Bengal 
Revenues (Charged Expenditure) Act, 1940, these . items are once again 
charged on the revenues of the Province. Again, under section 3 of the 
same Act grants to local bodies in lieu of "Adaptation" receipts which have 
hitherto been treated as "Voted" become charged from 1941-42. The 
total amount affected by this change of classification in the budget for 
1941-42 is 72 lakhs. 
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TnE EsTIMATEs. 

I now turn to the estimates. The year starts with an opening balance 
of 1 crore 92 lakhs which is the anticipated closing balance for the current 
year. Revenue receipts are placed at 14 crores 3 lakhs or 21 lakhs better 
than the Revised. Our proposals for expenditure on revenue account 
amount to 15 crores 37 lakhs which is 52 lakhs more than the anticipated 
expenditure in the current year. On the basis .of these estimates there 
will be a deficit on revenue account of 1 crore 34 lakhs. 'l'he working .1f 
the Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the budget is also expected to 
result in a deficit of 25 lakhs. 'l'he joint e:ffect of these deficits 1~ to 
reduce the opening balance by 1 crore 59 lakhs so that the estimated 
clm~ing balance stands at 33 lakhs only. At this point I must emphasise 
that the budget estimates do not include any recepits from either of the 
new taxation measures which still await the final verdict o£ the Ijegislature, 
nor do they include any provision for the charges o£ collection. 
(RAr HARENDRA NATH CrrAunntmr: Only case made out?) 

Receipts. 

Let me now explain briefly the reason8 for the variation between the 
Revised and tJw Budget. The increase of 21 lakhs in revenue receipts is 
due to an anticipated improvement o£ 5 bkhs under ,Jute Duty, 5 lakh!'l 
under Income Tax, f>"~ lnkhs under Land Revenue, 4 lakhs under Extra
ordinary receipts and 1! lakhs under Subsidised Companies. 

'l'he increase UlHler .lute Duty is ba;;ed on tl1c assumption that shipping 
facilities will improve to some extent. Some growth is allowed under 
lncome 'l'ax on the latest advice received from the Government of India. 
H these two increases do not materialise, namely, jute duty and income-tax, 
the deficit will be still greater and therefore tho need for taxation still 
more imperative. (:Mr. RtmENllRA NATIT nrswAs: How Jnll!'hr) 'l'he 
improvement under Land Uevenue is due to anticipated renli.•mtion of 
arrears from Government Bstates and also t;o larger reeoverieA on account 
of survey nn<l. settlement charg·es. 'l'he inerense under :Extraordinary 
ReoeiptA is in respect of recovery of war expenditure incurred in the current 
year; while that under Subsidised Companies represents recoveries from the 
Darjeeling-Hima1aytm Railway on the basis o£ an arbitration award. 

Etcpendit1J/re. 

I have already observed that the Budget provides £or expenditure on 
revenue account 52 lakhs in excess o£ the ,Revised Estimates for the current 
year. I£ however we take into account the expenditure o£ 28 lakhs 
included in the Hevised for the purchase o£ jute for which no provision is 
included in the coming year's estimates, the expenditure contemplated in 
ne:s:t year's estimates is 80 lakhs more than we are likely to spend in the 
current year. Practically the whole o£ this increase is under the nation
building departments. 

The main items that account for this increase are set out for convenience 
o£ reference in Appendix II attached to the printed copy of this statement. 
My colleagues will in due course explain the details o£ the increased 
provision under the several heads while moving the demands for the grants 
relating to their respective departments. These details are also set forth 
in the Red Book which will shortly be placed in the hands of members. All 
that I propose to do at the moment, therefore, is to place before the House 
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the more important items of new expenditure so that the House may know 
the main directions in which Government propose to apply the new revenues 
that we have asked the Legislature to make available. 

Civil Works. 

unner Civil \Yorks there is an increase of nearly 18 lakhs. Of this 
2 lakhs is due to a more extensive programme of road construction and funds 
to meet this will be found from the Road Development Fund. A sum of 
5 lakhs represents next year's requirements in connection with the scheme 
of removal of the headquarters of the N oakhali district to Begumganj. 
As the House is aware this removal has become urgently necessary owing 
to the continued erosion of the river "M:eghna as well as of the khal running 
through the town of N oakhali. The expenditure on this acco11D.i is 
consequently unavoidable. 

A third item which contributes to the increase under Civil Works is a 
provision of 8 lakhs for the acquisition of land near the High Court upon 
which it is proposed to build offices to house a number of Government 
offices that are at present located in hired buildings. Although it is: 
calculated that the project will show a net saving it is not our intention to 
proceed with the building immediately after the acquisition of the site. 
Our view is that this is one of the large building schemes that may well 
wait until prices of building materials return to more reasonable levels and 
may form part of a Government building programme to relieve any post-war 
depression. The reason why provision is included in the budget estimates 
for the acquisition of the site is that Government is not the only party in 
the market for one of the plots and unless this plot is purchased by Govern
ment it may be sold to a third party. 

The balance of the increase under this head is due mainly to the following 
items:-

The existing arrangements in the Bengal Engineering College at 
Sibpur for the supply of electrical energy have outlasted their normal 
span of life and are in need of immediate replacement. The capital cost 
of the new arrangements will be over half a lakh but the new arrange
ments will be considerably cheaper than the present defective supply. 

A lakh is required for the electrification of various Government buildings 
at stations where electric current is available; and another lakh for the 
reconstruction of the Police· Section House at Ali pore and the Police 
Training College at Sarda. 

Education. 

'rhe next largest increase-14 lakhs-occurR under Education. HaH of 
this is new money for grants to District School Boards for the development 
of primary education. The balance is made up of the follmving: A sum. 
of 1 ~ lakhs has been set apart for the advancement of education of the 
members of the Scheduled Castes. A similar amount has been provided as 
the initial instalment of a grant to the Dacca University .towards the cost 
of construction of the additional Muslim Hall. Additional provision to the 
extent of 1 lakh 35 thousand has been included in the budget for the training 
of teachers for primary schools. There is a provision of 1lakh for additional 
grants to non-Government Secondary Schools for boys and girls. Among 
other important items may be mentioned a provision of 79 thousand for adult 
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education, 71 thousand for opening B.A. and I.Sc. classes in the Lady 
Brabourne College and a capital grant of 67 thousand to the recently started 
Fazlul Huq College at Chakhar. 

General Administration. 

Under General Administration there is an increase of 9i lakhs, but 
the bulk of this increase is due to the transfer of certain charges to 
this head from other heads of account and does not, therefOTe, represent 
any genuine addition to our expenditure. 'rhe first of these charges 
relates to the service of notices under section 26( c) of the Bengal Tenancy 
Ad. Such service has hitherto been entrusted to Suh-registrarR and the 
charges were consequently being booked in the Registration Budget. 
Owing to a reeent amendment of the Aet, however, the duty will now he 
taken over by Collectors and the charges will therefore be exhibited under 
"G-eneral Administration". The next item transferred to this head 
represents charges on account of pay of clerks under Circle Officers. It 
was the new work in connection with Debt Settlement Boards that first 
necessitated the employment of theRe clerks: up to flate their employment 
has been on a temporary basis and their pay baR been adjusted in tho Debt 
Conciliation Budget. 'l'he large increase that haR taken place in recent 
years in the general dntieR o-f Circle OfficerR however juRtifies tlle permanent 
retention of these clerks for g·eneral purposes and the charg•es have 
acconlingly been transferred from Debt Conciliation to General AdminiRtra
tion. The third item relateR to the clwrge in reRpect of the Pril'e ContTol\er 
and his staff. In the eurrent year the charg-e on account of this office -hns 
heen adjusted under "G3-Extraonlinary ChargeR" on the assumption that 
it was an item o£ war chargeR recoverable from Iwlia. It hns now been 
::agreed tlwt this charge is a charge propm·ly debitable to provincial 
revenues and acconlingly it has been tranRferrocl to General Administration. 
"l'hese three transfers between them account for a total increase of 5! lakhs 
under this hea<l. " 

'l'he balanl'e of the in('I'Nlse is m:ult' up ar-; followh: A lakh and lS 
thousand is required for the r<lorgnnit-mtion of the ltural Heeonstruetiou 
DPpadJnent. 'L'he special provision for distribution through District 
Officers for rural welfare has been enhanced by G4 thousand. Increased 
provision to the extent of a lakh and 1a thouRand is required partly under 
:Election charges and partly under travelling allowanee for the members of 
the J,egislative Assembly. For recruitment to the Bengal Civil Serviee and 
the Bengal .Junior Civil Serviee the eharges nre expected to be nearly hal:£ 
a lakh more than those in the current year which were abnormally low. 
Finally a sum of 25 thousand haR been provirlerl for replacement of worn
out furniture in District and Subclivisional offices. 

I next turn to Public Health where there has been an increase of 
9 lakhs. Two lakhs of this represent additional provision for rural water
supply, the total provision for which now stands at 10 lakhs. The grant for 
the free distribution of quinine has been raised from 5 lakhs in the current 
year to 6 lakhs in the coming year. Similarly the provision fo_r anti-mal:uia 
schemes has been raised by over a lakh and a hal£ from 1 lakh.m the R~v1sed 
to 2 lakhs 60 thousand in the Budget. The. balance o£ the mcrease IS due 
mainly to augmented provision in respect. of sewerage and. water '!orks 
schemes, and as more schemes are fortheommg more money w1ll be provuled. 
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Pensionary charges. 

The increase of 5 lakhs under Superannuation allowances and pensiOns 
represents the normal annual growth in pensionary charges. Under Com
mutation of Pensions there is an increase of 7 lakhs. Of this 6 lakhs 
represent the special provision made to reduce the very heavy accumulation of 
commutation applications from members of the provincial and subordinate 
services. The total value of such pending applications is now about 50 
lakhs. Besides, expenditure on commutation of pt>nsions is remunerative 
because it reduces the recurring pensionary charges and the basis of 
calculation leaves a slight margin of profit in favour of Government. In 
regard to obligatory commutation cases the expenditure in the current year 
is abnormally low and the normal provi,;ion included in the Budget is one 
lakh more than the Revised. 

Industries. 

The increase under Industries is four lakhs and a half. Over hal£ of 
this amount is on account of a scheme for the marketing of cottage industry 
prorlucts. This scheme was formulated, after very careful investigation, 
by the Bengal Industrial Survey Committee which has been at work for 
sGme time now.· 'rhis year we have decifled as an experimental measure to 
establish at selected centres four sale and· supply depots, namely, two for 
brass and beH-metal articles anrl two for handloom weaving products. A 
working capital of 50 thousand will be placed at the disposal of each depot 
to cover the value of raw materials to be supplied to workers and of 
finished products taken over from them. The results cf this experiment 
are likely. to be o£ far reaching importance in the development of the cottage 
industries of the province. Government intend to organise a Department 
of Fisheries to develop all classes of fisheries, deep sea, estuarine, river anil 
tank and as a first step towards the organifiation of this department have 
provided 80 thousand in the coming year's f''1timates. The Budget also 
includes 29 thousand for the establislunent of a research and training 
institute in ceramic, 29 thousand for expansion of the Silk Technological 
Institute at Berhampur and 20 thousand for grant-in-airl to the Industrial 
Section of the Institution of Rural Reconstruction under the Viswabharati at 
Bolepur. 'rhe Cinchona Budget includes a provision of 1~ lakhs for the 
reorganisation of tlw Cinchona Department. The object of this re
reorganisation is to extend the cultivation of cinchona with a view to make 
BenB·al as nearly self-sufficient in the matter of its quinine supplies as 
possible. 

C o-operat £on. 

'rhe Co-operative Budget shows an increase of 3 lakhs over the Revised. 
There are two main items which contribute to this increase. The first is a 
scheme for the training of members and Secretaries of Co-operative Societies 
which is being financed by the Government of India. 'rhe cost involved in 
this is one lakh 28 thousand rupees. The next one is a provision of 88 
thousand rupees £or supervisory staff in connection with the distribution 
and recovery of short-term crop loans. I have already referred to the 
advance of a sum of 50 lakhs as crop loans in the current year and next year's 
budget includes a provision of 60 lakhs for the same purpose. Additional 
supervisory staff is essential for the judicious distribution and timely 
recovery of tliese large amounts. 
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Irrigation. 

'fhe increase under this head is three lakhs only. The smallness o£ the 
figure is due to the fact that the budget includes provision for the commence
ment only of certain large schemes that are likely to take several years for 
their completion. The most important of these schemes is the establish
ment of an Institute for River Research where problems relating to erosion, 
river training and development of irrigation are to be studied with the aid 
of laboratory models and systematic statistical analysis undertaken o£ data 
relnting to rainfall, irrigation, and drainage. Org·ani;;ation o£ a ·well 
equipperl Institute on these lines is essential before I::n-ge scale irrigation 
projeets can be undertaken with any hope of success and its establishment 
will, it iH hoped, remove to n large extent, the serious handicap under which 
the Irrigation Department finds itself as a result o£ past neg·lect to which 
reference has been made in an earlier part of my statement. Although 
next year's requirement in respect of this Institute is 20 thousand rupees 
only, it is estimated that the scheme will cost 6 lakhs in the next five 
yeanL Similarly 50 thousand rupees has been provided £or the Bidyadhari 
Peali Scheme desig·ned to improve the drainage arrangements in the 
24-llarga.na:s district at an ultimate co.st of over a lakhs. ]'or tlJe improve
ment of the Karnnpara Khal in the Dacca District next year' .s provision is 
20 thousand rupee~:> while the ultimate expmHlii~ure is expected to be a lakh 
and 82 thousand. A similar provision of 20 thousand rupees has been made 
£or the improvement of the Bemorta Khal in the Di.strict o£ Khulna which 
·will ultirna.tely cost three-fourths of a lakh. Tllere are also several smaller 
schemeR <letnils of which will he found in the Hcd Book. 

Land Re't7Mtue. 

lh1dt'r I,and Revenue ther·~1 iR an increase of 2} lnkhs in eonscguence of 
the pmg-ress of the major Settlement OporationR in the dist.rids of Bakar
gnn.i and Faridpur. 'l'heHe operations whieh were initiated in the current 
year are (leveloping according· to programme. 

Police. 

There is an increase of 2 lakhs under this head. The bulk o£ this is 
due to the anticipated employment o£ the emergency force throughout the 
coming year as against a few months only in the cunent year; and also to 
an increase in the training reserve in the rank of Sub-Inspectors of the 
Bengal Police. 

;y iscellam,eous. 

I propose to conclude this review by a reference to one item of 
expenditure £or which specific provision has not been included in the Budget 
but which will nevertheless have to be incurred. As the House is aware; 
Government drew up, in July last, for which specific provision has not been 
included a scheme for giving financial relief to low-paid Government servants 
who would be affected by a substantial rise ~n the cost of living caused by 
the war. It was decided that a rise in price of the cheapest common r]ce 
to 8 seers per rupee would bring the scheme into operation. This price 
level has now been reached and the scheme has accordingly been put into 
operation from the beginning o£ the current month. The cost _o£ the scheme 
in a full year is likely to be 8 lakhs o£ rupees. 
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Financial results. 

Let me now summarise very briefly the financial results of the working 
o£ the year according to the estimates now before the House. The estimates 
anticipate a deficit on revenue account of 1 crore 34 lakhs and povide for a 
closing balance of 33 lakhs only. The latter amount is hopelessly inadequate 
as a working balance and is less even than the minimum balance that we 
are required to maintain with the Reserve Bank and in Treasuries. Earlier 
I emphasised that the budget estimates do not take account of the receipts 
that we hope to get from the Sales Tax and it will be obvious that no Govern
ment could present a budget of this nature were it not confident that the 
Legislature will empower it to raise large new revenues. My task this year 
has been a particularly difficult one. When the budget was under 
preparation, the Sales Tax Bill by which I aimed to balance my budget and 
to undertake certain new expenditure had just passed through the Select 
Committee. The Select Committee had not only reduced the rate of tax 
proposed in the Bill from 2 per cent. to one pice in the rupee or 1 9/16 per 
cent. but had also added a number of exemptions. The following questions 
na tu:rally arose :-

( 1) Will the Legislature pass the Bill? 

( 2) I£ it does, what will be the rate of tax :finally adopted ? 

(3) To what extent will the additional exemptions already recommended 
by the Select Committee and any others that may be added by 
the Legislature affect my original estimate o£ the proceeds of 
this tax? 

These were questions to which no answer could be given. The only course 
open to me was to assume that the J_,egislature would pass the Bill in a 
form that would give Bengal sufficient additional new revenue to balance 
its budget and to permit our undertaking some extension of the existing 
services in the :fields of primary education, rural sanitation and rural water 
supply and perhaps the introduction of some at least of the new services 
that Government has been so eager to bring into existence. The result is 
now in the hands of members. 

If the House has previously entertained doubts regarding the necessity 
for new taxation-and I am aware that there have been doubts and shakings 
of the head even among some of the supporters of Government_:_and if I 
have not already been able to dissolve such doubts, I hope that the manifest 
care and restraint with which these estimates have been prepared will 
complete my task of satisfying members that new revenues are essential 
and that the present Ministry can be trusted to see that such revenues are 
utilised in the best interests of the province. 

I must however make it plain that, in the unlikely event of the 
Legislature refusing to empower Government to raise the necessary 
additional revenues, although there will be no time for us to prepare and 
present fresh estimates and the House has perforce to be asked to vote on 
the estimates now in Members' hands, Government could not regard such 
grants as anything more than a makeshift to be used so that administration 
may proceed in constitutional form. It would of course be necessary to 
subject the whole Budget to drastic reductions, reductions that will not 
only paralyse any attempts to extend our beneficent activities but will 
seriously jeopardise the continuance of a number of essential services now 
in operation. 
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Earlier I said that this morning my references to the war would be 
limited mainly to the effects of the war on the economy of the province but 
I fell that before I resume my seat some general statement of the Ministry's 
policy in relation to India's war effort will not be out of place. 

In certain quarters it is held that at the present juncture the correct 
uourse for the provinces is to abandon all idea of development or extension 
of their social.services and to leave the full additional taxable capacity of 
the provinces free to be tapped for the paramount requirements of the 
Centre. 'l'he main ground for the holding of this view is the belief that 
every rupee spent on the provinces over and above the sum necessary to 
carry on the general administration at the minimum cost is a rupee diverted 
from Imlia' s war effort. My colleagues and I do not share that view. We 
fully recognise that until victory is finally won it is essential to subordinate 
the needs o£ the province to the paramount claims of the Centre's war effort, 
lmt in our opinion though at the present time to hold in abeyance all ideas 
o£ development may be appopriate enough in the case of those provinces that 
bave for many years enjoyed standards of administration considerably higher 
than those obtaining in the nation-building departments in Bengal such 
.a course is not possible in the case of Bengal where the administration of 
the province is only just beginning to recover from the effects of years o£ 
starvation. Nor mm we agree with the view t.hat every rupee spent in this 
province over and above that necessary to maintain the administration at 
bst year's level is a rupee diverted from India's war effort. That is a short
sighted view. This province is playing no small part in India's war effort 
and it is our view that to the extent that we can raise the standards of living 
and in particulars can improve the eonditions o£ those on the snbsist~nce 
level-workert> and pea::;ants alike-we inereaRP t,he efficieney of the provnwe 
and thereby c:ontrihute materially to the C0ntre's war eftol't. 
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APPENDIX I 

[Figures are in thousands.) 

1940-41. 
Receipts. Actuals, ,.... Budget, 

1939-40. Budget. Revised. 1941-42. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Opening Balance 91,01 1,54,88 2,16,67 1,92,58 

Revenue Receipts 14,31,66 13,97,28 13,82,10 14,03,14 

Capital Receipts 

Receipts from Debt, Deposits, etc. 15,75,02 13,11,64 19,01,32 17,96,69-

----- -----
Total 30,97,69 28,63,80 35,00,09 33,92,4! 

----- ----- ----
Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 13,71,24 14,54,23 14,85,40 15,37,38 

Capital Expenditure -3,03 -3,22 -2,89 -2,71 

Expenditure on Debt, Deposits, etc. 15,12,81 13,40,57 18,25,00 18,24,83 

Closing Balance (a)2,16,67 (b)72,22 (c)l,92,58 (d)32,9l 

-----
Total 30,97,69 28,63,80 35,00,09 33,92,4J 

-----
Net Result. 

Surplus+ 

Deficit-

On Revenue Account +60,42 -56,95 -1,03,30 -1,34,24 
-----

Surplus+ 

Deficit-

Outside Revenue Account +65,24 -25,71 +79,21 -25,43 

Total. 

Surplus+ 

Deficit-

Excluding opening balance +1,25,66 -82,66 -24,09 -1,59,67 

(a) Includes a short-term loan of 30 lakhs in Treasury Bills repayable in 1940-41 but does 
not include Securities worth 46,89 (face value). 

·(b) Does not inculde Securities worth 46,89 (face value). 
__ _ (c) Includes a short-term loan of 75 lakhs in Treasury Bills repayable in 1941-42 but does. 
not include Securities worth 46,89 (face value). 

(d) Does not include Securities worth 46,89 (face value). 
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APPENDIX II. 

Statement showing the distribution of increased expenditure in 1941·42 

(Figures are in thousands.] 

Revised, Budget, 
1940-41. 1941-42. Increase. 

Rs. Rs. Ra. 

Civil Works 1,50,64 1,68,31 17,67 

Education (General) 1,63,16 1,77,45 14,29 

General Administration 1,54,30 1,63,81 9,51 

Public Health 42,90 51,75 8,85 

Commutation of Pensions (financed from revenues) 4,03 11,20 7,17 

Superannuation Allowances and Pensions 1,08,79 1,13,72 4,93 

Industries-Industries 14,70 19,20 4,50 

Co-operation 14,60 17,76 3,16 

Irrigation 23,40 26,54 3,14 

Land Revenue 31,05 33,31 2,21\ 

Police ,36,49 2,38,45 1,96 

77,44 
---.. -·-·--
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Supplementary Demands for 1941 

(Presented on the 18th Febr·uary, 1942) 

The Hon,ble Dr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee: Sir, I beg to present 
before the House the Supplementary Statement of Expenditure for the 
current year. The total covered by the estimate is Rs. 2,39,44,000, out 
of which Rs. 2,75,000 is charged and the balance voted. 

About this time last year, during the general diseussion of the Budget, 
it was urged by some honourable members that in view of the prevailing 
financial stringency, additional expenditure should be avoided in 1941-42 
and that if any urgent necessity for additional expenditure did arise, 
supplementary estimates should be placed before the Legislature without 
loss of time. The late Finance Minister gave an assurance that Govern
ment would not embark on any large commitments without previously 
obtaining the sanction of the Legislature. Unfortunately, this assurance 
could not be implemented. In view of unexpected developments both at 
home and abroad the late Government had to undertake very heavy 
commitments without securing the prior assent of the Legislature. An 
idea, however, of some of the unbudgeted liabilities in the current year 
was furnished by the late Finance Minister when introducing the Bengal 
Raw Jute Taxation Bill in the July session of the Assembly. The 
enumeration of unbudgeted liabilities given at that time was necessarily 
sketchy a:nd 'far from complete. No reference was made by him to 
expenditure on A.R.P. and allied emergency measures which were theu 
being undertaken. But even if the enumeration had been exhaustive, it 
is only fair for me to add that it would have been but a poor substitute 
for the normal procedure outlined in the Act for obtaining the assent of the 
House in additional supplies. I am not here to justify the delay in 
presenting the Supplementary DemaEds on the part of the past Govern
ment, but I must ask the House to realise that the times through which 
we are now. passing are far from normal. In the swift onrush of events 
the anticipations of today are very often belied by the developments Jf 
tomorrow and decisions have to be made and emergent expenditure under
taken at very short notice. It may not be always possible in these 
circumstances to setk the prior concurrence of the Legislature to schemes 
of new expenditure, but I can assure the House that every attempt will 
be made to approach it in good time for additional supplies and not to 
allow unsanctioned liabilities to accumulate up to the very end of the 
financial year. 

Let me now turn to the details of the estimate. Out of the total 
demand of 2 crores 39 lakhs, over 99 lakhs is on account of loans to agn
culturists. The House is already aware of the circumstances under 
which distribution of agricultural loans on an unusually heavy scale had 
to be undertaken in the current year. Given favourable crop conditions 
these loans are expected to be recovered in the course of two years. 

The other demands included m the Supplementary may now be 
considered. 

By far the largest of these items, amounting to nearly 71 lakhs, 
relates to emergency measures of Civil Defence. In my Budget Statement 
yesterday I set forth the salient features of our Scheme of Civil Defence 
as well as of the new Agreement made with the Centre for the allocation 
of financial responsibility in regard to it. I will not tax the patience of 
the House by repeating these details but will merely point out that the 
extra 71 lakhs included in the Supplementary is merely the Provincial 
share of the total additional cost of Civil Defence measures. I now pass 
on to some of the other important items. 
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An expenditure of nearly 28 lakhs over and above the Budget provi
sion is involved in the relief of distress brought about by floods drought 
and other natural calamities. A little over 12t lakhs is requir~d under 
"Police" for the expansion of the Civic Guard organisation and the 
employment of emergency staff for the maintenance of internal security 
in the abnormal situation created by the War. Under "Agriculture" the 
original provision of 22 lakhs for the regulation of the jute cultivation has to 
be. supplemented by a little over 10~ lakhs, as the actual cost of checkii1g 
and licensing work has proved to be greatly in excess of the origin::tl 
estimate. 'l'he demand of about 8~ bkhs under "Jails" has been 
necessitated mainly by an increase in the number of pri;-;ouerR and in the 
price of food-grains. Under "Land Revenue" an additional a~ lakhs is 
required mainly as a result o£ the enhanced cost o£ settlement operation;:; 
in Bakarganj and Faridpore. The demand of about 2i lakhs under 
"Other Taxes and Duties" is for the administration of the Sales Tax which 
came into operation after the Budget was passed. The excess o£ neariy 
2 lakhs under "Miscellaneous" is due mainly to payment of g-ratuitous 
relief to sufferers from communal riots in the district of Dacca. 

The demands under the remaining heads are comparatively small. 
Most of these relate to obligatory items of expenditure. 'rhus the demand 
under "Stamps" is due to larger discount payable to vendors as a result 
of increased sale of non-judicial stamps. 'l'he excess under "Interest on 
Debt and other obligations" arises from additional borrowing which had 
to be undertaken t'Or ways and means purposes. And finally the exce<>s 
under "Commutation of Pensions" is due to an unexpected increase in the 
number of cases in which commutation of pension is obligatory on the 
part of Government. 

One more item. and I have done. 'l'his relates to the extra demand of 
68 thousand rupees under "Cinchona". As a shortage of chemicalH and 
packing materials is apprehended, it was considered advisable to lay by 
a reserve of these materials so that the work of production an<l distribution 
of quinine may proceed without interrupti'On. 'l'he additional expenditure 
was necessitated mainly by this measure of precaution. 

The reasons for all the demands presented to the House have been set 
forth in the Explanatory Memorandum and will be gone into more fully 
by the Hon'ble Ministers concerned when these demands are moved. 

Speech by the Hon'ble Dr. Syamaprasad ~Moo,kerjee, Finance Minis,ter, in 
presenting the Budget for 1942-43 

(Presented on the 16th February, 1942) 

I rise to present the Budget for the year 1942-43 . 

. The situation which confronts us today is without parallel m the 
history of our country. The war is now at our door. So long as h0stilities 
were. confined to Europe and Africa, the war seemed a long way from 
Bengal. But now with a new and powerful enemy so close to her borders, 
this Province finds itsel£ all but in the front line. Constitutionally situated 
as we are, we can neither organise nor direct the military defence of 
Bengal. Our budget therefore has nothing to do with active military 
defence. But I believe I shall voice the feelings of all sections o£ the 
people of Bengal when I say that it is only by a proper co-ordination of. :1 
nation's fullest efforts both in respect or Militarv Defence and C1v1l 
Defence that it may successfully face a modern "war with confidence, 
courage and determination. Our budgetary plans have to be so modified 
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as to reflect a proper appreciation of current events beyond our borders. 
In a_ limite~ sense t~erefore my bud15et is in the nature of a War Budget, 
deahng as It does with schemes of Civil Defence of considerable magnitude. 
In the estimates that I shall place before the House this afternoon, 
"Nation-saving" takes the place of "Nation-building". 

It can be argued that expenditure on Defence is not a proper charge 
on provincial revenues and that under the Government of India Act the 
whole responsibility for Defence falls on the Centre. I shall have more 
to say on this question later but, whatever the correct constitutional 
position may be, it must be appreciated that the days when a non
combatant population went about its normal work free from molestation 
and slept peacefully o' nights behind the shelter of well-held frontiers are 
gone and now even though the enemy is held by land and on the sea there 
is no saying when air-borne raiders may not rain down death and destruc
tion from the sky. The possibility of attack from the air, from which 
no city 1wwever strongly fortified is nowadays completely immune, gives 
rise to· problems intimately connected with the day-to-day administration 
of the p:rovince. A hu:ge army of civil defence workers has to be 
organised and trained in A .. R.P. duties. Fire-fighting organisations have 
to be expanded and multiplied. There must be squads of trained rescue 
workers to extricate persons trapped in bombed buildings. Additional 
hospital accommodation has to be provided for the treatment of casualties. 
Suitable arrangements have to be made for the supply of food ·and shelter 
to those who may be rendered homeless by air raids. Alternative sources 
of drinking-water have to be provided. Special provisions have to be made 
fo:r the maintenance of internal order and security and for prevention •1f 
panic :md alarm. These are some of the elementary precautions against 
the effects of air raids and there can be no question that they constitute 
primarJ obligations that no Government can neglect today without 
exposing itself to charges of blindness and incompetence. I shall revert 
to this subject later but let me emphasise that while elaborate schemes 
have been worked out on the basis of expert advice and experience gained 
elsewhere, the successful execution o£ them will depend on the fulfilment 
of two essential conditions. In the first place, there must be fully 
co-ordinated efforts on the part of Government, speedy decisions and 
actions, unhampered by the traditional red-tape. In the second place, 
there must be sincere and whole-hearted co-operation on the part of all 
sections of the people who in spite of local differences must stand solidly 
united and face the common danger in a spirit of calmness and courage. 
The expenditure involved in emergency measures of Civil Defence is so 
far be:vo:nd the resources of the Province that we have no alternative but 
to rely on the Centre to supplement our inadequate resources and to enable 
us to discharge our obligations. All parties in the House will agree that 
so long as the present emergency continues, there can be no diversion of 
the resources of the Province to purposes that can wait. This must . be 
the gui<ting principle of our budgetary plans for the coming year. '\¥' e 
must bid adieu. for a time-short or long as Providence may ordain-to the 
normal standards of peace-time budgeting. 

The year 1940-41 

Let 1.ne now address myself to a very brief exposition o£ the financial 
results of the year 1940-41. In our Revised :Estimates for that year we 
had expected to end with a revenue deficit of a crore and 3 lakhs. The 
actual deficit turned out to be 91 lakhs. This improvement of 12 lakhs 
was bt·ought about by a decrease of 40 lakhs in expenditure Ret off hy a 
decrease of 28 lakhs in revenue receipts. Outside the Revenue Account, 

8 
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the surplus of 79 lakhs forecast in the Revised turned out in the end to 
be a deficit of 16 lakhs-a worsening of 95 lakhs. 'l'he combined effect 
of the improvement of 12 lakhs in the Hevenue Section and the deteriora
tion of 95 lakhs outside it was to reduce the closing balance by 83 lakhs. 
According· to the Revised our closing balance was to have been a crore and 
93 lakhs. 'l'he a tual closing balance stood at a crore and 10 lakhs only. 

Within the Hevenue Account the deviations of the actuals from our 
Hevised Estimates, viz., 28 lakhs on the Receipt side and 40 lakhs on the 
Expenditure side, represent only 2 per cent. and 3 per cent. respectively 
of the totals and I do not think I neeJ Lruuble the House with the reasons 
for the variations under the several heads that account :for these small 
deviations. 'l'he deterioration of 95 lakhs in the Debt Dep•osit Section of 
the budget, however, calls for a word of explanation. The Hevised was 
framed on the assumption that Treasury Bills worth 75 lakhs would have 
to be issued in March, 1941, in order to maintain our minimum balance in 
the Heserve Bank during the first week of the month whe:n central receipts 
would be cleared. An arrangement with the Central Government whereby 
the provincial share of the Inoome-tax receipts was paid at the beginning 
of March instead of on the last day as had previously been the praetiee, 
obviated the necessity for the issue of Treasury Bills. The absence of 
75 lakhs of borrowed money accounts for the bulk of the worsening under 
Debt heads. The balance of the deterioration is attributable to the fact 
that the recovery of agricultural loans and the realisation of education ceRs 
both fell somewhat below expectation on account of the unfavourable 
economic situation. 

The year 1940-41, ended, as I ha-ve already observed, with a balance 
of a crore and 10 lakhs instead of a crore aud 93 lakhs aH estimated in the 
Uevised. But whereas the balance according to the Hevised Estimates was 
to have included 75 lakhs of borrowed money, the actual balance was 
entirely our own. 

-1l-.· 
/ 

The year 1941-42 

According to the Budget Estimate the current year was to start with 
an opening balance of a crore and H3 lakhs and to end with a closing
balance of 33 lakhs. The Hevised Estimate places the opening balance at 
a crore and 10 lakhs and the closing balance at a crore and 15 lakhs. 
Revenue receipts are expected to be a crore and 25 lakhs higher than the 
original estimate and expenditure on Revenue Account is likely to exceed 
the budget figure by 94 lakhs. Outside the Revenue Account, the budget 
provided for a deficit of 25 lakhs; but according to the Revised there will 
he a surplus of a crore and.9 lakhs, an improvement of 1 crore and 34 lakhs. 

The increase of 82 lakhs in the closing balance is thus the net result 
of the following variations :-

a decrease of 83 lakhs in the opening balance ; 
an increase of 1 crore and 25 lakhs in our Revenue receipts set off 
by an increase of 94 lakhs in our expenuiture on Revenue Account; 
and 
finally, an improvement of a crore and 34 lakhs in the section outside 
Revenue Account. 

It will be observed that budget forecasts for the current year have been 
cousiderably upset. The large deviations are due in part to the War and 
in part to domestic events which could not be foreseen when the budget 
wa,:; framed. The seasons in particular have been most unkind. Early m 
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the year the bora paddy was severely affected by drought in a number of 
districts, while abnormally heavy rain in April and May inundated the 
low-lying aTeas in EasteTn Bengal districts and did considerable damage 
to jute. On the 25th and 26th May a severe cyclone attended with heavy 
rain swept over the distTicts of Bakarganj, Noakhali and TippeTa, causing 
terrible damage to CTops and houses and a good deal of m0rtality among 
men and cattle. While :P.eavy rain caused floods in the districts of Chitta
gong and Mymensing, several districts in Western Bengal, notably 
Hirbhum and Bankura, suffered badly from the effech ">f drought. 

Considerable additional expenditure had to be intrll.rred for the relief 
of distress caused by these natural calamities. ~teps had to be taken to 
restore schools, thanas and other Govemment buildings damaged by 
cyclone. Gratuitous relief had to be proviil"§d on a very large scale and 
considerable expenditure undertaken on the llrganisation of Test Relief 
works. Special loans were granted to poor n ... iddle-class non-agriculturists 
in the district of Bakarganj to enable them to rebuild theiT houses. 
Loans were also advanced to weavere ·Ui.d artisans who were in distress in 
other districts. 

A further heavy drain on the p:rovilloial exchequer was caused by the 
protected eommunal disturbances in the town and district of Dacca. The 
House is already well aware oi the loss of life and · of the widespread 
destruction of property that resulted from those tragic happenings and 
this afternoon I merely remind the House that the restoration of order, 
the relief of the victims, the enquiry into the eauses of the riots and the 
trials of those apprehended have necessitated considerable additional 
expenditure from· provi1lcial·revenues. 

An important factor affecting our budgetary position for the current 
year was the pass~ge of three measures of taxation, namely, the Sales 'l'ax, 
the tax on ~Iotm Spirit and the Raw Jute Sales Tax. These measure~J 
were passed in the middle of the year and no aceount could eonseyuently 
be taken in the budget of the probable yield from these sources. It is 
now estimated that the revenue in the current year will be 25 lakhs hom 
the Sales Tax, 2 lakhs from the Petrol Tax and 8 lakhs from the tax on 
sale& of raw jute-a total of 35 lakhs in all. This will constitute a welcome 
ani!. mueh-needed addition to our resources. 

A further aceretion of 31 lakhs to our Revenue reeeipts resulted from 
the IJale in September last of the jute purchased in June and July of the 
previous year with the object of securing an adequate price level for the:: 
1840 crop as it came on to the market. 'This of course is not really add~· 
-lional revenue but merely a conversion o! assets into ciUih. 

Let me now pass on to the effects of the war 0n the pruvmeial budget. 
'l'wo of our main heads of revenue have been affected by the war in opposite 
directions. Income-tax receipts have improved owing mainly to the 
expansion of industrial activities as a result of the war. On the other 
hand, the yield from the export duty on jute has gone down considerably 
owing to further restriction of export facilities as a result of the recent 
developments in the Pacific. 

By far the most serious effect of the war on the provincial budget 
however relates to the expenditure on A.R.P. and kindred emergency 
measures booked under the head ''Extraordinary charges in India''. This 
expenditure started unostentatiously in 1939-40. Immediately after the 
declaration of war the Provincial Government had to employ a Press Cen.sor 
and other emergenc: staff, to intensify the measures £or com batmg 
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subversive activities and to :finance propaganda in support of war measures. 
'l'he expenditure amounted to 3 lakhs in 1909-40 and 7 lakhs in 1940-41 
and the Central Government ag-reed to meet these charges in their entirety: 
~n the_ ~~rr~nt ye~lr the t?~al expenditure. under "Extraordinary charges 
m Indw , for whwh provisiOn was made m the budget, was only 7 lakhs 
and a hal£. Early in the year, however, it became evident that expenditure 
on A.H.P. was likely to reach a very much higher :figure than seemed 
likely at :first and in April last the Centre advised the Provinces that the 
growing scale of expenditure on A.H.P. measures combined with a deterio
ration in the :financial position of the Centre as compared with that of the 
Provinces no longer justified the promised measure of liberality and the 
Centre found itself compelled to call on the Provinces to shoulder the 
major portion of "defence measures falling within the provincial field"; 
the Centre bearing merely 25 per cent. of it. 

As a result however of discussions between representatives of the 
Centre and of the Government of Bengal in Simla in May last, it was 
decided to abandon the attempt to allocate the :financial responsibility for 
A.H.P. measures on the basis of the constitutional position and the working 
arrangement reached was that all A.R.P. expenditure would be :-;hnred 
between the Centre and tl1e I>rovinees in the following proportionR:-

( 1) 'l'he :first crore-hal£ and hal£ ; 

(2)' All expenditure above a crore-the Centre would bear 70 per cent.. 
and the Provinces 25 per cent. 

As Bengal was not in a position to meet its share of the pooled expen
diture out of current revenues, the Central Government agreed to make 
interest-free advances repayable over a period of 5 years. 

In practice the Agreement did not work as well as was hoped because 
the scope of the Agreement had been insufficiently defined and aetion was 
frequently held up pending settlement oJ the (ptefitiou as to whether a 
particular item o:£ expenditure would be JJOolable or not. After the dedara
tion of War by ,Japan it was felt that a Jnodification of the Agreement, or at 
any rate, an extension of its scope, was urgently needed in order that 
emergency measures of Civil Defence might not be delayed by arguments 
as to who should pay. The Centre, too, was in favour of a revision of the 
Agreement though on somewhat different grounds. In December last it 
became known that. the amount of income-tax distributable to the Provinces 
would be some 2 crores in excess of what had been anticipated at the 
Budget stage. Upon this, the Government of India suggested that the 
amount of Central contribution payable to the Province in respect. t)f 

A.R.P. expenditure in any year should be reduced by an amount equal to 
the amount by which the Province's receipts from income-tax in that year 
exceed the estimate of the provincial share in the Budget. for 1941-42. 
At the instance of the Government of India a conference was convened in 
Delhi to consider the question of revision o£ the Simla Agreement. This 
conference was attended by representatives from all Provinces and after 
careful deliberation it. was decided that the allocation of Civil Defence 
expenditure between the Centre and the Provinces should be on the follow-
ing lines:- · 

(1) The expenditure of each :financial year will be treated separately. 
(2) The expenditure of each year will be divided into slabs. 
(3) The :first slab, which will be :fixed at approximately 4 per cent. 
of the provincial revenue after exclusion of "Adaptations" and certain 
other receipts, will be borne entirely by the Province. 
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( 4) The second slab-of 50 lakhs-will be shared equally between the 
Centre and the Province. 
( 5) Of the third slab-also of 50 lakhs-75 per cent. will be allocated 
to the Centre and 25 per cent. to the Province. 
( 6) All expenditure above this point will be allocated between the 
Centre and the Pmvince in the proportion of 87! per cent. to 12?! 
per cent. 

'l'he rigidity of the Central Government's administrative control over 
.A.R.P. measures initiated by Provinces will be relaxed, securing speedier 
disposal of cases, and the Central Government will henceforth act rather 
as a co-ordinating· and advising authority. The list of items included in 
Civil Defence expenditure for the purposes of the allocation under the new 
agreement has been auitably enlarged and even in regard to marginal cases 
some freedom of action has been left to Provincial Governments. 

Such in broad outline are the terms of our latest Agreement with Inilia. 
Although the general principles of the .Agreement are applicable uniformly 
to all Provinces, it was felt that the cases of Bengal presented special 
features which called for individual treatment. In the first place owing to 
Bengal's. proximity to the Eastern theatre of War the magnitude of her 
Civil Defence expenditure is far in excess o£ anything which is likely to 
be spent on this account by any other Province. Then again while other 
Provinces will reap the full benefit of the increased Inco.me-tax receipts, 
Bengal's participation in the increse will be largely neutralised· by tnt', 
heavy decline in her receipts from the export duty on jute-a decline which 
is every bit as nllich attributable to the War as the enhanced yield £rom 
Income-tax. 'l'he House will be glad to know that the e:fforts of Bengal's 
representatives to secure proper appreciation of her special problems have 
met with success. 'rhe Government of India have agreed to give Bengal 
special relief by fixing the Provincial slab of Civil Defence expenditure, 
both in the current year and in 1942-43, at a substantially lower level than 
4 per cent. of our effective revenue. Four per cent. of our effective revenue 
amounts roughly to 50 lakhs. As against this the Provincial slab has been 
fixed at 25 lakhs for the current year and 37-! lakhs for 1942-43. We are 
duly grateful to tbe Centre for th~ relief gran-ted to us, and we have every 
hope that the modified Agreement will result in more satisfactory and 
expeditious execution of emergent Civil Defence measures by the Province . 

.. With these preliminary observations I shall now turn to an explanation 
of the variations in the current year's Revised . 

. The opening balance adopted in the Revised is the actual closing balance 
of the preceding year. 

The improvement of about a crore and 25 lakhs in Hevenue receipts 
is the net e:ffect of variations spread over a large number of heads among 
which the most important are an increase of 58 lakhs under "Income-tax", 
36 lakhs under "Other Taxes and Duties", 30 lakhs under ".Agriculture". 
14 lnkhs under "Extraordinary Receipts" and 7 lakhs under "Exciser', 
and a decline of 20 lakhs under "Jute Export Duty" and o£ 6 lakhs under 
"Land Revenue"". The increase under "Income-tax" and the decline 
under "Jute Export Duty" have been already explained. The increas" 
under "Other Taxes and Duties" is due almost entirely to the proceed" 
of the new taxation measures previously mentioned which came int0 
operation after the budget was passed. Under "Agriculture" the increase 
is due to the sale of jute which was purchased last year and kept in stock. 
Out of the increase of 14 lakhs under "Extraordinary Heceipts"" 9 lakhs 
represent an accounting adjustment designed to bring into the accountE~ 
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cert::tin securities transferred to Government by the Administrator-General 
and the Official Trustee. This will pass out of the balance by per cont-ra 
debit to the cash balance investment account. The balance of the improve
ment under "Extraordinary Receipts" is due to an abnormal receipt of 
6 lakhs from the Port Commissioners, Calcutta, in settlement of a long·
pending dispute. 'l'he increase under "Excise" is accounted for by the 
fact that receipts under ''Country Spirit'' are likely to be larger than was 
.originally anticipated. 'l'he decrease under "Land Revenue" occurs partl,y 
under "Fixed Collections" and partly under "Hecovery on account '1f 
Survey and Settlement charges". 'l'he reduced yield under the first head 
is due to the adverse effect o£ floods and other natural calamities, that under 
the second is due to the postponement of the recovery programme in 
Dinajpur and Mymensingh owing to the unfavourable agricuHural situation. 

'l'he increase of 94 lakhs in expenditure on Revenue Account is due 
mai11ly to heavy additional expenditure under the heads "Famine" and 
''E/xtraordinary charges''. Under ''Famine'' the budget contai(ned the 
normal precautionary provision of about 2 lakhs and a half, but on account 
of the various calamities to which detailed reference has already been 
made it now appears that the expenditure under this head will be more than 
30 lakhs. Similarly, under "Extraordinary charges" against the original 
provision of 7~ lakhs the revised estimate now stands at nearly 78 lakhs. 
'!'his as already explained is merely the Provincial share of the expenses 
which in their totality am.ount to no less than a crore and 7fl lakhs. Details 
of the expendititre on war emergency measures have been set forth in the 
Hed Book and need not he recapitulated here. It will suffice if some of 
the more important items are singled out for individual mention. 'l'he 
Revised includes 15 lakhs for the temporary housing and feeding of persons 
rendered homeless by air attacks. Sixteen lakhs have been provided for 
an alternative water-supply in Calcutta by means of tube-wells. About 
9 lakhs will be required for the expansion of the Calcutta Fire Brigade a,nd 
5 lakhs for fire-fighting services in industrial areas outside Calcutta. 'l'he 
protection of essential Government buildings and emergency hospitals hy 
means of baffle-walls is estimated to cost 9 lakhs, and 10 htkhs will he 
required this year for the provision of emergency hospitals and motM 
ambulances for the treatment of personH injured in air I'aids. In addition 
to this, very considerable expenditure is involved in the organisation of the 
various A.H.P. services with which members of the House must now be 
familiar. Large sums have also got to he spent to protect, and in event 
of damage to ensure the prompt restoration of, essential municipal services 
m vulnerable areas. 

It remains now to explain the improvement of one crore and 34 lakbs 
in the Debt Deposit Section of the budget. This improvement has been 
brought about as follows:-

'l'he budget was framed on the assumption that Treasury Bills worth 
75 lakhs would be issued in March, 1941, and repaid in the current year. 
Thanks to the earlier receipt of our share of the Income-tax pool it was 
not necessary to issue bills in March, 1941, and no Treasury Bills were 
canted forward from 1940-41 into the current year. In consequence 
there was a saving o£ 75 lakhs. A further assumption which was made 
when the budget was framed was that no Treasury Bills wDuld have to 
he issued in the closing months of the current year. In point of fact, 
however, it is proposed to issue Treasury Bills for 1 crore in March, 1942. 
This un£orecasted borrowing will increase our balance by a crore. Another 
item of borrowed money which will be in our hands at the close of t~e 
year and £or which no credit was taken when the budget was framed w1ll 
be the interest-free advance of 75 lakhs which the Central Government 
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w1ll make to enable us to meet the Provincial share of A.R.P. expenditure. 
The total improvement from these three causes amounts to 2 crores and a 
half. This is, however, partly neutralised by the very large amount ot 
agricultural loans which had to be issued in the exceptional circumstances 
of the current year. The total of these loans exceeds our estimate by l 
crore and 11 lakhs. The net improvement in the Debt Deposit Section is 
1 crore and 34 lakhs. 

The estimated closing balance at the end of the current year 1s, as 
already stated, 1 crore and 15 lakhs. This however, contains 1 crore and 
75 lakhs of borrowed money out of which 1 crore is in Treasury Bills and 
75 lakhs is an advance from the Government of India. In point of fact 
therefore the e:ffective closing balance is a negative figure of 60 lakhs. 

Tile year 1942-43 

I now come to the estimates for the coming year. 
The year starts with an opening balance of 1 crore 15 lakhs which as I 

have already explained is the anticipated closing balance for the current year. 
Revenue receipts are placed at 15 crores 70 lakhs or 41 lakhs higher than 
the Revised. The estimate of expenditure on Revenue Account stands at 
16 crores 75 lakhs which is 44 lakhs greater than the anticipated expen
diture in the current year. On the basis of these estimates the deficit ·Jn 

Revenue Account amounts to 1 crore and 5 lakhs. Outside the Revenue 
Account the budget anticipates a net surplus of 69 lakhs. The joint 
effect of the Revenue deficit of 1 crore 5 lakhs and the surplus of 69 lakhs 
in the Capital and Debt Deposit Section of the budget is to reduce the 
opening balance by 36 lakhs. The year is accordingly expected to ~mel 
with a closing balance of 79 lakhs. 

Such in broad outline are. our budgetary prospects for the coming year. 
Let me now attempt to fill in the details. 

REVENUE REDEIPTS. 

'l'he head of account under which the largest increase is expected 1s 
naturally, "Other taxes and Duties", under which the receipts from the 
three taxation measures brought into operation during the current year, 
viz., the Sales Tax, the Raw Jute Sales Tax and the Tax on Motor Spirit 
are credited. The receipts from these taxes will be for full 12 months in 
the coming year as against a few mouths only in the current year. The 
increase under this head is 1 crore and 7 lakhs. This forecast assumes 
that trade conditions in Calcutta and other important centres will not be 
seriously disorganised by air raids or other hostiJe activities. The other 
head under which we look for an appreciable increase is "Income-tax". 
On the assumption that industrial development stimulated by the wa1· 
will proceed according to plan, receipts from Income-tax are expected to 
be 26 lakhs higher in the coming year. 'l'he improvement from these two 
sources, namely, Income-tax and the new Provincial Taxes, is thus a 
crore and 33 lakhs. A large part however of this improveinent is 
neutralised by decreases under other heads. Further restriction of trans
port facilities as a result of the recent developments in the Pacific are 
expected to reduce our receipts from "Jute Export Duty" by 35 lakh,;. 
Under "Agriculture" there is a decrease of 32 lakhs owing mainly to the 
fact that the abnormal receipt which accrued this year from the sale of 
jute will not be repeated in the coming year. .Another large decrease 
occurs under the head ''Extraordinary Receipts''. It will be recalled 
that the current year's receipts under this head included first, an account
ing adjustment designed to bring certain securities into the Governme11t 
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· account; and, secondly, a lump payment by the Port Commissioners, 
Ualc.utta, ~n respect of .some accr~tions to the Port area. These special 
recmpts Will not recur m the connng· year. Hecovery of \Var charges will 
also be smaller as very little of arrears will remain to he adjusted. TheRe 
three factors are responsible for a total decrease of 20 lakhs. 

ExPENDITURE. 

As I have already stated, the budget provides for expenditure on 
Hevenue Account 44 lakhs in excess of the revised estimates for the 
current year. That figure however is not the real measure o£ the nddi
tional provision included in the estimates for 1942-43. Hon'ble ~Iembers 
will recall that the reviserl e;-;timates for 1941-42 inelude at least one large 
abnormal charg·e that we hope we shall not be called upon to Rhoulder in 
the coming year. I refer to the very heavy expenditure, 30 lakhs i11 all, 
for the relief o£ distress caused hy the cyclone in Eastern Bengal and the 
Dacca riots. 'l'he demand for 1942-43 under "Famine" is limite<l to the 
normal precautionary provision-2~ lakhs,-RO that the adc1itionn1 provi
Rion I have to account for is not merely 44 lakhs but 44 plus 271, 'i.e., 71~ 
lakhs. An Appendix to the printed copy of this statement indicates the 
main lwads of expenditure under which this additional provision is spread. 

More than GO per cent. o£ the increased provision will he found under 
the head "Extraordinary charges in India". The net expenditure debit
able to Provincial revenues on account of Civil Defence measures in the 
coming· year is 1 crore and 25 lakhs as ag'ainst 78 lakhs in the current yenr, 
an increase of 47 lakhs. 

Part of. the balance of the additional provision also relates indirectly 
to the vVar or Civil Defence measure. JJ'or iw.;buee . under "Ports and 
Pilotage'' proviHion has been made for a contribution of 2 lakhs towar<ls 
the establishment of a Home for Indian Seamen in Calcutta. ']'he need 
for such an institution has long been felt. The fruition of the scheme i,; 
due in no Rmall measure to the sympathetic interest o£ His Excellency the 
Vir:Hroy who has agTeed to eontribute a lakh.'l out of his War Purpose:; 
:Fund £or the provio;ion of amenities for seamen in thiR Home. 

'l'he rest of the additional provision is spread over u number of heads, 
the more important being-Education, G lakhH; Jlublic Health, () lakhs; 
Debt Conciliation, 3 lakhs; General Administration, Jails and Interest, 2 
lakhs each. 

Be:i'ore dealing with the Civil Defence schemes which account for the 
major part of the additional expenditure in the coming· year, I should Jike 
to refer briefly to some of the more important items for which provision 
has been made under other heads of the Budget. 

Education. 

An additional prov1s10n of 5 lakhs for grants to District School Boards 
for the development o£ Primary Education accounts for the great bulk of 
the increased provision under this head. Two years ago a programme for 
the progressive development of primary education under the Rural Primary 
Education Act was adopted and the additional provision is needed to 
implement that programme. The current year's provision o£ one and a 
half lakhs for the advancement o£ education o£ members of the Scheduled 
Castes is repeated in the Budget. An extra 92 thousand, rupees has been 
provided for the training of teachers for primary schools in accordance 
with a scheme initiated in January, 194(). Increased provision to the 
extent of 80 thousand rupees has been made for the repair o£ school build
ings damaged hy cyclone. 
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An item of expenditure in regard to which a final decision has not yet 
been reached relates to the grant payable in the coming year to the 
UniYersity of Calcutta. It will be recalled that as a result of the financial 
settlement with the University in 1937-38, a consolidated grant of 4 lakhs 
85 thousand rupees per annum was agreed to for a period of 5 years with 
the stipulation that the position should be reviewed at the end of this 
period. The financial position of the University is under review, and the 
grant admissible to the University next year will be settled on its comple
tion. Government have however agreed to make such additional grant 
as may be required to meet the charges on account of the Department oF 
Islamic Studies which has been recently organised by the University. 
Pending this settlement, the existing grant has been repeated for 1842-43. 

Public Health. 

Tlle Public Health budget repeats the provision of 10 lakhs made in 
this year's budget for Rural Water Supply, 6 lakhs for free distribution 
of quinine and 2~ lakhs for anti-malaria schemes. It repeats the normal 
provision of half a la'kh for maternity and child welfare schemes, half a 
Jakh for anti-tuberculosis schemes and Rs. 20,000 for anti-leprosy work. 
A special grant of Rs. 35,000 has been provided for the Jadavpur Tuber
culosis Hospital which is doing such outstanding work for the relief of 
tuberculosis. Of this amount Rs. 15,000 is a capital grant and the balance, 
Rs. 20,000 is to enable the hospital to raise the number of free beds from 
80 to 100. A sum of 2 lakhs 20 thousand has been provided for the much
needed improvement of Sadar Hospitals in many of which the standard of 
equipment and accommodation still leaves much to be desired. 

Industries. 

'l'he reorganisation of the Government Cinchona Factory and the 
Plantation has been undertaken in the current year with the sum of one 
lakh and a hal£ voted by the Assembly for this purpose. The object of 
-this reorganisation is to extend the cultivation of cinchona with a view 
-to make Bengal less dependent upon outside sources for its quinine supplies. 
Until the extension of cultivation makes additional supplies of bark avail
able, it is essential to ensure that our dwindling stocks shall not necessitate 
any curtailment in the free distribution of quinine by the Public Health 
Department and for this purpose a provision of 3! lakhs has been made in 
the budget for the purchase of 15,000 lbs. of quinine from outside. 

Debt Conciliation. 

An increased prov1s10n of 3~ lakhs has been made in the budget in 
order to allow for the establishment of an additional 207 Debt Conciliation 
Boards in the coming year. This will practically complete the full quota 
of Boards and it is hoped that the progress of debt settlement which has 
so far not been as satisfactory as could be desired will now be considerably 
expedited. 

Agriculture. 

In the Agricultural budget provision has been made for the continuance 
of the regulation and licensing of the area under Jute in the coming year 
at a total cost of approximately 33 lakhs. Provision has also been made 
for some small schemes of agricultural improvement which were considered 
to be urgent. Among these may be mentioned the distribution of improved 
varieties of seed among cultivators and the demonstration of improved 
methods of lac cultivation. 
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General Administration. 

A lump prov1s10n of 1 lakh has been included m the budget for the 
promotion of communal harmony. Nothing is more regrettable or 'more 
calculated to wreck all plans for reconstruction than a spirit of antagonism 
between the communities whose duty it is to build up the amenities d 
civilised life in a spirit of mutual tolerance and co-operation. If the 
atmosphere in which we have to work is poisoned by communal hatred, 
our plans however well thought out, are foredoomed. It will be one of 
the foremost endeavours of the present Ministry to restore amity and under
liltanding between the two great communities that have a common interest 
in the prosperity of the Provinee. 

~oans and Ad·va.nce. 

'l'here are three items under Loans and Advances that call for indiviJual 
mention. '!'he first of these is a provision of 2 lakhs to facilitate the 
putting into operation of a scheme now rapidly maturing for the removal 
of beggars from Calcutta. The necessity for an immediate and energetie 
tackling of this long-standing problem has been brq;ught home in recent 
months by the additional menace that this human flotsam, unfortunates 
and reprobates alike, represents in a large city under threat of air mid:,;. 

'l'he next item is a provision of 7 lakhs for financing Co-operative Land 
Mortgage Banks in the Province. Five such banks established some years 
ago have hitherto been financed by the Bengal Provincial Co-operative 
Bank and a sum of 5 lakhs is outstanding on this account. It is proposed 
to establish five more land mortgage banks in the coming· year. The 
making a long-term loans is not a proper function of the Provincial 
Co-operative Bank and it has been decided that Government will not only 
assume the responsibility for financing the new banks but will also arrange 
for the immediate repayment of the outstanding loan due by the existing 
banks. Provision has accordingly been made in the budget for 7 lakhs 
in all, namely, 5 lakhs to be made over to the Provincial Co-operative Bank 
and 2 lakhs for distribution to the ten land mortgage banks to enable them 
to carry on their business in the coming year. 

'l'he third item included under Loans and Advances is a provision of 
1 .lakh for the re-excavation of tank8 under the Bengal Tanks Improvement 
Act, 1939, in the districts of Birbhum, Bankura, Burdwan, ::Murshidahad 
and Maida which are frequently visited by drought. The outlay is expect
ed to be recovered from the beneficiaries in due course. 

Civil Defence. 

J~et me now turn to the more important among the Civil Defence 
measures included in the budget. The total expenditure involved in these 
measures is a little over 4 crores. Out of this about 2 crores will he 
required for payment to the personnel of various A.R.P. services. 
'l'hirty-five lakhs have been provided for the construction of shelters, 15 
lakhs for the relief of persons rendered homeless by air attacks and 4D 
lakhs for the supply of stirrup pumps, respirators, helmets and eye-shields. 
'l'he balance of the expenditure amounting to about a crore is spread over 
a large number of items. Thus 9 lakhs are required for the Civil Nursing 
Scheme, 5 lakhs for the expansion of the Fire Brigade, 15 lakhs for the 
organisation of street Fire Fighting Services and 8 lakhs for the Rescue 
8ervice and 31 lakhs for hospital accommodation for Air Raid casualties. in 
vulnerable areas. About 2 lakhs have been provided for mass inoculation 
against cholera and smallpox and 6 lakhs for the establishme~t of Infec
tious Diseases Hospitals. Further particulars will be found m the Reel 
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Book which will be circulated to the members and my colleagues will in 
due course explain in fuller detail the nature and purpose of the variou:o 
schemes. for which provision has been made in the budget. 

FINANCIAL RESULTS. 

Let me now summarise the financial results of the working of the year 
according to the estimates now before the House. Despite the exclusion 
of all proposals for new expenditure that could not be regarded as virtually 
unavoidable, the estimates anticipate a deficit on Revenue Account of 1 
crore 5 lakhs. The revenue deficit is more than accounted for by our 
Civil Defence expenditure which is estimated at a crore and 25 lakhs. 

But for this abnormal expenditure we would have had a small surplus. 
It may be asked whether this is all that the new taxes are expected to 
achieve when conditions once more return to normal. A certain amount 
of guarded optimism is permissible on this point. We have, as a result 
of the present abnormal times, lost heavily on our receipts from the export 
duty on jute. Those receipts which reached the high level of 2 crores 38 
lakhs in the first year of Provincial Autonomy and thereafter remained 
steady at 2 crores 21 lakhs for the next two years are not expected to 
exceed a crore and 25 lakhs in the coming year. Here then is a margin 
of nearly a crore on which we may reasonably bank when export facilities 
improve on the termination of the war. In the work of post-war 
reconstruction jute is sure to be in very great demand and this sturdy 
fibre which has stood us in such good stead in the past may again do so 
in future. I am not overlooking the fact that our receipts from Income
tax have gone up as a result of expanding war industries. But the current 
year is the last year of the first period of the Niemeyer Award and even 
in normal times 1942-43 would have seen a considerable increase in our 
receipts from this source. In these circumstances I see no reason to be 
unduly pessimistic over the large deficit anticipated in the coming year 
despite the substantial accretion to our resources from the new measures 
of taxation. 

A word now about the closing balance. The estimates, as I have said, 
provide for a closing balance of 79 lakhs. This balance, has, however, 
been built up with a large amount of borrowed money. The Revised 
Estimates for the current year provide for an advance of 75 lakhs from the 
Government of India fur financing the Provincial share of Civil Defence 
expenditure. One-fifth of this advance will be repaid in the coming year 
leaving 60 lakhs of the loan for future repayment. A further advance of 
a crore and 25 lakhs from the Government of India will be required for the 
same purpose in the coming year. The ttatal amount o£ loan money on 
Oll.I' hands at the close of 1942-43 is thus expected to be a crore and 85 
1akhs. This is no doubt heavy borrowing; but here again I see no cause 
for alarm. The terms on which this accommodation has been made avail
able to us are most favourable. No interest will be charged and the 
repayment will be spread over five years. We may perhaps also draw some 
comfort from the knowledge that our assets in the shape of outstanding 
advances to agriculturists and others at the end of the coming year will 
amount to the substantial figure o£ 2 crores 26 lakhs in all. In addition 
to this we shall be holding securities worth 56 lakhs which may be convert
ed for general purposes and further securities worth about 14 lakhs in the 
Famine Insurance Fund which can be utilised only for the purpose of 
relieving scarcity and distress. This completes the picture of the financial 
position as it is expected to be at the close of the budget year. 
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CoNCLUSION. 

. So far as the formal presenta~ion of the estimates for the coming year 
1s concerned I have done, but before I resume my seat I should like to say 
a few words about the serious handicaps which attended the framina o£ the 
Budget. It is only two months since the present Ministry took office and 
i~ had. barely three weeks in which to formulate its budget proposals. 
Even m normal years three weeks would not be sufficient for this purpose 
and in times such as those in which we have been called upon to shoulder 
the burden of office it was obviously out of the question for the Ministry 
to formulate any more detailed plan than that which I have indicated at 
the beginning of this statement. Nor must it be forgotten that what a 
Ministry assuming office at the fag-end of the year takes over is not a 
clean slate but a running concern with all its commitments, good tmd bad. 
Some of these commitments may well call for reconsideration and revision 
in the wider interest of the Province. I can assure the House that if on 
further scrutiny we are o£ opinion that it will be in the best interests of 
the Province to revise any such commitment, that rev1s1on will be 
undertaken. 

Communal discord has in recent years Inarred the good name of the 
Province. 'l'he Ministry is pledged to carry on its administration in a 
manner which will he just and fair to all communities and interests; for 
so alone ean confidence in the bona fides o£ IG-overmnent be ~'estored. It is 
the intention of the Ministry to approach its problems not in any spirit of 
partisanship hut in a spirit of sympathy and understanding. It will 
endeavour to carry forward its propramme with the maximum support of 
all sections of the people. 

Rengal has .had a great past. l~ven today with the good-will of all 
parties it is possible to start a new chapter of glory and greatness in the 
history of this Province. Mutual distrust and suspicion have cast a shadow 
on the life of the Province. In spite of differences and disputes, there are 
many fields of activity where Hin(hlH, Muslims awl Christians, Indians and 
Europeans, can work hand in hand for the advancement of the common 
welfare of Beng·al. H we genuinely differ on certain points, let us learn 
to respect such mutual differences and keep them in the background for 
the time being. With the war so perilously near our home-a war which 
must he won if we are to save our heritage-and with great problems of 
national reconstruction- calling for united and devoted labour in the fields 
of Health and Education, AgTiculture, Commerce and Industry, let all 
parties represented in the legislature decide wholeheartedly to stand 
shoulder to shoulder for the advancement of those essential schemes of 
national defence and welfare on which our very existence depends. It is 
a sense of common danger that unites contending parties to work together 
for the common weal. H our ideals do not clash, let us not worry about 
minor differences. I£ we once inculcate the habit of working together in 
a spirit of harmony and understanding on vital matters on which we agree, 
keeping out o£ our consideration for the time being other matters on which 
we do not agree, not only shall we help definitely to advance the cause o£ 
progress but what is more important, remove for ever the dark and 
dangerous clouds of distrust and suspicion which stand in the way of 
national solidarity and lie at the root of India's relationship with England. 
Conscious though I am of the limitations imposed by the Constitution, 
with hope and confidence I ask all sections of the House and also of the 
public to strengthen the hands of the new Ministry and to give it a chance 
to serve the real needs of the Province, whose welfare ·must be the first 
and foremost concern of every man and woman residing in Bengal, and 
must be placed above considerations of personal gain or of party interest. 
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APPENDIX I 

[Figures are in thousands.] 

1941-42. 
Actuals, r- Budget, 

1940-41. Budget. Revised. 1942-43. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

2,16,67 1,92,58 1,09,51 1,14,73 

13,54,50 14,03,14 15,28,53 15,69,79 

17,20,81 17,96,69 24,08,36 18,63,39 

32,91,98 33,92,41 40,46,40 35,47,91 

14,45,39 15,37,38 16,31,54 16,75,38 

-2,91 -2,71 -2,93 -2,38 

17,39,99 18,24,83 23,03,06 17,96,17 

1,09,51 32,91 1,14,73 78,74 

32,91,98 33,92,41 40,46,40 35,47,91 

-90,89 -1,34,24 -1,03,01 ·-1,05,59 

-16,27 -25,43 +1,08,23 +69,60 

Excluding Opening Balance . . -1,07,16 -1,59,67 +5,22 -35,99 
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APPENDIX II 

Statement showing the distribution of increased expenditure in 1942-43. 

[Figures are in thousands.] 

Revised, Budget, Increase. 
1941-42. 1942-43. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Interest on Debt and other obligations 18,59 20,67 2,08 

General Administration-General Administration 1,61,34 1,63,10 1,76 

General Administration-Debt Conciliation 20,00 23,50 3,50 

Jails and Convict Settlements 46,36 48,76 2,40 

Ports and Pilotage 5,12 6,86 1,74 

Education-General 1,73,39 1,79,70 6,31 

\ Public Health 42,98 48,48 5,50 
' 

Industries-Cinchona 8,29 12,90 4,61 

Extraordinary charges in India 78,25 1,25,29 47,04 

Total 74,94 
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Presentation of the Supplementary EsHmates for 1942-43 

(Presented on the 18th PebruaT!J, 1943) 

The Hon'ble Mr. A. K. Faziul Huq: Sir, I beg- to present the supple
mentary estimate of expenditure for the current year. The total covered 
by the estimate is Rs. 3,28,27,000 out of whil:h Rs. 4,95,000 is charged and 
the balance voted. 'The demand is spread over 20 heads of which two-
Interest-free Advances and Loans and Advances-are outside the Revenue 
Account. 

N OW 1 the demand under "Interest-free Advances'' amounts to a little 
over 79 lakhs of rupees. This ineludes an advance of Rs. 53 lakhs to the 
Directorate of Civil Supplies for the purchase of food-grains and sugar and 
the advance of Rs. 15 1akhs to the Civil Transport Officer for the acquisi
tion o£ motor vehicles for civil defence purposes. Under "Loans and 
Advances'' the demand is Rs. 961 lakhs. The excess expenditure is due 
mainly to large scale distribution of agricultural loans in areas devastnted 
by the recent cyclone and flood. 'l'he biggest demands under the revised 
hea~s are-Rs. 48i lakhs under "Famine", Rs. 32 lakhs under "Extra
ordmary Charges", and Rs. 2H lakhs under "Police", Rs. 18 lakhs under 
"Agriculture", Rs. 8-!i- lakhs under "Miscellaneous" and Rs. 5t lakhs under 
"Jails". 

'rhe excess under "Femine" is due to the organisation of large scale 
relief measures for the alleviation of the distress roaused by the recent cyclone 
and flood in the districts o£ :Midnapore and ~·4-Parganas. Under "Extra
ordinary Charges" about hal£ of the expenditure is due to the employment 
of additional wartime police for tl1e protection o£ vulnerable points. Other 
important contributory items are the creation of the Directorate of Civil Sup
phes 11t a cost of Rs. 4~ lakhs and the organisation of Home Guards at a cost of 
Rs. 21 lakhs. Out of the total increase of Rs. 21l lakhs under "Police" over 
R&. 10 lakhs are due to the grants of enhanced dearness allowance and to the 
Polic.e Emergency Areas Bonus. Of the balance, Rs. 4-!i- lakhs is due to the 
expansion of Civic Guard organisation and Rs. 2 lakhs for higher clothing 
charges on account of the rise in the price of materials. Increase of Rs. 18 
lakhs under "Agriculture" is due to the purchase o£ seeds o-f various kinds 
of foodcrops for distribution under the "Grow Mor·e Food" campaign. A 
part of the expenditure will be recouped by the sale of seeds. Under 
":Miscellaneous'' the bulk of the increase of Rs 8};- lakhs is clue to the 
scheme for the control of vagrancy in Calcutta which had to be taken up 
directly by Government in-,tead of being left to a local body as was. 
originally contemplated. An additional demand of RR. 5~ lakhs under 
"Jails" is due in part to an inerease in the number of security prisonen; 
hut principally to the rise in the price of foodstuffs, clothing, medicine and 
other r·equisites. 

I need not trouble honourable members with a recital of the reasons for 
the demands under the remaining heads which are comparativ·ely small. 
The reasons for all the demands presented to the House have been set forth 
in the explanatory memorandum and -will be explained more fully by 
Hon'ble Ministers concerned as each demand is moved. 
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Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq, Finance Minister, in p·r·esenting 
the Budget fo·r 11943-44 

(Presented on 16th Fel1ruary, 194a) 

}llr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to present the Budget for th-e year 
1943-44. 

The war has come very close inlleed to Bengal smce Dr. Mookerj ee 
preseuteJ the Budg·et for 194:2-43 a year ago. After the £all of Singapore 
the :flood of Japanese aggression swept through Burma uv to the very borders 
of Bengal, cutting us off from thos.e fertile plains that have for so long· 
served as a reserve rice granary for this Province and hom the wells from 
which we drew the bulk of the oil for our lamps. For months an unending 
stream of refug·ees in the last extrem.ities of distress and destitution brought 
home to the people of this Province the ruthlessness o£ war. For a time 
enemy warships elosecl the Bay to all but a meagTe trickle o£ shipping and 
in the air Chittagong, I•'eni and more recently Calcutta have been bombed. 

In spite o.£ all, and although the enemy is Htill entrenched just beyond 
our southern border, there is norw, I make bold to say, who does not faee 
tl1e future with greater eonfid·enee than a yenr ago. That eonfidenee is a 
compound o£ many £aetors the magnificent £eats o£ the Heel Army from 
Leningrad to the Caueasus, the smashing vietory of the Bight. _Army in 
Libya and Tripolitania, the oeeupation hy an Allied foree of severn] hundred 
miles of the cost o£ North A.friea, the lmltiug of tl1e tide of aggrc·sKiou 
in the 8outh-,Vest. J>aeifie and, nearer home, the outstanding HllC't'-i:c'eie,; o1 the 
R. A. F. against night raiders. -

The ever mounting seale of the operations baHed on this :Provinee has 
given rise to many novel ::md eomplex problems. Normal trade ehannels 
have been seriously diRorganised: military demnnrlH on rail nn<1 river-horne 
t.ranspod have involved the most drnst.ie eurtailment of t.lw volunw of traffie 
available for Qi~il r~quiren;wnt:R and eontrihuted materially to tl1e clifl:ieult.ies 
of the supply Situation: eu-e11mstaw:es have cmnpelled GoverntlleHt to enter 
into hitherto untrodden fields and the aetivities of the uewly formed and 
rapidly expanding Direetorat.e of Civil SupplieR seem liJ,ely to entnil very 
heavy outlays from provincial rev·enues and to be of such a nut1ue that on 
their c;ueeess will depend very largely the weHare o£ the Province throug·hout 
the coming year. It would be the height of folly to think that one could 
change overnight and without eofusion from the haphazard distribution of 
peaee-time plenty to a system of distrib11tion that aims at the most equitable 
and eeonomieal use o£ the supplies available. I shall revert to this subject 
later. 

I shall conclude these prefai;ory observations by a brief reference to two 
events, not eonnected with the war, whieh have affeeted our Budget for the 
current year. The first o£ these is the camnaign of sabotage and hooliganism 
initiated in August last after the arrest of the Congress leaders. All right 
thinking men must deplore and condemn the loss of national assets which 
this eampaign involved and the spirit o£ lawlessness whieh it sought to 
·engender. It imposed a heavy burden on the administration at a time when 
the tension due to the menace of hostile aggression was already aeute. It 
is satisfactory to note that Government servants met the situation with 
courage and resolution. 'J.1he Poliee in particular rose. nobly to the oceasion 
and have to their eredit many conspicuous acts o£ devotion to duty. E::icept 
in the district o£ Midnapore the movement wa•J speedily brought under 
control, but not without sulmtantial extra expenditure in the quelling of 
disturbances and the rounding up of eulprits. 
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The other event to which I wust refer is the devastating cyclone and 
flood whieh swept over the districts of :Midnapore ~md 24-Parganas in the 
middle of October last. The area affected by this disaster was some 3,400 
square miles with a population of nearly 25 lakhs. About twenty per cent. 
of the area was laid altmost complEtely waste; fifty per cent. suffered severely 
and the rest has been affected to a smaller extent. :Mortality both among 
men and cattle was extremely heavy. It is ee.timated that nearly 60 lakhs 
will be required for relief operations and about 70 lakhs for agricultural loans 
to cultivators in the affected nreas. A_ further item of extra expenditure is. 
the cost of repairs to irrigation Embankments sw3pt away by the flood, which 
it is estimated will cost 5ome 30 lakhs. 

:Let me no>':- turn to the accounts for 1941-42. 

In our Revised Estimates for that year we had expected to end with a 
revenue deficit of' a crore and 3 lakhs. The actual deficit turned out to be 
56 lakhs only. This improvement of 41 lakhs was du3 mainly to the slowing 
down of expenditure in the closing months of the year. Outside the Revenue 
AcQount the surplus of a crore and 8 lakhs forecast in the Revised proved in 
actual working to be 78 lakhs only-a worsening of 30 lakhs. This was 
because the A.R.P. advance from the Centre which it had been assumed 
would be 75 lakhs turned out to be 44 lakhs only on the basis of the 
expenditure actually incurred. The combined effect of the improvement of 
47 lakhs in the Revenue Section and the deterioration of :30 lakhs outside 
it was to raise the closing balance by 17 lakhs. According to the Revised 
our closing balance was to have been a crore and 15 lakhs. 'l'he actual 
closing balance stood at a crore and 32 lakhs. 

Our indebtedness at the close of the year stood at a crore and 44 lakhs 
out of which 1 crore was on account o£ Treasury Bills and the balance on 
account of the A. R. P. advance from the Centre. 

Let me now pass on to the Revised Estimate for the current year. 

According to the Budget Estimate the year was to start with an opening 
balal:C:e of a erore and 15 lakhs and to end with a closing balance of 79 
lakhs. 'rhe Revised Estimate places the opening balance at v, crore and 
32 lakhs and the closing balance at a crore and 54 lakhs. Revenue Receipts 
are expected to be 2 lakhs lower than the original estimate and expenditure 
on revenue account is likely to exceed the Budget figure by 46 lakhs. 
Outside the Revenue Account the Budget provided for a surplus of 70 
lakhs, but according to the Revised there will be a surplus of a crore and 
76 lakhs-an improvement of a crore and 6 lakhs. 

The increase of 75 lakhs in the closing balance is thus the net result 
of the following variations:-

an increase of 17 lakhs in the op·ening balance; 

a decrease o£ 2 lakhs in Revenue ,,-hjc1l coupled w·ith an increase o-f 
46 lakhs in expenditure means a total worsening of 48 lakhs m 
the Revenue Section; and 

finally_, an improvement of a r.-rore and 6 lakhs in the section outside the 
Revenue Account. 

Let me now give a brief account of each of these changes. 

'I'he opening balance adopted in the Revised is the actunl dosing balance 
of the preceding year. 
B-9 
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·under Revenue receipts, although the total estimate adopted in the 
Revised approximates very closely to that in the Budget, there have been 
substantial variations under certain important heads. 'l'he heads which 
have served u8 mnch better than we ~~xpeeted are Income Tax, Excise and 
:.Forest while the heads which }wve let us down are Land Hevenue, Stamps 
and Other Taxes and Duties. Under I neome 'rax the yield is expeded to 
be ag lakhs above our original estimate. Excise receipts are up by 48 
lakhs. '!'his is attributable to the larger eon:mmption of country liquor 
as a result of the influx into this Province of large numbers of non-Bengali 
labourers, evaeuees and camp fol1owers addicteil to liquor. Forest Revenue 
is likely to improve by 11 lakhs. About half of thi.3 is attributable to the 
general improvement in the timber market and i;he remaimler il:l the ret:~ult 
of special orders from the Supply Department which were not foreseen at 
the Budget stage. Against these i1nprovements totalling 98 lakhs there 
has to be set off a worsening of an almost •equivalent amount uncle up of 
15 lakhs under Land Revenue, 25 lakhs under Stamps and 57 lakhs under 
<Other 'raxes and Duties. The decline under Land Revenue is due to flood, 
-cydone and adverse economic factors. The decrease under Stamps is 
.;shared equally between "Court fees" and "N on-J udieial Stamps':. The 
-decline under "Court fees" is due to the working of Debt Conciliation 
Boards and consequent reduction in civil litig·ation. 'rhat under "Non
Judicial Stamps" is due to the unsettled conditlont=~ of trade. 

The decline of 57 lakhs unuer "Other 'raxes and Duties" is the sum 
total o£ a drop of 40 lakhs under P>ales 'rax, 12 lakht=~ under the Raw ;r ute 
Tax and 7 lakhs under Electricity Duty compensated to a very slight extent 
by a small increase under taxes on bettmg and ·entertainment. 

In regard to the Sales 'l'ax the House itJ aware that this is the first year 
in which the Act has been in operation tluoughout the whole twelve months 
·and our original estimate was neeesflarily very largely a matter of gue,;s 
work. 'rhis estimate may have been on the high sicle even for 11ormal 
-conditions of trade but there is no doubt that tb" receipts have been very 
seriouflly affeeted by the reduction of private sales of building material!-l 
.and inqH>de<l g·oocls. The short fall in reeoi pb-1 under the Haw ,Jute 'rnxatioD 
Aet is due chiefly to the exemption provided in section 3(3) of the Ad of. 
purehaHe~:; ma(le under eontnwts entered into lw£orP the date o{ the 
commerwem.ent of the Act. The drop under Electrieity Duty was only to 
be expected in view of the rigid enforcement of lighting restrictions. 

In regard to expenditure on Revenue Account, the increase o-f 46 lakhs, 
constituting as it does less than 3 per cent. of .the original estimate of J6! 
crores, may not at first sight seem to call for much explanation. AHhough, 
however, the net result is inconRiderable it is the effect of very substantial 
variations unfler certain heads. 

Broadly speaking, the variations consist of an increase of about 50 
lakhs under "Famine relief" J 3Z lakhs under "Extraordinary charges", 
20 lakhs on account of dearness allowance spread over almost all heads, 
and 18 lakhs under "Police", set off by a decrease of 44 lakhs under "Civil 
works", 10 lakhs under "Education", and 10 lakhs under "Public Health". 
The figures in respect of "Police", "Civil works", "Education", and 
"Public Health" are exclusive of dearness allowance, which has beeu 

separately accounted for in the foregoing enumeration. I shall now give a 
brief account of each o£ thes·e variations. · 

I have already referred to the heavy financial burden thrown upon the 
"Province as a result of the devastation cauHed by the recent cyclone and 
"flood. The expenditure during the current year will be o£ the order of 
.50 lakhs; this amount is required for gratuitous relief and allied measurQtl 
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:for the alleviation of distress. Large-scale agricultural loans have also 
been issued, but these are adjusted outside the Hevenue section of the 
Budget. 

The increase under "Extraordinary charges" represents the cost of 
special measures designed to meet the exigencies o£ the \Var situation. A 
little less than half of it is dut> to the entertainment of additional police 
for the protection of vulnerable areas. The remainder is due to the creation 
of a Directorate of Civil Supplies, the organisation of Home Guards, the 
grant o£ separation and other allowances in non-family areas, and increased 
expenditure on Civil Transport. 

I have already re~erred briefly to the activities of the Directorate of 
Civil Supplies. Hard things have been said and written regarding the 
Directorate and in clue course the :Minister-in-charge will hav·e an opportunity 
of replying in detail to the Department's critics. This afternoon I merely 
wish to summarise very briefly what has been done and what remains to 
l)e done and to emphasise the magnitude and complexity of the task to which 
we havB set our hands. · 

By July last it had become abundantly clear that the fixation of 
maximum prices by law was no solution of our problem: the effect was to 
drive supplies underground-or to what is popularly referred to as ''the 
black market". The control of prices could not he made effective without 
control of supplies. .Accordingly a new Department, the Directorate of 
Civil Supplies, was set up. One great handicap the new Department has 
had to face is shortage of trained staff. H has had to set up a new 
province-wide organisation with raw untrained material or such officers as 
could be spared from otht>r Departments in which work had been deliberately 
slowed down as a war measure. But in any case control of supplies cannot 
be obtained in a clay. I am told that in the last war it took England over 
a vear to obtain it e:ffectivelv. In less than six months we have with 
th~ co-operation of the Goven~ment o£ India reached a position where we 
are assured o£ actual control of all supplies of imported wheat and dal; 
of domestic coal; of sugar; and, thanks to the co-operation of the Oil 
of supplies, we have had to deal with repeated ·emergencies as best we could 
Companies, of kerosene. 

Now that cont.rol of the supplies of these commodities is assured, we can 
turn to the problem of effective distribution. .A start has been made and the 
Distributing Trades Tribunal whose functions have been publicly explained, 
is a guarantee that the selection of main distributors will be impartial and 
businesslike. The strictness of our control over distribution must be propor
tionate to the degree of stringency in Rupply. 

In the case or rice the struggle for control of supplies at fair prices is 
still continuing and 01u success will depend in large measure on the realisa
tion by all conoerned, from cultivator to consumer, that we mean business 
and are determined to put a stop to profiteering. During the past six months 
while we have been negotiating, persuading and ·:fighting for effective control 
much as it has gone against the grain, we have had to temporise with 
profiteers and speculators in order to keep supplies going. That phase we 
hope and believe is coming to an end as our plans for securing control o£ 
supplies begin to bear fruit. 

The cost o£ the Directorate during the current year is estimated at 
4? 1akhs. An advance of 50 1akhs has recently been placed at the disposal 
of the Directorate for the purchase of foodstuffs. 'l'his amount will be 
adjuRted in the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. 
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'l'he increase of 20 lakhs under "Dearness allowance'' spread over different 
heads of expenditure, represents the additional relief granted to employees 
on mo<lerate pay in order to mitigate the hardship caused by the abnormal 
rise in the cost of living. Details of the measure of relief, stmetioned from 
time to time, will be found in the Foreword to the Hed Doole 

Out of the increase of 12 lakhs under Police about 4~ lakhs is due to 
the reorganisation of Civic Guards with a view to improve their efficiency 
and a fufrther 5 lakhs to the grant .of the Police emergency areas bonus to 
the subordinate ranks. The remainder ofthe increase is due to a variety of 
factors such as higher cost of materials and extra transport for imJ.>roving 
the mobility of the force. 

Among other items of additional expenditure included in the reviserl 
there are two v/ltich call for individual mention. 'l'he first is the scheme £or 
the improvement o± food production. 

In an attempt to replace the rie·e Bengal used to obtain from Burma and 
generally to ensure adequate supplies of food Government launched the 
"Grow More Food" campaign in u~e beo·inning of the current year. 
Vigorous propaganda for increasing the ~creage under cultivation wns 
followed by the purdwse and (listri1mtion o£ improved varieties of pa<1<1y, 
mustard, lentil and potato seed. Seeds of various kinds of vegetables and 
cuttings of sugarcane were also distributed. 'l'he outlay on this project ~s 
estimated at 18H lakhs but a cor.si.derable part of it-about 10 lnkhs-ts 
expected to be recovered. 

The second scheme deals with measures for the control of vagruney. The 
House will recall that a provision of 2 lakhs was ineh1ded in the eurrent 
year's Budget for a special interest-free advance to facilitate arrangements 
for the removal of beggars from Calcutta pending the alloention of finane1nl 
responsibility among the parties coneernecl. Detailed examination of .tho 
proposal, however, n:1ade it clear that if the seheme were to he put. mto 
operation within a reasonable time it would have to he taken up directly hy 
Government in the first instance, the question of financial liability being ldt 
over for deeision later on. Considenth le llifn<:u lty was experien<·.ed in t.l1e 
seledion of n suitable :::ite and later in obtaining the neeeo;r;:ary building 
materialR. The site finally seleded )~ at Mahalanl11 in the distrid. of 
Murshidahar1 where the GOnRtrlv~ti<m of huil(1ingR de;;ig·nd to twcommodnte 
5,000 vagrants has already commenced. 'l'he <~ost oJ this scheme ns now 
workeu out. standR at a capital outlay of 1:3 lakhs and a recurring amn1al 
expenditure of 9 )akhs. The high cost is due to the abnormal rise in the 
priee of building materials, clothing and foodstuff. It is anticipated that 
the outlay in the cur;r;ent year will be 6~ lakhs. 

The increase on account o£ these and other small items of additio11al 
•expenditure is offset by minor decreases under other heads. 

'l'he heads which Rre responsible for the more substantial reductions are, 
as already stated, Civil Works, l~ducation and Public Health. The decrease 
under Civil Works is du•e to slowing down of both road and building work 
partly by design and partly owing to the non-availability of materials. 
Under Education the decrease is due to smaller grants to those District 
School Boards which have accumulated large balances. Under Public Health 
the decrease is due to the dearth of tube-well materials which made it 
impossible to ·utilise the 'Vater Supply grants to any great extent. 

It. remains now to explain the improvement o£ a erore and six lakhs in 
the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. This improvement is due to a loan 
of 2i crores granted to us by the Government of India for Ways and Means 
purposes. The effect of this much-needed addition to ··our .·balance has 
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unfortunately been largely neutralised by the issue of on~ crore of agricultural 
loans in excess of the normal precautionary provision.included in the budget 
and by an advance of 50 lakhs to the Directorate of Civil Supplies for the 
purchase of food grains; with the result that we h:we had to ask the Central 
Government to extend the period for which this loan \Vas made for a further 
tw·elve months. 

The estimated closing' balance at the end of the current year is, as already 
stated, a crore and 54 lakhs. This, however, ineludes nearly 4 crores of 
borrowed money made up as follows:-

Ways and Means advance 

A.R.P. advance outstanding m respect 
of 1941-42 

Civil Defence advance m the current 
year 

Total 

I :c.ow take up the estimates for 1943-44. 

2 erores 50 lakhs 

35 lakhs 

1 crore 10 lakhs 

3 crores 95 lakhR 

The year starts with an opening balance of a crore and fifty-four lakhs, 
which, as I have already explained, is the anticipated closing balance for 
the .current year. Revenue Receipts are placed at 16 crores and 2 lakhs, 
or 34 lakhs higher than the Revised. The estimate of expenditure on 
Revenue Account stands at 17 crores and 55 lakhs, which is 33 lakhs more 
than the anticipated expenditure in the current year. On the basis o£ these 
'estimates there will be a deficit on Revenue Account of a crore and fifty-three 
lakhs. The working o£ the Capital and Debt Deposit S·ection o£ the Budget 
is expected to result in a surplus of 86 lakhs. The net effect of the deficit 
on Revenue Account and nf the surplus out&ide it is to reduce the opening 
balance by 67 lakhs. The year is accordingly expected to end with a closing 
balance of 87 lakhs. 

Let me now explain briefly the reasons for the variation between the 
Revised and the Budget. 

The improvement of 34 lakhs under "Revenue . Receipts" is, broadly 
speaking, attributable to an increase of 20 lakhs under "Income Tax" and 
14 lakhs under "Other Taxes and Duties". The growth under "Income 
Tax" has been allowed on the strength of the latest advice received from 
ihe Gov·ernment of India. The increase under "Other Taxes and Duties" is 
due to the anticipation of larger receipts from the Raw Jute Taxation Act 
on the assumption that the provision for the exemption of purchases made 
under contracts entered into prior to 1st January, 1942, has already worked 
itself out. 'I'here are lesser variations under other heads which practically 
cancel each other. Thus a decrease of about 11 lakhs under Agriculture 
due mainly to the omission of the special receipts included in the Revised 
on account of the "Grow More Vood" campaign is offiset by an almost 
equivalent increase in Land Revenue receipts, assumed in the expectation 
that the coming year will be a normal one, free from widespread natural 
calamities. 

As I have already stated, the Budget provides for expenditure on Revenue 
Account 33 lakhs in excess o£ the revisecl estimates for the murent year. 
That figure, h(nvever, is not the real measure of the additional provision 
included in the estimates for 1943-44:. Honourable members will recall 
that the Revisrd ineludes lf\ lakht: for the "Grow More Food" campaign. 
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This provisiOn has not been repeated for the coming year. Then again the 
hulk of the heavy expenditure required in the current year for the relief of 
distress caused by cyclone and flood has been omiUed from the Budget. 
The reduction on this account is close upon 38 lekhs. It follows, therefore, 
that the additional provision to be accounted for in the estimates for the 
coming year is not merely 33 lakhs but this amount plus 56 lakhs or 8!) 
lakhs in all. 

A substantial part of this increase, amounting to no less than 35 lakhs, 
is attributable to the enham:ed rates of dearness allowanee. It would be 
unsafe at this stag'e to assume that the efforts of the Din~dorate of Civil 
Supplies will be R(l successful as to pennit an.Y <1]Jpreciable re<luetion in the 
aJlowances now in force. Our estimatc;s therefore assume that today's rates 
will be in force for full twelve months in the eoming year as against a few 
months only in the current year. The bulk of the remaining increase is 
due, similarly, to the requirements throughout the whole of 194a-44, of 
schemes which have been in force f_or only a part of the current year. 'rhus, 
.an extra 17 lakhs is required for the Home Guards Organisation, an extra 
3 lakhs for the Directorate of Civil Supplies and an additional sum of n lakhs 
for the seheme for the eontrol of vagrancy. A further 7 lakhs is required 
for the repair of Irrigation Emhankments damaged by the floo<t. I do not 
propose to tax the patienee of the House by a detailed enumeration of mmor 
variation us fu11 particulars will be found in the Ited Book. 

It will be seen i;herefore that apart front the increase<l provision on 
aceount of dearness allowance, the additional provision ineluded in the 
Budget is almost exclusively for tlJC continuation of new measures, mainly 
connected with the war, which have been initiated in the eurrent year. 'rvvo 
items only may be said to fall outt;i.de this categ-ory. The budget proviRion 
for grants to District School Boards is 8 lald1s higl10r tJmn the revised; but 
3 lakhs of this is intended to p<~rmit the payment of a dearness allowance 
te teachers .in primary schools. There iR nlRo a new provision of about 1 lakb 
for the improvement o£ the silk industry-a seheme of special importance 
at the present time when there is a larg'e demand for high quality silk for 
parachutes for the Defence services. 

The surplus of 86 lakhs in the Deht Deposit Section or the Budget is 
due principally to the advance of a crore and 6 lakhs from the Centre in 
respect of the provincial share of the poolable Civil Defence expenditure in 
the coming year. · 

This will be offset to some extent by the repayment of 31 lalchs 
representing a fifth part of the adv:mce's received on the same account in 
1941-42 and. the current year. 

As a result of the many and vai'ied extra burdens thrown on the revenues 
o£ the Province by the war, our annual expenditure is now some 150 lakhs 
more than our revenue. 

Outside the Revenue Aceount also there would have been a heavy deficit 
during the current year, had we not obtained a 'Vays and :M:eans advance 
of 21 crores from the Central Government in addition to the A.R.P. advanct> 
of one crore ten lakhs. As I have aln~ady informed the House on the 31st 
:M:arch, 1943, we shall be owing India 4 crores. It should therefore occasion 
no surprise when I tell lwnourable members that I consider it my duty to 
ask the House to empower me to raise addition! revenue during the coming 
year. 

I have no i~~ention of trying to balance my budget; .I do not J?ropose 
that we should pay as we go": that would require add1twnal taxatwn far 
beyond anything I· can contemplate at the IJresent time. The estimated 
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yield of the enhanced taxation I have in mind will he about 33 lakhs. We 
shall still have to borrow one crore six lakhs to meet our share of the poolable 
Civil Defence expenditure, and alter the repayment of one-fifth of the loans 
taken on this account in 1941-42 and 1942-43 the net increase in our 
indebtedness will be 75 lakhs, so that on 31st March, 1944, we shall be 
owing India 4 crores 75 ]akhs. 

I appreciate that even with an addition of 33 lakhs our closing balance 
at 119 lakhs will be quite inadequate for times such as these through which 
we are now passing; nor have I overlooked the fact that our budget estimate,;, 
do not include any provision on account of a subvention for the Calcutta 
Corporation-an inevitable liability; but these are difficult times and while 
I have no hesitation in asking the House to enhance the rates of the duties 
in the Bill now in members' hands, I am anxious not to do anything that 
might entail any material addition to the already phenomenally high cost 
of living for the poorer classes. And so for the time being I am content to 
meet a part of our war time expenditure with borrowed money; nor do I 
consider that this course is unorthodox or unsound in the present emergecny; 
or at least for so long as we are unable to :reduce the prices of the necessaries 
of life from the present high levels. 

Receipts. 

Opening Balance 
Revenue Receipts 
Receipts fro:m Debt Heads .. 

Total 

Expenditure. 
Revenue Expenditure 
Capital Expenditure 
Expenditure on Debt Head 
Closing Balance 

Surplus+ 
Deficit -

Total 

Net Result. 

On Revenue Account 
Surplus+ 
Deficit -
Outside Revenue Account .. 

Surplus+ 
Deficit -

Total. 

Excluding Opening Balance 

APPENDIX 
[Figures are in thousands of rupees.} 

1942-43. 
Actuals, ~ Budget, 

1941-42. Budget. Revised. 1943-44. 

1,09,51 1,14,73 1,32,40 1,53,76. 
14,94,28 15,69,79 15,67,53 16,01,87 
25,60,62 18,63,39 28,43,98 26,62,42 

41,64,41 35,47,91 45,43,91 44,18,05 
-----

15,50,38 16,75,38 17,21,61 17,54,85 
-4,63 -2,38 -80 29 

24,86,26 17,96,17 26,69,34 25,76,37 
1,32,40 78,74 1,53,76 86,54 

41,64,41 35,47,91 45,43,91 44,18,05 

-56,10 -1,05,59 -1,54,08 -1,52,98 

+78,99 +69,60 +1,75,44 +85,76 

+22,89 -35,99 +21,36 -67,22 
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Speech by the Hon'ble M1r. Tulsi Chandra Coswami, Finance Mini.ster, in 
presenting the Budget for 1943-44 

(Presented on 14th Septernber, 1,94.3) 

I rise to present the Budget for the year 1943-44. 

Five months of the year to which these estimates relate have already 
paHsed: and this is now the third time that the estimates for 1943-44 have 
been before the H ousP but I hardly think I need~ or indeed shall be expeeted, 
to rPmind the House of the eire1imstanees in which more than five months 
into the financial year Government find themselves without due sunetion 
for the appropriations necessary to earry on the t:dministration of the 
Province. The events of the .T uly session are too freFdl in the mindR ot us 
all for it to be necessary for m~ to recall how you, Sir, ruled as out of 
order Government's })roposal to move the demands that had not been voted 
in Mar~ch last before the fall of the Fazlul Huq Ministry. We have Rtudied 
your ruling Sir, and the estimates laid be:fore the House this afternoon 
have been prepared in the light of the observations contained in that ruling. 

I propose to make one reference only to the constitutional aspect of t,he 
present proceedings. In the course of your ruling, Sir, you said, "'l'he 
rules regarding the time for presentation of the budget, ete., could not for 
'Obvious reas6ns be complied with. Section 78 of the Act does not prescribe 
any time when the annual financial statement iR tt' 1)e presented, though 
rule 12 of the Governor's Rules does. It iA only reasonable to hold that 
in extraordinary circumstanceR not covered hy the law it should be 
permiAsible to place the annual finaneial statement EVen a:fter the year has 
'Commenced or proceeded further-. I do not thinlc there can be any serious 
objection to such a procedure." 

I£ I may be allowed to say so, I entirely agree, but, with a viow to 
ensure, Sir, as far as ptmsible, that our endeavours to comply with the 
provisionA of the Constitution Act and the nules made thereunder may not 
lle rendered infructuous on the ground that they eontravene rule 12 of 
the Governor's Rules, the Govenior after consultation with you, Sir, has 
been pleased to make an a(Z hoc Rule to ,govern the time for the fresh 
presentation o£ the estimates for the current financial year. 

One word, Sir, about the form of the estimates: Ron'ble members will 
observe that there haR been a change in the form of the budget. In the 
nrst place, the CUSt-omary revised CRtimates of the preceding year have been 
replaced by actuah: sin~e these actuals are now to hand. In the ~eeond 
place instead of the usual single column headed "budget estimate, 1943-44" 
or such other year as may be appropriate, the estimates for 1943-44 have 
been exhibited in three eolumns: reading from the right, we have first a 
column in whieh is shr~wn "Actual expenditure from 1st April 1943 to 
~'4th April 1943": next we have a column showing "Estimated expenditure 
from J?Sth April 1943 to 31st ~~hrch 1944": and finally there is a column 
m whwh has been entered the aggregate ot the other two eolumns, 
Tepresenting the estimated expenditure for the whole year. 

In deference to the opinion expressed by you Sir, in your ruling of 7th 
July, that honourable members were entitled to b'ave at least some indication 
of the amount of expenditure incurred between lst and 24th April, the 
Accountant-General, Bengal, was requested to comrile from his aecount 
registers as accurately aR possible the expenditt;re during the section 93 
administration. He furniRhed the figure:'l now placed before the House but 
in doing so he made it elear that sinee his aceounts are eompiled for 
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complete months the figures in questism are in many cases based on rough 
calculations with no pretensions to meticulous accuracy. 

I hope, Sir, that the form in which the estimates have now been draw·n 
up and presented will be sati8fadory to the Honse from every point of 
VIew. 

The Year 1942-43 

Before considering the estimates for tl1e current year I shall revrew 
very briefly the working of the past year. 

According to the Budget estimate the year 1942-43 was to st~rt with an 
opening balance of a crore and 15 lakhs and to end with a closmg balance 
of 79 lakhs. In actual working the opening balance stood at a crore and 
32 lakhs and the closing balance at 2 crores and 61 lakhs. The improvement 
of a crore and 82 lakhs in the closing balance is made up as follows: an 
increase o£ 17 lakhs in the opening balance; an improvement o£ 82 lakhs 
in the Revenue section; and an improvement o£ 82 lakhs outside the Revenue 
Account. Let me now give a brief account or each o£ these changes. 

The improvement in the opening balance was clue mainly to the slowing 
down o£ expenditure in the closing months of 1941-42 as a measure o£ 
war-time economy following the entry into the war o£ Japan. 

Revenue receipts amounted to 16 crores 50 lakhs against the original 
estimate o£ 15 crores and 70 lakhs and thus proved 80 lakhs better than 
was originally anticipated. 'rhe main variations from the original estimates 
were an increase of 47 lakl1s under Income-Tax and 72 lakhs under Excise, 
offset by a decline of 34 lakhs under Other Taxes and Duties. The increase 
under Income-Tax was due mainly to the war boom in industries. The 
improvement under Excise is attributable in the main to the larger 
consumption o£ country liquor as a result o£ the influx into the Province of 
Jlon.-Bengali fabourers, factory workerR, cnmp-follow..-rs and; evacue~s 
addwted to hquor: but our revenues have also benefited considerably m 
consequence of the greatly diminished supplies of imported liquor. in place 
of which consumers have' turned. to "foreign liquor" made in India. The 
decrease under Other 'raxes and Duties is due principally to a smaller yield 
from the Sales Tax than was originally anticipated. Against the Budget 
provision of one crore, actuals amount~il to 69 lakhs only. This was the 
first year in which the Act was in operation for a full twelve months and 
in consequence the original estimate was vei'y largely a matter of gne<-:s 
work. The Budget estimate may have b£en on the high side even for 
normal condition~, but there can be no doubt that receipts were largely 
affected by the reduction of private sales of building materials and of 
imported consumer's goods. 

Under Revenue Expenditure, although the actual, in total, almost exactly 
equalled the original estimate, important variations occurred under three 
main heads. 'l1here was an increase of 49 lakhs under Famine Relief and 
60 lakhs under Extraordinary Charges, set off by a decrease of 9'2 lakhs under 
Civil Works. 'I'he increased expenditure under Famine Relief became 
~ecessary. o~ing to the devastation caused b:v the cyclone and tidal wave 
ID the drstrwts of Midnapore and 24-Parganas. The increase under 
I~xtraordinary Charges was due partly to the intensi£cation of A. R. P. and 
Ciyil D:fence activities and partly to special measures designed to meet tbe 
exrgencws of the war situation. Some of the more important schemes under 
the second category were the creation of the Directorate of Civil SuppheA, 
the organisation of Horne Guards, the grant '9f separation and other 
allowances in non-family areas and additional war:time police. The decrea~e 
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under Civil Works was due partly to tl1e drastic curtailment of work and 
p~rtly_ to the delay in the makin'g o£ an accounting adju_stment the effect 
of which would have been to raise the actualR under tlns head by over 
20 lakhs. 

Outside the Revenue Account a surplus of 70 la.khs was anticipated at 
the Budget stage. In actual working this &urplus turned out to be a erore 
and 51 lakhs. 'l'his improvement of 81 lakhs was the result o£ a loan of 
2& e~ores ±rom the Government o:f India, set of! hy heavier Q~tgoings under 
special advances and under advances to eultlVators. 'l'he 1nerease under 
speeial advances amounted to 98 lakhs out of which GS lakhs was for the 
purchase of food grains and 15 lnkl1s for tl1e ~<cquisition d motor vehicles 
for c~ivil deienee purposes. U ncler a<lvances to eultivators the original 
provision was 15 lakhs onlv. Actuals however amounted to 94 lakhs, the 
inereaRe being due to wide~preacl distreRs of unpreeedented severity caused 
by cyclone and :flood. 

The Year 1943·44 

.I Rhall now paRA to the estimates for the current year. 

'rhe opening balance was 2 erores 61 lakhs: the estimates provide for a 
revemte of 18 (~rores 44: bkhs and au expenditure on revenue acnount of 
25 crores 80 lakhs. And so in a year in which our revenue is expected to 
be two crores higher than that of last year, our best year up to date, there 
will be a deficit on revenue account of 7 crores 36 lakhs ! 

In Bengal of late we have unfortunately ()'rown accustomed to deficit 
budgets but a deficit of over 7 crores iR Aometl1'ing new and sometl1ing very 
startling. On the other hand the conditjonfl eonhonting us today are quite 
unparalleled. This huge deficit is due entirely to the burden laid on our 
revenues by measures for the relief of distreAs in our present misfortunes. 
In Bengal today there is only one problem that matters: the food problem. 
Every one who has seen the plight in which Bengal finds herself today will 
agree that this is no time for half meamres and no matter what the cost, 
Government must afford relief to those unfortunates for whom failure to 
a:fford relief may mean death by starvation. 

With this hrie£ declaration of Government's policy, Sir, I return to the 
review of the current year's estimates. 

I have said that the deficit on revenue account will be 1 crores 36 lakhs. 
Experience has taught us that an opening balance of 2 crores 61 lakhs is 
none too large and so outside the revenue account we propose to borrow 
such sums ~~will provide a surplus in the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget 
sufficient to counterbalance the deficit on revenue account and leave the 
open.i;t:J.g balance intact as the closing balance for the year. 

Let me fill in the details of this broad outline. 

REVENUE REcErPTs 

As I have already stated, the estimated revenue for the current year 
is 18 crores 44 lakhs or one crore 94 lakhs better than the actual receipts 
in 1942-43 which at 16 crores 50 lakhs represents our best year to date. 
The main items of improvement are 65 lakhs under Excise, 50 lakhs under 
Stamps and 75 lakhs under Other Taxes and Duties. 

The increase under Excise is attributable in part to inc:r;eased 
consumption and in part to the enhancement of the rates o£ duty on hquor, 
ganja and opium undertaken with the twofold purpose of reducing consump-
tion and mopping up surplus purchasing power. · 
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The bulk of the improvement under Stamps occurs under "Non
Judicial" and is due to an expansion in the volume of transactions, such 
as transfers of immovable property, involving the use of non-judicial stamps. 

Under Court-fees too a slight upward trend is visible after years o:f 
almost continuous decline. 

Out of the total increase o£ 75 lakhs under Other Taxes and Duties, 
some 40 lakhs are due to the enhancement of the rates o£ levy in respect 
of Entertainment Tax, Betting Tax and Electricity Duty under the Bengal 
Finance Act, 1943. The bulk of the remaining increase occurs under Sales 
Tax and is due mainly to the general rise in the price of commodities and 
specially of imported consumer's goods. 

REVENUE ExPE,NDITURE 

The estimated revenue expenditure in the current year is 25 crores 81 
lakhs against an actual expendituTe of 16 crores 73 lakhs in 1942-43. The 
increase is thus a little over 9 crores. 

Out of this, the loss on the sale of subsidised food accounts for 3!, 
crores. ,\Vith a view to meet the acute shortage of foodstufl's in thi; 
Province Government have been obliged to undertake large scale purchase 
and distribution of f.CJod grains. For the exhibition of these trading 
t1·ansactions, a new head "85A-Capital outlay on Provincial Schemes. 
connected with the vVar" has been opened this year in the "Capital" 
Section of the Budget. . Government's outlay on food grains will be recorded 
under this head and the sale-proceeds will be taken in reduction of the 
outlay booked under the head. If the sale-proceeds are sufficient to cover 
the cost of our purchases, the net outlay under the head will be nil and 
no debit to provincial revenues will be involved. Unfortunately the average 
cost price of certain essential foodstuffs, particularly of rice, has for some time 
past been far beyond the capacity of the poorer sections of the public 
and it has been Government's policy to make rice and other foodstuffs 
available to such persons at concession rates through a chain of "control" 
shops and special grain shops both in Calcutta and in the mufassal, 
Government have also sanctioned the opening of departmental shops for 
the supply to non-gazetted Government servants drawing pay not exceeding 
Rs. 300 of certain foodstuffs at concession rates. It is estimated that the 
loss involved in these sales will be not less than 3! crores, 8! crores on 
account of sales to the public and 1 crore on account o£ sales to Government 
employees. This loss is chargeable to revenue and will be adjusted by debit 
to "63-Extraordinary charges" with a corresponding deduct entry under 
the Capital head to balance the original capital outlay. 

The next largest increase occurs under Famine Relief : Where there is 
a provision of 3 crores 52 lakhs against last year's aetual expenditure of 
52 lakhs. Against an average outlay of ..a,bout 10 lakhs in normal years, 
the expenditure on Telief operations rose last year to 52 lakhs. This was 
due mainly to the havoc caused by the cyclone and tidal wave in the 
districts of Midnapore and 24-P;,trganas. This year there has been a 
very serious deterioration of the economic condition over the greater part 
of the Province. Last year's cyclone and this year's floods have a share 
in the respm1sibility for the present condition of the Province but the 
main cause of torlay's widespread distress is the fantastically high price 
of rice. The estimated cost of relief operations now stands at 3 crores 
52 lakhs of which a crore and 90 lakhs is on account of gratuitous relief 
(l.nd the balance for Test works. In order to minimise the inflationary 
effect of these relief measures, relief is being given wherever possible in 
kind. 
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The next item that calls for comment is an increase of 66 lakhs under 
Agriculture. This is due mainly to an intensification of the "Grow More 
:Food" campaign which was instituted in the preceding· year at a total 
-cost o£ 21 lakhs. 'l'he provision on this account in the current year amounts 
to close upon 83 lakhs. 'l'he more important items on this year's programme 
:are the distribution o£ 3 lakhs maunds o£ a(fnan. paddy seeds, of 50 thousand 
maunds of wheat seeds and of 42 thousand maunds of gram, lentil and 
mustard seeds. The distribution o£ aman vaddy seeds has already been 
completed. Among subsidiary items may be mentioned a scheme for 
irrigation by means of Persian wheels at a cost of hal£ a lakh; a scheme 
for the cultivation of fodder crops at a cost of l~ lakhs; and another 
scheme costing 2 lakhs desig·ned to stinn1late tl1e growth of vegetahles
''l'he Government of India have agreed to mah' an intereot-free advance in 
respect of half the cost of seed distribution. 'l'his advance will be crediteil 
to the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget and repaid immediately after 
the recovery of the seed loans. 

The expenditure on Civil '\Vorks in the current year is expected to be 
.some 55 lakhs higher than the actuals for 1942-43. 'Ihe increase is due 
partly to the adjustment during the current year of certain charges relating 
to 1942-43 and partly to the enha11ced price o£ road and building materials. 

There is an increase of 27 lakhs under Police more than hal£ of which is 
·due to the supplementary dearness allowance and the halance to sueh items 
as reorganisation of Civic Guards Emergency Areas Bonus and increased 
·charges for clothing and equipment. 

The increase of 11 lakhs in the Irrigation Budget is due mainly to the 
repair of irrigation embankments damaged by cyclone and flood. 

IntereRt charges are higher by nearly 15 lakhs as a result of heavier 
borrowing regarding which I shall have more to say when I deal with the 
Debt Deposit Seetion of the Budget. 

Another item of increar;ed expenditure is a r;ubvention of 5! lakhs to the 
'Calcutta Corporation, representing a moiety, of the War Hisks (Faetories) 
Insurance ]Jremium and a lump gTant of Us. 5 lakhs as recommended by 
Mr. Gurnet t.o supplement the Corporations closi1ig balance for 1942-43. 

. l<'i~ally, the expansion and reorganisation of the Department of Civil 
.Supphes accounts for an inerease of 31 lakhs. Half of this increase is 
required to meet the cost of the additional staff first engaged in .Tune last 
for the purpose of the combined anti-hoarding drive and census of food stuffs 
throughout the Province and since retained to supervise the work of the 
food committees brought into being at that time. The balance is required 
to meet the additional coRt of new or expanded officer under the Directorate 
:amongst which particular mention may be made of the office of the Controller 
·of Wheat and Wheat Products with an officer in J.1ahore whose task it is 
not only to expedite the despatch of aU consignments intended for Bengal, 
but also to make such -purchases outside the basie plan as opportunity 
permits; o£ a speeial relief organisation and of an Intelligence Section to 
detect and to supervise the prosecution of offenders against the Directorate's 
statutory orders. 

It has not yet been found possible to work out the full details of the cost 
of rationing which is going to be introduced shortly. Consequently, no 
provision for this item has been included in the present estimates. 'rhe 
cost is however expected to be considerable and a supplementaTy demand 
will have to 'he put in in due course. 
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CAPITAL ExrENDITuRE 

Let me now turn to the Capital Section. I have already referred to the· 
new head of account, "85A-Capital Outlay on Provincial Schemes connect
e~ with the 'V ar'' which has been opened in the current year for the exhibi
twn of large scale trading transactiions undertraken by Government. The 
schemes for which provision has been included under this head relate to the 
purchase and distribution of food grains and standard doth and the building 
up of a reserve of salt. The outlav on the Grain Purchase Schemes is 
~stimated at 10 crores of rupees ancl as already explained the loss involved 
m the subsidiRed sale of foodstuffs to the public and to Government employees 
on small pay is estimated at :H crores. 'l'his loss will be adjusted by 
transfer to revenue. 'rhe outlay "on standard cloth is estimated at 7~ crores. 
and the whole of this amount is expected to be recovered. The salt purehase 
scheme involves an outlav of 50 lakhs and as tl1e salt is to be held as a 
reserve ag·ainst emerg·enci~s the expenditure will remain oub,;tanding at the 
close of the year. 'l'he net expenditure under ''85A" accordingly stands at 
50 lakhs. 

I may add that since tl1e fmegoing estimates were drawn up, a scheme 
has been formulated for the purchase of some 65 lakh maunds o£ the aws 
crop at an estimated cost of 16 CI·ores of rupees. Arrangements to finance' 
these purchases have been completed with the Imperial Bank o£ India. 

DEBT DEPOSIT SECTION 

I shall now pass to the Debt Deposit Section of the Budget. The surplus. 
under this section in 1942-43 was a crore and a hal£. The present estimates. 
provide for a surplus of 7 crores. The improvement of 5~ crores is the 
result of larger borrowing set off to some tlxtent by a larger issue of 
agricultural loans. 

In 1942-43 our net borrowing amounted to 3t crores of wl1ich 2~ crores 
represented a Ways and ~leans Advauce and 1 Ciore \vas an advanee in 
Tespect of the Provincial share of the pool~ble Civil Defence expenditure. 
The present estimafes provide for a total borrowing of 18 CTores, including 
general 'Vays and M:eans Advances :1ggregating 9~ crores, a rice purchase 
loan o£ 5i crmes, a wheat purchase loan of H crores and a Civil Defenee 
advance of 1 crore. The repayment contemplated amounts to 7! crores, 
including 2i crores on account o£ last year's Ways and :Means Advance and 
5 crores on account of rice and wheat purchase loans taken in the current 
year. The net borrowing therefore amounts to 10i m·ores, that is to say, 
7 crores more than in 1942-43. On the other hand, owing to the serious 
deterioration in the economic condition throughout the Province the issue· 
of agricultural loans will be on a very much larger scale in the current year 
and after taking into account the estimated recoveries there will be a net 
ouigoing of 260 lakhs as against last year's actual net outlay of 70 lakhs. 

It will appear from the foregoing analysis that although O'llT revenue is 
2 crores higher than last year, it has failed to keep pace with the huge 
expenditure foreed upon us by the exigencies o! the present situation and 
we are faced in the current year with a revenue deficit of over 7 crores. 

Our outstanding debts at the clm~e of the current year are estimated at. 
14 crores made up as follows:-

Advance in respect of the Provincial 
Defence expenditure 

'Vays and Means Advance 

Crores 
share of poolable Civil 

Advance for purchase of food grains 
Advance in connection with "Grow More Food'' sr.l1emc 

Total 
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It remains for me to give some indication of he measures I propose for 
:reducing the startling gap between our expenditure and our revenue. 
Tomorrow I shall beg leave to introduce and move for reference to a Select 
Committee a Bill to impose an income-tax on agricultural incomes. I need 
not make a secret of Government's decision to introduce latter in the year 
.a Bill to enhance the sales tax. 

No revenue can be expectt>d from an agricultural income-tax till 1944-45 
.and it may not be possible to pass the legislaion necessary to enhance our 
sale tax in time to afl'ord and relief during the current financial year. Awl 
so for the present there is no alternative but to borrow and it is on this 
:.assmnption that the estimate~:~ relating to the Debt Deposit Section of our 
lhrdget Jwve been framed. 

In my attempt to delineate a true picture of the financial poHition of the 
Government o£ Be11gal, I have had to introduce wearitlomc detaiL::. 1t is n. 
di~:nnal pieture that hears little resmn blnnee to tlJOse which >Vere pn1sente!l 
before the J,egislature in past years under less unhappy ciretunc>tmWt>fl . 
. Bengal, once so richly clowered with Nature's bounties, is today bent double 
with woe and ag·ony and is a suppliant for neighbourly charity. In the 
.situation in which we find ourselves, there is no choice left to Government 
hut to undertake in the very largest measure the tasl>: of relieving distress 
regardless of cost. 

Nature and Man seem to have conspired to inflict on the people of this 
I)rovince almost unbearable sufferings, in the mitigation of which we 
may have, from time to time, to violate the accepted canons o£ public 
finance with a view to the ultima.te good. Within the space of less than 
a year, Bengal haH been visited hy two major natural calamities, imposing 
upon our resom·ee8 a burden the magnitude of which ean be at leml'G 
patrially judged by the figures I have given you in regard to our relief 
operatiOJJS. 1t is u commonplace in eonversation and journalism today to 
describe Beng-al as a hase of military operations. The presence of the large 
military personnel, tho construction of aerodrome:'!, roads and bridg0s, and 
the td.most unlimited purchac;es of eommoditieR have inevitably upset the 
balanee of the economic life of the Province and intensified the evil of 
Inflation. "While it is the determined policy o£ our Government to adopt 
:remedial memrures against inflation, it is only too obvious that many of 
the 1'cmedies which might suggest themselves to yon or me are beyond the 
Provincial Government's powers. 

It must be remembered that Inflation which is set in motion by war 
'Conditions and is t.he creature o:£ a vicious circle, itself creates vicious 
circles, in the general economy of a country. Abnormal purchasing power 
created by and :for Government is passed on to the people. But it lR so 
unevenly distributed that, among other evils, that of the "black market" 
is inevitble; for, as a result of inflation, the rich are richer and the poor 
poorer. We in Bengal have so1.1.ght the assistance of the Government of 
India; we have, at great sacrifice, offered them co-operation. I sincerely 
hope that assistance will be rendered unto us in the spirit of the proverb: 
"He giveth twice who giveth soon". 

A situation like this must naturally give rise to recriminations; 
recriminations between Government and people, between one Government 
ad another. Not oly do I desire to avoid recrimination, I wish that we 
the people of Bengal-nay, we the people of India-should prayerfully 
resolve that, however artfully some sovereign Demiurgus in the stars may 
have cast our parts, each one of us will be steeled by adversity and impelled 
to unite in a common endeavour to allay suffering, and in so acting to he 

. the architect of a brighter and more glorious destiny for the land of our 
birth. 
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APPENDIX. 

[Figures are in thousands of tupess.] 

Budget, Actuhls, Budget, 
1942-43. 1942-43. 1943-44. 

Receipts-

Opening Balance 1,14,73 1,32,40 2,60,46 

Revenue Receipts 15,69,79 16,49,97 18,43,89 

Receipts from Debt Heads 18,63,39 31,70,33 44,50,12 

Total 35.47,91 49,52,70 65,54,47 

----
Expenditure-

Revenue Expenditure 16,75,38 16,73,16 25,80,57 
Capital Expenditure -2,38 -1,05 50,29 
Expenditure on Debt Heads 17,96,17 30,20,13 36,63,40 
Closing Balance 78,74 2,60,46 2,60,21 

Total 35,47,91 49,52,70 65,54,47 

----
Net Result--

Surplus+ 
Deflct-

(a) On Revenue Account -1,05,59 -23,19 -7,36,68 
(b) Outside Revenue Accounti +69.,60 +1,51,25 +7,36,43 
(c) Net, excluding opening balance -35,99 +1,28,06 -25 
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Presentation of the Supplementary Estimates for 1943-44 

(Presented on the 24th Peb~rua.ry, 1944) 

The Hon'ble Mr. TUisi Chandra Coswami: 8i1·, I beg to present the 
supplementary estimate of expenditure for the current year. The total 
covered by the estimate is Rs. 3G,24,48,0(l0. Out of this Rs. 2,18,000 is 
"charged'' and the balance is "voted". 'rhe clemdand is spread over ~2 
heads o£ which one, namely, "85-A-Capital Outlay on Government Schemes 
connected with the WaT, 193D", is outside the Tevenue account. The demand 
under the capital hea\l ''85-A" amounts to about Rs. 29} crores. 1n the 
Budget for the current year it waH assumerl that the unadju~ted capital out
lay on Government's trading operation~ at the dm;e of the year would be a 
sum of Rs. 50,00,000 fol' the building up of a reserve stoek of salt. It lS 

now estimated that, over and above this, capital to the extent of 291 erore;,; iH 
likely to remain invested in stocks of !oodgrains and sugar. A demand has 
therefore to he made for this amount. It is anticipated that the bulk of 
the stock in hand wil1 be disposed of in the eoming year. 

The next largest item iR a demand of 2 C"rores 13 lakhs under 
"54 Fa'mine". 'l'he extra expenditure is due to special measures under-. 
taken for the relief of destitutes from starvation and diseuses. Apart from 
larger expenditure on gratuitous relief in the form of cash doles and free 
kitchens, the more important items responsible for the increase are 33 lakhs 
for temporary poor-houses and destitutes cam1,1S, 53 lakhs for emergency 
medical relief centres and 40 lakhs for the free diNi:rihution o£ eloth and 
hlnkets among destitutes. 

The demand under "63-Extraordinary Charges'' iR a little over 2 
erores. l)art o£ this is due to the expansion ·Jf the Department of Civil 
SuppliL"s and the introduetion of rationing in Calcutta and eertain 
industrial areO,s. The balance is due to the £net t.hat the loRH on salt~ o:f 
suhsidiHed food is expeeted to be larger than waH originally estimated. 

'rhe extra expenditure of 78~ lakhs under "Jails" iEJ due to a large increase 
in prison population coupled with gTcnt.ly increased cost of £o.odHtn:l¥, cloth
ing, medicines and other contingencies. 

Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. Tulsi Chandra Goswami, Finance Minister, in 
presenting the Budget for 1944·45 

(Presented on the 18th February 1944) 

Mr. Speaker, I rise to present the Budget for the year 1944-45. 

'rhe scheme underlying previous budget speeches in this Province has 
been a comparison, firstly, of the revised estimates of the closing yf'ar with 
the estimates presented twelve tnonths earlier and, secondly, of the budget 
estimates of the eoming year with the revised estimates of the dosing year. 
This was a form o£ presentation admirably suited to the days when the 
variation between one year's revenue and expenditure was not likely to 
exceed a crore at the very most and the principal concern o£ this House was 
to see that such new revenue as was available was applied to nation-building 
departments. In the changed cireumstances of today when the expenditure 
·under the three heads "63-Extraordinary Charges in India," "54-
:Famine" and. "40-Agriculture" wi11 account for nearly hal£ the total 
expenditure of the year and is approximately equal to the whole expenditure 
of the Province during 1940-41, I doubt if that form of presentation is the 
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most appropriate and I think I may be able to help Hon'ble members to a 
truer appreciation of the present state of our finances and the resulting 
problems if I explain our estimates of the two years' ·working in broad 
outline and leave those who wish to fill in the details to study the Red Book 
where tlley will find the usual detailed comparisons under each grant and 
the explanations of the main differences. 

I do not propose this ctfternoon to add yet one more to the many diagnoses 
of the causes of the famine that ravaged Bengal last year, but no event in 
recent years has so stirred the public conscience and it is no hyperbole to 
say that the history of the Pmvince during the two years with which we are 
concerned today is the tale of that famine and the measures talzen to combat 
it, to deal with its aftermath and to prevent a recurrence: and for those 
with eyes to see beyond the figures, that tale is told in the estimates under 
the three heads "53-Extraordinary Charges in India", "54-Famine" and 
'' 40-.Agriculture''. 

Let me start with "53-Extraordinary Charges in India". This head 
of account was first opened in 1939-40 to record extraordinary expenditure 
necessitated by war conditions and for the first three years the bulk o£ the 
expenditure debited thereunder was connected with Civil Defence. The 
expenditure on Civil Defence finally debitable to provincial revenues during 
1943-44 and 1944-45 will be one crore and one crore 30 lakhs, respectively, 
and this burden which, coupled with the shrinkage in our receipts from the 
Jute Export Duty and a dearness allowance of moderate proportions, we 
fondly thought in the first years o£ the current decade was to be the extent 
of the war's impact on the finances of the province, looks very small 
alongside the staggering burdens imposed by the famine. 'l'he cost o£ the 
Civil Supplies Department which in 1942-43 was under 4 lakhs will be one 
more and one crore forty-eight lakhs in 1943-44 and 1944-45, respectively. 
rl'hese :figures do not o£ course include the losses on the Department's trading 
operations which have been placed at 3~ and 5 crores, respectively. I must 
explain what these latter figures represent. 

The procurement operations of the Civil Supplies Department aim at 
obtaining physical possession o£ su;fficient stocks to enable Government to 
ensure the equjtable distribution of the available food supplies at reasoable 
price levels. These operations. involve the purchase of stocks at prices in 
excess of those which it is ultimately hoped to stabilise and in consequence, 
if Government's operations achieve their purpose, a loss is inevitable. In 
fact to a great extent Government's loss will be the measure o£ the success 
of their operations. Government appreciate of course that the deliberate 
depreciation of the value of their stocks will not be the only kind of loss for 
which allowance will have to be made, but it will not be possible to calculate 
the final result of these operations until the last stocks are disposed of and 
the accounts closed and the losses for which provision has been made in the 
estimates are the losses entailed in the sale of stocks below the price at which 
they were purchased or in the deliberate depreciation o£ the value oJ 
Government's stocks. 'l'his pr.ovision is not expected to cover the further 
losses with which we shall undoubtedly be faced one day-shortages, 
damaged stocks, unsaleable stocks. The writing off of such losses will have 
to await the final winding up o£ theRe new-ly assumed adi-vities, but as it iff
part of Government's policy to accumulate and hold large stocks as a 
provincial reserve and at the same time to use their statutory powers to make 
periodical reductions in the value o£ the stocks in their hands, it ·wouJd 
obviously be unsound not to make provision in o1.u estimates to meet the 
inevitable loss. Nor need the tax-payer look askance at a loss of li crnres: 
for if Governrnent's oper:ttions do no more than ensure that the price of rice 
does not rise above the price now prevailing, as eompared with last year','!-

B-10 
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''expenditure, in countless individual domestic budgets there will be savings 
that would aggregate ten, perhaps twenty, times the outlay by virtue of 
which such savings will have been made possible. 

In normal times the expenditure adjusted under the heau ''54-Famine" 
represents either expenditure on 'l'est Works or the cost of doles to persons 
for whom test work is not possible or at times when test works are 
impracticable. In some years extra staff has to be appointed to administer 
and supervise the distribution of relief and in those years a further item of 
expenditure-Establishment-will appear in the accounts under this head. 
'But in the year now closing it has been necessary not only to open relief 
centres, poor houses and orphanag-es throughout .the Province but also to 
organise special medical relief at a cost approximately equal to the normal 
annual expenditure under ''38-Medical"; in consequence the estimates both 
for the current and the coming year under "54-Famine" include large 
provisions for special medical relief and poor or work-hour:;es and orphanages. 

In September last when presenting the Budget for tlw current year I 
estimated that the cost of relief operations would amount to no less than 
3~ crores. High as that estimate seemed at the time, it has faUen far short 
of our requirements. Our revised estimate has been placed at 5 erores 
B5 lakhs. :Money, however, has been only a part of our problem: the init1al 
difficulty was of course the procurement of the foodgrains, but. the problem 
{li getting the supplies to the areas where they were most needed often 
presented almost equal diHiculties. By October last it had become clear that 
ihese twin problems of procurement and distribution were far beyond the 
unaided resources of the Provincial Government. It was not, however, till 
His Exeellency Lord 'Vavell aRt:>umed hiK high office and within a few days 
of assuming office visited Bengal mHl saw things for llinu.,el£ that a.stJi;;tanee 
.commensurate with the needs of the situation was vouchsafed. 1'he people 
of this Province will ever Temewher the deep sympathy ana umlerstanding 
that lll'Ornptod HiR Bxeelleney'l:l vil:lit. rrhey will recall Loo with gratitude 
Hit! I<>xcelleney'l:l de(•,ision to put the Army on the job. If I may he permitted 
to say Ro, that deciRion was nn outRLnnding deeision-rea1iRtie and 
statecmmnlike. 'rhat decision marked the turning· point in our troubles. 
From that day the famine fighting· organisation al:lsumed proportions more 
eomnun1surate with the task. I do not propose tl1iR afternoon to attempt to 
reeonnt all that the Army has done or how it solved our distribution problem. 
1;he story is well known and the services then rendered will be remembered 
with heartfelt gratitude in the remotest corners of the }lrovince. The 
assistance given by the Army brought about an immediate improvement m 
the famine situation and when epidemies-the inevitable aftermath of 
famine-made their appearance, the Army again came to the rescue. 

A score of hospitals with £rom 100 to 150 beds in each were opened in 
the worst affected districts and in these hospitals, equipped with the most 
modern devices for the treatment of war casualties in the field, thousands 
of sic:k clestitutes learned for the first time what real medical attention means. 
ln addition, some 40 mobile treatment centreR have g'one into the interior 
of the districts, giving cholera inoculation and small-pox vaccination and 
treating malaria and other eat?es; the number of cases so treated runs into 
six figrues. 

To return to the estimates out of the total grant of 5 crores 65 lakhs, 
3! crores is chargeable to gratuitous relief and 11 crores to test works 

Gratuitous relief has been administered chiefly in the form of grain doles 
and of cooked food from free kitchens run in some cases by official agencies 
and in others by non-official org'anisations assisted by Government with 
supplies of £oodgrains at subsidised rates. With a view to minimise the evil 

·.of: inflation doles in cash were given as sparingly as possible. 
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The expenditure adjustable under Gratuitous Relief will also include an 
outlay of 40 lakhs for the purchase of cloth and blankets for free distribution 
among the destitutes and a sum of 5 lakhs for the purchase of imported milk 
foods for distribution to infants and nursing mothers. 

The estimated expenditure on test relief works, as already mentioned, 
is a crore and a quarter. The test works were in most cases uesigned to 
improve communications, drainage and irrigation facilities so that in addition 
to providing work for labourers they might help materially in the "Grow 
More Food'' campaign. 

The provision ineluded in the estimates fur poor houses and orphanages 
is 33 lakhs. District Officers have been authorised to set up temporary poor 
houses, orphanages and evacuation camps wherever necessary with proper 
arrangements for food, sanitation and water-supply. In accordance with 
these instructions about one hundred poor houses and destitute camps have 
been opened in different parts of the Province. 

The estimates also include a provision of 53 lakhs for the administration 
of special medical relief in 1 ural areas. This provision is intended to meet 
the cost of some 60 emergency hospitals of a hundred beds each and 500 
hospitals of 20 beds each attached to selected dispensaries in the worst 
affected areas. In addition to this huge expansicn of the existing facilities 
for indoor treatment-an expansion representing a 200 per cent increase 
on the number of beds normally available-arrangements have been made 
to provide outdoor treatment nearer the patient's home by the opening of 
some 2,800 satellite treatment centres based on existing dispensaries. A 
further measure designed for the same purpose is the or(J'anisation of 250 
mobile medical units to tour in the interior and give mafaria and general 
treatment. · 

.Against 5 crores 65 lakhs in the current year, our estimate of famine 
relief.:expenditure in 1944-45 stands at 2 crores 61 lakhs. We are hoping 
that with sustained improvement in the economic situation it will be possible 
to effect considerable reduction in expenditure on test works and gratuitous 
relief. The Budget accordingly provides for hal£ a crore under test works . 
and a crore under gratuitous relief. Special medical relief operations will, 
h.owever, have to be continued for a good part of the coming year and the 
estimate on this account has been placed at 62 lakhs. The position in regard 
to orphanages is as follows. Temporary orphanages will have to be kept open 
for the maintenance of orphan and deserted children while a search is being 
made for friends and relatives who will be able and willing to take care of 
them. Orphans without friends and relatives will have to be transferred 
to approved non-official institutions or to quasi-permanent orphanages which 
will be set up and equipped for the purpose by Government. The first of 
these has already been opened at Berhampore. The Budget contains a 
provision of 32 lakhs for temporary work or poor houses and of 15 lakhs for 
quasi-permanent orphanages. 

It will be seen that the total provision on account of famine relief in 
the two years is eight crores and a quaxter. No separate provision is included 
in these estin1ateH for the rehabilitation of people who have been ruined as 
a result of the famine. This nwtter is engaging the attention of Government 
and it is certain that large sums will he required for this purpose. 

The foodgrains procurement and distribution arrangements represent 
the first leg of Government's plan to prevent a recurrence o£ famine comli
tionR. The second leg is the Grow More Food campaign. 

During 1944-45 every attempt will be made to bring under cultivation 
more cultivable waste lands but the main aim of the campaign will be to 
increase the output of lands already cultivated. The methods by which it 
js hoped to achieve this aim are the distribution of manure and improved 
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seeds. the encouragement of the making of composts in villages and the 
carrying out of such irrigation and drainage projects as promise quick 
results. 

'l'he approved schemes of seed distribution indude aus and. aman paddy 
seeds, r·abi seeds, fodder crop seeds and sueh famine .crops as cheena, 'wun, 
kalai and harley. To facilitate the working of the Yarious seed distribution 
sehemes a ·seBd store or depot is being established at each sub<livisional 
headquarters. During the coming year it is proposed to introduee, as an 
alternative to the sowai system ordinarily followed in this Province, a system 
of cash sale with a 20 per cent. rebate. ''fhis is reported to be the normal 
praetiee in a number of other ProvineeH and it iH hupe!l that it will prove 
attractive in this Province also. It is not intended to discontinue distribution 
on the smoa'i baR is: the eultivator will have the option of obtaining his E)eeds 
on payment of 80 per cent. of the preHuribed eost or on loan, sueh loan being 
repayable after the harvest on the sowai system in cash or in kind. 

'l'he grant under "40'"---Agriculture" includes a special provision for the 
Grow More Food campaign of 1 crore 35 lakhs and 50 lakhs in 1943-44 
and 1944-45, respectively. The reasons why the provisions for the coming 
year is so much smaller than that for the current year is that the s·eeds for 
several of next year's schemes will be purchased during the current year. 

The revised estimate for the current year under "Jails" has been placed at 
1 crore ;36 lakhs against an actual expenditure of 53 lakhs only in ID4~-43. 
'l'his inerease of over 150 per cent. is the direet result of famine eonditions: 
it is ture that there has heen a large inerease in the prison population, but 
that itself is to a large extent the result of desperation on the part o£ those 
who found themselves driv·en nearer and nearer the verge of starvation. 

'l'he bulk of the inerease is of cmuse due to ihe greatly inereased eost 
of foodstuffs. 'l'he normal praetice is £or each jail to purehase in the 
closing months of each year when the new crops eome on to the market a 
stock of foodgrains suffieient for the whole o£ the following year. Owing 
to lack of supplies it was not possible to JJHlke purcha~es on the usual seale 
during the closing months of 1942-43 and supplementary supplies had to he 
purchased during the eurrent year at veTy high priees. There have also 
been substantial increases in the pric~cs of elothing·, medicine and other 
necessities. 

Next year's budg·et for ".Jails" haR been placed at 1 erore 11 lakhs on the 
assumption that the priees o£ foodstuffs will be lower. In the two years 
together the expenditme under this head will be a crore and a half abov~ 
the expenditure of the two preceding years. 

The grants under Irrigation for the two years include a provision of 
109• lakhs for the repair of the Damodar Embankment breached by last year's 
floods. The Government o£ India have agreed to make an interest-free 
advance for this purpose, the question whether tl:is advance or any part of 
it shall be repaid being left for settlement along with the general question 
of financial assistance to the Provinee in its pre3ent difficulties.' 

The grant under "Industries" includes one novel provision of which I 
must make mention. I refer to the provision of Rs. 16 lakhs for payment of 
subsidies to sugar mills in Bengal. Government are satisfied that the price 
of sugar fixed by the Sugar Controller-this price is uniform throughout 
India-will not allow sugar mills in Bengal to pay more than 12 annas a 
maund for cane. Government are of opinion that in Bengal today 12 annas a 
maund does not represent an adequate return to the cultivator of cane and 
apprehend that unless he gets a minimum price of Re. 1, the cultivator will 
not have sufficient induqement to maintain an equal area 1illd·er cane and 
sugar production will be adversely affected. At the present time it is of 
paramount importance to ensure the maximum po·,sible production of «ugar. 
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Government have therefore prescribed a minimum price of Rs. 1 per maund 
for purchases of cane by mills and have und·ertaken to compensate mills at 
the rate of 4 annas a maund. No subsidy will be paid to mills in respect of 
cane grown on their own plantations. 

The revised estimate for the current year under "Public Health" has been 
placed at 82 lakhs against 36 lakhs in 1942-43. The increase is due mainly 
to anti-epidemic measures and includes 12~ lakhs for free distribution of 
quinine, ] 4. lakhs for the control of cholera and small-pox and 13~ lakhs for 
the repair and re-sinking of tube-wells which have gone out of order in the 
affected areas. 'fhe requirements for the coming year have been placed at 
61 lakhs. The decrease is due to the fact that while measures for combating 
malaria, cholera and small-pox will have to be continued for some months, 
the special provision for the restoration of tube-wells will not be required 
ne~t year. 

In the two years the increase in Public Health expenditure over the 
normal of 36 lakhs amounts to three-quarters of a crore. 

One last item which calls for individual mention is a provision of 5 lakhs 
for paymelilt to the Scheduled Castes Education Fund in the Budget for the 
coming ybtkr. The Fund was created in 1938-39 with an initial contribution 
of 5 lakh, t A lakh and a hal£ was put into the Fund in each o£ the yean; 
1941-42 -tilt' 1943-44. It is proposed to make a payment of 5 lakhs into the 
Fund duri...'lg 1944-45. 

Let me now review briefly the working" of the capital head "85-A". As 
the House is aware, this head was opened in the current year for the 
exhibition of large-scale trading transactions undertaken by Government to 
promote healthier marketing conditionf\ in respeet of certain commodities, 
principally food.grains. 

The schemes for whieh provision has been included under this head are:
(1) purchase of foodgrains other than wheat; 
(2) purchase of wheat and wheat products; 
(;]) supply of foodstuffs at concession rate to Government employees 

including Civic Guards and A.R.P. personnel; and 
(4) purchase of standard cloth, sugar and salt. 

The total capital outlay involvAd in these schemes in the current year is of 
the order of 16 crores, o£ which 41 crores is ch'rived from sale-proceeds and 
represents the turnover of stocks. As I have already explained, the loss 
irtvolvecl in these tr-ansactions during the current year by the sale of 
foodgrainB other than wheat to the public a;t lesR than cost price or by the 
deliberate depreciation of stocks has been placed a·t 3~ erores. No loss is 
anticipated in respect of transactions relating to the purchase of wheat and 
wheat product.s, standa.rd cloth, sugar and salt. The book value of the stock 
likely to remain in hand at the elr.se of the year is 'estimated at 29i erores. 

The comparable figures for the coming yenr are-a totnl outlay of 8'1 
cro1·es-a loss of 5 crores and a carry forward of 12 crores of foodgrains other 
than "wheat and some 56 lakhs of salt. 

Hon'ble members will naturally wish to know from what sources capital 
o{ this oriler haR been iJbtainerl. I Rhal] have more to say on this subject 
later: at this stage it will be sufficient to sav that this huge capital has 
been obtained from three sources: loans from the Central Government, casJ1 
credit advances from the Imperial Bank of India and treasury bills. " 

I now turn to the receipt side. Our revenue for the years 1943-44 and 
1944-45 has been placed at 21 crores 34 ]akhs and 21 crore'l D1 lakhs, 
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respectively. These figures represent increases over the receipts of 1942-43; 
our previous best year, of 4 crores 88 lakhs and 5 crores 51 lakhs, res~ 
pectively. 

The heads under which the main increases occur are "Excise," "Other 
Taxes and Duties,'' and Stamps." Under "Excise" we look for increases 
of 1 crore 12 lakhs and 1 crore 33 lakhs, respectively; an increase of 90 odd 
lakhs under "Other Taxes and Duties;" and a comparable increase under 
"Stamps." Six months ago, while presenting the Budget for the current 
year I predict.ed that. our policy of enhancin&' t~l'e. Excise duty w~uld achieve 
the double ob~Ject of mcreased revenue and d1mnnshed consumptwn. I have 
now before me a graphical chart vividly showing the results o:f our po1iey. 
There has been little or no increase in the consumption of excisable articles: 
in fact there has been a considerable decrease in the consuml)tion of eountry 
spirits from which hal£ our Excise revenue is derived. 1.'he very large 
increase in our Excise receipts is the res11lt of the recent steep but judicious 
up-graqing of the rates of duty. 

Since May last we have gradually raised the rates of duty on almost all 
excisable articles. In the case of eountry spirit the raising of the rates 
of duty has resulted in an increase in the incidence of taxation of over 150 
per cent., the incidence per London Proof gallon rising from Rl". 10-5 in 
1942-4;) to Us. 26-9. ·. 

During .t~e period May to Deeembe1· 1943 although the consumption of 
country spmt was only 5.8 lald1s o£ gallons against 7.9 lakhs of gallons 
during the corresponding period o£ the previous year, there was a11 increase 
of over 60 per cent. in revenuB-reeeipts for tl1e period rising- from 18 to 1:2:8 
lakhs. This is the graph I referred to. 

The enhancement of the rates of tax chargeable under the Amusements 
Tax Act, ineluding· the Betting and 'l'otalisntor· taxe:;, and the Bengal 
Electrieity Duty Act accounts for half the increas<~ under "Other Taxes and 
Duties", the balance coming from inereased receipts umler the sales· tax and 
the raw jute sales tax. 

Sir, I wish to emphasize that our estimates for 1944-45 have not taken 
into· aeeount either the new reve1me I hope to get :from the agricultural 
income-tax or the additional revenue from the proposed enhancement of the 
sales tax: we have been informed that our receipts from the ineome-tax 
pool next year are likely to he 80 lakhs higher than in the current year and 
it is this expectation that accounts for tl1e increase in revenue for whie1l 
I have budgeted next year. 

Let me now summarise the results of the two years' working on revenue 
account. The revenue haR been placed at 21 crores 34 lakhs and 21 erores 
97 lakhR, respeetiveJy; against theRe figures the expenditure is put at 8.2 
crores 54 lakhs and 30 crores 43 lakhs, respectively, so that we faee a clefimt 
of 11 crores 20 lakhB this year and a further deficit of 8 crores 46 lakhs next 
year. Sir, since this statement was sent to the Press for printing I have 
received intimation !rom the Government of India that our share of the 
income-tax receipts is likely to be Rs. 1,10,00,000 more than what. was 
expected in the Budget when it waR framed. This adcEt:ion wi1l re(luce 
our Budget deficits from Rs. 8.46,00.000 to Rs. 7,06,00,000 in 1944-4fi. 

I shall now endeavour to give Hon'ble members a brief summary o£ the 
means by which we have s·ecured the funds to meet the outgoing so gTeatly 
in excess of our revenue receipts. · 

In the early months of the year we relied mainly on th.e Central 
Government for the necessary accommodation and between J1me and October 
last we received loans and advances totalling 12 crores. I~ater, however, 
the Government o£ India indicated that they desirefl the Provincial 
Government to make their own arrangements· to raise funds in the open 
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market or through normal trade channels. In compliance with the wishes 
of the Central Government, arrangements were mf!de with the Imperial B.ank 
for the opening of cash credit accounts for the financing of the vanous 
trading operations recovered in our accounts under the Capital head "85-A" 
and the b-alance of our requirements has been found by the issue of treasury 
bills. For the au,s procurement scheme we arranged a cash credit account 
with a limit of 8 crores repayable not later than 31st December 1943. The 
total amount drawn against this account was only 2 crores 21 lakhs. The 
account was !'epaid in full on 31st December, 1943. For the aman procure
ment scheme and other cognate schemes we have atranged a cash credit 
account with a limit of 25 crores repayable not later than 31st December, 
1944. 

The details of our issue of treasury bills will be found in the second o£ 
the three statements in the Appendix to the printed copy of my statement, 
which will be supplied to Honourable members. We shall carry forward 
bills to the extent of: 15~ crores into the coming year. 

In the same ~~ppendix Hon'ble members will find a statement 
summarising our indebtedness on the 31st March 1944 and 31st March 1945, 
respectively. In this statement, as in the estimates, I have assumed th~t 
the cash credit account with the Imperial Bank for 1944 will have been pa1d 
off in full and a new account on similar terms opened :for 1945. Two of 
the figures in this statement will of course depend upon the p~ogress of o.ur 
procurement operations: I refer to the amounts shown agamst Impenal 
Bank cash credit account. If progress is slow and our dra~ings on t?-is 
account are smaller than estimated, there will be a correspondmg reductiOn 
in the stock figures but ther,e will be no change in the ILet indebtedness. 

According to my estimates the coming year's working ·w-ill close with a 
negative balance of 10 crores 65 lakhs. This of course is an unworkable 
proposition and it is obvious that funds must be found to carry on the 
administration. Let me explain why I have adopted the unprecedented 
course of presenting a budget in which no steps have been taken to make 
good the expected depletion of our balance and the closing balance tor 1944~45 
is shown unashamedly as a minus figure. 

In November last the Government of Bengal addressed the Government 
of India and asked for a subvention: so far no reply has been receiv,ed from 
the .Government of India, but I am hopeful that assistance will_ be forth
commg. In September last when presenting the estimates for the current 
year I said, "Bengal, once so richly dowered with Nature's bounties, is today 
bent double with woe and agony and is a suppliant for neighbourly eharity'', 
but in seeking financial assistance from the Centre in our present difficulties; 
I do not consider that, it is charity we are asking for. The financial fHJttle
ment that governs the allocation of revenue between the Centr,e and the 
Provinces was designed for normal times and in the circumstances of today it; 
would be as inequitable as it would be imprachcable to suggest that Bengal 
must work out itR mvn salvation within the limits of the Niemeyer Award. I 
have come to believe in the motto: "Heaven helps those that help them
seJves" and when I tell the House that during the course of the two years 
w1th which the estimateR now in the hands of honourable members are con
ce:ned, apart altogether from our larger receipts from income-tax, I hope to 
ra1se 10 crores more revenue than was raised in the two precedings, it will. 
I trust, be agreed that we have bestirred ourselves to good purpose. 

On the other hand I do not wish to convey the impression that we have 
exhausted our own resources or thnt I shaH not be called upon to make 
further demands on the tax-payer lwfore the end of the year. This is not a 
~hreat; nor is it. evil for-eboding. The day of the presPntation of the B~1dget 
1s a day on whrch we must look back nnd look forward. The fui.nre 1s not 
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a natural and unguided continuation of. the past; and in looking forward to 
the building up a better world for ourselves. and for our children we must 
be fortified by the spirit of the celebra.ted dictum, that taxation is "an 
{mgine of social and national policy''. A compulsory abatement of our 
personal ineomes or our power to purehase our individual enjoyments 
according to our individual choice is a small price to pay not merely for 
the moral satisfaction of having contcihuted to the betterment of our 
neighbours and our surroundings, but also for the very material advantages 
.of improved sanitation aml increased security, enlightenment an(l prosperity 
·of the people. The ever-expanding sociaJ fufnctions of the Staie call for 
greater elasticity of revenue. I£, to a cerLain extent and in the last resort, 
the State is Force, a truer conception of organised human society is that 
the State is Service. And to this end we will, whenever necessary, tax 
ottr'selves. 

I;ast Septeml)er I ventured in this House to explain in my humble way 
the prohlem of in:flation and the economic phenomena for which it is 
respom;ible. In view of much loose talk on the subject and especially in 
view of its impact on the food situation here, I felt that it was my duty 
to inform the Legislature that, within the limited powers o£ the Provincial 
Government, we were in our measures of relief and taxation alive to the 
problem of in:flation and to the necessity of counteracting its effects in 
Hengal. It is a problem which will he our constant companion during the 
War and for some time after the cessation of hostilities; and I hope I shall 
have the guidance and support of the Legislature and the public in my 
efforts to harness redundant currency to the c;ervice of the community. 

As if to show that there is an ele.ment o:f good in thingl:'l evil, it appeared 
that during the worHt i:lb.ges of the fn.mine it wn.s this eirculn.tion of excess 
purehasi.ng ]Jower which kept alive not only many a working elass family but 
also most of the Bhadra.lo,q families ordinarily with limited and inelastic 
incomes. But, aln.s, this js only a pointer to the vicious cireles created by 
inftatation in the eeonomie life o£ the cmmt.J·y! 

I have already referred to the question of ltehahilitation, which the 
ravages of the famine have brought to tlw fore. Short-time schemes, to use 
current expreHsions, luwe actively been taken i.n hand and will be (lovetailed 
into long-term projeets, involv.lng legislation and large financial outlays 
which aim at a permanent amelioration of the condition of our people. We 
have been witnesses to .scenes of suffering and desolation almost beyond 
endurance. We have seen and heard of deaths by the thousand in 
circumstances which might easily make us suspect that all is not well with 
civilisation based on the Idea ~f Progress. We have on our hands large 
numbers of orphans and destitues, many of them debilitated and diseased 
who dread to return to their deserted homes and fields. This is the GREAT 
PRO;BI,EM immediately before us~the After-Famine Problem. But the 
solu.twn of the problem offers us great opportunities of effecting a true and 
lastmg rehabilitation. As we look forward, not without trepidation, to a 
successful fruition of our schemes, we derive sustenance for our continued 
endeavour. from the exhortation .o£ the Trojan Leader to his harassed band, 
words whiCh were my lesson in early youth, words which have been the 
stand-by o£ the later part of my own little existence: 

.. . · ...... forsan et haec a lim mwminisse iuvabit. 
D'wrate et ~·osmet rebttS serva.te secundis. 

["Perhaps even these (dreadful) things. it may one day be pleasing to 
remember. Toil on and preserve yourselves for happier circumstances."] 
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STATEMENT I 

Bengal Budget, 1944-45 

Total 

Total 

[Fig~res are in thousands.] 

Actuals, 1943-44. Budget, 
1942-43. .-----"--------. 1944-45. 

1,32,40 

16,46,42 

31,03,77 

48,82,59 

16,79,18 

-56 

29,43,51 

2,60,46 

48,82,59 

Budget. Revised. 

2,60,46 2,60,46 

18,43,89 21,34,09 

44,50,12 1, 15,49,94 

65,54,47 1,39,44,49 

25,80,57 32,53,60 

2,47,87 

21,97,44 

85,35,17 

1,09,80,48 

30,43,78 

50,29 29,63,49 -17,20,34 

36,63,40 74,79,53 1,07,21, 72 

2,60,21 2,47,87 -10,64,68 

65,54,47 1,39,44,49 1,09,80,48 

(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance 

-32,76 -7,36,68 -11,19,51 -8,46,34 

+1,60,82 +7,36,43 +11,06,92 -4,66,21 

+1,28,06 -25 -12,59 -13,12,55 

STATEMENT II 

Treasury bills issued during 1943.44 

Date of issue. Amount. Date of repayment. 

4-8-1943 1! crores 4-ll-1943. 
17-9-1943 50 lakhs 17-9-1944. 
4-11-1943 4 crores 4-2-1944. 
4-12-1943 3 4-3-1944. 
20-12-1943 8 

" 
20-3-1944. 

4-2-1944 3 " 
4-5-1944. 

26-2-1944 3 
" 

26-5-1944. 
4-3-1944 3 " 

4-6-1944. 
18-3-1944 3 , 18-6-1944. 
31-3-1944 3 " 

30-6-1944. 
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STATEMENT Ill 

Provincial indebtedness on 31st March 1944 and 31st March 1945 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

I. Indebtedness
Public

'l'reasury Bills 
Imperial Bank--Cash Credit account 

Government of India-
Ways and Means, 1942 
Ways and Means, 1943 

Rice Loans-
Out of It crores 
Out of 4 crores 

Wheat loan 
Civil Defence loan 
Loan for closing Damodar Bund Breach 
Grow More Food loans 

II. Assets
Stocks-

Stocks of food grains
Other than Wheat 
Wheat 

Stock of salt 
Stock of sugar 

Closing balance 

Tota.l 

Total stocks 

Total assets 

Net uncovered indebtedness (i.e., I minus II) 

Slat March 31st March 
1944. 1945. 

15,50,00 
18,00,00 12,00,00 

2,50,00 2,50,00 
3,00,00 3,00,00 

37,50 
1,00,00 .. 

87,50 
2,04,10 2,78,07 
1,09,00 1,09,00 

63,32 25,00 
-----

45,01,42 21,62,07 

28,00,00 12,00,00 
1,08,97 

56,00 56,00 
10,00 

29,74,97 12,56,00 

2,47,87 -10,64,68 

32,22,84 1,91,32 

12,78,58 19,70,75 
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Supplementary Estimates for 1944-45 

(Presenteil on the 24th February, 1945) 

The Hon'ble Mr. Tulsi Chandra Coswami: I beg to present before the 
House the supplementary statement or expenditure for the current year. 
The total covered by the estimate;; is Rs. 65,73,34,400 out of which 
Rs. 33,10,200 is charged and the balance is voted. 

'· * 
A demand of close upon Rs. 49 crores included :in these estimates relates 

to transactions outside he revenue account and is due to larger outlay on 
procurement and alied operations booked under the Capital head "85-A" · 
In the Budget for the current year it was assumed that sale proceeds of 
foodgrains and other commodities would exceed the outlay on fresh 
procurement by 17 crores. According to current plans, however, outlay on 
proc.urement operations is expected to be some 29 crores higher than the 
rece1pts from the sale proceeds of stocks. This means an excess o£ 46 
crores over the original estimates. The remainder of the demand under 
"85-A" is due to an extensive programme of boat construction :which has 
been undertaken with a view to facilitate movement o£ supplies. · 

Among the items included in the Revenue Section of the Supplementary 
Estimates, by far the laraest amounting to close upon 10 crores, occurs 
under the head "63-E.xtr~ordinary charges". About 8~ crores out of this 
is due to a higher estimate of loss on the sale of subsidised food. Against 
the original budget provision of 5 crores for this item, the revised estimate 
stands at 13! crores. This, however, includes 5 erores 89 lakhs on account 
o£ loss incurred in 194~{-44 but not adjusted in the accounts of that year. 
Then' are three other factors responsible for the increased demand under 
"63-E.xtraordinary charges", namely, (1) reorganisation of the Department 
of Civil Supplies, (2) acqui::.ition and maintenance of a fleet of transport 
lorries, and (3) expansion o£ the organisation under the Controller of 
Rationing. 

'l'he estimate of additional expenditure under "54---Famine" stands at 
about a crore and 70 lakhs. 'fhe increase is due partly to the fact that 
svecial measures for the medical relief o£ sick destitutes had to be con
tinued throughout the year instead of ror six months as originally anti
cipated; and partly to various additional measures of gratuitous relief for 
which no provision had been included in the Budget. These comprise such 
items as the opening of cheap grain shops in distressed areas and free 
distribution of cloth and blankets to indigent persons. 

Under "Public Health" the total supplementary demand come::; c1p to 
a crore and 16 lakhs. Out of this, 73 lakhs is accounted for by the pur
chase of mepacrine tablets for free distributior. and for sale to the public. 
The balance is due to continuance throughout the year o£ the various 
measures for combating epidemics o£ malaria, small pox and cholera 

The supplementary e.stimate under "40-Agrieulture" stands at very 
nearl:v a crore. About half of this is due to additional schemes of seed 
distribution under the "Grow More Food Campaign"; 20 lakhs is accounted 
for by the scheme for the compilation of crop-statistics by a plot to plot 
survey which was taken up after •he budget had been passed. Other items 
responsible for the increase include the entertainment of experts on poultry 
breefling, dairy £arming and animal nutrition schemes and the expam;ion of 
the Department of Agricultural Development.. 
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An extra demand for 60 lakhs under "37-Education" is necessitated 
mainly by a post-budget decision to gTant dearness allowance to teachers in 
non-Government I)rimary and Secondary Sehools, including Madrasahs, 
who have been hard hit by the high eost of living. 

Under ''4:3-Industries", the supplementary estimate is of the order o£ 
41 .lakhs. This is required for giving· effect to a ::;cheme o£ relie£ to small 
artisans and craftsmen by the distribntion of raw materials, tools and 
implements on suitable tei·ms. · 

A large part of the additional demand of 3'7·~ Iakhs umle~ ":2:5-Geneml 
Adn1inistration" is due to enl1ancement of rates of dearneDS allowanee with 
effeet from lst .T uly, 1944; but tlHn'e arc other eontrihutory item8 such as 
the H\tn·ga.nisatiuu of the .Publicity Department (5 lakhs), the re-e:xmwation 
or derelict irrigation tanks under the Hehahilitation Scheme (5~ lakhs) and 
enhan('ement o£ the emoluments of the members of the ],egit>lature (2~· 
lakhs). 

. UJHler "2!l-Po1i<oe" the bulk of ihe supplementary demand of 28{ la1du; 
lf1 due to enhaneement of rates of deanlesc; :1llowance, while new <~onstrue
~ic~n of building-A an(l roa<L9 ac:eonnts for the major part of the inerenRe of 
24j lakl1s under "50-Civil Works". 

T need not trou hie ho11ourahle mom berc; with a recital of the reasonK for 
the dem~~;n<h nuder i;he remaining heads whieh are eomparatively sr~ta11. I 
may remmd them that in my budg·et speoeh, a. few dayH ago, I explmne<l all 
the eit·<·untstaneeH necessitating thiH great inerBaHe in expenditure. 

. '1'1Je reasonR for all the demands presente•l to iJw House have heen Ret out 
lll th0 Expl:mai.orv Mmnonmdum nnrl will be o·one into more fully hy the 
MinistP!' <'onc<O•rne<i a:> \'<H:h demrwrl iR moved. "' ' · 

Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. Tulsi _Chandra Coswami, Finance Minister, in 
p,resenting the Budget for 19'45-46 

Mr. ~penkor, I rise to present iJJe Bn<lget for the year 1945-46. 

In pn~souting the Budget for the year 1944-45, twelve months ago, I 
made a deparh1re from previous pradice and adopted a form of presentation 
whiel1 I thought wo11W help honourable members to a truer appreciation o£ 
the state of our finances nnd the resulting problems. I propose again to 
adopt that form of presentation this afternoon and explain our estimates of 
the two years' woeking with which we are now concerned in broad outline 
and leave those who wish to fill in the details to study the Red Book in which 
they will find the usual detailed comparisons under each grant and the· 
explanations of the main variations. 

It will be recalled that the budgetary plans for the current yf]ar aimed 
at the attainment of two prima.ry objectives. The firs·t and foremost was 
to prevent a recurrence o£ the preceding year's famine. The second was to 
administer relief in various forms to those. who had suffered from that famine 
and to control the epidemics that followed in its wake. 'These were hy no 
means easy of attainment. Indeed, in regard to. the first objective, doubts 
as to the possibility of complete success were entertained even in quarters 
not avowedly unfriendly to this Government. And hostile crit~cs went to 
the length of predicting, in season and out of season, the immmm;ce of a 
second famine in a vet more grievous form. Although there was shll cn'use 
for anxiety, it was my painful impression that such. grim forebodings o1ien 
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proceeded from wishful thinking. But thanks to careful planning and the 
effective execution of the threefould programme of production, procurement 
and distribution of food, Government have been able to redeem their 
pledge: "There shall be no famine in 1944." 

The organisation of famine relief and the control of epidmnics also 
presented problems of exceptional difficulty and taxed to the utmost the 
resources of Government. The question was not merely one of money, 
although, as honourable members are well aware, money is one of our most 
serious problems. The task of setting up an efficient civilian organisation 
when the Army pulled out o£ famine fighting operations in April last, 8fter 
having rendered such splendid service, presented very great difficulties from 
the point of view of trained personnel particularly in the field of medical 
relief. Notwithstanding all this, the work of repairing the terrible damage 
caused by the famine was steadfastly pursued and I am thankful that today 
the victims of destitution and sickness are no longer adrift but have l1een 
provided with food and shelter and medical relie£. Wha.t is more, short
term measures of immediate relief have, in the course of the year, been 
supplemented by a programme of rehabilitation which aims at more 
enduring benefit and widespread amelioration. 

Let me now present to the House a brief review of the working of some 
of the more important schemes which have been undertaken in furtherance 
of our basic objectives. 

I will first take up the question of food production. The responsibility 
for stimulating the production of food in this Province rests primarily on 
the Departments of Agriculture and Fisheries. It is essential for the proper 
discharge of this responsibility that the Departments should be adequately 
reorganised and expanded. The main obstacle to this has been the difficulty 
of getting adequately trained and experienced men for the more responBible 
jobs at the top. It has been increasingly borne in on me during the last two 
years that personnel, even more than finance, is our real "bottleneck''. 
Preliminary steps are being taken to increase the Higher and Lower 
Agricultural Services by some 300 additional officers from demonstators 
upwards. The training of this large personnel involves a considerable 
expansion of the facilities for agricultural education at present available in 
the Provi:l}ce. Plans for this are already under way, but some time must 
necessarily elapse befOTe they start producing results. In the meantime 
we l1ave had to carry on with the staff we have got, with such help from 
outside as we have been able to secure. We have recently been t'orhmate 
enough to obtain for one year the services o£ three experts in dairy and 
poultry farming from the Government of New Zeala:J?.d, and if they are the 
men that we hope and believe they are, Bengal w11l undoubtedly be the 
richer for their collaboration. Another valuable acquisition from which 
much is expected is our Agricultural Adviser, Mr. Leonard K. Elmhir:.;t, 
who possesses the very rare qualification of a combination o£ highly 
specialised training with an intimate knowledge and a sympathetic under
standing of local conditions. He is devoting himself wholeheartedly to the 
working out of schemes of aO'ricultural development on a scale commensurate 
with t,he needs and stand:'rds of modern civilisation. He is the same 
Mr. Rlmhirst who as a friend and collaborator of Rabindranath Tagore, 
founded the Sreeniketan and continues to be its guiding spirit. 

The reorO'anisation of the Department of Fi8beries has also been taken in 
hand. It h~s been decided to create 4 posts of Deputy Directors, 8 posts of 
Superintendents, 26 posts of District Fi.shery Officers and 8? poRts of fie1d 
assistants. Here again we are up agamst shortage of tramed penwnnel, 
and up till now it has not been possible to recruit more than one De}1uty 
Diredor, 4 Superintendentr;, 23. District Fisl1ery Officers and 20 :fiehl 
assistants. 
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Let me now turn to the schemes which have been taken up by these 
Departments. 

The most important of these schemes are grouped together under the 
?ompreh~ens~ve ~esign~tion of ''Grf>W More Food Campaign". They consist 
m the d1stnbutwn o£ 1mproved seeds and manures, the encouragement o£ the 
mal~ing of comp~sts and ~he· execution. of such projects of irrigation and 
dramage as are hkely to mcrease the y1eld of paddy and other food crops. 

The approved schemes ~f ,s~ed distribution inc~ude o.m<s a~d aman vaddy 
seeds, raln seeds, potato, wuuer crop seeds, fam1ne crops hke checna and 
lwun, seeds of summer and cold weather vegetables and cuttings of su()>ar
eane. 'l'he system of distribution is either eash sale with a 20 per cent. rebate 
or if the recipient so desires, loan on the sowai basis, repayable after the 
following lmrve~:>t. 'fo facilitate the working of these schemes seed. stores 
have been established at distriet and subdivisional headquarters throughout 
the Province. 

'fhe manures selected for distribution are oil cake, bonemeal and 
chemi(·al fertilisers like sulphate and phospate of ammonia. In order to 
bring them within easy reach of the cultivators' they have been supplied to 
stoeki~Sh; at 29 important centres specially selected for the purpose. 

In ord.er to turn to account the valuable fertilising material which is 
allowed to run to waste in villages, 200 workers have been given training 
in the process of turning farmyard refuse into compost and sent out to rural 
areas to instruct the villagers. The conversion of town waste into eompost 
has heen strated in two important municipalities near Calcui:ta, namely, 
Hovvrah and II:'ooghly-Chimmra, and eentres for training in municipal 
compost-n:w.king have also been organised where any municipality can depute 
a man for tn1.ining free of cost. It is hoped that many municipalities 'vill 
avail HH•m;;elves of th1s fa.eility and start vrdouetion of compost which is 
sure to have a ready market. 

Among other schemes ineluded in the~ "Grow M:ore Food Campaign" 
meni ion may he mnde of the distribution of speeially designed Perisnn 
vrheelN for lift irrigation purpoSes; construction of water-hyacinth 
barriende for the reelamation of paddy lands; and the, cultivation of selected 
vegei n.hles on some 1, 700 acres of land in collaboration with the Military 
authorities with a view to redur~e the load of army requirements on the 
civilian market for vegetables. Finally, in order to increase the area under 
cultivation Railway side lands are being settled with tenants· on a tempo
rary basis and action is being taken to bring as much arable waste u11der 
cultivation as possible. 

Sir, honourable members are no doubt aware that owing to a variety o£ 
causes there has been a serious depletion of the cattle population of the 
country. Provision of half a crore has been mane for cattle purchase lrans 
with a view ~o ena~le cultivators ~o procure a. sufficient number of plou~h 
cattle for thell' agncultural operatwns. Supplies were, however, extremely 
limited and not much could be done in the way of importing cattle from 
outside the Province. The only satisfactory solution lies in the establish
ment of a larD>e-scale cattle breeding station in the Province and a plan for 
this has already been worked out by our Agricultural Adviser .. It involves 
the acquisition of 7,000 acres _o£ land. and a capital ou.tla:y- of close .upon. ao 
lakhs of rupees. The land is s1tuated m a.part of the d~stnct ?f Nad1a wlnch 
has been gradually depopulated hy malana. In sel~chng. this area ':'e have 
kept in view an additional object,, namely, the trymg-out of exper~ment~l 
public health measures. Meanwh1le several short-term schemes of :r:ap1d 
relief have been taken in hand. Two hundred stud bulls of good pedigree 
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are being imported from outside for distribution m the important cattle 
areas. o~ th~ Province. Schemes have also been initiated for the rapid 
multrphcatlon of goats and poultry. The goat multiplication scheme is 
expected to produ:e as many as ~o,goo :goats in the fir~t year of its opemtion. 
The expansiOn of poultry mulbphcatwn centres wh1ch involves a cost of 
over 3 lakhs of rupees is also expected to make a substantial contribution to 
the food economy of the Province. 

It is greatly to be deplored that notwithstanding the immense possiblities 
of development o£ fisheries in this Province, inland, estuarine and marine, 
there should be a shortage of fish which is almost an indispensable item 
o£ Bengal's dietary. Attempts had been made from time to time by the 
Government of Bengal, especially since 1906, when the late Sir K. G. Gupta, 
then Senior Member of the ~oard of Revenue, Bengal, was placed on speeial 
duty to report on the fishenes and fish supply of the Province, with a view 
to encouraging the exploitation of this potential source of foocl and wealth. 
But it would not be too unfair to characterise these attempts as spasmodic 
exertions. I am glad to say, however, that our present miseries have 
impelled us to action in this direction as in many others. The first essential 
requisite was to strengthen and reorganise the Department of Fisheries so 
as to enable it to cope with the work ahead. I have already explained the 
action which is being taken in this behalf. In the meantime, as short-term 
"Grow :More Food" measures, culture of carp in paddy fields was undertaken 
in the Sunder bans area; and derelict tanks in that area as well as in the 
districts of Bankura, Birhhum and Tippera, were reconditioned and t:Jtocked 
with fish fry. Arrangements have also been made to facilitate the transport 
of fish from Goalundo to Calcutta by making larger suppli~s of ice available 
to the fish trade through the agency of an ice-controller specially approin~ed 
for the purpose. 

Sir, one of the most serious impediments. to planned agriculture in Bengal 
has been the absence of reliable and comprehensive agricultural statisti;:;s. 
Arrangements have been made to undertake collection and compilation, 
by a plot-to-plot enumeration, of agricultural statistics, for aus, aman and 
rabi crops from year to year. The cost of the operation is estimated at 
23 lakhs per annum. It will be accompanied by a survey to ascertain the 
acreage of cultura ble fallow and waste land which is lying unculh vatecl, and 
action will be taken under the Bengal Food Production Control Order to 
bring the maximum possible area of such land under the plough. As a 
counter-check, the Indian StatiHtical Institute, under the guidance of the 
renowned statistician, Professor P. 0. :Mahalanobis, is to carry out a survey 
of jute, auR paddy and aman paddy by the method of random sampling at 
a cost of 7 lakhs per annum. 

The total provision under "Agriculture" and "Fisheries" amounts to 
2 crore& 25 lakhs in 1944-45 and 2 crores 10 lakhs in 1945-46. These figures 
do not include the loans for cattle purchase which are ad;justable under the 
"Loans" Budget. 

The responsibility for the admini:;;tration of the seeowl branch of the 
famine-preventive programme, namely, procurement and distribution of 
foodgrains, rests with the Department of Civil Supplies. '1'his Department 
has been expanded and recognised in the course of the year with a view to 
secure the maximum of administrative efficiency. l"our separate Divi;liom; 
have been C'reated dealing respectively with "]'ood'', "Uo-vement and 
Storage", "Consumer's goods" and "Enforcement and Public Relations". 
The first of these Divisions is concerned with problems of procurement ar1d 
distribution of rice, wheat and other articles of food such as salt and ~uga::. 
It includes a special organisation for inspection and control wbJc.h Js 
entrusted with the duty of testing rice, wheat and other foodgraim pnrehas~d 
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by the Department or stored in departmental godowns. This will enable the 
Depa!·ttne~t to obtain timely warning o£ the possibility of loss tln·ough 
deterwratwn o~ stoclcs and to s~!egua~d. t.he quality o£ purchases effected by 
or on behalf o£ Government. Ihe DlVlSion of "Movement anrl Storao·e" is. 
responsibl.e for the tra_nsport o£ supplies and for proper sto!·a;ge o£ foodgrains. 
ConstructiOn and mamtenance of storage godowns provunon of transport 
like lorries an~ country .boats, and the ca;rrying ~ut of the programme of 
boat construction, to wluch I shall refer more fully later on come within 
the purview. of this Division. :rh~ Di:vision of. ''Con~ume~'s goods'' is 
entrusted w1th the control and d1strrbutwn of articles hke shoes textiles 
coal, steel fl.nd cement. The "Enforcement" Division deals witl~ eases of 
hoarding, profiteering and corruption and maintains departmental contact 
with the press and the public. 

The eost o£ the C'ivil Supplies Department is estimated at 3 eroreB in 
1944-45 and 2 crores 75 lakh:; in 1945-46. The larger expenditure in the 
enrrent year is due to an extensive programme of construction of storage 
godowns and the acquisition of transport for the movement of foodgrains. 
rrhe figures I have mentioned do not of course include the loss on the 
Department's trading operations. These losses are due, in the main, to sale 
of foodgTains to the public at prices below those at which they were purchased 
and to devaluation of Government's stoeks as a result of progressive statutory 
lowering of price levels. But there are other contributory factors, like 
damaged stocks and loss in transit. The original estimates 'provided for a 
loss of 3l crores in 1943-44 and 5 crores in 1944-45-a total of 8~, erores in 
two years. The present estimates JJlace the total at nearly 17 crores for the . 
same period. The loss in the commg year is estimated at 5~ crores, so that 
the total for the triennium stands at 22i crores. ~ 

I shall refer later on to the working of the Capital head "85-A" under 
which receipts and disbursement on aecount of procurement operations and 
other transactions of a capital nature arc adjusted. 

Measures for the relief of destitute persons were readjusted during the 
year to suit the changing requirements of the situation. The need for test 
relief works having· greatly abated, expenditure thereon waR substantially 
red11ced. Under the scheme for administration of gratuitous relief, free 
kitchens which were funetioning in considerable numbers in the earlier part 
of the year were gradually dosed down and replaced by arrangements for 
the sale of foodgrains at Tedueed rates to the poorer section of the people. 
This scheme continued in operation till the end of December when the 
harvesting of winteT paddy somewhat easecl the situation. It is estimated 
that no less than 18 lakhs of people have been benefited by this measure and 
the expenditure involved is of the order o£ 80 lakhs. A large number of 
centres were opened for the distribution of milk food to children and nursing 
mothers. The bulk of such milk food was obtained from abroad with the 
assistance of the Government of India and the distribution was effecte(l 
through the agency of the Red Cross. Some 5,000 gallons of shark liver oil 
were emulsified and sent out for distribution to under-nourished children 
through the milk canteens established in various localities. Reports indicate 
that much benefit has been derived from the use of this tonic. Finally, free 
grants to the extent of 10 la1,hs· have been made to homeless destitutes to 
enable them to rebuild their huts, and £reS\ distribution of cloth and blankets 
to indigent people has been undertaken at a cost of close upon 15 lakhs. 

At the beginning of the current year 268 workhouses, 67 poor houses and 
88 temporary orphanages were functioning in the distressed area:s of. the 
Province. These had alL been started on a purely emergency bas1s w1th a 
view to afford relief where relief was urgently needed, and ;vere therefore 
not based on any very definitely constructive plan. It was decided to replace 
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them by '60 centralised Destitutes' Homes each consisting of a workhouse 
a home for destitutes and a home for 'orphans, deserted children and 
unatt~ched destitute women. Up to date 40 such H~mes have already been 
established, and more are nearly ready for opemng. The ·workhouses 
attached to these Homes provide work for the able-bodied inmates and also 
for such of the residents of the locality as wish to work there f01· a living. 
The work consists of such items as paddy-husking, rope~making, mat
weaving, cane and bamboo work, spinning and net:..making. A sum of two 
annas is credited to the account of an inmate for each dav's work and non· 
resident workers are paid at rates varying from six to tw~lve annas per day 
a~-cording to output. 

Destitutes are being repatriated to their home areas a,s soon as they 
become fit to earn their own living, but before repariation, the local Union 
Board is consulted to make sure that it would undertake to look after them 
till they started maintaining themselves in the ordinary way. In order that 
they may be able to discharge this responsibility the Union Boards lmve been 
authorised to open poor funds with contributions from Govermne11t supple
mented by subscriptions locally raised. 

Government have accepted responsibility for all famine orphans, and, as 
I have already stated, there are at present some 88 State-managed orphanages 
in various parts o£ the Province. The temporary orphanages are now being 
looked after by the Revenue Department and the inmates will, in due course, 
be transferred to the permanent orphanages set up by the Education Depart
ment where they will be given proper education and vocational training so 
that they may grow up to be useful members of the community. 

The opening of centralised homes for destitutes is a part of our scheme of 
Rehabilitation. Other items of the programme of rehabilitation are the 
setting up of properly staffed permanent orphanages re-excavation of 
derelict irrigation tanks, execution of useful irrigation and drainage projects·, 
and rehabilitation of artisans. For the last named purpose raw materials, 
tools and implements of various kinds are being distributed among art-isans 
and craftsmen either free or on easy terms so as to enable them to resume 
their normal occupations which were suspended as a result of the famine. 
Typical items included in the scheme of distribution are yarn for weavers, 
nets for fishermen, iron and steel for agricultural implements, etc. The 
outlay involved in this scheme is of the order of 50 lakhs. 

There has been considerable expansion during the current year of medical 
facilities for sufferers from the after-effects of famine. 'l'he number of 
emergency hospitals has been greatly increased. Sixty-two ~ospitals wi~h 
a hundred beds in each, 92 with 50 beds in each, and 441 w1th 20 beds m 
each are now open in different parts of the Province for the trea~ment of sick 
destitutes. In addition some 200 mobile units have been estabhshed for the 
purpose o£ carrying medical relief to remote and inaccessible areas. The 
number of suPh units could have been substantially increased but for the 
shortage of trained medical personnel. In our quest for doctors we explored 
every source. Seven I.M.S. Officers have been. borrowe~ from the Army. and 
29 Burma Medical Officers have been pressed mto servwe. Other Provmces 
were approached :for the loan of doctors but few had any ~o spare. Even with 
this disability the results achiev~d have been worth while. 

The provision for famine relief operations included in the estimates 
amounts to {l crores 85 lakhs in Hl44-45 and 1! crores in 1945-Mi .. T~e 
decrease is due to further improvement in the. E;conomic situati~n ,~-l~Jch. lA 

anticipated in the coming year. The prov1s1on for the RMa h1 h tai.lon 
Programme is a crore and 80 lakhs in the current year and a crore nnd 70 
lakhs in 1945-46. 

B-ll 
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Owing to the pe~sistence of the epidemics of cholera and smallpox and 
th~ outpreak of a VIrulent form. of malaria on a province-wide scale, anti
epidemiC measu;es had to be mamtained at an upprecedented level through
out the year. T?-e .number of satellite treatment centres for attending to 
outdoor cases, prmc1pally cases of malaria, went up from 4.2 at the end of 
1~42:43 ~o close u:pon 1,4;00 in the current year. The machinery for the 
d1stnbut10n of anh-m:;tlarial. drugs was pro&'re~sively expanded and i.hese 
drugs were made readily available to the people m all parts of the Provinee. 
Two hundred and eighty-two million tablets of mepacrine were obtained at 
a Cl_)st of 73 lakhs for sale to the public and for free distribution to indig•mt 
patients. 

The total provision for the free distribution of quinine and mepae~ine 
amounts to 20 lakhs in the current year and 20 lakhs in 1945-46. 

. Fo_r the eontrol of. smallpox and cJlolera a very larg~ stn,ff of medi_eal 
hcenhates, health assistants and vaecmators was entertarned for carrymg 
out 'vaecinations and inoculations on an extensive scale. Special measures 
were taken in the city o£ Calcutta £or checking the spread of flmallpox. 'rhe 
cost o£ these anti-epidemic measures is close upon 20 lakhs. 'l'he eRtimate;; 
also inelude 17 lakhs for the repair and resinking o£ tube-wells whirh. hnd 
gone out o£ order in areas worst affected by the epidemics. 

The total provision in the Public Health Budget is a crore and 77 lakhs 
in the current year and 95 lakhs in 1945-46. The incren!'le in these two years 
over the pre-1943-44 average o£ 36 lakhs thus amounts to 2 crorP,~. 'rhe 
reduced provision in the coming year js bused on the assumption that there 
will he an early subRidenee of epidemies and that further purchase of 
mepacrine tablets wjll not amount to more than ao lakhs. 

'l'he need for organising medieal relief on an elaborate scale throug·hout 
the Province brought into prominence the inadequacy of medical facilities 
providerl by the great majority o£ local fund hor;pitals at Sadar and S.ub
divi,ional headC]u:uters. The difficulty experienced by these institutions in 
meeting the hig~her eost of medicine and diet has been greatly aggravated 
by tbe larger dem.and for admiflsion as a result of the famine. In crder to 
enable them to function properly it was nem\ssary, as a temporary emergencY' 
measure, to asR1nne direct responsibility for their management and to provide 
the additional funds necessary for the purpose. The charges on this aeeount 
amount to 13 lakhs in the current year and 23 lakhs in 1945-46. 

'l'he activities of the Irrigation Department have been greatly intens~fit~d 
as a result of the neerl for sepedy execution of a large number of new pro.]eds 
both under the Grow More Food Scheme and under the programme of 
Rehabilitation. The total value of schemes under these :two categories for 
which provision has been includerl in these estimates is a crore and 46 lakhs 
spread over the two years 1944~45 and 1945-46. Two new cricles with 
appropriate staff and equipment have been set up during the year to enable 
the Department to cope with the _increase in work. A third circle .~as .b•)en 
created for working out the details of the Damodar Flood Control I roJects. 
A contour survey o£ rivers in North Bengal has been undertaken at _an 
estimated cost of llt lakhs o£ rupees. Among other impm;tant works wh1ch 
are being carried out by the Irrigation Department ment~on ;may be mfl,de 
o£ the remodelling o£ the Damodar IJe£t Embankment which 1s expeeted ~o 
protect an area o£ 1,000 square miles from flood. The esti~ated cost of flus 
project is close upon 3 crores and the qovernment <!f India have agreed to 
bear a 75 per cent. share. The remo~ellmg <?£ other Irr;tportant. embankments 
in the djstricts o£ Midnapore and T1ppera IS al.so bemg ,carried out ~nder. 
a similar agreement with the Government of Ind1a. 

The question of liberalisation of the rates of dear~ess allowance had been 
engaging the attention of Government for some time past. Orders wHe 
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issued in October last, after consultation with the Government of India 
giving effe.ct .t~ enhanced rates from the 1st of July, 1944. This involv~~ 
an extra. habihty of a bout. 9 lakhs per mo.nth. Earlier in the year, It 1 ,,d 
been decided to make specwl grants to pnmary and secondary non-Govern
men~ schools to enable them to pay dearness allowance to their teachers and 
memal staff. The provision for this purpose amounts to 57 lakhs per annum. 
The Budget for the coming year includes a pTovision of 25 lakhs for grants 
to local bodies for dearness allowance to their low-paid employees. 'l'he 
iotal provision on account of dearness allowance to Government employees 
and others is 2 crores 17 lakhs in the current year and 2 crores 81 lakhs in 
1945-46. . 

While immediate objectives have naturally claimed the largest share of 
Government's energieA and resources, planning for the future has not been 
neglected. A post-war Reconstruction Committee assisted by a large number 
of sub-committees-each dealing with a special field of administration-is 
hard at work, drawing up plans for utilising to the best possible advantage 
the opportunities foT development which are sure to arise in the post-war 
:period. T'he Deparhnent of Communications and vVorks has been provided 
with a special staff for post-war road plam1ing in close collaboration with 
ihe Government of India. 

It had become apparent to us that the old machinery of administration in 
Bengal, which had with occasional adjustments been made to serve changing 
needs and to perform altering and more diversified functions, should be 
subjected to a thorough examination. Accordingly Government appointed a 
Committee, known as the Bengal Administration Committee, under the 
Chairmanship of Sir Archibald Rowlands, Finance Member-designate of the 
Governor-General's Council, to enquire into the system and method of work 
of the various departments of Government and to suggest the means whereby 
the adminstrative machinery can be improved and rendered adequate for the 
efficient discharge of its :functions both now and in the foreseeable future. 
The Committee have already covered a good deal of ground and their report, 
which is expected to be a valuable document, is awaited with interest. 

A Provincial Statistical Bureau has been established with Professor 
P. C. Mahalanobis as its head. The task of this Bureau will be to effect the 
maximum possible improvement in the methods of collection, classification, 
tabulation and analysis of statistical materials by ·imparting necesRary 
technical advice and assistance to vanous departments of Government 
engaged in st~tistical work. 

It has also been decided t.o open an Organisation and Method Seetion, 
under the Finance Department, with the object of securing great efficiency 
in all offices and departments of Government and particularly in those in 
which defective methods of operation are likely to involve substantial losses 
of public money. For this purpose we were fortunately able to persua<1e 
:Mr. Arthur Ethel, Honorary Organisation and Methods Adviser to His 
:MajeBty's Treasury and the Air :Ministry in London, to fly to Caleutta ?-nd 
spend several weeks here, about the middle of 1944, and to prepare a deta1lcd 
scheme for us. Mr. Ethel has agreed to be our Honorary Adviser and to 
assist us with his advice from London. 

Among other items of additional expenditure included in these estimates, 
there are three which call for individual mention. The first of these is the 
expansion and reorganisation of the Publicity Department on modern lines 
at a cost of () lakhs per annum. This has been already ea:rried out. 'lhe 
other two items. both falling on next year's budget are an P"d'.'a 8 lakhs for 
the spread of nr;mary education and an Pxtra b iakhs for the developement of 
secondary education. 
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I,et m<~ now review the working of the Capital head "85-A" under which 
are exhibited the receipts and disbursements in rel'ipect of the following 
transactions :-

(1) Purchase of foodgrains other than wheat: 

(2) Purchase of wheat and wheat products. 

(3) Purchase of standard cloth. 

(4) Purchase of salt and sugar. 

(5) Construction of boats. 

The total capital outlay involved in the first four o£ these schemes is of the 
order of no crores out o£ whieh a sum of 47 crores is derived hom sale
:proeeeds and represents the turnover of stocks. rrhe :figure for loc;s adjustable 
m the current year is 13~ crores and the book-value of stock likely to remain 
in hand at the close of the year is estimated at 60 crores. 

The comparable figures for the eoming year are-a total outlay of 70 
crores out of which 48 crores will he derived from sale-proceeds; a loss of 
5! crores; and a carry forward of stock to the value of 77 crores. 

The existenee of such large stocks in the possession of Government must 
necessarily raise important problems of disposal and turning over of stoeks. 
These were reeently discussed at a conferen~e with representative" of the 
Government of India, and it was deeided to accelerate offtake within the 
Province itself, by suitable reductions of prieeR, with a view to prcvent 
deterioration throngh long Rtorage nnd to releaRf) rmffieient storage spaee :l'or 
the new aman, nrop. The (}overnment of India have offered, "ns, :,;o to 
speak, par!nerR in the btu;inesR", to share all loHses arising out of ,ales 
at reduc~:d prices in order to seetll'e the neeeRsary turnover. rrhe details of 
this arrangement and its finant~ial implications are being worked out, and 
it il'l hop<~fl that as the re!'lult of our final arrangement with the Government 
of India, c~onsiderable relief will have been secured t.o our overburdened 
finances. 

Under the fifth item, "Construr·tion of boats'', has been included the 
Scheme for building a fleet of some 10,000 boats of 100 maun<ls and upwards 
by new construction of purchase from outside the Provinee. rrhis is urgenu}ly 
necessary for replacing the country boats lost in previous years and "':"®r 
supplementing the existing means of tranRport for the movement of supphes 
o£ all kinds. A number of these new boats will he operated directly by 
Government and the remainder will he either hired out to contractors for 
earry~p.g supplies or sold outright or on the hire-purc?-ase system. The 
provision on account of the boat conRtruction programme 1s 2 croreR 38 lakhs 
in 1944-45 and 5t crores in 1945-46. 

Finance for transactions relating to foodgra.ins and standard cloth has 
been obtained from three Rources in the current year, namely, loan from 
the Central Government, cash credit advance from the Im-perial Bank and 
issue of treasury hills. The Government of India have recentlY_ ag·r~ed to 
advance the necessary :finance in respect of pdocurement operations 1n the 
coming year. This has considerably simplified our problem of l?r?tmrement 
finance. It is proposed to issue treasury hills for providing requunte finan~e 
for the construction of boats. 

I shall now pass on to a reviey of the revenue position as it stands 
according to the estimates in the hands of honourable members. 

The Budget for the current year provided for a revenue o~ 22 crores &nd 
an expenditure of 00 crores with H resultant revenue deficit of 8 crores. 
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The Revised Estimates place our revenue receipts at 36 crores, that .is to 
sa;y 14 crores higher than the budget figure. In ordinary circumstances 
th1s should have enabled us to wipe out the estimated deficit and to dose 
the year with a comfortable revenue surplus. But so seriously ad verse 
to our fortunes has been the impact o£ conditions arising out. of the \\Tar 
and the famine that our expenditure has been forced up to the formidable 
leYel of 47 crores or 17 crores in excess of our original estimate. In the 
result, the gap between revenue and expenditure stands further widened
from 8 crores in the Budget to 11 crores in the Revised. Let me summarise 
the factors responsible for these large variations in receipt as well as in 
expenditure. 

Out of the total improvement of 14 crores in revenue receipts, 1 crores is 
acccunted for by the subvention granted to the Province by the Government 
of India. In the course of my last Budget statement be.fore the House I 
mentioned that the Government of India had been approached foT suitable 
financial assistance and that we were hopeful that such assistance would he 
forthcoming. 'rowards the end of February, 1944, the Central Government 
communicated their decision to make ex ,gratia grants equal to hal£ ihe 
booked expenditure under "Famine Relief'' in each of the years 1943-44 
and 1944-45 subject to a maximum of 3 crores in the first of these years 
and 1! crore in the second. A sum of 3 crores was, in terms of this decision, 
adjusted in the accounts for 1943-44 in reduction of expenditure under the 
head "54--.Famine". After considering a further representation from the 
Province, the Government of India decided to raise the maximum limit of 
financial assistance to 10 crores in all and to include within its scope halt 
the booked expenditure on "Rehabilitation" and "Loss on sale of subsidised 
food" in addition to that in respect of "Famine Relief". Three crores out 
of the ten having been already received in 1943-44, credit has been taken in 
the current year for the balance of 1 crores. 

As I have just explained, half the total improvement of 14 crores in our 
revenue re·ceipts for the current year is attributable to the subvention from 
the Government of India. The other important heads which contribute to 
the increase are "Income-tax", "Excise" and "Other Taxes and Duties" . 

. "Income-tax" promises to yield a crore and a half more than was aE<sumed 
at the budget stage. Under "Excise" we look for an increaRe of 2z erores 
as a result of steer upguarding of the rates of duty. The policy of 
enhancement of excise duty with the twofold object of increasing revenue 
and reducing consumption whi,ch achieved such striking success in 1943 has 
been pursued further in the current year with highly satisfactory results. 
A graphical chart, which has been prepared to indicate the rel.ative position 
of consumption of excisable articles and revenue derived from 1t, shows tlmt 
in the current year under each head the inflow of revenue has substantially 
increased while co~sumption has b~en consistently kept at the minimum 
level. Even the consumption of coutry spirit, from which the bulk of our 
excise revenue is derived, has been very definitely reduced in spite of a large 
addition to the liquor-consuming population which has drifted into the 
Province from outside. 

Under "Oiher Taxes and DutieA" the inrrease iR U- crore out of which 
one crore is due to enhancement of rates of Sales Tax and the balance is 
distributed over a number of items like Entertainment Tax, Betting Tax, 
Electricity Duty and the Sales Tax on petrol. 

On the ex11enditure Aide as I have alrea!ly stated the total increa~e. i~ 
17 crores. Out of this 8l erores is due to larger provision for loss on the 
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sale o~ su~sidised food and the balance is accounted for principally bv the 
following Items of additional expenditure:- • 

Rehabilitation Schemes 2 crores. 
Liberalization of rates of dearness allowance to Gave;~~ 

ment employees and grant of dearness allowance 
to teachers in non-Government schools .. . 1~ crore. 

Exp~nsion o! the Department of. Civil Supplies 1~ crore. 
Medwal Rehef and control of epidemics 1~ m·ore. 
Agricultural Schemes, e.g., crop statistics and larger 

outlay on Grow More Food Schemes 1 erore. 

Total 7! crores. __,__ __ _ 
The revenue for the coming year is estimated at 29 crores, that is to say 

7 crores less than the Revised. The decrease is due to the omission of the 
subvention received from the Centre in the eurrent year. For the rest, it 
has been assumed that revenue next year will flow in practically at tlle same 
level as in the current year. There are only two exceptions to this. One 
is an increase due to the expected yield from the Agricultural Income-tax. 
The AgriCultural Income-tax Act came into operation too late to produce 
any appreciable revenue under this head in the current year; hut it is 
expected to bring in hal£ a crore in 1945-46. The other is a reduction of hal£ 
a crore in receipts from Income-tax in terms of the latest information 
furnished by the Government of India. 

The estimated revenue expenditure in 1945-4() amounts to 37 crores or 
10 crores .less than the expenditure in the current year. Out of this, some 
8 crores Is accounted for by redueed losseR on the sa1e of subsidised food 
and the balance is due to smaller provision for the treatment of sick 
destitutes and the control of epidemics. 

The estimated revenue deficit in the coming year thus stands at 8 crores. 

The actual revenue deficit in 194::1-44 in spite of the three crore subvention 
from the Centre amounted to a little over 3 erores. This year the deficit, 
after taking into aceount. the further subvention of 7 orores, is expeeted to 
come up to 11 crores. In 1945~46, as I have just, explained, the defieit is 
estimated at 8 crores. In an Appendix to the printed copy of my statement, 
honourable members will :find a list showing- the amounts included in the 
estimates to meet expenditure necessitated by the abnormal conditions of 
War and Famine. These items add up (in round :figures) to 14: erores in 
1943-44, 29 crores in the current year and 18 erores in 1945-46-amounting 
to a grand total of 161 crores. This grand procession o£ :figures is a measure 
of the impact of the War on Bengal. 

I have already acknowledged the grant of 10 crores from the Government 
of India. I now desire to thank them publicly on the floor of this House. 
The Government of India have themselves labelled their gift as an e;x gratia 
grant, thereby, I take it, emphasising its compassionate character. But, 
while humility is a strong armour in adversity-and it is perhaps meet and 
proper that I should don the weeds of woe-,it is my bare duty to plead that 
our claim to an adequate financial assistance from t.he Centre in the present 
circumstances is based on what I consider to be the irrefutable logie of facts. 
It is more akin to a claim for compensation in a court of law. "\Ye have .11?t 
sought to avoid our responsibility; nor have we aetually spared ourselv:es In 
respect of exertion and self-help. The Legislature has rece1~tly sanctioned 
the imposition of a tax on agricultural income and has authorised the .doubl
ing of the rates of the Sales Tax. There has been a steep upgradmg of 
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excise d~ties. And, finally, registr!ltion fees and process fees have been 
substantially enhanced. In companson with the figures for 1942-4~ we 
are hoping to obtain in 1945-46 an additional 4 crores under Excise h~lf a 
crore under Agricultural Income-tax, 2t crores under Other Taxes i~wlusive 
of the Sales Tax and a crore under Land Revenue, Stamps and Registration. 
It may not on the face of it appear to be a very impressive record; but it mu;;;t 
be remembered that our power to raise additional revenue has been seriously 
restricted by_ the financial settlement which' governs the allocation of revemie 
betw~en the Centre and the Provinces. This is hardly an appropriate 
occasiOn for me to explain at length how and why, from the point of view 
of what should be a correct basis of federal finance, the Niemeyer Award 
has been unfair to Bengal. But I wish to assure the House that our 
complete "case'' has been presented to the Government of India by His 
Excellency the Governor and myself. 

It may, however, be a matter of some l'latisfaction to honourable members 
that our discussion have not yet reached a stage of finality and that it is 
reasonable to hope for a eomprehensive settlement in the near future "'' hi~h 
will be free from any taint of injustice or' niggardlinesR. I have already 
indicated that the Government of India's recent offer to share our "trading 
losses", under the Capital head "85-A", marks a more realistic approach 
to the question. 

If I have not announced any new measure of taxation it is not because 
Government have not been considering further possibilities of augmenting 
our revenues. 

To complete the picture, I shall now proceed to give a short account of 
the debt position of the Province. All our borrowings up till now have been 
either for the purpose of ,covering the revenue deficit and providing' the 
requisite working balance at the close of the year; or for financing the large 
seale trading operations undertaken by Government in the Department of 
Civil Supplies. Bengal has not been able so far to float any loans for 
productive purposes, that is to say, for the financing of schemes of develop
ment such as large scale Irrigation projects or Hydro-electric Schemes 
which <:'reate additional wealth for the State. In other words, our debts so 
far have been all unproductive debts, with he possible execpetion of '2 erores 
or so spent on the furtherance of the "Grow :More Food Campaig-n''. A part 
of the debt is covered by stocks held by the Department of Civil Supplies 
but the rest is not covered by any tangible assets. 

In an Appendix to the printed copy of my statement honourable members 
will find a surrcmary of our indebtedness on the 31st March of each of the 
years from 1944 to ·19-46. In this summary, the figures for drawal of loans 
so far as the yearo; 1944-45 and 1945-46 are concerned will, of course, depend 
on the progiess of procurement operations. I£ progress is slow and the 
drawal of loam; is smaller than estimated, there will be a corresponding 
reduction in the stock figures but there will be no change in the net 
indebtedness. It will be observed that in spite of our utmost efforb; to l1elp 
ourselves and in spite of the finaneial assistance hitherto granted by the 
Government of India, we shall have more uncovered unproductive debt at ihe 
end of 1945-46 than at the end of ] 944-4!1. 'fhiR debt which stands at 11 
crores on the 31Rt March. 1945, will reach 19 ~rores on the 31st ~larch, 1!)1fi. 
The dead we1,Q'ht of this heavy burden has no counterpart, eit.her in c::~.usahon 
or in mngnitude, in any of the other Provinces, large or small. 

Events outside India are, at least in the European theatre o£ war, swiftly 
moving to a climax. Row soon the war will end none of us would flare 
predict; nor how soon we may be able to set our hands, untrammelled hy a 
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sense of peril, to the arduous 1mt fruitful tasks of reconstruction. Of 
physical destruction there has fortunately been little in our eouutry; and 
t? that extent our prohl~ms of post-war reconRtnwtion may appear ;;omewhat 
simpler. But the essential problem of reconstruction is the same everywheTe, 
ereate~l by the same urge towards new degTees of achievement nnd 
orgamsahon, towards a greater fulfilment of life by the assurance of a decent 
standard of living f.or each and all. That is the professed aim of all the 
post-war reconstructiOn "Plans': that I have seen or heard of. 

"\Ve have aheady several non-official "Plam!' in India. I do not proJ)OSe 
to dirwuss any of them or attempt to assess their relative merits ancl their 
competitive claims to our acceptance. 'fhe distressing thought which i:-> 
uppermost in my mind this afternoon is that Bengal wDl face the problem 
of ret~onRtruetion without that self-assunmee which the other Major lh·ovinces 
and State of India have been able to acquire. Of these not all htwe the 
right to say, as :M:ysore, moulded by the genius of Sir )L ViRweRwarayya, 
undoubtedly has, that their "reconstruction planning is in many directions 
a continuation or reorientation of past effort". I harbour no feeling of 
envious resentment against these sister Provinces and States, and, if 1 am 
debarred from Rharing in their pride and advantage, I sineerely congTat:nlate 
them on their prosperity and wish them gods peed. Nor would I :wrong any 
of them by a petulant suggestion that hers is not the reward of I,nulent 
husbandry. 

A number of Sub-Committees of the Government of Bengal'R Post-WaT 
Reconstr-uction Committee, eompm;ed mainly of non-officials and experts, 
have lwen, to use expressions which have recently ~wquired pnrtic"';l]ar 
connotation, "fixing tarO'ets" for the development of agnenlture, education, 
industry, communicatio;s, health and housing·, and their "blue-prints" will 
in due course, be ready. Aeeording to the tleeision of the Government of 
India, Bengal, along with the other Provinees, will reeeive during· t,he fir;;t 
five years after the war conside:rahle finaneial assist:mee from the Centre for 
impfementing our sehemes. But unleHs we can add our Rhare, 01Jt of our 
own resources, to these contributions, our efforts will have t,o be <'{l11Aid~rably 
more pede;:;trian. Our most urgent task nevertheleRs has been, :md w1ll f~r 
some time continue to be, the rehabilitation of our people. If we at.ta,tn 
even a tolerable measure of success in rehabilitating our people, we wJ.ll 
perhaps have laid a better and surer foundation for those achievements of 
security and well-being to which we and others aspire: vV e will have 
provided fairer prospects for the latent talent of our people and ensured an 
ampler scope to emergent Life. 
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STATEMENT I 

Bengal Budget, 1945-46 

Receipts. 
Opening Balance 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipts from Debt Heads 

Total 

Expenditure. 
Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 
Closing Balance 

Surplus+ 
Deficit-

Net Result. 

Total 

( a) On Revenue Account 
(b) Outside Revenue Account .. 
(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance 

Actuals, 
1943-44. 

2,60,46 

23, 71,72 

1,06,04,89 

1,32,37,07 

26,75,18 
30,20,67 

72,34,61 

3,06,61 

1,32,37,07 

-3,03,46 
+3,49,61 

+46,15 

STATEMENT II 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

1944-45. 

Budget. 

2,47,87 

21,97,44 

85,35,17 

1,09,80,48 

30,43,78 
-17,20,34 

1,07,21,72 

-10,64,68 

1,09,80,48 

-8,46,34 
--4,66,21 

-13,12,55 

Revised. 

3,06,61 

35,65,85 

1,71,96,87 

2,10,69,33 

47,00,67 

31,49,99 

1,29,87,12 

2,31,55 

2,10,69,33 

-11,34,82 
+10,59,76 

-75,06 

Budget, 
1945-46. 

2,31,55 

28,78,75 

1,70,66,24 

2,01,76,54 

37,38,47 

22,71,83 

1,38,85,52 
2,80,72 

2,01,76,54 

-8,59,72 
+9,08,89 

+49,17 

·statement of expenditure necessitated by war conditions and the famine and its aftermath 

Civil Defence 

Rome Guards 
Extra Police 

I.-War. 

Increase in cost of Jail Administration (over 1942-43) 
Dearness Concessions-

(i) Cash dearness allowance 
(ii) Cost of food concessions 

Subsidy to Calcutta Corporation 
Civil Supplies Department 

Loss on purchase of foodgrains 

I I.-Famine. 
Test Works 

·Grat,uitous Relief 

Blankets and clothings 

'Special medical relief 

'Special public health measures 

Foor houses and orphanages . _ 
Rehabilitation 

III.-Grow More Food Campaign. 
Gross outlay 

Total 

[In thousands of rupees.] 

1943-44. 1944-45. 1945-46. 
(Actuals.) (Revised.) (Budget.) 

1,06,00 1,23,00 1,22,00 

7,00 10,00 13,00 

20,00 20,00 23,00 

69,00 57,00 58,00 

83,00 2,17,00 2,81,00 
34,00 46,00 41,00 

15,50 

78,00 3,02,00 2,74,00 

3,50,00 13,40,00 5,54,00 

1,17,00 15,00 10,00_ 

2,90,00 1,35,00 30,00 
40,00 15,00 20,00 
53,00 1,70,00 71,00 
32,00 1,30,00 52,00 

28,00 35,00 15,00 

1,81,00 1,69,00 

1,00,00 1,12,00 77,00 

14,22,50 29,08,00 18,10,00 
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STATEMENT Ill 

Provincial indebtedness on 31st March, 1944, 31st March, 1945, and 31st March, 1946 

[The figures are in thousands of rupe0s.] 

31st March, 31st March, 

Indebtedness--
1944.(a) 

Public-

Treasury Bills 12,50,00 

Imperial Bank Cash Credit Account ll,24,90 

Government of India-

Ways and Means, 1942 2,50,00 

Ways and Means, 1943 3,00,00 

Ways and Means, 1944 

Ways and Means, 1945 

Rice Loans-

Out of I~ croros 37,50 

Out of 4 crores 1,00,00 

Wheat Loans 87,50 
Civil Defence Loan 1,79,95 

Loan for closing Damodar Bund Breach 20,00 

Grow More Food Loans 62,15 

Total 34,12,00 

Assets-

St6cks-

Stocks of foodgrains-

Other than wheat 15,71,10 

Wheat 11,76,68 

Salt 21,43 

Sugar 37,41 

Standard Cloth 2,36,62 

Boats 

Total Stocks 30,43,24 

Closing Balance 3,06,61 

Total Assets 33,49,85 

Net uncovered indebtedness (i.e., I minus II) 62,15 

(a) According to the Actuals for 1943-44. 
(b) According to the Revised Estimates for 1944-45. 
(c) According to 'the Budget Estimates for 1945-46. 

1945.(b) 

33,00,00 

29,40,90 

10,00,00 

2,47,53 

47,92 

75,36,35 

46,99,11 

7,32,27 

83,61 

83,88 

3,68,32 

2,04,10 

61,71,29 

2,31,55 

64,02,84 

ll,33,51 

31st March, 
I946.(c) 

41,00,00 

29,40,90 

10,00,00 

22,00,00 

2,95,40 

28,17 

1,05,64,47 

64,21,74 

6,39,73 

1,00,29 

1,62,98 

3,68,32 

6,68,15 

83,61,21 

2,80,72 

86,41,93 
-----

19,22,54 
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Speech by the Hon'ble Khan tBahadur Mohammed Ali, Finance Minister, in 
presenting the Budget for 1946-47 

(Presented on the 24th July, 1946) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to present the Budget for the year 1946-47'. 

More than three months o£ the year to which these estimate relate have 
already passed. As the House is aware, the Section 93 administration whick 
had been ushered into existence by a somewhat extraordinary set 
of circumstances, came to an end on the 24th April last and the reins of 
office were once more assumed by ·the elected representatives of the people. 
Thereaiter, the Ministry required some time to review the financial position 
and formulate its Budget proposals. It was obviously impossible in these 
circumstances to comply with the normal procedure under which the Budget 
is required to be presented to the Legislature before the commencement of 
the year to which it relates ; and the Governor has been pleased, after 
consultation with you, Sir, to make an ad hoc rule to validate the delayed 
presentation of the estimates for the current year. 

Honourable members will observe that there has been a change in the 
form,_ of the estimates. In the first place, the customary Revised Estimates' 
of the preceding year have been replaced by "actuals" since these actuals are 
now to hand. Secondly, in order to furnish honourable members with an 
indication o£ the amount of expenditure incurred this year during the Sedion 
93 administration, that is to say, between the 1st and the 24th of ApriY 
expenditure estimates have been exhibited in three columns instead of in one,, 
as has been the usual practice. Reading from the right, we have first a 
column in which is shown "Actual Expenditure from 1st April, 1946, to 24th 
Apnl, 1946"; next we have a column showing "Estimated Expenditure from 
25th April, 1946, to 31st March, 1947"; and fin_ally there is a column in 
which has been entered the aggregate of the other two columns, represent
ing the Estimated Expenditure for the whole yea:r. The figures in the first 
column have been, furnished by the Accountant-General who has compiled 
them £rom his account registers as accurately as possible. He has, how
ever, made it clear that since his accounts are compiled for complete months, 
the figures in question are, in many cases, based on rough calculations· 
with no pretensions to meticulous accuracy. 

So much for the changes in the form of the estimates-. In regard to· 
!lubstance, the present estimates mark a noticeable departure from 
the Dudget of previous years. For the first time in her long and troublous 
history the Province has been enable, through the co-operation and 
assistance of the Centre, to embark upon a comprehensive and 
carefully thought out programme of development in every branch of nation
building activity, untrammelled by paucity of resources. Hopelessly 
incapacitated by the amite financial stringency which has been her lot from 
the time of the iniquitous Meston Award, the Province has never been in a 
position to properly organise and develop her nation-building activities. 
Such provisions as could be made for this purpose from time to time were· 
generally in the nature o£ temporary expedients to meet the pressing needs 
of the moment and were seldom sufficiently comprehensive to make any 
substantial impression on the accumulated 'deficiency of years. Even thes'e 
meagre efforts had to be suspended in a large measure on the outbreak of 
hostilities on the Eastern Front. As the then Finance Minister of 
the Province put it pithily, "Nation-saving" had to take the place of 
"Nation-building". The Famine which followed left little scope £or anything 
beyond measures of immediate relief. Although the Province is still a long 
way from recovery from the shattering impact of the War and the Famine,. 
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we lwve now, for the :first time, been enabled to bend . our enl;lrgies to 
the wpremely important task of raising the economic standard and increasing 
the genernl well-being of the people. 'T'he current year's cost of Development 
Projects included in the present estimates amounts to a little over 12 crores-

·a fig·ure which almost equals the total revenue expenditure of the Province 
in thE.- last pre-war year, 1938-39·. The Government of India have undertaken 
to nuke available to the Province the entire amount required for Develop• 
ment Projects in the ·current year. For productive or self-financing schemes, 
which, on completion, will yield adequate revenue to. cover the working 
·expenses, the maintenance and depreciation charges and the interest on the 

· capital at charge, the Central Government will advance the requisite loan 
to cover. the initial outlay. For non-productive schemes, outright grants 
will he made from the Central Post-War Reconstruction Fund. The e:ffect 
of this financial arrangement is that no part of the expenditure relating to 
Development Projects will have to be met by the Province out of its own 
resources in the current year; and we can proceed with the execution of 
the"n projeets without having to worry about ways and means. Such retard
ing factors as may arise in this connection will consist in lack of materials 
and trained personnel-not in lack of finance or initiative. 

Outside the Development Programme, that is to say in the :field of current 
adr1inistration, the financial position continues to be one of acute difficulty. 
Although the War has mercifully come to an end, the severity of the 
conditions which necessitated the bulk of the heavy and abnormal war-time 
€Xpenditure shows no signs of mitigation. It has, if anything, _been 
aggravated by the present shortage of food. The high level of expenditure 
involved in the procUTement and distribution of foodstuff and in the 
administration o£ relief ]ws to be maintained and in certain respects 
substantially enhanced. The persistence of iu:flated price and the 
resultant high cost of 1:iving- ha::; mnde it ne<'.eRRary to furthm liheTalise 
deflrness concessions and .to :improve the pay-RealeR in respect of ]ow-paid 
employees. Considerable leeway hafl to he made up in regarcl to eflRential 
repairs and replacements which were all held up (luring the W rtr owing to 
non<;vailahlity of materials. While these, and other factors preclude the 
possibility of any immediate reduction in expenditure, revenue receipts 
undPr i1 number of important heads show a distinnt downward trend owing 
-to the cessation of military activities. 1'hus a decline in Excise revenue to 
th(~ extent of 2! crores is anticipated as a result of the repatriation of mili
taTv personnel and the disbandment of labour forces employed on military 
works. In the current year's Budget, revenue expenditure is expected to fall 
short of receipts by as much as 10 crores. The bridging of this wide gap 
bel.ween receipt and expenditure presents a problem of considerable difficulty 
tlbout which I shall have to say more later on. 

Such, in outline, is the Budgetary position for the eurrent year. J..~et me 
now proceed to fill in the details. 

'J:1hanks to a subvention of 8 crores from the Government of India, the 
heavy revenue deficit anticipated in 1945-46 was fully wiped out; and owing 
partly to this circumstance and partly to larger receipts from the Income
Tax. pool, coupled with slower progress of expenditme than was originally 
anticipated under certain heads, the year ended with a closing balance of 
7! crores. This amount constitutes the opening balance for the current year 
~n~ large as it is in comparison with the opening balance in previous _years, 
1t lil U? mare than what may be reasonably required for an estimated 
-expenditure of over 50 crores on revenue account in the course of the year. 

Ji'rom the estimates in the hands of honourable members it will appear that 
the total revenue expected this year is of the order of 42~ cTores out of wh~ch 
10! crores represent grants from the Centre for the financing of unproductive 
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Development Proj~cts. The yield from norm.al sources of revenue, therefore, 
amounts to 32 crores in all. The corresponding figure for the previous year, 
excluding the subvention of 8 crores to which I have already referred, stands 
at 37 crores. There has thus been a decrease of 5 crores in revenue. Two 
erores and a half out of this amount is accounted for by the decline under 
"Excise" owing to circumstances already explained. The balance is 
distributed over a number of items. Receipts !rom Petrol Tax are expected 
to come down from a crore and 63 lakhs in 1945-46 to 40 lakhs only in the 
cmrent year owing to cessation of military demands. A decline of ten lakhs 
is due to the abolition of the Tax on Professions and of 38 lakhs to reduced 
yie1d from Betting Tax and Entertainment Tax owing to the repatriation of 
military personnel. Forest receipts are expected to be down by 48 lakhs 
owing to stoppage of further mders for timber from the Supply Department. 
Awl a drop of half a crore is anticipated under "Stamps" on the basis of 
the latest trend of actuals. 

On the expenditure side the total estimate for the current year stands at 
52 erores. As this include 10! crores on account of Development Projects 
financed by outright grants from the Government of India, what may be 
called the "ordinary" expenditure for the year amotmts to 41i crores. rrhe 
corresponding figure for 1945-46 is 39' crores. 'There has thus been an 
incre9Be of 2! crores in the ordinary expenditure for the current year. Let 
me ex plain briefly the reasons for ·this increase. 

The only war-time charge which it has been possible to discontinue in 
the current year is the expenditure on Civil Defence, Home GuardR and 
Civie Guards amounting to a little over a erore in all. As against this 
decrease, provision for heavy additional expenditure has had to be included 
under u number of items. 

In order to afford some relief to Government servants against the 
cumulative effect of increased prices it has been decided, in consultation 
with the Government of India, to give retrospective effect to the present 
Tates of dearness allowance by making them operative from 1st .TuJy, 1944, 
instead of from 1st January, 1945, the date prescribed in the Government 
order >Yhich had been in force in 19-45-46.. The effect of this measure on 
the current year's Budget is an additional liability o£ 53 lakhs. 

Government have undertaken a .comprehensive examination of the scales 
of pay of all classes of employees under its rule-making control with a view 
to bring such scales more in line with the altered economic conditions which 
are likely to prevail in the years to come. Pending the conclusion of this 
examination which will naturally take a considerable amount of time, it has 
been decided to afford some measure of immediate relief by an ad hoo 
increase of pay in the lower ranges in all branches of administration. The 
total cost of this concession amounts to a little over a crore in the current 
year. 

The next impo.rtant item, responsible for the increase in the current 
year'r• expenditure is the unexpectedly heavy loss, amounting to a crore and 
a half, on the Boat Construction Programme. It was assumed, when this 
Programme was launched in 19'44 with a view to urgent replacement of 
boats lost through "Denial" and other causes, that the boats turned out 
would find a ready market and that the financial outlay would be fully and 
readily recouped. Unfortunately this assumption has not turned out to be 
correct and a loss of 1~ crores on this account which now appears to be 
inevitable, has been included in the current year's Budget. 

Extra expenditure amounting to nearly half a crore is involved in certain 
measures of much-needed improvement under "General Administration" 
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:and "Police". Under the first head, it has been decided to maintain a fleet 
of 400 feep cars and a number of speedy light planes with a view to improve 
touring facilities for important officials. The cost of this project including 
the provision of landing strips amounts to close upon 25 la']{hs. Schemes of 
additional expenditure under the head "Police" incl"'?-de expansion o£ ~he 
'l'hana staff and the Armed Reserve for the Bengal Pohce and strengthenmg 
d thl Duty Reserve as well as of the Armed and Unarmed branches of the 
Calcutta Police. Mechanised transport has been provided for increasing 
the mobility of the Poilce force throughout the Province and wireless nets 
have been set up in Calcutta and in outlying districts as a precaution against 
the breakdown of ordinary means of communication. These meatoures, taken 
in r:onjunction with the liberalisation of the pay-scales in the lower ranges 
·of the Police force to which reference has already been made, involve a total 
:outlay of close upon a crore. N eogotiations are in progress with the 
Government of Imlia for a substantial contribution towards this expendi
ture and on the assumption that the outcome of these negotiations will 
justify our expectations, the net charge on the Provincial Budget on account 
o£ these items has been taken as about 25 lakhs in the present estimates. 

Extra provision to the extent of 75 lakhs has been made under "Civil 
WorkR". This is excluAive of arrear dearness allowance and increase in pay 
in the lower ranges. An increase of 20 lal,hs is due to the resumption of 
essential repair works which could not be taken in hand during the War 
ewing to non-availability of materials. 'l'en lakhs have been provided for 
the purchase of tools and plants and 8 lakhR for the entertainment of 
additional staff iri conneetion with Post-war Road Planning. Resumption of 
suspended Road Fund Projects aeeounts for an increase of 10 lakhs and 
20 lnkhs have heen provided fm: land ;wqnisition and construction of build
ings for additional office accommodation and residential quarters for 
Government officers. Among minor items may be mentioned a provision of 
2 lakhro for Air-conditioning of the Secretariat Buildings in Calcutta, 
preliminaries for which had already heen Rettled during the Section 93 
adminiKtration. 

'l'lH:)re are less important variations under other heads but as full details 
have heen furnislled in the Red Book it is not necessary for me to go over 
them here. I shall eonclude this review of "Current charges" with a short 
aecounL o£ the provisions under two heads· of expenditure which have acquired 
SJJPeinl importance under present day conditions. These are "]<'amine 
Relief" and ''Extraordinary Charges". Under the first head, provision has 
been made for a Directorate of Relief and Rehabilitation with a very senior 
and experienced officer at its head as Commissioner of Civil Relief. 'rhe 
actiYities of the Directorate include maintenance of Orphanages, "\York
houses and Homes' for destitutes; organisation of test works; establishment 
of cheap grain shops; opening of milk canteens and distribution of relief in 
various forms. The total provision under Famine Relief in the current 
year amounts to 2 crores 90 lakhs against an actual expenditure of 3 crores: 
17 hJrhs in the preceding year. The two figures are, however, not strictly 
comparable. The cost of some 23,000 beds of Famine Relief Emerg·ency 
Hospitals which was met last year from the Famine Budget has, in the 
current year, been transferred to the "Development" section of the Medical 
Budget because these emergency beds have now. been converted into quas-i
permanent ones in properly equipped Auxiliary Govrnment Hospitals in 
rural areas. The amount involved is over a crore and a hal£. I£ allowance 
is i:Y1Ur1e for this adjustment, it will be found that the current year's provi
sion :for Famine Relief is considerably more than the amou~t spent in 
1945-46. ·The increase is due to the general worsening of the situation as 
a reRult of the world-wide scarcity of food. 
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·while on the subject of "Relief" I must make a brief reference to the 
recent disastrous floods in Chittagong and other parts of the Province whiCh 
have rendered thousands of people homesless and destitute. We feel the 
utmost sympathy and commi~eration for the unfortunate victims of this 
terrible calamity and I take this opportunity to assure the House. that 
Government will take all possible measures for their relief and rehabilita
tion. 

Under the other head "Extraordinary Charges" the provision. in the 
current year amounts to 10 crores in all. This includes a loss of 2 crores 
on the sale of subsidised food to the public and of 1! crores, as already 
explained, under the Boat Construction Programme. The provision for staff 
and contingencies in the Department of Givil Supplies including Rationing 
and Enforcement amounts to 6 crores out of which nearly a crore is required 
for the construction and maintenance of ' storage accommodation and 
improvement of roads in certain areas for facilitating transport of foodstuff. 

Procurement Finance 
Provision has been made under the Capital head "85-A" for large scale 

transactions relating to the purchase of foodgrains and textiles. The total 
capital outlay involved in these operations is of the order of 52 crores out of 
which 48 crores will be found from sale proceeds and represents the turnover 
of stocks. The :figure for loss adjustable in the cmTent year is 2 crores under 
foodgrains and the book value of stock likely to remain in hand at the close 
of the year is estimated at 17 crores. Finance for the procurement of 
foodgrains is to be obtained by way of cash credit advances by the Imperial 
Bank, the maximum limit of such advances being for the present :fixed at 
30 crores. In the case of textiles the requisite :finance is obtained through 
Treasury Bills. 

Development Programme 
Let me now turn to the Development Programme. As I have already 

explained, this Programme aims at comprehensive and co-ordinated 
improvement in living conditions and economic standards throughout the 
Province. It embraces every sphere of nation-building activity, though the 
degree of emphasis necessarily varies from subject to subject and is in many 
cases conditioned by the availability of resources in material and p_ersonnel. 
The total provision made in these estimates for schemes included in the 
Development Programme is 12 crores 10 lakhs out of which 10 crores 45 lakhs 
falls under the Revenue Account, and the balance of 1 crore 65 lakhs 
representing the outlay on sel£-:financing schemes, is provided under Capital 
heads. Appendix II to the printed copy of this Statement shows the 
distribution of these provisions among the various major heads of expendi
ture and sets forth the schemes for which provision has been made. Let 
me refer briefly to some of the more important of these schemes. 

Land Revenue 
'Ihere is a provision of 4 lakhs under Land Revenue for the inception of 

Revisional Settlement Operations in the Sunderhans area in connection with 
the plan for liquidating the Permanent Settlement. The House will recall 
that the Land Revenue Commission gave very careful consideration to this 
question and recommended that steps should" be taken to bring the actual 
cultivators into direct relation with Government by buying off the interest 
of all classes of rent-receivers in agricultural lands. The Bengal 
Administration Enquiry Committee urged very strongly on administrative 
ground:; that Government sho·uld give the earliest effect to the foregoing 
recommendation of the Land Revenue Commission. 
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According to the scheme which has been drawn up for the purpose, the 
areas named below are prqposed to be taken up in the following order of 
priority:,....... 

(1) Faridpur. 
(2) Bakarganj. 
(3) Sunderbans. 
( 4) Burdwan, Hooghly and Howrah. 

Faridpur and Bakarganj are to be taken up first as Revisional Settle
ment Operations have been recently completed in the formP.r diRtriet ano 
are now in progress in the latter. The Revional Settlement Operations in 
the Sunderbans area represent the next stage of the programme. The 
districts of Burdwan, Hooghly and Howrah are also to be taken up shortly as 
thev are likely to be benefited by major irrigation schemes· in the very near 
future. 

Irrigation 

Unde,r Irrigation a sum of 30 lakhs has been provided for the re-e:x:cava
tion ::md improvement of derelict irrigation tanks, thousands of which lie 
scattered throughout the Province. 'l'his scheme will ensure that in the dry 
districts the cultivators will not have to depend entirely on rainfall for the 
pl'oduction of their crops. It is also hoped that the resuscitation of these 
tanks will improve the facilities for pisciculture and provide more water for 
drinking and other purposes. A sum of 20 lakhs has been provided for 47 
minor irrigation projects and a number of other schemes of irrigation and 
drainage for which plans are now ready for execution. Among sma.ller 
prov:is;ions may be mentioned 2 lakhs for the construction of irrigation wells 
and 2 lakhs for the collection of hydrological data in the Dacca and Chitta
gong Divisions. A sum of 5 lakhs has been provided for preliminary work 
in connection with the planning of a comprehensive drainage and irrigation 
scheme for }Eastern and Northern Bengal. The immediate objective is the 
putting up of a dam across the ''reesta river in Northern Bengal, which will 
ensure a large scale supply of electrical energy besides facilitating the 
irrigation of a very considerable tract of land. 

Outside the Revenue account, there is a provision of 70 lakhs for the 
execution of P'art II of the Mor Irrigation Project which is estimated to 
involve a total expenditure of 4 crores 38 lakhs. The object is to set up a 
barrage across the Mor river· near Suri with weirs across the subsidiary 
channels of Dwarka, Brahmani, Bakreswar and Kopai and a network of 
irrigation canals. These are expected to irrigate an area of four hundred 
tlwusand a·cres in the districts of Birbhum, Murshidabad and Burdwan 
which suffer from conditions of chronic scarcity owing to erratic and 
undependable rainfall. It is expected that the resulting increase in the 
yield of paddy will be 44 lakhs o£ maunds per year. The piers of the 
barrage near Suri have been so designed as to enable them to carry a bridge 
across the river thereby improving the means o£ communication with the 
adjacent Province o£ Bihar. As the project is expected to be a productive 
one, it will be financed by loan and the expenditure has been provided 
undez a Capital head. 

Agriculture 

In respect of Agricultural schemes included in the Development Pro
gramme the provision under thP. Revenue account amounts to a crore and 
29 la1rhs. out of which 89 lakhs comes under ''-Civil Works" for the acquisi
tion of land and the construction of requisite buildings. 
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Outside the Revenue account there is a prov1s10n of 41 lakhs for the 
establishment of 28 seed multiplication £arms and one jute seed multipli
cation farm. The seed multiplication £arms will each cover an area of 200 
acres and will be devoted to the production of improved seeds of paddy and 
othc.r foodgrains. The jute seed multiplication farm is to be situated on 
an area of 1,000 acres out of which 400 acres will be put under the highesii 
grade of jute every year by rotation and in the remaining area paddy and 
various rabi crops will be grown. It is hoped in this way to secure an 
adequate supply of improved jute seeds and to distribute them among jute 
f,rl'OWers on a large scale anil at a reason:tble price. As these schemes are 
all expected to be productive ones it is proposed to finance them by loan. 

Among unproductive schemes proposed to be financed out of grants 
from the Centre, the most important is the establishment o£ a Central Live
stoc~;: Research curn Breeding Station at Raringhata. The scheme consists 
<}f three main parts, viz.,-

(i) the breeding of high grade cattle, goats and poultry; 
(ii) research relating to all matters affecting the live-stock industry, 

e.g., animal nutrition, genetics, pasturage and dairy technology; 
and 

(iii) establishment of a_ dairy on the most up-to-date scientific and 
hygienic lines. 

Th0 <.'Urrent year's cost on account of this scheme is estimated at 58 lakhs 
cut of which 45 lakhs represent the cost of land and buildings. 

A smaller scheme on somewhat similar lines involves the establishment 
of a multipurpose Agricultural Farm at Kalimpong for the breeding of Siri 
bulls, hill goats and hill sheep and the raising of improved varieties of hill 
paddy, maize, flax and pyrethrum. The cost for the current year amounts 
to 8 lakhs out of which 6 lakhs has been provided under Civil Works for 
land and buildings. -

Other provisions for the improvement of the live-stock industry include 
3 lakhs for large scale breeding of goats and 6 lakhs for a live-stock farm 
for earrying out scientific breeding and management of stock. 

·with a view to securing rapid and adequate training for the higher 
technical personnel required for the development of agricultural activities, 
the Agricultural Institute at Dacca is being suitably expanded and reorga
nised at a cost of 11 lakhs including 7 lakhs for buildings; while for the 
training of subordinate technical personnel additional facilities are being 
provided at an estimated cost of 8 lakhs out of which 6 lakhs is on account 
o£ buildings. 'l'hese include expansion o£ the Agricultural Institutions at 
Chinsura and Daulaipur and the establishment of a new institution at 
Gaibandha. 

Other provisions which call for individual mention are 3 lakhs for tlw 
expansion of AgTicultural research, 4 lakhs for the improvement of: 
Horticulture and 8 lakhs for the esb blishment o£ a fully equipped Sugar
cane HeReareh station. A sum of 11 lakhs h:1s been provided for land and 
buildings in connection with a scheme for the provision of sePd stores at 
Thana Headquarters. These stores will form the nucleus of extension 
activities and will stock seeds of departmental farms, manures and agricul
tural implements for distribution among cultivators. 

Industries 

1'he total prov1s1on in respect o£ projects of Industrial Development 
amounts to 1 crore. Out of this, 54 Jakhs representing the cost of four 
productive scheme~ has been provided under a Capital head outside 
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the Revenue account. The first of these schemes relates to the 
Electrification of a semi-rural area, covering about 2,200 square miles and 
lying within the triangle formed by Gourepore, Burdwan and Krishnagar. 
The scheme involves the construction of two transmission lines from the 
existing supply station at Gourepore to Furdwan and Krishnagar, these two 
townr; being joined by a tie line through N avadwip. Sub-stations are to be 
installed in suitable towns and villages on the route with a view to making 
eledrical energy available to individual consumers. Energy is to be 
purchased in bulk from the Gourepore Electric Supply Company. The 
scheme is designed to accelerate industrial development in the area which is 
well served by roads and railways a111l the system can be eventually 
inter-connected with developments in the Damodar Valley and with power 
staiions erected in the coalfields. The current year's provision for this 
schemr amounts to 20 lakhs. 

'l1he next item is a provision of 15 lakhs, designed to secure partieipation 
in the Government of India's scheme for the production of artifieial 
fertillsers. It was originally intended to set up a Rmall £adOTy for this 
purpose in Bengal but in view o£ the decision of the Government of India 
to set up a large scale factory at Sindri in Bihar it is now proposed 
to pnrtieipate in this projeet by suhRerihing 75 lakhs towards the eapital 
cost. 'l'he current year's provision represents the first ;inr;tahnent of 
this subscription. 

Tr1e third provision under the Capital head iR one of l:l 1akhs for a Reheme 
of Indu:strinl Centres the ohjeet of whieh is to <levelop village industries on 
commereial lines with modern tec~hnique through small villag·e factories 
under a centralised produetion and marketing organisation. 'l'he scheme 
will be run as a emnmercial enterprise with the objoet of making all the 
Centre;; self-Ruppm-ting HR quie1dy ttfl possible. . 

I•'innlly there is a provision of (i lakhR for tl~tJ Pxploitation of eoastal and 
estuarine fisheries. 'Phis seheme ptovides for the transport of fish from the 
fishing areas in refrigerated hoa{s to a lighter. also provided with 
refrigeration faeiliticH, wlwre the fish will he den ned and hozen and then 
transported in insulated carriers to the railhead at Klndua. From there 
the fish will be eoUV(lyed to Calcutta in an iwmla{nd \vag-on which the Ra'il
wny authorities have rn·mniHed to provi1le. Orden;. have already been plaeed 
in Australia for motor boatH fitted with ref:rignrators and two boats have 
recentJy been acquired from the Royal Navy to serve aR murierfl. It. is 
hoped to have the scheme in full working before the en<1 of the <~urrent. year. 

In the Revenue account under "Industries", 8 lakhfl have been provided 
fol' Lhe eXJJansion of the Department of Fisheries. The scheme provides for 
the appointment of an additional Director of FiHheries and · also for an. 
increase in the number of Superintendents, Distriet Fisheries Officers and 
FishcTy Overseers for work in the districts. It also includes a provision 
for an experimental-cum .. -touring launeh at a cost of about :i lakhs. 

There is a prpvision o£ 14 lakhs for the development of the Serim1lture 
Industry, including 5 lakhs under "Civil Works" for the eonstruction of 
buildings. 'The sehemes include improvement and expansion of sericulture 
nun1eries, reorganisation of the Reeling Institute at Malda and the 
establishment of a Training Institute for subordinate serieultural staff. 

Among other items included in the Revenue aceount under "Industries" 
may be mentioned a provision . of 4 lakhs for the reorganisation of the 
Ceramic Institute, 6 lakhs £or the expansion of the Textile Institute and 
5.lakh:;. for the development of _the Tanning Institute. There is also a provi
siOn of 2 lakhs for the appomtment of Power Engineers and requisite 
subordinate staff for the development of electricity in the Province; and of 
3 lakhs for a scheme for increased production of quinine. 
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Medjcal 

A provision of 2i crores is included in the Medical Budget with a further 
crore and a half under "Civil vVorks" for land and buildings, in respect of 
Development Projects dealing with the improvement of medical facilities 
which are at present so hopelessly inadequate. The most important item 
is concerned with an increase in the number of hospital beds in rural areas. 
The number of permanent beds at present available is only 6,400 which 
works out at barely one bed per 9,000 heads of population. Some 23,000 
emergency beds were opened in connection with the Famine and it has now 
been decided to convert the great majority of these into quasi-permanent 
beds in properly equipped Auxiliary Government Hospitals in rural areas. 
Thi·J scheme involves an. outlay of a crore and 70 lakhs in staff and equipment 
and of 40 lakhs on buildings. For the improvement of existing hospitals 
25 lal,he have been provided under' "Medical" with a further 20 lakhs under 
"UiviJ Works" £or additions to buildings. It is proposed to establish a 
temi>Orary Medical College at the I,ake Area in Calcutta with an attached 
hospital o£ 1,000 beds. The outlay involved is 2 lakhs for the acquisition 
of buildings and 19 lakhs for staff and equipment. The next item on the 
programme is the conversion of the Medical School at Dacca into a Medical 
Colleg(· with 500 additional beds at a cost o£ 20 lakhs under "Civil Works" 
and 7 lakhs under "Medical". For two other important projects, namely, 
the conversion of the Campbell Medical School into a :Medical College with 
100 additional beds aud the establishment of an Infectious Diseases Hospital 
in Calcutta, provisions of 20 and 15 lakhs respectively have been made 
unde~ "Civil Works" in respect of land and buildings, no provision being 
required in the Medical Budget till the requisite buildings are ready. Two 
other projects which call for individual mention are the establishment of a 
Tuberculosis Sanatorium at Amulia in the district o£ Burdwan and the 
opening of a Tuhercillosis Hospital at Kanchrapara. 1<-,or the :first scheme 
200 acres of land have been secured on the bank of the river Ajoy near 
Asansol and it is proposed to build an administrative block with Tequisite 
equipment as well as cottages and cabins for 200 patients to start with. 
The CUJTent year's provision amounts to 10 ldrhs for land and buildings 
vnd is included under "Civil Works". For the second seheme, the 
American Hospital at Kanchrapara has been taken over complete with 
fltores, appliances and equipment. It is provided with its own powm station 
and water station with automatic ehbTinatio:u and piped water supply. 
Th£> current year's provision £or its conversion to a Tuberculosis Hospital 
is 11 lakhs under "Medical" and 3 lakhs under "Civil vVorks". Among 
other items included in the Development Programme under this head may 
he mentioned the creation of an Ambulance Service at a cost of 9 lakhs and 
measures for the control and prevention of venereal diseases estimated to 
cost about 4 lakhs. 

Public Health 

Tlu: Development Prograrnme under "I>ublic Health" incluues 50 lakhs 
for a comprehensive scheme of rural water supply which will ensure proper 
maintenance and repair of existing sources and the setting up of new sources, 
on a carefully planned basis, at the rate of at least 2,000 tube wells per 
year. There is also a provision o£ 20 lakhs for the improvement of water 
supply and drainage in Municipal areas. A large number of waterworks 
and drainage schemes drawn up by Municipal authorities are pending for a 
very long time either through :financial stringency or through lack of 
:materials. The object of the provision is to enable such schemes to be carried 
out without £m:ther delay. Other provisions include 3 lakhs for the control 
o£ Malaria, 2 lakhs for Maternity and Child-welfare, 1 lakh for the ereation 
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t)l a Public Health Nutrition Organisation and 6 lakhs mostly under "Civil 
Worh" for land and buildings for the establishment of two leper colonies 
at Bankura and Peardhoba. 

Education 
'l'hc total prov1s10n for schemes of Educational Development amounts to 

'75 lakhll out of which 19, lakhs have been provided under "Civil Works" for 
Jland and buildings. The largest individual item is a provision of 20 lakhs 
in ~~onnection with proposals designed to improve the prospects of primary 
seluol teachers on whose efficient anu contented service the success o£ primary 
t}dueation so largely depends. There is also a provision of 16 lakhs for the 
training of staff for Primary Training Schools. It is proposed to open two 
:residential training Colleges for this purpose in the current year with attach
ed experimental schools. The bulk of the expenditure will be for the 
construetion of buildings and has therefore been provided under "Civil 
Works''. A large proportion of the trainees will be officers of the Educa
tion Department. 'ren lakhs have been provided for the encouragement of 
poRt-.grad uate reReareh an<l 8 lakhs for the immediate improvement of 
l<;n!.rineeritJg noursef> in the Bengal Engineering College, Sibpur, and the 
Jadnvpur 'l'edmologiea.l College. A sum of 5 lakhs has been provided for 
the training of Rtudents abroad; 4 lakhR for the technical training of 
e:.lH>ervice pel'sonnel; and 4 lakhs fol' eq nipment and machinery for 
Government educational institutions. 

Other Schemes 

Provisions under other heads iae!nde 21 lakhs un(ler "Forest" for the 
hniniug· of teehnical per:-loimel, rehabilitation of existing forests, a:fforesta
t:ion o£ additional areas and improvement of communications, buildings and 
watr:~r sup.ply in Government Forests. 'l'here is also a scheme for reorgani
sation of the Co-operative Department for whieh a provision of 4 lakhs has 
been included under "Co-operation". 

Among miscellaneous items of Development speeial mention may be made 
(){ a proviRion of lf> lakhs for the re-housing of bustee-dwellers. Model 
sehemt~e of re-housing have been drawn up by the technical staff of the 
G'a leuttn Improvement 'I'ruRt and plans are under consideration for the setting 
li!,p of s::ttellite towns within easy reaeh o£ Caleutta. Government are also 
setting up a Housing Board which will enter carefully into all important 
nRpeets o£ the housing problem under present day conditions. The current 
year's provsion represents the first instalment of the expenditure which ii 
likely to he required £or the execution of these schemes. 

A second important item is the establishment of a properly organised 
Fire-Service throughout the Province. Before the war, the only fire brigades 
in Bengal were those in C~lcutta and Darjeeling. As a war-time emergency 
r!.easnrt:> an Auxiliary Fire Service was established for Calcutta and its 
lluburbs and- the Bengal Fire Service was established for other threatered 
areas in the Province. It is now proposed to organise a permanent Fire 
Service for the whole of Bengal and to provide all important urban areas 
with fire-fighting equipment and personnel. The cost of the scheme in the 
~llrPent yeal' is estimated at 40 lakhs. 

'!?here is also a special provision of 50 lakhs for the purchase of such 
~arplus military land, buildings, stores and equipment as may be readily 
nYnilabl!' for utilisation in connection with the Development Programme or 
t:lie administration of nation-building departments. A special officer of high 
status has been appointed as Cliief Purchasing Agent for this purpose with 
?PW<:JT,<> tP negotiate direct with the military authorities. 
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"Civil Works 

The total prov1s10n under "Civil "\Vorks" m conneetion with the 
Development Programme amounts to 3 erores 82 lakhs. Out of this amount 
a crore is rt\quired for the construction of Provincial highways and major 
District Board roads. The balance represents the provision for land and 
buildings required by other Departments for their respective Development 
Projc:cts. The distribution among the more important Departments is as 
follows:-

J\fedical-1 crore 35 lakhs . 

.Agriculture-88 Iakhs. 

Education-19 lakhs. 

Police-12 lakhs. 

Industries-11 lakhs. 

J ails-6 lakhs. 

To complete the picture it may be added that the construction of National 
Highways passing through this Province involves an expenditure of 56 lakhs 
in the current year. But as the entire charge will be borne directly by the 
CE-ntre no increase on this account appears in the Provincial Budget. 

I have now placed before the House an outline of the Programme of 
Development chalked out for the current year. Fuller details will be> 
furnished by my Honourable collegues while moving their respective 
dE-mands for grants. I need hardly point out that the current year's 
provisions represent merely the initial stages of the Programme, the final 
blue-print of which is still under consideration. As I have hinted earlier 
in the course of this statement unexpected difficulties in the proeurement of 
b11ilding materials, tools and plants and particularly of trained technicians 
may .stand_ in the way of rapid progress. But with earnestness, goodwill 
and co-operation there is no reason why a substantial part of the programme 
laid down for the current year should not be successfully executed. So far 
as the effed on the Budget is concerned, any short fall in Development 
expenditure will involve correspondinglv short drawal from the Government 
o£. India of loans or ~rants, as the case n{ay be, and the net budgetary position 
w1l1 not be affected in any way. 

Financial Results 

Let me now summarise the financial results of the working of the year 
acrording to the estimates placed before the House. The year starts with 
an opening halmwe of 7~ crores. The revenue deficit on the year's workilig 
afl I have already stated, amounts to 10 crores. And in order to secure a 
closing balance of 2~ crores, which is the barest minimum necessary for 
working purposes, not only is the entire opening balance wiped out but an 
addjtional 5 crores ha:> to be fmmo by Rome me am or other. For the purpose 
of the present estimates, it has been assumed that short-term borrowing in. 
the shape of Treasury Bills yvorth 5 crores will be resorted to during the year. 
It is repugnant to sentiment and seH-interest alike that the Province should, 
at th~s stage, be saddled with a heavy burden on unproduetive debt. 'l'he 
Centre has, from time to time, been good enough to grant this Province 
eertain measures of ad hoc relief representing, in the aggregate, roughly half 
the cost of the disastrous 19'43 famine. The &ize of our Famine Budget in 
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the current year and the heavy expenditure on the sale of subsidised food 
to the public bear testimony to the fact that the conditions created by the 
terrible calamity of 194:3 have not yet passed away: and we hope and trust 
that W{' shall not be denied such further assistance from the Centre as may 
provtl necessary to enable us to fight and overcome these conditions. Bengal 
has never been remiss in its efforts to help itself. Within the Provincial field 
of taxation there is not a single source of any importance which has been 
left untapped: and in the gTeat majority of cases the optimum rate has very 
nearly. been reached.. I am, however, examining very earefully all further 
possibilibes of increasing our reHum·ees and in the pr~sent session I propose 
to ::<eek the assent o£ the House to a Bill enhancing the mte of Tax on sales 
of. motor spirit by 5~ annas per gallon. 'l'his enhancement is expeett;d to 
brmg" in an extra 75 lakhs of revenue and possessing as it does the undemahle 
merit of not adding to the cost of living of the poorer dasses the measure, 
I hope, will receive the ready approval of the House. 

Conclusion 

So far as the formal presentation of the Estimates is eoncerned I h:we 
done; but before I resume my seat I should like to say a few wordR about 
the stupendous nature of the task that lies ahead of us. This Provinee Hndl'l 
itself involved h1 the prm;ent acute and world-wide food crisis before it has 
had time to recover from the effectf; of the laRt disa&trous famine. To make 
matters wor&e, a chwastating flood has jm;t taken a very heavy toll of it" all 
too slender resoun~es in food, eattle and material wealth. G-overnment must 
ann will do everything that is possible to alleviate distres& and to extrieate 
the Province from its present unfortunate plight. 'l'his, hmvever, is not, 
by itself, sufficient. As I have already explained, the budgetary rlans for 
the·eurrent year seek to achieve more than ihe hare rept}ir of. ravages eauHed 
by :flood, famine ancl war. They lay down the fmmdations for the great 
work of national reeonstruetion ealli.ng for unite<l and devoted labour in the 
field& of Health and Bduc~ation, Agrieulture, Commeree and Industry. ]'or 
the sueeessful execution of this noble taRk we depend on the help and 
co~operation of all parties and da~;ses and I fervently appeal to all sections 
of the House-and through them to the country at large-to stand shoul,ler 
to shoulder with Government for the fulfilment o£ our eommon objed.ive 
which is the building up of a better, healthier and happier Bengal. I cannot 
ao better in this connection than to reeall to the House the &ii:tring- words 
ui!-erecl hy the Hon'ble Chief Minister immediately on his assumption of 
offiee-

"We shall work in a spirit of service, fully conscious of the tremendous 
burden of our responsibilities; and in this ask we shall need the assistance of 
th(' best b'rains of the Provinee, and from outside the Province where 
:.eeessary, and the co-operation of men of g·oodwill." 
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APPENDIX I 

Bengal Budget, 1946•47 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Revenue. 

Opening Balance 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipts from Debt Heads 

Total 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 

Closing Balance 

Surplus+ 

J)eficit-

Net Result. 

( a) On Revenue Account 

Total 

(b) Outside Revenue Account 

{c) Net, excluding OpeningBalance 

Actuals, 

1945-46. 

3,64,81 

44,82,75 

1,18,58,82 

1,67,06,38 

39,05,81 

-6,46,70. 

1,26,81,77 

7,65,50 

1,67,06,38 

+5,76,94 

-1,76,25 

+4,00,69 

Budget, 

1946-47. 

7,65,50 

42,50,66 

1,18,42,49 

1,68,58,65 

52,20,69 

2,22,79 

1,11,48,75 

2,66,42 

1,68,58,65 

-9,70,03 

+4,70,95 

-4,99,08 
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APPENDIX II 

Development Programme 

ABSTRACT 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

A-Revenue Account-
7-Land Revenue 

10-Forest 
IS-Irrigation 
2fr---General Administration 
29-Policc 
37-Education-Gcnel'}11 
38-Medical 
39,;._Public Health 
40-Agriculture 
41-V etcrinary 
42-Co-operation 
43-Indust ies-Industries 
43-Iudustries-Cinchona 
47-Miscellaneous Departments 
50-Civil Works 
57-Miscellaneous 

Total (Revenue Account) 

B-Outside Revenue Account-
68-Construction of Irrigation, Navigation, Embank

ment and Drainage Works 
71-Capital outlay on schemes of Agricultural Improve

ment and Research 
72-Capital outlay on Industrial Development 

'l'otal (Outside Revenue Account) 

Grand Total 

Budget., Estimate, 
1946-47. 

,----"-----, 
Voted. Charged. 

3,89 
19,62 
73,84 

1,17 
2,00 

54,76 
2,46,32 

76,00 
41,45 

1,01 
4,30 

31,63 
3,39 
1,03 

3,81,85 
1,01,19 

10,43,45 
'---

10,45,01 

70,00 

41,70 
53,68 

1,65,38 

15 
1,41 

1,56 
_.J 

-v----·-J 

1,65,38 

12,10,39 
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7-Land Revenue 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Simplification of the existing Land Revenue system on the 
basis of the Land Revenue Commission's Report 

10-Forest 

Improvement of communications, buildings and water-
supply in Government Forests 

Rehabilitation of existing Government Forests 
Afforestation in the district of Nadia 
Conservation of private forests and afforestation of private 

waste lands 
Provision for training of technical and other personnel 
Creation of a Soil Conservation Circle 

Budget Estimate, 
1946-47. 

,-------~·------~ 
Voted. Charged. 

3,89 15 
~-----~-------fl 

4,04 

7,40 8Z: 
4,56 3(; 
3,29 

1,92 23. 
1,92 

53 

19,62 1,41 
'--- ·-v----· _.!( 

21,03 

18--0ther Revenue Expenditure finanv;ed from Ordinary Rewcnue 

Re-excavation of derelict irrigation tanks 
Minor provincial irrigation and drainage schemes 
Relief and rehabilitation irrigation schemes . . . . . . 
Planning of a comprehensive irrigation and drainage scheme for the whole 

of Bengal excepting Western Bengal . . . . . . 
Excavation and re-excavation of silted up small liTigation and dram age 

channels ~. 
Extension of irrigation facilities by construction of wells, etc. 
Collection of hydrological data (gauge and discharge observation of 

principal rivers and silt and salinity observation) in Mymensingh and 
Eastern Divisions 

25-General Administration 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

30,00 
20,24-
10,00; 

5,00 
2,0& 

1,52' 

73,84 

Appointment of additional Circle Officers 1,17 

2.9-Police 

Increase of self-propelled watercraft for police forces in riverine districts 2,00 
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37-Education-General 

Increasing the salaries of existing primary school teachers 
Encom·agement of Post-graduate research . . . . 
Immediate improvement of the Bengal Engineering College, Sibpur 
Equipment and machinery for Government Institutions 
Further education and technical training of ex-servicemen .. 
Sch~me for sending students abroad for training m varwus courses 

of technology . . . . . . 
Grants to Jadavpur College 
Tt·aming abroad of students selected in 1946-47 
Expansion of girls' secondary education to provide more matriculates for 

primary school training . . . . . . . . 
:Strengthening of Headquarters staff for supervision of the new system 

of education . . . . . . . . · • 
Expansion of training facilities for graduate women teachers 
Improvement of 50 selected high schools of the province .. 
DeputatiOn of officers of the Education Department m connectiOn with 

primary school training . . . . 
Training of the staff' of Primary Training Schools 
.Appointment of Physical training instructresses in the Women's Train-

ing Schools . . . . . . . . · · 
Training of nursery school trainers and teachers · 

38-Medical 

J:ncret>se in the number of hospital beds and provision of new beds in rural 
areas 

Rehab1htat10n and Improvement of existing hospitals . . . . 
Establishment of a temporary Medical College at, the Lake area in Cal-

cutta with a temporary l,OCO bedded hospital 
Establishment ofT. B. Hospital at Kanchrapara 
Creation of an Ambulance Service .. 
,Conversion of the Medical School at Dacca mto a Med10al College and 

provisiOn of 500 additional beds .. 
~Control and preventiOn of venereal diseases .. 
Improvement of the Indian Menta.l Hospital at I{anchi 
'Children's Ward in Calcutta. Medical College . . . . · · 
Improvement of nutsing system and establishment of a Bengal Nursing 

Service 
.Study leave ex-India to the officers of the Bengal Medical Service 

(Upper) 
Improvement of Pharmacy and Pharmacy training 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

20,00 
10,00 
5,00 
4,00 
3,50 

2,66 
2,40 
2,28 

1,50 

1,05 
67 
65 

46 
46 

8 
5 

54,76 

1,70,00 
25,00 

19,00 
10,76 
7,54 

6,80 
3,97 
1,83 

64 

38 

30 
10 

2,46,32 
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39-Public Health 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Budget 
Estimate, 

1946-47. 

Rural ·water-supply scheme. 
Water-supply and drainage in municipal areas . . . . 
Malaria control (including intensive Malaria control in the fringe of Salt 

Water Lake area) 
Maternity and Child Welfare 
Creation of a Public Health Nutrition Organisation 
Establishment of two Leper Colonies-

( a) At Bankura 
(b) At Peardhoba .. 

40-Agriculture 

Establishment of a Central Livestock Research-cum-Breeding station 
Improvement of livestock industry 
Expansion of the Bengal Agricultural Institute, Dacca 
Goat multiplication scheme 
Expansion of Agricultural Research 
Organisation of the Horticultural Section for developing the fruit and 

fruit products industry 
Establishment of a Livestock Breeding Farm at Kalimpong 
Training of lower technical personnel 
Expansion of the Department of Agricultural Marketh1g .. 
Sugarcane reserach 
Expansion·of the District Agricultural staff for intensified work in de-

monstration, etc. 
Establishment of Agricultural Centres for training of ex-soldiers 
Establishment of a five-acre potato breeding station . . . . 
Development of publicity and propaganda organisation of the Agriculture 

Department 
Expansion of the commodity grading centres 
Purchase of tents for touring officers 
National Pa;rk 
Provision of Plant Protection staff 
Encouragement of the cultivation of fodder crops 

41-Veterinary 

50,0('. 
20,00 

3,00 
1,50 
1,00 

50 

76,00 

13,55 
5,70 
3,73 
3,02 
3,00 

2,02 
. 1,63 

1,63 
1,56 
1,41. 

1,40 
so 
64 

39 
38 
34 
10 
9 
6 

41,45 

Provision of better facilities for veterinary aid in Calcutta and its 
suburbs 64 

Expansion and reorganisation of the Bengal Veterinary Col1ege and of 
Veterinary Vaccine Section 37 

1,01 
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42-Co-operation 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Reorganisation of the staff of the Co-operative Department 
Development of Co-operative Irrigation Societies .. 

43-lndustries-lndustries 

Budget 
Estimate, 

1946-47. 

4,00 
30 

4,30 

8,20 Expansion of the Department of Fisheries in Bengal 
Reorganisation of the Department of Sericultme . . } 
Reorganisation of existing seven nurseries and creation of nine new 

nurseries for research in mulberry cultivation, etc. 
Reorganisation of the Peddie Reeling Institute, Malda Sericultural De-

velopment 
Reorganisation ofthe Bengal Textile Institute, Serampore 
Reorganisation of the Ceramic Institute, Calcutta 

7,90 

4,34 
2,91 
2,46 
1,86 

Expansion and reorganisation of the BengaJ Tanning Institute .. 
Appointment of Power Engineers and st.aff for development of electricity 
Sending abroad selected officials of the Department to receive training 

in specific subjects 
Reorganisation of the Department of Industries, Bengal .. 
Establishment of a Bengal Srricultural Training Institute .. 
Development of tank fisheries in Bengal 
Fish culture and Malaria 
Development of fisheries in the Sunderbans Abad areas 

43-lndustries-Cinchona 

Increased production of quinine 

47-Miscellaneous Departments 

Establishment of a co-nciliation machinery for settling industrial disputes } 
Development of Trade Unions on sound lines . . . . 
Opening of new Labour Welfare Centres and improvement if existing 

ones . . . . . . . . . . · 
Establishment of a Labour Advisory Board 
Publication of a Labour Journal 

1,00 
87 
84 
80 
32 
13 

31,63 

3,39 

83 

12. 
8 

1,03 
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50-Civil Works 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Original Works-Buildings 

General Administration. 

Reconstruction of District and Subdivisional Offices 

Jails. 

Improvement of Jails 

Police. 

Construction of Police buildings 

Education. 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

5,00 

6,00 

12,00 

Training of the staff of Primary Training Schools 15,00 
Expansion of girls' secondary education to provide more matriculates 

for primary school training . . . . . . . . 2,50 
Improvement of 50 selected High Schools 1,00 
Buildings for the Dacca Intermediate College . . 50 

Medical. 

Increase in the number of hospital beds and provision of new beds in 
rural areas . . . . . . . . . . 

Rehabilitation and improvement of existing hospitals . . . . 
Conversion of the Medical School at Dacca into a MedicaJ Oollege and 

provision of 500 additional beds .. 
Conversion of the Campbell Medical School, Calcutta, into a Medical 

College and provision of 100 additional beds 
Provisions of an infectious diseases hospital in Calcutta 
Establishment ofT. B. Hospitals-

( a) At Amulia .. 
(b) At Kanchrapara . . . . . . . . 

Improvement of nursing system and establishment of a Bengal Nursing 
Service 

Establishment of a temporary Medical College in the Lake area in Calcutta 
with a temporary 1,000-bedded hospital . . . . . . 

Creation of an Ambulance Service 
Improvement of Pharmacy and Pharmacy Training 

Establishment of Leper Coloies
(a) At Peardhoba 
(b) At Bankura 

Public Health. 

40,00 
20,00 

20,00 

20,00 
15,00 

10,00 
3,00 

3,00 

2,00 
1,00 

50 

3,00 
2,00 
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[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Budget 
Estimate, 

1946-47. 

Agriculture. 

Establishment of a Central Livestock Research-cum-Breeding Station 
Provision of seed stores at each thana Headquarters 
Expansion of Bengal Agricultural InRt.itute, Dacca 
Sugarcane research 
Training of lower technical p~rsonnel 
Establishment of a Livestoek Bnwding f:trm at Kalimpong 
Establishment of Agricultuml Centres for training of ex-soldiers 
Organisation of the Horticultural Section for developing the fruit and 

fruit products industry 

V eterina.ry. 

45,00 
11,00 
7,27 
6,83 
6,31 
6,25 
2,70 

2,10 

Expansion and reorganisation of the Bengal Veterinary College and of 
Veterinary Vaccine Section 5,0() 

Reorganisation of the Depa.rtment of Sericulture 
Reorganisation of existing seven nurseries and creation of nine new 

nurseries for res<:arch in mulberry cultiva,tion, etc. 
Reorgsniation of the Peddie I1celing Institute, Maida 
Sericultnral Development 
Expansion and reorganisation of the Bengal Tanning Institute 
Reorganisation of the Bengal Textile Instiute, Scram pore 
Reorganisation of the Ceramic Institute, Calcutta 
Establishment of a Bengal Sericultuml Training Institute .. 

. M iscella.neo·ua. 

Peace-time Fire Service 

Original Works-Communications 

Construction and improvement of Provincial Highways, Major District 
Roads, etc. . • . . • • . • • . 

5,0() 

2,73 
1,86 

85 
75 

4,00 

92,10 

3,81,85 
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57-Miscellaneous 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.Jj 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

Purchase of surplus military stores .. 

Peace-time fire service .. 

Rehousing of bustee-dwellers 

50,0(} 

36,19 

15,00 

1,01,19 

&a-Construction of Irrigation, Navigation, Embankment and Drainage Works 

Mor Reservoir Project 70,00 

71-Capital outlay on schemes of Agricultural Improvement and Research 

Establishment of 28 Seed Multiplieation Farms 

Establishment of a Jute Seed Multiplication Farm 

Creation of a \Vorks and Buildings Section under the Directorate of 
Agriculture 

72-Capital outlay on Industrial Development 

North Calcutta Rural Electrification Scheme 

Participation in the Government of India Scheme for manufacture of 
fertilisers .. 

Industrial Centres 

Exploitation of coastal and estuarine fisheries and provision of fishing 
fleet 

35,33:: 

6,04 

33 

41,70 

20,23 

15,00' 

12,63 

5,82 

.')3,68 
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Supplementary Demands (1946-47) 

(Prese,nted on the 21th February, 1947) 

The Hon'ble Mlr. Mohammed Ali: Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I beg to 
)present before the House, the supplementary estimate of expenditure for 
the current year. The total amount covered by these estimates is over 
Rs. 7,16 lakhs out of which 1~ lakhs is for charged expenditure and the 
balance is voted. I may state here that in my Budget Speech a few days 
ago I have already explained broadly all the circumstances necet:~r;ital.ing 
the increase of expenditure according to the revised estimates as compared 
with the original budget estimates and the details under each head have 
'also been furnished more fully in the explanatory ·memorandum on the 
budget, that is, the Ued llook. The reasons for the present _demands in the 
csupplementary estimates have been set out in th explanatory memorandum 
g;iven under each head and will be g·one into more fully by the Hon'hle 
'Minister concerned as each demand is moved. I shall, therefore, now 
'Confine myRel£ to a very brief resume of these RUpplementary estimate;s. 
'The House will find that by far the largest demand is under "]'amine", a 
d<::mtmd of nearly 3 m·ores. This large additional expenditure is mainly 
due to an increaRe in expenditure for gratuitous relief, purchasf~ of large 
stock of preserved foodstuffs for relief purposes, distribution o£ doles a-?-d 
<elothing& on a larger seale and inten:-:ifieation in the opening of test. rehef 
work. The next major item of demand if> untbr miscellaneous where <\ll 
additional p,xpenditure over Rs. 2 erores hml heen found necessary for the 
relief of riot victims in Calcutta and other place~:~ and for the Bihar refugees. 
Eraeketed with this item is an expeiuliture of half a erore for the Kanchra
p3rn area development seheme for indu::;trial, residential and other 
purposes whieh will be finaneed by loan to he obtained from the Govern
ment of India for produetive or sel£-finanein:.\' development projects. Under 
Po lire, the HUJ)plementary estimate is of tlH) order of Rs. 37 lakhs; a large 
T)Ortion of thir; demand iH due t~o the faet that reeoveries from the Govern
ment of India for inereased expenditure on Poliee are expected to be less 
than was originally aHsnmed. The ba.lanee is mainly on aceount of larger 
expFnditure on development projeets whieh are being financed from grants 
hy ihe Central Cl-overmnent aml a1Ro for the Rtrengthening of the Oaleutta 
and Bengal roliee by substantial increase in personnel, provision of new 
·arms, better transport facilities and extension of the wireless system of 
communication between police-stations within the Province. Under 
'General Administration the extra demand is for Rs. 24 lakhs spread over 
a nnm ber of items as indieated in the explanatory memorandum, the main 
items being a provision of Rs. 9' lakhs for post-war unemployment relief, 
Ra. 2 lakhs for purchase and maintenance of aircrafts and jeep cars. 1fhe 
-sup]Jlementary demand under Loans and Advances Bearing interest stands 
at very nearly one crore of which 50 lakhs is for advance to cultivators, 19 
1akhs for cattle loan and 26! lakhs for loan to the Calcutta Corporation 
for certain items mentioned in the I~xplanatory Memorandum. All these 
loans are of course ultimately recoverable. Two other items call for .speci
nc mention in this connection of token. These are the demands for one 
rupee each under Education and 'Medical for the purpose of obtaining the 
assent of the I.egislature to the expenditure from the Muslim Education 
Fund created from the current year for the advancement of education of 
Mm:lim students. These token grants are necessary to meet the require
ments of audit. The demands under the remaining heads are comnaratively 
-small and as the reasons therefor have been furnished below and head, I 
neerl noi trouble the honourable members with any further explanation 
'fnr supplementary demands under those heads. 
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Speech by the Hon'ble Mr. Mohammed Ali, Finance Minister, in presentina 
the Budget Estimates for 1947-48 

(Presented on the 17th February, 1947) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to present the Budget for the year 194748. 

All right-thinking men must depl·ore the grave turmoil through which 
this Province, in oommon with several other parts of India, has passed in 
recent months. .At .a time like this when enormous tracts, dev,ast.ated by the 
War continue t.o be out .of pr·oduction hoth in regard to f.oodstuff and other 
essential commodities, it is imperatively necessary that all the available 
energy o£ mankind should he harnessed to the t,ask of overooming these 
defieiencies and restoring the normal amenities of life. There can be no 
greater misfortune than that efforts and resouroes should, at such a juncture, 
be dissipated in strife and diseord which not only jeopardise the chances of 
economic reeovery but also shake the very foundations of s·oci,al security. 
It is earnestly to he hoped that the •Outburst of. insens,ate frenzy witnessed 
during the last few months has been but a passing manifestation of malaise 
in the body politic of the country and that sobered by the experience of what 
has happened, men will settle down to constructive endeav·ours in a spirit o£ 
mutual toleration and goodwilL 

As was naturally to be expected, the disturbed conditions whic:h prevailed 
in recent months have left their mark on the budgetary pr·ospects of the year. 
On the receipt side they have impeded the inflow of revenue under certain 
heads, the most notable instances of diminished yield being 50 lakhs under 
S,ales Tax owing toO unsettled oonditions .of business; and nn almost equal 
.amount under country spirits ·owing to the closure .of liquir shops in Calcutta 
fm a considerable 'length of time. On the expenditure side the effect has 
been two~±old. On the o~1e band, very heavy expenditure, amounting toO 
close upon 2 crores has had to be undertaken f·or the relief and rehabilitation 
of riot victims .and refugees; and expendit-ure on the maintenance of law and 
·order has also had to be substantially .augmented. On the other hand, the 
emergency having greatly accentuated the difficulties of obtaining suitable 
material and pers.onnel, the pr-ogress of works both within and outside the 
Development Programme particularly under Irrig,at~on and Civil W-orks, has 
been greatly ret•aTded. Row far the rate of pr·ogress has fallen below 
expectation can be judged from the fact that the .original pr·ovision of 12 
cr•ores for the Development Programme in the current ye,ar stands amended 
to a little over 8 crores in the Revised. 

The Budget for the coming year has been framed ·On the .assumption that 
eonditions will oontinue to be normal and that no serious obst·acle will arise 
either to the accrual ·of revenue or to the pTogress o£ execution of Budgetary 
plans. S.ome idea o£ the dimension of these plans will be obtained fr.om the 
fact that the pr·ovision for Development Projects included in the Budget 
f.or the coming year amounts t.o c1ose up.on 16 crores. 

I may here refer briefly to the details ·of the financi,al arrangement in 
regard to schemes included in the Development Pr.ogramme. The Govern~ 
ment ·Of India will make ,available to the Province the entire amount 
required for Development Projects in the current yeaT as well as in 1947-48. 
For pmductive or self-financing schemes which are expected, on completion, 
to y1eld an ,adequate return over the outlay, the Central Government will 
advEI;nce the requis~te amount by ·way of loan. F·or non-productive schemes, 
·Ontnght grants w11l be made £rom the Centr.al Post-War Reconstruction 
F~nd to c~ver the actual expenditure in each .of the years. The effect of 
thu< financial arrangement is that no part of the expenditure relating to 
Development Projects included in th·ese estimates de·mlves on the normal 
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revetni~s of the Province. In other words what may be called the "basic" 
Budget is not a:ffected by the Development Programme. Provisions for 
non-productive schemes financed by outright grants from the Centre have 
been made under .appropriate major heads in the Revenue Section o£ the 
Budget while productive projects, financed by loans have been exhibited 
under Capital Heads outside the Revenue Account. 

Turning to details, [et me first review the Revised Estimates for the 
current year. 

The Hou8{!, will recall that according t.a original estin1.ates presented in 
July last, the total revenue expected in the current year was of the order of 
42! crores out of which 10~ crores represented grants from the Centre for 
the financing ·of unproductive Development Projects. The yield from nQrmal 
sources of revenue was thus estimated at 32 crores. The corr·esponding 
figures for the Revised .are: Total revenue 38t crores; Central grant induded 
in this total for financing unproductive Development Projects 7 crores; 
Normal revenue 31! C!lores. It will be observed that this figure is only 
slightly less than the original estimate of 32 crores. I have already 
explained that ·our receipts from Sail·es Tax and from Excise Duty on country 
spirits should have been substantially larger had not condition& deviated 
so widely from normal in the course of the year. The yield from Inoome-tax 
is .also expected to he lower than the original estimate by about a crore 
according to the latest information furnished by the G-overnment of India. 
Almost the entire amount of these deficiencies has fortunately been made up 
by improvements spread over .a number ·of heads, the most important being 
an increase of 60 lakhs under Customs and 50 lakhs under Stamps. The 
larger yi~ld under Customs is due to enhancement of the Central expQrt 
duty on Jute with e:ffect from October last; and that under Stamps is 
distributed evenly between Court-fees and Non-judicial stamps. In total, 
~as I have said, there will be little variati.on between our original and revised 
estimates so far .as our ordinary revenue receipts are concerned. 

On the expenditure side the original estimate was 52 crores including 
lOk crores on account of Development Projects financed by outright grants 
fr.om the Government of India. The ordinary expenditure for the year was 
thus estimated at 41~ c11or~s. The Revised Estimates also provide for a 
total expenditure of 52 crmes but this includes only 7 mores on account of 
Development Projects. The estimate of ordinary expenditur·e therefore now 
st,ands at 45 crores or 3~ crores more than was originally anticipated. 
Compared with the original estimates, there has been an increase of 3 crores 
under Famine Relief anq of a little under 2-k crores under "Miscellaneous" 
for the relief of r}ot victims tand refugees. These have been o:ffset to some 
extent by reduction to the extent of .about 2 crores in respect of ordinary 
expenditure under Agriculture, Irrigation and Civil W·orks. The increase 
under Famine Relief is due partly to the distribution of doles tand clothing 
by way of gr.atuitous relief on a more extensive scale than was originally 
anticipated and partly to the purchase of larger stocks of .accessory f.oodstu:ff 
like Ralston, Milk-powder and Dehydrated yegetables f·or .relief purposes. 
The additional provision under "Miscellane·ous" includes 7 lakhs for the 
Commission of Enquiry in connection with the Calcutta Disturbances, 51 
lakhs for the relief of refugees from Bihar and ta crore ~and 80 lakhs for 
the relief of other refugees. The decrease under Agriculture .amounts to 
half 'a crore and is due partly to smaller expenditure on Grow More Food 
Schemes and partly to large-scale reduction of field staff as a result of the 
aboliti.cm of the Agricultural Develnpment Department. Under Irrigation 
and CivH Works. the total decrease is 1! P-rore .and is due, as I have already 
indicated~ to s'lower progres.s of works. 
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In view of the fact that revenue receipts this year are expected to be 
slightly less than was originally estimated while expenditure is expected to 
go up by 3! crores, the revenue deficit of 9 crores 70 lakhs visualised in the 
Budget now stands enhanced to 13 crores 28 lakhs. We have moved the 
Government of India for a suitable subvention to enable us to balance our 
Budget and though we have had, so far, no indication of their views, we 
earnestly hope that the merit and urgency of our claim will be duly 
appreciated. Pending the conclusion of a fair and equitable financial 
settlement between the Centre and the Province we have no other course 
open to us than to ask for ad hoc subventions from year to year. 

Let me now proceed to enumerate the more important items of new 
expenditure for which provision has been included in the Revised. 

For the advancement of the education of Muslim students a Special 
Fund called the Muslim Education Fund has been created with effect from 
the current year. It is proposed that the annual contribution to this Fund 
should be a sum of 10 lakhs. As the decision to create this Fund was taken 
towards the close of the current year and the full amount of 10 lakhs could 
not be utilised this year, the provision in the Revised amounts to 4~ lakhs 
out of which 18,000 has been included in the Medical Budget and the balance 
in the Education Budget. Provision has been made in the coming year's 
Budget for the full contribution of 10 lakhs including 36,000 for Medical 
Education. 

A sum of half a lakh has been provided for the opening of hostels for 
Muslim students in Calcutta and of 29,000 for additional facilities in the 
Islamia College and the Presidency Colleg·e for the teaching of a larger 
number of Muslim students. 

A gmnt of Ilakh 36 thousand has been provided for the Islamia Hospit.al 
which has been doing extraordinarily good work and admiting patients of 
all communities without any distinction of caste or creed. This sum, 
coupled with a further grant of 2·lakhs 36 thousand for which provision has 
been made in the coming ye,ar's Budget, will, it is hoped, en,able the 
Institution to effect much-needed improvements and secure an expansion 
of its present accommodation. 

A provision of It lakh has been made for the payment of honoraria to 
the house-staff of the Medical College Hospitals, Calcutta, who had hitherto 
not been in receipt of any allowances except in a very few cases. This used 
to cause a good deal of hardship and discontent which has now been removed. 

Certain additional measures involving a total cost of Rs. 8 lakhs in the 
current year had to be taken with a view to strengthen the police force both 
in Calcutta and outside. Those relating to the Calcutta Police include 
re~armament of the force with ·303 rifles, strengthening of the Armed Branch, 
appointment of 20 additional Sub-Inspectors and the purchase of 10 jeep 
cars. The schemes relating to the Bengal Police include the appointment of 
378 Sub-Inspect.ors and 70 Assist,ant Sub-Inspectors, an extension ·of the 
Police wireless system and the provisions of additional transport. 

In the Department of Agriculture, a Brooklyn ice plant released by the 
Military authorities has been acquired at a cost of 6i lakhs. Arrangements 
have been made to work this plant on a pr·ofit-earning basis. Another new 
scheme for which provision has been included in the Revised is the supply 
of 500 cane-crushers and juice-boiling pans to cultivators in the Munshiganj 
subdivision at a cost of 1! lakh. 
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An additional expenditure of 4 lakhs has be~n included in the Publio 
Health Budget for the employment of 500 Health Assistants and the 
continued retention of the emergency sanitary staff for combating 
apprehended outbreaks of epidemic diseases among the devitalised 
population. 

One small item which calls for individual mention is the deputation 
overseas o£ an officer of the :Finance Department to undertake intensive 
studies of the Budgetary systems and principles of taxation in the United 
Kingdom, America, Canada and Australia. 'l'his officer's studies in America 
will also extend to the financial and administmtive machinery of the 
Tennessee V,alley Authority and in Australia he will acquaint himself with 
the working of the Federal Grants Commission as well as with the 
administration of the Sales Tax 1as it obtains in that country. The 
knowledge and experience gained in the c.ourse of this deputation will, it is 
hoped, pr·ove to be of great value t·o the Province both in the establishment 
of a well-b.al,anced and efficient 'f,ax structure and in the drawing up of an 
equitable fin,ancial settlement between the Centre and the Province. The 
cost as 'at present estimated is eight thousand rupees. 

'l'hi.l House will recall that the current year's Budget included a provision 
of H crm·e on account of the estimated loss on the Boat Construction 
Prog~·amme. It was assumed that all the boats in the hands of Government 
would be sold off in six months' time and that the accounts would be finally 
adjusted before the close of the year. Unfortunately, the programme of 
sale could not so far be implemented except to a very limited extent as there 
is very little demand for these boats. It was accordingly proposed that the 
bulk of the disposal and consequent adjustment of loss should be carried 
forward into the coming year and the Budget for 1947-48 has been drawn 
up on thiR basis. 'rhe matter has, however, been reconsidered since and as 

the guarding and maintenance o£ these boats involve a good deal of 
expenditme which in effect is merely throwing away good money after bad, 
it has been decided to dispose o£ the boats immediately at the best available 
price and dose the accounts before the :nst March, 1947. This will lead 
to a saving o£ about 31 lakhs in staff and contingencies in the coming year. 
The House will also be interested to know that a Sub-Committee of the 
Cabinet is looking carefully into the question of possible reduction in staff 
without detriment to efficiency in the Department of Civil Supplies. Up 
till now the savings effected by this Sub-Committee amount to 10 lakhs and 
further scrutiny is in progress. 

I now pass on to the details of the Development Programme. The total 
provision included in the current year's Budget for Development Projects 
amounted to 12 crores 10 lakhs, out of which 10 crores 45 lakhs representing 
the provision for non-productive schemes financed by outright grants. from 
the Centre was taken under the Revenue Account and the balance of 1 crore 
65 lakhs representing the outlay on productive schemes financed by loans 
was provided under the Capital Account. The expenditure likely to be 
incurred on Development Projlects during the current year is now estimated 
at 8 crores 29 lakhs of which 6 crores 96 lakhs falls under the Revenue 
Account and the balance of 1 crore 33 lakhs fa.lls under the Capital Account. 
The decrease of 3! crores under the Revenue Account is made up of a saving 
of 14 lakhs under Irrigation, 9 lakhs under Education, 14 lakhs under · 
Agriculture, 27 lakhs unde!i Industries, 2 crores 58 lakhs under Civil Works 
and 27lakhs under Miscellaneous. The decrease under Irrigation is due to 
the postponement of the scheme for re-excavation and improvement o£ 
derelict irrigation tanks. Under Education, the decrease is due to 
abandonment of the scheme for encouragement of post-graduate research in 
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Calcutta by expanding the University College of Science. The decrease 
under Agriculture and Industries is attributable to the fact that a number 
of schemes under these two heads could not be fully implemented within the 
current year owing partly to technical difficulties and partly to disturbed 
conditions during a part of the year. The largest decrease as already 
indicated is under Civil Works. Out of a total saving of 2~ crores, 84 lakhs 
is due to slower progress of construction of provincial highways, major 
district roads, etc., and the balance is spread over the building programmes 
of the various departments. The decrease under the Road Programme is 
due, in a large measure, to the time taken for the .completion of Land 
Acquisition proceedings and to the decision not to acquire crop-bearing land 
until such crop had been harvested. As for smaller expenditure on the 
Building Programme, it was found that this programme constituted a load 
far in excess of what the Provincial Works and Buildings Department could 
possibly undertake with the staff and resources at its disposal. Arrangements 
have been made for reducing the load on the vV orks and Buildings 
Department by increasing the volume of work to be done departmentally, 
by making over some works to local bodies and by getting some of the more 
important jobs carried out through consultants. Even with these alternative 
arrangements, shortage in building materials coupled with the facts that the 
burning of bricks could not be arranged before the cold weather of 1946-47 
and that a good deal of time is required for the selection of sites and 
acquisition of land have made it impossible to make any substantial 
progress in the construction of buildings in the current year. 

Under Miscellaneous, the decrease is due to the fact that debits for the 
pur-chase of surplus military stores and equipments required in connection 
·with various Development Projects are not expected to be adjusted in full 
before the close of the current year. 

· The decrease of 32 lakhs under the Capital Account is made up of a fall 
of 12 lakhs under the Mor Project, 29 lakhs under Agricultural 
Improvement and Research and 41 lakhs under Industrial Development. 
The decrease has been partly counterbalanced by the inclusion of a 
provision of 50 lakhs for the Kanchrapara Area Development Scheme for 
which no provision had been made in the original Budget. The object of 
this new scheme is to aequire the U. S. Army site at Kanchrapara 
measuring about 14,000 acres with a view to develop it on planned basis for 
ind1~strial, residential and other purposes. The decrease under the Mor 
ProJect as well as under Agricultural Improvement and Research is due to 
slower progress of work than was originally anticipated. Under Industrial 
Development, tJ1e sum o£ 15 lakl1S provided for lJarticipation in the 
Government of India scheme for the manufacture of fertilizers could not be 
ut,ilised as the construction of the factory at Sindri has not made sufficient 
progress. The North Calcutta Rural Electrification Scheme for which a 
provision of 20 lakhs had been included in the Budget has likewise not made 
sufficient J1eadway and the revised e;;timate for this project amounts to 
5 lakhs only. Similarly, out of 12~ lakhs provided for Industrial Centres 
not Tnore than 2± lnkhs is expected to he utilised in the course of the current 
year. 

h>f me now turn to the Budget Estimates for 1947~48. 

The total Revenue Estimate for the coming year is 47 CI'Ores 68 lakhs 
out of which 12 crores 42 lakhs represents grants from the Centre on 
aceount of Development Projects. The basic revenue therefore amounts to 
35 crores 26 lakhs against 31 crores 77 lakhs in the Revised. This 
improvement of 32 crores is made up of a number of items the most 
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important being an increase of lk crore under Income~tax, 70 lakhs under 
Customs, 25 lakhs under Excise and 90 lakhs under Other Taxes. The 
anticipation of enhanced yield from Income-tax is based on the latest 
estimate furnisl1ed by the Government of India. The increase undw 
Customs is due to the operation of enhanced rates o£ export duty on jute 
for full twelve months in the coming year as against a few months only in 
the current year. The improvement under Excise is based on the 
assumption that country spirit shops will £unction normally throughout the 
year. It is proposed that Prohibition should be extended to a new area, 
viz., the district of Bakarganj, in the coming yP.:u. The loss of revenue 
anticipated on this account is expected to he counterhalaneecl by enhaneed 
lieenee fees on imported foreign li(1uor which is likely to bring in additional 
revenue amounting to a little over 7 lakhs. The improvement under 
"Other 'faxes" is made up of an increase of 50 lakhs under Sales Tax, 
30 lakhs under Petrol Tax and 5 lakhs each under Electricity Duty and 
Entertainment Tax. Enhanced receipt~ under Sales T.ax are based on the 
assumption that there will he no impediment to normal trade .and business 
in the coming year. 'fhe incrBase under J>etrol Tax is due to the operation 
of the enhanced mte for full twelve months in the coming year as against 
five months only in the current vear. The improvement under Electricity 
Duty and Entertainment rrax is ha:'lecl on the assumed absence of impediments 
[ike the Curfew Orders which had the effect of keeping clown revenue in the 
current ye.ar. 

On the expenditure side, the total estimate £or the ooming year is 53 crores 
88 1akhs. This includes 12 crores 42 lakhs on account o£ non~pr1orluctive 
Development Projeets firl'anced by outrig·ht grantH from the CentTe. The 
basic expenditure for 1947-48 therefore st.anrls at 41 crores 4fi h1khs against 
45 cr.ores 5 lakhs in the Revised. The decrease of about 31, crores is due to 
a reduction ·of 3 cvores under Famine Itelief •and ~1-1- cr.ore under 
"Miscell.aneous" foT the relief ·Of riot victims and refugees, set off by an 
incre.ase of 75 l.akhs under l)·olice. In the hope that the general ec.onomic 
•and agricultural conditions in the coming year will show a decided 
improvement .over those in the current year, the p11ovision for Famine 
Relief has been reduced from 5 crores 83 lakhs in the Revised to 2 crores 
90 lakhs in the Budget for 1947-48. The provision for the Telief of riot 
victims and refugees has likewise been reduced from 2k crores in the Revised 
to li crore in the Budget. This amount is made up of 54 lakhs f·or Bihar 
refugees and 61 lakhs f.or other refugees. There is also a provision of 10 
lakhs for the Calcutta Disturbances Commission of Enquiry. The incre.ase 
under Police is due mainly to the fact that in the absence 'of any agreed 
decision on the point no credit has been taken in the eoming year for any 
r~covery from the Government of India as contribution towards the expen
dlture on Police. The amount included on this account in the current year's 
Revised is 1 crore. The increase clue to the omission of this amount in the 
B_u~get for 1947 ~48 has been partly counterbalanced by the absence of pro
VlSlon for arrear dearness allowance included in the Revised. 

The net effect of an improvement of 3! crores in revenue and a decrease of 
3t crores in expenditure is that •as ag,ainst a Revenue deficit of 13 crores in 
the current year's Revised the deficit anticipated in the coming year amounts 
to 6 cr·ores only. This improvement in our budgetary prospects will, how
ever, he almost complet·ely neutralised hv an item of expenditure for which 
no provision has been incl~ded in the BmlO'et as no final decisi·on has yet been 
reached hut which is nevertheless pr.actic~lly unavoidable. The House will 
reoall that in presenting the Budget for the current year in July last, I 
stated that a comprehensive examination was being undertaken of the scales 
of pay of all classes of Government employees with a view to bring such 
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sooles more in line with the altered eoonomic conditions which are Hkely 
to prev,ail in the years to come. This examination has been completed and 
the results are to be reviewed by Government in the Eght of the 
recommendations of the Central Pay Commission. Pending the oonclusion 
of this review no final figures as to extra costs are available but exploratory 
inv·estigations indicate that the cost of general revision o£ pay soales may 
amount to something like six cwres. If this additional expenditure is taken 
into account and I think the House will <agree that this expenditure is 
essential in the interest of a reasonably contented and efficient public service, 
then our revenue deficit in the ooming year will mount up to 12 crores. 
We <are hoping for a decided improvement both in quality and in output 
·of the work of Government employees as a result of the liberalisati.on of 
their pay and prospects; and the reducti·on in man-power which should be 
possible in these circumstances should enable us to meet 1a substantial 
portion of the extra cost involved in this measure. 

It is no use shutting our eyes to the fact that the financial position of 
the Province is extremely disquieting. N·o Exchequer oan contemplate with 
equanimity the idea of having to support 'a revenue deficit of the order of 
12 crores from year to year for an indefinite period of time and ways and 
means must speedily be devised to put the Provincial Budget on a more stable 
basis. We have all along been pressing for an equitable financ~al settlement 
between ths Centre and the Pr.ovince and we shall continue to do so with all 
the emphasis at ·our command. But this does not obviate the necessity of 
exploiting our ·own resources to the full. Although I have not proposed 
any immediate measures of t,ax;ation, the matter is engaging my earnest and 
oonstant attention and I may inform the House that measures are already 
under consideration f.or tightening up the administration of the Sales Tax 
Act with a view t·o check ev,asions rand other forms of leakage of revenue. 
Considerable extra revenue is likely to be derived from these new measures 
when they are put into effect. I have also informed the House of the 
'arrangement made by deputation overseas ·Of an officer of the Finance 
Department to obtain up-to-date information about the structure and 
incidence •of Tm.:atioi1 in the most progressive countries of the world. It is 
hoped t·o utilise this information when received to the best advantage of the 
Province. It is well to remember however that enhanced yield from Taxation 
depends very much upon improvement in the taxable capacity of the 
.people 'and the latter in turn depends on the development of our eoonomic 
wealth and resources, particularly in the fields of Agriculture and Industry. 
Anything which impedes the rapid and orderly development of such 
resources therefore constitutes a direct threat to the financial stability of 
the Province. 

Let me now turn t.o some of the more import·aut items of new expenditure 
outside the Development Programme for which provision has been made in 
the Budget. 

Besides. the 10 1akhs £or the Muslim Education Fund which has already 
h_een mentioned, the Edueation Budget pr.ovides for an additional contribu
tiOn of 5 l~khs to the Scheduled Castes Education Fund, thus bringing the 
total c~ntnbution to the Fund to 10 lakhs in the ooming year. A Buddhist 
Edu~a~10n Fund has been created with a contribution of 16,000. An extra 
p:r:ov1s1>on o£ 2 lakhs 18 tlwusand has been made f,or Muslim students' hostels 
in Oalcutta and an additional 1 l.akh 80 thousand has been provided for grants 
to old sch_eme Madrassas and Farkania Madrassas. Additional grants have 
been prov1ded to the extent of 1 lakh 40 thousand for Secondary Schools for 
boys, 1 lakh for Secondary Schools for girls, 75 thousand for Arts Colleges 
for men and 30 thousand for Art Colleges for women. For Anglo-Indian 
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and European Education the additional provisions include 75,000 for a grout 
to the St. Vincent's School at Asansol for vocational training, 30,000 for 
furniture grants, 30,000 for grants for equipment and apparatus and 60,000 
for building grants to Anglo-Indian and European Schools. 

Under the Medical Budget the grant of 2 lakhs 36 thousand to the Is1amia 
Hospital has been already mentioned. The Public Health Budget includes 
a provision of 1 lakh for Public Health Propag.and,a in the ooming year. I 
am very g!ad to inform the IIou.~e that thanks to the unremitting vigi]ance 
and activity of the Public Health Department, the year 1946 has pr.oved 
t:O be the he>1t ye,ar within •a couple .of dec,atles fmm the public health point 
of view. The total d-eath rate per thousand in this year has been the lowest 
on record during the period under review being 18.0 against 24.7 in 1926, 
24.5 in 1936, 31.8 in 1943 and 28.6 in 1945. The rate of deaths frollll 
malaria has oome down to 5.5 £rom an avem.ge of 8.5. Simi},arly, t.he 
mortality from cholera and small-pox has been reduced to .5 •and .1 per 
thousand respectively in 1946 from an avemg·e of 1.5 and .5 respectively. 
There is no c1oubt that very gre•at ,advance can be achieved in the improve
ment >Of public health by the dissemination of requisite knowledge and 
instructions among the masses .and the provision for Public Health 
Pr.opagl(1nc1.a in the coming year is intended to carry out this ·objective. 

The Veterinary Budget includes a provision of 15,000 for additi.onal 
stipends f.or the students ·Of the Bengal Veterinary College. 

Under MisceUaneous Departments mention may be made ·of a pr·ovision 
of 78,000 for additi•onal jute grading parties under the Special Officer Jute 
Prices, and of 40,000 for expansion of the Provinci,al Statistical Bureau. 

The total provision for Dev·el·opment ProjectA in the coming year amounts 
to 15 crores 84 lakhs out of which 3 crores 42 lakhs is in respect of productive 
schemes financed by 1oan and 12 cr·ores 42 1akhs is in respect of non
productive schemes financed by outrig'ht gnmts hom the Centr-e. Appendix 
II to the printed oopy of this statement shows the distribut.i..on of these 
provisions among· the various maj•or heads of expenditure and sets f.orth the 
schemes for which provision has been matle. Many of these schemes are 
continuations of those undertaken in the current year and as details relating 
to them were fully explained in my last Budget statement I do not propose 
to tax the patience of the House by going over them again. I shall confine 
myself to a brief enumeration of the more important of the new schemes for 
which l)rovision ri.as been made in the Budget for 194 7-48. . · · 

SALT. 

There is a provision of 1 lakh 24 thousand for assisting the development 
of the Salt industry in the Province by the creation of a Salt Development 
Department and the constitution of a Salt Advisory Committee. 

lRE,IGATION. 

Under Inigation a sum of 4 l.akhs 24 thousand has been pr·ovided for the 
dev~lopment of the River Research Institute. As liarge scale Irrigati.on 
p:m.1ects executed without proper model examination run the risk of turning 
ou~ unsuecessf_ul, it is proposed to expand the River Research Institute 
smtably f.or th1s purpose by providing it with adequate sta:ff, equipm,ent and 
apparatus. 

A sum of 3 ~akhs has been provided for the oollecti·on of data with ,a view 
t>O ~he :prepar.atwn of .a M,aster Plan for the improvement of the dr.ain,age and 
samtatr>on .of Calcutt>a and its surrounding areas. There is also a provision 
of 3 lakhs fm the procurement .of launches, steamers, etc., for facilitating 
wat.erways scheme. 
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EDUCATION. 

Und~r "Education" the provision for increasing the salaries of Primary 
School teachers has been enhanood from 35! lakhs in the current year to 
54 lakhs in 1947-48 with a view to extend the scope of the concession to 
untrained non-matriculate staff. Ther~ is also a provision of 10 lakhs for 
the establishment of schools for the training of primary school teachers. It 
is proposed to establish 60 such schools with the ultimate object of producing 
6,000 trained teachers annually for the new primary schools which will 
gradually cover the whole Provinoo. The expenditure during the next year 
will be for the construction of buildings and has therefore been provided 
under "Civil Works". 

A provision of 10 Lakhs has been made for the establishment of a new 
College of Engineering at Dacoa with a further pr.ovis~on of 3~ lakhs under 
"Civil W·orks" for requisite buildings. There is also a pr·ovision of 10 lakhs 
under "Civil vVorks" and 2 lakhs under "Education" for the development of 
the Ahsanulla School of Engineering tat Dacca. 

Another new it·em which calls f.or individual mention is the development 
tand extension of the Isl.ami.a College, C.alcutt.a. This Insti~ution cannot at 
present acoommodate mor~ than 500 students and there 1s moreover no 
provision for the B.Sc. course in it. It is proposed to mov·e it to a new site 
in the outskirt& of the city, to acquire 2,000 acres of land for the purpose 
and to construct necessary buildings, including hostels for the accommodation 
·of 2,000 students. A provision of 4 lakhs has been made under "Ciyil 
Works" to cover the cost of acquisition of land required for this project. 

Another item in the Education Budget is a provision of 4 lakhs for 
equipment grants to private Colleges which are at present very poorly 
~quipped. 

MEDICAL 

A provision of 16 lakhs has been included in the Medical Budget with a 
view to ensure that deserving private hospitals are given suitable grants f,or 
expansion and improvement by the construction of additional buildings, 
increase in the n1.1mber of beds, improvement of equipment, installation of 
X-ray and Electrocardiograph machines, etc. 

AGRICULTURE. 

Under "Agriculture" a provision of 3 lakhs has been macle for the 
salvage of some 500 dry cows and buffaloes per annum from Calcutta with a 
further 4 lakhs under "Civil vVorks" for establishment of a farm at 
Chuadanga where the animals will be maintained until they freshen when 
they will be sold back to milkmen in Calcutta. The object of the scheme is 
to prevent slaughter of animals still in their prime. Another new item is a 
provision of 2 lakhs for conducting a systematic survey of soils in different 
parts of the Province for the purpose of obtaining a soil map which is 
essentially neeessary for h~nd utilisation, crop-planning, etc. The balance of 
the provisions under "Agriculture" is required for continuance of existing 
schemes of which the most important is the establishment o£ a Central Live 
Stock Research-cum-Breeding Station at Haringhata. 

INDUSTRIES. 

New items under "Industries" include a provisiOn of 1! lakhs for the 
reorganisation of the· Bengal Industrial Research Board with a view to 
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increase the scope of researches under the auspices of the Board. There is 
also a provision of 1 lakh for the establishment of a Technological Station 
for experiments in fish processing and utilisation of fish wastes. 

CIVIL WoRKS. 

Under "Civil Works" the provision for the Road programme has been 
enhanced from a nominal sum of 8 lakhs in the current year's Revised to 1 
crore 32 lakhs in the coming year. It is hoped that the special difficulties 
encountered in the current year will not stand in tl1e way of the execution 
of the programme in the coming year. The remainder of the provision under 
Civil Works is in respect of land and buildings required by other 
Departments for their respective Development Projects. The distribution 
.among the more important Departments is as follows:-

Medical 1 crore 18 lakhs 
Agriculture 75 lakhs 
Education 30 lakhs 
General Administration 20 lakhs 
Industries 
Police 

LAND REvENUE. 

11 lakhs 
10 lakhs 

There is a scheme of far-reaching importance relating to the simplifica
tion of the existing !Janel Hevenue system of the Province on the lines of 
the recommendation of the T1and I-tevenue Commission. This scheme aims 
at the liquidation of the Permanent Settlement and the replacement of the 
·existing zemindary system by an arrangement under which Government 
will be brought into direct relationship with the actual cultivators by the 
acquisition of all intervening interests iu agricultural lands. The total 
cost of the scheme is estimated at close upon 82 crores, the bulk of the 
expenditure being for the payment of compensation to the landlords. So 
far as the next year's Budget is concerned, a provision of 37 lakhs has been 
made for the inception of Revisional Settlement Operations in certain 
districts as a necessary preliminary to acquisition. 

MiscELLANEous. 

Under "Miscellaneous" the provision for the rehousing of bustee 
dwellers has been enhanced to 35 lakhs against the current year's provision 
of 15 lakhs. Considerable progress has been made towards the execution of 
this important project. The requisite sites have been acquired, maps and 
plans have been drawn up and the Calcutta Improvement Trust has been 
asked to take up construction without loss of time. A Housing Board is 
also being set up for the administration of the scheme for providing 
subsidised housing accommodation for the poorest classes. 

There is also a new provision of 1 lakh for the establishment of an 
Improvement Trust at Chittagong for the improvement of the Civic 
amenities of the town including drainage, sanitation and general layout. 

Au important scheme for which no provision has been included in the 
Budget as the details have not yet been fully worked out is the creation of 
a Sports Stadium in Calcutta with accommodation for about 75,000 persons. 
Au Advisory Committee consisting of the representatives of important 
sporting associations in the city has been set up for the purpose of advising 
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Government as to the layout ·and other arrangements connected with the 
project. It will be a productive enterprise and will as such be :financed by 
loan. 

CAPITAL AccouNT. 

In the Capital Account provision has been made on an enhanced scale 
for the continuance of all the schemes undertaken in the current year. 

In regard to the Kanchrapara Area Development Scheme a provision of 
50 lakhs has been made in addition to an equivalent provision in the current 
year's Revised. 

I have now placed before the House a brief outline o£ the more i.mportant 
new items included in the Development Programme for the commg year. 
Fuller details will be furnished by my honourable colleagues while moving 
their respective demands for grants. I propose, however, to acquaint the 
House with the :financial background of the entire Five-Year Plan which is 
now in almost :final shape. The total commitment involved in the 
implementation of the Plan as now drawn up for the different departments 
amounts to 153 crores and the recurring liability from the sixth year onwards 
amounts to six crores per annum. Fifty-three crores out of the estimated 
outlay of 153 crores represents the cost of productive schemes to be :financed 
by loans. The balance of 100 crores constitutes the commitment in respect 
of non-self-financing projects. Out of this, 69 crores is expected to be 
covered by grants from the Central Post-\;Var Reconstruction Fund, leaving 
31 crores to be met from the resources of the Province. It is our hope that 
as a result, primarily, of the execution of the Development Programme, the 
economic wealth of the Province will increase to an extent sufficient to 
provide the requisite amount from our own resources. 

The Budget for the coming year does not include the cost of a number 
of schemes which though intended to be put into operation in 1947-48 have 
not yet been worked out in sufficient detail to justify their inclusion in the 
Budget. I have already referred to one such scheme, namely the erection 
of a Sports Stadium in Calcutta. Among other schemes, the most important 
is the one relating to the introduction of free and compulsory primary 
education in six selected districts, constituting roughly one-fourth of the 
total area of the Province, at an estimated cost of about 3 crores in :five years_ 
and an ultimate recurring liability of 80 lakhs per annum. The measure 
will be gradually extended to other .districts as more funds become avail
able. A third scheme in this category relates to the development of the 
Damodar Valley Area by means of flood control, irrigation and generation 
of electrical power. The Government of India and the Government of 
Bihar will also participate in the enterprise and preliminary action is being 
taken in consultation with them to set up a suitable administrative 
authority for the execution of the project as early as possible. 

FINANCIAL RESULTS. 

Let me now recapitulate briefly the financial results of the working o£ 
the year according to the estimates placed before the House. The revenue 
deficit of 13 crores in the current year not only swallows up the opening 
balance of 7~ crores but calls for an extra 5i crores to balance the Budget 
and a further 2~ crores as the opening balance for the cominO' year. The 
deficit for the coming year has for the present been estimated" at 6 crores. 
The total uncovered gap between revenue and expenditure in these two years 
therefore, stands at 14 crores. For the purpose of our estimates this amount 
has been shown as a short-term debt but, as I have said. we are hoping for 
an adequate measure of financial assistance from the Centre to relieve us 
of the dead weight of such unproductive borrowing. 
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WHY BENGAL IS DEFICIT. 

The Bengal Budget for 1947·48, as I said, is the 9th deficit budget in 
the years following the Neimeyer Award whic~ forms the basis of financial 
adjustments between. the Centre and the provmces. 

While this succession of. deficit budgets is attributable generally to 
principles of finan.cia.l allocation. between. the Centre and the Province, the 
present deficit is to a great extent due to the role which Bengal was called 
upon to play as an important military base during World War II. As a 
time when other provinees were booming· with war profits und war contracts 
-Bengal, being' a majo1 base for operations in the East, was bearing the 
full brunt of inflaJionar:y forces and piling up enormous deficits from vear to 
yenr. l~YH'lllV bombing and widespread panic produced by this bombing 
dislocated husiness and industry. Requisition of properties disrupted 
normal trade activities. Construction of aerodromes 'and air-strips and 
accommodation fol' the al'my led to wholesale eviction in many al'eas. Flood 
and famine at the peak of the wal' not only hampered normal development 
hut l'esulted in heavily increased expenditure on relief and rehabilitation 
measures. Bengal has inherited the war-time legacy of damaged roads and 
shattered bridges which have now to be repaired for public use. 

Bengal's chl'Dnic financial stringency dates hack to the iniquitous and 
unfair financial allocations under the :M:eston Award, in pre-Autonomy years 
and under the Neimeyer A:warrl in force since 1937-38, Another factor is 
the Permanent Settlement which has denied Bengal very considerable 
amount in the shape of land Revenue. · 

Sir Otto Neimeyer approa('hed the problem on the assumption that "at 
the inauguration of I'rovineial Autonomy eanh of the provinces should be so 
equipped as to enjoy a reasonable prospect of maintaining financial equili
brium and in partieular the chronic deficit into which some of them had 
fallen should be brought to an end". 'rhe finaneial position of the provinees 
a~ it existed at thnt time wu.R examined awl it was on the 1Jasis of these 
investigations that the umount of special aRsiRtanee necessary in each case 
was detel'mined. · 

Immediate financial assistance was also proposed from the beginning of 
Pnlvineial Autonomy to certain provinceR in the form of cash subventions, 
cancellation of clehts incurred before April, 193G, and distribution of a larger 
share of the ,Jute Tax to jute-growing provinces. The J'ecommendations nho 
provided for distribution, by the Centre, of income-tax so as to reliquish 
50 per cent. of the distributable total in the intennediate 5 years. 

From Bengal's point of view the Neimeyer Award made no attempt 
whatevel' to rectify the accumulated deficiencies of pre-Autonomy yeaTs. 
She was given 75 lakhs by way of immediate assistance and this sum helped 
her to temporarily balan~e her budget. But no allowance was made fol' the 
disadvantages under which she was lahmuing in comparison with other 
pl'ovinces. Moreover there was no assessment of the Teal needs of the 
different provinces in terms of common standards of administration or 
development. Thus, for instance, although Bengal's population at that time 
~vas tluee times .that of Bombay, the Award assigned the same percentage of 
mcm_ne-tax recmpts (i.e., 20 pel' cent. of the divisible pool) to both the 
provmces. Another grievance of Bengal is that the Jute Export Duty has 
not been recognised as a Provincial source o£ revenue. In the pre-Autonomy 
days Bengal was l'eceiving 50 per cent. o£ the net proceeds of the Export 
Duty on jute and. the Award added another 12~ per cent. Jute being her 
monopoly produce, Bengal has alw,ays elaimed that the whole of the Export 
Duty on this commodity should be assigned to her. 
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Generally speaking the paramount oonsiderations before the author o£ the 
Award were the financial stability and solvency of the Centre and the credit 
of India as a whole. The year 1936 in which the Award wras given was a 
year of depression and the Centre was faced with a deficit. At that time 
the Railway Revenues showed a decline and Sir Otto Neimeyer admitted 
that the position of Railways was frankly disquieting. Now that these 
factors have ceased to exist and the danger of Centre's insolvency is remote, 
the revision of financial settlement as between the Centre and Bengal should 
no longer be deferred. This Province did not get an equitable share under 
the Neimeyer Award. 

As .against the inelastic and obviously bu;rdensome items assigned to the 
PI'ovince, the Centre has .all the progressive or elastic and pmductive S·ources 
of revenue to itself, and judged in the oontext of post-w,ar reconstruction 
drive .all over India, the Award is entirely out of date. It was frramed with 
the intention .of maintaining standards of .administrati·on in provinces as 
those existed in 1936. The deficit with which it ooncerned itself, was really 
the deficit existing then. It did not anticipate the various reconstruction 
rr•easur~s which popular and responsible miniEtries would have to undertake 
for general welfare and uplift. 

It is further emphasized, that the provinces have great trasks ahead in 
every department of nation-building activity-in education, sanitation, 
agricultuml and industri~al development, .and that there is room for oonstant 
increase in the standard of expenditure even in richest provinces. The 
absence of provisions f.or large scale reconstruction activities was felt as 
early as 1937 at a conference of Provincial Finance :Ministers. The 
Conference felt that the most productive sources of revenue were with the 
Centre rand the provinces were left with unpr.oductive sources. The 
Conference further br.ought t.o light the need of funds for pr.oductive or 
developmental purposes in the provinces. Salaries and cognate expenses of 
superi·or services being guaranteed by the Constitution, there was no room 
for cuts in that direction. The inability of the Provincial Governments to 
finance l!luch-needed projects ·Of ec·onomic development or s.ocial reform also 
came to light .at this conference. 

It is hoped that the Government of India will soon scrap this outmoded 
financial arrangement and replace it by a more equitable allocation of 
resources to the Provinces. So long as this essential measure of reform is 
not undertaken there is no other alternative to ad hoc financial assistance 
from year to year. 

CoNCLUSION. 

One last observation and I have done. Never before in the history o£ 
the Provmce has there been such a unique opportunity as has now presented 
itself for the economic uplift of our people by the planned development of 
our agrieultural and industrial resources. An examination of the Budget 
which I have just placed before the House will, I am sure, clearly show 
how earnesly we are endeavouring to utilise this opportunity to the best 
advant,age of the P:mvince. The me,;unues included in the Budget are 
c-onceived in the best and highest interest o£ the masses whose amelioration 
is the primary objective of rall parties. Is it too much to expect in these 
circumstances that they will receive the active support of every shade of 
pub'lic opinion? The House will, I trust, agree with me when I say that 
this is not a moment f·or prarliament,ary obsi:ruction, or a moment for 
ap~roaching vital p~oblems ,as a matter of party soores; this is a moment 
whiCh calls for a umted assault upon the obstacles which impede our progress 
and united endeavour t.o attain our ·objective with the minimum loss of. time. 
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APPENDIX I 

Statement I 

Bengal Budget, 1947-48 

Receipts. 

Opening Balance 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipts from Debt Heads 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 

Closing Balance 

Surplus+ 
Deficit-

Net Result. 

(a) On Revenue Account 

Total 

Total 

(b) Outside Revenue Account 

(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

1946.47. 
Actua!s, r-~-----~ Budget, 
1945-46. Budget. Revi~;ed. 1947·48. 

3,64,81 7,65,50 7,65,50 2,47,91 

45,56,26 42,50,66 38,73,02 47,67,89 

1,21,81,54 1,18,42,49 1,25,12,85 1,28,03,78 
----

1, 71,02,61 1,68,58,65 1,71,51,37 1,78,19,58 

40,60,47 52,20,69 52,01,49 53,88,03 

-7,70,74 2,22,79 -6,73,96 -2,24,91 

1,30,47,38 l,ll,48,75 1,23,75,93 1,24,82,16 

7,65,50 2,66,42 2,47,91 1,74,30 

1, 71,02,61 1,68,58,65 1,71,51,37 1,78,19,58 

+4,95,79 -9,70,03 -13,28,47 -6,20,14 

-95,10 +4,70,95 +8,10,88 +5,46,53 

+4,00,69 -4,99,08 -5,17,59 . -73,61 

Statement II 

Budget, Revised, Budget, 
1946-47. 1946-47. 1947-48. 

Revenue Receipts 42,50,66 38,73,02 47,67,89 

Deduct-Provision for Development Projects 10,45,01 6,95,98 12,41,95 

Basic Revenue 32,05,65 31,77,04 35,25,94 

Revenue Expenditure 52,20,69 52,01,49 53,88,03 

Deduct-Provision for Development Projects 10,45,01 6,95,98 12,41,95 
-----

Basic Expenditure 41,75,68 45,05,51 41,46,08 
------

Basic Revenue Deficit -9,70,03 -13,28,47 -6,20,14 
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APPENDIX II 

Development Programme 

Abstract 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.J 

A-Revenue Account--
5-Salt 
7-Land Revenue 

10-Forest 
IS-Irrigation .. 
25-General Administration 
28-J ails and Convict Settlements 
29-Police 
37-Education-General 
38-Medical 
39-Public Health 
40-Agriculture 
41-Veterinary .. 
42-Co-operation 
43~ Industries-Industries 
43-Industries-Cinchona .. 
47-Miscellaneous Departments 
50-Civil Works 
57-Miscellaneous 

Total (Revenue Account) 

B-Outside Revenue Account--

68-Construction of Irrigation, Navi
gation, Embankment and Drainage 
Works 

71-Capital outlay on schemes of Agri
cultural Improvement and Research 

72-Capital outlay on Industrial Deve
lopment 

80A-Kanchrapara Area Development 
Scheme 

Total (Outside Revenue Account) 

Grand Total 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

4,04 
21,03 
73,84 

1,17 

2,00 
54,76 

2,46,32 
76,00 
41,45 
1,01 
4,30 

31,63 
3,39 
1,03 

3,81,85 
1,01,19 

10,45,01 

70,00 

41,70 

53,68 

1,65,38 

12,10,39 

Revised Budget 
Estimate, Estimate, 
1946-47. 1947-48. 

1,24 
4,44 36,87 

24,78 34,71 
60,36 1,10,70 

2,08 
27 

13,50 4,00 
45,77 1,09,22 

2,40,04 2,75,35 
71,38 69,82 
27;12 60,62 
2,68 2,74 
1,80 7,65 
4,84 27,54 

33 2,40 
86 1,18 

1,24,07 4,20,92 
74,01 74,64 

6,95,98 12,41,95 

58,32 1,43,23 

12,35 45,91 

12,45 1,03,71 

50,00 50,00 

1,33,12 3,42,85 

8,29,10 15,84,80 
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Details 

5-Salt 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Organisation of a Salt Development 
Department in Bengal 

Scheme for a Salt Advisory Committee 

Total 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

7-Land Revenue 

Simplification of the existing Land Revenue 
system on the basis of the Land Revenue 
Commission's H,eport 

10-Forests 

Improvement of communications, build
ings and water-supply in Government 
Forests 

Rehabilitation of existing Government 
Forests 

Afforestation in the district of Nadia 

Conservation of private forests and affores
tation of private waste lands 

Provision for training of technical and other 
personnel 

Creation of a Soil Conservation Circle 

Total 

Charges in England. 

Creation of a Soil Conservation Circle 

Provision for training of technical and 
other personnel .. 

Total 

Grand Total 

4,04 

8,2'2 

4,92 

3,29 

2,15 

1,68 

53 

20,79 

24 

24 

21,03 

Revised 
Estimate. 
1946-47. 

4,44 

6,96 

6,94 

4,90 

1,60 

54 

3,60 

24,54 

24 

24 

24,78 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48. 

1,16 

8 

1,24 

36,87 

10,72 

5,31 

5,16 

2,22 

1,38 

9,53 

34,32 

15 

24 

39 

34,71 
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18-0ther Revenue Expenditure financed from Ordinary Revenue 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Re-excavation of derelict irrigation tanks 
Minor provincial irrigation and drainage 

schemes 
Relief and rehabilitation irrigation schemes 
Planning of a comprehensive irrigation 

and drainage scheme for the whole of 
Bengal excepting Western Bengal 

Excavation and re-excavation of silted-up 
small irrigation and drainage channels .. 

Extension of irri~ation facilities by con-
struction of wells, etc. . . . . 

Collection of hydrological data (gauge and 
discharge observation of principal rivers 
and silt and salinity observation) in 
Mymensingh and Eastern Divisions 

Preparation of a Master Drainage Plan for 
Calcutta 

Development of River Research Institute 
Procurement of launches, etc., for water

ways scheme 

Total 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

30,00 

20,24 

10,00 

5,00 

5,00 

2,08 

1,52 

73,84 

25-General Administration 

Appointment of additional Circle Officers .. 
Provision of public address equipment 

Total 

1,17 

1,17 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

19,0! 

14,38 

8,84 

13,07 

3,17 

1,32 

34 

20 

60,36 

28--dails and Convict Settlements 

Establishment of a Training Institute for 
Jail staff 

29-Police 

Increase of self-propelled watercraft for 
police forces in riverine districts 

Construction of Police buildings 

Total 

B-14: 

2,00 

2,00 

6,00 

7,50 

13,50 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48. 

67,12 

23,00 

5,00 

5,00 

34. 

3,00 
4,24 

3,00 

1,10,70 

1,17 

91 

2,08 

27 

2,00 
2,00 

4,00 
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37 ----'Education-General 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

Increasing the salaries of existing primary 
school teachers .. 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

20,00 
Encouragement of Post-graduate res0axch 10,00 
Immediate improvement of the Bengal 

Engineering College, Sibpur 
Equipment and machinery for Government 

Institutions 
Further education and technical training of 

ex-servicemen .. 
Scheme for sending students abroad for 

training in various courses of technology 
Grants to Jadavpur College .. 
Training abroad of students selected in 

1946-47 
Expansion of girls' secondary education to 

provide more matriculates for primary 
school training .. 

/Strengthening of Headquarters staff for 
sugervision of the new syst~m of educa
tion 

Expansion of training facilities for graduate 
men and women teachers .. 

Improvement of 50 selected high schools of 
tho province 

Deputation of officers of the Education 
Department in connection with primary 
school training .. 

'l'rain.ip.g of the staff of primary training 
schools 

Appointment of Physical Training Instruc
tresses in the Women's Training Schools 

Training of nursery school trainers and 
teachers 

Scheme for sending students abroad during 
1947-48 

New College of Engineering, Dacca 
Development of Ahsanulla School of 

Engineering, Dacca 
Training of staff of Primary Training 

School and of teachers of Nursery School 
Girls' High Sc:Q.ools in each subdivision 
Equipment for Private Colleges 

Total 

5,00 

4,00 

3,50 

98 
2,40 

78 

1,50 

1,05 

67 

65 

46 

46 

8 

5 

51,58 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

36,50 

3,00 

78 
2,40 

28 

26 

55 

8 

49 

51 

43,85 

Budget 
Estimate, 
19.47-48. 

54,00 

6,16 

4:,00 

8,36 

25 
40 

36 

5,20 

32 

8 

32 
10,38 

1,91 

6,62 
1,28 
4,00 

1,03,64 
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Charges in England. 
Scheme for sending students abroad for 

training in various courses of technology 
'1)-aining abroad of students selected in 

1946-47 
Scheme for sending students abroad during 

1947-48 

Total 

Grand Total 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Budget Revised Budget 
Estimate, Estimate, Estimate, 
1946-47. 1946-47. 1947-48. 

1,68 

1,50 

3,18 

54,76 

1,38 

54 

1,92 

45,77 

2,80 

2,10 

68 

5,58 

1,09,22 

38-Medical 
Increase in the number of hospital beds 

and provision of new beds in rural areas 
Rehabilitation and improvement of existing 

hospitals 
Establishment of a temporary Medical 

College at the Lake area in Calcutta with 
a temporary 1,000-bedded hospital 

Establishment of T. B. Hospital at 
Kanchrapara 

Creation of an Ambulance Service 
Conversion of the Medical School at Dacca 

into a Medical College and provision of 
500 additional beds 

Control and prevention of venereal diseases 
Improvement of the Indian Mental 

Hospital at Ranchi 
Children's Ward in Calcutta Medical 

College 
Improvement of nursing system and estab

lishment of a Bengal Nursing Service .. 
Study leave ex-India to the officers of the 

Bengal Medical Service (Upper) 
Improvement of Pharmacy and Pharmacy 

training 
Conversion of the Campbell Medical 

School, Calcutta, into a Medical College 
and provision of 100 additional beds 

Grant to private Medical Institutions for 
expansion, rehabilitation and improve
ment 

Total 

Charges in England. 
Study leave ex-India to the officers of the 

Bengal Medical Service (Upper) 

Grand Total 

1,70,00 

25,00 

19,00 

10,76 
7,54 

6,80 
3,97 

1,83 

64 

38 

30 

10 

2,46,32 

2,46,32 

1,70,00 

20,00 

18,52 

10,76 
6,60 

6,85 
3,97 

1,83 

40 

29 

10 

2,39,32 

72 

2,40,04 

1,70,00 

25,00 

26,00 

10,76 
3,88 

13,26 
4,00 

2,68 

96 

1,29 

10 

40 

60 

16,00 

2,74,93 

42 

2,75,35 
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39-Public Health. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.J 

Budget 
Estimate, 

1946-47. 

Rural water-supply scheme 
Water-supply and drainage in municipal 

areas 
Malaria control (including intensive malaria 

control in the fringe of Salt Water Lake 
area) 

Maternity and Child Welfare 
Creation of a Public Health Nutrition 

Organisation 
Establishment of two Leper Colonies

(a) At Bankura 
(b) At Peardhoba 

Malaria control in Bengal 
Malaria control in the fringe area of the 

Salt Lake 

Total 

40-Agriculture. 

Establishment of a Central Livestock 
Research -cum-Breeding station 

Improvement of livestock industry 
Expansion of the Bengal Agricultural 

Institute, Dacca 
Goat multiplication scheme 
Expansion of Agricultural Resoarch 
Organisation of the Horticultural Section 

for developing the fruit and fruit 
products industry 

Establishment of a Livestock Breeding 
Farm at Kalimpong 

Training of lower technical personnel 
Expansion of the Department of Agricul

tural Marketing . 
Sugarcane research 
Expansion of the District Agricultural 

staff for intensified work in demonstra
tion, etc. 

Establishment of Agricultural Centres for 
training o;f ex-soldiers 

Establishment of a five-acre potato breed
ing station 

Development of publicity and propaganda 
organisation of the Agriculture Depart
ment 

'Expansion of the commodity grading 
centres 

50,00 

20,00 

3,00 
1,50 

1,00 

50 

76,00 

13,55 
5,70 

3,73 
3,02 
3,00 

2,02 

1,63 
1,63 

1,56 
1,41 

1,40 

80 

64 

39 

38 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

45,00 

23,00 

1,50 

88 

1,00 

71,38 

15,65 
3,25 

2,60 
63 

1,28 

50 
24 

1,04 
38 

89 

24 

10 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48. 

45,00 

15,00 

2,00 

1,00 

43 
2,75· 

96 

2,68 

69,82 

15,74i 
10,00 

3,73 
4.6 

5,22 

1,74 
1,75 

3,00 
1,14 

6,00 

2,00 

50 

71 

35 
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40-Agriculture-concld. 
[The figures are in thousand:! of rupee01.] 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

Purchase of tents for touring officers 
National Park 
Provision of Plant Protection staff 
Encouragement of the cultivation of fodder 

crops 
Soil survey of Bengal 
Salvage of dry cows from Calcutta 

34 
lO 
9 

6 

Total 41,45 

41-Veterinary 

Provision of better facilities for vet~rinary 
aid in Calcutta and its suburbs 

Expansion and reorganisation of the Ben
gal Veterinary College and of Veterinary 
Vaccine Section 

Reorganisation of the Veterinary service in 
Bengal 

Total 

42-Co-operation 

Reorganisation of the staff of the Co-oper
ative Department 

Development of Co-operative Irrigation 
Societies 

Total 

43-lndustries-lndustries 

Expansion of the Department of Fisheries 
in Bengal 

Reorganisation of the Department of Seri-( 
culture. I 

Reorganisation of existing seven nurseries I 
and creation of nine new nurseries for I 
research in mulberry cultivation, etc. ~ 

Reorganisation of the Peddie Reeling I 
Institute, :M:ulda. j 

Sericultural Development .. 
· Reorganisation of the Bengal Textile 

Institute, Serampore 
Reorganisation of the Ceramic Institute, 

Calcutta 
Expansion and reorganisation of the Bengal 

Tanning Institute 

64 

37" 

1,01 

4,00 

30 

4,30 

8,20 

7,90 

4,34 

2,91 

2,46 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

22 

6 

4 

27,12 

35 

2,33 

2,68 

1,50 

30 

1,80 

75 

55 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48 

7 
25 
45 

2,81 
2,00 
2,70 

60,62 

47 

27 

2,00 

2,74. 

7,65 

7,65 

6,00 

3,50 

2,50 

2,70 

3,00 
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43-lndustries-lndustries-concld. 
[The figures are in thousands ofrupees.J 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

Appointment of Power Engineers and staff 
for development of electricity 

Sending abroad selected officials of the 
Department to receive training in 
specific subjects 

Reorganisation of the Department of 
Industries, Bengal . . . . 

Establishment of a Bengal Sericultural 
Training Institute 

Development of tank fisheries in Bengal 
Fish Culture and Malaria 
Development of fisheries in the Sunder bans 

Abad areas 
Establishment of a Technological Station 

for oxperiments in fish-processing, etc. 
Location of Industries Office 
Reorganisation of the Government silk 

conditioning House 
Reorganisation of tho Bengal Industrial 

Research Board 

Total 

Charges in England. 

Sending abroad seleckd officials of the 
Department to receive training in specific 
subjects 

Grand Total 

1,86 

87 

84 
80 
32 

13 

30,63 

1,00 

31,63 

43-lndustries-Cinchona 

Increased production of quinine .. 3,39 

47-Miscellaneous Departments 

Establishment of a conciliation machinery I 
fo• eettling lldwtrial dispute,. t 

Development of Trade Unions on sound 
lines . . · 83 

Opening of new Labour Welfare Centres 
and improvement of existing ones . . J 

Establishment of a Labour Advisory 
Board 12 

Publication of a Labour Journal 8 

Total 1,03 

Revised 
Estimate. 
1946-47. 

1,50 

lO 

37 

1,09 

9 

9 

4,54 

30 

4,84 

33 

83 

3 

86 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48. 

l,Ho 

10 

so 
83 
32 

49 

I,OO 
46 

74 

1,50 

26,68 

86 

27,54 

2,40 

88 

20 
10 

1,18 
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50-Civil Works 

Original Works-Buildings 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

General Administration. 

Reconstruction of District and Subdivi
sional offices 

Construction of buildings for Circle offices 
and residences of Circle Officers and their 
staff 

Jails. 

Improvement of Jails 

Establishment of a Training Institute for 
Jail staff 

Police. 

Construction of Police buildings 

Education. 

Training of the staff of Primary Training 
Schools and of teachers of Nursery 
School 

Expansion of girls' secondary education to 
provide more matriculates for primary 
school training 

Improvement of 50 selected High Schools 

Buildings for the Dacca Intermediate Col
lege 

New College of Engineering, Dacca 

Development of Ahsanulla School of 
Engineering, Dacca 

Schools for the training of primary school 
teachers 

Expansion of training facilities for gradu
ate men and women teachers 

Development of Islamia College 

Immediate improvement of Islamia 
College 

·Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

5,00 

6,00 

12,00 

15,00 

2,50 

1,00 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

2,50 

25 

3,76 

4,50 

1,50 

75 

Budget 
Estimatfl, 
1947-48. 

5,U 

15,14 

5,00 

10 

10,00 

1,00 

3,.150 

10,00 

10,00 

] ,()(1 
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50-Civil Worka-contd. 

Medical. 
Increase in the number of hospitals beds 

and provision of new beds in rural 
areas 

Rehabilitation and improvement of exist
ing hospitals 

Conversion of tho Medical School at Dacca 
into a Medical College and provision of 
500 additional beds . . . . 

Conversion of the Campbell Medical 
School, Calcutta, into a Medical College 
and provision of 100 additional beds .. 

Provision of an infectious diseases hospital 
in Calcutta . . . . 

Establishment of T.B. hospitals
( a) At Amulia .. 
(b) At Kanchrapara .. 

Improvement of nursing system and es
tablishment of a Bengal Nursing Service 

Establishment of a temporary Medical Col
lege in the Lake area in Calcutta with a 
temporary 1,000-bodded hospital 

Cr"ation of an Ambulance Service 
Improvement of Pharmacy and Pharmacy 

Training 
Increase in the number of rural dispen

saries 

Public Health. 
Establishment of Loper Coloinios

(a) At Peardhoba 
(b) At Bankura 

Agriculture. 
Establishment of a Central Hvestock Re

search-cum-Breeding station 
Provision of seed stores at each thana 

Headquarters 
Expansion of Bengal Agricultural Insti-

tute, Dacca 
Sugarcane research 
Training of lower technical personnel 
Establishment of a Livestock Breeding 

Farm at Kalimpong 
Establishment of Agricultural Centres for 

training of ex-soldiers 
Organisation of the Horticultural Section 

for developing the fruit and fruit pro
ducts industry 

Establishment of four livestock breeding 
farms for breeding stud-bulls, etc. 

Salvage of dry cows from Calcutta 

[The figures are in thousands of rupee1.] 

Budget Revised Budget 
Estimate, Estimate, Extimate, 
1946-47. 1946-47. 1947-48. 

40,00 

20,00 

20,00 

20,00 

15,00 

10,00 
3,00 

3,00 

2,00 
1,00 

50 

3,60 
2,00 

45,00 

ll,OO 

7,27 
6,83 
6,31 

6,25 

2,70 

2,10 

33,97 

6,79 

2,55 

42 

8,13 

17 
2,12 

9 

1,70 
34 

1,60 

21,00 

2,25 

2,43 
23 

1,50 

46 

36 

16,00 

40,00 

10,00 

5,00 

20,00 

15,00 

10,40 
1,00 

4.,50 

1,00 
1,20 

4,50 

5,00 

5,70 
1,M 

20,00 

20,00 

7,27 
3,43 
4,15 

3,4.4. 

4.,00 

3,75 

4,50 
4,12 
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50-Civil Works-contd. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

Veterinary. 

Expansion and reorganisation of the Ben
gal Veterinary College and of Veterinary 
Vaccine Section 

Reorganisation of the Veterinary Services 
in Bengal 

Industries. 

Reorganisation of the Departmental of Seri-( 
culture . . \ 

Reorganisation of existing seven nurseries 1 
and creation of nine new nurseries for ('
research in mulberry cultivation, etc.J 

Reorganisation of the Peddie Reeling Ins
titute, Ma.lda. 

Sericultural Development .. 
Expansion and reorganisation of the Ben

gal Tanning Institute 
Reorganisation of the Bengal Textile Insti

tute, Serampore 
Reorganisation of the Ceramic Instiute, 

Calcutta 
Establishment of a Bengal Sericultural 

Training Institute 

Miscellaneous. 

Peace-time Fire Service 

Original Works-Communications 

Construction and improvement of Provin
cial Highways, Major District Boards, 
etc. 

Total 

57 -Miscellaneous 

Purchase of surplus military stores 
Peace-time fire servico 
Rehousing of bustee-dwellers 
Establishment of an Improvement Trust 

at Chittagong 

Total 

5,00 

5,00 

2,73 

1,86 

85 

75 

4,00 

92,10 

3,81,85 

50,00 
36,19 
15,00 

1,01,19 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

10 

20 

40 

8,00 

1,24,07 

30,00 
29,01 
15,00 

74,01 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48. 

2,00 

1,70 

5,00 

1,00 

1,90 

2,60 

75 

9,00 

1,32,01) 

4,20,92 

20,00 
18,64 
35,00 

1,00 

74,54 
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50-Civil Works--<'oncld. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupeea]. 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

CC-Capital Account of Irrigation, Navigation, 
Embankment and Drainage Works outside 
the Revenue Account, 

68---Construction of Irrigation, Navigation, 
Embankment and Drainage Works. 

Mor Reservoir Project 70,00 

Revised 
Estimate, 
1946-47. 

58,32 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1947-48. 

1,43,23 

H-Civil Administration-Capital Accounts outside the Revenue Account, 
71-Capital .outlay on schemes of Agricultural Improvement and Research. 

Establishment 
Farms 

of 28 Seed Mult.iplication 

Establishment of a Jute Seed Multiplication 
Farm 

Creation of a Works and Buildings Section 
under the Directorate of Agriculture 

Total 

72-Capital outlay on Industrial 
Development. 

North Calcutta Rural Electrification 
Scheme 

Participation in the Government of India 
Scheme for manufacture of fertilisers .. 

Industrial Centres 
Exploitation of coastal and cst.uarine 

fishieries and provision of fishing fleet 

Total 

HH-Capital Account of Civil Works and 
Miscellaneous Public Improvements 
outside the Revenue Account, 

80A~Kanchrapara Area Development 
Scheme. 

Kanchrapara Area Development Scheme 

35,33 

6,04 

33 

41,70 

'W,23 

15,00 

12,63 

5,82 

53,68 

8,55 43,00 

3,50 2,51 

30 40 

12,35 45,91 

5,20 43,80 

15,00 

2,25 40,50 

5,00 4,41 

12,45 1,03,71 

50,00 50,00 
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Speeoh by the Hon'ble Shrl Nalini RanJan Sarkar, Financt Minister, ~n 
presenting the Budget for 1948-49 

(Presented on the 17th February, 1948) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to present the first Annual Budget o:f West 
Be.ngal, one of the two younges~ Provinces in free India brought into 
hemg under the new order of thmgs. As I recall the occasion when it 
fell to me, as the first Finance Minister of Autonomous Bengal under the 
Government of India Act, 1935, to present the first Budget, I cannot but 
feel the irresistible impact of the momentous changes that have taken 
p~ace in our land during these interveping years. Today, we breathe the 
mr of freedom and the power to shape our destinies lies in the hands of 
our own people. And yet on the morrow of our newly-acquired freedom, 
a great national calamity has robbed us of our proudest possession and 
leaves us stunned with an over-powering sense of sorrow. I share with 
millions of our people and with countless men and women all over the
globe the profoundest sense of grief at the tragic event. It is difficult to 
reconcile oneself to this stupendous losfl; difficult and awful to contemplate 
that the ship of State will have, henceforth, to sail the uncharted sea of 
freedom without the wise and sagacious pilot at the helm. For over a 
quarter of a century Mahatma Gandhi has been our never failing guide
and mentor; that vast shadow under which we have lived and grown; and 
the mainspring of all our national urges and aspirations. In fact, he 
represented the soul of India and the quintessence of her culture and 
civilisation with its ideal of plain living and high thinking and service
tc the common man. It was his life's mission to attune our freedom to 
the highest concept of Indian life of which love, piety and simplicity are
the key-notes. And our desire for democracy and our determination to 
achieve it have their springs of inspiration in the teachings of the Master, 
who lived for the lowly and the poor and symbolised in his bare and spare 
physical frame their mute yearning for self-expression. 

By his experiments with truth and non-violence, he was weaving into, 
pattern a unique synthesis between different classes, creeds and communities, 
which Wa,§ opening up a new and hitherto undisclosed chapter in human 
history. He more than made up, in himself, for the defects and short
eomings, not only o£ Ministers of State, but also of the vast multitude of 
his countrymen. In fact, he filled the gaps in our nationhood until we 
becam.~ a nation; and yet the infant nation, mothered by sorrow and 
travail, is today, almost at its nativity, bereft of the sqlicitous care o£ 
the ministering angel. The hand that guided us along the path o£ strife 
and struggle, towards the goal of independence, is today withdrawn behind 
the veil of death. Today, when our need for his adviee and guidance is, 
if anything, greater than ever before, he has been snatched away from our 
midst by a cruel destiny. As a barge in a perilous sea looks up to the 
lighthouse for a safe haven, so our leaders used to look up to him for 
light and guidance. Now that light is gone, and gone is that cent.ral 
unifying force in our national life. Let us not forget, at this turnmg 
point of our history, to try to translate into our policy and actions the 
lessons whieh he has left behind as our heritage-to serve the common 
man and to bring into his life thf\ bracing ai~ of peace, prosperity and 
happiness. Let us not forget that in a secular government mou~deJ m the 
form of true demoeracy, the emphasis must always remam on the 
common man irrespeetive of religion, caste or creed. 

As I reflect upon the life of the Master, my heart also goes out in 
deepest gratitude to those fighters for our national liberation-known and 
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>unknown-many of whom made the supreme sacrifice by laying down their 
'lives so that those whom they left behind could live and die as free men 
!n a free India. They have now passed into history; but the li"'ht that 
they had lit will never grow dim and will illumine the long and 

5 
arduous 

path that lies ahead. 

Mahatmaji's passing away marks the end of a crowded epoch in our his
tory, the closing phase of which, full of storm and stress, has made our 
task tod~ even more onerous than it was a decade ago. It enjoins on us an 
extrordinary humility in view of the magnitude of the task and emphasises 
the need for care, caution and vision in the discharge of the responsibilities 
that ]ie ahead of us. 

The birth pangs of our infant Province have indeed been terrible. The· 
insensate outburst of communal frenzy, generated by the pernicious two
nation theory and its attendant cult of hate, have left behind it a trail of 
misery too deep for words and given rise to problems too baffling for the 
ingenuity of humn,n endeavour. Thanks to the wise counsels of our leaders 
and, above all, to the mighty spiritual influence of Mahatma Gandhi, the 
innate good sense of our people has begun to reassert itself and to West 
Bengal belongs the proud distinction of being the first to recover sanity. We 
have upheld in practice the fundamental tenet of our new Constitution that, 
under the flag of the Indian Union, all its citizens are equal as brothers and 
comrades, irrespective of religion, caste or creed. 

It is most unfortunate, however, that it has not been given to us to 
flhare the fruits of our newly-acquired freedom with our kith and kin 
who have been Hevered from us by the immutable Pourse of events eulminat
ing in the new frontier of East Bengal. It is easy to realise the sense 
uf frustration and the wrench of heart whinh they must be feeling when 
they find· that all their sufferings and saerifies for the eause of freedom 
have proved to be so barren to them. With the limitations imposed on us 
by the new politieal ehanges, it. may not be po;mible for us to render all the 
rdie£ they may need or aU that we may wiflh to render to them in the new 
predicament, but I give veut to our siJl(iere feelings when I say that they 
]uwe our deepest and most sineere sympathies in the situation they find 
themselves in and that their interest 1.md welfare shall ever remain a matter 
of vital (~oneern to us. vVhenever necessary and wherever possible and to 
the full limit of constitutional proprieties, we shall use all our good offices 
with our neighbouring Dominion to secure for them rolitical and economic 
justice. Political division and man-made frontiers eannot, I sincerely 
think, alter the fundamental cultural unity of the great Bengali race, born 
and brought up in the midst of a multitude of eultural, economic and 
·social ties. I devoutly hope that, given good-will, the two sister Provinces 
t:>an yet regain and re-establish that good neighbourliness which must 
ulti111ately tend to serve the best interests of both, culturally and 
eeonomieally. 

In the present politieal set-up it is necessary to take a closer view of 
the area to which our activities, political and administrative, have to be 
t~onfined: Partition of the Province has, indeed, changed the eomplexion 
of our eeonomic problems in many important respects. An appreciation 
o£ these changes is essential before we can proceed to tackle such of our 
problems as fall within the scope of the Provincial Government. In popu
lation and area, West Bengal is about a third of the old Province o£ Bengal. 
According to the Census of 1941, its population is about 2 crores 12 lakhs 
or 35.1 per cent. of the population of undivided Bengal. This number must 
have increased substantially due to the general growth in population during 
the inter-census periQd after 1941 and also during the war years when influx 
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uf population to Calcutta and adjacent areas from other parts of the country 
~~at; considerable. The ~atest contributory factor to the increase in popula
tion has been the steady mflux of people from East Bengal after the Partition. 

The area of vVest Bengal is about 28,215 square miles or 36.4 Der cent. 
of the area of the parent Province. The density of population is' 751 per 
square mile which mus.t have risen as a result of the increase in population 
in recent years. According to the occupational statistics, about 50 per cent. 
of the population follow non-agricultural occupations and of them about 
1G per cent: are believed to be engaged in industry of some type or other. 

As regards distribution of population in \.Vest Bengal, about 22 per cent. 
live in towns while the corresponding figure for East Bengal is about 4 per 
f'ent. only. Since the influx from East Bengal is mostly swelling the popula
tion in the towns, West Bengal's problems of food-supply, housing, educa
tion and public health as also of finding emplioyment for large blocks 
of floating population are rapidly growing in magnitude and complexity. 
For example, housing shortage in the t1owns is very acute; owing to sudden 
influx of population, the existing sanitary arrangements even in smaller 
iowns are proving inadequate and unequal : the need for increase in agri
cultural production has become urgent for the purpose of providing the 
necessary foodstuff and also the raw materials for certain industries. This 
process of rapid urbanization of the Province should not doubt be welcomed 
for it has a brighter side as well. It is easier to organise better facilities 
for education, public health and other social amenities in urban areas. But 
at the same time urbanizati<m throws a great responsibiilty on the people 
and their Government to find the necessary funds for all these purposes as 
also for feeding the entire urban population. Urban areas provide the most 
lucrative market for agricultural rroduce but the agricultural economy of 
fhe Province must be so planned as to fulfil this great responsibility ·Of 
feeding the urban populations by the intensification of production. Rural 
economy should, therefore, be more efficient, more progressive and more 
elastic. 

Agricultural land in '\Vest Bengal has low productivity. Compared with 
East Bengal, it has a lower percentage of low lands and a smaller average 
rainfall. Inigation is ill-developed, only about 1,648,000 acres being irri
gated. Of this, again, only about 244,000 acres are irrigated by Government 
canals while some 800,000 acres are irrigated by tanks. Compared with East 
Bengal, '\Vest Bengal has larger percentages of agricultural land classified 
as current fallow, cultivable waste and uncultivable: and it has a lower 
percentage of good arable lands. The high location factors of current 
fallow, cultivable wastes and uncultivable land measure the further possi
bilities in the direction of extensive cultivation. Such possibilities can, 
lwwever, be tapped only by suitable irrigation facilities, including multi
J!Urpose projeets like the Damodar Valley Scheme. There is also much 
scope for intensive eultivatioiJ. by d·ouble cropping and other methods, for 
which also suitable conditions have to be created, the existing conditions 
being not ver,y favourable. Generally speaking, lands in vV est Bengal 
suffer not so much from any serious inherent deficiencies as from the 
scarcity of water which i;, now the greate~t drawbaf'k; for even the best 
manure can have little effect in the absence of necessary moisture in the 
land. 

Agricultural land pe1· cap'ita of population in undivided Bengal was 
nearly 0.49 acre. In West Bengal it is now 0.44 acre including land under 

. food-crops to the extent of 0.40 acre. The Province is deficit in most crops, 
e.g., jute, sugarcane and mustard, and :rossibly in rice as well. 
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The problem of jute is one of vital importance to us. So far as jute 
manufacturing- industry is concerned, West Beng-al retains all the mills of 
undivided Bengal, but more than 70 per cent. of raw jute is being- produced 
by East Bengal although she has no manufacturing industry of her own. 
In such circumstances, the inter-dependepce of the two Provinces should 
act as a potent factor for establishing friendly commercial relations 
between them. Should this prove not to be possible, it may be necessary 
to meet the raw matel'ial requirement of our jute mills by increased 
produetion in Assam, Orissa and Bihar, and by removing the exiRting 
rel':ltriction on the acreage o£ jute in West Bengal. 

The sugarcane position in West Bengal has also got to be fully investi
gated. 'l'he acreage under sugarcane in this Province according· to available 
l:ltatistics is G5,000 acres and the average yie1d is about 400 maunds per acre. 
The total acreage, however, is seattered all over the Province mainly in 
small plots and the output is mostly used for producing ,q'Ur·. It is neeessary 
to inerease the acreage under sugareane as well as the yield, to facilitate 
an expansion of the very limited production of sugar within the Province 
and incidentally to secure a larger output of molasses which is a basic raw 
material for the manufacture of rectified spirit. The area, it if:! el:ltimated, 
can be doubled by expanding cultivation o£ sugarcane in Kalna and Katwa 
subdivisions of the Burdwan district, Ghatal and 'l'amluk subdivisionC! of 
the Midnapore district and the districts of Nadia, M urshidabad and 
24-Parganas. 

As a result of the Partition we have lost all the big rivers except the 
IIooghly. The smail rivers we have now got all originate in the hilli:! of 
Chota-N agpur in Bihar. 'l'hese riven;; are really drains for eliminating the 
rain-water of Chota-Nagpur. After causing floo(li:! in West Bengal during 
the rainy season, they go dry during the summer. I£ the floods are to be 
controlled or if the water is to be used for irrigation purposes, it is neces
sary to build reservoirR in the upper reaches o£ the rivers which are situated 
in Bihar. '£o this end two schemes, v:iz., the Dumodar Valley Scheme and 
the Mor Seheme, have already been conceived to which I shall refer later on. 

West Bengal has the advantage of a diversified economy with well
developed industries, trade and commerce. On the eve of the World War II, 
Bengal had nearly 5.70 lakhs of industrial workers in large establishments, 
or 28.7 per cent. of all such workers in the whole of India. The number has 
since exceeded by 6 lakhs. The Partition has put nearly the whole of 
industrialised Bengal within the orbit of the new Province of West Bengal. 

West Bengal retains all the resources o£ coal, iron ore and other minerals 
so far found within the old Province as well as a substantial area under tea. 
It also includes the major industries in and around Calcutta and Asansol. 
With the prineipal industries in East India situated within its territories 
and with Calcutta as its port of pre-eminent importance, West Bengal still 
offers an attractive field for new industrial enterprise which will improve 
further with the implementation of the new electrification schemes. 

Factories and commercial organizations in Bengal grew up in the past 
on the. basis of the Provinee being an economic unit and neeessarily one 
marketmg zone. Now, under changed conditions, it is doubtful if the old 
markets in East Bengal can be counted upon with as much confidence. So, 
in planning our industrial and commercial expansion, more reliance will 
have to be placed on the markets in the Indian Dominion than on those o£ 
our sister Province which today forms a part o£ a different Dominion. This 
may create considerable difficulties £or some of the industries in the matter 
o£ development and expansion and the Province will require the effective 
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goodwill and support of our Dominion Government for providing oppor
tunities for expansion along new lines in the framework of all-India plans. 

As regards geographical compactness West Bengal has suffered greatly 
from the Radcliffe- Award. The two northern districts of J alpaiguri and 
Darjeeling have no territorial contiguity with the rest of the Province and 
there are consequent difficulties in communication with the southern part, 
which is compact and well-served by roads and railways and whose poten
tialities for development are demonstrably great. In Calcutta, we possess 
not only a great cosmopolitan city, but also a great centre of trade and com
merce. We have renowned centres of culture like the Calcutta University 
and the Viswabharati. We have been fortunate that institutions like the 
Medical College and its Group of Hospitals, the Engineering Colleges, 
Research Institutions and other important institutions have fallen within 
the territorial limits of our Province. We thus possess a good basic structure 
to which we can add progressively according to our requirements, though, 
as I shall mention later, the retention of these assets will result in our being 
burdened with a larger share of the liabilities of undivided Bengal. 
As rart and parcel of the great Indian Union, I am quite hopeful, we 
shall not lack opportunities of development and progress. But the sine 
qu.a: non for such development and progress is a peaceful atmosphere and 
the requisite will, energy and initiative of our peo:rle. Given these condi
tions, there is no reason why West Bengal shouid not fulfil a glorious 
destiny and it shall be our endeavour to work towards that end. 

Now, turning to the administrative and financial consequences of the 
Partition, the most important of these relate to the transfer of staff on 
the basis of their choice and the division of assets and liabilities. In 
regard to the former, had the Government of East Bengal agreed to a 
standstill arrangement for a short period and consented to offer to the 
Government servants an opportunity for revising their choice at the end 
of the period, as was done at the Centre, both the Provinces would have 
benefited. This Province would not have been saddled with a large sur
plus service personnel and the Government of East Bengal would >11ot 
have lost the benefit o£ the experience of a large body of trained personnel. 
But, as in spite of repeated attempts it was not possible to persuade the 
Gow~rnment of East Bengal to agree to such a course of action, imme
diate movement of a very large personnel from East Bengal had to be 
undertaken on the 15th August, 1947. Owing to the limited scope for 
employment avaihtble at the present moment due to a substantial shrinkage 
of the administrative area of the Province, it has not been possible to 
provide useful occupation for all these persons. The position is particularly 
difficult in regard to subordinate staff. We have seen to it, however, that 
avoidable hardship is not caused to this section of our service personnel. 
Some of them have been granted leave pending absorption: others have 
already been absorbed in suitable services; and the rest have been attached 
:;-s supermnneraries pending absorption in permanent posts. It is our 
mtention that all such pools of displaced manpower should be liquidated 
as early as possible by absorption in our expanding schemes o£ development. 

In regard to the division of assets and liabilities, a large number of 
Department Committees on which both the Governments of East and 
West B~ngal were equally represented were appointed under the aegis of the 
Separation Council to tabulate all the known assets and liabilities of their 
respective departments and to suggest the most reasonable basis for their 
allocation. These suggestions were considered first by a main Committee 
and thereafter by the Separation Council and agreements were reached on 
a number of points. Division of various items ·like furniture, equipment, 
motor vehicles, launches, dredgers, medical stores and stock of foodgrains, 

B-15 
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etc., was carried out by agreement. Lands and building were allocated 
on the basis of their territorial location. But it was agreed at a later 
stage that their values should be determined for the purpose of financial 
adjustment between the two Provinces. The basis of valuation is pending 
before the Arbitral Tribunal. In regard to some other important points 
also, as for example, the ratio in which the net excess of liabilities over 
assets should be distributed between East and West Bengal, no agree
ment was found possible and these had to be referred to the Arbitral 
Tribunal for decision. In an Appendix to the R.ed Book which has been 
placed in the hands of the Hon'ble Members will be found a statement. 
of the assets and liabilities of undivided Bengal showing the value of 
items specifically taken over by East and West Bengal either as a direct 
consequence of the Partition as in the case of buildings, or on the basis 
of negotiations as in the case of stocks of foodgrains. The estimates of 
value are in most cases approximate since the actual figures will not be 
known till the accounts of the old Province of Bengal are finally settled. 

A matter of most vital and immediate concern has been the settlement of 
outstanding liabilities of the old Government of Bengal on account of goods 
supplied and services rendered before the date of Partition. In order that 
creditors might not be left in doubt and uncertainty about the position, it 
was provided by the Indian (;Rights, Property and Liabilities) Order, 1947, 
that the initial liability for all goods supplied and services rendered, and 
for outstanding loans, guarantees and financial obligations of the late Gov
ernment of Bengal at the time of Partition would be the liability of East 
Bengal subject to an equitable contribution from this Province to be settled 
later on. By agreement with the Government of East Bengal, an Appli
cation Committee consisting of one representative from each of the two 
Provinces was set up for the purpose of scrutinising the claims of creditors 
of the old Bengal Government with a view to their initial payment by the 
Government of East Bengal in terms of the said Order. Unfortunately, the 
Government of East Bengal has not yet found it possible to send their re
presentative to the Application Committee in spite of repeated reminders and 
requests, and to the great disadvantage of the creditors of Bengal, this 
statutory financial obligation of East Bengal remains undischarged up till 
now. The amount involved in such outstanding daims, as far as we have 
been able to ascertain, will be over 6 mores. Apart from the financial 
obligations in respect of supplies made and services rendered to the Gov
ernment of Bengal, the old Government left a large fi:dancial liability of 
a miscellaneous nature. Thus, they not only left behind a public debt 
in the form of treasury bills, but had also spent up all the Provident Fund 
deposits of Government servants as well as civil, criminal, revenue deposits 
and deposits of public bodies which formed a part of the cash balance of 
undivided Bengal. West Bengal will have to take a further share of these 
liabilities according to the award o£ the Arbitral Tribunal in addition to 
the financial liability o£ 2! crores taken immediately after Partition, which 
I shall explain later. Financial adjustment will also lie against West 
Bengal in respect o£ assets like land and buildings, institutions with plant 
and machinery, etc., which are geographically located in this Province. 
Unless adequate help is forthcoming £rom the Centre to enable this Province 
to start on a clean slate, the new Province will have to begin its career with 
a financial handicap. 

Let me now explain the position of the Government Account as it stood 
on the 15th of August, 1947. The House is aware that the Government 
o£ undivided Bengal had a succession o£ deficit budgets during the last 
!ew years and their budget £or the current year left an uncovered gap o£ 
6 crores between revenue and expenditure. It is not surprising in these 
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circumstances that on the date of Partition, leaving aside the cash in 
Treasury chests, the .Account of the late Government of Bengal with the 
Reserve Bank showed a debit balance of over 5 crores. This debit balance, 
was, by direct negotiation between Pakistan and the Indian Union in 
Delhi, allocated in equal proportions to East and West Bengal. This 
Government accordingly started with a debit balance of 2~ crores in the 
Reserve Bank partly counterbalanced by the cash balance in Treasuries 
amounting to about hal£ a crore. In other words, it started with a net 

negative opening balance of 2 crores. The debit balance of 2 3/8 crores in 
the Reserve Bank was liquidated with the help of a special advance of 
an equivalent amount obtained from the Government of India. .A further 
Ways and Means advance of 2 crores was taken from the same sour9e to 
enable the Province to carry on till sufficient revenue had been collected 
for the purpose of a reasonable working balance. The Ways and Means 
advance of 2 crores has since been fully repaid. The terms of repayment. 
of the other advance of 2~ crores have not yet been finally settled. 

I shall now review, very briefly, the financial estimates for the period 
from 15th .August, 1947, to 31st March, 1948, as introductory to the Budget 
for the coming year. 

The total revenue expected during this period of 7~ months is close 
upon 19 crores out of which 2 crores represent grants from the Centre for 
financing of Development Projects. The yield from normal sources thus 
amounts to 17 crores. This figure includes 50 lakhs on account of Jute 
Duty and 3 crores 60 lakhs on account of Income-tax receipts. Both these 
estimates are provisional because the Government of India have not yet 
decided what change would be made in the basis of allocation of these 
two items as a result of the Partition of Bengal. In regard to Jute Duty 
the position is that in terms of the Niemeyer .Award, 62~ per cent. of the 
export duty on jute used to be divided among Bengal and other jute
growing Provinces in proportion to the amount of raw jute produced in 
each Province. This method of distribution is no longer suitable since the 
Partition has resulted in a cleavage between East Bengal which cultivates 
the bulk of raw jute and West Bengal which manufactures the bulk of 
jute goods. It seems necessary in these circumstances that the divisible 
export duty on jute should be divided into two categories, namely, duty 
on raw jute and duty on jute goods; and that, while the former may con
tinue to be distributed on the basis of acreage, the latter should be dis
tributed on the basis of production of jute goods. Proposals to this effect 

·have been submitted to the Government of India and are still under their 
consideration. 

In regard to Income-tax, the arrangement based on the Niemeyer .Award 
has been that Bengal should get 20 per cent. out of the divisible pool of 
income-tax collected by the Centre. This pool consisted of hal£ the net 
collections reduced by a sum of 4~ crores. .As a result of the Partition and 
consequent reduction in the size of the Province, it has been suggested by 
the Centre that the allotment to West Bengal should be reduced from 20 
per. cent. to 12 per cent" o£ the divisible pool. The value of the pool being 
estimated at 30 crores, our share according to the revised formula comes 
up to 3 crores 60 lakhs, the figure adopted in our estimate, as against 6 
crores to which we should have been otherwise entitled. In our view the 
proposed change in the basis of allocation is not justified and we feel that 
our share of income-tax receipts should not be reduced by a figure greater 
than the actual amount of income-tax collected from East Bengal which 
comes up to a very insignificant amount. We have submitted our views 
to the Government of India and are awaiting their final decision. 
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In regard to the remammg heads, the estimates have been based on 
~amounts -actually derived in previous years from areas now included in 
West Bengal. The more important contributory items are 1! crores from 
Land Uevenue, 1~ crores from Stamps, 3~ crores from Excise, 1~ crores from 
Sales Tax, 70 lakhs from Betting Tax, 30 lakhs each from Entertainment 
Tax and Electricity Duty and 40 lakhs fTom Motor Spirit Sales Tax. 

On the expenditure side of the Uevenue Account, the estimate for the 
7-2-month period of the current year sLands at 16~ crore.s out of which 2 
crores is on account of Development Project :financed by grants from the 
Government of India. What may be called the ordinary revenue expendi
ture .for the period under review thus amounts to 14~ crores. The Develop
ment Projects undertaken in the eurrent year are, to a great extent, conti
nuation of schemes already taken in hand before the date of Partition but 
provision has also been made for a number of new projects which have been 
worked out in sufficient detail to admit of their partial implementation in 
the current year. Among these may be mentioned a provision of 17 lakhs 
for the introduction of Basic Primary Education, 1 lakh for a Planning 
Organisation for heavy chemical industries in collaboration with Bihar and 
the Damodar Valley Corporation, 3 lakhs for the rehabilitation of Cottage 
industries, 1 lakh for production of hand-made paper, 60 thousand for 
'khadi and 19 thousand for the promotion of gwr industry. The estimates 
also provide for the execution of a large number of irrigation schemes 
in various localities, the more important ones being the Trans-Damodar 
Internal Drainage Scheme in the districts of Hooghly and Howrah, the 
Soadighi-Gangakhali Drainage Scheme in the Midnapore district, the Berai 
Canal Project and the Subankar Danra in the Bankura district, re
excavation of the Saraswati Khal in Hooghly and Howrah and the 
preparation of a master plan for the drainage of Calcutta and the surrounding 
areas. Details of all the items included in the Development Programme 
will be found in an Appendix to the printed copy of this statement. 

As already stated, the revenue expenditure in the current year, outside 
the Development Programme, is estimatd at 14~ crores. This includes 57 
lakhs for famine relief, 33 lakhs for the rehabilitation of riot victims, 48 
lakhs for grants to local authorities for payment of dearness concessions to 
their employees and 2 crores for the administration of the Civil Supplies 
Department. Under other administrative charges may be mentioned about 
1 crore under General Administration, 2 crores under Police, 38 lakhs under 
Jails, 50 lakhs under Administration of Justice and an equivalent amount 
for the discharge of pensionary liabilities. The provisions under beneficent 
activities include 1 crore and 8 lakhs for Agriculture, 52 lakhs for Irrigation, 
1 crore and 10 lakhs for Education, 98 lakhs for Health Servi,ces, 66 lakhs 
for Industries and 90 lakhs for Civil Works. Details of all these provisions 
will be found in the Red Book and I need not tax the patience of the House· 
by recapitulating them here. All that I would like to mention is that 
increased provision has been made for the development of facilities for 
education and medical relief both in State-owned and privately-managed 
institutions and due attention has been paid :to the urgent need for irrigation, 
seeds and manures in an all-out attempt to increase the production of food
crops. Steps have also been taken to carry out essential improvements in 
our means of communication which is so necessary for speedy transport of 
agricultural and other produce. 

With an estimated revenue of 19 crores and an expenditure budget of 
16~ crores, the Revenue Account for the current year closes with a balance 
of 2~ crores. This has been ·carried over as the opening- balance for 1948-49. 
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I have already referred to certain transactions outside the Revenue 
Account. These include a Ways and Means advance o£ 2 crores which has 
since been repaid; and a further advance o£ 2~ crores which has been utilised 
£or wiping out the negative debit balance in the account o£ undivided 
Bengal with the Reserve Bank o£ India. This second advance remains out
standing at the dose o£ the year. The only other item which requires a 
word o£ explanation is the provision o£ 2 crores under "Capital Expendi
ture". Out o£ this 11 crores represents the net outlay on the procurement 
o£ £oodgrains or, in other words, the value o£ stocks acquired in the current 
year which are expected to remain in hand at the end o£ the year. Procure
mep.t operations are financed by means o£ a cash credit advance from the 
Imperial Bank o£ India, the advance being secured by hypothecation o£ the 
stock. The balance o£ the Capital Expenditure relates to the outlay on 
productive development projects, the most important o£ these being. the Mor 
Irrigation project for which 40 lakhs has been provided in the current year. 
The expenditure is to be financed by a loan £rom the Government o£ India, 
£or which requisite provision has been included in the estimates. As in 
the case o£ these transactions receipt and expenditure balance each other, 
the closing balance is not affected. 

I now turn to the estimates £or the coming year. The year starts with 
an opening balance o£ 2! crores. Revenue Receipts are estimated at 31 
crores out o£ which 6i crores are on account o£ grant £rom the Centre £or 
financing Development Pr·ojects. The "ordinary'' revenue, therefore, 
amounts to 24! crores. The principal items contributing to this revenue 
are 1 crore under Jute Duty, 3 crores 60 lakhs under Income-tax, 40 lakhs 
under Agricultural Income-tax, 2 crores under Land Revenue, 6 crores 
under Excise, 2! crores under Stamps and 5 crores under Sales Tax and 
cognate levies. The estimates under Jute Duty and Income-tax are 
tentative oneR and reasons £or this have been already stated. 

There are two points in regard to the Revenue Estimate to which I wish 
to invite the attention o£ the House. In the first place, two o£ the most 
important sources o£ revenue, viz., Income-tax and Excise, are very sensi
tive to trade conditions, the latter being particularly conditioned by the 
excise policy o£ Government. Secondly, the present estimates are based on 
the existing structure o£ financial allocation. between the Centre and the 
Province. It will be only after the new Constitution has been finally 
settled that we shall be in a position to know what our future financial 
resources are likely to be. 

The Revenue Expenditure in the coming year is estimated at 32 crores 
out o£ which 6t crores are on account o£ Dev~l.opment Projects financed out 
o£ the grant obtainable for the puq~ose from the Government o£ India. 
The estimate also includes a lump provision o£ 1 crore with a view to afford: 
some further measure o£ financial relic£ to lower paid Government 
employeeR. Leaving these two special items out o£ account, the estimate 
o£ what may be termed the ordinary expenditure o£ the Province stands at 
241c crores. The House may be iJJterested to know how this :Hgure 
compares with the exrendit.ure in undivided Bengal. It appearR from the 
Accounts +.hat Bengal's revenue expenditure stood at 40 crores in 1945-46. 
The actuals for 19'46-47 amounted to ,12-~ crores but as this was inclu.~ive of 
3~ crores on account of Development Projects, the ordinary rPvenue 
CXJ?enditnre was yery nearly the same as in the previous year. The 
estimated expenditure according to the Bengal Budget for 1947-48, 
am~mnted to 54 crores including 12} crores £or Development Projects; 
;vh1cl1 places the ordinary expenditure at 41~ crores. An ad 1"ntrm:m 
mcreas-:J in pay granted to Government servants on the eve o£ Prutition 
raised the estimate by 2~ crores to a total o£ 44 croTes. It will thus appear 
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that the estimated expenditure in this Province is nearly 56 per cent. of 
the estimate for undivided Bengal. That the proportion is not in closer 
:accord with the reduction in the size of the Province is due to a variety of 
factora. In the first place, there is a large body of surplus personnel 
'Opting from East Bengal for whom provision has had to be made. Then, 
again, the administrative and other charges in the city of Calcutta 
which form a large part of the expenditure have not undergone any 
diminution as a result of the Partition. These include, among other 
things, the charges on account ot the Calcutta Police, the rationing 
·organisation in Calcutta as well as the larger medical, educational and 
·other G:ovcrnmcnt institution.s situated \vi thin the city. Apart !rom. t.hese, 
.the most important reason for the enhanced expenditure in "\Vest Bengal is 
that expenditure on beneficent activities has been very substantially 
increased over the limit fixed for undivided Bengal. This is most notice
able under "Agriculture" where the provision in. the persen(; estimates 
stands at 2 crores 31 lakhs against an. actual of 2 crores 7 lakhr,· in 19'45-46 
and 2 crores 11 lakhs in. 1946-47 for the whole of Bengal. The principle of 
making proportionately larger provision. than would follow from the 
reduction in. the size of the Province, has been pursued under a good many 
other heads of beneficent activity. 

J,et me .now mention briefly some of the more important items for which 
provision has been made in. the Budget for the coming year. 

Having regard to the fact that efforts are likely to be wasted or be 
productive of very limited results in the absence of timely and carefully 
drawn up plans as parts of an integrated comprehensive scheme, it has 
ibeen. decided to set up special organisations for the survey of requirements 
:and for eomprehensive planning in respeet of Bdueation, Agriculture, Irri
gation, :Medical Relief, Public Health meaRures, Fisheries and Industrial 
Denlopment. The total provision made for these purposes amounts to 10 
lakhs. 'fherp is a further provision of 5 lakhs for a Planning Organisation 
for Heavy Ohemical Industries to be set up in the current year in colla
boration with Bihar and the Damodar Valley Corporation. It is hoped that 
with the nsRistance of these various pl:uming organisations it will be 
possible to ehalk out an effective and well-co-ordinated programme of all
round development in. the Prpvince to be implemented according to our 
resourceR in men, money and material and in pursuance of a correct order 

. of picrity. In the meantime it is proposed to proceed with a number of 
item~ in. regard to which objectives and schemes have been more or less 
defimtely settled. 

Under the Education Budget provision has been made for the improve
ment of facilities in. various directions. 'l'he grant to the Calcutta Uni
versity which is the pivot of our higher educational system has been 
enhanced from 8 1 ( 3 lakhs to 14~ lakhs mainly for the purpose o£ expanding 
the activities of the Post-Graduate Department in regard to higher research 
a;nd the study of scientific subjects. For the expansion of Collegiate educa
tiOn, 0 lakhs have been provided by way of research grants, 2 lakhs for 
the improvement of the Sanskrit College and 1~· lakhs for preliminary 
expenses in connection. with the er;tablishment of a new College in 
Darjee~ing to satisfy the needs and aspirations of the Hillmen for higher 
educai~1nr1. An extra provision of 3 lakhs has been made for grants to non· 
Government Colleges for building projects and for the improvement of 
their libraries and laboratories. A provision of 1~ lakhs has been made 
for .the eRt~blis~ment of four new High Schools for girls. at Krishnagar, 
Sun, Jalpa1gun and Jhargram. A contribution of 10 1/3 lakhs has been 
providerl for a non-lapsable Fund created for the promotion of education 
amongst those sections of the society which are educationally and 
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econon:ically backward, and this will contribute towards the special needs 
of Schedul~d Castes, Hillmen and Muslims. The grant to the Viswa
bharati has been enhanced from twenty-five thousand to forty thousand, 
and fifteen thousand has been rrovided for Tagore Memorial prizes. 

The Development Programme under Education includes a provision of 
11 lakhs for the introduction of the system o£ Basic Education in the 
Province. .Also, in view of the importance which literacy among adults 
is likely to attain as a result of the impending change in franchise quali
fica.tions, a provision of 5 lakhs has been made for an adult education 
drive. Five lakhs have been provided for the improvement o£ the Shibpore 
Engineering College, 5 lakhs for the attachment o£ technical clas&es to High 
Schools and 2 lakhs for the setting up o£ an Engineering Schools £or diploma 
courses. A provision of 7 lakhs has been made £or the overseas training of 
students in various branches of technical and scientific &tudy. 

Other provisions comprised in the Development Programme include 6 
lakh~ for the expansion of Secondary Education including 3 lakhs £or Girls' 
Education; 2 lakhs for the extension of the Presidency College; 2 lakhs 
£or additional grant to Women's Colleges; 3! lakhs for equipment and 
machinery for Government Colleges and 1 lakh for Hostel Buildings m 
rural areas. 

The largest individual rrovision for Medical Relief is one . of a crore 
and 3 lakhs under the Development Programme £or the establishment of a 
net-work of Union and Thana Health Centres throughout the Province, 
each centre being equipped with an indoor hospital, an outdoor dispensary, 
a maternity clinic and an anti-malarial squad. Other provisions include 72 
lakh·-< for the maintenance of .Auxiliary Hospitals in rural areas and 6 lakhs 
for the establishment of a rural Nursing Service. Provisions for the 
improvement of medical facilities in Calcutta include 26 lakhs for 
the Lake Medical College, 6 lakhs for the improvement of 
the Campbell Medical School with prov1s10n for an extra 100 
bedS', 1 lakh for the children's ward in the Medica'! College Hospitals and 
1 lakh for preliminary expenses in connection with the establishment of an 
Infectious Diseases Hospital. .Among measures for combating tuberculosis 
ara included a provision of 10! lakhs for the hospital at Kanchrapara, 
4! lakhs for the establishment of a Sanatorium, 2, lakhs 
for the improvement of the Jadavpur Hospital and 1 lakh 44 
thousand as a maintenance grant for the same Institution. A lump provi
sion of 6 lakhs has been made for the improvement o£ non-Government 
medical institutions and of 10 lakhs for the rehabilitation of existing State
owned hospitals. 

ProvisionR under Public Health include 35 lakhs for Rural Water-supply 
an<l 12~ lalchs for Water-supply and Drainage Projects in municipal areas, 
There is also provision amounting to close upon 25 lakhs for the execution 
of anti-malarial measures including free distribution of Quinine and 
'Paludrine. .A lump provision of 8 ·lakhs has been made for anti-Leprosy 
Schemes and of 3 lakhs for Maternity and Child-weHare Centres, 

The most important item in the Agriculture Budget relates to the supply 
of seed=' and manures to agriculturists with a view to increase the cultivation 
of food-crops, The total provision on this account amounts to 1 crore 33 
lakh,;, the greater part of the outlay being recoverable from the cultivators. 
Oth.er })rovisions made for the same purpose include 6~ lakhs for the dist!i
hltWil of Iron and Steel for AO'ricultural Imrlements, 3 lakhs for the dls
tributicn of improved Sugarcan~ OuttinO'R 4 lakhs for small Irrigation 
Projec-t~ in agricultural areas, 3 lakhs fo~ 'the production of Compost an_d 
5 lakhs for the establishment of Seed Stores. The more important provl
sions under the Develorment Programme are 20 lakhs for the reexPavation 
of Inigation 'l\mks, 8 lakhs for the improvement of I .. ivestock. 6 lakhs for 



Crop Survey, 50 thousand for .Agricultural Research, 66 th-ousand for Soil 
Survey and 50 thousand for a Special Survey regarding the possibilities of 
extens'ion of potato cultivation. With a view to secure the requisite 
trained staff for improved agricultural activities it is proposed to start an 
.Agricultural College in West Bengal and a provision of 2 lakhs has 
accordingly been included in the Budget for land acquisition and other 
p1eliminary expenses. One lakh has been provided for the establishment 
of a dry cow salvage farm and 4~ lakhs for the running of the Brooklyn 
lee Plant and Cold. storage chambers whie1J have been acquired from the 
Army authorities. Finaliy, there is a provision of 25 lakhs for the 
completion of structures and provision of equipment in connection with 
the Central Live-Stock Station at Haringhata. 

The most important item in the Irrigation Budget is the Mor Irrigation 
Projeet for which a rrovision of 8G lakhs has been made under a Capital 
hea·l in the coming year. The Project is divided into two parts, Part I 
being tl1 ~ construction of a reservoir behind a hi~·h dam across the Mor in 
th~ Sa:utha] Parganas in Bihar and Part II bemg the setting up of a 
barrage in Suri 1along with pick-up weirs .across the rivers Dwarka, 
B:rnhm.ani, Kop,ai .and Hakr·esw.ar and .a network o£ canals which .are expected 
to irrigate ,an area of six lakhs of .acres in Birbhum 'and parts of Bur(lw.an 
and Murshidahad. The present provision is for the se0ond part only which 
wiH irrigate .about .a lakh 111nd 20 thousand acres .and is estimated to c-ost 4 
mor·es. 38 lakhs in .ail. Execution ·of Part I of the Scheme .awaits an .agree~ 
ment with the Government ·of Bihar. It is hoped that this agreement will 
be soon forthc-oming .as Part II by itself will not be sufficiently pr.oductive. 
Other impori:.'lnt pmvisions include 17 J.,akhs for the Soadighi-G.angakh.ali 
[)r.ainage :Scheme, the .Thargrem Scheme and the Dolong Project in Midn.a
p.ore, 10 ilakhs fm the Ber.ai Oanal :and Suhanka.r D.anra Scheme in B.ankum, 
8 lakhs for the re-exoav.ation of the Sarasw,ati Khal an.d the Tr.a.nR-Dmnodar 
Internal Drainage Scheme in Hooghly .and Howrah, 4~ la.khs for the develop
ment .of the River Rese,arch Institute and 6 lakhs for the prepamtion of a 
master plan for the d:nainage of Calcutta 1and the surrounding areas. In 
connection with our plans £.or irrign,tion, I should like to refer to the 
Damodar Valley Development Project which is .a mu'lti-purpos·e scheme of 
unique importance .and interest. The scheme inv.olve,s the erection of as 
many 1as eight dams in Bihar 1and is estimated t•o cost 55 crores. It will 
not only •ensure .adequate protection from the danger of floods but will 
.also irrigate .a vast .area in this Province .and generate 3 lakhs kilowatts· of 
-electric power which will be 'av.a]1able both to Bihar and to West Beng,al. 
The scheme when completed will help in the production •of .additi.onal f·ood
·Crops of between 2 and 3 lakh t·ons; and the hydm-electric power generated 
by it will be of great benefit to the oo.alfields. 

Under present-day conditions a larger sector of Industry will continue 
to be left to private enterprise. Government's mle will be to provide 
suitable facilities and assistance under proper control 1and regulation where 
necess,ary. Government oan help the devel·opment of industries by creating 
fav.oumble conditions .and by providing necessary facilities with a view 
to maximise production :and employment. In .acc-ordance with their ll.atest 
industri,a11 policy, the Central Government pr.opose to deve1op a number of 
basic industries either .as purely State enterprise or .as· ·enterprise set up 
partly with St,ate and partly with private capital, m even wholly as private 
enterprise with State .support and under regulation by the Stat·e. The Pro
vincial Government's direct responsibility has, theref.ore, t•o be limited to 
the residual fi.eld. In that field .ag,a,in, they have necessarily to direct their 
:attention more to oott.age, .smaH .and medium-sized industries than to 1arge 
industries, which ,are more organised .and can l·ook after themselves much 



better. Besid€s, big industries have to operate not only on an all-India basis 
but, in some cases, on an international scale. These industries are parti
cu1arly affected by questions relating to taxation, tari:ff, :f.oreign exchange, 
currency, etc., which oome under the sphere of the Centrel Government. 
The scope for action on the part of the Provincial Government is also cir
cumscribed to some extent by the responsibility o£ the Centr.ail Government 
to co-ordinate regional development in accord with all-India plans. 
Subject to these limitations, the Provincial Government can and will render 
all the assistance they 1are capable of towards the development o£ aill 
·categories o£ industries in the Pmvince under proper oontrol and regulation 
where necessary with a view to maximise pr.oduction and employment. 

By this it is ll•Ot suggested that under no circumstances will the Provin
cial Government venture upon any industrial ·enterprise on their own 
account. In regard to industries which 1are of 1a hasic nature •Or which 
constitute pub'lic utility services, Government may decide to undertake 
such enterprises with a view either to carry out pi.oneering work or to create 
maximum employment for the peoplle or to supply raw materials f.or other 
industries. The generation and supply of electricity, f.or instance, is a 
type of industry which Government has decided to undertake on their own 

'account, with the object of providing p·ower to be utilised in irri@ation, 
•agriculture and industry. Government is also considering the question of 
developing the salt industry either on their own account •Or through suitable 
public oorporations and Boards 1and by affording necessary assistance to the 
existing concerns. 

Consistently with this poiicy, a provision .o£ 15 lakhs has been made 
in the Budget f·or participation in the Central Gov·ernment's scheme for 
the manuf1acture of ferti'liser.s on a large seale .at Sindri in Bihar. A sum 
of 14 lakhs has been provided for the development of the silk-reeling indus
try. Other items c·oncerned with the development o£ the silk industry 
include reorg1anisat:i.on of the Silk Conditioning House, the !Silk Tech
nological Institute and the Dep.artment of Sericulture at a total oost of 
8 lakhs. :Five lakhs have been provided for the development of salt pro
duction .and 3 lakhs for the enoour.agement of various types of small-scale 
industries such as hand-made paper, gur, etc. There is a provision •of 4 
lakhs for the p:wmotion of the Khadi Industry :and of 3 l.akh!s 
for the re·organis·ation ·of. the industri1al Research Laboratory. With 
·a view to ensure an adequate supply of electrical energy which is so neces
sary for industri1a:l development 32~ lakhs has be·en provided for the North 
Cal~utt.a Electrification Scheme, 2! lakhs fm the appointment <Of power 
engmeers .and 2! lakhs for the Khanagpur-Midnapore Electrification 
Scheme. There is .als.o a provision of 3 lakhs f.or Diesel alterlllators for the 
supply o£ power and energy to areas where electricity is not yet available. 
The Tanning Institute and the Textile Institute under the Dir.ectorate 
of Industries are g•oing to be ·oonsidembly expanded 'and a total provision 
of 13 lnkbs has been made for these two items. A number o£ provisi·ons 
~.as .bee;n inc:Juded in the Budget for the devel·opment .o£ technical tr.aining 
mst1tr~twns m West Beng.al. A sum of 6~ lakhs has been provided f.or the 
estabhshment of two Teohnical Schools at Jalpaiguri and Darje.eling and 
of 5 }akhs for the pr•ovinci1alisation of the existing Technical Schools at 
Burd.w;a~ and Bishnupur. A provision of 5 lakhs has been made f.or the 
acqUis1t10n of land for a Higher Technological Institute to be established 
by the Government of India in the vicinity of Asansol. I would also like 
to refer to two other important provisions, namely, one of 4 lakhs for a 
general Planning Org1anisati·on for industr:i.al development and another of 
5 _lakhs f.or 1a Planning Organisation for Heavy Chemicals in collahoration 
Wlth the Bihar Government and the D.amodar Valley Corp-oration. 
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I hope, in ·due course, to p1ace before the House 'a propos·al for the erea 
tion of an Industrial Finance Corporation for financing the ,development 
of medium-sized and small industries in this Province. The proposal is still 
under the oonsidemtion of Government. The organisati·on is p11oposed to 
be formed on the lines of the recent scheme for Industrial Finance Corpora
tion formulated by the Government ·of Indi,a. No provision for this item 
has been included in the Budget but when the scheme matures, it will be 
placed before the House and the necessary demand for funds will be made. 

Earlier in my sLatement I have referred to the urgent need for develop
ing ·our means of couununication. The tot>al provision made for this pur
pose in next year's Budget amounts to 1 crore. 33 tlakhs and covers both 
Proviuci,al Highways nnd import,ant District Roads. There is also a provi
sion .of 45 lakhs for the section ,of the Calcutta-Delhi .and Calcutta-Bombay 
National Highways passing th11ough this Pr.ovince as well for a mad link 
with Assam fr.om the harder of Bihar to Hagdogm in J alpaiguri. Work 
is 'also in pr·ogress on the N ationa:l Highway connecting the southern part 
of West Bengal with the northern part. The entire expenditure on account 
of all these N ati.onal Highways will be met by the Centre and the Pm
vincial Budget is 'accordingly relieved ·of the charges rel.ating to them. 

The House is well aw.are of the extreme hardship to which the people 
going about their business in greater Calcutta are subjected ·daily for 
absolute inadequacy of transport facilities. As this area is the nerve-centre 
QI the economic ,activities of the Province, facility of movement is 
'absolutely essential, .and Government have decided to create an organis,ati.on 
£or putting ,u, tlarge number ·of buses on the r.oads immediately. Besides 
offering the IHJcessary r·elief to the peopl€, the scheme will also provide th0 
requisite exp~rience which will be helpful in connecti.on with the eventual 
nation>alisati.on of transpo1·t services in Oa~cutta. A provision of 50 1akhs 
has been included in the estimates with this object in view. 

A very important matter which is enga.ging the earnest attention of 
Government is the problem of providing suitable housing accommodation 
for bnstee-dwellers as well as for the lower middle-classes. 'rhe 13udget 
includes a provision of 20 lakhs for the rehousing of inmates o£ slums and 
b?tsteDs and of 50 lakhs for housing schemes for lower middle-class people. 
The outlay on the latter project is expected to be fully recoverable in course 
o£ time. 

Another item of productive expenditure which calls for individual 
mention is the Kanchrapara Area Development Scheme for which a provi
sion of 50 lakhs has been included in the Budget. The obj[ect of this 
scheme is to acquire the Army .site at Kanchrapara. measuring ·about 13,000' 
acres with a view to develop it on a planned basis for industrial, residential 
and other purpose.s. The need for development of residential locations has 
assumed .special urgency at the present time. 

A lump provision of 1 lakh has been included in the estimates £or the 
purpose of helping the establishment of a few community kitchens on an 
of the scheme is to alleviate the hardship of the large floating population of 
moderate means in this city who are confronted with acute diffi.culties of 
accommodation and cannot run their own kitchens £or want o£ facilities. 
It also aims at providing a welcome relief to such facilies from the drudgery 
o£ cooking and at assisting them in obtaining a balanced diet. The kitchens 
will serve nutritious food under hygenic conditions and at ecDnomic prices. 
I£ this experiment proves ,successful in creating .a .£avoura~le respo?-se to 
community feeding, it will have rendered a dtstmct social serviCe by 
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lightening the household problems of a large number of middle-class 
families. It will not, however, be possible to put the scheme into operation 
before the food stock position improves substantially. 

We feel that those patriotic persons, who suffered and made sacrifices 
for the cause of the country and hastened the dawn of freedom, deserve 
special consideration from the Government. The Government are aware that 
some of them are living a life of poverty and are desperately trying to find 
their feet in life. A ,scheme of assistance for them is under the consideration 
of Government. vVhen all over the world it is found that the war-veterans 
are being helped in many material ways by the Governments, we owe it to 
ourselves to rlo what we can to assist these veterans in the fight for freedom 
in the best practicable manner. 

The welfare of labour is engaging the earnest consideration of Govern
ment. It is fully recognised that contented and efficient labour is a vital 
asset to industrial production. The labourer is entitled to his full share in 
production and to adequate attention to his problems of welfare. At the 
.same time it is obvious that increasing production is the surest road to 
increasing wages. Production being a co-operative ~rocess, the main
tenance of good relations between the employer and the employed is essential 
to increasing production which is to the mutual benefit of both parties. It 
is, therefore, the duty of Government to assist in the development of trade 
unionism on sound lines and to provide the necessary machinery for the 
sEttlement of disputes by bringing together the parties on a plane of reason 
and discussion. In consonance with this policy a provision of 1 lakh 
68 thousand has been made for the establishment of a conciliation machinery, 
development of trade unions on sound lines and the opening of new la'bour 
welfare centres. There is also a provision of 1 lakh 25 thousand for labour 
welfare centres with attached dispensaries, radios, reading rooms, etc.; and 
40 thousand from the publication of the Calcutta Labour Journal. 

There is a provision of 10 lakhs included in these estimates for preli
minary expenses in connection with the abolition of the Zemindari System 
which it has been decided to carry out in the shortest possible times. The 
details of the programme of abolition are being worked out jointly with other 
Provinces and considerable progress has already been made. The question 
o~ the amount of compensation as well as the method of its payment has not 
yet been settled as it is now being discussed at the all-India level. The 
provision of 10 lakhs represents merely the preliminary expenses in con
nection with the preparation of records and the assessment of claims to 
compensation. 

It will be seen that in the estimates before the House for the coming year 
an additional provision of 1 crore has been made for increasing the emolu
ments of lower paid Government employees. This increase, I may point out, 
comes in addition to an increase of 2~ crores per annum provided for on the 
eve of the Partition. Both these increases are recurring charges. I am well 
aware that in the conditions of the present times even the'se increases may be 
found inadequate to meet the full needs of those for whom they are meant. 
But I a:m sure that Government employees, consisting as they do of a large 
proportwn of educated men, will not fail to appreciate the difficulties in the 
way of making larger appropriations ;for this purpose. While there can be 
no denying that conditions of living in the urban areas have become difficult 
for many, particularly those with fixed incomes, it will be recognised that 
the salaries of Government employees must bear a certain relation to the 
income and the Rtandard of Jiving of the vast masses from whose toil the 
coffers of the State have to be filled. The Government of a country is not a 
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profit-making institution like a commercial enterprise in which increased 
emoluments can be claimed on the basis of the profits made. Besides, 
Government service can have a real significance only when it is actuated by 
a genuine spirit of service to the public. That does not mean that Govern
ment should be indifferent to the economic welfare of their employees or 
should not reward their devotion to duty by improving their emoluments. 
But this should be a gradual process, conditioned by our ability to achieve 
an improved standard of living fo'r the masses and consequent availability of 
requisite resources to the State. I am fully confident that Bengal is second 
to no other Province in the display of p11hlic .spirit which I have just now 
mentioned. And I make the appeal in the fullest confidence that Govern
ment employees of every grade and in every branch will evince. that spirit of 
service to the country without which our new-found freedom would be of no 
avail to the masses and may, indeed, prove to be a bitter disappointment to 
them. 1 may assure them that after our present developmental plans for the 
amelioration of the conditions of the masses have progressed to some extent 
and the full picture of our financial resour.ces under the new Constitution is 
known, we expect to see our revenues expand and then the question of raising 
the emoluments of lower paid Government servants will again be considered. 
For the present, le.f!! us not forget that the masses too are looking forward to 
the fi.rst fruits of freedom and the most essential amenities of civilised 
Government in the shape of better educational and medical facilities and' 
other measures of social service. 

I,et me now state briefly the financial results of the working of the coming 
year according to the estimates plaeed before the House. The year starts with 
an opening babnee of 2! erores. Hevenue receipts amount to 31 crores 
against an expenditure of 32 CI'ores thus resulting in a revenue deficit of 1 
r.rore. The net effect of operations under the Debt, Deposit and Capital 
SeetionR of the Budget is a debit balanee of 1 crore representing mainly the 
net ontl.ay on procurement opemtionR, that iR to say, the value of stocks of 
foodgrams purchased but not sold off during the year. 

'The outstanding liabilities at the end of the year include the advan~e 
of 2f erores taken from the Centre to liquidate the share allocated to this 
Provim:e o£ the debit balance of undivided Bengal with the Reserve Bank 
of India. As already explained, other liabilities of substantjal dimensions 
are likely to accrue as a result of the allocation by the Arbitral Tribunal 
o£ the outstanding financial commitments of undivided Bengal and the 
value of assets like buildings included within the boundaries of this 
Province. 

The House will observe that the first annual Budget of the Province 
of ·west Bengal is a deficit Budget. This however, need not give rise to 
misgivings. If we succeed in implementing the schemes for which financial 
provision has been made in these estimates, we shall have achieved 
encouraging progress towards the development o£ our Province. As the 
finanroi tl settlement under the new constitution is finalised and comes into 
effect, we shall be in a position to know the nature and extent of our 
financial resources and we shall be able to exploit further sources of revenue 
according to requirement. 

I may thus permit myself to end on a cautiously confident note. If ~he 
potentialities immediately ahead o£ us are fully realised by the right ~md 
of eJ:Jr~er::vonr on our part, there is ground, indeed, for ta1cing a def1mtely 
optimistic view o£ the· future. I hope and believe that in planning and exe
cuting our future Development Programmes, lack of money will not .rrove 
to be a great obstacle provided money is properly used, schemes are nghtly 
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drawn up and taken ur for execution in the correct order of priority, an 
efficient machinery is set up for their im,1lementation and the enthusiasm 
and co-operation of the public are forthcoming in an adequate measure. Let 
me stress my conv-iction that pven hig-hest sense of integrity and the 
keenest standard of efficiency, the :mmediate future may well pave the way 
to a better, stronger and more balanced economy for our Province. 

I hav-e just giv-en you a brief <:wc:-ount of our plans and proposals for 
the eoming year. I confess that these do not present a co:n;plete pict~re 
or a fully integrated programme of development for the Provmce. Durmg 
the short time which was available to the previous Ministry, absorbed as 
thay were with the :immediate problems caused by the Partition, and the 
very brief period during which the present Ministry have been in office, it 
has not been possible for us to formulate such integrated plans. In respect 
of most of the development schemes, lump provisions have been made as an 
earnest of our sincere intention to elaborate comprehensive plans covering 
the requirements of the Province. When detailed schemes in respect of the 
lump provisions made under different department are ready, it is hoped 
that it will be possible to fit them together into an integrated whole. 

'The central objective of our Development Programme is admittedly to 
raise the standard of living of the masses. This, in ultimate analysis, 
is conditioned by two obvious factors, namely, production of more wealth 
and its equitable distribution among the the people. The foremost emphasis 
should, of course, be laid on the first of the factors · at this 
stage of our economic develorment. Even the most equitable 
distribution of our existing national wealth can hardly 
ensure any substantial improvement in the standard of 
living and more wealth must be created by the improvement of agriculture 
and industry. The resuscitation of our rural economy is naturally to be 
placed n the forefront of our programme of work and will depend mainly 
on the provision of cheap electricity and adequate irrigational facilities. 
Cheap electricity can alone assist the cottage and small industries in a 
material way and place ·them in a position of competitive efficiency in 
regard to organized industries-not indeed, with a view to replace them but 
as an effective part of an integrated whole comprising large-scale, medium
sized, small and cottage industries. The improvement of irrigational faci
Hti<>s in the rural areas will improve the yield of agriculture and help its 
extension in the Province in which many thousands of acres remain arid 
and uncultivated in the absence of adequate water-supply. Schemes for 
tackling all these problems are, of course, being taken in hand on a 
graduated scale and according to due order of priority. 

In this process of developing our resources and creating new wealth, it 
shall be our constant endeavour to see that the increased production and 
prosperity is shared in its full measure by the common man both in rural 
and urban areas. It will be our aim to abjure any policy that 
tends to concentrate wealth in the bands of a fortunate few, thereby 
rwking, relatively, the rich richer and the poor poorer. It should, how
ever, he remembered that it is not within the competence of any Provincial 
Government to control all the factors responsible for such inequalities in 
the soPiety. I need hardly stress that no country can be a true democracy 
if it ctllows great inequalities of wealth and rank to exist except such as 
are warranted by differences in merit. For, it is basically wrong that one 
should go through life with every conceivable material advantage while 
others should be subjected at every turn to the cumulative penalties of the 
under-privileged. 

I am fully conscious that whatever schemes, we have been able to provide 
in the present Budget do not go far enough to solve our pressing problems 
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and to meet the anticipation of the public. I feel also that in the first year 
of freedom, it is difficult for the people as a whole or particular classes 
thereof to adjust their hopes and expectations to the 1·ealities of the 
situation. The exhilaration of new-found freedom, the sense of achieve
ment that it gives, the material impulse to seek a just reward for the sacri
fices or privations of decades and, above all, the inescapable feeling that 
foreign rule was almost the sole impediment to our prosperity and plenty-· 
these inevitably raise high expectations and tend to accentuate the sense of 
disappointment. It is neceRRary, therefore, at this stage to remind ourselves 
of our difficulties and to view the problems to be solved on an objective basis. 
'The change that freedom implies is that we are free to pool and apply our 
fiE'Igies b our common task as we envisage it to our best interests. It does 
not automatically or by itself change in a moment the resources at our 
command. 'fhose who expect that freedom, by itself, will, in the twinHi.ng 
o£ an eye, waive all our wants and troubles away and at once re-establ1sh 
om deranged economy on a sound basis, are counting without the inherent 
responsibilities of freedom. ·while Government may find ways and means 
of making larger outlays on big and beneficial schemes, the accomplishment 
of the various constructive schemes and projects would depend upon the 
expert personnel at our command, the capacity for co-operation and 
co-ordinaiton which we have in our ranks and also the availability of requi
site materials. 'fhat capacity can be greatly enhanced if we are capable 
of eliminating unhealthy differences, and enthusing one and all for the 
common aims we have before us. 

While our endeavours as represented in this, the first Fudget of our 
Province, in Free India are not spectacular or far-reaching, let us pray to 
.Almighty God that these may lead to greater and more comprehensive efforts 
on our part. Let us also invoke the blessings o£ the Father of the Nation, 
Mahatma Gandhi, in all our endeavqours to build up a society in which 
there will be no poverty, no feeling of high class and low class, a society in 
whose making the common man will have an effective voice and in which 
all eommunities big or small live in perfect harmony. 

''Bande M1a:taram.'' 
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APPENDIX I 

West Bengal Budget, 1948-49 

(The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

Receipts-

Opening Balance 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipts frO'lll Debt Heads 

Expenditure-

Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 

Closing Balance 

Net Result

Surplus(+) 

Deficit(-} 

(a) On Revenue Account 

(b) Outside Revenue Account 

(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance 

Estimate from 
15th August Budget, 
1947 to 31st 1948-49. 
March 1948. 

-2,06,12 

18,88,26 

53,42,15 

70,24,29 

16,46,98 

2,17,09 

49,06,00 

2,54,22 

70,24,29 

+2,41,28 

+2,19,06 

+4,60,34 

2,54,22 

31,18,52 

72,86,39 

1,06,59,13 

31,96,45 

5,67,00 

68,20,79 

74,89 

1,06,59,13 

-77,93 

-1,01,40 

-1,79,33 
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APPENDIX II. 

Development Programme. 

Abstract. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

He11ds. 

A-Revenue Account. 

63B-Expenditure on Post-War Development Schemes

Land Revenue 

Forest 

Irrigation 

Police 

Education 

Medical 

Public Hettlth 

Agriculture 

Veterinary 

Co-operation 

Industries 

Fisheries 

Cinchona 

Labour 

Works 

Miscellaneous 

Total (Revenue Account) 

B-Ou:tside Revenue Account. 

68-Construction of Irrigation, Navigation, Embankment ~jnd 
Drainage works. 

71-Capital Outlay on Schemes of Agricultural Improvement 
and Rese.arch. 

'72-Capital Outlay on Industrial Development 

81-Capital Account of Civil Works outside the Revenue 
Account. 

82-Capital Account of other Provincial Works outside the 
Revenue Account. 

Total (Outside Revenue Account) 

Grand Total 

Estimate for the 
period from 15th 

August 1947 to 31st 
March 1948. 

5,50 

9,96 

11,35 

61,15 

46,94 

16,72 

25,86 

12 

6,73 

8,32 

10 

67 

6,00 

1,99,42 

40,00 

2,50 

11,80 

17,65 

25 

72,20 

2,71,62 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1948-49. 

10,00 

7,75 

60,96 

2,00 

84,02 

2,48,88 

65,09 

70,77 

53 

21,74 

67,51 

3,12 

98 

2,08 

12,00 

6,57,43 

86,04 

11,50 

79,18 

1,33,24 

1,70,00 

4,79,96 

11,37,39 
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Detail8. 

Land Revenue. 

[The :figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Item e. 

Estimate for 
the period from 
15th August 194 7 

to 31st March 
1948. 

Preliminary measrures for abolition of the Zemindari System 

Forest. 

l. Scheme for afforestation in the district of Nadia 

2. Conserva.tion of private forests and afforestation of private waste 
lands. 

3. Acquisition and afforestation of waste lands 

Total 

Irrigation. 

1. Bukri Khal Irrigation Scheme in Bankura district 

2. Harahatuganj drainage project in 24-Parganas district 

3. Silt clearance of Dunia Khal in Midnapore district 

4. Trans-Damodar Internal Drainage Scheme in the districts of 
Hooghly and Howrah. 

5. Kulai Khal Irrigation Scheme in Bankura district 

6. Silt clearance of Jibantoi and Banki river3 in Murshidabad district 

7. Hinglow River Embankment Scheme in Birbhum district 

8. Jampoi Irrigation Schemes in Jalpaiguri district 

9. Re.excavation of Saraswati Khal in districts of Hooghly and 
Howrah. 

10. Soadighi-Gangakhali Drainage Scheme in Midnapore district 

11. Berai Canal Irrigation Scheme in Bankura district 

Subankar Danra Scheme in Bankura district 

Put:rangi Irrigation Scheme in Midnapore district 

Jhargram Irrigation Scheme in Midnapore district 

Dolong Irrigation Project in Midnapore district 

Amta drainage projec0 in Howrah district 

. . 
12, 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. Cut connecting the river Kunti arid Chandannagore ditch in 

18. 

19. 
20. 

Hooghly district. 
Minor Irrigation Scheme in Birbhum district 

Drainage and Flushing Scheme in Murshida.bad district 

Bidyadhari-Peali Scheme in 24-Parganas district 
.. 

21. Preparation of Master plan for drainage of Calcutta and surroun
ding areas. 

22. Development of River Research Institute 

23. Planning of comprehensive Irrigation and Drainage Projects •• 

Total 

B-16 

5,50 

3,83 

1,85 

4,28 

9,96 

25 

25 

30 

1,20 

30 
42 

30 

34 

80 

1,00 

1,00 

75 
40 

75 

63 

2,25 

41 

11,35 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1948-49. 

10,00 

45 

2,30 

5,00 

7,75 

19 

3,00 

2,00 

3,75 

38 

1,00 

1,90 

4,00 

8,00 
5,00 

5,00 

1,60 

4,00 

5,00 

1,00 

2,00 

41 

50 

5,73 

4,50 

2,00 

60,96 -----



Police. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Items. 

Estimate for 
the period from 
15th August 1947 

to 31st March 
1948. 

Establishment of Police Wireless Headquarters at Tollygunge .. 
Education. 

1, Immediate Plan of Sibpore Engineering College 

2. Grant to Jadavpur College .. 

3. Strengthening of Headquarters staff for supervision of the new 
system of education. 

4, Physical Instructresses of Training Schools and Colleges for 
Girls. 

5. Scheme for sending students abroad 

6. Increasing the salaries of Primary School Teachers 

7. Expansion of training facilities for graduate men and women 
teachers. 

8, Training of staff for Basic Primary Training School 

9. Basic Training School 

10. Introduction of Basic Education 

11. Primary Training College 

12. Adult Education 

13. Sibpore Engineering College Final Plan 

14. Technical High Schoolll 

15. Engineering Schoolfor Diploma Courses 

16. Secondary Education 

17. Expansion. of Girls' S.e!Jondary Education 

18. Equipment of private Colleges 

19. Equipment and machi~!'ry for Government Colleges 

20. Extension of Presidency College 
. . . 

21, Increasing efficiency of Primary School Inspection and streng-
thening of staff. 

22. Nursery School and Classes 

23. Colleges for Women 

24. Reorganisation of Government Commercial Institute, Calcutta 

25. Youth Welfare and provision of facilities for physical exercises 

26. Hostoel buildings in rural areas 

27. Educational Survey and Planning 

Total 

2,12 

1,55 

8 

3 

2,87 

32,04 

14 

36 

5,97 

10,50 

69 

40 

2,00 

1,6.0 

75 

5 

61,15 

Budget 
Estimate 
1948-49. 

2,00 

3,00 

40 

8 

7 

7,36 

24,61 

2,32 

1,00 

5,00 

5,50 

1,00 

5,00 

2,00 

5,25 

2,00 

3,00 

2,70 

3,4,0 

2,00 

1,73 

10 

1,80 

1,10 

2,10 

1,00 

50 

84,02 



Medical. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Items. 

Estimate for 
the period from 

15th August 1947 
to 31st March 

1948. 

I. Increase in the number of rural dispensaries and establishment 
of Public Health Units. 

2. Maintenance of Auxiliary Government Hospitals •• 

3, Rehabilitation and improvement of e:z:isting hospitals 

4. Study leave ex-India for Officers of the Provincial Medical 
Service (Upper). 

5. Establishment of a temporary Medical College in the Lake area. 
in Calcutta with a temporary 1,000 bedded hospital (Provincial 
share). 

6. Provision of an Infectious Diseases Hospital in Calcutta 

7. Children's Ward in Me,dical College Hospitals, Calcutta 

8. Creation of an Ambulance Service 

g, Control and prevention of Venereal Diseases 

10. Establishment ofT. B. Sanatorium 

11. Establishment of aT. B. Hospital at Kanchrapara 

12. Establishmen~ of a rural Nursing Service and improvement of 
nursing system. 

13. Conversion of Campbell Medical School, Calcutta, into a College 
and provision of 100 additional beds. 

-14. Improvement of Pharmacy and Pharmacy Training 

15. Improvement of Jadavpur T. B. Hq~pit~l 

16. Planning Committee for Medical Relief 

Total 

Public Heattlt. 

1. Rural water-supply 

2. Water-supply and drainage in municipal areas 

3. Control of Malaria 

4. Maternity and Child Welfare Scheme 

5. Malaria "ontrol in the fringe area of the Salt Lakes to the east of 
Calcutta. 

6. Anti-leprosy Scheme 

7. Comprehensive Planning of rural water-supply and other public 
health measures. 

Total 

2,00 

25,00 

11,00 

60 

20 

2,18 

5,96 

46,94 

8,00 

2,00 

50 

3,22 

3;00 

16,72 

Budget 
Estimate. 
1948-49. 

1,03,00 

72,00 

10,00 

30 

1,0Cf' 

1,00 

50 

3,73 

4,68 

10,68 

. 5,82 

5,82 

1,41 

1,94c 

1,00 

2,48,88 

31,40 

12,51') 

5,~(} 

3,?0 

4,13 

8,00 

1,00 

65,09 
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Agriculture. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Estimate for 

Items. 

the period from 
15th August 
1947 to 31st 
March 1948. 

1. Establishment of a Central Livestock Research-cum-Breeding 
station at Haringhata. 

2. Improvement ofLivestocks Industry 

3. Goat Multiplication ScMme 
4. Improvement of Agricl}.ltural School at Chinsura 

5. Development of Publicity and Propaganda Organisation of 
Agriculture Department. 

6. Expansion of commodity grading centres 

7. Scheme for development of Agricultural Marketing 

8. Soil Survey 
9. Station for trial of new potato hybrids at Bhanjang in Darjeeling 

district. 
10. Scheme for control of disease in potatoes in plains and in hills 

11. Running of Brooklyn Ice plant and cold stora~e 

12. Anti-erosion experiment by Visv;;.~Bharati ' 

13. Crop Survey Work 
14. Agriculturttl Research 

15. Scheme for the establishment of a dry. cow salvage farm 

16. Tank Improvement 

17. Establishment of an Agricultural College 

18. Agriculturo-1 Planning 
19. Survey for extension of potato cultivation 

Total 

Veterinary. 

Provision of better facilities for Veterinary aid in Calcutta and its 
suburbs. 

Co-operation. 

1. Reorganisation of the staff of the Co-operative Directorate 

2. Improvement of supply of milk to the city of Calcutta through 
the Calcutta Co-operative Milk Societies' Union. 

3. Rehabilitation of cottage industries on Co-operative basis 

4. Co-operative. Training and Model Co-operative Colony 

5. Development of Co·operative Fisheries 

fl. Organiaation and development of the Co-operative Alliance 

7; Organi. ation and development of Co-operative stores and banks 

s. Establishment and development of Multi-purpo!le Societies 

9. EBta.blishroent of Co-operative Farms 

Total 

10,00 

3,71 

5 

11 
30 

8 

8 

17 

4 

19 

96 

17 

10,00 

25,86 

12 

60 

1,14 

3,28 

33 

15 

52 

27 

29 

15 

6,73 

Budget 
Estimate, 

1948-49. 

25,37 

7,73 

25 
64 

33 
29 

66 

14 

29 
4,50 

17 

5,40 

50 
1,00 

20,00 

2,00 

1,00 
50 

70,77 

53 

5,00 

14 

3,94: 

5,64 

9 

9 

1,09 

5,14 

61 
-----

21,74 



Industries. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.J 

Items. 

Estimate for 
the period from 

15th August 1947 
to 31st March 

1948. 

I. Appointment of Power Engineers and staff for development of 
electricity. 

2. Reorganisation of the Department of Industries 

3. Reorganisation of the Ceramic Institute 

4. Office of the Adviser on location of Industries 

5. Reorganisation of the Department of Sericulture 

6. Scheme for Sericultural Training 

7. Reorganisation of the Textile Institute, Serampore 

8. Reorganisation of Government Silk Conditioning House 

9. Expansion and reorganisation of the Tanning Institute, Calcutta 

10. Reorganisation of Industrial Research Laboratory 

11. Promotion of Gur industry 

12. Promotion of hand-made paper industry 

13. Establishment of a Technical School in Darjeeling 

14, Promotion of Khadi industry 

15. Establishment of a Sales Emporium 

16. Establishment of a Technical School at Asansol 

17. Reorganisation of the Industrial Museum 

18. Reorganisation of the two existing Weaving Schools 

19. Reorganisation of the Silk Technological Institute at Berham· 
pore." 

20. Increased grant for Industrial Research 

21. Expansion of Mulberry cultivation in Darjeeling Hills 

22. Establishment of a Technical School at Jalpaiguri .. 

23. Provincialisation of Bishnupur Technical School 

24. Provinciaiisation of Burdwan Technical School 

25. Planning Committee for Heavy Chemical Industries in collabora
tion with Bihar and Damodar Valley Corporation. 

26. Planning for Industrial Development 

27. Land acquisition for a Higher Technical Institute 

Total 

Fisheries. 

1. Development of Tank Fisheries 

2. Sunderbans Abad areas fishery development scheme 

3. Establishment of a technological station for experiments in 
fish processing and utilisation of fish wastes. 

4. Planning for development of Fisheries 

Tot&l 

1,30 

45 

1,91 
9 

71 

19 
1,00 

60 
32 

50 

25 

1,00 

8,32 

10 

10 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1948-49. 

2,50 

1,26 
3,83 

5,00' 
1,00· 
6,27 

65 
6,78 
3,0() 

57 

50 

4,60· 

·4,00 
35 

2,6() 

10 

1,70· 
1,25: 

1,00 
20 

2,00 

1,75 
3,20 
5,00 

4,00· 

5,00' 

67,51 

69 
29 

1,64 

5() 

3,12 
------



Cinchona. 

[The figures are in thousands of rupeee.] 

Item!!. 

1. Higher Technical Training of Overseers 

2. Research into improved methods of Quinine manufacture 

I. Higher Technical Training of Quinologist 

4. Cultivation of Medicinal pl~mts 

Total 

Labour. 

Estimate for 
the period from 

15th August 1947 
to 31st March 

1948. 

I. Establishment of a conciliation machinery for settling industrial 
disputes, development of Trade Union on sound lines and 
opening of new Labour Welfare Centres. 

64 

.2. Calcutta Labour Journal 

Total 67 

Miscellaneous. 

1. Peace-time Fire Service 6,00 

2. Establishment of Community Kitchen!! 

3. Gr~mt for aJ.l-round ruraJ. development .. 

Total 6,00 

es-construction of Irrigation, Navigation, Embankment and Drainage Works. 

:Mor Reservoir Project in the districts of Birbhum and Murahidabad 40,00 

71-Capital outlay on schemes of Agricultural Improvement and Research. 

1. Multiplication of quality potato seeds at Rungbull Farm 1,00 
in Darjeeilng and in the plains. 

:2. Establishment of six Seed Multiplication Farms 1,50 

3. Establishment of one Jute Seed Multiplication Farm 

Total 2,50 

Budget 
Estimate, 
1948-49. 

.7 

55 

6 

30 

98 

1,68 

40 

2,08 

9,00 

1,00 

2,00 

12,00 

86,04 

3,00 

5,00 

3,50 

11,50 



72-Capital outlay on Industrial Development. 

[The figures are in thousands of ruppes.] 

Items. 

I. Exploitation of Coastal and Estuarine Fisheries and provision 
of Fishing Fleet. 

2. North Calcutta Rural Electrification Scheme 

3. Participation in the Government of India's Scheme for ma
nufacture of Fertilisers. 

4. Diesel Electric Pool 

5. Organisation of Silk Reelers' Co-operatives 

6. Development of Salt Production 

7. Kharagpur-Midnapore Electrification Scheme 

8. Increased provision for aid to Industries 

Total 

Estimate Budget 
for the period from Estimate. 
15th August 1947 1948-49. 

to 31st March 
1948. 

3,80 

4,00 

50 

3,50 

11,80 

2,16 

32,40 

15,00 

3,19 

13,80 

5,00 

2,63 

5,00 

79,18 

81-Capital Account of Civil Works outside the Revenue Account. 

Development of Provincial Roads 

Construction and improvement of National Highways 

Dedu<:t--Recovery from the Central Government for National 
Highways 

Total 

17,55 

8,00 

-8,00 

17,65 

82-Capital Account ef other Provincial Works outside the Revenue Account. 

1. 

2. 

Kanchrapara Arett Development Scheme 

Re-housing of bustee-dwellers and constitution of a Housing} 
Board for the purpose 

Improvement of slums nnder the Bengal Slum Improvement 
Act, 1946 

3. Housing for middle-class people 

4. Improvement of Transport facilities in Greater Calcutta 

Total 

i9 

6 

25 

1,33,24 

45,00 

-45,00 

1,33,24 

50,00 

20,00 

50,00 

50,00 

1,70,00 
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Supplementary Demands (1948-49) 

(Presented on the 7'th March, 1949) 

The Hon'ble Shri Nalini Ranjan Sarker: Sir, I beg to present before 
the House the Supplementary Estimate of Expenditure for the current 
year. The total amount covered by these estimates is about 6! crores out 
of which 13 lakhs 40 thousand is for charged expenditure being charges on 
account of interest and pension . 

. The reasons for the present demands in the Supplementary Estimate 
hav~ been set forth in the Explanatory Memorandum given under each 
head and circulated to honourable members. The Hon'ble Ministers-in
charge oi different departments will go into them more fully as each 
demand is moved. I shall confine myself to a brie,f and general review of 
these supplementary estimates. 

'T'hJ House will find that the largest demand under the heads of Revenue 
Expenditure is under "Extraordinary Charges in India". This large addi
tional expenditure is mainly due to adjustment of loss on sale of wheat and 
wheat products to the public in consequence of the higher prices of wheat 
and wheat products which were fixed by the Government of India in the 
beginning of 1948, but which were sold to the public at a lower price. The 
next largest demand is under Pre-partition Payments for which a provision 
of 1 crore has been made. The provision is to cover the obligation of this 
Government. to pay to the Government of East Bengal 35 lakhs for every 
crore paid by the latter on hills passed by the Application Committee. The 
demand under Police is for 34 lnkhs 36 thousand which is mainly on account 
of strengthening of the Calcutta Police and the Bengal Police, linking of 
border police stations by wireless and purchase of launches, speed-boats and 
mobr vehicles for giving better transport facilities to the Police. Under 
General Administration the extra demand of 13 lakhs 9' thousand is mainly 
for preparation of eleetoral rolls under the new Constitution. 'l'he demand 
of 16 lakhs 63 thousand under :Medical is for increased expenditure under 
Provineialisation of Saclar and Subclivisional Hospitals which is due to 
increa:;,e in the number of beds and patients in some of the hospitals and for 
contributions paid to the mental hospitals at Ranchi and some private 
medical institutions. 

In the budget for the current year the provision for the "Road Transport 
Scheme" was made unde-r one head only, viz., "Capital Account of other 
provincial works outside the Revenue Account". Under a new accounts 
classification, the provision is now being made under two heads, viz., 
RE·ceipts from Road Transport Scheme-De1duct-Working Expenses and 
Capital Outlay on Road Transport Scheme outside the Revenue Account. 
Tha total provision under the two new heads is 60 lakhs as against 50 lakhs, 
originally provided for. 'The real excess is, therefore, 10 lakhs. But the 
approval o£ the Legislature is being taken to the total provision of 60 lakhs' 
as the provision is now being made under two new heads. 

'l'he demand of 50 lakhs 65 thousand under Construction of Irrigation, 
Navigation, etc., is on account of this Gove,!:nment's share of the cost of the 
Damodar Valley Project for the year 1948-49'. This Government's share of 
cost of 91 lakhs 17 thousand of which a portion will be met by reappropria
tion of savings and the demand here is for the balance. 

The demand under Loans and Advances, by Provincial Governments 
stands at 2 crores 12 lakhs which is mainly on account of relief and rehabi
litation of refugees and payment to the Damodar Valley Corporation of an 
advance equivalent to this Government's share of the cost of Damodar 
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Valley :Project which will be finally adjusted under Construction of Irriga
tion and Navigation, etc., by per contra credit as repayment of the advance. 
Under both these heads we pay out as loans what we receive as loans from 
the Government of India. 

~l_1wo other items call for specific mention in this connection. These are 
the token demands for one rupee each under "Superannuation allowances 
and 1)ensions" and "Miscellaneous" for the purpose of obtaining the assent 
of the Legislature to the expenditure on account of allowances and gratuities 
to political su:fferers, their families and institutions and the expenditure on 
refugees. The expenditure will be met by savings but as it is on new 
service, approval of the Legislature is being sought through these token 
demands. 

The demands under the remaining heads are comparatively small and 
the reasons therefor have been furnished under each head. I need not, 
therefore, trouble the honourable members with any further explanation of 
the supplementary demands under these heads. 

Speech by the Hon'ble Shri Nalin.i Ranjan Sarker, Finance Minister, in 
presenting the Budget, for 1949-50. 

(Prre1sented on the. 24th Februa.ry, 1949) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to present the Budget Estimates o£ the West 
Bengal Government for the financial year 1949'-50. I do so under a shadow 
of death. The most familiar and lovable figure of Mr. Kiran Sankar Roy 
has been snatched away by the cruel hand of death; and also our estimable 
colleague Sri Mohini Mohan Barman was the victim o£ a tragic death. In 
presenting the budget estimates I feel a natural pride and thankfulness 
that it was give:n to me to present the budget of this province in the first 
year of the nation's freedom and to have lived to present the estimateR for 
the next year when in all humility and truthfulness we can claim to be 
laying the foundation of happiness. and prosperity in the province. The 
House will certainly realise that the task of a Finance Minister in the initial 
years of freedom can hardly be enviable, particularly in a province like 
vV est Bengal where, to the long-standing financial disabilities o£ olden 
times has been added the iniustice done to this province in the matter of 
allocation of Income-tax Revenues and Jute Duty which indeed remains a 
sore point of grievance with us. The handicaps of the shrinkage of terri-· 
to::.-y and of agricultural resources, the vast problem of refugee rehabilita
tion and problems inherent in a border province with extensive frontiers 
>1re also there to ml'tke up a formidable list of problems. To make his task 
all the more complex, he has to reconcile, for the purpose of day-to-day 
work and for comparatively long-term policy, the conflicts that issue from 
different ideological obsessions and the inability o£ some people to adjust 
ideas to changing conditions and of some others to curb impatient unpracti
cal idealism. For my part, I muRt be content to be guided in my duties, as 
I understand them, by the cold logic o£ eeonomic £acts, duly warmed by 
broad human sympathies. While I cannot take my eyes off the present 
pol:'ition of the finances of th~ proYincc, my mental vision must stretch out 
into the future. 

Although our direct responsibilities relate to West Bengal only and our 
field of activity is confined within its borders, it is alike prudent and sound 
to set the financial position o£ this province against the broader b::wkgTmmd 
of the .(~r,onomie and financial conditions of the country aR a whole: f?r 
prospenty-or even poverty, for that matter-is indivisible and the mam 
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economic currents are not circumscribed by provincial boundaries. Under 
present-day conditions, the province reacts far more quickly than before 
to political and economic developments in this continent and in others. For 
the world is now but a small place; men, materials and ideas travel fast. 
Ignorance of what is going on in the vast world outside carries with it the 
most Revere penalties. It is not, therefore, to meet a requirement of 
financial convention or pedantry that I now propose to preface my financial 
statement of revenue and expenditure with a brief review of the economic 
forces that operate today, particularly in India. 

The past twelve months-these hectic crowded twelve months-have 
been a period of harrowing anxiety for the nation. The pressure of problems 
was oftentimes almost unbearable and the fear of breakdown was not absent 
fro-;n. our minds. For, the National Government had to face without any 
prior preparation not only all the problems which their predecessors had left 
unsolved but also those which arose out of partition or which freedom has 
brought to the fore. All these came on us in a rush, while the resources, 
material and other, which we had at our command for solving them had 
suffered shrinkage or had been impaired by these very developments. 
J,ooking back in retrospect on the course of events since August, 1947, there 
is ground for feelings of thankfulness not untinged with pride that we have 
weathered so many storms and have come virtually unscathed through so 
many ordeals although our progress in the economic front could not keep 
pac·~ with the demands of the situation and, to our disappointment, the gap 
between our needs and actual performance has remained as wide as before, 
if not more. It is not genna.ne to my purpose to review or recall all the 
experiences of the last one year and more. But if awareness of the full 
content of ~the political, economic and social set-up is a necessary ingredient 
of wisdom in financial policy, it is well to remember the broad divisions 
which the problems of ou.r infancy as a free nation fall into. First and 
foremost are the problems resulting from the partition of the country, our 
relations with Pakistan, the position of the minorities therein, and peace 
witbm India, the problem of the refugees and their rehabilitation and the 
economic relations between the two Dominions. Allied to these, but at the 
same time distinguishable from them, is the problem of the States, 
particularly those of Hyderabad and Kashmir. Then there is the large 
n1nnber of economic problems like those of control which the National 
Gov-ernment inherited from the old regime but which took on a rapidly 
changing complexion as the weeks and months rolled by. More important 
than all these was the need to fulfil the hopes of the masses who had been 
taught, and rightly so, to regard freedom tts the means of their economic 
uplift. The contrast between these hopes and the chilling conditions of 
our economic situation during the last one year is not only a sad one in 
itsPlf but has been the source of many an :intricate problem for the 
Government to solve. 

The experiences of last year are worth recalling in this context. 
Shocking and heart-breaking as it was when news of it was fresh, the 
martyrdom of Mahatma Gandhi, whose life is perennial source of inspira
tion, is a reminder to us all to keep on the path of service that he chalked 
out for us as individuals and as a nation. The year also saw the passing 
away of Mr. Jinnah, the chief architect of Pakistan. The last British 
troops and the last British Governor-General left the shores of 
Indi<t and the first Indian Governor-General, Sri C. Rajagopalachari, whose 
wisdom and F~agacity we had the inestimable advantage of liberally drawing 
upon while he was the Governor of this province, took over. The Kashmir 
tvnr went through various vicissitudes· and today the U. N. Kashmir 
Commission holds forth the promise of amic::tble settlement of a complel 
problem. The war of nerves in Hyderabad came to an end by the rapid 
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police action of the Government of India ~mel the Rabakar menace :finally 
:sl"otched, without causing even a mild tremor in the Indian. Continent. 
The integration of Indian States, one by one, with the Government of India_., 
had redrawn the map of India in an incredibly short time. Despite 
-frequent set-backs o£ a critical kind the Inter-Dominion relations between 
India, and Pakistan have on the whole progressed on the lines of mutual 
11nderstanding and cordiality. Whenever the rf)lation deteriorated, refugees 
:atreamed in from East Bengal to West Benga:I and trouble-makers and 
$mugglers became active near the border. The Standstill Agreement 
between the two Dominions was terminated on the 29th February, 1948. 
This led to great confusion and dislocation. J'ute was subjected to a high 
rate of export duty by Pakistan and this created some diffidence iu the minds 
()t many on this side of the frontier regarding the fuj;nre of the jute industry. 
The Inter-Dominion Conference held in April in Calcutta improved the 
relation appreciably. International Baggage Rules came to be observed by 
both the Dominions; activities of trouble-makers and smugglers near the 
-frontier were checked; the flow of refugees from East Bengal to West 
Bengal diminished simultaneously. In August and September refugees 
from East Bengal streamed in large numbers and this Government was 
faced with an embarrassing problem. Gradually the position improved. 
The Inter-Dominion Conference held in Delhi in December last restore<l 
good relations- between the two Dominions once more. 

It is a matter of great satisfaction to us that within such a short time 
of our achievement of independence, our prestige and position in the 
international sphere have risen very high and India now occupies a very 
important place in the international forum, thanks to the personality, 
sagacity and far-sightedness of India's illustrious Prime Minister. 

-The political background of our economic life has thus slowly and 
steadily brightened during the last year though at times clouds hung 
ominously over our heads. With the States brought into organic relation 
with the Indian Union, with Inter-Diminion relations progressing to a 
mme and more rational basis of mutual understanding, with civil peace well 
established through steadfast adherence to the ideal of a secular State, the 
country has reached a stage in which the economic problems of the people 
can b~ patiently grappled with. It is unfortunately not yet possible to say 
more. For the basic problems are still as grim as a year before, though 
optimism has now surer ground to stand on. These basic problems may be 
distinguished into two broad groups: the first referring to the objective 
conditions necessary for progress of productive activity and the second to 
the personal factors of relations between the important elements in the 
economic organisation. 

Taking first the objective conditions, the general economic situation in 
the country, viewed as a whole, continued to be disquieting, despite a few 
green patches here and there. It was indeed not a little disappointing that 
in the third full year after the cessation of hostilities, hopes of an immediate 
post-war improvement in the living standards for the common people could 
not be realised in any appreciable manner. The continued fall of industrial 
and agricultural output in this country in the face of an increased price 
stimnlur and a large unsatisfied demand offers a vroblem in production and 
possibly also in human psychology worthy of the most serious notice by 
statesmen and economists. Wherever the ultimate solutions may be deemed 
to lie, all our talks about combating inflation and raising the standard (If 
living of the common man have to be assessed in terms of our real achieve
ment iu the field of production where, indeed, our performances make a poor 
show. We must be on our guard against premature satisfaction with Rlight 
or transitory improvements here and there when what matters is a stable and 
all-round progress. 
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It woud be a dangerous illusion to seek any consolation from the thought 
that production in some lines was higher in 1948 than in the previous year. 
}'or one thing, production in most branches reached its nadir in the latter 
yea:r. Secondly, even where production increased, it was still in some cases 
not only much below the peak figure attained during the war, but even 
belo\>' the pre-war figure. In 1948 our production fell below pre-war levels 
in such important sectors as food, cereals, cement and jute. ""\Vhile this is 
a serious matter in itself, it becomes far more so in the context of the needs 
of an increasing population whose normal growth during the intervening 
period must have been anything between 10 and 15 per cent. When. we 
consider our production in the perspective of our needs as well as the installed 
capaeity in each industry, we shall be in a position to appreciate better the 
leeway that has to be made up. Thus, in the steel industry production last 
yea1· amounted to 854 thousand tons, which was roughly equal to two-thirds 
of our installed capacity of 1,264 thousand tons, and one-third of our present 
requirements of about 2,500 thousand tons a year. Again, the potential 
capacity of the cement industry is about 22 lakh tons against which actual 
production bst year amounted to only 15.76 lakh tons, i.e., only about, 
two-thirds of capacity. Before the war, imports supplemented internal 
produetion, where necessary, hut now either they are not available whe11 
the.r are most wanted, or the price at which they can be obtained is too high 
for m, and even where they are available, we cannot buy them because of 
shortage of our foreign exchange resources which are mostly utilised for 
import of food. Internal production has, therefore, to play today a much 
larger part in our economic development and rehabilitation. But on the 
basis of the facts, I have just narrated, one would be bold to say that the 
part is heing played as it 'should be. 

J1ahour must have its due. The G-overnment have already sE>t np 
m:whinM·y wiih a view to seeuring justice for labour. One of the reason 
why industrial disputes are showing decreasing trend is because this 
machinery is now functioning in different provinces. I1ast year there was 
satisfactory decrease in the numher of industrial dic;putes and in man-days 
lost. 'l'hc total number of man-days lost to industry through disputes from 
.Tnnuary to September, 1948, was 6.9 millions as compared with 14.7 millions 
in the corresponding period of the previous year, thus representing about 
50 pe~· cent. reduction in time lost to production. While this is good so far 
a-> it goes, one fails to notice any appreciable effect of this upon output, 
for which, I think, at least a partial explanation lies in the fact that 
productivity of labour per man-hour declined as it has perhaps been declining 
for the Jast ten years. A few examples will be instructive. !Total 
employment in coal mining industry increased l)etween 19'39 and ).94 7 by 
120 thousand to 322 thousand, i.e., by nearly 60 per cent. but total output 
of coal increased from 278 lakh tons to 29'7 lakh tons, that is, by about 6 
per cent. only and output per labourer fell from 140 tons to nearly 100 tons, 
~hus representing a decline of about 30 per cent. Employment in the textile 
mdustry (cotton and jute) has increased s~nce 19>39' by nearly 20 per cent. 
but total output has increased by less than 4 per cent. R;eports from other 
industries tell a similar tale. 

I yield to none in the desire to improve the standard of life of the 
working classes and secure their contentment. But improvement in the 
standard of living is ultimately impossible without any increase in national 
income however distributed. In the context of a declining or stationary 
r·roduction trent, prices must tend to rise. . 

Prices, in fact, rose with a vengeance during· the last year but the extent 
to which the production factor is responsible for the rise is a matter nf 
eontroversy. But there can be no doubt that its effect on prices was 
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accentuated by the policy of decontrol which was initiated at the end of 
1947. It was expected that decontrol o£ the two most important consumer 
goods o£ interest to the common man, viz., food and cotton textiles, would 
rapidly increase supply and thus sooner or later reduce the price-level both 
by bringing out hoards :into the open and by increasing production througl,l 
the stimulus of an initially higher price. Both these expectations were to 
a large extent falsified. 

In fact, Government themselves were never very confident o£ the success 
o£ the decontrol policy which they had launched, evidently to give business
men, agriculturists and traders a chance to bring about an improvement in 
the sHuation by placing all their stocks in the open market. They were 
also influenced by the powerful advocacy of Mahatma Gandhi who believed 
in the efficacy of the normal channels o£ trade. Hut in view o£ the obvious 
shortage of the most important articles o£ consumption, a policy of decontrol 
was foredoomed to failure. It is to the lasting regret of the country that 
no section of the people seemed to have played their part well. About the 
middle of the year, Government announced a reversal o£ their decontrol 
pclicy. In this backgroun_d, prices were rising steadily from month to 
month, and after a short break in March, the wholesale price index for food 
reached the record high figure of 397.7 in August as compared with 347.7 
at the beginning of the year. The general index had already reached its 
highest point in July at 389.6 as against 329.2 in January. During the next 
three months, the trend of prices was somewhat downward, but there was 
again a rise in November and December when the food index rose to 39'7.5, 
nearly as high as in August, and the general index to 383.6 which was the 
highest point since August. For the year as a whole the food index was 
374·7 and the general index was 367'·7 as compared with 292.2 and 297'.4 
respectively in 1947. The index number of working class cost o£ living 
rose correspondingly from 258 to 308 in Bombay and from 315 to 360 in 
Calcutta between January and September. 

The rise in the food index in 1948 by 82.5 points and in the general 
index by about 70.3 points as compared with 1947 cannot be explained, as 
already stated, by the production factor alone. Monetary factors also 
played their part in the rise. 'The fact that there was no net increase in 
money supply-or at least an appreciable increase-during the year is no 
proof that there was no element of inflation. For the increase in money 
supply that had gone on uninterrupted ever since the outbreak of the war is 
capable of exerting its full effect even after the cessation o£ fresh additions 
to the circulation. 

The inflationary situation in the country of which the rise in prices is 
adequate proof came to be reviewed at expert level in the middle of the year. 
The House, I am sure, is aware of the broad outlines of the Government 
policy in this regard which fall into two main categories, viz., (i) those 
intended to check additions to purchasing _ _power which are not immediately 
productive of increase in the output of goods and to mop up existing surplus 
purehasing power in the hands of the public, and (ii) those intended to 
increase the volume of essential goods and services. As regards the first 
objective, both Central and Provincial Governments agreed to reduce their 
expenditure with a view to balancing their budgets during the current year 
and also to produce a balanced budget, if not to budget for surpluses in the 
next financial year. All development plans were to be reviewed with a view 
to determining the J,"elative priority of accepted schemes and all expenditure 
upon unproauctive schemes was to be abandoned. Limitation of dividends 
and similar measures were intended to check fresh additions to purchasing 
power in the hands of the public. To encourage increased production of 
essential goods and services, certain concessions to industry were offered, 
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chief among which were a liberalisation of the rl!-les regarding the allowance 
for income-tax purposes~ exemption of new industrial undertakings from 
income-tax for a specified period, and grant o£ relief in customs duty in. 
respect Qf impqrts oof essential raw materials and capital goods .. · · 

It must be remembered that, while low levels of production have persisted 
more or less throughout the year, and the inflationary phenomena are of even 
longer standing, the measures to cure the inflationary evil either by 
re~~ric~ing purchasing. power or offering fresh incentives to production have 
been of comparatively recent origin. The economic situation as it obtains 
ill the country today h<1s to be viewed from all the different angles suggested 
by the inflationary problem, the problem of shortages of capital goods or 
of raw material and the problem of inducing a better and more co-operative 
attitude on the part of capital and labour. So 'far as the inflationary aspect 
of the problem is concerned, it is well to remember the danger which 
Dr. Mathai stressed a few days ago that in steering clear of the mountain 
o£ inflation, we 1nay run the risk of falling into the chasm of deflation~ 
While ~here is everything t{) be said for avoiding additions to purchasing 
power which have no corresponding additions to output of goods, there is 
danger in restricting developmental expenditure merely for fear of adding 
to inflation. For the fight against inflation is fought and won ultimately 
on the production front. Whatever we may do on the monetary side, there 
will be no cure for inflation unless. production is increased. 

I£ increase in production is our paramount need ·and objective, then the 
question of attaining it through ensuring better conditions has the highest 
priority. From this point of view, the wisdom of Government poliey and 
the attitude of capital and labour, and the buoyancy of business conditions 
are far more impurtant than the avoidance of deficits or the creation of 
surpluses. What is most disquieting today, therefore, is absence of 
buoyancy in business conditions or optimism in business outlook. 

The set-back to business confidence originated in the fateful Budget of 
March, 1947, of Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan. Although some relief has since 
been granted, the main pattern of the tax structure intrQduced by him 
.remains. Some confusion and uncertainty still prevail, with the result that 
pr~vate enterprise remain somewhat hesitant and diffident in proceeding 
with its plans of development and expansion. This is reflected in the 
virtual absence of any net increase in investment in industry since the end 
of the war. Consents to new capital issues which amounted to Rs. 35.61 
crores in the first quarter of 1948, fell to Rs. 33.58 crores in the second 
quarter, and further to Rs, 20.42 crores in the third. It is noteworthy that 
figures relating to consents to new capital issues have been steadily coming 
down and public participation in these new industrial undertakings has been 
still less since the end of the war and .the much expected rapid industrialisa:
tion of the country, involving a capital expenditure of Rs ... 400~Rs. 500 
erores a year, remains a distant dream. In the post-war p.eriod, England is 
devoting 20 per cent. of her national dividend to the creation of new capital. 
In the Four .. Year Plan of France under the European Recovery programme, 
the provision ~ade in this reiJ.pect amounts to 25 per cent. In India, on the 
other hand, not more than 3 to 4 per cent. of the total national income goes 
to capital formation in a normal year. While savings in a poor country 
like ours are in themselves small, incentives for savings have been further 
('Urtailed by abnormally high rates of income-tax, and official disfavour of 
profit through actual or contemplated. measures such as limitation . of 
dividend, profitsharing, etc. The upper income-brackets, which J?rov1~e 
the main source of equity capital in every country, are. subjected m. th1s 
.oountry to very high rates of income-tax, A further factor in the fall of 
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savings in recent years has been a redistribution of income in favour of the 
agricultural and working classes, an event in itself welcome, but not 
immediately conducive to the growth of capital; for, the habit of savings 
among these groups has been notoriously weak. While the process of 
redistribution in itself should be uninterrupted, its restrictive effect upon 
capital formation has to be offset by suitable measures. The industrial 
policy of the Government of India announced in April last, while clearing 
the position in many respects, did not altogether eliminate the uncertainties 
from the minds of businessmen as it left open the question of nationalisation 
of important industries ;tt the end of ten years. The borrowing programme 
of the Government of India, under the circumstances, was still lagging far 
behind its target at the end of December last. 

The scarcity of indigenous capital and the virtual absence of capital goods 
industries in this country have naturally directed the attention of many of 
us to the possibilities of obtaining foreign capital; and some people even 
think that absence of indigenous capital may not be much of a handicap if 
all our development plans can be carried out with the help of foreign capital. 
In a developing economy like ours, and specially in view of the paucity of 
risk capital from internal sources, we have no doubt to depend on foreign 
capital to a large extent for our development and rehabilitation programme. 
But this should not make us neglectful of the vital necessity of developing 
indigenous capital resources. For, even when :foreign capital, which must 
largely mean :foreign capital goods and :foreign skill, has been obtained to 
execute any plan, a considerable amount of expenditure has still to be 
incurred in rupees, on labour, building and so forth, for which we have to 
depend upon our own internal resources. We have to borrow from outside 
not only because of the absence of internal capital goods, but because we 
have not the requisite foreign exchange resources to buy capital goods £rom 
abroad even when we have the rupee. When we borrow :from abroad, we 
have to make provision for annual interest payment and return of principal, 
for which it is necessary that we immeqiately ~et ourselves to increasing 
our balance o:f trade, both by increa.sing exports and by cutting down. 
imports by increasing internal production, such as, food cereals. 

·While most people would agree today, on praCtical considerations, Gll 

the necessity of importing foreign capital, our ideas on the sources of 
fgreign capital .are far from being clear~cut and realistic. Not a few seem 
to think that all the foreign capital we need can ba supplied by such sources 
ail' the International Monetary l;und and the International Bank. In the 
:fin;t place, it is well to remember that the loans f:rom the International 
Monetary Fund. are not available for long~ term projects of capital develop
ment, but only for meeting current deficits in the ba,lance of payments, and 
aecondly, these loans are subject to an upper limit, and the loans we have 
already taken from the Fund do not leave much balance for reaching that 
limit. Loans from the International Bank are, no doubt, available for 
purposes of long term development, and in my opinion we should take 
advan~age of these loans whenever· available. Such loans would enhance 
our international credit, and make . other foreign creditors all the Jl!Ore 
1·eady to lend to us. But there are many demands on such loans bes1des 
ours, and in my opinion, such loans, where available, should be reserved 
for selected Government-sponsored o:r big eychemes. That would obviously 
leave a great field of economic development . for which loans from the 
International Bank cannot be obtained but. for which foreign capital would 
still be necessary. If I may be permitted to offer a personal suggestion, 
to finance such projects, we may quite properly tJirn to the foreign private 
industry itself which would help our ecol10mic' development on terms of 
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capital participation in home industries, subject, of course, to the know
ledge and approval of the Union Government but on terms, as would make 
it worthwhile and attractive for foreign industrialists to invest their capital 
and bring their enterprise here while not going against the interest of this 
country. In some ways, partieipation of fmeign industrialiRts in home 
industries would be 1'nore fruitful of results than loans from the Inter
national Bank; for, with foreign enterprise we shall get the requisite "know
how'' which the former type of loans may not carry with them at all, or 
to the extent required in most eases. For us, at the present stage of our 
indu,~tria.l development, the "know-how" of things in industrial sector i! 
not, at any rate, less important than capital in many enHeR. 'Vithout 
depending too much on the help and resources o£ the highly developed 
countries, such as, U. K; and U. S. A. in the matter of capital participa
tion, we may, with advantage, .seek the assistance and co-operation of 
private industries of other countries also which are in a position to help 
our eapital development. This may have the additional advantage of 
reducing our dependence on any particu].ar country. There has been hardly 
one inRtunce of economic development of a backward country in the past 
without the assistanee, large or small, of foreign capital. Even America, 
in the first stage of her economic development, was assisted by British 
eapital and nobody would suggest that American economy is dominated by 
British capitalists. There might be some truth rather in a statement o£ the 
opposit kind. It all depends upon how strong is the Government of the 
r:ountry which imports foreign capital. We have here a strong centralised 
type of Government hased upon democratic principles, and, therefore, 
subject at any moment to being pulled up and set in the right direction, by 
popular will. Under such circumstances, there is no reason to he unduly 
appreheu,qive of the evi]R of foreign eapita1l, Ruch as might mainfest them
selves in a country whose Government is weak and largly preoceupied with 
forces of internal disorder. 

Nearly the same factors that dried up the eourees of investment capital 
played havoc with priees in the stock and sl1are markets which experienced 
the worst yea:r since the boom of 1945-46. During the twelve months ended 
December, 1948, the index number of variable-yield industrial securities 
(1927-28=100) fell by 34.3 points to 157.9; fixed-yield seeurities fell by 
13.9 points to 155.9 and Government securities fell by 2.3 points to 114.8. 
It has been recently estimated that the market values of ordinary shares 
of 747 companies listen in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras Stock Exchanges 
declined between July, 19,46, and Oetober, 1948, by Rs. 357.14 cro:r:es from 
Rs. 692.69 crores to 335.55 crores, that is, by nearly 52 per cent. Of course, 
this does not necessarily represent a net loss to the investors; for, there 
must have been many persons in October, 1948, who had bought their 
shares earlier than July, 1946, when prices were lower, and therefore it 
would be a mistake to calculate loss to the investing class, as is sometimes 
done, simply on the basis of a difference between the top prices in July, 
1946, and bottom prices in October, 1948. Still, the fact of the depreciation 
of the capital values of the shares by over 50 per cent. in course of two years 
(and there has been further depreciation since) is a development of 
momentous significance and its adverse effect on the psychology of the 
investing public, the volume of transactions and transferability o£ shares 
eannot be doubted. The Calcutta Stock Exchange in the middle of the ye~r 
enforced minimum prices for certain classes of speculative counters, but it 
is well known that considerable business was done in many o£ them even 
below the minimum priees through Bombay. Although some recovery has 
been noticeable in the last few months, return to normalcy is still a long 
v;ray off. Nor can such a return be possible except on the basis of a changea 
economic outlook which gives the highest priority to th~ production of new 
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wealth. In the last analysis, industrial output and stock exchange turn
over are governed by the same psychological and technical conditions . 

. ;Behind much of thp current. criticisms of stock markets and alleged high 
d1v1dends on shares of compames, there is. nerhaps. a lurkinCY reformist 
zeal to promote distributive justice. Ma~yx people" seem to believe that 
profit is a form of unearned income, and an arbitrary interference with it 
bas no adverse effect upon the economic health of the nation. This is 
ind~ed a facil: illusion. A proper . return on capital is as necessary for 
~·ap1tal formatiOn as wages are for the supply of efficient service. Capital 
1s formed through saving, but savings do not. automatically transform 
themselves into capital. Money may be saved but still there mav be no 
formation of capital if it is simply hoarded or kept idle in current ~ccounts 
m banks. Current deposits in banks can at best provide some working 
capital to industries but not longterm risk capital. For industrial develop
ment it is absolutely necessary that people should invest directly in 
business. Unless the net return on securities is well above that obtainable 
on gilt-edged securities and savings bank deposits which involve no risk. 
of loss of capital, savings will not be canalised into productive channels .. 
Those who invest their savings in shares of industrial companies also render 
an important service to the community by supplying the necessary risk 
capital for industrial development, and they should not be denied their due 
~.<hare of reward. 

The main reason why the stock market continues to languish, showing 
no sign of an early revival, is psychological; for, dividend earning of 
comllanies judging from the results of 1947-48 has not yet declined. It is 
only suspicion of the future and a general sense of economic instability that 
is keeping the forces of revival from asserting themeslves. What is wanted 
today is a positive outlook of action which can come only from a genuine 
sense of confidence in the economic future of the country. A healthy stock 
market to which savings can freely flow, and which allows ready opportunity 
to anybody who likes to realise his investments for other urgent purposes, 
js an important mechanism for canalising private savings to productive 
purposes; for, without such a mechanism nobody would be prepared to 
invest in shares and thus there can hardly be any company promotion for 
producing new wealth. Whoe:v.er be at fault for having brought about the 
present stalemate in the capital market, all should now combine to resuscitate 
its dead waters, and set free the streams of business activity that now lie 
frozen under an icy load of suspicion and distrust. The ·contribution that 
the Government can make in the revival of capital market is not the least 
part of the total task of rehabilitation of faith. Private enterprise is 
confronted with a facile challenge that it is perhaps playing an unwanted 
role :i,n the economy of the country. I£ this misapprehension is removed 
and the present psychology of inaction is allowed to be overcome hy a 
psychology of confidence, I think we may turn the corner of the P!esent 
stalemate in business activities to the relief of all concerned. In this the 
Government have also a contribution to make by providing for reasonable 
tax relief-even a token tax relief__,by way of a gesture o£ encouragement 
which alone can cleanse the air o£ much suspicion and uncertainty. I also 
feel that in the present phase of our national development, the investors 
and entrepreneurs as a class should not be too much susceptible to the 
psychology of fear, and they, on their part, should come forward to play 
their part wit;L. courage and conviction to help in the revival of confidence 
in the economic sphere. 

The time has come when businessmen as a class in this country should 
realise their new obligations under the changed set-up of things. 'Vhether 
the current prejudice against businessmen is justified or not or ":"hetber 
there is any substance in the prevailing feeling that they are feedmg on 
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the ~a~ of the ?Ountry, it must he. said that they are now un<ler a cloud of 
suspwwn .. ~t 1s for them, by the1r own conduet, to dear up their position 
and rehab1htate themowlves in public estimation. \V e are livinn· in fast~ 
~oving .. times and . ,;oe.ial COilS<:i ence . imrlinei;l vely l'CUd.~ ~lg'a~'nsL sharp 
mequahhe~> of any lnnil. The ag-e of large proi:its has <leiiuitely gone aml 
b?-sn~essr~en must mak: up their miml:,; to share in a HlOl'e e<plitable 
dlstn~Jutl?Il of wealth w1th the general run of people and mnke their fullest 
contnbutwn to the progress ancl prosperity of the ·eountry along with t>thers. 
TheJ; ~hould read ~h~. wirtings. on the wall in time; otherwise ~he, prevailing 
susp1c10n and preJuO.lce may In future cut the ground ofr thmr feet. They 
should not do anything which may tend to hurt social' couseienee and give 
the impression that whatever may be the condition of the country, they are 
out to pile up their profits at the cost of the nation-an impresc.ion which 
will spell their own undoinO'. A new world growing out of the old needs 
a new outlook and sooner this outlook is developed bv the more fortunate 
section of the people, the qui·cker will be the process ()£ a happy re-adju!-lt
ment between cliffierent interests. 

In the industrial development that has so far been aehieveil in this 
country, private enterprise has fulfilled ai creditable role aucl its ecmhibutiort 
has been considerable. Government also seem to be reali;,;ing, as .is apparent 
from their recent policy, that private enterprise ~-Jhould be given Ote 
encouragement it needs if the pretlent stalemate is to be ended. \Vhen thus 
the situation is gTowing propitious, it is for lnu;inesRmen to shed their 
hesitancy and come forward, with optimism, to play their part. 

It is one of the points of attack against businessmen and the rieher 
class that they usually dominate joint~stock enterprise iu this eountry and 
fatten by large dividends at the eost of the poorer seetion. 'l'hiB, I may 
point out, is an erroneous impression and any faetual inv(~stigntion would, 
I think, &'O to show not only that the bulk of the share-holders in the country 
as a whole are small and middle~class men but also that their share in the 
total eapittll liability of the companies is predominant. It iH impo~c;ihle to 
float and run big eompanies with the money that can be providt~d by the 
rich few. Moreover, the notion about dividendH being e:X:('essive i:-1 rather 
mistaken. In some year or years, and in the ease of some company or 
companies, dividends may appear to be high. But if we take a long view 
of dividends, say, over a period of 15 or 20 years, we shall, I think, find 
that the average dividend ha:-J no-11 been on the whole higher than 6 per cent. 
or so. The share-holders have also to pay, income-tax sometimes on the 
dividends they receive and further, the rate of the dividend, whieh sticks 
in popular imagination, is the rate with reference to the faee value of the 
shares, while the net dividend which is really retained by the share~holders, 
judged with reference to the market priee at which the shares were bought 
by them, is even more modest. Moreover, if I may offer a persor:tal opinion, 
much o£ the dividend earned by the share~holders is re-invested 1n business. 
This is at least the experience in U. S. A. where it has been found t~tat 
dividends distributed among share~holders go more to further production 
than even reserves o£ the companies. Opinions on all these matters have 
till now been expressed by different persons and interests in a superfteial 
manner without the necessary background of factual data with the res_ult 
that actual investigations sometimes yield altogether a different conclnswn 
from what was intended to establish. I very strongly feel that the whole 
range of these economic matters should be investigated by the Government 
on expert level and data should be collected to ascertain as to what (bJ.mld 
be fair wages in terms of productivity, what is the average di:ridend earnmgs 
of joint~stock companies; w:hat incoll?-e~group ~r groups const1tute the "bare~ 
holding community·· what 1s the ratio of holdlllgs of the management; how 
the profits accrued' from dividends are usually utilised and if they are 
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ploughed back to industries and such otheT matters of this nature. lt 'ts 
only when we are in possession of all these data and statistical materials 
that we can expect to have a complete picture of the economic position. 
Such an investigation can only be taken up by the Government of India and 
I a?l sure, this may yield revealing material for us upon which it may be 
eas1er for us to formulate our ecoiJ-omic policy. Mere appointment of 
committees, even consisting of representatives of all the interests, will avail 
but little unless backed by all relevant factual and statistical data. I may 
add that economic matters are interdependent and one problem is connected 
with another so that no aspect of any question can be dealt with singly or 
in isolation. It is therefore of the utmost importance that in all these 
matters available data and statistical information should be as complete as 
poBsible. 

To grudge capital reasonable rewards and incentives in the present state 
of our economic life and organisation tends not only to prejudice the 
prospects of orderly development, but also to cause the kind of setback 
which may be a grave threat to social and political stability. I do not 
overlook for a moment the difficulty o£ securing harmony of policies and 
objectives at a time of political changes like the present. Sympathy with. 
the poor, a passion for economic uplift and a sense of loathing for grave 
inequalities-all are natural and noble emotions. But the demands which 
the practical tasks of securing economic development and progress make 
on us have to be heeded at the same time. If what we want is an increase 
in the standard of living-and such an increase is impossible without new 
develoQment and an increase in production-the requirements of such new 
development cannot be overlooked. In fact, howe'Ver, the tendency in 
recent times seems to be to deny the incentives and rewards of capital and 
enterprise and to embark on measures which are beneficial to labour only 
in the most superficial view. Highe:r: real wages can ultimately come only 
from increased production. But when higher prices are followed by lower 
production, not only is there no progress. but a setback is caused by the 
inflationary rise in prices exceeding the rise in wage rates. In practically 
the whole of the private sector wages have thus lagged behind the cost of 
living index. 

In adopting measures to improve the lot of workers, we should be care
ful to bear in mind the essential interdependence of economic factors. It 
is of interest, therefo:r:e, to note the reactions of the various concessions to 
industrial labour on agriculture and agricultural labour. Agricultural 
labour being seasonal in this country, agricultural labourers flock into 
industry in the slack season, but in view of the superior amenities now 
available in industries, they sometimes betray a desire to stick to their new 
avocation. F'or example in the coal industry, the increase in daily number 
employed since 1939 has been 60 per cent. against which production has 
increased by only 6 per cent. This emphasises not only the difficulty of 
isolating any one section of the working classes for special treatment but 
also the dangerous trend towm:ds slackness in industrial labour and the 
failure of labour to respond to higher wages with better work. The coal 
industry is by no means alone in reporting such slackness and failure. Iron 
and stee·l and cotton textiles have a similar tale. And the danger of the 
working classes rega:r:ding the nation's e<:onomic problem as a distributive 
problem to be decided by vote cannot he exaggerated. It is to be realised 
that the society is big enough for everybody to grow. ·what is to be guarded 
agail!st is that 110 section is denied its legitimate due and no section can 
exploit the other for its interest. Economie factors, as I have said, ar;c 
so interdependent that no seetion can hope to grow without the help of the 
other in eomplete isulaton. The agriculturist eannot thrive unless his 
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products ar:e marketed by traders and shippers and utilised by the manu
facturers. On the other hand, businessmen also cannot thrive unless they 
can utilise the fruits of the labour of the agriculturists and labourers. 
Likewise every section in economic life depends on the other for its own 
sustenance. In such a condition one can only think in terms of his ow:n 
partie1\lar interest at his peril. It should be the task of any enlightened 
government to ensure that the different units in economic life live and grow 
i:n perfect symmetry without one being exploited by the other. Overemphasis 
on the particular interest of any section may tend to disturb the e9}1:i]ibrium 
of our growth and development. 

Vl e a:;;e ba,ckward i"n almost everything, and everything, therefore, 
clemands our attention. But we can only do a few things at a time, 
particularly in view of our limited capacity and resources. By attempting 
to do more than we can manage, we shall only waste energy, retard progress 
and step on the spiral of inflation. A sense of pr.ior\'ty is essential if our 
progress is to be orderly and steady. Immediately productive schemes must 
be assigned the first order of priority in our march towards progress, and 
om first concern should be the problems of food, cloth and .housing. It is 
only with the increase of pr.oduction that our capacity to take up more and 
more will increase. Seeondly, having regard to the scarcity of men and 
material we must, as far as practicable, start work .only when investigations 
in all aspects are complete, the full scheme in all its detail is ready and the 
data give a clear indication that the object of the scheme is justified by the 
results expected. In the past we have often started with incomplete plans 
drawn upon inadequate data. As a result we have often had to retrace our 
steps and there has been waste of valuable resources in men, material and 
money. It is essential that we make up our mind before starting work, 
~ncl that our schemes and plans are serutinised having regard not only to 
the financial results but als() to the correct order of priority and with a view 
to avoid wasteful employment of men and materials. Men must be appointed 
with clear-cut duties so that they know what to do :lnd can do what they 
should. A leap in the dark should be avoided as far as possible. W11en 
we have grown richer we m,ight be able to afford leaps in the dark but not 
now. Any lopsided scheme or half-hearted measure, if implemented with 
nnthinking zeal, may cause waste which we can hardly afford in the existing 
condition of things. 

I shall now explain, very briefly, the Revised Estimates for the current 
year en,V.ing March 31, 1949, as introductory to the Budget Estimates for the 
year 1949-50. 

The Revised Estimates bear the strongest impress of the economic 
developments during the year. 

The Budget Estimates for the current year included a receipt of 657 
bkhs on aceount of Development Grant from the Centre. The amount was 
equal to the estimated expenditure on unproductive Development schemes 
during the year. 

In 1945 the provinces were informed by the Government of India that 
they could draw up plans of development on the assumption that in the 
five-year period beginning with 1947-48 they would receive by way of 
Central gr:ants assistance of the order of 250 crores, being one-half of the 
estimated. Central surplus of 500 crores during the period. The amount 
was provisionally allocated among the provinces in the ratio of population 
out weightage was given to the backward provinces of ,Assam, North-West 
F'rontier Provinee and Orissa, and also to Bengal which together with Assam 
had been affected by the impact of the War. The weightage was limited 
to one-third of the share admissible on the basis of population. With this 
weightage, the Centre's promised contribution to the provinces in the five 
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years rose to 273.88 crores, and the amount promised to undivided Bengal 
in five years was 69 crores. The Government of India promised further to 
make avl:\i.lable to the provinces advance payments during the years 1945-4\3 
and 1946-47, the amounts being· subsequently adjusted against the scheme o£ 
grants for post-war development as a whole. 'The Government of undivided 
B'engal accordingly drew up a five~year plan and started work on it, from the 
beginning of the year 1946-47. Grants amounting to 487 lakhs and 100 
lakhs were made available by the Centre to cover the full expenditure 
incurred respectively hv the Government of undivided Bengal and the 
Government of West B~ngal during the years 1~46-47 and 1947-48. A 
provision for receipt of a grant of 6 crores 57 lakhs from the Centre was 
made in the Burlget Estimate for the current year on the assumption that 
there would be no deviation from the prev.:ious practice in this respect and 
that a grant equal to the actual expenditure would be made available to 
this Government. In }\fay, 1948, the Government of India informed the 
Government of vVest Bengal that the Development grant to this province 
during the year 1948-49 would be limited to 50 per cent. o£ the actual.. 
expenditure on unproductive Development schemes approved by the Govern
ment of India subject to a ceiling of 3 crore,s. Further, the grant was to 
eover the Grow :Thiore Food and certain training schemes approved by the 
Government of India <:or which money was so long being made available to 
the provinces separately. The Government o£ West Bengal represented to 
the Government of India that the financial position of vV est Bengal made 
it impossible for it to comply with the condition of finding hal£ the 
expenditure on unproductive Development schemes from its own revenues. 
The question was discussed at the Provincial Finance Ministers' Conference 
in October last. By that time there was intensification in the inflationary 
situation in the country, and the Government of India was searching £or 
possible cuts in its programme of expenditure in order that it could balance 
its budget as an anti-inflationary measure. Shortly afterwards the Govern
ment of West Bengal was informed by the Government o£ India that in the 
case of West B'engal the Development grant during the current year would 
not be limited to 50 per cent. of the actual expenditure on unproductive 
Development schemes but would be subj;ect to a ceiling of 170 lakhs only. 
An additional grant of 30 lakhs was promised on Grow More Food schemes 
but this WrJR c:onditional on spending the usual proportion o£ the total 
expenditure on these schemes from the provincial l'§>yenues, the proportion 
being in most cases 50 per cent. A further representation from the Govern
ment of West Bengal for an increased grant produced no result. Under the 
head "Development Grant" alone there has thus been a drop of 4 crores 
and 87 lakhs in our revenue receipts. In this connection I may state for 
the information of the House that the Government of India now propose to 
distribute during the four years or more from 1948-49, 203.78 crores only as 
Development grant to the provinces o£ the Indian Union and 23 crores only 
out of the amount to West Bengal. 

vVe have suffered from ~orne drops in other spheres also. Stamp Revenue 
has drilpped by 20 lakhs and Registration by 2 lakhs mainly due to restric
tionR imposed by the Government of Indm on the registration of doQuments 
nndeT the Transfer of Property (India) Ordinance, 1948, which was 
promulgated with flc viAw to Atop evasion of income-tax. Besides, Provincial 
Excise has dropped by 7 lakhs and Land Revenue by 5 lakhs. 

These drops together with the drop of 4 crores and 87 lakhs under 
Development grant caused serious gaps in our revenue receipts. We hflve 
m·corrlingly had to strive hard to balance our budget, as far as posRible. 
HaYing regard to the anti-inflationary programme ado1Jted hy t.he Govern
m.ent o£ I~dia and accepted by thi13 Government, we cou~ d no~ 1ertve any 
W!d(J margin between our revenue receipts and revenue expend1ture. 
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We effected a net improvement of 2 crores and 12 lakhs under Other 
Tax:es and Duties. Out o£ this, the improvement in receipts under Bengal 
(I•'inanee) Sales Tax Aet alone is 1 erore and 0'0 lakhs. 'l'his is due partly 
to better adminiRtration and partly t,o better supply position of some 
eonsumer goods in the market, particularly during the beginning o£ the 
year. Receipts under Raw Jute Tax improved by 2R lnkhs, Electricity 
Duty by 22 lakhs, Entertainments Tax by 15 lakhs anrl .Motor Spirit Sales 
'Tax by 15 lakhs. There was also an improvement o£ 17' lakhs under Forest. 

Our shares in the Centrally-levied taxes improved considerably. 
Heneipts under Income-tax improved by 1 crore and 41 lakhs, and .Tute 
Bxport Duty by 28 lakhs. Besides, 'fe receive 42 lakhs under Income-tax 
on necount o£ the pre-partition period from 1st April, 1947, to 14th August, 
194'7. 

By these improvements in the different £elds we have been suecess£u1 
in <~overing almost the entire drop, though l;trge, so that the net drop in 
revenue receipts is only o£ the order of 60 lakhs. 

Coming to the expenditure side, the Revi~ed Esttmate on unproductive 
Development schemes is 3 erores ann 32 lakhs. As we. expect a grant of 
1 crore '70 lakhs only from the Centre we have to find 1 erore 62 lakhs from 
the provincial revenues to be spent on these schemes. The release from the 
condition o£ limitation o£ the grant to 50 per cent. of actual expenditure 
has not thus been o£ much advantage to us. The net drop under this head 
is 3 crores and 25 lakhs and has been partially offtlet by increased expenditure 
on other items. 'l'he largest increase is under Extraordinary Charges iu 
India amounting to 1 crore 10 lnkhs. ThiR mainly represent;; losses in the 
trading accounts of the Civil Supplies Department which are mainly due to 
differenees between the buying and selling prices of wheat and wheat 
products. These loRses will disappear rluring the next year. Under Police 
also there is an increase o£ 34 lakhs. 
. \Vith a view to help the Government o£ East Bengal in dearing quickly 

the pn-partition dues of the creditors of undivided Bengal, who had waited 
long, the Government of West Be11gal had agreed to pay cunen!ly to the 
Government o£ EaRt Bengal :~5 lakhs for every erore pa1d out •m tlns aeeoum 
by the Government of Ea,Ht Bengal. At the last Inter-Dominirm Conference 
in Delhi the representatives o£ the Government of East Bengal agreed to 
nceept , a time-limit of four months for the payment of these pre-partition 
liabilitier- in respeet o£ bills pending· before the Application Committee. 
~'he bills amount to about 9 crores. I£ the full amount was found payable 
and 1vas paid by East BengaL West Bengal would have to pay about 3 crores 
to the Government of East Bengal. A new provision of 1 crore only has 
l1een made in the Revised Estimates £or this purpose. 

'l'here is a new provision in the Revised Estimates under the head 
"Allowance and gratuities to political sufferers, their families . and insti
tutions". The head itself is new and has been opened in redemption o£ the 
pwmise I made last year that a scheme £or assistance to political sufferers 
would be put into effect during the year. The service rendered by them 
to the country is invaluable and what little we can give to alleviate their 
tmffering is a mere token o£ the affection which the country feels for them. 
A printed booklet has been circulated to the Honourable Members to indicate 
the nature and progress of the scheme. 

On the whole, our revenue receipts have dropped by 60 lakhs and our 
revenue expenditure has dropped by 115 lakhs. The net result is, there~o.re, 
a reduction of the deficit £rom 78 lakhs to 23 lakhs. But for the provision 
of 1 crore for payment to East Bengal on account of pre-partition liabilities, 
the net result would have been a surplus of 77 lakhs. 
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The year 1949-50. 

The Budget Estimates of rev.enue receipts show an improvement o£ 1 
cror,:) and 24 lakhs over the Revised; the Budget Estimates of revenue 
expenditure show an increase of 2 crores and. 12 lakhs over the Revised. 
the deficit, therefore, increases to 1 crore and 11 lakhs. 

. The improvement in revenue receipts is due mainly to the :following 
rtem.s; the Development Grant promised by the Gentre next year is 2 crores 
40 lakhs, i.e., 70 lakhs more than what has been promised during tne 
current year; Jute duty and income-tax ·recovera~le from the Centre show 
a drop of 22 lakhs in the aggTegate, but there is an increase of 16 lakhs 
under Provincial Excise ; 8 lakhs under Other Taxes and Duties ; 2 lakhs 
under Interest: 3 lakhs under Police; 3 lakhs under Medical; 6 lakhs under 
Transport; and 3.2 lakhs under Civil Works. Six lakhs under Transport 
represents the excess of recurring receipts over recurring expenditure of the 
Caleutta State Transport Service, without providing for depreciation and 
insu_rauee. The improvement under Civil Works is due partly to higher 
1·ecmpts from the Central Road Fund and partly to the transfer of 15 lakbs 
from a Capital head to a Revenue head. The Civil Supplies Department 
makes a levy of 1t annas on the sale of each maund of internally procured 
:rice with a view to spending the money on improvement o£ village roads. 
The amount transferred from the Capital head to the Revenue heafl 
represents the sum so collected in the Civil Supplies Department during the 
.rurrent year. 

'l'he largest increase >in expenditure is 'under :Development schemes. 
'The total provision for Development schemes is 4 crores and 82 lakhs as 
against 3 crores and 32 lakhs ]n the Revised. It will be observed that in 
the lt&vised Estimates the expenditure on unproductive Development 
schemes has been booked under the head "63-B-Expenditure on Post-War 
Development Schemes", but there is no provision under that head during 
the next year. In the next year according to a new accounts classification 
made by the Auditor-General of India the amounts have been shown under 
the· appropriate major heads instead of being shown together under 63-B. 
'Tho provisions under the appropriate heads, viz., Education, Medical, Publio 
Hea1th, Agriculture, etc., have, therefore, increased to the extent of the 
transfer. 

The problem created by the inrush of refugees from across the border 
has been a source of considerable worry and anxiety to the Government. 
At a certain stage the problem assumed a menacing proportion ~md the 
Provincial Government, with their scanty resources, found it well-nigh 
impossible to deal with it effectively and in a manner satisfactory tD t!lem
t~elves. However, the problem o£ re£ugeef'\ has been accepted as a natwnal 
r;rohlem by the highest in the land and the Government both here and at 
the Centre, have clearly indicated their readiness to accept full responsibility 
for Tebabilitation of Tefugees. Despite their very limited financial resources, 
the O·overnment of West Bengal have made provisions in the Budget for the 
rel1abilitation of the refugees which will be recoverable £rom the Centre. 
I lll1H<t confess that the West Bengal Government was so much taken 
unawm·es hv the sudt1cn impact of thP im·,Jsh of refugees that in the initial 
stage they found tl1emilelves somewhat unprepared to deal with the problem 
effe<:tively. I can assure the House that the matter is now well in hand, 
and everything possible is being none to help these people to finrl their :feet 
in life in their new homes under nev;' surroundings. While the Government 
will do, as they must, all that they possibly can to help them, I must s~ate 
that the public and the refugees themselves have a part-and a very v1tal 
part-tD play in the matter o£ their rehabilitation. A happy solution of the 
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problem can corue only from the co-ordinated efforts of the public, the 
refugees and the Government. To me it appears that for the refugees, to 
the personal tragedy of being uprooted, has been added the exclusion from 
the normal economic and social life of the community in which they £nd 
themselves. A great many lack places to live in, places to work in. They 
hav,l become a deml-wei(J'ht on the weakened economy of the province. It 
is dear that an essential step in their recovery must" be the relocation and 
1·ehahilitation of these uprooted people so that they will at least produce as 
much as they consume, and, having produced wealth, share it with the 
people of \Vest Bengal. They should not consid.er themselves as a class 
apart, as distinct from tfle people wtth whom th~y join, but as an itltegral 
part of the whole comnninity, produeing aR mueh and sharing as much with 
them. A small province like West Bengal can hardly hope to renc1er su<~cour 
to a vast multitude of humanity unless more wealth is J)roduced by the joint 
e11'ort" of all. I hope and trust, the refugees themselves will realise the 
need of such efforts and contribute to the :welfare and prosperity o£ the 
prevtnee. 

We have provided for an expenditure of 2 erores and 21 la.khs during 
the enrrent year and 4 crores and 28 lakhs <luring the next £or the refugees. 'V e lmn· also provided foi' recovery from the Government o£ India of almost 
equal amounts. Similarly, for Loans and advances to refugees we have 
provide<l for 1 CI'OTe and 16 lal\hs in the eurrPil.t year and 4 erores and 86 
lakhs in the next. Provision has been mnde for loans o£ equivalent amounts 
from the Government of India. Besides, a JWOVIsion of 11 lakhs in the 
curren:t year and one crore and 10 lakl1s in the 1lext has been made for the 
]Hupos<~ of building houses for 1;he refug-Ge:-1. Loans equivalent to ~h~·se 
amountH will alHo he ohtained from the Government o£ India. Our pos1t10n 
will worsen immediately to the extent, if any, to which the expected recovery 
may not be £orthcom.ing. Further, in the l'a::e of loans granted to refugees, 
it i.:; not. yet clear how much of it will ultimately prove to be bad debt and 
what share of the loss on that acrount ·will ultimately be borne t)y the 
Government Qf India. The actual share of losses to be b~rne by the Govern~ 
meut of India is now under correspondence. 

There have been circulated to Honourable Members two printed booklets 
entitled, (1) r.l'he West l3enga.l Provincial Rupee: :from where it comes and 
where it goes, and (2) Statement showing the progress of development 
scheme& and the new schemes outside the development programme included 
in the Revised Estimates for 1948-49 and the Budget Estimates for 1949-50. 
'l'he booklets will show the relative importance· of our sources of revenua, 
th CJ cost of collection o£ the provincial taxes, the proportion of our revenue 
Teeeipts we a~·e spending on each subject, the progTess we have been able 
to make in the different Development Schemes and other new schemes and 
so on. They will alflo show how we are distributing revenue on new schemes. 
It will be seen that in the development programme the nation-building 
departments of Medical and Education are receiving the largest share of our 
attention. 

After partition, the strength of several offiees was reduced in the expecta~ 
tion that there would be reduction of work. The expectation has in most 
cases been falsified. Partition created new problemR and changed the 
el!aracter o£ many. Work in most offices, therefore, increased considerably 
~nec:tly on account of the partition. Further, with the progress of 
mdependence every department has been faced with big schemes of expan
sion. The expansion in our activities requires corresponding expansion of 
stait. A Special Offieer has been appointed to assess the needs of each 
department in the light o£ its expanded activities. The examination is not 
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yet complete. But an interim report dealing with the departments which 
have been examined is being· circulated to the Honourable Members. This. 
will broadly indicate the pxtent and justification of the expension required. 
It would appear that largest increases are under AgTiculture and 
Co-operation. It is probable that Police will require large expansion too. 
A lump provision of 1 crore has been included in the Budget Estimates for 
1949-50 to meet the cost of expansion where needed and which may reason
ably be sanctioned. This amount represents roughly 10 per cent. o£ OUl'" 

present expenditure on staff. 

The present Government personnel includes ·a !arge partition surplus: 
and a large temporary staff appointed during and after the War. The" 
surplu:;; personnel has been absorbed in sanctioned posts but the liens of those 
who held permanent posts have still to be fixed up. 'l'he large temporary 
personnel cannot all be discharged with a view to revert to normal rules 
of reeruitment immediately. Both these factors create a sense of instability 
and uncertainty and it requires to he eliminated as quickly as possible. 
Conditions, however, have not yet reached a state of stability. But a~ 
o:oon as the Special Officer finishes his work" of determination of the neW" 
set-up and a decision has been reached on it, we shall take up the question" 
of fixing- up the lien of all surplus personnel who held permanent post&" 
before partition as well as the question of absorbing as many temporary 
personnel as possible in permanent posts so that we may be able to revert 
to i.be normal rules of recruitment as soon thereafter as possible. 

'l'he province has no public debt, funded or floating. Our debt to thl} 
Central Government includes a sum of 2 crores and 50 lakhs advanced by 
the Government of India to help us clear 50 per cent. of the debit balance 
with the Reserve Bank left by the Government of undivided Bengal, th& 
other 50 per cent. of which was paid by the Government of East Bengal. 
Our debt to the Government of India at the end of the current year stands 
at 8 crores 82 lakhs and will increase to 24 crores 83 lakhs at the end of the 
next year. 'l'he main reasons for this increase a.re loans on account ot 
productive development schemes, the Damodar Valley Project, Grow More
Food schemes, Caloutta State Transport scheme and advances to refugees. 
The expenses of the Damodar Valley Project are to be borne by the thre& 
Governments, of India, Bihar and \Vest Bengal. The total cost of the 
I>roject is first to be allocated among the three objects, viz., power, flood 
(·ontrol and irrigation. The expenditure allocated to ppwer is then appor
tioned equally among the three Governments. The expenditure allocated 
to flood control is apportioned equally between the Governments of West: 
Bengai and India, the Government of Bihar taking no part of it and~ India's 
share being subject to a ceiling of 7 crores, so that any expenditure allocated 
to this subject in excess of 14 crores is payable wholly by the Government 
of \Vest Bengal. The expenditure under irrigati<m, if for the sole benefit 
of on£ province, is borne by the province benefiting and, if common, !B 

a1located between the GoveTnments of _West Bengal and Bihar in the propor
tion of the guaranteed off-take of water, India taking no share of it. 
Aecording to present arrangements India is to advance the whole amount 
and has accordingly advanced 91 lakhs to the Government of 'Vest Bengal 
during the eurrcnt year. The advance that we will require during the next 
year on. this account is 3 crores and 40 lakhs. The Mor Projed which iSc 
also being financed from loans from the GoveTnment of India accounts for· 
a loan of 49 lakhs from the Government o£ India during the current year' 
and 75 lakhs during the next. \Ve have transferred outlay on a few schemes: 
hf!m .a Re:enue head to a .Capital head during the curren~ year and the same 
prmc1ple 1s folJ(nved durmg the next. These schemes mclude the ~{aster 
I>lan for the drainage of Calcutta and surrounding areas. 
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lJ nder ·Capital head11 are beoked expenditure on Development ~~ehemes 
financed from loan and trading transactions of the Civil S':l-pplies Depart
ment financed mainly by cash credit advances from the Im.p~nal Bank. The 
Development schmnes financed from loan include a provJsion o£ 2 crores 
.5() lakhs for road development during the next year. 'l'he provisions made 
~for development sehemcs and for direct building programme for housing 
rPfugees have already been referred to in this Statement. 

'fhe net result o£ the year 19c19-50 is a revenue deficit o£ 1 crore and 11 
lakhs. We do not propose to leave this deficit tully uncovered. The Sales 
Ta:s: (Amendment.) Bill• nnd the Agricultural Income-tax (Amendment) Bill 
whi1~h the Legislature passed recently are expected to yield a revenue o£ 
about 80 laklls. Our Budget Bstimates for 1949-50 do not include this 
amount. I have also given notice of two other Rills to increase the rates 
of entertainments tax and to retain permanently the higher rates of betting 
-tax, totalisator tax and eleetricity duty beyond 31st March, 1949. .~he 
estimated. receipts £rom the be~ting tax

1 
totalisator tax and the eh;ctriCity 

'(luty at higher rates have been mcluded m the Budget. The entertamments 
tax, i£ levied at the higher rate;, proposed, is expected to yield 20 lak.hs. 
Thi, amount has not been included in the Budget. Assuming that the 
Jlouse will agree to pass the Bills, the uncovered deficit in the Budget 
Estimates for 1949-50 will be negligible. 

In my Budget speech last year I stated that the question of revision of 
the allocation to the provinces of the net proceeds o£ income-tax and jute 
duty collected by the Centre was under eorrespondence with the Govern
ment o£ India. rrl1e main queRtion that arose in course of the correspondence 
was what adjustment was necessary on account o£ the partition of the two 
provinces and a few provinces togl~ther with a portion each o£ the two 
}Kt.rtitioned provinceR going out of the Indian Union. 

In spite of our representation the Central Government has decided that 
till 81Ht March, 1950_:_ ' 

(1) the Government of \Vest Bengal will receive only 12 per cent. of 
the total provincial share of income-tax as against 20 per cent. 
allowed to Bengal under the Niemeyer Award, and 

{2) the share of jute duty alloeahle to the provinces will be reduced 
from 62~ per cent. awarded by the Niemeyer Award to 20 per 
cent. only of the net 1}roceedB and that the total provinaial share 
will be diBtributed among the jute-growing provinces in propor
tion to the amount of jute grown in each province. 

T?e (_3-overnment o£ Indi~, have, however, agreed to institute an. expert 
enqu~ry mto the whole queshon of allocation o£ the net proceeds o£ mcome
ta~ and jute duty, so that a revised rtllocation may be given effect to in 
19D0-51 subject to such provision as may be made in the new Constitution. 

I have circulated to Honourable Members for their information a copy 
of the ''::M:emoranduni' on the question of allocation of Income-tax and Jute 
Duty to West Bengal", which we submitt-ed to the Government of India in 
March, 1948. I regret to have to say that on questions like these the 
G-overnment o£ West Benrr·al has a feelino· that its case does not receive 
:adequate attention in Delhi."" "' 

It will yet be some time more before we sball be able to stand on our own 
feet. Our P.r<?blems have be~n many-some inherited from before partition 
:and some. ansmg out of partition. \:Ve -.vere seriously affected by the ~Var, 
the .f~mme. of 1943 and the communal riot immediately before partition. 
Part1t10n dislocated our economic life and organisation in many respects. 
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The refugee problem is a huge one, both in its organisational and financial 
aspects. The road system, the educational syst,em and ma_ny things more 
suffered badly from partition. Besides, the anxiety for q1_11ek develoiJment 
is always there. \Ve have, howeve~·, to re!nember two 1J?-1J?o;tant, facts. 
As a result ot the Award of the Arb1tral Tnhunal on the diVISion 01 assets 
and liabilities of Bengal, >Ye have to buy back, as it were, the buildings 
and roads left by the Government of Bengal and pay to the Government of 
East Bengal its share in that price. \Ve have also had to ~a~e upon our
selves liabilities of large size left by the Government ?f und1v1de~ Be_ngal. 
'l'he magnitude of these liabilities is still to be cle~rmmed. But 1t w1ll be 
quite large. Further, as I have already pointed out, we may be burdened 
with large losses in respect of loans granted to the r~fugees. Our expect_a
tion o£ future prosperity has, therefore, to be cautwus and must make 
allowance for these factors. 

:Further, for 3 or 4 years more, i.e., till Wt' run through, on the basis o£ 
the fivP-year plan, the devt'lopment grant of about 23 crores promised by 
the Government of India, we shall be financing the bulk of our development 
expenditure, both recurring and non-recurring, out o£ the grant. There~ 
after, the Government will be confronted with the necessity o£ having to 
find money for all the recurring liabilities arising out of these schemes. 
As the schemes are unproductive, there is hardly any likelihood that the 
schemes will increase our national income in such a way that our receipts 
from taxation will increase so as to cover the whole of the extra ,burden. 
These factors require caution on our part and would call for a strict selection 
of development schemes with a view to immediate increase in national 
wealth. 

I do not propose to go into the details o£ thE' estimates of the various 
departments which will be indicated to vou bv each Hon'ble Minister at 
the time of voting for appropriations. They ,;ill give you an insight into 
the a.ctivities of the Government in vaTious departments and the broad lines 
of policy in regard to each. 

I have just given you a brief account of our Revised Estimates for this 
year. a.nd the Estimates for the coming year. I am fully conscious that the 
prov1s10ns we have been able to make for the various projects do not go far 
enough to satisfy our needs which are vast and varied. But having regard 
to our resources in men, material and money, these are merely an earnest 
of our intention to plaee this province well on the road to prosperity and 
progress and the schemes implemented are what the resources permit under 
the present circumstances. Our progress must inevitably be slow, relatively 
~o our hopes anr1 aspirations, because, at every step we have to face 
1nnumerable bottlenecks. And since we l1ave not the means to waste on 
costly experiments, every step of ours has to be taken after cool calculation 
and deliberate reckoning. But whatever our material resources we must 
have a congenial atmosphere in which one can settle down to ~ork of a 
construdive .nature. For the present, I regret to notice that the prevalent 
atmosphere Is so full of confusion and suspicion and the air so full o£ 
obsessiOns of one kind or the other, so full of 0,0nflicts, that it is difficult to 
al?ply one's mind to fmstained work. I feel that before we can grapple 
w.1t.h the many p~obl~ms that lie before us, >Ye must subject ourselves to 
p1hless self-e:s:ammatwn anrl make up our mind as to what should be the 
directivE' PJ_"inciiJle yf all our.work. It.wil.l not help. us:. to be bogged ~n. a 
swamp of 1cleas w1thout havmg an obJective apprecwhon of the reahtws 
of our problems. Ideas are nothing if not for brin()'inry O'reater O'ood to the 
people by practical application. \Vhen I say this {dE'flni'tely refuse t,o look 
to t~e general problems o! th~ people with a sectional eye. To insist on 
the mterest o£ the one sectwn mrlependentlv of the other is to create a fresh 
problem in our mind and to develop the habit o£ thinking compartmentally. 
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In8tead of thinking of the people as a whole, we are thinking of them m 
terms of classes e.g. labour, capitalists, miildle-class, agriculturists and so 
on, though hm~lameJ'ltally, the improvement or deterioration in the lot of 
the one cannot ·fail to be' reflected in that of every other. This sense of 
wholeness is being lost in the welter of ideas of exclusiveness which may 
easily tend to disint(~grate our society. 

In the first flush of our independence it is hut natural that our legislative 
and reformist :o;eaJ may sometimes get ·the better of our juilgment and se~se 
of reality. Too mueh :r'egislation, ealnulatecl to bring about a conform~st 
mentality in tho publie, 1na,y eu~ily 1ea(l to undesirable consequences. While 
it is the duty of Government to set the ladder and indicate the steps, where 
necessary, the publie should be left alone, as far as posRible, to take the 
initiative and d·evelop a positive bent of mind. Even the most we~l-set 
laclder cannot make an ascent easier unless one knows how to mount It by 
his own effort. Law is an aid and a eorrective, hut it should not be meant 
to beeome the rule of life. The best asset of any Government in any country 
is a self-instructed public., whieh can take a. positive view o£. things ancl 
take a rational attitude towarcls national problems. I feel that in our zeal 
to ac.hieve many things at a time, we may he tinkering with too many 
problem;, and solve llOIHl. 

:May I also submit that at this nascent stage of our freedom we shall.be 
restrieting the scope of ou.r doing g·ood to the people if we were to he tied 
to the apron-stringB of "isms'' ? ''Isms'' are the cliches o£ the day .. If 
we were to he the blind followers of a partieula.r "ism". without consiaermg 
its hearing on our own problem, we may easily he led into a one-way traffic 
of thought loading us nowhere. In the. realm 'of eeonomie ideologies various 
theories, e.g., cap.italism, soeialism and eommunism are in vogue at the 
p1esent moment. It is not essential for us, I think, iu the present stage 
of our development, to aec.ept in toto any ideology that has its spell ou the 
public mind as the solvent of ali our illR. If doing good to the larg.est 
number of people is our icl(•al. it will he prudent for us to accept with 
discrimination the good points of every "ism" and discard the bad. \Vhat 
i~ best designed to serve our purpose ~ill alwa:vs he the best for us irrespec.: 
five of what label it bears, fmd no slavish adherenee to abstract dogmas 
should govern our constructive aetivities. One such dogma-if I may also 
call it an illusion of our age-is the false dogma of equality. There 
should, o£ course, be in any free and democratic society, various types of 
equality such as social equality, equality of political rights, and, in the 
economic sector of our lives, there should also be a minimum standard for 
all. This minimum should not he too low either. below which no citizen 
should be allowed to slide down. But what I think is a. questionable 
strategy is to take by taxation from those who have more than the average 
not merely for the common service of the community but just to effect a 
more equal distribution of wealth. But a process of forcible redistribution 
':>£ nation~l .wealth, apart from encouraging the slacker and the parasite, is, 
m my OJ?llliOD.: sure to defeat its ohjec.t sooner or later by destroying all 
healthy mcenhves, the incentive to excel, the incentive to save-all worth 
prese~ving. A dogmatin insistence on the virtue of equality leads in 
p:ractwe to another mischief. It lead;; to the idea that the standards of the 
community as a whole can be raised all round by merely securing a more 
equitable distribution of existing wealth. 'fhis is a mistaken idea which 
further destroys the incentive to produce more wealth. "I£ we are not able 
to level up, let us level down"-this seems to be at the core of this doctrine 
of. equality. which, I fear, may result. only in the pro~e~s of lev~lling. down 
without b~mg able to level up. SubJect to the over-ndmg consideration of 
larger social welfare and the limit set by this criterion, progress must 
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essentially depend upon the desire t_o better ~ne~s condition by t~e best ~f 
one's endeavour and to keep the frmts of one s mdustry to oneself-that Is 
to say the profit-motive, which is a fu~da;m~ntal law of nature. and cannot 
be negatived as long as any veshge o£ mdividual freedom remams. 

In this country, as in others, the drift towards socialism ~s ~mll?-istakable 
and I also feel that our ultimate goal should be larger soc1ahsatwn. But 
having regard to the condition of our cou~try and the sta~e of development 
in which we stand today, the most prachcal course f<?r tlle next few ye~rs 
should 1:•e to hasten, by concertecl ef!orts of ev~ry 8ectwn of ~he con:mumty 
~nd _every school of thought, ma!enal prospenty of the nabo~ .. T1ll t~en 
1t vnll be, I feel, a prudent pohcy for the cou~try to puc. 1deologi?al 
differer.ces in cold storaO'e for some time and formulate a nat10nal pohcy 
based upon the greatest ~ommon measure of agreement between all parties. 

The attack on wealth is now fairly widespread. There is considera~le 
misconception about the vastness of wealth and the large number o£ the nch 
in society. In fact, any factual survey goes to show that the rich are 
neither so rich, nor are there so many of them in the country, as many 
suppose. I£ income-tax returns are an indication, they point to a different 
conclusion. In 1940-41 the late:>t year for which authentic information is 
available, there were o:r{ly 2 lakhs 75 thousand income-tax assessoos in the 
whole of British India, and the number of persons assessed to the tax on the 
basis of an income of Rs. 1 lakh or over was approximately 2,800-thus 
showing that in that year the total income-tax paying class represented 
only .07 per cent. of the total population and persons in the income bracket 
o£ Rs. 1 lakh and over only .0007 per cent. Persons with an income ,of 
Rs. 1 lakh or above represented roughly 1 per cent. of the total income-tax 
paying class. Nearly 50 per cent. of the assessoos belonged to income 
grades o£ below Rs. 5,000 a year. 'l'hese figures relate to India before 
partition and it is of the greatest importance that the Government of India 
should re-examine the position since the partition of the country. U p-ta
date and relirvble statistics about the percentage shares of the different 
income groups in the national wealth of the country are not available-this 
is a lacuna which should be given a high priority in any overall improve~ 
ment of statistical in·formation in the country-but it may be, I think, qu.ite 
safely presumed that persons who form such an infinitesimal proportion of 
the total population (such as .0007 per cent.) have between them far less 
than even one per cent. o£ the wealth of the country. The same remarks 
apply also to other upper income groups in the country. The War might 
have improved the position somewhat but I do not think it is such as to 
fundamentally alter the picture. 

The road to wealth in this country, I may point out, is not so easy and 
smooth as many seem to imagine. Further, under the present rates of 
income-t~x and su.per-tax, it is difficult, if not impossible, for any one to be 
wealthy m the accepted sense. The House will be interested to know that 
~he net income remaining ~o a person with an ~arned income of Rs. 1 lakh, 
1s only Rs. 51,656 approximately; a person w1th an income of Rs. 2 lakhs 
keel?s. Rs. 68,~44, i.e., an additional amou!lt of Rs. 17,188 only £or an 
add1twnal earnmg of Rs. 1 lakh; a person w1th an income of Rs. 5 lakhs 
can keep only Rs. 84,469 approximately, i.e., an additional amount of 
Rs. 15,625 for a further income of Rs. 3 lakhs over Rs. 2 lakhs while a 
person w~th an income of Rs. 10 lakhs has only Rs. 1,00,094 to call his own 
after paymg the taxes. These certainly are not conditions conducive to the 
growth of savings and nobody can roll in wealth under such circumstances, 
unless, of course, he is in the enjoyment of wealth inherited from forbears 
or could make his pile before the war when the income-tax rates were lower. 
After having paid -income-tax and super-tax at the present rates nobody can 
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hope to get rich quick except, of course, hy the dubious ?O.U!se . o£. tax
dodging or black-marketing. I1'or the latter class of ach-Vltl?S 1t 1s tl?-e 
social conscience that can alone sBrve as the most potent corrective; £or, 1n 
the final analysis these are the symbolic expressions _o£ the lac~ of .our 
national character. 'fhe G-overnment are no doubt domg all that 1s poss1ble 
to cheek these anti-soeial activities, hut unless those who run the mechanism 
o£ administration are themselves inspirerl by a high sense o£ duty and 
.integrity mel'e tightening up o£ the machinery of administration can do 
little or' nothing. 1'he problem of eradicating tax-dodging or black
marketing is, therefore, ultimatdy a problem o£ improving the basic human 
raw material. • 

It has been recently calculated that in America persons with incomes of 
$25,000 a year and above-the former "Economic Royalists" as they were 
called-had 6. 7 per cent. of the national income in 1917 which sank to 3.4 
per cent. in the Hoover regime and 2.5 per cent. in 1941 under Roosevelt. 
There is not enough fat on these "bloated" individuals, as has been 
appropriately stated, to make a meal of any heartiness for the rest of the 
population, even if they were swallowed whole. In India, the metaphor 
applies even more appositely. H all the wealth of the wealthy people were 
forci.bly taken over by the State, it would not provide even early morning 
tea for aoo million people. Cutting- o£ the tallest poppies will not mean 
a.l.lowing OJYporhmit-ic& foT the s1uubs to grow to any IH:~ig:ht. 

It has been statell in respeet oi' U.S.A. that progressive income-tax 
could redistribute only about 2 per cent. of the national income while a 
Rlight improvement in 1nu;ine::~s l'onditions improves tn.e condition of the 
masses by anything between G and 10 per cent. In India the proportion o£ 
national income which could he redistributed hy a 11rogressive income-tax 
is much less hut the improvement which better business conditions would 
effect in the condition of the masses is much greater. If, therefore, the 
choice lay between an excessively progressive income-tax with its chiJling 
effect on business c·on<lition :uHl slightly lower level of. income~tax with 
improved 'business condition, the path of public policy should be clear. 

It is freely suir1 that our ultimate objective should be to hasten the 
advent of J{'rishnk-l'taja-ivla.;idoor Ra.j. But if one would care to probe a 
little deeper into its signifinance, one would find that even today we are 
working upon a foundation of such a raj; for, even under the present 
franchise, the ultimate political power rests with the Krishak-Majdoor. 
Most of the representatives of the people in this House represent the rural 
and labour interests; there are only a handful of representatives of the 
so~called capitalists and the landed interests. In any legislation designed 
to provide relief to the Krishak~Praja, the voice of the latter is su,bmerged 
and they are powerless to influence the course of legislation in their favour. 
On the other hand, the interest of the Krishak-]Jraja has always been assigned 
top priority in the programme of all the political parties that have held the 
reins of Government in this province at one time or another in recent years. 
The once powerful Krishak-Praja Party ruled this province for a number 
of years with the avowBd object of improving the lot of the Krishak-Paja. 
Unfortunately, in actual practice, no partv could do much for them not 
because they lacked good intention, but because they had no clear, d~finite 
and _workable. plans whereby imp_rovement could be effected, nor the 
machmery to Implement them. \Vlth the extensive power that now rests 
:vith us, there is nothing whatsoever that can prevent any GovernmBnt to 
Improve the lot of Krishak-1viajdoor; in fact, self-interest demands that this 
should be done i£ any Government is to retain its power. Besides, now 
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that adult franchise is going to be introduced, no politica~ I?arty can. hope 
to come into power \vithout the help and support o£ the Kn~hak-MaJdoor. 
So, to harp on the interest of the Krishak-Majd?o~ al~ne 1s merely to 
emphasise the obvious which needs no underl.mmg m the.se days of 
democracy. But the question that reaDy matters 1s not, as I sa1d, any lack 
of good intention on anybOlly's part, but the lack o£ ideas as to .hmv b€st 
to serve the interest of the Krishak-Majdoor. It is not .by levell~ng down 
those who are high on the ladder that the lot of the Knshak-PraJa can be 
improved; it is by levelling up those who are low in the ladder, that they 
can be lifted from their present plight. Governments have ?ome and. gone, 
each wedded to the ideal o£ improving the lot of• the Knshak-~aJdoor: 
some of the most aggressive exponents of t.he cult !tad aJso been m po":er, 
but not much could be done bv them. But If they also failed to do anythmg 
towards this end it is becaus'e the problem is so vast and the difficulties in 
the way of for~ulating concrete and practical schemes are so stupend~us. 
and the atmosphere for putting them into effect so uncongenial that, despite 
the 'best attempts on the part o£ every one of them, we have progressed but, 
little. Besides our resources in men, material and equipment are so inade
quate compared to the task before us, that it is always easier said than done. 
For instance, any improvement in the lot of the Krishak-Praja involves 
irrigation. proper manuring of land, land reclamation, co-operative ~arming 
and a variety of other efforts. All these require resources not only m men, 
material and money, but also in ''know-how'' o£ things and must inevitably 
be a slow and arduous process. So we must perforce "hasten slowly" and 
cannot fashion a new heaven and a new earth all at once. These are 
practical eonsiderations which should not be lost sight of in our zeal to 
bring about a Utopia in a trice. We have behind us the experiences of 
failures and successes, of blasted hopes and unre31lised dreams, ,of unpractical 
ambition and futile efforts; if we draw lessons from all these that past has 
taught us, I think, we shall make a better success of our endeavours. If 
we deBire to chew more than we can eat, we must rail. The result is that 
the more we fail, the more we give way to self-deception and doctrines begin 
to degenerate into dogmas and slogans begin to consume all our enthusiasm 
for action. Unless we are clear in our own minds as to what should be the 
best way to realise the ideal of Krishak-Majdoor Raj in terms o£ objective 
conditions and reality and have the proper machinery to implement the
schemes we may formulate, coupled with intelligent public support, mere 
reiteration of an accepted creed will but avail little and will only tend to 
create disappointment. I would ask the House to recognise the pitfalls of 
giving too much political turn to these ideas and objectives without 
realising their true import in the present order of things. 

~ow that we are firmly established on the saddle of self-government, 
I thmk it is time that we paused awhile for <1 revaluation of values. It is 
in times o£ great success or great failure that one should look inward and 
subject oneself to heart-searching. 'rhis is as true o£ an individual as of a 
nation. 1-Vhether in the rush of events we have been able tu develop that 
poise of mind which helps calm reflection is a matter on which I am afraid, 
all o~ us here in this. House may not agree. I£ I may vent~re my own 
Ieuchon, I may subm1t that when I look to our people and find that mental 
povert:y, ~n~ellectual sterilit;y: and want of a due regard for reality, doubts 
and nusgwmgs haunt my mmd and I am led to believe that to us freedom 
has come only to change the externals o£ our lives but has not been able 
yet to touch the deeper cores. Had it done so I do not think that in 
jndging Government or public policies, our people would have been guided 
b~ th~ same spirit 

1
0t malevolence as used to inspire them in their dealings 

With che foreign Government. It seems that the old solgans and phrases 
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·which used to be hurled with devastating effect against a foreign Govern
.ment are still largely in use against our own Government in the new setting 
>Ot freedom. But I think that the time has now come to assess and analyse 
the true import of these slogans and judge their merit as a rallying cry for 
:a free people. Slogans and phrases, whatever may be their other demerits, 
l1ave the great merit of galvanising drooping spirits into activity: they 
infuse fervour in the bloor1 and endow even the remote and the unrealisable 
with a halo. But in a situation like the one in which we are at present, 
.slogans and phrases must undergo change and conform themselves to the 
cilanging needs of the time. ]!;mpty and meaningless jargons which merely 
.excite the unthinking mind must be abjured if we are to turn the minds o£ 
the people to the stern reality that faces them today. It is not the duty 
-of 9. l!'inance Minister to play 'the mental censor of a people, but i£ I digress 
for a while to expatiate on this theme in the context of the Budget, it is 
h:-causc I feel that, unless the minds of the people can be turned towards 
the reaJity of the situation, free from the cloud of unreason created by these 
.slogans and catch-phrases even the most well-intentioned Finance Minister 
will find his labour lost i~ confusion and eontroversy. 
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APPENDIX 

West Bengal Budget 1949-50 

[The figures are in thosusands of rupees.) 

Receipts-

Opening Balance 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipts from Debt Heads 

Expenditure-

Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 

Closing Balance 

Net Result-

Surplus(+) 

Deficit(-) 

(tt) On Revenue Account 

(b) Outside Revenue Account 

(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance 

B-18 

Budget, 
1948-49. 

2,54,22 

31,18,52 

72,86,39 

1,06,59,13 

31,96,45 

5,67,00 

68,20,79 

74,89 

1,06,59,13 

-77,93 

-1,01,40 

-1,79,33 

• 
Revised, 
1948-49. 

3,60,04 

30,58,76 

87,90,01 

1,22,08,81 

30,82,02 

4,09,55 

83,51,91 

3,65,33 

1,22,08,81 

-23,26 

+28,55 

+5,29 

Budget, 
1949-50. 

3,65,33 

31,83,04 

1,03,87,53 

1,39,35,90 
---

32,93,95 

13,16,16 

91,93,94 

1,31,85 

1,39,35,90 

-1,10,91 

-1,22,57 

-2,33,4S 
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Supplementary demands for 1949·50. 
(Presented on the 25th February, 1950). 

The Hon'ble Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy: Sir, in the absence of my 
honourable friend Sj. N. R. Sarker, I may be permitted to present the 
Supplementary Estimate before the House. 

Sir, I beg to present before the House the Supplementary Estimate o{ 
Expenditure for the current year. The total amount cover.ed by these 
estimates is 3 crores 78 lakhs out o£ which 8 lakhs 20 thousand Is for charged 
expenditure. Of this total, 55 lakhs 9 thousand, .being 5 lakhs 67 thousand 
under "51A-lnterest on Capital Outlay on :Multipurpose River Schemes" 
aud 49 lakhs 42 thousand under "iJO-Civil ·works" represent provision 
required on account of revised classification and corresponding savings under 
the heads in which they were originally included will be surrendered. 
Rupees 47 lakhs 62 thousand represent provision on account of Cooch-Behar 
and 91 lakhs represent provision for outstanding debits of the Food Depart
ment. The balance of 1 crore 84 lakhs represents provision either for new 
schemes or excesses over original estimates. 

The House will find that the largest demand under the heads of Revenue 
Expenditure is under "50-Civil W 1orks". The bulk of this is for construc
tion works in connection with development schemes of different depart
ments. The provision in respect o£ these works was originally included in 
the provision for development schemes under the various major heads. Now 
that thi& portion o£ the provision will be adjusted under "50~0ivil Works" 
an equivalent saving in the budget provision under the respective major 
heads will be surrendered. 

The next largest demand is under "57-Miscellaneous". The provision 
is required mainly to meet the expenditure on refugees. A portion o£ the 
expenditure which will remain outstanding will be recovered from the 
Government of India next year or off:>et by receipts on account of sale of 
finished articles produced by the refugees. 'fhe net charge on provincial 
revenues will ultimately amount to 10 lakhs. 

'fhe demand of 1 m·ore 24 lakhs under the eapital head "85A-Capital 
Outlay on Provincial Sehemes of State 'frading" is for clearing outstanding 
debitFJ of 2 crores 9 lakhs £rom other Governments on aecount of supply of 
food grains to West Bengal in 194 7 ~48 and 1948~49 and for pu.rchase and 
di8trihution o£ Fmgar which has been recontrolled with effect from 9th 
September, 1949. ·The balance will be met by reappropriation of savings 
within the same grant. 

The demand of 47t lakhs under the Deposit head "Cooch Behar Deposit 
Account" is due to the fact that all expenditure on account of Cooch-Behar 
for thP- period o£ the current year from 1st January, 1950, the date on which 
Cooch Behar was merged with West Bengal, to 31st March, 1950, is being 
a.ljusted under one Deposit head as above. With effect from 1st April, 
l!J50, the expenditure on account o£ Cooch-Behar will be adjusted under 
the appropriate heads in the Revenue Account Capital Account, etc. It 
will be noticed that we have asked for a token g~ant of Re. 1 under the new 
head "80A-Oapital Outlay on :Multipurpose River Schemes". 'The 
original provision for these schemes was made under the head "68--0onstruc
tion o£ Irrigation, Navigation, !Embankment and Drainage Works". 
Though both the heads are included in the same grant and the charge under 
~he ;new. head can be met by reappropriation, a token grant is being asked 
for In v1ew of the new accounts classification. 

The reasons for all the demands in the Supplementary Estimate have 
~11::-en set forth in detail in the !Explanatory :Memorandum given under each 
head. 'fhe Hon'ble Ministers in charge of different departments will go 
wto them more fully, if necessary, as each demand is moveil. 
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Spee~h by the Hon'ble Shri Nalini Ranjan Sarker, Finance ·Minister, in 
presenting the Budget for 195().51 

(Presented on the 16th February, 1950) 

I rise to present the Budget Estimates of the State of West Bengal for 
the financial year 1950-51. It was indeed a great privilege that was given 
~o rne to carry thearduous responsibility of the financial stewardship of ~his 
tltate during the last two years. These years were years of deep anxiety 
when the country was shaken by the impact of• moving events in the 
nation's history. "The current of events was at times so bewilderingly swift 
and powerful as to jeopardise all our hopes and aspirations for a bright 
and cherry future. Fortunately for us, and thanks to the statesmanship 
of our leaJers and the inherent resilience of our people, we may now claim 
to have turned the corner and come nearer the path of progress and 
prosperity. India became free' in August, 1947, and today she is the 
youngest Republic in the world with one o£ the oldest civilisations. Our 
emergence as a Republic not only places us as an equal partner in the 
comity of free nations, but, what is of greater significance, it adds 
considerably to our status and stature as a nation. I feel a natural pride 
and thankfulness that I have been spared by merciful Providence to present 
today the Budget of the State of West Bengal as an integral part of the 
Republic of India. 

The Year in Retrospect 

The past 12 months have been crowded with events which will leave a 
lasting impress on the chequered history of India as a whole and West 
Bengal in particular. In the all-India context, the great historic event 
which ·creates a new constitutional precedent in the history of the 
Commonwealth is India's alignment as a free Republic within the Common
wealth ·of N,ations. This gives a new elasticity to the concept of the 
C.ommonwe•alth which may well have a far-reaching .oonsequence to.the age
long search for 'an appropriate organisational device to give concrete form 
to the idea ·of world federation. Much has been said for 1and against this 
decision within India. But I shall oontent mys·elf with expressing my 
firm oonfid.ence that history will prove the great wisdom .of the decision. 
This will confer great economic 1and moral advantages which cannot but he 
of lasting benefit to our country and to the great cause of freedom. The 
incre,asing importance of India in the foreign trade of the Commonwealth 
has already given a concrete shape to the advantages of a close tie with the 
Commonwealth on the basis of full sovereignty. 

The year has als·o seen the end of the 'arduous lahour of the makers of 
our C.onstitution. By fra.ming the Constitution of the Republic of India, 
with ex€mplary experliti·on and undeterred by powerfu:l distractions, national 
and international, they have set a unique example in the constitutio11al 
annals of the world. It is not my purpose here to clil.ate on the nature and 
oontents of the Constitution; all I may submit is that it reflects the hopes 
and aspirations of the pe·ople and truly oan it be s,aid that the Constitution 
has been fr.amed for the people by the people and reflects the quintessence 
of our aspirations for the ·orderly and progressive rea'lisation of our 
democratic political ide,als. The year has also seen the final integmtion of 
the former Indian states so that, for the first time in the history of India, 
we have achieved p.olitical unity of the oountry. This unity, it is hoped, 
may, before l·ong, blunt the edge of sectional and regional prejudices and 
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bring about a greater unity of purp•ose in the people of th-e oountry as a 
whol-e. During the yoor the first Indian Governor-General and the last 
in the distinguished line of the holders of that exalted office, iShri C. 
Rajag.opalachari, laid down the r·eins of his office. Although Shri Raja
g·opalachari retires into privtate life to enjoy a well-earned rest, he sets 
bef,ore us an example of plain living and high thinking and of wise 
statesmanship which will long inspire his countrymen. The assumption of 
office by Dr. Rajendr.a Prasad as the first President of the Sovereign 
Democratic Republic of India is one of the most outstanding events of the 
year. W~, in W:·est Be~a~, ·!l're :r;>roud to fe~l that this Sta~e has s·o :many 
personal lmks w1th the d1stmgmshecl PrBsulent, Dr. RaJcndra Pr.asad. 
As the House is aware, he was brought up in the cultural and intellectual 
atmosphere of Bengal in the formative •and early professional peri.od of his 
life and Bengal can claim him as her own as much as Bihar oan. I am 
sure, I express the sentiment of the House when I say that we feel extremely 
happy to• have him as the first President of the Republic because by virtue 
of his honesty, integrity, personal character and intellectual eminence he 
so admirably fits this exalted office. 

During the year the Prime Minister of India created history by his 
voyage of discovery of America. ·His forthright enunciation of India's 
foreign policy and the r·ole of India in the international sphere has consi
derably enhanced the prestige of our country in the '\Vestern Hemisphere. 
In fact, his visit has made America India-conscious. I hope and trust that 
this visit will open up an era of collaboration and understanding between 
the two countries. In the international sphere, the most significant event 
which may have JJrofound influence on the disturbed history of the Far 
East is the inauguration of the People's Democratie Republic in China under 
Communist auspices and the emerg·ence into history o£ the United States o£ 
Indonesia as a free political entity. These are great events in the history 
of the Far East and, being close neighbours, we cannot but be affected at 
many points by the impact of these developments. As a sympathetic 
neighbour interested in the progress and development of Asiatic countries, 
India looks forward with a genuine spirit of goodwill to the final establish
ment in .these countries, after all the bloodshed of recent times, of a new 
era. of freedom, peace and progress in which their peoples may enjloy the 
frmts o£ pea;ce and stability and make the fullest contribution to the progress 
and prospenty of mankind. 

The "Problem Province" 

On the home front things have been less cheery. Throughout the year 
West Bengal in general, and Calcutta in particular, have been the scene of 
sporadic outbreaks of violent activities on the part of a section of the people. 
A general spirit of indiscipline and restlessness and a too easy surrender to 
a spirit of lawlessness displayed by a class of people complicated the already 
deteriorating situation of the State in which the Government could hardly 
find a congenial atmosphere to rlan and work. It must, however, be 
recog;nised that for the last few years West Bengal, and more particularly 
the mty of Calcutta have passed through one crisis after another; her people 
have known no peace of mind or those amenities which a normal and even 
tenor of life fosters. That West Bengal is the "Problem Province" is now 
an overworked phrase; The exciting experiences following the war years, 
preceded by the years of political frustration, have left a trail of bitterness 
in the minds of her people. With Partition, the life of the B'engalees has 
been .shaken to its very roots. It cau&ed a social cataclysm of a far-reaching 
character. On top of this, the fast-deteriorating economic situation 
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co~pletely shattered the social moorings of normal_ life. All this has. had 
a disturbing effect on the people and made them bitter and sour. Nmther 
the psychological nor the material fruits of freedom have come to the people 
of West Bengal with any message of hope or good c~eer. The result for 
many in this State has been a sullen aloofness on then part, born out of 
frustration and despair. l'et, fundamentally; the problem of West Bengal 
is economic and it is on the economic front that the problem has to be 
tackled first. Unless West Bengal can be helped out of her economic 
difficulties, a psychological change helpful on the positive side can har4ly 
be expected. The middle class in \V" est Bengal forms the core of her somal 
life; that middle class is today facing disruptio~. _ It is this class in 
particular that has paid the price of Partition dearly. West Bengal and 
East Bengal have in the past formed a single economic unit. The disruption 
of that unity has affected the normal life of the people of both the parts. 
In fact, thousands of families have been cut into two by Partition and 
while culturally still united, politically and economically the~ are cut 
asunder. With the slump in business conditions, the scope of employment 
has been considerably reduced. On the other hand, as a result of Partition 
and the recent st0ppage of normal business activities between the two 
Bengals which formed an economically and culturally integrated whole, 
West Bengal faces a reduced market to sell her goods; the pressure on the 
employment market has already become extremely heavy. What West 
Bengal and her people, therefore, need is not only sympathy but also 
something more in the shape of concrete help. The vast refugee population, 
floating despairingly mostly in urban areas, provide the delicate fuse of 
explosion. West Bengal today is to bear so much of the burdens as belong 
to the rest of India and India can never remain in peace when West Bengal 
.suffers in agony. It is, therefore, natural that West B'engal should expect 
every consideration from other parts of India. Nor, morally, are these 
the problems to be tackled by herself alone. It is not merely because 
Partition, which is the root of many of her maladie.s, is an all-India 
responsibility, but also because the resources requisite for the task of this 
magnitude are to be found only in the Centre and only the Centre can 

secure the necessary co-operation of other States for thi.s purpose. Having 
regard to these objective factors, the problem of West Bengal is as much a 
problem of All-India. A downward slide in West Bengal's condition cannot 
but have its repercussion throughout India, because, apart from being a 
border State, West Bengal is still the pivot of India'.s industrial .structme. 
That tl~e Government of India fully realised the seriousness of the situation 
was evident from the visit of the Prime Minister to Calcutta in the middle 
of the year and o£ the Deputy Prime Minister towards the end. Both of 
them went into the problems .of the State with the deepest .sympathy and 
un~erstanding. They assured us of whole-hearted all-India support and 
assistance to West Bengal which was bearing the brunt o£ the major 
problems for no particular fault of hers. The recent statement of the 
Prime Minister is indeed very heartening for us and, I hope, we can now 
look forward to a more sympathetic approach to our problems by the Centre 
as well as by the neighbouring States of the Union. Now that the policy of 
the Union. Government vis-a.-1)1:s West Bengal has been so clearly set forth 
by the Pnme _Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister that the problem of 
~est Bengal IS also a responsibility of the Centre, it will indeed put heart 
m the drooping spirit of West Bengal if concrete action quickly follows 
these cheering sentiments. · 

Unfortunately: just when we were expecting a positive gesture from the 
Centre for financial justice, which was the minimum we demanded in order 
to rescue us from chronic financial disability, the Deshmukh Award comes 
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to us as a shock and a disappointment. As the House is aware, after the 
Partition, the Government of India passed, without consulting the State 
Government, an order on the allocation of income-tax and jute duty which 
was highly iniquitous to West Bengal. We did all that was possible to 
place our point of view before the Central Government with incontrovertible 
facts and arguments for redressing a financial inequity which was a sore 
point with us. The Government of India had agreed in the earlier part of 
the year to institute an expert enquiry into the question so that a revised 
allocation could be given effect to in 1950-51 subject to such provisionr; as 
may be made in the Constitution. Shri Chintaman Deshmukh, lately the 
Hovernor o£ the Reserve•Bank of India, was entrusted with the task and it 
was agreed that Shri Deshmukh's recommendations would be in the nature 
of an award binding on us. It was most unfortunate that Shri Deshmukh 
did not go into the question de novo and based his award on the earlier 
deeision of the Government of India. What adds to our disappointment is 
that we "were assured on the highest authority that the question would be 
considered de no'vo and an equitable basis formulated in the light of the 
ehanges that had taken place in the meantime. It has been suggested that 
the Finanee Commission whieh, in terms of the Constitution, is to be 
appointed within two years of the coming into foree of the Constitution, is 
to go into the question of these alloeations finally. This, I submit, does 
not carry us far. The first two years of the Constitution are the most vital 
for us during which period we have many things to do and our resources 
are inarlequate, and, it is not known what the terms of reference of that 
Commission are going to be. There is the further apprehension that the 
earlier decision of the Government of India as well as the Deshmukh Award 
will be. there to operate as a dead-weight against us in .any subsequent 
examination of the qtteHtion. I shall have a few more things to say later on 
in course of the Budget statement regarding this question, and if I make a 
passing referenee to it in my opening remarks, it is only to emphasise that 
we have been badly let down and our case has not been objectively treated. 

In this otherwise depressing picture the only ray of light that enlivened 
the people of West B'engal with new hopes was the decision of the Govern
ment of India to integrate Cooch Behar with West Bengal with which her 
natural ties are many. The House will recall that many unmerited 
aspersions were hurled at this Governmlmt for our alleged failure to convince 
the Government of India of our claim to Cooch Behar. 'rhe ultimate merger 
of the state with West Bengal is proof positive of our endeavours, made 
without fuss and with determination, It shows that unthinking agitation 
taken recourse to by a section of the people without leaving matters to be 
dealt along constructive and constitutional chan.nels does not help. In 
delicate matters like these involving relations between one State and 
another, or between the States and the Centre, more can be gained by a 
statesmanlike approach and patient work than by mere agitation which only 
acerbates ·feelings and thereby tends to defeat the object. We are indeed 
grateful to the Government o£ India for recognising our just claim. We 
welcome Cooch Behar within our fold to contribute her best to the progress 
and development o£ the S.tate o£ West Bengal to which she so justly belongs, 
and also share in the common prosperity. 

This, then, is the general background against which the finaneial picture 
is to be set. The economic difficulties, which vVest Bengal has sooner or 
later to surmount, if she is again to find her feet, do not make i.t easy to 
greet the year with that hope and cheerfulness which ancient custom enj.oins. 
The hard facts of the present condition cannot be dismissed with pohshed 
words or wishful thinking. 'I'he problems, which before freedom loomed 
in the distant horizon, have now by irresistible force of events been brought 
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into the forefront. Their solution hardly brooks delay. Many of the 
economic advantaO'es we had in the past are no longer there; the Partition 
has shaken the ec~nomy of the country; many essential commodities are in 
short supply; busi:p.ess is at a standstill. These may easily cause p~ssimi~m. 
Yet pessimism has never led any cause or nation to triumph over difficulties. 
The adverse facts never tell the whole of a storv. When full account is 
taken of both favourable and unfavourable fe~atures of the economic 
situation, it will be found that extreme pessimism is harder to justify than 
buoyant optimism. But optimism should be tempered with a. realistic 
appreciation of the formidable difficulties that mu~t be overcome 1£ we are 
to achieve peace and prosperity for India and vV est Bengal. 

The Economic Background 

Turning now to the general economic situation in the country, the 
J)eriod of one year which has elapsed since I made my last Budget statement 
has been one of considerable stress and strain, though it has no doubt been 
relieved by a good deal of solid achievement in various sectors of the national 
tlconomy. In spite of some setbacks, there was much in last year over 
which one can take a measure of pride. The inflationary situation in the 
country has been, on the whole, kept under control; in any case, it did not 
worsen in the way that such situation is generally known to worsen. · During 
the first three months of 1949, trend of prices was generally downward, 
though later, influenced by unfavourable crop reports, prices tended to rise 
to some extent. Over the year as a whole, the rise in the average general 
price-index, as compared with the average in the preceding year, was 
inconsiderable, amounting to about 4 per cent. After devaluation, the 
upward pressure upon prices was again high for some time, due largely to 
the operation of some speculative forces, but the Government met the 
situation quickly and with determination. The Eight-Point Programme 
which they put into operation in this connection aimed at bringing down 
the prices of essential commodities, manufactured goods as well as food
grains, by about 10 per cent., either by a reduction of ex-farm or ex-factory 
prices or by a curtailment of distribution costs and incidental charges, or 
by both. The implementing of this new policy had a salutary effect and by 
November, prices were again falling. In December, the food index had 
fallen by over 32 points from their peak level of 406.8 in October, that is to 
say, immediately following devaluation. The increase in the average price
level in 1949 over the average in the preceding year was, as already 
indicated, of not much consequence. 

While thus the price-level was kept more or less under control, the goal 
of stabilising the prices, and that preferably at a somewhat lower level 
than where they stand now, remains still at some distance. High, or even 
nsmg-, prices during a period when money supply was actually falling, as it 
was last year when there was a net fall in both notes in circulation as well 
as in bank deposits, naturally puzzle many observers. The fact of the 
matter !s that so long as food and cloth-the two primary needs of the people 
-remarn in short Rupp]y, monetary factors are not in themselves powerful 
enough to correct the situation and to bring to the common man a sense of 
relief. As is quite natural, the general price indices give to food and cloth, 
the demand for which is highly inelastic, a special weight, and a slight 
change in the prices of food and cloth, therefore, affects the general price
level to a considerable extent. Even great improvements in other sectors 
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of the economy may thus fail to make their influence felt on the general 
price situation so long as the common man struggles hard with his basic 
problems of food and cloth. 

Disappointment in one or two sectors of the economy-however important 
they may be-should not make us blind to, or unappreciative of, the
encouraging progress in other sectors that took place last year. In fact,. 
the last year as a whole brought us more successes than failures. In a large
number of sectors, such as iron and steel, cement, paper, coal, Lea, transport 
and others, not only vf'as the total ·output maintained, but there were 
considerable improvements over the levels reached in 1948. Improvement 
in the output of the basic industries such as iron and steel, coal and cement,. 
and also in transport which, until recently, was one of our major despairs, 
is highly gratifying, specially in view of the set-backs some of them had 
received•during the preceding year. Nevertheless, the present level of 
production, in many cases, is still below the installed capacity of ~he 
industries, and compares unfavourably with their own performances durmg 
the war. Needless to say, our present levels of output are also inadequate to 
meet our growing requirements in the context of an inereasing standar(l of 
living which we want to achieve. This only .shows that the improvements 
that have been attained on the production front during the recent past 
should not create in us any sense of complacency, but renewed efforts sllOnld 
he put forth for hette.ring our past reeor<lR aR far as possible. There ~nuRt 
also be. new expansion of productive capacity in many directwns. 
During the .current year, every major industry has been given a production 
target, with reference to itA installed capaeity and other factors controlling 
production and every endeavour must be made to achieve these targets. 

Last but not the least important has been the improvement in the labour 
flituation. It is worth recalling that sinee the Industrial Truce ltesolution 
of December, 1947, the relation between labour and management has, on the 
whole, steadily improved. The rate of loss of man-clays in 1949 was about. 
6G.74 lakhs as against 78.37 lakhs in the preceding year and 165.63 lakhs 
in 194 7. The improvement in the labour situation was indeed most 
gratifying and it augurs well for the future, but one still looks in vain 
for an increase in labour productivity. Latest available reports indicate 
that, so far as productivity of labour is concerned, there has been a further 
decline in the most important sectors of the economy. Last year, I 
mentioned specifically the declining productivity in the cotton textile and 
coal industry; this year the iron and steel industry offers an instance to the 
point. It is authoritatively stated in respect of one of the largest units 
in thifl industry that while (between 1942 and 1948) the bill for wages, 
salaries and amenities to labour had increased by 164 per cent., production 
had decreased by 15 per cent. Production per head had fallen from 142 
tons to 78 tons, which is equal to 45 per cent. The number o£ employees 
had increased from 3,600 to 5,500, that is by 52 per cent. 

Notwithstanding some maj/or laches here and there, the effect of the 
general economic improvement is bound to make itself felt sooner or later. 
But, as has been already stated, while changes in the supply of consumer 
goods, especially necessaries of life make their effect felt almost 
immediately, improvement in producer~' goods, such as cement, coal and 
steel, can be appreciated only after a time-lag. It is for this reason that 
in the consciousness of the consuming public, food, cloth, mustard oil a;nd 
suga:z: ~alre a stronger impress than cement, iron or coal or even tea, whiCh 
has hm1ted consumption. 

" 
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Unfortunately, there are no similar gains in the food front. On the 
other hand, the total area under foodgrains in 1948-49 was 174.6 million 
acres as compared with 179.0 million acres in the preceding year and 18-5.2 
million acres in 1946-47. The fall in acreage was roughly 1.5 per cent. 
and it was shared by all varieties of crops except gram and barley which 
showed slight increase. Not only acreage, but the total yield also fell. It 
is no ·wonder, then, that imports of foodgrains from abroad have been rising 
from year to year. The total estimated import in 1949 were 3.5 million 
tons as compared with 2.8 million tons in the previous year. These food 
imports, as is well known, have been fast eating awa~ our reserves ·of foreign 
exchange. The total cost of food imports in 1948 was Rs. 130 crores. 
In 1949 they must be considerably higher. 

The new Food Policy of the Government of India announced in March, 
1949, envisages self-sufficiency for I:nd1a by the end of 1951. According to 
this policy the country will not import any foodgrains after 1951 except to 
meet a grave emergency, such as a widespread failure of crops or for the 
purpose of building up a Central reserve. The Prime Minister of India, 
in a nation-wide broadcast in August, 1949, announced the a.cceptance by 
the Government of India of the recommendation of Lord Boyd Orr to treat 
:food on a war basis. Details of the Food Plan, as worked out later, envisage 
an increase in the production of foodgrains during 1950 and 1951 by 
4 million tons which is approximately the annual deficiency in home 
production. The increased output is to be obtained partly through intensive 
cultivation, partly through the reclamation of weed-infested and other 
waste lands by means of tractors and tube-well irrigation, and partly also 
through diversion of acreage under other crops to foodgrains. 

Before the war, undivided India used to import about 5 lakh tons of 
foodgrains annually while we now import, alter Partition, six to seven times 
as much. Indeed, Partition itself has greatly complicated our food 
position for we have been left with less food-growing areas proportionately 
to our population. The constant influx o£ refugees fr·om Pakistan also makes 
the problem more and more difficult. Besides, the natural growth o£ 
population, and our failure to increase either the acreage or the productivity 
o£ land devoted to the production o£ food crops have further added to the 
complication. Unless and until .we achieve self-sufficiency in food, we 
shall not regain our economic health. This year the Government of 
India do not propose to import more than 1.5 million tons of foodgrains, and 
much store is set by increased production and better procurement to help 
us tide over the crisis at least to enable us to balance our external payments 
position. For, we have been living upon our capital for too long a time, 
and have considerably run down our external savings. 

The House will he glad to know that the West Bengal Government are 
making their due contribution towards the solution o£ this problem. Last 
year the area under rice in our State was raised from 9.11 million acres to 
9.35 million acres, and the yield per acre also went up from 8.7 to 9.9 
maunds in the case of aus and from 9.9 to 11 maunds in the case of amarn 
crop. 

Next to food is cloth; and production last year in this sector had a set
back. The output of the textile mills decreased due to a variety o£ causes, 
such as, shortage of cotton, the closure of a number of mills because of 
paucity o£ funds and inability to dispose of stocks of cloth and yarn. The 
difficulties o£ the textile industry were also increased by the freezing by the 
Pakistan Government of imports of Indian textile goods. Another 
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important industry to receive a set-back was jute. Irregular and interrupted 
supplies of raw jute from Pakistan was the main cause of the set-back in the 
industry. The production of sugar for 1948-49 (November-October) also 
declined, one of the causes o£ the reduction being a large-scale diversion of 
cane to the manufacture of ,qur. 

The deteriorating economic relation with Pakistan had added to the 
anxieties o£ our already complex economic situation. In fact, it may well 
be said that in many respects Partition became hllly effective only during 
last year. Thfl many s~ructural changes in our economy necessitated by the 
political division o£ the c-ountry hit us with their full, if delayed, impact. 
In previous years, there was much ground for hope that the harmful effects 
of Partition might be considerably mitigated, i£ not largely avoided, by 
each country regarding the other as complementary to itself in the economic 
sense. It was with this object in view that a large number of trade and 
monetai'Y agreements were concluded between the two countr:ies in an 
attempt to keep the old channels of trade and commerce functioning as far 
as possible. The events o£ the last year have, however, largely belied these 
hopes and it now seems clear that the two countries may have to live 
separate, not only politically but economically also. The relations betweel). 
the two countries came to a head with devaluation when they almost parted 
company. .Tust at present, a virtual deadlock prevails in our economic 
relations with our neighbour. 'rhe force of cireumstances has already had 
important effects upon our economic policy and we have been driven to 
seek self-sufficiency in respect of two raw materials, viz., jute and cotton, 
for which we have depended so long largely on Pakistan territory. When 
this self-sufficiency has been attained, the politieal division of· tl1e onuntry 
will also have its economic parallel. It is not pleasant to contemplate such 
an eventuality, but it seems almost inevitable. It the present year it is 
proposed to grow jute on about 200,000 aeres of cultivable aus land in certain 
districts of the State and the additional outturn is estimated to he 500,000 
bales o£ raw jute. If seeds and other facilities are available, it may be 
even possible to double this figure. According to present estimates, India 
is expected to .attuin self-sufficiency in jute in the coming y·ear. The 
target for jute produetion for the next year has been fixed at 5 million hales 
which will be supplemented by l million bales o£ mesta and other fibres, 
the produetion o£ which would also be intensified during the current year. 
The total raw material which is thus to be made available to the industry 
in the next year is 6 million bales, which will be fairly sufficient to meet its 
requirements at current level o£ production. Besides the £our main jute
growing States-West Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Assam-jute is now being 
grown in Tripura, Cooch Behar, Uttar Pradesh and Travancore. The 
acreage under jute in Uttar Pradesh has gone up recently from 5,000 to 
13,000 acres, and Orissa has more than doubled its jute cultivation from 
23,000 to 51,000. Further additions to acreage in all the areas including 
West Bengal are contemplated. Self-sufficiency in jute will have a 
tremendous effect upon our balance of payments position, and reduce 
expenditure o£ foreign currency by about Rs. 75 crores a year. 

The International Financial Background 

During the last year the general financial developments in the inter
national sphere reached a further stage of adjustment. to post-war needs; 
~:mt the va.rious trends indicate some conflicting developmens. Re<?overy 
m produetwn and trade, particularly in Europe, produced conspwuous 
results and to that extent has been able to check the inflationary pressure; 
still, inflation was not brought fully under control because o£ policies such 
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as the price-support programme in the United States and .the .discriminating 
prices or artificial price-pegging adopted by some cou~tnes 1n the wak;e. of 
devaluation and the general upward pressure on pnces and costs whwh 
devaluation itself has generated. In several countries there has been a 
retreat from cheap money policy indicated either by a formal upward 
revision of Central Bank discount rates or by a rise in the long-term yields 
on Government securities. The general pattern o£ maladjustment o£ the 
balance o£ payments relationships, particularly between the dollar area and 
the rest of the world, continues and the situation was met only by the 
immense programme of American aid, and to a similar extent, by the 
finance made available by the various financial. inatitutions like the 
International Monetary Fund, the Export-Import Bank and the Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The continued persis
tence o£ this problem and the growing fear that even after the period of 
Marshall Aid the countries of Europe and the sterling area may not still 
attain equilibrium in their international accounts led to dl.oser. Anglo
American financial talks and this led to a greater appreciation on the part 
of America of the unity of the problem of the balance o£ payments dis
equilibrium as between the European sector and the sterling area. 

The remarkable progress achieved by the countries o£ Western Europe 
in post-war economic recovery has been largely the result of grants and 
credits received by them from other countries in a position :to help. The 
United States Government, which has been the chief source of aid in the 
immediate post-war years, itself provided the rest of the world, by way of 
grants and loans, with dollars -and dollar goods to the value of well over 
$5,000 million annually. The bulk of the American aid, however, has 
gone to the countries of Western Europe. First, there was the Anglo
American Financial Agreement of July, 1946, under which the United 
Kingdom was lent $3,750 million. When this was exhausted, the chief 
medium of American aid to Europe became the European Recovery 
Programme under which the participants have received about $4,300 million 
till 30th June, 1949. The European Recovery Programme has helped 
European countries not only to maintain their trade with the Western 
Hemisphere but also to develop the trade between themselves by the 
operation of the Payments Scheme evolved within the framework of the 
programme. Under the scheme, the participating countries receive, in 
addition to the direct aid from the Economic Co-operation Adminietration, 
additional dollars as ''conditional" aid to the extent of their creditor 
position vis-a-vis other participants, provided they give "drawing rights" 
to an equivalent extent in their own currencies to their debtors. 

During these years of reconstruction India has received almost no aid 
from the United States nor was there any plan along the lines of the Intra
European Payments Scheme for fostering her trade, in which she could 
participate. Hence, apart from any indirect benefits which accrued to her 
from the aid received by European eountries and drawings amounting to 
Rs. 33 crores on the resources of the International Monetary Fund, her 
sterling assets constituted the main .source of finance for meeting her balance 
of payments deficits. Between the end of 1945 and the end of 1949, these 
assets were run down by nearly Rs. 841 crores, of which, when allowance 
is made for capital and other extraordinary payments to the United 
Kingdom and the transfer of assets to Pakistan, over Rs. 300 crores could 
perhaps be attributed to the deficits on current account. These assets 
which amounted to about Rs. 826 erores at the end of 1949 will have to be 
the chief source from which the import requirements of the several develop
mental projects of the country will have to be financed, unless in the 
meantime, foreign assistance is forthcoming on any significant scale. 
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Deva.Zua.tion 

By far and large, devaluation of the rupee, announced by the Govern,
ment of India, on September 18, 1949, remains the most outstanding event 
of the year in the monetary and financial field. When India joined the 
International Monetary Fund a few years ago, sterling ceased to be the sole 
determinant of the external value of the rupee, but it was neverthel,ess 
decided to maintain the existing par value of the rupee which, based on 
the rupee-sterling rate of 1s. 6d. and the London-New York parity of 4.03 
dollars to the pound, worked out to Rs. 330.852 per $100. On the basis 
of the United States Treasury's buying rate for gold o£ $35 per fine ounce, 
the gold content of t,he rupee became equivalent to 0.268601 grammes. 

The status quo was thus maintained. But it did not mean that the true 
purchasing power parity of the rupee could be thus maintained. For the 
moveme'llt ·of prices in India and the rest of the world had been largely 
divergent since the beginning of the World War II, and particularly since 
the end of the war. As a result, the rupee came to be more and more over
valued. It has been, in fact, over-valued both in terms of pound-sterling and 
the dollar, but the over-valuation in terms of the dollar was the more serious. 
Compared with the pre-war level, the wholesale price-index in the United 
States of America moved to 184 by the end of March, 1949, as compared 
with 370 in India. The price-index in the United Kingdom stood some
where midway at 203. The effect of the over-valuation of a currency is tu 
make imports cheaper and exports dearer, but so long as the seller's market 
prevailed, this could do little harm. Until recently, the world was so 
hungry for all sorts of goods that any country could in fact export to .the 
full limit of its surplus. In recent months, however, the seller's market 
has been gradually yield~ng pla.ce to a buyer's market. Our overseas 
purchasers are becoming more and more price-conscious, and, in fact, our 
goods have been already priced out of some markets. In the next place, 
our capacity to absorb foreign goods has a limit set by our export surplus 
and by our reserves of foreign exchange. Since the end of the war, due 
largely to increasing food imports, we have been experiencing an import 
surplus and to finance these imports we have been forced to make heavy 
drafts upon our large, but limited, stock of foreig·n exchange. We have als·.J 
had to borrow more and more from the International Monetary Fund to 
balance our external position. This will be evident when we ·consider the 
rate at which our external deficit has been increasing. Our deficit on 
current account which amounted to nearly Rs. 36.4 crores in 1946 shot up to 
Rs. 154.0 crores in 1947 and it amounted to Rs. 122.5 crores in 1948. As 
a consequence the foreign assets of our banking system, including the 
sterling assets of the Reserve Bank of India, have been steadily falling. 
The amount of depletion was Rs. 56.9 crores in 1946, Rs. 107.5 crores in 
1947 and Rs. 327.0 crores in 1948. Of course, the phenomenal fall of assets 
in 1948 was due largely to the payment of a sum of Rs. 224.0 crores to the 
Government of the United Kingdom by the Government of India for the 
purchase of an annuity to meet the annual pension charges due to British 
nationals from the Indian Union. 

Another •cause of the heavy decline of the sterling securities in recent 
years has been the large transfers of these securities to Pakistan in terms 
of the Pakistan (Monetary System and Reserve Bank) Order, 1947, as 
amended in March, 1948. In terms of this order, out of the foreign 
securities held by the Re.serve Bank of India, sums amounting to Rs. 100.74 
crores in the Banking Department and Rs. 34.57 crores in the Issu.n 
Department were transferred to the State Bank of Pakistan on tb~ ht, Jn]u, 
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1948. Further portions Dr these assets also have since been transferred 
:against the return of India. Notes in Pakistan. Assets transferred against 
such notes up to the end of September, 1949, amounted to Rs. 133.77 crores 
of which gold coin and bullion amounted to Rs. 4.40 crores and sterling 
securities Rs. 89.55 crores. 

It was against such a background that devaluation in India was decided 
npon. Even so, devaluation was not India's free choice but was, in a sense, 
forced upon her by the prior devaluation by United Kingdom. For, our 
trade with the sterling area is still larger than that with any other single 
currency area, and the proportion of our trade w:iJ;h countries outside the 
hard currency areas amounts to nearly 70 per cent. of our total external 
trade. By devaluation, we have thus safeguarded the position of the bulk 
of our foreign trade. If, in addition, devaluation helrs us to push our 
products in the world's market, it may indeed bring us some positive good 
and help us to correct our external position. That such hopes may not be 
entirely unjustified is indicated by the fact that in November and December 
last, we have already had a favourable balance of trade, for the first time in 
many months. 

One ·of the immediate gains of devaluation has been to put a stop to the 
heavy :flight from the rupee which was previously taking place. Now 
there is a :flight in the reverse direction, and this has been no doubt an 
important contributory factor in our recent gains in sterling resources. 
During the first nine months of the last year, that is, up to the time of the 
devaluatiDn, the Reserve Bank had lost foreign securities to the tune of 
nearly Rs. 236 crores. During the period of three months and a hal£ 
following devaluation, not only was this drain stopped, but the Bank 
gained nearly Rs. 43 crores. Stoppage o£ external drain and new accretions 
of foreign resources are not only highly gratifying in the immediate context 
of our acute difficulties in respect of balance of payments, but they are 
likely to release a number of expansionist forces which will stimulate output 
and employment, and thus lead to more enduring benefits. 

It cannot be too strongly emphasised, however, that devaluation, to be 
fully effective, has to be followed up by a number of other measures of a 
supporting character. The immediate e:ffect of devaluation, it must not be 
forgotten, is to reduce the dollar return from existing exports, though not, 
of course, to the full extent of the fall in the dollar value of the rupee. 
This shows, however, that the physical volume of the dollar exports. has to 
be largely expanded-by some 40 per cent. or ,so-before the total dollar 
earnings from existing exports are to be even restored to their pre-devaluation 
level. Our dollar exports-jute manufacturers, oil-seeds, mica, etc.-are 
no doubt in great demand, but it does nDt necessarily follow that a 
cheapening of their prices as a result of devaluation will be followed by a 
more than proportionate increase in the dollar outlay on them. But unless 
~here is an increase which is more than proportionate in this sense, there 
1s no net gain in earnings of dollars. For achieving such a result, it will 
now be necessary for us to give far more attention than in the past to the 
study of foreign markets, and to improve the quality of our export goods. 
W ~ have also to reduce our dependence on dollar markets, at least for such 
artwles as foodstu:ffs, the supply of which should be expanded at home up 
to the full limit of our requirements. In the next place, we must also put 
an effective check on inflation, for so long as highly inflationary conditions 
prev:ail, our market remains a good one for selling to and a bad one for 
buymg from, from the point of view of foreigners. If all these necessary 
measures. are adopted and rightly implemented in time, devaluation may 
well begin to pay us good dividends at not too distant a future. 
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Balarnce of Payments 

This brings me to the question of our balance of payn:tents. I have 
already referred to the heavy drain on our external resources due to the 
excess of our imports over our exports. Our unfavourable balance of trade 
and of payments i::, in essence, the external counterpart of our internal 
economic disequilihrium and it is a measure of our failure to put our house 
in order. It is of the first importance that this lack of balance in our 
external position should be corrected. The prospect of our being ahle to do 
so in the near future is not at all discouraging. If we make good use of 
all the opportunities toot are available to us, it may not be long before 
we are able to solve this vital problem satisfactorily. I would like the 
House, in this connection, to note the several favourable. changes in our 
position in international trade and finance since the end of the war. The 
Home Charges of pre-war days have now entirely disappeared and it may be 
recalled.that these used to constitute a large and highly inelastic annual 
levy upon our foreign exchange earnings. To this extent, therefore, our 
balance of payments position has 1become easier. In the next place, since 
the end of the last Great War, the terms of trade between agricultural and 
manufactured products have improved. It may be recalled that during the 
'thirties when a sharp decline in agricultural prices had a most upsetting 
effect upon our balance of payments position, it would be stabilised only 
by heavy exports of gold. Lastly, in recent years, there have been some 
signs of our building up an export trade in manufactured goods also. 
Some of our manufactured goods-cotton textiles, sports goods, coir manu
factures, etc., apart from jute manufactures in which we hold practically 
a monopoly-have met with a .good response in several overseas markets, 
and they have been valuable earners of foreign exchange. 

If the end of the war has thus brought us several favourable trends in 
our balance of payments position, it has also introduced some new compli
cations. The greatest of these complications is the distinction betW'een 
hard currencies and soft currencies. Before the war, a country needed to 
balance its overall external position, and it was not necessary to balance its 
position separately with reference to soft currency areas and hard currency 
areas, a distinction which, in fact, did not at all exist. Now, however, it 
is nece.ssary to achieve balance in each of these two parts, and that makes 
balancing of a nation's external position much more difficult. Moreover, 
the war has also changed the pattern of trade in certain directions and· this 
has also had an adverse effect on us. Before the war, our trade with 
countries like the United States of America and Canada was such as to 
make it possible for us to enjioy a sizeable surplus in relation to them. As 
a result of the devastation of the war, we have, however, now to buy from 
them goods which we formerly imported from the United Kingdom, Burma 
and Thailand, viz., capital goods and food. This has consequently increased 
our demand for hard currencies. 

Though our balance of payments problem is thus a formidable one, it 
is by no means insoluble. As already stated, our greatest weakness in our 
balance of payments position arises from our food imports, and these 
should entirely stop. A great deal, therefore, depends upon the success 
which attends the Government's plan to achieve self-sufficiency in food by 
the end of the next year. In the next place every attempt should be made 
to increase our exports~especially of jute .goods and cotton textiles. Thus 
the internal drive for growing more food should be buttressed by the external 
drive for more exports. Already devaluation is lending us a helping hand 
in straightening out our balance of payments position, for, it ha.s already 
made dollar goods comparatively dear to us. The import licences for dollar 
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~re,~s are also mostly confined to capital goods ~:n.d food. The new policy 
is already bearing huit1>, and as already stated, m N o:vember .a:P.d Decewber 
last, there was a welcome change in our trade balance. 

Foreig,n Capita!l 

The question of foreign capital, to :which relereD.ce W3f! made in my 
Budget Statement last year, ~as now ,been so~~wha~ .crysta;lhsed by .a fu~ler 
policy-statement by t~e !Io;n ble Pmme M~m~ter. 'l'he role of. fore:tgp. 
capital in the economiC development of Tnd1a 1s no_w. ~u}ly recog;msed ~d 
foreign capital has been ass11:red !111 J:easonable f11c~~1~.Ies, s;u,ch as e.ar-llJ.:!.l,€1' 
of profits, withdrawal of capital m:v;estm~pt, and r~m1ttltllce .of bo~h ov:er
seas, subject, of course, to the cons1derat:on of £or~Ign exchange. .:,Foreig;p. 
undertaking.s are placed on the same footmg as Indian, both to be governed 
by Government's industrial policy. Becam~e of their being f(}reign in 
origin-they will not be subjected to any special :restrictions.,-they will be 
given a fair field to operate in, fair and equitable cmppensation will also be 
paid, if and when a foreign enterprise is compulsorily acquired and all 
reasonable facilities will be given in such case for the remittance of the 
proceeds. While, as a rule, the major interest in owpership and ejltective 
control will be in Indian hands no hard and fast rule will be follow.ed, and 
in exceptional cases the Government will not object to foreign capital 
having control of a con.cern for a Emite.d period, if it is found to be in the 
national interest. Each individual caae will, howe,:ver, pe judged 011 its 
merits. 

These terms and conditions are as fair as they could be and should give 
a quietus to all the misgivings so long entertained in certain foreign 
quarters. These are not only in full accord with our new obligations as a 
member of the International Trade Organisation, but, in some respects, are 
better than the terms which our membership requires ¥S to p:l.aintain. The 
~ssurance that no restrictions will be impqsed on foreign undertakings 
:which are not applica,ble to indigenous enterprises will, .I am sure, be noted 
with special interest by the foreign .entreprenellrs, whe;n all that the Ch.arter 
,of the International Tr,ade OrgaJ1isatiQ1l. dem,ands is an ll;S&urance that a 
.?apital-receiving cmmtry will not make a diseri1Jlination as between foreign 
1;nvestments. 

The last year s.aw the first loans received by India from the International 
Bank for Reconstructio;n and Development. As these loans are made on 
commercial principles, they indicate that India is considered to be a good 
risk by the Bank. The .first loan was received on the 18th August, 1949. 
It is for a sum of $34 million repayable in 15 years and carries an interes•t 
of 3 per cent. plus 1 per .cent. special commission. Its object is to help 
us to purchase some 650 locomotives from the United States of America and 
Canada. Our own contribution to the cost of the locomotives is $50 
million. The second loan, received on the 29th September 1949 is for a 
sum ·of $10 million. The loan is for a term of seven year; and ~arries an 
interest of 2~ per ·Cent. plus the usual commission of 1 per cent. This loan 
has been received for the purpose of reclaiming 3 million acres of weed
infested la;nd in the Madhya Pradesh and B'hopal. It will take seven years 
to clear the whole area of 3 million acres, but even @ring this period of 
reclamation, 4 million tons of cereals will be available to the market which 
will be worth more than the dollar cost of the loan. At the end of the .seven 
years, the reclaimed land will supply about 1 million tons a year. 

13-19 
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Loans i'rom such foreign bodies as the International. Bank should more 
properly be reserved £or select Government-sponsored or large-scale schemes 
-a policy which is being followed in practice by the Government. In the 
private sector o£ the economy, aid should be sought £rom private investors 
or private industries in foreign countries, not only because the former type 
of loans will not be ordinarily available £or these purposes but also because 
it is only loans from private bodies which can be expected to bring with 
them the requisite "know how" and technical skill of which we stand in 
as great need as of foreign capital goods. Private foreign industrialists 
are, however, still in a•hesitant mood, but it is hoped that they will over
come this before long. AR an argument £or keeping off India, some foreign 
capitalists point to our high level of taxation, high cost of living, 
contemplated legislation by the Government to control industries, Govern
ment participation in industries, threats o£ nationalisation, profit-sharing 
schemesr etc. If Indian enterprise can hope to progress despite all this, I 
find no reason why, with its admitted resilience, foreign enterprise cannot 
be expected to flourish in this country. It has already had the clearest 
assurances from the Prime Minister in respect of equal treatment with 
Indians. This assurance should be considered as a sufficient guarantee 
against any discrimination or unfair treatment, £or which apprehension 
seems to linger with undue persistence. Certain aspects of Indian industrial 
and fiscal policies have not yet been finalised and one should not anticipate 
too many evils. Government participation in industry and Government 
intervention in industry have to some extent come to stay, in India, as in 
many other countries, but, in my opinion even making allowances for this, 
there will always be a wide and fair field for much private enterprise in 
India, both Indian and foreign, and those who are now prepared to take ihe 
risks will have no reason for regret. 

Capita.l Markets 

The long-term capital market, as indicated by trends in the principal 
stock exchanges, had another long and dull year, and this must be regarded 
as one of our major disappointments of the past twelve months. Security 
prices, whiGh tumbled down as a result of the fateful Budget of March, 
1947, have not looked up again, and if now and then there have been signs 
of a returning confidence, such .confidence tended to be chilled sometimes by 
an unfavourable wind blowing from directions-friendly and unfriendly. 
The economic recovery of the country depends in a large measur!'l on the 
normal health and unimpeded functioning of the capital market. For, our, 
economic well-being in the long run depends upon the rate at which we 
form new capital, and the -position in this respect is reflected in the state of 
affairs on the stock exchanges which are truly regarded as the barometer 
of the capital market. 

During the first six months of 1949, security prices continued on the 
downward slope, much in the same manner as in the previous two years and 
a half, and it seemed that the bottom had been knocked out of them. In 
the week ended July 2, 1949, they reached their nadir at 108.74 (1938=100 
-New Series, Reserve Bank of India) which compares with 139.20 a year 
ago or even 128.95 at the beginning of the year. It may be recalled that in 
July, 1946, they had occupied the proud position o£ 289.55. Since July, 
19~9, however, when, as just stated, security prices touched their lowest 
:pomt, many hopeful observers have noticed a slight bettering o£ the situa-

hon, and a. tendency for prices to move up slightly and as this trend has now 
been sustamed for six months or so, this may indeed be the turning of the 
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corner. Perhaps, the reliefs in direct taxation granted to industry in the 
last year's Budget and the assurances of the Prime Minister to private 
enterprise have had something to do with this welcome change. 

Our stock markets are, however, not yet out of the woods and the reasons 
call for scrutiny. The most important rea13on has certainly been the heavy 
penalty imposed on personal initiative and enterprise through the high 
rates of income-tax. In spite of some concessions in the rates, as just 
referred to, they remain barring the United Kingdom, perhaps the highest 
in the world. Even in' the richest country in the world, viz., the United 
States of America, where the taxable capacity of th~ people is much greater 
the rates of income-tax are not so onerous as in this country. A few 
instances will make it clear. In India, the combined effective rates of 
income-tax and super-tax on an income of Rs. 30 lakhs is 92.2 per cent. if 
unearned and 85.7 per cent. if earned; whereas in the United States of 
America the maximum combined tax is 77 per cent., which is·also the 
ceiling. Even if the income is wholly earned, a man of Rs. 1 lakh pays in 
India 48.2 per cent. in tax; in the United States of America an income 
five times as high ($100,000 which is roughly equal to Rs. 5 lakhs) rays 
less (45.64 per cent.) provided the assessee is a married person with two 
dependents. A man with an income of Rs. 3 lakhs pays 69.7 per cent. in 
tax in India, while his counterpart in the United States of America would 
havo to pay approximately 35 per cent. 

ln the post-war period rates of income-tax have been substantially 
modified in various countries'with a view to stimulating trade and industry, 
and also attracting foreign capital, for it is quite obvious that other condi
tions remaining the same foreign capital is attracted to that country where 
the taxes are the least bu~densome. Among such countries, special mention 
may be made of Canada, Australia, Brazil and Argentina. All these are 
develoring countries and therefore their economics are largely comparable 
to ours. It is understood that Australia has reduced its taxes by approxi
mately 23 per cent. in recent years, and the rate of tax on the highest slab 
of income is only about 67 per cent. In 'Canada, there have been successive 
reductions in income-tax since hostilities ceased. Late in 1945 there was a 
general reduction of 16 per cent. This was followed up by further reduction 
several times. The reductions in personal income-tax in that country last 
year ranged from 5 per cent. on the highest slabs on income to 100 per cent., 
that is, complete exemption in several cases. 

In fact, our fiscal policy has to be properly related to our existing stage 
of eflonomic development, and it should approximate more closely to the 
policy pursued in such under-developed countries as Brazil, Argentina, 
Canada, etc., where income-tax rates are partieularly low, than to the policy 
pursued in a fully developed and mature economy like that of Great Britain. 
'fhe ~nvest~ent habit is as yet very inadequately developed in this country 
and 1t rcqmres far greater encouragement and direct incentives than it does 
in other countries. 

Taxation and Enterprise 

. Too high rates o,£ income-tax defeat their own purpose and ultimately 
brmg less revenue to the public coffers. The springs that drive men are 
~any ~nd va!ied, b!lt amo;ng them the desire f~r securing for oneself and 
t~r ones fam1ly an mcreasmg standard of matenal welfare, occupies a very 
lngh place in the list. This is true of all men, and this has been true of 
all ages and countries. Those who work harder risk more and undertake 
bigger responsibilities are rewarded by larger i~come.s, as compared with 



those who WO·t.k less, ;avoid •riS"kS Oil' s~irJc -res;ponsib~lity. The income 
tliienmtials of :persons •belonging to the fir~~ g;roU;p ·ane necessary t? compen
sate them for •their more ,ardruous. .moxe r.1sky ;an9. more responsible work. 
;Frpgressive taxation which every 'one justifies within limits, red~ces these 
differentials and 'thus the incentive for harder acnd mi'Jre responsible work. 
If progressive taxation is pushed .ltoo ·fa:r, a ~ta~g:e .is reached w~ere lthe 
e~rning of a 'higher 'income beco;mes a :m~tter. of I'hdJ:~e.rence to the rnmnne
earner. At this. stage, ,prog'ress'I'Ve taxatiOn 1s a pos1bve d!lterrent to .the. 
growth of initiative and 'it aimh:lishes the vo1'Ume ·Of .produc_tlon. Th~ ·exact 
limit beyond which progressive taxation becomes such a deterrent 1s not 
eaRy to figure out, b"\}:t .the1·e i~ no do~bt that in our country th.e limit has 
heen exceeded 'by a faiT margm. rl'h1s aspect or£ the questiOn IS no doubt 
receiving the best consideration of the Finance ·Minister of India, and the 
.future trend o•f the ca;p-i:tal ma-rket w~ll -depend rto a ·la;r;ge extent on the 
aecisionfi that he may be able to 'take ·and announce in the next few days. 

It is too narrow a conception of ;fi:soal policy to regard it merely lliS a 
means of revenue for the :pu:blic exo:hequer. The much more important 
e:tfects of taxation upon business initiative a.nd enterprise should by no means 
the lost sight of. It is a well-known fact that the bulk o£ risk capital in a 
country comes .genera·Hy from peo,ple in ·the upif!er income brackets, and tax 
:ra-tes which are :lev;ied on •these classes have, ·th~refore, to be considered also 
from the point" of view of the effect they have on the savings made by them. 
It may be laid down as a general principle that rates of tax which reduce 
the total savings of the community a~ aocia.lly •undesirable; and concessions 
in ta:xes are not to be judged solely by their immediate effect upon the 
eollections o£ the Government hut by their long-term effects upon the level 
of economic activity of the country as a whole. A tax concession, though 
it may reduce by a little the revenue of the Government in the immediate 
present, may still release forces which before long may upgrade the whole 
economy, and benefit 'both the Government and the people. As people in 
the upper ineome brackets provide the hulk of the savings o£ the community, 
tax-relief to them is capable or bringing great advantages to the nation as 
a whole, sueh as a sizell'hle increase in new :investment in industries and 
agriculture and a general rise in the tempo o£ business activity. The loss 
of revenue to the Government would be in that event purely' temporary. 
For the total yield o£ a tax depends not only upon its rate hut also upon 
the level of national income and output. H we assume a high level of 
income and output a lower rate may bring more revenue to the coffers of the 
Government than a higher tax tuned to a lower national income. Thus a 
reduced rate of the income-tax which may lead to an acceleration of the rate 
of national economic activity may he in the long run more desirable even 
lrom the narrow .point of view .of the tax-gatherer than a -higher tax which 
keeps the national income low or even pushes it further downward. Not 
only does a lower tax lead to increased savings and investments, but 1ts 
secondary consequ~nces are also of considerable value. Increased savings 
and investment lead to more employment and output but these again lead to 
stilJ higher levels of income and savings in the future. Thus a chain of 
actions and reactions are put into operation which in their cumulative effect 
lead to an increase in output and employment which is far greater than the 
direct increase following the initial increase in investment. 

The ~igh rates o~ income-tax and super-tax on husiness activity have so 
.-demora.hsed the ca.pital market that in recent years there has been very 
little n.et increase in capital investment in the country. Even Government 
borrowmg has come to a practical standstill, for very little new money can 
UP borrowed, and last year the Government o£ India had to be content with 
only few conversion operations, and could raise -no new long-te,rm capital. 



Businessmen have become so diffid'(3nt that they have no heart to undertake 
any expansion, ~nd they ~re barely_ carrying OJ?-. Th~s can ~e seen from the 
annual increase m. the pa1d-up capital of our mdustnes dun~g the la~t, few 
years. During the period from 1939-40 to 1946-47 the total mcrease m the 
capital of our Joint-Stock Companies amounted to only Rs. 148 crores, that 
is, Rs. 21 crores. per year in the average; this in spite of the. supposed great 
s.avings and profits of the industries during the war. This fig';lre also cov~rs 
tbe conversion into rupee capital of a large number of sterhng coml?ames 
in rt'cent years and to this extent it indicates no new productive capacity at 
alL .Moreover, gross increase in paid-up capital does no~ make . allowan~e 
for obsolescence of old capital. When such obsolesMnce 1s taken mto comn
deratiou it will be seen that there has been very little augmentation . of 
producti~e capacity through the infusion of new capital in industries. Our 
industries have to depend for their expansion mainly on their reserves, but 
:J~eir reserve position also is not good. Unless new funds are invested in 
-indust1y, we cannot hope for any real increase in our productive equipment. 

I£ high income-tax rates are favoured for their supposed effects in 
redistributing income and thus raising the general standard of the people, 
it is well to point out that it is economic progress, better than anything else, 
which can provide the true and lasting basis for a good standard of living 
for all. In fact, in a poor country like ours, higher production and higher 
national income are ,:far more important than any attempt to redistribute 
wealth, which would only mean redistributing poverty. Even in a highly 
prosperous country like England, it was recently calculated that a policy 
of redistribution o:f wealth would not pay. If it was decreed that nobody 
in Enghmd should have an income of more than £550 net of tax a year, and 
the resnlting surplus was distributed, and even if-and no doubt this is a big 
if.....:...production were to remain as large as before, the addition to all other 
incomes would be quite small, some £25-30 a year, or about Rs. 32 a month. 
Even so, it is considered that if any such wholesale redistribution were to be 
e:ffeded forcibly, production would not remain the same, but would be 
gTeatly undermined. The result of any such policy of redistribution in 
~ndia would indeed be catastrophic. There can be absolutely no doubt that 
l:f w~ are to achieve rising living standards for our people, including the 
workmg classes, we have to think less in terms of academic socialism and 
nationalisation of industry, and more in terms o:f economic progress which 
means creation o:f more wealth :for the nation, collectively and individually. 

If I have taxed the patience of the House by setting my picture against 
a wide.r canvas, it is because broad economic forces do not know any political 
Ol.' reg10nal divisions. Under modern conditions, these forces act and react 
:far more quickly on individual State spheres than ever in the past. The 
present-day conditions do not allow political, far less economic, isolationism 
anrl. we <?anont keep ourselves away hom the main economic currents in 
Ind1a or Ill the world outside. Any ostrieh-like attitude in our approach to 
the f':_conomic problems of our State would necessarily entail severe penalties 
and 1 have, therefore, felt it necessary to preface my :financial statement of 
revenue and expenditure with a general review of the economic forces that 
operate today, particularly in India. 

The Estimates 

. I wi11 now discuss the Budget Estimates for the coming year together 
With t.Jw Revised rEstimates of the current year. As the changed policy of 
the Gov,·rnment of India in re()"ard to ()'rants and loans for development 
sr:he120" has vital~y affe~ted .our flna.neial ~position uuring the current year 
and ,Jw aext, I will begm w1th a bne£ account o£ the same. 
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Development Schemes 

In 1945, the Government of India informed the States that they could 
rlrnw up plans of development on the assumption that in the five-year period, 
beginning with 1947-48 they would receive by way of Central grants 
assistance of the order o£ '250 crores being one-hal£ of the estimated Central 
surplus of 500 crores during the pe~·iod. The promised assistance in course 
o£ the five years was subsequently raised to 273.88 crores and the amount 
payable out o£ it to undivided Bengal was provisionally fixed at 6~ crores in 
five yeltrs. In a highly optimistic vein the Government o£ Incha further 
informed the States that• in order that purely financial considerations might 
not 5~htnfl in the way of adequate measures being taken, the Government of 
Ind in had decided to offer the State Governments-

(a) 

(b) 

loan to the extent necessary for :financing productive development 
• schemes, and 
payments to the extent desired by the State Governments during 

the years 1945-46 and 1946-47 for the execution o£ unproductive 
development schemes generally approved by the Government o£ 
India, the payments being treated as advances against the grants 
admissible to the States during the five years. 

On this assurance of the Government of India, the Government of 
und1vided Bengal drew up a :five-year plan of development and started work 
on it from the beginning o£ the year 1946-47. Being mvaged by the war 
and seriously affected by Partition, this State could not accumulate any 
reserve fund and was wholly depending upon the grant to finance these 
scheme,<. Grants amounting to 4 crores 87 lakhs and 1 crore were actually 
made available by the Centre to cover the full expenditure incurred respect
tivt>ly hy the Government of unoivided llengal and the Government of West 
Bengal during the years 194{}-47 and 1947-48. 

After Partition, the Irimmce Minister of India, in course of his Budget 
speeeh made in February, 1948, stated that he had carefully considered 
whether, in tlw altered circumstances, the Centre should reduee its assistance 
to the States but that he had come to the conelusion that in the larger 
interest:; of the development of the country as a whole, it would be unwise 
to do fl~J, particularly as the States had framed their plans on the assumption 
that the promised assistance would be forthcoming. In connection with 
the :Finance Ministers' Conference held in October, 1948, the Government of 
India reiterated its policy and stated that it had reached the conelusion that 
in the larger interests of the development of the country as a whole it was 
undesirahle to reduce the scale of assistance on which the States had so far 
plarmeil. their schemes. In view, however, of the then financial position, 
the Government of India asked the States for a rearrangement of the schemes 
so as to spread the expenditure over a longer period than five years as 
originally contemplated. It was suggested by the Government of India 
that in view o£ the inevitable slowing down o£ work on most schemes due to 
shortage o£ man-power and materials this would, in any case, be unavoidable. 
It was stated that after allowing for the areas now located in Pakistan and 
on th~ same basis as was adopted for the distribution o£ the original commit
ment in respect of the States now forming part o£ the Indian Union, the 
grants admissible to the States would be 203.78 crores and West Bengal's 
share 1vould be 23.02 crores. 

In May, 1948, the State Government was asked to revise their develop
mont 'Whemes with a view to reduce expenditure and there was placed on 
the development grant payable to the State in 1948-49 a ceiling o£ 1 crore 
iO lakhs only as against a Budget provision of 6 crores 57 lakhs. The 
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developmE-nt programme of the year was, thereupon, curtailed drastically 
but a'l work was in progress in many cases, it was not possible to reduce 
expenditure from '6 crores 57 lakhs to 1 crore 70 lakhs. The provision in 
the Revised Estimate was reduced to 3 crores 32 lakhs and the actual 
expenditure was 3 crores 47 lakhs against which a grant of 1 crore 70 lakhs 
was only received. 

In November, 1948, the Government of India inror;m~d the State Govern
ment that loans up to 4 ctores 10 lakhs would be adm1ss1ble to West Bengal 
for firwncing productive development schemes in 1948-49. Against this a 
loan of 1 crore only was actually given to the State. . . . 

Excluding the provision for the Damodar Valley Project, a provision of 
6 0rores 4-3 lakhs was made for productive aevelopment schemes in the 
curreut year's Budget. Subsequently, the Gover~ment' of India informed 
the State Government that, pending further scrutmy, they had made a 
Budget provision of 5 crores on account of loan payable to the Gorernment 
of "\V.est Bengal for development schemes during the current year. This 
was in addition to a provision of 3 crores 40 lakhs payable on account of 
West B(mgal's share of the cost of the Damodar Valley Project for 1949-50. 
Government of India had also informed the State Government in November, 
1943, +,hat the development grant admissible to the State during 1949-50 
would be 2 crores 40 lakhs. 

In August last, Government of India warned the State Government 
th.1t th& provisions for development grants and loans might have to be 
reduced. The warning was followed up in October by a further communica
tion intimating that for the current year a development grant of 2 crores 
only would be available to the State against 2 crores 40 lakhs promised 
before and that payment of development grant would be stopped completely 
from next year. As regards loans, the Government of India stated that 
besides the loan to be given for the Damodar Valley Project, they would 
give us a loan of 86 lakhs only on account o1 the Mayurakshi Project for the 
c11rrent year and no loan would be granted during the current year for any 
oth.~r scheme. The Government of India stated at the same time that they 
could eonsider request for loans for the next year for projects under 
executwn which· were productive. But we have been subsequently informed 
that for the next year also no loans would be granted to this State for any 
s_cheme other than the Mayurakshi Project. As no definite amount was 
promised for the Mayurakshi Project till the time of going to the press, we 
have budgeted on the basis of our requirement of 2 crores during the next 
year. 

Thest:! deeisions of the Government of India upset the State Budget. A 
large number of development smhemes were being financed £rom grants and 
l?ans reeeived from the Centre on the basis of their promises made yery 
liberally in 1945 and renewed ·from time to time after Partition. Schemes 
were drawn up on the basis of these promises and last year when the grants 
an~ the loans were reduced in the midst of the year the schemes were 
revlsed .d~astically ~~a the expend.iture was spread over a longer period 
than ongmally anticipated, as desned by the Government o£ India. It 
Was, lhPr8fore, practically impossible to re-plan the schemes in most CaSeS 
or to reduce expenditure on them on any appreciable scale when the mid
year decision of the Government of India referred to above was received 
this year. The provision for these schemes in the current year's Budget was 
4 erores 82 lakhs against which a grant of 2 crores 40 lakhs was promised 
by the Government of India. It has not been possible to reduce this provi
sion below 4 crores 11 lakhs jn the Revised Estimates against which a grant 
of 2 Prores only has been sanctioned by the Govern'ment o£ India. Next 
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year's Budget provision for schemes of this type is 3 crores 74 lakhs again:st 
which no grant will be received from the Government o£ India and the 
entire burden will be thrown on State resources. 

It will appear that. against the promised total grant o! 23.02 crores to 
West Bengal, we shall be receiving, till the end of 1950-51, 4 crores 70 lakht! 
only consisting o£ 1 crore in 1947-48, 1 crore 70 lak:J:ls in 1948-49, 2 crores 
in 19119-50 and nothing in 1950-51. Our expenditure .on. development 
schf)mes d:t~:I'ing the period'·wiH he 12 crores 84 lakhs cons1sbng o£ 1 crore 
52 la:k hl'l i ri 194 7-48. 3 cr0res 47 lakhs in 1948-49. 4 crores 11 lakhs in 1949-50 
ani 3 e~~re; 74 lakhs in 1950-51. · 

• 
As regards the productive development sohemes, the Budget provision 

oi 4 crores 80 lakhs· in 1948-49 was reduced to 2 crores 99 lakhs in the 
Revised a1ld the a'ctua•l expenditure was 1 crore 96 lakhs against which a 
loan: of l crore. only was received from the Government of India. 1n 
1949-5() the Budget provision was 6 crores 431akhs which has been reduced 
to 5 crores 57 lakhs in the "Revised" against which the loan receivable 
from the Centre is 86 lakhs being equal to the provision for the Mayurakshi 
I>roject. The provision is 6 croies 14 lakhs in the Budget for 1950-51, 
against which the provision for loan receivable from the Centre is 2 crores, 
hein~ equal to the provision for the Mayurakshi Project. The Budget 
provision o£ 6 crores 43 lakhs for the current year included a provision of 
2 crores 50 lakhs for the Road Development Project. This provision has 
been reduced to 2 crores 35 lakhs in the "Revised" and the next year's 
Budget provision on this project is 2 crores 54 lakhs. Excluding the provi
sions £or the Road Development Project and the Mayurakshi Project the 
balanc~ o£ the provision amounts to 3 crores 18 lakhs in the curre11t year's 
Budget, reduced . to 2 crores 36 lakhs in the Revised EAtimates of the 
current year and to 1 crote 60 lakhs in the 13udget for t.he next year. 
Th:Be amounts include provisions for the Road TranAport Scheme and North 
Calcutta Hural Electrification Scheme. The proviAion ·for these two schemes 
together is 97 lakhs in the current year's Budget, 95 lakhs in the current 
year's Revised and 9'9 lakhs in the Budget for the next year. 

r:rhus for finaneing rroductive development schemes other than the 
Damodar Valley Project we shall be receiving from the Government o£ 
India till the end of the year 1950-51 a loan of 4 crores 26 lakhs (3 crores 
3;-, lak1 1s for the Mayurakshi Project and 91 lakhs for other schemes, 
including 40 lakhs received in 1947 -48) against a total expenditure of 
13 eror.<:ls 89 lakhs, consisting of 22 lakhs in 1947-48, 1 crore 96 lakhs in 
1948-49, 5 crores 57 lakhs in 1949-50, and 6 crores 14 lakhs in 1950-51. 

Regard~ng. the Damodar Valley Project, which is of particular impor~
ance to th1s State, the honourable members are aware that the scheme IS 

financed jointly by the Government of India, Government o£ Bihar and 
Governme!lt o£ West Bengal, Government o£ West Bengal's share being 
the largest. Government of West Bengal's share, as determined on the 
b.asis of the Budget of the Da.:ri:wdar Valley Corporation, is paid by the 
Government o£ Wiest Bengal on receipt of a loan o£ an equivalent amount 
from: the Government of India. The Hon'ble Minister-in-charge o£ 
Irrigation will, in due course, present the Budget of the Damodar Valley 
Corporation before this Honse. The honourable members will notice that 
for our share of the ~xpenditure, we made a provision o£ 3 crores 40 lakns 
in the current year's Budget. 'This has been reduced to 2 ctores 47 lakhs in 
the Revised and the next year's provision is 4 crores 61 lakhs. 

The sequence o£ events which led the Government of India to impose 
the'e mid-year cuts of a rather drastic nature must have been very 
compelling indeed. By this, the Government of India practically abandon 
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the programme of u?-p;rodu?tive development ~chemes started with high 
hopes and ()'reat optimism m 1945 by co-operatiOn between the Centre and 
the States. e Their participation in the programme of productive develop
ment schemes started at the same time is also very much restricted. But 
the'ie are hard facts which the Stat€ has to face. 

·work on the Development Schemes was started on the distinct under
standino- that grant or loan would be available £-rom the Government o£ 
India t~ cover the :full expenditure on thi.l schemes according as the schemes 
were unproductive or productive. But from ~5th August, .194~, till the 
end o~ the year 1950-51, the gap between expenchtune and receipts IS 8 .crores 
14 la1chs in the case of unproductive schemes and 9 CJ'ores '63 lakhs Ill the 
case of productive schemes. It has thus been left to this Partition-torn 
State to bridge a total gap of 17 crores 77 lakhs in three and a half years . 

• 
Relief and Rehabilitation of Refugees. 

The expenditure on relief and rehabilitation of refugees proceede 
against three different Budget heads, namely, 57-Miscellaneous-Expendi
ture on Refugees, 82-Capital Account of other Provincial W arks outside 
the Revenue Account-Expenditure on Refugees and a Debt head, namely, 
Loans and Advances bv Provincial Governments-Loans and Advances to 
Refugees. For convenience of appreciation of the position as a whole, a 
nBw demand for grant comprising expenditure under all the three heads will 
be placed before the Hou.se this year. 

All revenue expenditure is .booked under 57-Miscellaneous. Under 
this head the Budget provision for the current year was 4 crores 28 lakhs 
out of which 4 crores 27 lakhs was to be recovered from the Government of 
India. The balance of 1 lakh was covered by miscellaneous receipts. In 
the Revised, the provision for expenditure and recovery from Government 
of India drops to 1 crore 46 lakhs and 1 crore respectively. Recovery o£ 29! 
lakhs on this year's account has been included in the next year's estimates 
under Receipts and there is provision for 6! lakhs under miscellaneous 
receipts. The balance of 10 lakhs is the net charge on the State. 

The dTop in the provision in the "Revised" in relation to the Budget is 
mainly due to smallBr expenditure on relief. The Budget provision for the 
next year is foT expenditure o£ 1 crore 67 lakhs and recovery of 1 crore 27 
lakhs from the Government of India. 0£ the net expenditure of 40 lakhs, 
29 lakhs is offset by receipt taken into account under XLVI-Miscellaneous. 
The balance o£ 11 lakhs is the net charge on the State. 

Expenditure of a capital nature is booked under 82-Capital Account of 
other Provincial Works outside the Revenue Account-Expenditure on 
Refugees. 'l'he schemes actually being financed from this head are-

(1) direct building programme for housing refugees, 
(2) scheme for colonisation o£ refugees, 
(3) handloom schemes for rehabilitation of refugees, and 
(4) other schemes for economic rehabilitation of refugees. 

Under this head the provision was 1 crore 13 lakhs in the current year's 
Budget. It increases to 1 crore 63 lakhs i.n the Revised Estimates for the 
current year and to 2 crores 59 lakhs in the Budget Estimates for the next 
year. 
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I,oans and advances to refugees proceed against the Debt head. Under 
this head the Revised Estimate for the current year is 1 crore 37 lakhs 
against a Budget provision of 2 crores for the next year. The capital 
expenditure and the loans and advances are met out of loans of equivalent 
amounts from .the Central Government the provision for which will appear 
under "Loans from Central Government". The provision for such loans 
from the Central Government on those two accounts taken together is 5 crores 
99 lakhs and 3 crores respectively in the Budget Estimates and the Revised 
!Estimates for the current y.ear and 4 crores 59 lakhs in the Budget Estimates 
for the next year. In addition to 4 crores 59 Iakhs, 41 lakhs is included in 
the next year's BudgeL 10n account of Gxpeuditure in 1948-49. 

Gooch Behar. 

It is• a matter of great satisfaction to us all that the destinies of Cooch 
Behar should now be bound firmly and irrevocably with the destinies of 
·west Bengal. On the 28th Aug11st., 1949, an agreement was entered into 
with His Highness the Maharaja by which he transferred the administra
tion of the State to the Union Government from the 12th September, 1949. 
Since that date and till the 1st ,January, 1950, Cooch Behar was a Centrally
administered area. On this latter date by an order under section 290A of 
the Government of India Act, 1935 Cooch Behar came to be administered 
in all respects as though it were a p~rt of the State o£ West Bengal. With 
effect from the 26th .January, 1950, by virtue of an amendment to the 
C011Rtitution, it now forms an integral part of the territory o£ West Bengal. 

The House will not perhaps find some details regarding Cooch Behar 
unduly wearisome. It has an area of approximately 1,318 square miles with 
a population of 6.40 lakhs. It is an important tobacco and jute-growing 
area with about 40,000 aeres under jute. Progressive and able Maharajas 
have ruled over Cooch Behar and to them can be ascril)ell the many good 
schools, (~olleges and hospitals that now exist. It will be the constant 
endeavour o£ this Government to maintain and augment the social services 
o£ Cooch Behar. 

·while Cooeh Behar was administered Centrally, the Government of India 
were eontent to allow the old administrative organisation to eontinue. 'To 
ensure that the merger with West Bengal would cause the minimum 
dislocation, it was decided likewise to allow the existing posts with their 
present ineumbents to continue until a new organisation eould be devised 
and created. The administrative maehinery in Cooch Behar will gradually 
have to .be remoulded and made to conform to that of a noraml district and 
steps have already been taken with 'this object in .view. 

}feanwhile, the employees o·f the former administration, numbering close 
upon 3,000 who are continuing as servants of this Government have been 
assured that subject to selection by a suitable agency and to the requirements 
of the public service they will be finally absorbed into service under the 
Government of West Bengal, or in the alternative, will be paid reasonable 
compensation. These employees are now continuing on their pre-merger 
rates o£ pay though the system o£ ad interim increases and the rates of 
dearness allowance admissible to servants of this Government have been 
extended with effect from the 1st January, 1950 to the employees in Oooch 
Behar at an estimated cost of 5.6 lakhs per ann'um. 

The Cooeh Behar Budget for 1949-50 shows estimated receipts of 1 crore 
13 lakhs and estimated expenditure o£ 1 crore 12.37 lakhs. The Budget 
when prepared naturally did not differentiate between Union and State 
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subjects as such. It so happens, however, that the main sources o£ revenue 
come from what are now Union subjects such as Special Excise (41.08 lakhs), 
Export Duty and Land Customs (5.96 lakhs), Income~tax (2.25 lakhs) and 
the State Railway (9 lakhs). The main items of expenditure on what are 
now Union subjects include 12.05 lakhs for the Military Department. 4.15 
lakhs for the Railway and 21.51 lakhs for the Special Exci~ Establishment 
and contributions payable to the Government of India under a former 
-agreement. Leaving aside both reeeipts and expe~diture on account of 
Union subjects, and making eertain corrections based on the agreements 
entered into with Ris Highness, the budgeted receipts under the State heads 
for 1949-50 are estimated at 45 lakhs, and the eorr!ltlponding expenditure at 
67 lakhs ineluding privy purse charges thus leaving a deficit o£ 22 lakhs. 
In the Budget for 1950-51, which deals only with State subjects, the revenue 
receipts in Cooch Behar are estimated at 43.77 lakhs and the revenue 
expenditure at 60.61 lakhs leaving a deficit of 16.84 lakhs which includes 
the estimated increase in eosts likely to be incurred by the grant of ad 
inter'im inereases of pay and dearness allowance at rates prevalent under 
the Government of West Bengal. The Civil List and privy purse charges 
amounting to 10.5 lakhs have not been taken, into account in arriving at 
'the deficit. This item is to be charged on and paid out of the Consolidated 
Fund of India but the President may determine what contributions it any 
are to be charged on and paid out of the Consolidated Fund o£ West BengaL 

It will therefore be seen that although the Cooch Behar Budget as a 
whole was if anything a surplu.s budget, it is heavily deficit in the State 
sector and surplus in the Union sector. It is hoped that the Government of 
India will soon formulate a general policy about the finances of merged 
·States which will allow appropriation of the surplus in the Central sector 
to finance the deficit in the State sector for some time to come and at least 
until the State taxes can be fully developed in the1r application to the 
merged states. 

In the Revised Estimates of receipts and expenditure of the State of 
West Bengal for the c11rrent year, all receipts and expenditure on account 
of Coach Behar have been placed in a suspense head. The classifications 
followed in the former state of Cooch Behar are different £rom the classifica
tions followed in \Vest Bengal, and with the merger taking place late in 
the financial year, this expedien.t had to be resorted to. The provisions for 
Cooch Behar in the next year's Budget follow our classification and form 
integral part of the provisions under the appropriate heads o£ the Budget. 

Grow il!ore Food Schemes. 

The original estimate of expenditure on Grow More Food schemes for 
the current year was 2 crores 7 lakbs (1 crore i64 ]akhs on Agric11lture. 38 
lakhs on Fisheries and 5 lakhs on Irrigation). As the progress of the 
schemes has riot been up to expectation, the Revised Estimate has been fixed 
at 1 crore 45 lakhs (1 crore 31 lakhs in the Agriculture Department 10 lakhs 
in the Fisheri,es D~partment and 4 lakhs in the Irrigation Department). 
~he next y~ar s estnnate hag been fixed at 1 crore 75 Jakhs (1 crore 57 lakhs 
~n the Agnculture Department, 13 lakhs in the Fisheries Department and 
5 lakhs in the Irrigation Department). 

~gainst the above estimates of expenditure 89 lakhs and 1 crore 13 lakhs 
are mcluded in the Revised and Budget Estimates of revenue receipts being 
the amounts likely to be received in respect of these schemes on acc~unt of 
~ale-proceeds of seeds, manures, etc. The balance, i.e., the net expenditure 
1s shared between the Central Government and the State Government 
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according to certain agreed proportions. Besides the grant to cover the 
Central share of the expenditme, the Government of India also grant loans 
to the State Government to serve as working capital required to purchase 
seeds, manures, etc., distributable under the schemes. The loan is repaid 
as the sale-proceeds are . realised. The Revised and Budget Estimates of 
loans from the Central Government include 1 crore 4 lakhs and 1 crore 23 
lakhs respectively for loans for Grow More Food Schemes. Similarly 
80 lakhs and 1 crore 4 lakhs are included on this account in the Revised and 
Budget Estimates respectively of loans repayable to the Central Govern
:ment. 

• 
Proou·rement Bonus. 

Foo<l procurement bonus of 87 lakhs was received in 1948-49 from the 
Government of India. The bonus :is payable at the rate of 8 annas per 
maund of rice procured internally and is earmarked for expenditure on 
echemes having the effect of increasing .food production and approved by the 
Government of India. The bonus payable in respect of the period from 
1st January, 1948, to 30th September, 1948, could also be used to cover 
losses on distribution of locally procured food. 

The bonus received in 1948~49 was booked under the capital head 85A
Capital Outlay on State Trading Schemes and provision of 77 lakhs on the 
same account was made uncler the same head in the current year's Buclget. 
The Revised Estimate for the Rame iR 81 lakhs and has been ine1m1ed in the 
Revenue Account under the head LI-Extraorclinary Receipts. The same 
provision has been repeated in the next year's Bu<lget;. A number of 
schemes has been forwarded to the Government of India with the request to 
approve them as eligible for heing financed from the bonus. The number 
includes a few schemes under exeelLtion since last year, for which the 
aetual expenditure during last year was 57.29 lakhs ancl the Revisecl 
Estimates for the current year are 160.87 Iak hs. The Revised !Estimates for 
the eurrent year inclnde 42.74 lakhs and the Budget Estimates for the next 
year inelude a lump provision o£ 88.10 ]akhs .for schemes to be financed from 
the bmHis. The expencEture on these scheme;:; has been provided for under 
the heads Agriculture, Irrigation and Fisherie:>. 'Thus the provisions for 
receipt and expenditure on this account exactly balance over a period of 

. three years, being 2 crores 49 lakhs on each side. 

Trading Transactions of the Food Department. 

The cost of procurement of foodgrains such as rice, paddy, wheat and 
wb.eat-products, and the receipts realised £rom the sale of foodgrains are 
adJusted under the capital head "Capital Outlay on Provincial Scheme of 
State Trading" w~ile the ~ost of various orgaU:isations maintained by the 
Food Departm~nt IS recorded under the revenue head "Extraordinary 
Charges m Ind1a". 

The control of sugar was lilted with effect from 1st December 1947 but 
it has been reimposed with effect from 9th September 1949. The tra~lf>ac
~ions relati~g to th.e purchase and clistribution of sug~r have been included 
Ill the Revised Estimate for 1949-50 and Budget Estimate for 1950-51. 

The value of stock of foodgrains in the beO'inninO' of the year was 6 crores 
95 lakhs. During the current year we expe"'ct to ~urchase· further stock of 
the value o~ 46 crores 54 lakhs. After deducting the subsidy of 75 lakhs, 
and the estimated sale-proceeds of 44 crores 86 lakhs during the current 



year, the net €xpenditme in 1949-50 reo:mes to 93 lakhs .. Th~ sto?k at the 
end of 1949-50 thus comes to 7 crores 88 lakhs. The subsidy Is pa1d by the 
Government of India to .0over a }YaTt of the Joss on the sale o£ imported 
foodgrains and is equal to three-fourths o£ the difference between the cost of 
i:m:ported .foodgrains and the issue price in the State. 

The cost of purchase of foodgrains during the next year is estimated at 
45 crores 79 lakhs. The sale-.proceeds of stock during the next year are 
estimated at 44 crores 80 lakhs. As the price to be charged by the Govern
ment of India £or supply o:l' imported £oodgrain:s to the State has .been 
reduced no subsidy from the Government of India ewill be admissible next 
year. There will thus be a net expenditure of 99 lakhs next year. The 
stock at the end o£ 1950-51 will therefore be of the value o£ 8 crores 87 lakhs. 

Road Tmrnsport Scheme. • 

The transactions of the Road Transport Scheme are booked under two 
heads, namely, "82B-Capital Outlay on Road Transport Scheme outsiae 
the Revenue Account" and "XLVIA-Receipts from Road Transport 
Sdheme". 

The provision for capital outlay during the current year is 72 lakhs in 
the "Revised'' against 76 lakhs in .the "Budget" and the Budget provision 
for the next yea:r is 75 lakhs. The drop in tlie ''Revised" in relation to the 
"rBudget'' is due to S!Ualler ex,penditnre on .purchase of laud and construc
tion of centrwl workshop and gar&ge of'f&e-t ,by 'larger outlay on co&t o£ buses. 

Gross receipts and working expenditure are booked under the head 
"XL VIA". It will appear that the net receipts during the current year 
drop to 1.65 lakhs in the "Revised" against 8.50 lakhs in the "Budget". 
The drop is due to smaller receipts from passenger bus service in consequence 
of a smaller number of buses being p\lt on the roads than was anticipated 
and to provision in the Revised Estimate for depreciation and interest not 
provided for in the "Budget". The esti1Ilated net receipt for the next year 
is 3.69 lakhs, inclusive of 40 thousands for Cooch Behar, after providing 
for depreciation and interest and is based on the assumption that a larger 
number o£ buses will be placed on the roads next year. 

New H earls for 1:mportard C onvmer:cial anil Dervelopment A cti'Vitie3. 

As the activity of the State expands to commercial and developmental 
fields, the form o£ the GoveTnmeut accounts has to be adjusted with a view 
to secure an adequate exhibition of the cash transactions involved in such 
activities. For separate exhibition of the transactions of the Road Trans
port Scheme, two new heads, viz., "82B" for capital expenditure and 
"~LVIA" for gross receipts and working expenses were opened last year. 
Th1s year a few more new heads have been opened in consultation with the 
Accountant.;General to exhibit the position of the multipurpose river valley 
projeds and the electricity development schemes. The new head "80A
Capit.a 1 Outlay" on multipurpose river schPmes will henceforth record the 
capi.tal iran~actions of the Damodar Valley Project, and the Mayurakshi 
ProJect, wlnch were so long recorded under the head "68-Construction of 
Irrigation, Navigation, Embankment and Drainage Works". The interest 
charg~; on capital outlay on these two projects also have been transferred 
froD? 22-Interest on Deb.t and other obligations" to "51A-Inter·est on 
Cap1bl . Outlay on multipurpose river schemes". .Similarly, ravital 
tran.saet1ons of the North Calcutta Rural Electri:fieation SelH~mr, m>{l Diesel 
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Electric Pool have been transferred to the new head "81A_.:Oapital Out.lay 
on Electricity Schemes outside the Uevenue Account" fr?m "72-Capit.al 
Outlay on Industrial Developments". 'fhese schem~s are Important eno~gh 
to deserve specialised attention. It may be mentwned that the cap1tal 
transactions . of . the Barrackpore Electric Supply Scheme and the Cooch 
Behar Electric Supply Scheme are being recorded under the new head "53-
Capital Outlay on iElectricity Schemes met out o£ revenue" and the gross 
receipts and working expenses o£ these schemes are recorded under the new 
head "XLI~Heceipts £rom Electricity Schemes". A new head "52A
Other Revenue Expend\ture connected with Electricity Schemes" has been 
opened to record the expenditure on the scheme of appointment o£ power 
engineers and staff for development ot electricity. It is important to note 
that these heads record only cash transactions on the basis of the appropria
tions sanctioned by the House. The Hon'ble Minister in charge o£ each 
scheme will in due course give an idea o£ its financial results .. 

• 

THE YEAR 1949-50. 

The year 1949-50 opened with a balance of 10 crores 19 lakhs as against 
3 crores 65 lakhs anticipated in the Budget presented last year. This is due 
to an actual revenue surplus of 2 crores 67 lakhs in the year 1948-49 as 
against the anticipated revenue deficit of 23 lakhs in the Revised Estimates 
for that year, outstanding debits of 2 crores 9 lakhs from the Government 
of India on account o£ the price o£ £oodgrains supplied to this State and 
actual credit of a subsidy of 1 crore 29 lakhs in excess of the provision 
included in the Revised Estimate for 1948-49. The subsidy referred to above 
was to cover three-fourths of the difference between the purchase price of 
imported foodgrains supplied by the Government o£ India and the issue price 
thereof in the State. The revenue surplus is due to the non-utilisation of 
the provision of 1 crore for pre-partition payments, slower progress of 
expenditure under certain items and to improvement of revenue under a few 
heads. 

Revenue Receipts. 

The year 1949-50 shows a revenue surplus of 1 crore 47 lakhs according 
to the Revised Estimates as against a revenue deficit o£ 1 crore 11 lakhs 
anticipated in the Budget Estimates. 

The total revenue receipts have improved £rom 31 crores 83 lakhs to 
34 crores 73 lakhs. There is an improvement of 20 lakhs under Agricul
tural Income-tax, 30 lakhs under Sales Tax and 35 lakhs under Entertain
ment Tax-all due to the change made in these measures o£ taxation last 
year. Besides there is an improvement o£ 19 lakhs under Excise. 35 lakhs 
under Stamps and 17 lakhs under Forests and Registration. Rec~ipts :from 
our sha!es of Centrally levied t~xes have improved by 12 lakhs in the case 
of the Jute duty. and 20 lakhs m the case o£ . the income-tax. Amount 
transferred from the Road Fund Account has increased from 24 lakhs to 
50 lakhs. Th~re is also an increase o£ 20 lakhs under Irrigation due to 
arrear recovenes from the Government of India on account o£ the cost of 
remodelling the Damodar Embankments, 17 lakhs under Miscellaneous due 
to lapse of larger amounts of unclaimed deposits in the courts than anti
?ipated,. 26 lakhs under Extraordin:"'ry Receipts on account of an unforeseen 
1tem, VJZ., 6 per cent. levy on textiles produced by West Bengal mills; and 
13 lakhs spread over a number o£ heads. 
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The increase is offset by a decrease of 36 lakhs under Agriculture and 
Indnstries due to smaller r~ceipts from sale-proceeds of seeds, manures, fish, 
etc., in connection with Grow More Food Schemes !lnd also a decrease of 
40 lakhs under Extraordinary Receipts due to curtailment of Development 
grant by the Centre. 

_Receipt of 77 lakhs on account of rood procurement bonus _from the 
Government of India was included in the Budget under the capital head 
"85A-Oapital Outlay on State Trading Scheme". The ltt;vised 1Es~imate 
o£ the bonus is 81 lakhs and the provision therefor has been mcluded m the 
Revenue account under "LI-Extraordinary Recei,ts". 

Reve'R>ue E:rpenditure. 

The total revenue expenditure for the current year is 33 crores 26 la~hs 
according to the Revised Estimate as against 32 cron:)s 94 lakhs ~cordmg 
to the Budget Estimates. 'l'he increase is small and is the net result of (1) 
increases due to provision for schemes financed from procurement bonus and 
for pre-Partition payments, increased provision for Road Fund :works and 
increased expenditure on refugees due to short recovery of expenditure from 
the Government of India this year, and (2) decreases on account o£ Develop
ment Schemes, Grow More Food Schemes, new set-up, etc. The provision 
for Development Schemes has decreased from 4 crores 82 lakhs to 4 crores 
11 lakhs. There is a drop of about 62 lakhs in the provision for the "Grow 
More Food'' schemes in the Irrigation, Agriculture and Fisheries Depart
ments. The new set-up for which the House sanctioned a lump provisi<:m 
of 1 crore last year was not g·iven effect to till 1st January, 1950, and certam 
modifications were also made while giving effect to the same. The bulk of 
the provision, therefore, remained unutilised during the current year. 

Capital E:rpenditure. 

The provisiOn for capital expenditure during the current year is 13 
crores 7 lakhs according to the Revised Estimates as against 13 crores 16 
lakhs in the Budget Estimates. The 'Provision for· ca})ital expenditure 
includes 'Provision for Productive Development Schemes including the 
Damodar Valley Project, provision for State Trading schemes and 'Provision 
for capital expenditure for refugees. "'While variation in the total is negli
gible, there is considerable variation under individual items. The details 
wili be found in the <booklet showing the progress on Development Schemes 
and the Red Book circulated in the House. · 

Debt Heads. 

Under this head are recorded the transactions in regard to the loans taken 
by the State Government, the State Provident Funds, deposits and advances 
of various nature, including deposits of the civil revenue and criminal 
courts, deposits of the local bodies, loans and adva~ces by the State Gover:u
ment, etc. 

Excluding the heads, "Loans from the Central Government" and "Loans· 
and -4-dva:l?-ces by th~ State ~overll.!;nent", the net res~lt of receipts and· 
outgomgs m the Revised Estimates IS the same as that 1n the current year's· 
Budget. The Revised Estimate of loans from the Central Government is 
7 c;ores 37 lakhs as a~ainst 16 crores 74 lakhs provided for in the Budget 
Estimates. The drop 1s due to curtailment of loans by 93 lakhs in the case 
of the Damodar Valley Project and by 5 crores 57 lakhs in the case of other 
Development projects. The loans for rehabilitation of refugees has dropped 
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from 5 crores 99 l~khtl to .3 crores. The decreases under .these three iteml!l 
sum up to a total of ,9 crores 49 lakhs against which there is a rise of 14 lakhs 
for loans for "Grow More Food" s.chemes. · 

THE YEAR 1950-51. 

Reven'ue Receipts. 

'l'he Budget Estimates of revenue receipts for the year 1950-51 show a 
decline of 83 lakhs as eompared with the Revised Estimates of r<:Jvenue 
receipts for the current year. The deciine is due to omission of the Deve
lopment grant of 2 crores from the Central Government included in the 
Revised, drop of ·28 lakhs under tExcise, 12 lakhs under Stamps, 30 lakhs 
under Sales Tax and 21 lakhs under Irrigation, and is partly offset by 
increase oo£ 56 ·lakhs in the aggregate .. on account of Jute Duty and Income
tax and 28 lakhs each under Land Revenue and Agriculture, larger transfer 
from the Central Uoad Fund account and larger receipts on account of 
refugees, being deferred crPdit. in respect of expenditure of the current year. 
The total revenue receipts include 44 lakhs on account of Gooch Behar spread 
over v,~riou.s heads. 

The increa!!e under Lani:l Revenue is due to inclusion of receipts for 
Cooch Behar, and that under Agriculture is due to increased receipts from 
"Grow More Food" schemes. Cessation of import of beer from overseas, 
restrietion in the supply o£ opium by the Central Government and anti
cipated decline in the consumption o£ country spirit account for the decrease 
under Excise. 'fhe decrease under Stamps is due to the fact that receipts 
which are high this year on account o£ the relaxation of certain restrictions 
imposed on the registration of documents under the Transfer of Property 
(India) Onlinanee, 1948, with a view to check evasion of income-tax are 
expected to return to normaley next year. The decrease under Sales Tax 
is due to recession in trade eonditions and restriction of imports. Omission 
o£ arrear reeovery of the current year £rom the Government of India 
amounting to 20 lakhs on acr,onnt o£ remodelling of the Damodar Embank
ment and investigations in connection with the Ganges Barrage Project 
accounts for the decrease under Irrigation. 

Revenuce Ea:penditure. 

The Budget Estimate for revenue expenditure is 35 crores 23 lakhs as 
against 33 crores 26 lakhs being the Revised Estimates for the current year. 
The increase is due to provision for the new set-up for the whole yen:r, to 
a provision of 60 lakhs for Cooch Behar, increase in the provision by 10 
lakhs and 27 lakhs under Irrigation and pre-Partition payments respectively, 
larger provision of 43 lakhs under Road Fund schemes, offset by decrease 
of 37 lakhs on account of Development schemes. 

The revenue deficit du.ring the next year is 1 crore 33 lakhs. But for 
i:he sudden stoppage o£ Development grant by the Central Government the 
year wouli:l have ended with a surplus. · 

Capital .Ewpenditure. 

The provision for capital expenditure is 14 cro.re.s 91 lakhs as against 
13 crores 1 lakhs included in the Revised. 'fhe provision includes 4 crores 
Gl lakhs on account o£ this ·Government's share of expenditure on DamodaT 
Valley Project, 2 crores for the Mayurakshi Project,· 2 crores 53 lakhs for 
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the scheme of development o£ Provincial roads, 3~ lakhs for the Kanchara
para area development scheme, 2 crores 59 lakhs for' various schemes of 
capital expenditure for the refugees; 75 lakhs for the Road Transport 
scheme and 1 crore 60 lakhs for net expenditure in connection with State 
'£rading scheme of the Food Department. 

Debt Heads. 
• 

Excluding the items "Loans from the Central Government", "Repay
ment of loans to the Central Government" and "Advances to Refugees", 
the Revised and Budget Estimates of the receipts :ctnd expenditure. under 
Debt Reads almost balance each other. The provision for loans from the 
Central Government is 12 crores 84 lakhs as against 1 crores 37 lakhs includ
ed in the Revised Estimates or the current vear. The loans are intended 
to finance the West Bengal State's share o£ tlice expenditure on the Damodar 
Valley Project, the ~fayurakshi Project, the capital expenditure on refugees 
and the loans and advances to be granted to the refugees and the "Grow 
More Food" schemes. In comparison with the Revised Estimates of the 
current year, the next year's provision has increased from 2 crores 47 lakhs 
to 4 crores 61 lakhs in the case of the Damodar Valley Project, from 86 
lakhs to 2 crores in the case of the ~fayurakshl Project and £rom 3 crores 
to 5 crores in the case ot the refugees. On the expenditure side provision 
has been made under "Loans and advances by the Provincial Government,~ 
for payment of a loan of 3~ lakhs to the Calcutta Corporation for improve
ment of unfiltered water-supply, 20 lakhs for advances to cultivators, 
8 lakhs for payment of crop loans to cultivators through co-operative 
societies, 3 lakhs for co-operative land mortgage banks, 5 lakhs for beel 
:fisheries and 4 lakhs for the seheme of increased provision for aid to 
industries. The provision for the last item was made under a capital head 
in the Budget of the current year but, as the aid will be given in the form 
of loans, the provision has been included in De.bt heads in the Revised 
Estimates of the current year and also in the Budget Estimates of the next 
year. 

'fhe State has no public debt, funded or floating. Our total debt to the 
Government of India at the end of the current year stands at 12 crore& 
18 lakhs and will increase to 23 crores 98 lakhs at the end of the next year. 
'fhis debt includes an advance of 2 crores 50 lakhs granted by the Govern
ment of India to help us clear half o£ the debit balance with the Reserve 
Bank of India left by the Government of undivided Bengal, the other half 
o£ whic'o. was cleared by the Government of East Bengal. The balance o£ 
21 crores 48 lakhs consists o£ 8 crores on account of rehabilitation of refugees, 
7 crores 99 lakhs on account of the Damoclar Valley Project, 3 crores 
35 lakhs on acc01mt of the :Mayurakshi Project, 91 lakhs for other Develop
ment schemes and l erore 23 lakhs for "Grow Uore Food" schemes. 

Dist,•ibntion, of Revenues among Departments. 

There has been circulated to honourable members a printed booklet 
entitled "The West Bengal State Rupee: From where it comes and where 
it goes". It shows the relative importance of our sources of revenue, the 
cost of collection O<f State taxes, the proportion of our revenue receipts we 
are spending on each subject, etc. 

:B-20 
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Net Rewlt. 

According to the Revised Estimates, the current year is. expected to close 
•vith a revenue surplus of 1 crore 47 lakhs but with a defimt of 8 crores out
side revenue account. The large deficit outside revenue aeeount will be 
financed from the revenue surplu:-1 and -from our balances and. the year will 
\\lose with a balance of 3 crores 54 lakhs as against the openmg balance of 
10 erores 19 lakhs. According to the Budget Estimates, the result of 
working or the year 1950-Gl will be a revenue deficit of 1 cr~we 33 lakhs and 
a deficit o£ 4 crores 28•lakhs out.qide revenue account. The balances are 
inadequate for financing tl1ese deficits for the next year also and the year 
1%0-51 is therefore to dose with a negative balance of 2 crores. 

'The State of ·V\r est Bengal was horn with praetica.lly a nil balance, and 
with all• the shattering eonsequenees of the Partition to tackle. As I have 
:"tated in (•ours(l of the statement, hy the end of 1950-51, the State o£ West 
Bengal will be spending 26 erore.s 73 lakhs on development schemes out o£ 
whieh 12 (•roreR 84 la khs reJ:resent expenditure on unproduetive Rchemes and 
la erores 89 lakhs represent expen(liture on l)rorhwtive development schemes, 
including the road development project. These schemes were planned on 
the distinet Tmderstan(ling that expenr1itnre on them wilr be fully financed 
1Jy grantA and loans from- tlte Government of India. I have told the House 
how by two mid-year de<~isions of i;he Government of In(lia. the bulk of the 
expemliture was left to Hw Si.ate to meet as best as it could. Thus by the 
end of 1950-61, the State will have to find 8 erores 14 lal<hs for unproductive 
S(·hemes and 9 erores G3 1:! khs for produntive s<·hemes. Consi(leriug the 
mag·nitudr of tlte amouuts a:Hl tlte (•lement of suddenness with wl1ich we 
were ealled upon to re-plan our fitH1ll<:ial progntmme, there is legitimate 
cause :for sati~fnntion with the largn mea:;ure of ~>Ueeess that we have been 
able to ;d:tain. 

Tl1e flllet>i;ion remainH how W(> pmpose to eover the uegative lmlance of 
2 eron1s at ihe end of 1960-51. \Ve do 1wt intend to curtail our develop
ment programme which we havB pl:we(l before the Honsn. Our Revenue 
Hn<lg-et eausef; 1:10 anxiety. In the Hevised :Estimate :for the eurrent year 
there is a revenue ~-;urplus and the revenue d(:>Jieit in the Budget Estimates 
of the next .vear is not la.rge. Our difficulty has arisen mainly lweause we 
eannot get. the loans in anticipation of which we planned a goorl deal of 
productive eapital expenditure awl we llo not possess any reserve, whieh 
other States have. It would be perfeetly justifiable from the strictly 
financial ·point of view to go in for loans to finance eapital expenditure on 
productive schemes like the Road 'fransport, the North Calcutta Rural 
Electri:fiention, ek., whieh were ndnaily intended to be .financed from loans. 
\Ve have undertaken a 1·athor ambitious road dBvelopment programme 
expected to eost about 26 erores in six years. :Many of these roads are 
nniler exeeution. We have a revenue (Jt about 1 crore from motor vehicle 
tax and motor spirit sales tax. It would be in order to capitalise this 
revenue for financing the road rlevelopment project and a schemB ·for 
Papitalisation of this amount for financing the roa(l development programme 
is under consideration of this Government in consultation with the Govern
ment o£ India. 

I may, however, state for the :information of the House that Government 
in the various departments have undertaken to ·explore all avenues o£ 
economy and to reduce expenditure to the minimum consistent with 
efficiency. W<e have already introduced a scheme of compulsory cut in pay 
in !he case of t.he J;ighest-paid Go':"ernment servants and a~ compulsory 
savmg by contnbut10n to the Prov1dent Fund in the case of Government 
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servants of certain other categories. We have _not provided for any loan in 
the Budo·et Estimates to cover the negative closing balance of the year 
1950-51, ~s we do not propose to go in for loans without making an e~ort 
to do without them, however legitimate BelCh loans may be for financmg 
moductive capital expenditure. 

~4llocab'on of Income-tax and Jute Duty . 

• 
I have separately circulated to the honourable members a memorandum 

containing the comments of the State Government on the Deshmukh Report 
on allocation of income-tax and jute duty to which I have referred l)efore 
in course of my statement. It will appear that Shri C. D. Deshmu~h 
refrained from working out a reallocation rle 1W1JO in a scientific an<> eqmt
a11le manner and therefore clicl not consider the detailed memorandum 
sn hmitted by this Government. He aecepted the decisions o£ the Govern
ment o[ India, themselves in dispute. as the starting point of his enquiry 
and ma•1e his recommendations accordingly. The Report. as I have said, 
has been most disappointing to \Vest Bengal. 

\Ve urged in vain that Partition, which does not affect the non-partition
ed StateR either in respect of collection or population should not be a source 
of profit to them at the expense o£ the partition-torn West Bengal. The 
relative position of the States has undoubtedlv changed after Partition and 
\Vest Bengal had no objection it new ratios "~were worked out on the basis 
o1 this new relation in a perfectly Rcientific: awl equitable manner, having 
reg:\rd to the principles formulatPd after careful and long research in other 
Federations of the "\Vorld, viz .. Canada and Australia, and also in accord
ance ~with the prineiples of Federal Finance. The case of the Government 
of "\¥"est Bengal was that either every State shoulcl continue to receive after 
Partiti•m the same or similar amounts as it used to reeeive before PaTtition, 
or in the alternative, ne1v ratio should he worked out. on the basis of new 
relations. If the first alternative wenl adopter1 the losses o£ collection in 
hn'ritorieR going- over to Pakistan sl!01!lcl in equity be borne rateably b:v all 
States hut v;;; est Bengal \Vas prepared to bear the loss of the whole of the 
collection lost in East Bengal and also to bear the rateable share of the 
losses of collection in other parttl of the country going to Pakistan. But it 
IYas decided that every other State shoulcl receive something at the expense 
of VVeRt Bengal and Shri C. D. Deshmukh has merely rounded off the Rlice 
to he cut off from "\:Vest Bengal and has distributed that slice among the 
States on population basiii, suggesting that the amount to be distri,buted in 
this ease, being in the nature of a windfall, is appropriately distributed on 
t11at basis. The siz·e of this winclfall is to be measured by the fact that 7~ 
per rent. which Deshmukh initially takes from Bengal amounts t.o abou·~ 
3 norcs against the loss of a few lakh~ in ]~ast Bengal. Deshmukh is good 
enougl1 to return to \tV est Bengal 1 per eent. out of the portion taken away 
fnnn her. By the Government of India's decision, our sl1 are was fixed at 
12 per ;~ent. againRt 20 per cent. fixed by Niemeyer £or Bengal. By the 
Deshm11kh Award, vV<est Bengal will improve her position from 12 per cent. 
to 13~ per cent. 'I'he effect of the Deshmukh Award on our finances is 
that in the ease of the jute rluty we shall be receiving 1 crore 5 lakhs next 
year as against l crore 35 hkhR during t11e current year, i.e., a net drop 
of 30 lakhs, am1 in t.he case of the income-tax, the adflitional 1~ rwr cent. 
that has been given to us will bring us about 70 lakhs during the n8xt year 
on the basis of the preRent estimates. Thus the net effect o£ the ] l,•,..hmukh 
Award is a net gain o£ about 40 lakhs next year. 
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Conclu.~ion. 

1 h:we just given you a· brief account of our Revised Bstimates for this 
yenr and the Budget BiltimateR of the (:oming year. I do not for a moment 
claim that these provision:-; are :mfHeient by themAelves or commensurate 
with our vast and varied neetls. Yet, having regard to our limited resources 
in comnarison with our needs, these rnerely indicate that we have taken one 
more step forward, despite heavy odds in onr way. It ~vill be ~ealised that 
i;he opening- vears of freedom were years of nerve-racking· anxiety and the 
sudden i:rn1;act of prohletns, internal-and external, was so portentous of evil 
comequences that sometimes breakdowns stared us in the face. That w~ 
have not yielded to these adverse <\irc\umo;tam\es and have been able to repel 
the many-Aided !iRBault on our economy with some amount of Rnce~sR, no 
don ht justi:fie:-; optimi~nn for the future. If, however, we are marklng our 
steps wiih caution and deliberation, it is because our resources in men, 
materials and money are severely limited and do not allow us the luxury of 
frii-teritJg these away in costly experiments. Therefore, whatever steps we 
take must he aeeording to a proper sense of priority, taking first things first, 
so that. we may not commit the folly of beginning on too many £ro:1ts and 
succeeding in none; un<lue hurry may even mean less speeJ. W1th the 
inauguration of the Uepuhlic, the pidure is now finally set and a new epoch 
hegins. We must now approach our task with becoming modesty and a 
stmse of reality without falling a prey to the met1l0d o£ hit-or-miss which, 
however mueh it ean be exeusecl in an early transitional phaf e of politieal 
~~.hange-over, eannot .be pursued without serious detriment to our national 
well-beirJg ;1t this stage. For, a nation horn iu adver:-:ity mul"t mnture in 
rPnlity and learn to avoid pitfalls. 

Despite all our limitations, we are yet in a poi:iition to do. a lot for. the 
people and make a sueess of our free(lom in the fullness of tlme, provided 
lhe atmosphere is nongenial •for planning· wiRely and aeting properly. 
National <1evelopment is an art of peaee. Planning awl execution of 
w.hemPs for national progreHH uee(l, as all hig· efforts do, a peaceful atmos
plwre. 'rhe need for such a (~011genial atmosphere seems to be still 
iur~dequately realise<l by the people. In the 1'lresent atmosphere of distrust 
an<l inrliscipline, the attention of the Government is eontinually diverted 
from the nwre important and construetive tasks in hand and a part of the 
resourc'eR, whieh l'Ould he conserved for more enduring purposes, has to be 
a:wDterl to the thankless task of maintaining- law and order. A restlessness 
,,nd aversion to stability and order seems to he the order of the day. People 
1vho easilJ surrender their judgment to anti-social forces must make up 
/.heir minds finally whether to seek the redress of their grievances through 
peaceful, constitutional and democratic means or through the eult of 
,·iolence whieh impairs the unity of our thoughts and action. It is poor 
logic to demand too many things in too short a time and. at the same time, 
ereate an atmosphere in which nothing can even be attempted. Obstructing 
the .Government, and that by violent or undemocratic methods, ultimately 
reeml.s on the people themselveH who become victims to the general 
h.::>eeurity and to the crippling set-back to national progress. I£ we are to 
makH a success of democracy in this country, we must observe its rules and 
lend our good sense and judgment to the cause o·f sta·bility and progress. 

~s ~ have indicated, W ~st Bengal stands altogether on a different 
footmg 111 respect of the magmtude o£ her problems. H is for the people 
of West Bengal to keep their heads eool and to think seriously as to how 
best to lift the State from its present unhappy condition and instal her in 
the position of glory which was once hers. Unfortunately, the present 
atmosphere does not encourage one to feel that the situation is properly 
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apprec.i.att:Jd even by her own people. They seetll still to be l<:~st in a ~la~e
of confns1on and seeking salvation in fancy phrases and con:fhcts. Th1s. 1s 
most unfortunate when what is required is clear thinking and a constructive 
approach to our problems. 'l'he youth of this State, in particular, have 
reasons to take note of this otherwise depressing situation inasmuch as they 
will be called upon to make good for this grim inheritance. They must 
realise the hard fact that the world no longer goes ea-sy for them; it is a 
relentless, competitive wmld that they have to conquer by their brain and 
brawn. It is ·for them now to train themselves so as to enable them to make 
their way in fresh fields, such as Engineeri~, Technology, Trade, 
Commerce, etc., and spread over the whole country without concentrating 
in the city and thereby adding to their own problems as well as those of 
the Government. 

As I have pointed out, there are several favourable £actors which, if 
taken advantage of with a plan and determination are capable ot helping 
a definite stride forward. It is not at all encouraging that there should 
still be whispering doubts as to whether our future is to be one of prosperity 
and :;;rogress, or whether the best that can be looked forward to is an 
indefinite period of frustrated plans and frozen hopes. It can be said with 
a feeling of assurance that in spite of the time which has been lost, and the 
errors which have been made, the opportunity for us to move into a future 
worthy o£ its past is still within our grasif: Serious problems confront us 
no doubt-extremely serious problems-but none of them is insoluble. If 
>ve fail to handle them properly, it will be so, not because we lack the 
material ingredients of prosperity, nor l)ecause we are faced with problems 
whieh make a depression inevita·ble; but mainly because the people indivi
dually and collectively lack the courage and the wisdom and the faith, and, 
above all, the will to utilise the opportunity which lies before them. 

At the moment the greatest handicap of the Government is that large 
sections of the people are reluctant to refleet ealrnly on the needs of the 
]n·esent position. They are only too ready to regard eaeh imperfeetion as a 
powerful argument for indulgence in or sympathy for violent aetivities. 
Their minds flit all too quickly from the present grievances to a contempla
tinn of an imaginars· p€rfeetion. In this formative phase o£ our political 
and social evolution, nothing ean be more fatal. 'fhe people must do hard 
thinking on what they want, what is feasibb and how best to achieve it. 
They must think out what in t.he present conditions is eompatible with and 
conducive to progress and what is tiot. It is by such methods, and not by 
varying degrees of sympathy for o:r eonnivance at violence, that the aims 
and the needs of the common people can be realised. 

It is an admitted faet that what we need today is a nsmg standard of 
living for our people. '!'his postulates certain well-defined means and 
methods . 1vllich do not allow any quack's Rpeeifie to do the trick. For, 
pro,.perii·y does nf)t pour Jike the gentle rain i'rom heaven in benign ahuml
~_tnce. It lws to. _1w W<~rked for t1trungh ":"l_l-p1anned ('hanncls. ~or 
_InstaneE~, the ra1smg of tlw ''ltanrlard of hvmg of the people reqm:res 
1m~rovement of agriculture. and industr,y which, again. dE'pends upon 
varw~s other faetors, :;ome Jmmediate nnrl others remote. For its expansion 
a~rl Improvement, agriculture 11FN1s 1nnjor and minor irrigation schemes, 
,,orl e.onservation. proper nwnuring, improvement of ::;eer1B. et.c. T1wse 
r:annot be done all at onee and m1~~t inevitablv he a gradual process, 
partir:nlarl,y because for many of thc:;oe we are dependent upon other countries 
for t>(plipmeut. Eve:1 if a;:rrie11lture can m<JJu~ tl1e desired progTess in our 
c01~ntr.-:, it cannot. ~11stain the pnmtlation whieh is ever:v·day growing and 
wh1eh _ls mor? than ~t ean hea}·· It: is. therefor~. univep;ally recognised that 
the sh1ft to 1ndustnes should recen:e every stnnulus r£ we are to get over 

• 
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the present stalemate in our economy. unless balanced industrial develop
ment ot the country, by which I mean the devel?pme.nt of ~arge-scal.e as well 
as cottage and small-scale industries on sound hues IS aclneved, neither can 
more wealth be created by more production, which alone tends to increase 
the standard of livin<Y of the people nor can employment be ensured in the 
!lesired manner. lt "'is of the utm~st national importance that conditions 
are ureated in the country in which indusb:y may find a propitious field to 
''TOW and thrive. :E'or unlesH this ean he done, there can be no other way to ;;eeure the requiretl 'nu:JRsure of economic prosperity. 'l'hiR, in its turn, 
requin•s proper ineenti~ to ~~apitul io play 1ts })art in (,he productive. process. 
'J'he d(JPisivt~· fuctor whiPh is HO i1Il]Jortant in the produdive eapamty o£ a 
HDtion is the \villingness of investors to take a elwnce with their savings 
in flw hope of getting u satiHfuetory return. As I have alrear1y pointed out, 
there are at present some major lumdieaps in the capita,! market which tend 
to reta!·d this flow o£ capital. But the underlying willingness and urge to 
provide the needed capital for an expanded economy is still present and, . 
.Q'iven the proper incentives, the economic system of the nation has yet 
sufficient scope for development and expansion backecl by private capital 
and enterprise. It is es8ential th a.t ineenl:i ve should he there to gear up 
the pToductive process leading up to m.ore employment and a rising standard 
of living. To ohsnure this dfmr path of the natnral economic well-hein.g 
of tJw peoplo hy ideologieaJ o1~o.;;pssionCJ would he i~he height; of foll;;' at tlns 
stag·e. H the people want more (llnployment. and more goods anil those at 
cheaper price, they m'Uc.:t recognise that production must be speede(l up and 
the,v must produce m.ore to consmne more. 

A main cause of the pn)sent unsatisfaetory state is the misconeeption 
that in the produd.ive pro(•ec;H there are only two fa.etorH that count, viz., 
Capital and Imhour; not unoHen is it based on the feeling that ettpital is 
an undilute(1 evil. Behind this eoneeption, there is an unconeealecl plea 
for the rerliRtrihution of wealth whieh, todtty, seems to be the raging 
passion. 'l'his, Uf> it appear!l to me, is like putting the r·nrt before the 
horse. '!'hat t1te produetion o£ wea.Jth is the greatest desideratum at the 
present lllOHH'nt admits of no doubt. Rut in the pradieal approach to ou.r 
eeonomie problems, a seetion of the veople seems to assign a hig·her priority 
f:o d.if.;trihution than to production forgetting that if everyone desires to 
have a bigger Bliee of the eake, its size n:i.ust first be inerea::;ed. At the 
moment., all our energies must be pooled to produce more to bring· the eountry 
there1)y to a eertain level of prosperity. It is only when we 'reach sueh a 
~tag·e that. we ean sit together and think out the method and means of how 
to secure a just distribution o£ wealth for promoting social justice. The 
~;cope of distributive justice, it is to be recognised has a certain well-defined 
limit i.n any g·iven economic sel.-up and for our p'resent state of production, 
we have already reaehed the limit. 

It should, at the same time, be reeognised that productive capacity 
~lone. t~oes not assure either the prosperity o£ a nation or the we1l-bei!1g o£ 
d:s c1hzens: there must also be a willingness on the part of the various 
.QToups in the economie life to work to<Yether for common good. As it is, 
the absence o~ this willingness is obvio~sly a cause for eoneern. :M:any of 
our current difficulties flow from the conflict as between various groups in 
th~ economic life which urge policies expressed in terms of speeial benefits 
lO It~ own group, forgetting that this is eontrary to the interest o£ the general 
pub he; and that no segment of the pu1Jlic ean long remain prosperous unless 
all groups are prOS})erous. 

In realitv, the produetive process has fou.r parties to it, viz., the 
•·onsumers. the work!ers, managerial personnel and teehnical experts, and 
the stock-holders, all of whom have claims to share in the fruits o£ enterprise . 

• 
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Industrial progress, if it is to lead to the greatest good of the greatest 
number, should be operated for the benefit of all the iour. IEvery one in 
the economic system has an ethical claim to a fair share. And apart from 
ethics the continued existence and prosperity of business requires that all 
shoulcl benefit equitably and that the gains of business should not go all in 
one direction. In the past there have been instances of over-emphasising 
inflividual claims in favour o£ either entrepreneurs ior their profits or stock
holders for their dividends or labour for wages or even consumers in the 
hrm of reduced prices. The problem is to reconcile all these interests and 
distribute the gains of industry in such a way as to encourage investors to 
risk their money, enthuse managers to be bold and ct>ntribute to technological 
ar1vance, create a contented labour force and minimise the burden on the 
consumer. At present, the issue is being fought as if it were a tug-of~war 
between two parties, viz., labour and management. Tire larger social 
Implications and significance are being increasingly obscured. The whole 
question is so important for the future economy of the countrJi that we 
should ensure greater attention for the lanrer and broader considerations 
explained above. And if that is done the ··dav may not be far off when all 
the four parties in the produetive pro'cess, il~stea({ of being driven into 
mutually hostile camps, as at present, will be able to find a common meeting 
gTound where each would try to understand the other and the machinerv 
of production would work :tnhampered and unobstructed. In the absence 
of s1~ch synthesis and harmony, increasing conflicts between economic groups 
are mf'vitable. The economic wastes and the political and social costs of 
this mounting group-warfare are enormous. Such conflicts must ultimately 
t,md to undermine all our institutions, our entire national life, our economic 
progress and our aspirations to the greater prosperity of the people. 
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APPENDIX 

West Bengal Budget, 1950-51 

(The figures are in thousands of rupees.) 

. Receipts-

Opening Balance 

Revenu~ Receipts 

• 

Receipts from Debt Heads 

Total 

Expenditure-

Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 

Closing Balance .. 

Total 

Net Re3ult-

Surplus(+) 

Deficit(-) 

Budget, 
1949-50 . 

3,65,33 

31,83,04 

1,03,87,53 

1,39,35,90 

32,93,95 

13,16,16 

91,93,94 

1,31,85 

1,39,35,90 

(a) On Revenue Account -1,10,91 

(b) Outside Revenue Account -1,22,57 

(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance . . -2,33,48 

Revised, 
1949-50. 

10,19,18 

34,72,71 

1,08,12,95 

-----
1,53,04,84 

33,25,64 

13,06,56 

1,03,18,62 

3,54,02 

1,53,04,84 

+1,47,07 

-8,12,23 

-6,65,16 

Budget, 
1950-51. 

3,54,02 

33,89,86 

1,07,95,10 

1,45,38,98 

----

35,22,87 

14,91,12 

97,31,74 

-2,06,75 

1,45,38,98 

-----

-1,33,01 

-4,27,76 

-5,60,77 
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Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure for 1950-51. 

(Presented on the 29th September, 1950.) 

The Hon'ble Nalini Ran'jan Sarker: Sir, I rise to present before the 
House a statement of supplementary estimates of expenditure for the year 
1950-51 under the provisions Df Article 205 of the Constitution of India. 
I am avvare that on many similar occasions in the past, the House had 
expressed its sense of grievance that by being called upon to aecord its 
approval to these supplementary estimates at the• fag end of the year, it 
was only being asked to set its seal on a fait accompli. It is now provided 
in the Constitution that while all revenues received, loans raised and 
moneys reeeived in repayment of loans shall form one consolidated fund to 
be entitled "the Consolidated Fund of West Bengal", no money out of the 
said c·onf:lolidated fund shall be apJJropriated except in accordal'lce with 
law passed by the House. Article 205 of the Constitution accordingly 
provides for the presentation of supplementary estimates of expenditure 
whenever the sums previously authorised to be expended on a particular 
servic'~ in the current financial year is found to be insufficient or when a 
need lu1f:l arisen during the current financial year for expenditure on some 
new services not contemplated for that year. The supplementary 
estimat'"s which I have the honour to present b~fore the House do not, for 
the first time in the parliamentary history of the State, represent a 
1·equest for post-factor authorisation of expenditure already incurred; 
through them the House is only asked to use its constitutional right to 
snutinise the exr'enditure involved and I am asking for authorisation of 
th~ same by the House sufficiently before the amounts already authorised 
by it during the last budget session have been fully expended. This 
undoubtedly goes far in tightening the control of the House over the 
expendit11re of the Government and I feel a natural satisfaction that it has 
been given to me to introduce this new procedure which rs a great 
cont-titutional safeguard in the hands of this House. 

Th•3 total amount covered by the present supplementary estimates rs 
Rs 3,90,89,001, out of which Rs. 17,11,000 is for charged expenditure. 
Of the eharged expenditure o£ Rs. 17,11 ,000, Rs. 15 lakhs represent 
payments in satisfaction of courts' decrees under "64-G---Preparation 
P:c:yn.entE•" and Rs. 2 lakhs 11 thousand represent expenditure on 
Governor's Estates mainly on repair of damages to buildings in Darjeeling 
caused },y the last cyclone. Under the voted items, Rs. 50 lakhs 
represent a new demand to provide for the establishment of a contingency 
fund of West Bengal to serve as an im prest for rna king advances as and 
when required for meeting emergent and unforeseen expentliture for 
which no budget provision existR. Such advancE's will iTt due eourse be 
ref'oupecl wl1en the nuthoritv of t1w Legislature has been obtained to such 
expenaiture. Rurees 1, 10<.00.000 represent JWOV1P,l0n on aecount of 
prepartition Nlyments. rrhe balanee of Rs. 2,33.89,00] represents 
provision either for new Rerviee or for anticipated exceRs e:xpendit,ure over 
original estimates. 

The House will find that the largest fl~>mand unrler tJ1e hends of 
Revenue Expenditure is under "5·7-MiscelJaneons Exrenditure on 
Refug·ees". The provision under this head represents exnendit:ure in 
conneetion with the dic;rersal of displaced eo11ege stlHlents from Galc11tta 
with a view to relieving> congestion in the educati0nal institutions of the 
city. The entire expenditure on this aceount will be financf~d out of a 
loan sperifieally sanctioned by the Government of India for tJ1is penrose. 
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The next largest del:DJtnd is under "29-Police". The provision is 
rec;_uired for strengthening the police force both in Calcutta and in the 
<1-istrict~ to meet emergencies. 

The demand for Rs. 42,20,000 under "50-Civil Works" represents 
additional cost of construction and repair works both in respect of 
buildings and communications. Out of this amount, over Rs. 21 lakhs 
represent eosi of repairs of damage of roads, jhoras and building-s caused 
by the recent lnndslides and flood in Darjeeling and .J alpaiguri. 

The demand of Rs. 2 lakhs under the new revenue head "54-A
Territorial and Politic~ J>ensions" is meant for payment of allowances to 
the re1aJ;ivcs of the ex-Ruler of Cooeh Behar and other mem1)el'K of his 
house-hold which haR since been declared by the Governn1eut o:l' India to 
he a eharge on the State. No ]Jrovision waR made for this purpose in the 
original hudget on the assumption that Rtteh allowanees would be payable 
by the Hovernment of India. 

The demnnd for Rs. 30 bkhs 7 thouRand under the capital l1ead "81-
Cnpital Aeeount of Civil \\rorkR outsidn the Revenue Aceonnt'' iR mainly 
fo1· ]H1.yment of eertain outstancling· elaimR in reRped. o1 tooh; and plants 
pm·dHtfw<l lDRt :v•~~~r for tho 11se of the Worb; and Buildings Department 
wl;ieh could not he paicl for in tlwt year on aeeonnt of dehy in Rettlement 
of ~11pplier"' hilk It also includes the cost of construction of three roads 
i,l Cooeh Behnr, ]lending- decision on i-.he queRtim1 of ndjustment o1 (•.hnrges 
against t.he pre-mnrger PaRh balance of Cooeh Behar. 

The dc~nwntl of lb. 20 lnkhs 15 thommnd rmder tlw herul "Loans and 
AdvanePR hy the I)rovincinl Government" iR clue to pnyment. of new loam; 
to certuin munieipnlitieR and distriet hoardA to a.~Rist th<'m -in the 
exeeutioll of PSfwntinl workR awl a1Ro for lnrger ndvan<'eR req11ir<:'d to be 
mnd·~ to ('Uliivaton; uK a Hlfndt of l'O<\l'nt natnrnl <"nlamitieR. 

'l'he r1<-llll<HH1R nmler other lwar1, aro \\Oil:lpaTatively Rmnll nml n:t1l for 
no r,emlll\lflis. H will 1Hl not.iC'e<l that a tol\en grant of He. 1 under the 
head "40-AgTiculturo" has been soug·ht as the expPn<liture rclni;os to a new 
Rervi(~C although that will he eovered by re-arproprint.iom; from cmvings 
under i;hnt head. 

The rrmsons for all the demands in the RUJlplement.ary estimates have 
bee a_ Rei; forth in t.l1e Explnnatory Memorandum given under· eaeh head. 
The Hm1'ble M·inisters-in-charge of different departments will go into 
them more f11lly fiR eneh demand iR moved. 

With theRe words, Sir, I present the estimates of Supplementary 
Budget for 1950-51. 

Presentation of Supplementary Estima1es of Expenditure, 1950·51. 

(P-resented. on the 6th March, 1951.) 

The Hon'ble Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy: Sir. I move on behalf of the 
Finance 1\llinister. I have been authorised by the Government to do so. 

Sir, I be~ to present before the House the second Supplementary 
Estimate of Expenditure for tl1e current year. I want to make one point 
clear before the members o£ this House before I proceed further and that 
this is this. There was one estimate which was passed in September last 
year a11d the present estimates are merely estimates of expenditure-they 
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are not estimates of receipts and expenditure aJld on many. occasions, as I 
shall just now show, the expenditure on one hand has been merely due to 
the fact that there is a reduction on another head on account of 
tn.nsference or otherwise. 

Sir, the House will recall that in September last a Supplementary 
Estimate of Expenditure amounting to 3 crores 94 lakhs was passed by the 
Houst~. The Supplementary Estimate now presented before the House is 
for further additional expenditure of a total amount of 2 crores 40 lakhs 
for the current year spread over several heads of account. Against the 
totnl supplementary demand of Rs. '6 crores 34 l!tkhs-3 crores 94 lakhs 
already voted by the Legislature in September last and 2 crores 40 lakhs 
included in the Supplementary Estimate now rlaced be£01'e the Rouse-
Rs. 2 crorm; 17 lakhs does not, however, represent any real excess as 
8XJJlainud below. Rs. 50 lakhs represents the amount transferred to the 
Contingency Fund of the State; 56 lakhs 41 thousand is CD"lered by 
corref ronding receipt from the Government of India on account of 
diEpersal of displaced college r;tudents from Calcutta and 69 thousand by 
receipts from the Central Silk Board; RR. (i lakhs provided under "50-Civil 
vV orks" for the purchase of a building in connection with the scheme of 
reOT ganir-wtion of the Government Commercial Institute, Calcutta, is fully 
covered by an equivalent donation from a private party. Against 1 lakh 
54 thousand on account of contributions to local bodies under the 
Aa::;ptation Order, there will be an equivalent receipt under the 
aj!propriate head. Similarly, Rs. 50 thousand provided under 
"22--Interest on Debt and other obligations-Expenditure on displaced 
persons'' will be fully covered by receipt of an equivalent amount. 
Rupee:; 9 lakhs 92 thousand under "22-Intere.st on Debt ancl other 
obligations" is due to a change of elaHsification, there being a eorres
pc.nding saving under "51A---Interest on Capital Outlay on Multipurpose 
Riv2~ Schemes". Rupees 9.2 lakhs 48 thousand provided under 
"63--Extnwrdinary Charges in India" will he set-off by reduction of 
exrenditure of an eo,uivalent amount under the capital head "85A
Capital Outlay on Schemes of State-Trading". This transference is made 
every year on the finalisation of accounts. 

The real extra demand therefore stands at Rs. 4 crores 17 lakhfi. This 
als0 will be mostly covered by surrender of savings under several other 
head~ as our total revised estimates of expenditure under Revenue, Capital 
anol DeM heads works out at 54 crores 64 lakhs, including the Supple
mentary Estimates one of which has been passed and the other presented. 
as ag'ainsi 64 erores 09 lakhs 11rovided in the original Budget as passed by 
tlh) Legislature in Mnrch, 1950. 'rhe vote of the Legislature is necessary 
beeau.se there have been exeeRAes under certain heads as indieated in the 
Sur,plementary Estimates even though they are almost covered by saving·s 
l.md.~r other heads. 

Tht, demand:=; under the Debt heads imlude 10.(, lakhs for payment o£ 
ad vam;es to cultivators in addition to 20 lakhs provided in the original 
Budget and 20 la~hs 5 th_ousand provided in the Supplementary grant 
votr·rl h:1 the LegJslature m September last on account of wide-Apread 
distress eauRed by natural C'alamaties. 

The reasons for all the other demands have been set £ortl1 m detail m 
the Explanatory :Memorandum given under each head. 

The Hon'ble >Ministers in eharge of different departments will go into 
them more fully, if necessary, as each demand is moved. 
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Speech by the Hon'ble. Nalini Ranjan Sarker, Finance Minister, in 

presenting the Budget for 1951-52. 

(Presented on the 19th February, 1951.) 

Sir, I rise to present the Budget Estimates o£ the State o£ West 
Bengal for the financial year 1951-52. I have had the honour and 
privilege of preparing :tnd presenting the ;first th~ee financial plans of the 
:State aftel' fTeedom. 'l'hese years, paradoXlcal as 1t may seem, had to be~r 
the first great stresses of independence. Freedom eame to 1Hl elothed m 
tr·ial and travail; death and disaster dimmed its utility. We may have 
fmltered at times but have not failed. If, in spite of the somewhat glo?mY 
ricture against which the Budget is set, I have still a note of cautious 
optimis1;1 to strike, it is because I have complete faith in the resiliency of 
our people who have breasted wave after wave of major disasters with 
exemplary and unquestioned fortitu·de. 'l'he sustaining power of the 
reople has been ably. backed by wise leadership which has earned for 
India international recognition. Personally I feel a Hense of pride that it 
was given to me to play in my own humble way some part in the task of 
laying the foundation o£ a happy and prosrerous St~te of \V e;st Bengal. 
It ha'l not been an easy task. 'fhe pro8pect was <hsmal wherever you 
looked. ])}vents-dire events-came pouring thick and fast and we were 
all but overwhelmed by their impact. Event8 at home and abroad, 
confused political developments in the neighbouring States, persisting 
unhappy rdationship with the siHter State of ]JakiRtnn, the Apedre of a 
globnl war looming perilously over the horizon, and, above all, the 
m<:>unti11g economiP harclRhipA of the people, despite the best efrortH on the 
part of the Government, have all added up to a formidable seore against 
us. .I£ we have horne the hnn<lieap with grace, we deserve a plnee in the 
rur.mng. 

In the midst of all this, the cruel hand of Death Htrunk nnmereifnlly. 
During the cloRing months of the year two dominant perA<mnlitieA, each in 
his own way, passed away-Sri Aurobindo ana Sardur Patel. We in 
West. Benga.l have lived and grown in the political tradition set by Sri 
Aurobindo; for, in the beginning of this century, it was Sri Aurobindo 
who gavr-: our nascent Rpirit of nationalism a new force and content and 
lifted it from the sphere of polemics to the lofty height of philosophy. 
'l'he Swadeshi Movement, which, in fact, waR the beginning o£ our fight 
£or emancipation. claimed him as its master-mind and prophet. A person 
belonging to the class of seers and rrophets could not remain confined 
"'ithi11 ihe narrow limits of politirs, and later years saw him as a recluse 
dee]J in quiet meditation at hiA Aanctum at Pondicherrv in quest of l,ife 
Divine. In his life and message we have witnesRed th~ l1ighest expression 
of the RJ'iritual' vitality of India, and I fervently hope that '-it mav not take 
h11manity long to realise that if the world were to be reclaimed from the 
slumn in whi~h it finds itself today, the message which Sri Aurobindo haR 
left for manlnnd may yet serve as a pointer to a new approach. 

The passing away of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel was another stunning 
blow to the country. He was one of the mnin architects of our freedom, 
and aft~r. free~om was a?hieyed, he held in his firm grip the maiJ?. burden 
of adm1mstrahon, contlOhdatmg the loose structure which was Ind1a of the 
past. His statesmanship, firmness, strength of character and a fearless 
sen~e of realism made him an unfailing friend and rounsellor to the whole 
nation He was the greatest steadying and stabilising force in the 
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country whose courage and imperturbability stood as a rock amid stresses 
of all kiuds. In his death we, in West Beng~l, have lost a valuable 
:friend and guide who always stood by us in our needs with sympathy and 
untieH; tanding. 

'rhe year in retrospect does not unfold a cheerful story. Before the 
ye'1r was far advanced, the communal feeling in East Bengal, patched up 
but never really composed, again became seriously strained. Widespread 
disturbances took place across the border, which, as streams of refugees 
rc ure} in had their natural repercussion on this side also. Uprooting of 
~( va'lt ma~s of population from one region to anoth~r is inevitably f?llow~d 
by tremendous social and psychological consequences; and at one time It 
looked as if the calamity would prove beyond repair. It was just in the 
nick of time that sober statesmanship on the part of the Prime Ministers 
of the hvo States called a halt, if it could not put a finish to this communal 
passion, hatred and madness. 'rhe Delhi Pact, signed on the 8th April, 
1950, marks a new charter in the relationship between the two siste"r States. 
'l'he }'act has certainly created a congenial mental climate in both the 
countries where distrust, suspicion and lack of goodwill so long made any 
constructive approach extremely difficult. The atmosphere o£ goodwill 

{}reat::?d by the Pact has engendered a psychology of understanding and it is 
now being increasingly realised that both the countries can solve many 
of their outstanding problems by means of negotiations, discussions and a 
friendly approach. The Pact has undoubtedly come as a relief to the 
distracted minorities of both the countries; and the crisis of confidence 
'vhieh so ominously cast its shadow over a vast number of fear-stricken 
veople ~eems to be slowly but gradually passing away. It will be a marvel 
if the Pact can succeed in bringing erring humanity to the right path; it 
will ~till remain a testimony to sober statesmanship, if it cannot. 

'l'he inauguration of the Planning Commission early last year was a 
step forward towards the co-ordination of various developmental projects. 
both immediate and long-term, of which quite a handful was under 
consideration of the Government of India. The Commission has for its 
task the formulation of an order of priorities according to the needs of the 
country and her resources, an objective study of the various schemes and 
fixing targets in different sectors of our economy. This is also expected tn 
canalise pro1~erly the endeavours of Government and to avoid the risk of 
un pianne(l enterprise on a hit-or-miss basis. We have to remember that 
the task is to achieve the highest good from the lowest resources-by no 
means an easy problem. On the political front the appointment of Sir 
Owen Dixon as the mediator in the Kashmir dispute and the subsequent 
failure.) of his mission, as reported on the 31st August last, together with 
his practically naming of Pakistan as the aggressor, put a new complexion 
on that vexed problem. 

On the international stage events moved fast. In the middle of the 
year, war broke out in Korea, and the United Nations got bogged in a war 
with perilous potentiality of extending beyond the borders of Korea and 
assummg global rr~portionR. By October, Communist China was found to 
be (leeply mvolved m the conflict on the side of North Korea and fortunes 
of war took such an ominous turn that the third world war seemed 
in:.minent; the . Chinese . invasion of Tibet and internal troubles in Nepal 
also caused senous anx1ety to our leaders aR both the countries are very 
close ~o our . borde~s: The far-si.ghted and · determined rolicy of our 
sagaca~us Pnme Mm1ster on the side of peace seems to be the only green 
patch In this otherwise grey picture. U ncler his leadership and insrira.tion 
the peace-front is gaining strength, and by his deft handling he has not 
only kept India out of international entanglements but also raised her 
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prestige in the counsels ·of the world. .He is now recognised by a large 
section of world opinion as• the last hope of a war·weary world, and the 
only person who can. keep the temJ?er of peace in the midst of a mad w.ar
psyehos1~. n is a smgular good :fortune for 1lS that as a compensation 
against the very heavy burden that the nation has been called upon to bear 
since freedom, we have had the privilege of having at the helm of our 
affairs a person of Sri J awaharlal Nehru's stature. 

India's economy eontinues to bear the sean; of war and o£ tl1e sweeping 
event-> of the post-war period. Of these,. unquestionably, the partition of 
the country was the m~t outstanding, throwing, as it did, the entire 
eeonomy of the country seriously out of joint. The diRe(plilibrium thu& 
caused eallecl !or far-reaching adjustmentR wl1ieh must necm;sar:ily t,a];.e 
time; but our progress towards sueh adjustments haR been made all the 
more <1iff1cult, bei1ig sometimes Rlowed down and ROmetimeR halted, by new 
stresses and strains, hoth int!~rna1 and external. 'l'he Rudden worsening in 
th~ (•omn~unal Hituation in the t.wo BengalR in the early pad. of 1950, 
follcwed by a spurt of large-scale trans-border migrnEon and the eomrlete 
deadloek in the trade relations between India aml l)akistan almost 
throughout the year re-activiRed the manifold maladjwltmi:mts nreated by 
partition. These caused new set-l)[l,cks to our economy, especially in jute 
and cotton textile industries. -While the influx of refugeeR ereated freRh 
pl'Ol)lems of relief and rehabilitation, the Rtate of uncertainty which 
prevailed near the Pakistan border a:ffeded our food produdion in theRe 
areas. It also created a pRyelwlogienl diRl;emper whieh only added to the 
general confm:ion. 'rlw Koi·ean war tlwt followed, with itR 1lpR aJl(l downR 
and varyi11g' forturH~R, the emerg·eu('e of the Chinese Communistr; aH active 
pnrticipnni:H in the 1hama, the entnng·lemeni:R of United Nntions fon~e:<
all a1llled up t,o tlw looming S)lecirc of tlu~ third world war. A11. this hns 
in f':mw n'Hpnd:-; rever:-<ecl post-war pr·onomin j renrh: anrl replnet'd hu;yt~r:-;' 
hy c;ellm·~· mnrlwts in eertain co!nJtHHlit.iP.~, e.[f., eHAEmtial raw materials. 
'l.'hil work of rnlwhilitation nnd rP!mlHhndion lws thereby been rendered 
mO!'(~ diitienlt in r·onntries like. Tndia and ol1\er haekwnrd eountrieR which 
lad:: iJw ("I'Onomil' re:-mnrees nm1 rt-NilierH~<·1 of n(lvnnPfH1 r·mmtriPR like the 
lTnitPrl Siates of AmeTica :md depenrl for develornH1nt almoRt entirely 
npon cmu1itionR of pe:w<~. All t.lw Aeconrl vVnrlrl vVar and particularly 
the posi:-war evPTd:R have demon;;irai·ed, our eeonomy is rnthPr rigi1l anrl 
ireln.~tie, aiH1 it doeR not respond to price f:hangeR through inneaRe in 
em]·loym<•nt and out1mi:. In sueh a mmdition war and high pri<~es might 
again relenRe forees of inflation in our eountry and our gain tluon~·h 
inereaBed produetion would, in such a ease, tend heavily to 1)e out.weighterl 
by the lllany dislocatim1s and setbacks which such inflation woula 1Hing in 
itil b·a.in. 

In a backward eountry the most important limiting faetors in eeonom1e 
progrest> are eapital and trained perRonnel. Gxowth of eapital de})ends 
uron the volume -of new savings whieh the eeonomy ean provide, and 
forced sn vingR tluough inflationary methods must be held out of court; for, 
the lesil Jeveloped a country is, the less is its capaeity to absorb the 
disloeatiJlg' effeets of inflation. In the absenee of a Ruffieient volume of 
intern~l Ravings, foreign eapital may, of eourse, be of help, redueing the 
:;ustenty burdens whieh would otherwise be thrown uron the home 
mvestorf4; hut, as is well known, foreign capital, for various reasons, is 
rather a di.fficult proposition n~wadays, and the larger military commitments 
of the Umted States of Amenca and other advanced eountxies on aeeount 
of the Kox.:ea~ confliet and its sinister future possibilities will set even 
narrower hm1ts to the external help we could otherwise look forward to. 
The uncertainties inherent in a transitional economy reinforeed by various 
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unfavourable influences communicated to our system from outside have thus 
generated some very powerful influences which liave impeded our progress 
towards normalcy. Not an insignificant part in this drama has been 
played by such natural calamities as drought, flood, cyclone and earthquake 
which have not only taken a toll of precious human lives, but have upset 
many of our expectations, especially in the matter of food. 

The past year affords another apt illustration of the inelastic nature of 
our economy which has failed once again to adjust itself by any bold leap 
forward to a new position of higher employment and output to meet the 
crying needs of an ill~nourished and ill~clad peopli. The net investm~nt 
of capital in our industries in the rast few years having been qmte 
negligible particularly in the major industries, and production continuing 
to be expressed in terms of old installed capacities, there has been 
no big increase in any field to justify hopes of a higher standard of living 
for the people on a stable basis. According to the statistics of i11dustrial 
production for the first half of 1950, 17 out of 26 major industries showed 
improvement on the corresponding figures for the previous year. These 
include coal which showed an increase of 4 per cent.; finished Rteal showing 
an increase of 4.1 per cent., cement 32.5 per cent., paper 3.9 per cent. 
and aluminium 13 _ver cent. Among lines of production in which there 
was a :=;et-back were cotton yarn which declined by 14.2 per cent.; cloth 
d(:'clining by 4)l per cent. ; jute manufaetures by 22.8 per cent.; sugar by 
4.5 per eent.; matches by 4.1 per cent. and machine tools-by 60.2 per cent. 
The general index of industrial production for the first 9 months of 1950 
worked out to 104' approximately as compared with 1GG.3 in 1949 and 108.9 
in 19-18. .An improvement in any field o£ production is no doubt highly 
welcome and a :=;et-back, in the prevailing conditions of scarcity, iR to be 
Rpt'cially derlored; for, it accentuates suffering and frustration which are 
aheady great. From a long-reriod point of view, however, less significance 
attache,; to these ups and downs in production within given installed 
caracities, which are almost inevitable, than to increases or decreases, such 
as through failure to replace >vorn out or obsolete machinery, in the 
installed capacities themselves. What is o£ larger moment, therefore, is 
the fact that we have till now £ailed to stimulate our production on the 
basi~ of a higher installed capacity. In certain fields, such as iron and 
steel, new capacity is being installed; but its effect on_ rroduction is not 
yet pel.'ceptible and we still continue to move in the old rut. Any satisfac
tion that one !night derive from the little increases here and there in any 
given year would be hardly well-grounded; and to know where we stand 
and what leeway we have to make up in production, so that a decent 
standard of living for the people might be sustained, we have but to look 
at the levels o£ output in other advanced countries and comrare them with 
our own achievements. 

'l.'ake, for example, the outposts of coal, steel and electricity, which are 
the basic requirements of all industrial development. We have an annual 
output of about 30 million tons in coal, 1.2 million tons in steel and 4.58 
millions. of lew. hours in electricity. The position of England which has a 
population of roughly 5 crores as comrarerl with ours of 34 crores, is aR 
follows: -coal, 219 million tom;; steel, 15.8 million tons; and electrical 
energ;r 49.10 million k.w. hours of energy. The United States o£ America 
with a population of about 15 crores, i.e., less than half our own population', 
prcrluce:=; an annual output of 590 million tons of coal, 80 million tons of 
steel and 3~4 million k.w. ho31-rs of electrical energy. Of course, it might 
not be J.'ORslble for us to attam the output levels of these countries in the 
near future-firRtly, because the difference is too great and, secondly, 
because our resources per head of the population are much less than those 
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oi these countries. Hut poor as our resources are, they are not being 
exrJoited to the extent that• would be necessary to give us even a minimum 
fltandard of living. And this is what must set all of us thinking and 
emphasise the need for corrootive action. 

In all schemes of expansion of production, labour must play a big part. 
It is therefore necessary that those who occupy positions of leadership in 
the labour organisations of the country, must consider the responsibility 
they carry in the matter, particularly in view of the fuet that our labour 
population is mostly ignorant and illiterate. It is up t{} them to refrain 
from short-sighted policies or actions which might have the effect o£ 
reducing the productive power o£ industry, at 1east for the reason that such 
courses of action would sooner or later recoil upon labourers themselves. 
Fro.'lt tltitJ point of view, the labour situation in the country in the last 
yenr emmot hut be viewed with eoneern. For, while the improvement in 
the laboul· situation noticed in the two earlier years continued during the 
first six or seven months of 19·50, this favourable trend was interrurted 
by th3 higgest industrial strife in India's history which commeneed on 
14th August. 1950 in Bombay city and lasted for 2 months. The strike 
involved 95 per cent. of the city's 225,000 cotton textile workers and 
rendered 62 milJs idle. By this ill~advised step the country is estimated 
to have lost at leaRt 192.3 million yards of cloth, and 54.9 ·million pounds 
of yarn, while the workers lost Rs. 3.5 croreR in wages. 'fhe strike also 
hit hard wholesale and retail traders who depended for their supplies on 
the aflerted millH, and the repercussions of the strike, direct as well as 
indirect, on eonsumen; and produ\'ers, were felt far and wide. 

'furning now from the induAtrial to the agricultural and raw material 
Aituation, the year under review hroug·ht us one of our greatest disappoint
ments on the food front. 'l'he <~ountry's integ·rated programme for r;elf
l'luffi<)ieney in food, jute, eotton and sugar envisages co1nplete self-sufficiency 
in food, eotton and sugar by the end of March, 1952, and achievement of 
self-sufficiency in jute to the extent of R2 per eent. of the target by that 
date. On tlJC lH1Ais of the inerenRed output of foodgrains expected under 
the self~suffi\'iency plan during 1950-61, tlle import target for foodgrains 
for ] ~){)() was fixed at a low figure of 1.5 million tons, it being non:fidentl.v 
hoped that imports of foodgrains would entirely stop after Mareh, 1952, 
except for meeting any possible calamity, or for providing for any transfer
enee o£ land made in the national interest to other crops or for the building 
of a central reserve. A series of natural calamities and disasters, a:ffeeting 
large parts of the country, ineluding Assam, Bihar, West Bengal, Madras, 
Uttar Pradesh and other States, upset the plans and brought the country 
face to face with a serious food situation. Ripening harvestA were 
destroyed by floods in many States and even stores o£ foodgrains were 
wasl1Nl away. Severe drought in Bihar, of a magnitude not known in 
living memory, affected also the coming harvest. The Assam earthquake 
ec.nverted the State having a sizeable surplus into a deficit State requiring 
eonsiderable help from the Centre. Nearer home, the food situation 
became difficult, specially after June, in Birbhum, Cooch Behar, 
;Jalpaiguri, West Dinajpur, Murshidabad and Nadia. and the Government 
had t.} cut cereal rations temporarily in order to rush supplies to these 
areas. 'fhe aus erop was badly affected and those generally dependent on 
this erop for their requirements between July and October had to fall hack 
on the aman crop resulting in reduced procurement by Government. 
Further, some 2 lakh acres of aus land had been diverted to jute cultivation, 
in aceordance with the country's integrated agricultural plan, resulting in 
a los'l of some 74,000 tons of rice. The influx of a large number of refugees 
from East Bengal further reduced Government stocks. Over and above 
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all this, large blocks of paddy land, mostly au-;;, were lying uncultivaied 
near the Pakistan border due to the state of uncertainty prevailing there 
during the best part of the cultivating season. The loss of foodgrains due 
to this factor was estimated at several thousand tons. Much of this land 
was, however, later brought under the cultivation. The over-all position was 
that while tl1e Government's commitments increased during the year, their 
total resources declined. The estimated total loss of kharif and rabi crops 
in 1950-51 in India as a whole on account of floods, drought, earthquake, 
etc., was nearly 6 million tons which represents nearly 14 per cent .. of the 
annual production of the country and food for 46 m!llion people. All these 
dioastrous events naturally reduced contribution to the· central pool from 
the surplus States which in turn meant raising of the import target. From 
July o:gward the target had to be raised again and again and it had 
reached in November the neighbourhood of 3.1 million tons. • 

'l'h:, basic fact in the food situation is the uneven race between require
ments and supr·ly. -While India's food position was difficult enough 
befo":e rartition, it was made more difficult by it as we were le£t with 
Hl&hvely more people than food-growing lands. Subsequent events have 
further accentuated the situation, as growth of internal food resources has 
nut kept pace with growth- in population. The yield !rom short-term 
"Grow More Food" projects, inadequate as it has been, has been largely 
neutralised by losses due to drought or :flood or some other unfavourable 
circumstances and our total production being less than total requirements, 
such inn·eased rroduction has hardly made itself felt. 

From the long-term point o£ view. however, there is ample justification 
for a feeling of reassurance regarding our food position. The country has 
alreany 257 irrigation srhemes, likely to cost a total sum o£ 1,900 crores, 
whieh are expeeted to be rompleted in the next 15 years. Of these, 135 
sehemes, estimated to cost about 590 crores, are under construction in 
different parts of the country including 12 major projects costing over 10 
crore"l each and 4!i9 erores in all. It has been estimated that a period of 
6 to 10 years will be necessary to' complete these projects and a few more 
year;;; for inigation to be developed fully. It is expected that by 1959-60, 
theHe .'lchemes will irrigate 9.2 million acres of land yielding 3.1 million 
tons of additionnl food and 910,000 lew. of power. Ultimately these 
:fig-me' will rise to 12.9 million acres, 4.3 million tons of food and 
1,996,000 lew. of power. 

'l'he last year saw one of the severest crisis in cotton and raw jute. Our 
trouble in respect of both these commodities goes back to the partition o£ the 
country whieh gave Pakir-;tan nearly 78 per cent. of the total acreage under 
j11te and 30 per cent. under raw eotton-60 per cent. if long and medium 
staple varieties alone are considered. The jute industry was lett in a 
particularly unhappy position not only beeause the extent of dependence 
on Pakistan waR larg·er but also because of the absence o£ any alternative 
souree of supply. PaJ::istan took full aflvant.age of her position. A heavy 
dut.r was imposed on jute exported to India. 'rhe deRpatches to Imlia were 
als•J moRt inadequate and irreg-ular. This had compe1led the Indian mills 
evell before devaluation to work Rhort hours and seal off a certain percentar,'e 
of their 1oomfl. After devaluation the nosition fast developed into a crisis, 
an<l arrivals of jut.e fr-om Pakist.an rractically reasecl. Even such jute as 
India had purrhased in PakiRh\U hdore (l'lV~tlnation and had fully raid for, 
as we11 8S Indicm i11 1 '! ;,, !:rnn~it t1l''{J\lftl1 "Rast Bengal from ABsam, were 
lwlrl 1111 r:n1 rm;• r•rPI;,,;i· (F t1•e d1Jr·». A Trade Arrreemen.t conclnded between 
the t~n r·o•mh·ie~ "'' A nril 21, 19!)0, rm•viding for a balanced ex.nhange of 
ermnw<litie·s, ea~Fd the: T•o<:i+ion somewhnt temporarily but the scope of the 
}~:TPGment was very limited us it was to last only until the 31st July, 1950, 
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"and the amount of raw jut"e India was to get under it was only 8 lakh bales. 
The .A.greement was extended to the 30th September, 1950, in order to 
enable l'akistan to complete her delivery of jute. 

To meet the crisis in the supply of raw jute the Govednrnent both at the 
Centre and in the State took a number of measures including the fixation of 
minimum price of raw jute as well as the export price· of jute manufactures, 
while the export o£ ru w jute wa~ learned ultogeilwr. T hf'se measures 
had an immediate salutary ,..ffeet. Competitive huyi11g of mw Jute which 
was in short supp~.y relatively to demand wall sought to be 
eliminated by the setting up. of a new purchase machinery under 
the auspices of the Indian Jute Mills Associatio11, v1z., the Central 
Jute Disposals Section, which was to collect all available jute in central 
pool and distribute it there£rom among the mills according to requirements. 
lndivid,;nal mills were forbidden to buy jute independently under a 
pt:nalty of Hs. 3 per maund of jute. 'rhe scheme however did not work as 
well as \vas expected and there were several cases of ignoring of the 
authority of the Central Jute Disposals Section. The outbreak of the 
Korean war in June last further complicated the situation and entirely 
changed the perspective. The possibility of a widening of the arena of 
confliet Rt:utE'd p, r,eramble in many parb; of the world specially in the 
United Stntes of America, for essential raw materials and also for some 
finished products, including jute goods, and there was a growing divergence 
between the rrices at whieh jute goods were being actually taken up by the 
American huyers and the landed cost of these goods on the basis of the 
controlled Helling price. This led to n widespread speeulation both in raw 
material and in finished goodR and loAff of valuable <lollar exchange to the 
country. 'l'he Government of India had therefore to rnise the export duty 
on hessian, wllich is the variety mainly cor1sumed in AmArirn, at first 
fro::n Hs. ;.JC>O to Rs. 750 per {;on in Oetober last and then again from 
Rs 750 to Rs. 1,500 per ton in November lnst. The export duty on 
sacking wns also raised to ROme extent. 'l'lte \Vest Beng:tl Government 
set up a Central ,Jute Board in Deeember lnc;t ns tht1 earlier attempt of 
the Inditn .Jute :Mills Assoeiution in this diredjon ltad proved unsuecessful 
and this has had the effeet of l'Pstoring l'iome sc,rt nf stability in this 
imrortant fWctor of our industry and Atopping elandestine dealings in both 
the rnw material uml the finished r)roduct. A favourable Indian Jute 
crop has been of no little assistanee to us in this critical situation and it is 
hoped t.hat a system of efficient procurement and distribution of the current 
Indian crop . will enable the industry to carry on on the present basis of 
output until a satisfaetory solution of the Indo-Pakistan deadlock is 
r(Jached or India goes nearer self-sufficiency in jute next year. It may be 
mentioned in this connection that India's drive for sel£-sufficieney in jute 
is mnking steady headway. The total Indian output of about 15 lakh 
bales in 1 !14 7-48 rose to 20.55 lakh bales in 1948-49•. The final forecast for 
the ] 949-50 crop placed the area under the jute crop at 1 L58 lakhs acres 
nnd the yield at 31.17 lakh bales. The latest official estimates put Indian 
jute production in 1950-51 at 4.15 million bales, showing an increase of 
1 million hales over last year's figures. The production of mesta and 
other fihrPs is expected to yield 350,000 bales. 

Last year, import of raw cotton from Pakistan was completely cut off as 
a result of the deadlock over devaluation. It may be mentioned that in the 
pre-rartition days Pak,istan cotton accounted fo~ 30 per cent. of the total 
Eas~ Indian cotton consumed by the Indian mills. Under the I.ndo
Paklstan 1'rade Agreement of 19'48-49, India secured from Pakistan 
650,00) bales of raw cotton against her requirements of 900,000 bales. 
The Trade Agreement of 194·9-50 provided for a supply of 450,000 bales. 
Unde1· the circumstances the entire stoppage of the supply of Pakistan 
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cotton ereated a very serious situation for the Ipdian mills many of which 
were forced to work short hours while some closed down temporarily. 
India had therefDre to go in for more costly overseas cotton and the 
Guvernment of India, at the cost of valuable foreign exchange, licensed 
freely import of such cotton from most soft currency areas and alsD certain 
categoric,; of 1J nited States cotton. GoDds manufacturea from such high
priced cotton would hit the consumers at home very hard, and would meet 
with com:iderable resistance from markets abroad. It is therefore a matter 
of vital importance to us to attain self-sufficiency in respect of this 
important raw material at least in respect of those varieties which we 
used to import from Pa'kistan. Similar argument~ apply to jute as well. 
It is against such a background of wider economic interest that we should 
view the recent Government policy of diverting some amDunt of land from 
foodgrains to either jute or cotton. By such diversion of £Dod-growing 
land either to jute or cotton, a certain amount of foodgrain is no doubt 
lost to th.~ country, but if the earnings from increased cotton or• jute o.1re 
much greater than the loss due to food, such diversion would stand well 
justified. The objective of self-sufficiency in food is not to be side-tracked, 
however. in any case, but one should not over-stress what is good for the 
nation in one sector of the economy to the neglect Df what is good in other 
sectors. The right course for us would be to pursue a policy which would 
achievG Rel£-sufficiency in food, jute and cotton on an integrated basis 
within the shortest possible time, and some variations of emphasis from 
one of these commodities to the other, for a temporary period, are not 
incompatible with the over-all objective itself, provided that there are good 
economic advantages to be derived from such variations. This is what we 
are doing at present, and, I think, we are moving along right lines. 

The importance of attaining self-sufficiency in raw materials has been 
once again underlined by events following the outbreak of the Korean 
hostilities. Stock-piling of strategic materials by the Uniteu States of 
America and other nations has seriously affected a number o£ our industries 
which have faced an almost complete stoppage during the last six or eight 
months of supplies of a variety o£ industrial raw materials including non
ferrous metals and chemicals. India's quota of steel imports has abo been 
affected by mounting prices and non-availability o£ the commoc1ity in 
supplying countries like Britain, the United States o£ America and 
Belgium due to their rearmament programme after the Korean war. 

In the above setting o£ a more or less stationary industrial production, 
huge food losses as well as scarcity of important raw materials, not much 
improvement could in any ease be expected in the price situation. The 
general priee index rose from 384.7 to 410.9' between January, 1950, and 
November, 1950, thus registering an increase of nearly 7 per cent. The 
large-,t increases were recorded in miscellaneous, industrial raw materials 
and foorl groups. In these sectors the increases o£ price between September, 
1949, and September. 1960, i.e., over a period of one year since devahwtion, 
were as follows: -food articles, 6.8 per cent.; indm;hial raw materials, 10.4 
pe: cent.; and miscellaneous group of articles, 39'.0 per cent. The increase 
in the general price index was 5.8 per cent. The Bombay cost of living 
index moved up from 294 in .January, 1950. to 308 in .September, 1950, i.e., 
hy nearly 5 f:eT cent. In "'\Vest Bengal the working class cost o£ living 
index rose from 134 to 141 between January and August, 1950, i.e., by 
ahont Fi per cent. Of the total price increase d-uring the last year, the 
larger part has occurred since ,J'uly, 1950, that is. after the outbreak of the 
Korea:1 war when the price index rose by a sudden spurt from 395.6 to 
405.2 in course of one month. In view of the uncertain situation createa 
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by the Korea;n war, and the increasing trend of the :price-level, the. Parlia
me:r;tt vested In the Centre 'l:m August 12, 1950, powers to make laws for a 
perwd o£ one yea.r, ~m tw? subjects £3;~ling in t~e States' list, viz., (i) trade 
and commerce w1tlnn a State, and (~~) productiOn, supply and distribution 
of goods. This was followed up on August 14, 1950, by' the enactment of 
the ~ssential Supplies (Temporary ·Powers) Amendment ,Act .which 
prescnhed heavy penalties for hoarding essential goods including food
grains and textiles. The Central Government also took powers to fix the 
maximum prices of essential commodities on the basis of the prices prevailin()' 
on the 15th June, 1950, under the Supply and l)rices of Goods Ordinance~ 
Hl50. The Ordinance W,j.\S replaced by an Act in December last in view of 
the continuing high trend of prices. 'l'wo other measuret:~ which helped 
Government in tackling the price and supply problems were the Preventive 
Detention Act and the libe·ralisation of imports of selected commodities. 

Rise .in the price-level in the last year was thus mainly the result of the 
difficult supply position in respect of various commodities and the inflation
ary forces released by the Korean war. Deficit financing which used to be 
the most important single factor in this respect in the earlier period con
tinues to play a part, though, happily, a minor part now-a-days, thanks to the 
various rigm::ous measures of economy adopted by Central and State Govern
ments. 

'1'he striking improvement in the balance of payments position was a 
notable feature of tho financial situation during the year. The improve
ment has been due_ largely to the devaluation of the Indian rupee effective 
from 18th September, 1949, but the new policy o£ import restriction 
introdueed in May, 1949, whieh was further tightened up in conformity 
with the deciRious taken at tho Cmmnouwenlth Finance Ministers' Con
fercnne ~n ,July, 1949, nontrihuted not n little to the change. The result 
has been that in place of a deficit of 248.8 er·ores in India's balance of pay
ments in relation to all countries except I)akistan during the peri()(l of one 
year from October, 1948, to Septemhel', 194!:J, there was a eredit balance 
in llHlia'l-l bvour of 65.9 crores in the eorreHpo111ling period in 1949-50, 
that i::;, hetwmm_ (ktober, 194!:1, mHl September, 1950. 'fhe sterling holdings 
of the RerH:n·ve Bnn k of India which had been falling continuously for 
three ye:u:s prior to devaluation started on a positive trend and the net gain 
of foreign assettJ to the Bank totalled 29.98 CI"ores in the twelve months 
ended S-eptember, 1950. This favourable balance in our trade positiou is 
no doubt a very welcome sign of returning health to our economy; but a 
surplus trade hala:p.ce has also a certain amount o£ inflationary significance 
which should not he overlooked. 

A reference may bo made in this connection to the reeently announced 
Six-Year Development Plan o£ India for integrated development in 
Agriculture, 'rransport and Commun-ications, Fuel and I)ower, Industry 
and Mining, and lastly, Social Capital.. 'The Plan is estimated to cost 
1,840 crores over the entire period of s1x years: Of the total cost, 1,030 
crores is expected to beeome available fro~ internal sourees. and 810 erores 
is the order of the external finance that 1s needed. The mternal sources 
include current revenues of Central and State Govermnents, surpluses of 
State-owned enterprises, proceeds of railway depreciati~n fund and puhl~c 
loans. The e-stimates are largely based upon expecetaho~s 9f econo~y m 
public expenditure which can be true, if at all, 9nly Wl~hm mar~1~s. of 
error. This underlines the fact that apart from fore1gn cap1tal, the hm1t~ng 
factor in om: economic development is going to be the growth of genume 
sa:vin-O's within the country itself. The evil effects of development through 
inflation, even i£ such a thing were possible, greatly outweigh its benefits. 
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A.; the Colombo Plan points out, the present r;te of home-financed invest~ 
ment is about 2~ per cent. of the national income. In some advanced 
countries, this figure is as high as 20 per cent., and in most advanced 
countries it is as muc?- as five times the Indian figure. The Six-Year 
De":elopmen~ Plan _env~sages that at. the end of the six-year period, internal 
sav:ngs a_va1lable fm: mves~ment w1ll amount to 4 to 4~ per cent. of the 
natwnal mcome. Even th1s rate would be much below what is necessary 
for a s~bstanti.al rise in the standard of living. 'This brings in the question 
of formgn capital; for, to the extent that we are able to secure capital from 
abr~ad ~he deficiency in internal savings would ~e mitigated. F'oreign 
?ap1tal 1s not, however, as already stated, as easily available nowadays as 
1t used to be previously. Even the moderate Six-Year Development Plan, 
as we have seen, involves the use of foreign {)apital to the extent of 810 
crores. India has already received. a few loans from the World Hank and 
the Monetary Fund, and some assistance under Point Four Programme o£ 
President Truman now seems assured. Even if the requitements of foreign 
capital under the Six-Year Development Plan which relates to the public 
sector only are fully met, there will remain the not less extensive demands 
for development in the vast private sector. For the requirements in this 
sector, we must secure the co-operation of private individuals and bodies. 

Our present situation in some respects presents the aspect of a viciOll'S· 
circle. Economic development is hindred by the lack of capital and 
growth of capital is hindered by the lack of economic development. Once, 
however, the vicious circle is brcken, and development is given a great 
forward push, whether with the help of increased inte•rnal savings or with 
the help of foreign capital, the movement will gather momentum and furth'8r 
development will be easier. Because, the more we develop the more will be 
the volume of internal savings. 

To encourage internal savings the Governmer~t at the Centre ha:,; already 
offered a number of incentiv-es, such as relief in direct taxation. It. takes 
some time, however, for any new policy to bear fruit, and a full mobilisation 
of internal savings at an early date may be confidently looked forward to. 
Even assuming, however, that internal savings will take place at the full 
rate compatible with our present economic position, they will still fall short 
of our Tf"quirement; and to this extent we require the help of foreign 
capital. · 

In spite of several important concessions offered to foreign investors, the 
fiow of foreign investments into India has been extremely meagre. It may 
be pointed out that some of the concessions, such as the one with regard to 
repatriation, does not obtain in many other countries. The full current 
earnings of all foreign enterprises may be freely remitted abroad under the 
existing exchange control regulations. Even investments fro~ ha~d 
sterling areas, and investors from these areas are allowed to repatrwte m 
full not onl.v tbe original capital invested in approved projects after 1st 
January, 1950, but also profits ploughed hack .into business. 'l'he full 
response to all these concessions cannot yet be visualised. From July, 1948, 
to December, 1949, howeve-r, British businessmen invested in India only 
61Llal~hs of new capital and a further 23 lakhs only during the next six 
months. 1:.e., from January .to June, 1950. Remittances to the extent of 
only 17 lakhs were received from Canada, l lakh from ~he United States 
of America and 1 lakh from Hong kong. One reason for th1s lack of rPsponse 
may be the existenne of more profitable channels of investment in the ho;me 
countries themselves. Whatever the reason, if adequate amount of fore1gn 
capital is not forthcoming, the burden of our economic develop~ent ml!st 
greatly increase, and in that case the pattern or our trade relations w1th 
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other countries must change. This will neither promote the objectives of 
multi-lateral trade which the International Trade Organisation has in view 
nor further the interests of those countries which seek stable and growing 
trade con tact~ with us. We shall also be losers ; for, not only will the 
burden of development increase, but the time taken for such development 
will be longer. · .. 

Capital, whether indigenous or foreign, is not, however, an end in itself, 
but a means to an end. ,Available capital resources, internal as well as 
external, have to he ewployed in the production of greater wealth in 
accordance with an over-all plan which takes adequate account a£ both 
short-term and long-term requirements of the country. The basic fact in 
our present economic situation is the Jack of a proper balance between 
agric\llture and industry. So long as 70 per cent. or so of the people 
remain tied to a· stationary agriculture, it would be futile to look forward 
to any improvement in the general standard of livi~ of. the people. It i.s 
a fairly established generalisation that the smaller the relative importance 
of agriculture as a field of employment, the higher is the living standard. 
As agriculture is more and more rationalised, £ewe1· hands are needed to 
produce the !lame or even larger output, thus releasing man-power for 
industrial production or other gainful pursuits. Backward agriculture ties 
down too many people, and too much land, to the production of basic food 
cereals; more rational methods wiil release both man-power and land for 
production o£ more remunerative commercial crops. 

Economic planning in India and the task of raising the standard of 
living of the masses must be broad-based upon a rationalised and efficient 
agrieulture. Such an improved agrinuHure will, h~wever, require 
simultaneous development of industries, both large and small, for altogether 
fewer people being required on land, opportunities must be ereated before
hand for the absorption o£ these people in industries .. In the absence o£ 
such a co-ordinated development of hoth agriculture and industry, develop
ment of the one without the development of the otlHw will only create new 
problems for the country. 

The backwardness of our agriculture is reflected in the extremely low 
yields of our eultivated land. Thus one acre of land in India produces only 
a third o£ the rice produced in .Japan, or a third o£ the cotton in the United 
States o£ America or a third of the wheat in England. To put the problem 
pithily in the language of a recent shrewed observer: "If land could be 
made as productive as in Japan or England, there would be no more risk 
of revolution, no more difficulties with balance of payments, no more 
grinding poverty. I£ India's annual 60 million tons of food could become 
74, if its 3,000,000 bales of cotton and of jute could each become five, 
rationing, budgetary limitations upon development and the susceptibility 
to economic pressure from Pakistan would be all swept away in a great 
economic renaissance.'' · 

One of the bright patches in the economic situation last year was the 
<'ondition of the capital markets, which maintained the strength they have 
steadily gained since July, 1949. In part, this reflected the upward trend 
noticeable in most countries. The fact that the American recession ()f 
early 1949 proved to be much milder and of much shorter duration than 
had been £eared has been largely responsible £or inj·ecting a better sentiment 
in stock markets all over the world. Among other factors which helped 
the improved tone in India may be mentioned . the devaluation of the 
currency, the concessions in the matter, of income-'tax, the withdrawal o£ 
~tatutory limitation o£ dividends, a steady increase in the country's export 
trade leading to an increase in the Reserve Bank of India's holdings o£ 
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sterling assets, and last but not the least, the outbreak of the Korean war 
with all its inflationarv implications. The ab1:1lition of paper control on 
June 25, 1950, the reni'oval from next month of the ban on the export of 
coarse and medium cloth and the upward revision of the prices of steel 
and cloth also acted as bullish factors. The result has been that the 
Reserve Bank of India's Index of Variable Dividend Industries Securities 
moved up from 117.9 in December, 1949, to 125.1 in the last week of 
November, 1950. 

Another notable feature of the capital markets last year has been the 
firme! tone of the equities as compared with the gilt-edged. -While equities 
steadily app1;eciated, the gilt-edged securities remttined more or less quiet, 
and there was a small rise in the yield of the 3 per cent. Paper from 3 ·06 
per cent. in December, 1949, to 3.16 per cent. in November, 19i0. One 
reas?n for the easier tone of g·ilt-edged securities has been the lack of 
buymg support from the Reserve Bank of India, possibly as a part of its 
anti-inflationary policy. • 

The better tone of the capital market is, however, not yet fully established 
on a stable basis, and profes~ional activity still remains the mainstay of 
the market. Moreover, recent trends have to be viewed against the back
ground of the rather surcharged international situation, and one must not 
over~look the inflationary potential of such a situation. Under the circum
stances, the behaviour of the stock exchanges need careful watching so that 
speculative activity does not again get out of control as it did a few years 
ago. 

Not only in India, but also elsewhere in Asia, Europe, America and 
Autralia post-war economic systems have had unprecedented calls upon them 
to provide more and better food for the people, a-s well as more cloth, 
shelter, medicines, educational facilities and amenities of various other 
types. All this is quite reasonable, and it should be the goal of every 
enlightened economic policy to meet these calls. But the best and the most 
enduring way of doing so is to broaden the basic capital equipment of the 
country from which all these benefits are eventually to follow. In con
sumers' democracies, the claims of immediate consumption_o£t,en get priority 
over the need for creating new savings which are necessary for ensuring 
future consumption, whether at the same or at an increased rate. Increased 
demands upon national wealth for consumption purposes, or at least for 
purposes which do not lead to the creation of capital, have also come in 
recent years, as never before, from the State itself, through expansion of 
its welfare activities. In a poor economy like ours, more money for 
purposes of consumption must mean less money for saving and capital 
formation. Only a highly developed and progressive economy like that 
of the United States of America, which works through a constant increase 
in the productivity of labour and capital and other technological improve
ments in production, can possibly meet both the ends of increased consump
tion and increased capital creation simultaneously. Taking the democratic 
world as a whole, there has been in recent years a large shift of income 
from saving to consumption so that the democracies as a whole are possibly 
creating at present less new capital than would be necessary to maintain 
their economic positions, not to speak of effecting improvement in the same. 
If this prouess goes on, the whole democratic way of life will be sooner .or 
later in danger. In totalitarian countries where consumers have no vo1ce 
in the Government, a dictator at the head of the nation decides the necessary 
proportion between saving and consumption, and the econ?mY. can thus 
always maintain itself, whatever be its cost to the commumty m the way 
of loss of consumer preference and of civil and poli~ical liberti~s. In 
demoeratic countri~s, on the other hand, as already pomted out cla1ms on 
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consumption often get priority and even mmimum savmgs for maintaining 
carital intact are sometimes neglected. This brings us to the real dilemma 
of the welfare state which seeks to provide more and more amenities to 
the people but starves the sotuces from which the amenities are· to come. 
This is a policy which contradicts itself and much sooner or later end in 
fru_stration. Only that welfare state• would endure in the long run which 
supports its welfare activities upon the increased savings of the community. 

The need for creating new savings brings. us to the question as to where
from these savings are to come. There are, as a matter of fact, three groups 
of savers: the Govern~ent, the institutional savers like the joint-stock 
companies and the public. The savings of the Government .have been 
quite insufficient, as past experience shows, even for the purpose of develop
ment in•the public sector, and have had to be supplemented by the issue 
of public loan, that is, by recourse to the savings of the other groups. 
Institutional savers also are more or less in the same position and they 
cannot finance all their new_ schemes of development out of their reserves, 
and have oc·casionally to float new capital issues for the purpose. All this 
shows that any substantial economic development, and specially develop
ment along new lines, must_ depend predominantly upon the savings of the 
.third group, that is, the individual savers. This fact has an important 
lesson for us all, which is that the springs of savings in the country must 
be kept free, otherwise enough savings will not be forthcoming which would 
be necessary to finance new developments in industry and agriculture, in 
trade and commerce. 

As the total employment in a country depends upon the opportunities 
that exist, .or are ereated, for wealth production, it is no wonder that our 
backwardness in economic development is accompanied by a large volume 
of unemployment. While no exact statistics are available about the 
number of the unemployed in the country, some idea ean be formed about 
the unhappy state of affairs in this respeet f:r:om the registrations in the 
various employment exchanges, whieh s1ww that the number of people 
seeking jobs through these exchanges has been steadily increasing. 
A. partial explanation for this may lie in the fact that perhaps more 
people think it worthwhile nowaclays to utilise the services of these 
exchanges than used to be the case previously but this can hardly be the 
whole explanation. There can he little doubt that in the last two years or 
so, the over-all employment position in the country has worsened. One 
important contributory factor towards this, in so far as our own State jg 
concerned, has been the influx of a large number of refugees from East 
Bengal who have joined the others in the State searching for jobs. What 
makes the problem all the more difficult, and gives it a mo:r:e tragic aspect, 
is the extent o£ uneniployment among the middle-class educated youth, that 
is a_mong people who find that the long years they had spe~t in t~e s?h?ols 
or m the colleges have not after all fitted them for earnmg their hvmg. 
In the city o£ Calcutta alone it will be found that at any given time there 
are far more young men seeking jobs, specially clerical jobs~ than. th~ offices 
are a_hle to provide. F'or, jobs, whether clerical or otherwise, can mcrease 
in number only when there is mcire work for the offices or the firms to do. 
The huge waste of national wealth which is involyed in all t~ese idle human 
re·sources is often overlooked because the waste IS of potential wealth, and 
not o£ wealth already created; but that does not make the loss less real or 
less grievous. In a country in which mineral, agricultural and power 
resources are yet largely unexploited, unemployment can only mean ~l~at 
the people as a whole are not taking the full advantage of the opportunities 
that lie before them. Creation o£ wealth through the develoJ?ment of 
large-scale industries or the execution of big projects like the mult1-purpose 
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pr<;Jje?ts depends upon the decision of industrialij~ts or of Government, and 
th1s In turn depends upon a number of factors such as the investment 
outlook, the state of public finances, taxation policy and so forth. While 
Jevel?pment along these lines must be pressed forward with full vigour, 
a;n~ 1s, indeed, a condition of maximising- employment and standard of 
hvmg, there is a large field in which even small people, including the 
unemployed, can help themselves and others and engage in useful productive 
work. 'The effect of such individual efforts on employment and oufput would 
be also quicker. More over in view of our known deficiency in capital 
resources, the employment potentia.l of such development, as is envisaged in 
the next few years in the sphere of large-scale ~terprise including the 
execution of the multi-purpose. projects, would not be so great as to absorb 
all our surplus labour. For this reason also greater attention must be raid 
than before the creation of wealth on individual, family or small-scale basis. 
In the field of scientific farming, cottage industries and processing of raw 
materials, opportunities await the small man which must be fully•utilised. · 
Young· men of our country often show a strong aversion to trades or callings 
involving manual work or hard labour, and are too easily attracted to 
clerical or white-collar jobs. This attitude of mind is unhealthy; and it 
does good neither to them nor to the country. The number of jobs in 
Gove:t:nment or in mercantile offices must in any case be limited; and 
although they may have special attraction for some, the opportunities they 
offe,r for betterment of one's economic position cannot be so many nor so 
great as the opportunities which await enterprising and intelligent people 
in the field of direct production. The field of individual or small-scale 
enterprise in production, as just stated, is quite extensive, and the 
oppo:t:tunities that lie in this field should he neither overlooked nor minimised. 
The Government, both at the Centre and in the States, has in recent yeat·s 
paid increasing attention to ,the provision of facilities whereby young men 
may learn a craft or a technical process and has established for the purpose 
of training centres at various places. All these facilities are there for •mter
prising young men to make the most of them. These training centres also 
help the young men to discover their latent aptitude·s, so that they may 
later on take up that job for which their temperament and background 
make them most suitable. This would eliminate or minimise the chances 
of wastage of man-power through misdirected applications of energy and 
skill. In western countries various techniques and -methods are used for 
this Aort of vocational guidance, which can be emulated here with much 
benefit to ourselves. Vocational guidance does not, however, create new 
employment; new opportunities for employment must come, as already 
stated, from creation of wealth. The same remark applies to employment 
exchanges which, by rationalising methods of . recrui~~~nt, equate ~he 
demand for and the supply of labour. The trammg faCihties about whwh 
I have spoken would not only enable young men, .if t~ey ~o. desired, to set 
up in life on their own account, but increase then suitability for emplo:v
ment in industries. They constitute, therefore, an important step to"'ards 
the solution of our problem of unemployment. 

Estimates. 

I will now discuss the Budget Estimates for the coming year together 
with the Revised Estimates for the current year. 

THE· YEAR 1950-51. 

The opening balance of the year 1950-51 which accor~ling to the 
estimates presented last year was 3 erores 54 lakhs aetually 1mp!oved to 
11 crores 9 lakhs. This improvement of 7 crores 55 lakh~ represen~s Improv~
ments in the financial results of the year 1949-50 and IS due to mcrease m 
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tha~ ye:;tr o£ 2, crores 29 ~akhs. in net receipts under civil and other deposits, 
savln)., In capital expend1tt1re in that year of 4 crores, 10 lakhs and to an 
actual revenue. s~rplus in that year o£ 2 crores 63 lakhs as against 1 crore 
47 lakhs as antimpated in the Revised. The saving in capital expenditure is 
composed of a saving of 1 crore 21 lakhs under state trading, a savinO' of 96 
lakhR under rehabilitation of displaced persons, a saving of 95 lakh; under 
Kanchrapara area development scheme; a saving of 43 lakhs under develop
ment of provincial roads, a saving o£ 33 lakhs under road transport scheme 
a saving of 5 lakhs under Mayurakshi project, and a saving o£ 17 lakh~ 
under othe·r schemes. 

• 

~ceording to the Revised Estimates, tht> year 1950-51 shows a revenue 
defimt of 4 crores 99 lukhs as a~Yainst a revenue deficit of 1 crore 33 lakhs 
anticpa"tlld in the Budget Estimates. 

1'he total revenne receipts have improved from 83 crores 90 lakhs to 34 
crores 68 lakhs. There is an improvement of 1 crore 17 lakhs under three 
j)rincipal heads of revenue, •p£z., 7.5 lakhs under Sales 'Tax, 15 lakhs under 
Motor Spirit Sales 'Tax and 27 lakhs under Btnmps. The other heads un<ler 
which t.here has been appreciable rise are Education, 7 laldts; and Industries, 
34 lakhs. The increase under Education is due to a donation of 6 lakhs for 
the Commercial Institute and sale of Government primer "Kishalaya" and 
that under Industries is due to sale of accumulated stock of quinine to the 
public and to two London firms. 

The increase;; are partly offset bv a decrease of 15 lakhs under Betting 
Tax. the rate of whieh hM recentlv been reduc(~d to counteract illegal 
g~ambling, G lakhs under Raw ,Tute 'rrnx, 7 lakhs under Civil Works on 
account of trflmfer of a smaJler sum from Central Road Fund Account and 
25 lakhs unrler Miscellaneous on account of aclj'ustment of an item under 
another head. Smaller rece·ipts of 16 lakhs on aecount of Food Procurement 
Bonus and o£ 10 lakhs under Miscellaneous Receipts further offset the· 
increases. 

Jute Duty which now represents a fixed grant of 105 lakhs from the 
Centre has been induded under the l1ead Grants-in-aid from Central Govern
ment by transfer from Customs. 12 lakhs on account of grant payable by 
the Government of India to abridge the revenue gap in respect of the 
merged state of Cooch Behar has also heen included under the said head. 

Reven,ue E.'ttpenditu.re. 

The total revenue expenditure for the current year is 39 crores 67 lakhs 
accoroin!:!' to the ReviRed Efltimates as aQ'ainst 35 erores '23 lakhs according 
to the Budget Estimates. Thus the revenue expenditure has increased by 
4 crores 44 lak1)s. The lar!:!'est increa3e i.s 1ml1er -Extraordinary Charges 
in India amounting- to 92 lakhA. This ir; mainlv on account of contribution 
from :r;evenues to meet an unanticipated loss on the sale of wheat. and wheat
products in the. trading accounts o£ the Food Department and on acco~nt 
of arrear loss for supply of foodstuff to Government servants at concessiOn 
rates for the year 1949-50 which was not adjusted· in the accounts of that 
year. 

There is an increase of 65 lakhs under the head Miscellaneous mainly due 
to adjustment under this head of the allocation of 50 lakhs to the Conting.ency 
Fund of West Bengal, larger expenditure on West Bengal Nah01~al 
Volunteer Force,· :W.:eDeased expe~d:iture on dearness grants to local bodtes 
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and expenditure in connection with communal riots. There is an increase 
of 75 lakhs under the head Expenditure on displaced persons mainly due 
to expenditure in connection with the scheme of dispersal of students from 
Calcutta for which there was no nrovision in the Budget. The scheme is 
being financed out of a Joan grant;d by the Government of India. Employ· 
me:t;J-t of additional battalions of police force, employment of Bihar military 
pollee in Calcutta and the districts, etc., to cope with emergent situations 
aceount for an increase of 59 lakhs. An increase of 51 lakhs is due to 
payment of the pre-partition claims of contractors in West Bengal. Repairs 
to damages caused by flood and land-slides to roags and buildings in the 
northern districts and an increased expenditure on buildings in connection 
with development projects have resulted in an increase of 52 lakhs under 
Civil Works. Small increases spread over other heads also contribute to 
the total increase in revenue expenditure. 

• 
Capita.l Expen,diture, 

The provision for capital expenditure during the current year is 8 crores 
72 lakhs according to the Revised Estimate~ Rs agaimt 14 crores 91 lakhs in. 
the Blidget Estimates. The provision for capital expenditure includes 
provision for productive development schemes including the Damodar 
Valley project :md Mayurakshi project, provision for state trading schemes 
and provision for capital expenditure for displaced persons. The details 
of variation under individual items will be found in the booklet Rhowing 
the progress of development schemes and the Red Book circulated in the 
House. 

Debt HearlJs. 

Umler ·this head are recorded the transactions in regard to the loans 
taken by the State Government, the State. Provi<len.t F'unds, deposits and , 
advanPes of various nature. including deposits of the civil, revenue and 
criminal courts. deposits of the local bodies, loans and advances by the State 
Government, etc. 

:F;xch1ding the four heads, viz., Treasury Bills (in which the surplus 
cash balance is temporarily invested), Cash Credit Advance from the 
Imperial Bank of India (for financing tnirchase of food), Loans from Centr.al 
Government and Loans and Advances by the State Government, the receipts 
and disbursements in the Revised Estimates almost balance each other. 

The Revised Estimate of loans from the Central Government is 10 
crores 60 lakhs aQ'ainst 12 cror.es 84 lakhs provided for in the Budget 
Estimatf's. The drop is due to curtailment o£ loans by 73 lakhs in the case 
of the Damodar Valley project and 50 lakhs in the case of the May_urakshi 
projecJ as well as to decrease of 1 crore in the amount of loan requ1red for 
relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons. 

TnE YFAR 1951-52. 

The BudQ'et Estimates o£ revenue receipts for the year 1951-52 show a 
decline of 63 lakhs as compared with the Revised Estimates of revenue 
receipts for the current year. There is a fall of 34 lakhs under Taxes on 
Income, 16 lakhs under Agriculture, 18 lakhs under Industries, 20 lakhs 
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under Civil ·works and 23.lakhs under Miscellaneous. There is on the other 
hand an improvement of 9 lakhs under Excise, 7 lakhs under Forest, 25 
lakhs under Sales 'Tax and 10 lakhs under Motor Spirit Sales ':rax. 

The estimates under Taxes on Income are based on the forecast- com
municated by the Government of India. 

The decrease under Agriculture is due mainly to omission of the provision 
for food procurement bonus in the absence of an estimate of the amount 
tikely to be received from the Government of India next· year while that 
under Civi1 Works is d;te, lo abolition of the sureharge colleeted on the sale 
of riee and paddy for improvement of village roads in the procurement areas 
as well as to smaller receipt from Central Road Fund. · 

Reduced sale of quinine to the London :firms and omission of the receipt 
from fo,pd procurement bonus account for the decrease under Industries. 

'I'he decrease under Miscellaneous is mainly due to smaller receipts under 
the barr,qadar• scheme and smaller recovery of the cost of preparation of 
electoral rolls for the Central IJegislature under the new Constitution. 
Under tlw bar,qa&vr sf1heme the initial cost of eultivation of lands of absentee 
owners allotted to disrlaced cultivators from East Bengal is met by Govern
ment. The produce is divided into three equal parts-one-third goes to 
Government in reimbursement of the cost of cultivation initially met by it 
and is on realisation credited to this head; another one-third is also collected 
by Government and kept in deposit under a Debt head to be paid to the 
owner on his return; the remaining one-third is retained by the cultivator .. 
Antieipatefl re~>ioration o£ lands to t1 bsentee owners on their return next year 
accountR for smaller reeeipts under this head. 

l?e?Jen·1te E.vpend1~tiure. 

The Budget Estimates o£ reYemw expenditure for the year 1951-52 is 
{:)8 eroreo; 8llnkhs as againRt {l9 c.rores G7 1aklls being the Hevised Estimates 
for the current year. 'fhe t1eerease of 8G lakhs ic; the net result of incr:easet:J 
oeeurring over certain heads and decreuses oeeurring over certain otl1ers. 

Larger provision for development scheme including peace-time :fire 
service accounts for an increase of 54 lakhs. Intensive food production 
schemes account for an increase of 4 lakhs. General· elections to be held 
next year account for an increase of 48 lakhs. Increase of 10 lakhs is due 
to a seheme for intr:oduction of compulsory primary education in certain 
rural a1·eas. An increase of 10 lakhs is due to the provision for payment of 
the fir~t. instalment of a Government contribution ·to the Calcutta Corpora
tion towards expenditure on the Kulti outfall scheme for proper disposal of 
sewerage of Calcutta. Besides, some increase is due to full year's provision 
being made next year for the new set-up which was implemented late in the 
current year in some of the departments. 

Omission of the provision for the Contingency Fund accounts for a 
decrease of 50 lakhs. Smaller provision for the scheme of dispersal of 
students from Calcutta accounts for a decrease of 46 lakhs. Decrease of 
85 lakhs is due to smaller provision for payment of pre-partition bills of 
eontractors. Omission of provision for loss on sale of wheat and wheat·
products to the public which occurred this year but is not expected next year 
accounts for a decrease of 30 lakhs. A decrease of 55 lakhs is due to the 
omission of the provision for arrear adjustment of loss on supply of food
stuff to Government servants. 



Capital Ea:penditure. 

The total capital expenditure for the next year is 14 crores 53 lakhs 
against 8 crores 72 lakhs according to the Revised Estimates for the current 
year. The provision includes 6 crores 71 lakhs on account of this Govern
ment's share of expenditure on Damodar Valley proj:ect, 2 crores for 
Mayurakshi project, 2 crores 97 lakhs for the scheme of development of 
provincial roads, 84 lakhs £or Kanchrapara area development scheme, 84 
lakhs for expenditure on rehabilitation of displaced persons, 48 lakhs for 
the road trans.port scheme, 23 lakhs for North Calcutta rural electrification 
scheme, 33 lakhs for industrial development schem~, and 10 lakhs for net 
expenditure iu yonnection -.vith the state trading scheme of the Food Depart
ment. 

Debt Head'-s. 

Excluding the heads Loans from the Central Government and Loans and 
Adv~nces by the State, Government and Loans and Advances to displaced 
persons the receipts and disbursements almost balance each other. 

The provision for loans from the Central Government is 19 crores 20 lakhs 
against 10 crores 60 lakhs in the Revised. The provision includes 6 crores 
71 lakhs on account of this Government's share of expenditure on the 
DaUfOdar Valley project, 2 crores for the Mayurakshi project-, 9 crores 53 
lakhs for various schemes of capital expenditure for relief and rehabilitation 
of displaced pe_rsons as well as for the grant of advances to them, 20 lakhs 
for the scheme of dispersal of students from Calcutta, and 76 lakhs for 
intensive food production schemes. 

We also propose to raise a loan o£ 2 crores to finance certain development 
schemes involving capital expenditure, unless of course the Government o£ 
India can themselves provide the same. 

On the expenditm:e side provision has been made under Loans and 
Advances by the State Government for 31 lakhs for advances to cultivators, 
19 lakhs for loans to owners of beel fisheries and tank fisheries and to growers 
o£ agricultural produce, 15 lakhs for cattle purchase loans, 23 lakhs for 
advances to the Provincial Co-operative Bank for distribution of short-term 
crop loan, for financing the land mortgage banks and for meeting the shortfall 
in the realisation of investments of the Bengai Provincial Co-operative Bank 
in E_apst Bengal, 6 lakhs for giving aid to industries, and 8 crores 69 lakhs 
for loans to displaced pe-rsons for house-building, cultivation, e,tc. 'The 
revenue deficit of the year 1951-52 is 4 crores 76 lakhs as against 4 crores 
99 lakhs of the current year according to the Revised Estimates. The deficit 
outside revenue account is 1 crore 64 lakhs. 'fhe total deficit of the coming 
year, therefore, amounts to 6 crores 40 lakhs. Setting off against it the 
opening balance of 3 crores 49 lakhs the year closes with a negative balance 
of 2 crores 91 lakhs. 

In this session we will request the House t_o pass the Bengal Motor Vehicles 
Taxation (West Hengal Amendment2 Bill with the object of enhancing the 
rates of taxation of motor vehicles. If the House passe's this Bill into an 
Act, the additional revenue expected from it will be a crore and a hal£. 
This will reduce revenue deficit to a little over 3 nnres ancl the negative 
closing balance to 1 crore 41 lakhs. 'l'hese gaps have been left uncovered. 

'The State has no public debt at present. At the end of next year our 
public debt will amount to 2 crores only. Our total de1J+ to the Government 
of India at the end oi the current year stands at 21 crores ::W lakhs and will 
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increase to 40 crores 3 lakhs at ther end of next year. This debt includes 
an advance of 2 crores 50 iakh~ granted by the Government of India to help 
us clear hal£ of the debit balance with the Reserve Bank of India left by 
the Government of undivided Bengal the other hal£ of which was cleared by 
the Govemment of East Bengal. The balance of 37 crores 53 lakhs consists 
of 15 crores 98 lakhs on account of rehabilitation of refugees, 13 · crores 62 
lakhs on account of Damodar Valley project, 5 crores 76 lakhs on account 
of the Mayurakshi and other development projects, 1 crore 23 lakhs for 
Grow More Food or intensive' food production schemes, 90 lakhs for the 
scheme of dispersal of students from Calclltta and 4 lakhs for development 
of Bengal Engineering.College, Sibpore. 

Excluding interest charges ort loans p:ive.n lJy the Govcrn1nent of India, 
the expenditure on relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons proceeds 
ag·ainst three different Budget heads, namely, 57-Miscellaneous-Expendi
ture on displaced persons, 82-Capital Account of other State works outside 
the RP."enue Account-Expenditure on displaced per.sons and a Debt head, 
namely, Loans and Advances by the State Governments-Loans and Advances 
to displaced persons. 

All revenue expenditure is booked under 57-Miscellaneous. Under this 
head the Hudget provision for the current year was 1 crore 67 lakhs out of 
which 1 crore 27 lakhs was to be recovered from the Government of India. 
Of the net expenditure of 40 lakhs, 29 lakhs was offset by receipt taken into 
account under XLVI-Miscellaneous and the balance of 11 lakhs was a net 
charge on the State. 

In the Revised, the provision for expenditure and recovery from the 
Government of India stand at 7 crores 88 lnkhs and 6 erores 73 lakhs 
respectively. ''fhe increase in expenditure iH due to inclusion in the Revised 
of 5 crores 73 lakhs on account of ex}Jenditure on displn<~ed persons migrating 
from 1st ,January, Jf}50, and of 66 1aklts ou aceouut of dispersal of students 
from Calcutta for none of which there was any provision in the Budget, 
Excluding these two items, the Revised Estimate of expenditure comes to 
1 erore 49 lakhR against the Ru<lget EHtimate of 1 nrore 67 lakhs; r;imilarly 
the Revised Estimate o£ recovery from the Government of India comes to 
1 crore 29 lakhs against 1 erore 27 lakhs in the Reviserd. The Dispersal 
scheme is financed out o£ loan taken from the Government of India. 
Including the above two items the net expenditure under this head 
in the Hevised Estimate is 1 crore 15 lakhs which includes 66 lakbs for the 
Dispersal scheme and against which receiptR of 25 lakhs under XI..VI
Miscellaneous can be set off. 

The Budget provision for the next year is for expenditure of 2 crores 48 
lakhs and recovery of 2 crores from the Government o£ India. Receipts on 
account of displaced persons have been taken at 13 lakhs in the Hudget. 
The net charge on the State Government is 35 lakhs including 20 lakhs for the 
Dispersal scheme. 

Under revenue expenditure there is also a provision of half a lakh in the 
Revised and one lakh in the Budget under 22-Intererst on Debt and other 
obligations on account of payment of interest on loans taken from the Govern
ment o£ India for relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons. Equal 
amounts are included in receipts on account of realisation of interest on loans 
from displaced persons. The receipts and disbursements on account of 
interest thus cancel each other. 

A provision of 2 crores 59 lakhs was made in the current year's Budget 
under 82-Capital Account of other State works outside the Revenue Account 
-Expenditure on displaced persons, for the scheme of housing displaced 
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persons, colonisation scheme and other schemes fo!' rehabilitation of displaced 
persons. The provision in the Revised and the Budget for the next year 
is 1 crore 37 lakhs and 2 crores 3 lakhs, respectively. Receipts from sale 
of lands, buildings, tools and other implements, etc., to displaced persons 
are taken in reduction of capital expenditure. The sale-proceeds of lands 
and buildings are received partly in cash and partly in the form of loan 
bonds executed by the displaced persons. These aJ~e taken in reduction of 
capital expenditure and the net expenditure appears under the capital head 
82-Capital Account of other State works outRide the Revenue Account
Expenditure on displaced persons. The total r~ceipts in cash and loan 
bonds taken into account in the Revised and the next year's Budget are 
90 lakhs and 1 crore 19 lakhs, respectively. There was no provision for 
these receipts in the current year's Budget. .Loans and advances to displaced 
persons proceed against the Debt head. TlJe c-apital expenditure and the 
loans and advances together with the expenditure on Dispersal scheme are 
met out of loans of equivalent amounts from the Central Government the 
provision for which appears under Loans from Central Government. 

The net expenditure under the capital head in the Revised is 47 lakhs 
and the provision for payment of advances to displaced persons in the 
Revised is 3 crores 70 lakhs. Against these the amount of loan from the 
Centre taken in the Revised is 4 crores. The balance of 17 lakhs will be 
met from the loan received last year but not utilised. 

The net expenditure under the capital head in the next year's Budget 
is 84 lakhs. The provision for payment of advances is 8 crores 69 lakhs. 
Against these the provision for loan from the Centre is 9 crores 53 lakhs. 

The total outlay on displaced persons in this State under all the heads 
inchlding the shares of Central and State Governments is 18 crores 52 lakhs 
at the end of 1950-51 and 30 crores 53 lakhs at the end of 1951-52. 

Grow MoT'e Food, and Procuremen·t Bonu.s Sohem~s. 

These are now called intensive food production schemes. According to 
the revised procedure laid down by the Government of India, the available 
food procurement bonus will first be set o:ff against the net expenditure on 
all Grow More :F'ood schemes and schemes financed from the food procure
ment bonus. The balance of expenditure will be shared between the 
Central and the State Gove,rnments on a 50: 50 basis. 

''l,he original estimate of expenditure on Grow More Food schemes and 
schemes financed from the procurement bonus for the current year was 
2 crores 63 lakbs. The Revised Estimate for all the schemes has been fixed 
at 2 crores (1 crore 46 lakhs in the Agriculture Department, 33 lakhs in the 
Irrigation Department. 20 lakhs in the FisherieR Derartment and 2 lakhs 
in the Industries Department). Against the above estimate of expenditure, 
59 lal<hs is included in the Revised Estimates of revenue receipts, being the 
amount likely to be received in respect of these schemes on account of sale
proceeds of seeds, manures, etc. The net expenditure thus comes to 1 

" crore 41 lakhs. Deducting 66 lakhs on account of procurement bonus 
granted bv the Central Government, the divisible balance amounts to 7fl 
lakhs, half of which is the net charge_on the State Government. 

The estimate of expenditure on these schemes for the next year is 2 
crores 4 lakhs (1 crore 49 lakhs in the Agriculture Department, 40 lakhs 
in the Irrigation Department, 13 lakhs in the Fisheries Department and 2 
lakhs in the Industries Department). 70 bkhs is included in the Revised 
on account of receipts in respect of the schemes. The net expenditure is 
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-thus 1 crore 34 lakhs, an~ in the absence of any estimate for food produc
tion bonus, the whole of this amount is divisible equally between the Central 
and the State Governments. The net charge on the State Government thus 
comes to 67 lakhs. Besides the provision under revenue heads, provision 
for payment of loans in furtherance of these schemes has also been made to 
the extent of 15 lakhs in the Hevised and 20 lakhs in the Budget. 

Trarlin,{} T'·ransact.ions of thei Food Depm·tm.en·t. 

'l'he purchase price lilf articles of food together with certain incidental 
charges as well ns receipts from the sales thereof are adj,usted under the 
eapital head Capital Outlay on schemes of state tra(ling while the administra
tive cot'li of the Footl Department, together with that of the Supply Depart
ment, is recOl'ded under the revem~_e head Extraordinary Charges in India. 

The -talue of stock of rice, wheat and wheat-products and sugar in the 
beginning of the year was 7 crores 96 lakhs. ,A further stock of the value 
o£ 64 crores 82 lakhs including certain incidental charges is proposed to 
be purchased this year, againsf which the receipt from sale~proceeds has 
been estimated at 55 crore·s 64 lakhs. An amount of 30 lakhs will be 
Dredited to this account by debit to the revenue head Extraordinary Charges 
in India on account of an unanticipated loss on the sale of wheat and wheat
products. A_ subsidy of 20 lakhs is expected from the Government of India 
this year to cover 75 per cent. of i;he difference between the purchase price 
from the Government of India and the issue price in this State in respect 
Qf certain overseas supplies. The result is a net receipt of 1 erore 32 lakhs 
in 1950-51. The stud; at tho end of 1950-51 will thus he of the value of 
6 crores G4 lakhs. 

The cost of purchase of articles ine1w1ing incidental charges during the 
next year is estimated at 5G erores 89 lakhs and the receipt from sale
proceeds thereof has alRo been taken at the Rame figure. No subsidy from 
the (}ove·rmnent of India will be available next year; nor is any loss on the 
sale of wheat and wheat-pro<luets likely to oenu1·. ''l'he stock at the dose 
of 1951-52 will thus be the same as the stock in the beginning of the year. 

RoadJ Tra.nsport Scheme. 

The transactions of the Hoad transport scheme are booked under two 
heads, namely, 82B-Capital Outlay on Road transport sc.heme outside the 
Revenue Account and XLVIA-Receipts from Road transport scheme. 

For capital outlay which includes. cost of buses, land, garage, workshop 
equipment, e.tc., the provision during the current year is 73 lakhs in the 
Revised against 75 lakhs in the current year's Budget and the Budget 
provision for the next year is 48 lakhs. No purchase of new buses is pro
vided for in the Re·vised Estimates o£ the current year, the provision for 
buses being wholly meant for body buildings, etc. 'l'he next year's estimate 
includes 26 lakhs for the purchase of 50 new buses which will he put on 
the road e·ady next year. 

Gross receipts and working expenses are booked under the head XLYIA 
-Receipts from Road transport scheme. It will appear that the net receipts 
during the current year drop below 1 lalrh in the Revised against 3.7 lakhs 
in the Budget. The drop is due to smaller receipts from passenger bus 
service in consequence of a smaller number of buses being put on the .roads 
than was anticipated. The estimated net receipt for the next year IS 5, 7 
lakhs after providing for. depreciation and interest charges. 



Decreloprnent and Other New S~hemes. 

A statement showing the progress of development and other new schemes 
included in the Revised Estimates for 1950-51 and the Budget Estimates for 
1951-52 has been circulated in the House. 

The development schemes were started with clear promise of assistance 
both in respect of grants and loans from the Government of India. I 
explained last year how the grants were stopped and the loans curtailed 
in the midst of execution o£ the development programme causing serious 
embarrassment to the State Government. Loan is now being granted on 
two schemes, only, viz., the Damodar Valley project and the Mayurakshi 
project. I,oans on other schemes were completely stopped in 1949-50. 
Grants on unproductive development schemes were first given to cover the 
entire expenditure. Subsequently it was reduced by fixation of a ~eiling. 
In the current year nothing has been received from the Government of 
India on this account. , 

On the Damodar Valley project West Bengal's share of expenditure will 
amount to 13 crores 61 lakhs from the date of partition up to the end of 
1951-52. Tlle whole of the amount will be received as a loan from the 
Government of India. On the Mayurakshi projeet the total expenditure 
till the end of next year will amount to 4 cr·ores 77 lakhs, the whole of 
which will be received as a loan from the Government of India. On other 
productive development schemes our exrenditure till the end o£ next year 
will amount to 13 crores 87 lakhs. Out of this amount only 99 lakhs wafl 
received as a loan from the Government of India till the end of 1948-49'. 
The balance of 12 crores 88 lakhs represents the amount provided out of the 
resources of the State Government. 

Our total expenditure on unproductive development schemes from the 
date of partition till the end of 1951-52 will amount to 16 crores 64 lakhs. 
Out of this amount only 4 crores 88 lakhs was received as a g-rant from the 
Government of India till the end of 1949-50. The balance of 11 crores 76 
lakhs has been provided from the resources of the State Government. 

It will appear that from partition to the end of next year the State 
Government will spend on development schemes a total sum of 48 crores 89 
lakhs out of which 24 crores 64 lakhs represents the amount provided from 
the resources of the State, though the programme was started on the promise 
of assistance from the Centre to cover the expenditure fully. 

Our expenditure on other new schemes shown in the progress statement 
referred to above is 1 crore 37 lakhs in 1950-51 and 1 crore 94 lakhs in 
1951-52. 

Some Gene<'f'al TreMs. 

A booklet entitltd "'l'he vV est Bengal State Rupee--from where it comes 
and where it goes" has been circulated in the House giving statistics about 
the progress of our revenue and its distribution among departments. Certain 
graphs and charts have been added to the statistics to indicate the trends 
since 1941-42. It will appear that on the revenue side, excluding grants 
from the Government of India which have almost disappeared since parti
tion, we are not far behind the level of undivided Bengal. The receipts 
from Land Revenue, Agri<:ultural Income-tax, Raw .Jute Tax, Stilll111S and 
Regi;.;tration are much sinaller in \Ve::.t Bengal than they wer.e in undivi<)ed 
Bengal, but the rereipts from Sales Tax have gone beyond the figun~s re]atmg 
to undivided Bengnl. But for the post-partition changes in the distribution 
of income-tax and jute duty which have deprived this State of its legitimate 

.B-22 
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share in these two items of revenue, we would have almost reached the level 
of undivided Bengal. 

In total expenditure also we are not far behind the level of undivided 
Bengal. Further, we are now devoting a much larger proportion of our 
reve·~~les to nation-~uilding dep~rtment~ than we used to do in the pre
Jjlarbtwn days. 'l'lus tendency IS growmg from year to year. TakinO' 
revenue and capital accounts together, our expenditure on construction of 
new roads has increased from 91 lakhs in pre-partition days to 4 crores 68 
lakhs in 1951.:5.2. Our total expenditure on construction of new roads since 
partition iH nearly 14 ~rores till the end of 1951-52. Similarly our total 
expenditure both on revenue and capital accounts on Irrigation has increased 
ftom 1 erore 67 lakhs in pre-partition days to about 10 crores next year) and 
lllll' total expenditure on this item since partition amounts to 2;3 crores 60 
hkhs till the end of next year. Comparing 1948-49 Actuals with 1951-52 
Budget~ expenditure under Medical and Public Health has increased by 
about 3 crores, and that under Education and Agriculture by more than 1 
<)rore each. 

Our backwardness, being the accumulated result of centuries, is immense. 
Our anxiety to go forward if:l equally great. It is, however, 'an eHsential 
eondition of suceeRs that we must proceed in a planned way having regard 
to our resoureeH and capacity and on a strict consideration of priority. Any 
attempt to force our pace beyond our capacity will inevitably result in 
failure. Any attempt to give higher preeedenee to the leHs urgent, in 
preference to the more urgent, will similarly lead to failure or unneee·sal'ily 
pTolong our period of sufferiug. In a pooT country t]Hl period of construe
tion is UPCilstmrily a per.iod of suffering. Undertaking too munh beyond 
~enpncit,y ot: witb.out consideration of 11riority will either end in fai1ure ll1Hl 
W<lste or will uneentuate in:Hationary tendencies whieh in their turn will 
IeHl to a w·nend fniluro UlHl intenRifieation of suffering in m.uny directions. 
vYhon rmwnrces are :·nnnll eo1npa1:e<l to requuementH, the ne·ed for proceeding 
with 1·antiml nu<l in a rlnmwd mnm1er i:4 all the gTeater. I fully realise 
thai· wor1ls of caution ure not likely to be appreciated by a people as back
ward an1l JH•ed.v ar> we aro. I hnve already Rtate(l how in course of three 
yctll"H this Government has almost ehnng·e(l the Htructure of our public 
nnanee, how the structure of our expendih.ne has changed in favour of the 
nation-building departments, and how we are spending large amounts on 
roads, irrigation, etc. The road programme is really an ambitious one 
and, I dare say, this programme, when executed, will lay a sound founda
tion for the eeonomic prosperity of the State. ·rrhe Damodar and the 
Mayurakshi projects are under execution. It is expected that the latter 
will he in a position to irrigate about a lakh acres of land during the next 
lcha;'1:j season. Our Agriculture and Irrigation Departments are also 
l'IJgaged in executing a large number of small irrigatioJl schemes which 
have the effect of increasing food production. The tank improvement 
llchemes are being operated with the same object. There are a large number 
of Grow More F'ood or intensive food production schemes through distribution 
of in:.proved seeds, fertilizers, etc. In the Ii'isheries Department the deep-sea 
fishing scheme has made a good start and the people of Calcutta have 
started getting used to the taste of deep-sea fish. Hundreds of State buses 
are running in the city to the great relief of its much too congested and 
eYer-·growing population. The Haringhata scheme is unique in the State, 
1£ not in the whole of India. It has started supplying milk and milk 
products and roultry, and it is hoped that ·it will soon improve the breed of 
enttle permanently. The rural electrification schemes are' going ahead. 
A number of towns have already been electrified, -viz., Kalna, Ranag·hat and 
~~antipur, and I look forward to my successors to spread the light in other 
br: away towns and rural areas. 
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:Mainly with the assistance o£ the Governm~nt o£ India we shall be 
spending over 30 crores on displaced persons by the end of 1951-52. ·I hope 
that in no time these displaced persons will prove to be a great asset to the 
State and will increase its wealth by hard work and co-operation. Our 
expenditure on National Vohlnfeer Force has been appreciable and will 
_:;tmount to about half a crore by the end of next year. I hope the training 
~mparted to our young men under this scheme will leave a permanent 
Impress on their character and will help to make them better citizens. vVe 
have an ambitious programme of rural health centres and in no time a 
health centre will be within easy reach of every. man. 1Ve have greatly 
extended medical education and hospital facilities. vVe have increased the 
number of beds for 'l'.B. patients in various places in the State and I hope 
I will not be wrong if I say that the number of such beds in West Bengal 
is at present the highest in ·any State in India. We are making headway 
in basic education and next year we propose to launch a schemfi of com
pulsory primary education. Recurring and non-recurring grants to 
secondary schools have been increased. Our expenditure on technical 
education has increased substantially. ]'or the hill people we have provided 
a college and an industrial school in Darjeeling. 

It is in all humility that I have narrated some of our achievements 
during· the last tln:ee years. No one is more conscious of our deficiencies 
than I am. I nm fully aware how far away we are yet from our goal and 
how muroh more hearhvay we yet requue to make. My purpose in narrating 
them has been twofold. First, I wanted to show that when I uttered a 
word o£ caution, it was not to cover or to provide exenRe for inaetion. It 
was a lesson learnt through action mHl experience from which I wish my 
successor,s to benefit. Secondly, on the eve of laying down the reins o£ 
office one has a natural feeling of looking back to find whether one has laid 
a good foundation for others to build upon; for, }Jrogress is a continuous 
and endless process. I have every reason to believe that the period of 
suffering which must coincide with a period of construction in a poor 
country will soon end as the. r;chemes 1md projects now under construction 
bloom forth in production. I also ardently hope that my successors will 
move forward energetically but cautiously and in a planned manner and 
will carry forward the work of development which we have only begun in 
so many directions so as to lay a sound foundation for a happy and prosperous 
State. 

Conclusion. 

The eommon man is now labouring under great privation. The central 
object of all our plans, of all our endeavours, must be the emancipation of 
the common man from wants. We had in the past to ask him perforce to 
tighten his belt; we have denied him many amenities that he came to 
associate with his hopes of freedom. We have pleaded for a policy of 
austerity where the masses lopked for plenty. Much as we may deplore 
it, there are thousands of unemployed young men who look . to the free 
GoYt-rmneu'( or the land to provide them with the wherewithal of an honest 
living. The refugees, vast masses of them, have also thrown themselves 
to our care and sueeour. I can very well realise that the sentiment in the 
country is greatly dined OW'T thi:;; floating po1)ltlation, \l~rooted from their 
moorings. 'rhey are our kith and kin and Bengal trarhhonally has learnt 
through agefl of high eultural training to respect and honour all caDs on 
her humanity. 'l'hev were with us yesterday; if through the force of eventH, 
they are cut off frorn their moorings, it is incumb~nt on our part to ma~ze 
them feel that they are not to be denied our helpmg hand. We have, m 
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our own light and within Qur resources tried to the best of our ability to 
tackle the~e proble,ms which are daily growing in volume and complex'ity. 
The magic of freedom has wrought great transformationR but it should not 
be expected to fill in the gaping voids in our nationhootl nll in a trice. 
Much as we may deRire to remove poverty, ignoranee, illiteracy and the 
la<"k of balance in our social structure, it is a task that nntst needs take 
many yeara of Rustained and co-operative effort to fulfil. We enn but daim 
that we have only made a beginning, with what success, it is for the country 
to decide, to tadde some of the vast problems that were almost like an 
aftermath of freedom. It should be remembered that the entire political 
set-up of the country is •altered today; India today is a Republic, relying 
afl all Repuhlie must do, on the willing co-operation of the people. The 
benevolence of the Government at the top will not ereate a Ruccessful 
Republic. Government, as trustees of the, people, must bear a full sense 
of the wants and needs of the people. Further, to emphasiRe this aspect of 
trusteeshtp of the Government, we are today embarking on the daring 
experiment of adult franchise. Perhaps the most obvious change that has 
oeeurred since independence has been this widening of popular control over 
the entire strueture of Government. The extent to which this control is 
intelligently exercised will largely determine not only the success and 
stability o£ any Government but also the measure of the extent to whieh 
Government can translate ameliorative policies into efl'ed. Our appeal 
must, therefore, in the final analysis lie to the peo]Jle from whom we (~erive 
our authority and our power o£ doing good. 

I do not stand here today to exo11 erate the Government from faults 
which it may have committed. Overwlwhned ns we were by the vastness 
of tho problems that nearly Rwept UR off our fed, it was ahnof-lt inevitable 
that we r-:hollld (•ommit mi~t.akeR and tah~ Jutl'd.y de('iHion,; where perhaps 
a more pruclent judgment mi~·ht have been taken. 8uddenly called upon 
to Rhoulder responsibilities w11ieh practically bore no link with our past 
experience, we were, so to speak, amateurs in the art of Government. If 
we have at times faltered, may I elaim, that we have never lacked the zeal 
to succeed. -

Our problem is ehieHy an economic problem with, of eourse, its collateral 
·nmplexities, born mainly out of the turmoil that overtook the post-war 

world and nffieted poRt-independence Imha. We are (~alled upon to dP;al 
with forces whieh, in intensity and extent, are not like the problems w1th 
which we were familiar. We were, in a manner of speaking, feeling 1,he 
impact of tremendous world economic forces which even the highest states
manshir of many nations have failed to solve. With the beginning o£ a 
new chapter in our political experience, we are confronted with tasks with 
which our somewhat limited experience has not wholly qualified us. I£, 
there,fore, we have failed to render hundred per cent. value, it should to 
a certain extent be put down to the difficulties of the new market where we 
have to function. It is necessary, therefore, that the spirit of approach to 
all matters pertaining to Government should under the completely changed 
circumstances suffer a sea-change. Criticism was esRentinl in the past;. it 
is still o£ great value in the present, but eo-operation and understandmg 
are the most valuable asset to which a people's Government is entitled to 
look forward to. 

The task o£ the Government is made more onerous by the existe~1~e, in 
o larger me,asure in the State of West Bengal than in others, of a pol.Itically 
fl!mscious, but economically unemancipated middle-class to whom ult1mate~y 
the Government must look up for either approbation or censur~ .. ~'h1s 
v1riJe bulk of the population has provided us with our pohhc1ans, 
intellectuals, lawyers, doctors, educationists, traders and businessmen. In 
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the final analysis it is the verdict that the middle-class pronounces on the 
worth or worthlessness of a Government that counts. The vast masses who 
have been enfranchised by the Republican Constitution of India are still to 
be educate~ into the rights and wrongs of a given political set-up. 'l'ill 
then the m1ddle-class must remain the core of our social and political system. 
que cannot d!'lny . that a good deal o£ reason exists behind the growing 
discontent wh1ch 1s per.ceptible amongst the middle-classes. Economically 
their resources are by no means commensurate with even the modest standard 
of living they profess; their soeial obligations and inherited traditions make 
demands which they are hardly able to bear. The inroads which the 
growing demands of the ,gradually awakening IJ:nasses make on their 
cherished privileges are beginning to make them wary and, to a certain 
extent, restive. The hitherto placid life o£ the middle-class has been 
further disturbed by the events, mostly tragic and unforeseen, that came 
in quick succession immediately before freedom and after. The social and 
economic disintegration that resulted from them is unfortunately ,till very 
much in evidence. Not until we can leave the people, struggling in the 
flood, high and dry, on a safe ground can we expect that measure of Hincere 
co-operation and support which every popular Government has a right to 
expect. The Government is aware that this sullenness as long as it persists 
in the minds of the middle-classes will always act as a drag on its success 
and efficiency. But the Government is also aware that many factors, 
psychological and material, and each powerful in itself, have gone to 
engender this mood. Brought up in a tradition of land and property, the 
middle-classes find themselves today, with hardly the wherewithal of inde
pendent subsistence; rapidly shrinking prospects of business have adversely 
affected a large section amongst them; the scope of employment is painfully 
inadequate to the va13t numbers who seek it. The lot of the middle-classes 
has been made infinitely worse by the gradually deteriorating economic 
situation, particularly by daily mounting cost of living. Emphasis all over 
the world ha" now shifted to the labourers in the fields a:nd factories. An 
objedive study into the relative well-being of the workers and the middle
classes, partieularly the lower middle-classes. _ will, however, show that 
while there is not much disparity between the average incomes of the two 
groups, at least in some income-brackets, the latter have to shoulder social 
and cultural obligations to a far larger extent than the former. They have 
to keep up appearances to a degree which is often unfortunately beyond 
-their means. A rupee in the pocket of a worker carries him farther than 
a rupee in the pocket of an ordinary middle-class person does. All this has 
led to a senfie of growing frustration in our middle-classes which, if allowed 
-to smoulder, may eventually tend to weaken the foundations of the State. 

This frustration, whatever specific causes it may be due to, is being 
increasingly reflected in general social behaviour. One looks almost in vain 
for correct and upright behaviour even from those whom, paradoxically 
Bnough, we call the in,tellipentsia. of the country. Corruption, in forms 
bitherto unknown in the country, has made its appearance at almost every 
stage of our public life. It may have had its beginning in our inadequate 
economy, itself due to diverse causes, but we must confess to a sense of 
shame that the malady is there. As long as it exists we cannot nope to 
build the ideal State of our dreams. 'The human mate,rial with which, 
after all, the society must be built up, should be of a standard which holds 
out hopes of ha ppv fruition. The task before us all, ministers, states-r_nen, 
politicians and leaders, is to devote our attention to wl1at I may be perm1t~ed 
to call an ethical emancipation of the people. I feel that the commg 
elections, whicl1 must necessarily involve a large measure of political edu.ca
tion amongst the masses, should also be made an opportunity of inculcatmg 
a true sense of values and of right and wron~; amongst them. 
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The task, immense thou$h it is, should not prove hopeless. The human 
soil in India has been sanctified by a succession of saints and seers, and 
we have almost an instinctive leaning towar.ds matters of the spirit. The 
soil today is unfortunately crusted by the impact of heavy loads; but at its 
core, I hope, it still remains rieh. If we succeed in bringing it to the omrfaee, 
I am sure, that any seeds, that we may s-;:>w for the future social and moral 
well-being of the people, will yield a rieh harveHt. I take this opportunity 
of bringing it home to this House and to the larger public outside that the 
reclamation of the human spirit must precede and not follow our efforts in 
any direction. Long years of intimate contact with the people and the 
varied experience of a lilfe-time have convinced me that fundamentally this 
is the angle from whieh ~ve must seek the solution of our problems. 

Bande Ma'taram . 

• 



APPENDIX 
• 

West Bengal Budget, 1951-52. 

Receipts-

Opening Balance 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipts from Debt Heads 

Total 

Expenditure-

Revenue Expenditure 

Capital Expenditure 

Expenditure on Debt Heads 

Closing Balance 

Net Result-

Surplus(+) 

Deficit (-) 

(a) On Revenue Account 

Total 

(b) Outside Revenue Account 

(c) Net, excluding Opening Balance 

[The figures are in thousands of rupees.] 

Budget, • Revised, 
1950-51. 1950-51. 

3,54,02 ll,09,48 

33,89,86 34,67,93 

1,07,95,10 1,27,71,31 

1,45,38,98 1,73,48,72 

35,22,87 39,66,65 

14,91,12 8,72,06 

97,31,74 1,21,60,53 

-2,06,75 3,49,48 

1,45,38,98 1,73,48,72 

-1,31,01 -4,98,72 

-4,27,76 -2,61,28 

-5,60,77 -7,60,00 

Budget, 
1951-52. 

• 3,49,48 

34,04,54 

1,20,13,73 

1,57,67,80 

38,80,74 

14,52,94 

1,07,24,79 

-2,90,67 

1,57,67,80 

-4,76,20 

-1,63,95 

-6,40,15 
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Supplementary l;stimates for 1951·52 . 

(Presented on t"h:e 27th 8ept,ember, 1951) 

The !Hon'ble Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy: Sir, with your permission I beg 
to present the Supplementary Estimate for 1951-52 on hehal£ o£ the 
Hon'hle Nalini Ranjan Sarker. Sir, I beg to present before the House a. 
statement of Supplementary_ Estimates of expend1ture for the year 1951-52 
under the provision of Article 205 of the Constitution of India. 

The total amount ce>vered by the present Supplementary Estimates is 
Hs. 36,67,001 only. , 

The largest demand is under head "Loans and Advances Bearing 
J nterest", It includes-

(a) Rupees 4,80,000 required to augment the @Taut to the extent necessary 
for vayment of wayf> and means loan of Rs. 5 lakhs to Darjeeling Munim
pality for meeting the expenses of repairs of damag·es to municipal properties 
caused by the landslips in June, 1950; and (b) Rs. 2,'70,000 required for 
repayment into the Contingency Fund of West Bengal of the advanees 
obtained from that fund £or paynwnt o£ loan& to the new management o£ the 
Barasat-Basirhat Light Railway Company, Ltd., and to the Bengal 
Provincial Railway Company, I,td., for rehabilitation o£ the said 
Railways. In this connection the House will recall that the Contingency 
said Railways. In this connexion the HouE.e will reeall that the Contingency 
Fund of West Bengal was constituted by an Act o£ this Leg·isbture passed 
in 1950 and a sum of Rs. 50 lakhs was paid to this fund out: of the Consoli
dated Fund of West Bengal. 

Aeeonling to the provision of tlwt Aet, thi& fund l1aR been placed at the 
dispn1ml o£ the Governor of West ]hmgn l to enable him to ma.l\e advances 
out o£ the fund £or purposes of meeting unforeileen expenditure pending re
imbursment within the year after authorisation of Rueh expenditure by 
this House. ' 

'l_1he next lu.rgeRt. demand is under the head "57-MiRcellaneous
Miseellaneou:-;". It inelude&-

(a) 

(b) 

Rupees 5!!1akhs for loeal produntion and purchaRe o£ fire appliances 
and eRHential equipment:-; for fire services; 

Rupees ;} lakhs £or increased expenditure on aeeount of relief and 
rehabilitation o£ the victims of the last communal disturbances, 
15 per cent. o£ this expenditure being recoverable from the 
Government of India; and 

(c) Rupees 2 lakhs required to meet expenses in connection with the 
Administration of the West Bengal Evaeuee Procperty Act, 1951, 
for which no provision could be made in the budget estimate. 

The demand under head "56-Stationery and Printing" includes 
Rs. 6,86,000 on account o£ new machineries to be pun~hased £or reorganisa
tion of the different presses under the control of this Government according 
to the recommendations o£ the Advi&orv Committee which was set up for 
the purpose. · 

The estimates include a demand for Rs. 6.19,000 for payment of liabi
lities in respect of the preceding year which for the various reasons stated 
in the explanatory merp_orandum could not be paid during the lat>t year 
although such amounts had been authorised by the House last year. This 
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&um of Rs. 6,79,000 is made up of Rs. 3.74,(l00 under "8-State Excise 
Duties", Rs. 2,55,000 under "1{}-Fore::;t" and Rs. 50,(f00 under "36-
Scienti:fic Departments". 

Out of Rs. 1,20,000 provided under '"27-Administration of Justice", 
Rs. 70,000 on account of the Sheriff and his establishment does not represent 
any additional charge. This sum was provided under the charged head in 
the original Budget, but following the revised cla:osification of charge relat
ing to the Sheriff and his establishment it has to be treated as a voted item 
of expenditure. Hence there has arisen the ne::es!-lity for the voting. The 
corresponding provision under the charged head wjll be surrendered in due 
(?OUrse. 

The demands under other heads are comparatively small and call for no 
special comments. It will be noticed that a token grant of rupee one has 
been asked for under the head "3&-:-Medical" as the expenditure relates to 
a new service although the total expenditure involved in this itelJl will be 
covered by n'a}~propriation from savings under that head. 

The reasons for all the demands in the supplementary estimates have 
been set forth in the Explanatory · Memorandum given under each head. 
The Hon'ble Minister-in-charge of different departments will go into them 
in further details as each demand io. moved. 

1Vith these words, Sir, I present the estimates of the Supplementary 
budget for 1951-52. 

Supplementary· Estimates of expenditure for 1951a52 

(Presented on the 13th March, 1952) 

The Hon'ble Nalini Ranjan Sarker: Sir, I beg to present be£ore the 
Assembly a statement of Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure £or the 
year 1951-52, under the provision of article 205 of the Constitution of 
~ndia. The total amount covered by the prer,ent supplementary estimate 
JS Rs. 17,94,80,000 of whjch voted items account £or Rs. 4, 77,82,000 and 
charged items Rs. 13,16,98,000. The whole of this however does not 
Tepresent additional charge. In fact, out o£ the provision of Rs. 13,11,00,000 
under the head "Public Debt", Rs. 13,10,00,000 does not reflect and new 
or additional expenditure at all. If this item be disregarded, the total extra 
demand comes to Rs. 4,84,80,000. The Hon'ble Ministero. in charge of 
(lifferenL departments will move the demands of their respective depart
men~s separately and also explain them in further details at the time of 
movmg- each demand. They will each explain the reasons why this extra. 
expenditure has been incurred in their respective departments. 

With these words, Sir, I preo.ent the estimates of the Supplementary 
Budget for the year 1951-52. 

Speech by the Hon'ble Sri Nalini Ranjan Sarker, Finance Minister, in 
flresenting the Budget for .1952-53. (Vote on Account.) 

0PJ·esented on .the 14th March, 1952) 

I rise to present the Budget Estimates for 1952-53. 

A Depa.rhlrP from. N orma.l ProctJ:cr 

I shall at the outset explain a departure from normal practice which 
arises from the special eircumstances in whid1 we find ourselves today. 
As honourable members are aware, the term of the present Assembly is 
soon to expire and a new Government and a new Legislature are to take 
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over. Elections to the l-ower House of the new Legislature have already 
l>een completed but electio:n"s to the Upper House are still to be held. These 
are not expected to be completed before the end of April. While it would 
be desirable for the new Government and the I.egislature coming into 
being very shortly to take the initiative in the preparation of the Budget 
and voting of grants, it is obvious that this iF> not immediately possible; 
for the new L'egislature cannot begin to function until both the Houses 
have been fully constituted. In the meantime the normal work of the 
Government must go on, and the services maintained. Authority of the 
U-overnment to incur expenditure undm· grants made to it during the 
('nrrent financial year "ill terminate on the 31st March next. Fresh 
grants effective from ]st April, 1952 mm,t be received in course of the 
next few days to enable the Government to carry on beyond the present 
finaneial year and 1mtil sneh time as the new I,eg·islature ean authorise 
fresh expenditure. We are therefore asking the pre~>ent House to give us a 
vote on &eeount for such sums as will enable the Government to earry on for 
ihe interim period of five months so that while there is no interruption in 
ihe normal work of administration, there may be suffieient time for the 
new Government and the new Legislahire to study the budgetary position of 
the State and take sueh final deeisionR as they might think appropriate. 
Although I am presenting the Budget Estimates for the whole of the next 
financial year 1952-5:1 as required by Artiele 202 o£ the Constitution of 
India, com;i<leratiou of the same will be held over until the time the 
new Legislature can take them up for eonsicleration. In the meanwhile 
Government will not incur expenditure on any new Reheme, though provi
sion for the same has been ineluded in the next year's Budget. 

'l'he procedure we are adot)ting thiR year has three features whieh, 
though new to this I!ouse., are not uHusual in parliamentary pra.etice. 'rhey 
are also in <~onsonarwe with our· Constitution nn<l tl1e Hules of Pronedure o£ 
this House. In the first plar~e, we are asking ihe HouAe to grant a vote on 
:wcount to enahle us to carry on for five monthR; Kecondly, we are asking 
the HouRe to grant a vote on ae<:ount before a diReussion; and, thirdly, this 
House is lHling nRked to grnnt a vote on account though the discussion on 
t11e. Budget Estimate~> will l>e held over till the newly elected members take 
their seats. 

Honourahle members will no doubt np]H'eciate thnt it woultl he unfair 
l1oth t.~> them and to the newly-eleded mem_hers who are to take their seats 
soon, If the present House were asked to (•omplete the budgetary proeedure 
and to paAs the Budget -for 19'52-5:~ in full. The proeeclure we are now 
ndopting iB thns inevitable in a Ritudion as the present one. Artiele 206 
of the Constitution permitb this procedure and it is also in eonsonanee with 
rule 101(1) of the vV est Bengal Legislative Assembly Proeedure Hules. In 
the House of Commons the estimates are presented and a vote on aceount 
taken :in respect thereof before 31st Mareh. The disc:uFmion is usually held 
ove.r till April, and the Grant& are finally passed usually in July or August. 
Tlns procedure is followed even when there is a dissolution of the House 
after the vote on account and before the discussion on and final passing of 
the Grants~ Incidental1y it may be stated that the vote on aceount in the 
House of Commons usually covers a period of five months. 

A Review of Past Years 

Consistently with the above position, I refrain -from mahin&\' any material 
observation on the Budget Estimates for 1952-53. This is 1 eft to my 
suceessor. In eonsideration o£ the occasion I would. however, like to make 
a few observations on the past. An important period commencing with our 
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Independence is ending. We were called upon to take the respon&ibilitie~. 
of Government during this important formative period. Now that we are 
laying down office, I feel entitled to look back over the whole period for 
which we have been responsible and give you a review of the financial 
position of the State as I found it and as I am leaving it to my successor. 
In this, fortunately, I am not without constitutional precedents to support 
me. In 1929 the British Budget was presented to the House of Commons.
before a dissolution of the House. 1\ir. Winston Churchill who was the, 
Chancellor of the Eocchequer at the time gave in his Budget speech a review 
of the work of the Ministry during its full term of five years. He justified: 
this rather unusual course on the ground that t!e term of office of the 
Ministry was coming io a close. .A General Election was to take place soon .. 
and Mr. Philip Snowden of the ·Opposition characterised the speech as 
dection propaganda. If I am today proceeding to give a review of the. 
past on the eve of our laying down the reins of office after the end of our 
term, I cannot certainly be accused of a similar intention, because the 
General Election::; are now already over. 

That I am today looking back on a longer past than is usual for the· 
occasion is not merely bec<mse the term of the :Ministry is coming to a clo&e, 
lmt also because an important epoch in the history of the country is closing. 
The first quinquennium after 15th .August 1947 will be remembered by the· 
posterity as one of the most important epochs in the history of the country 
and particula:rly of this State. During this ~eriod problems rushed in upon 
us like an avalanche and almost swept away the old ground from under 
our feet; but fortunately for us we succeeded in finding a new foothold and 
are now Hrmly on our legs. This caused great suffering and required courage 
and imagination to stand the test. I have had the proud :rrivilege o£ being 
the Finance Minister of this State who presented all the Budgets during· 
~his -historic epoch and who i& retiring with the satisfaction that with the 
lay!ng down of his office a new epoch is going to begin and the House to 
'Wluch our successors would be responsible is going to be more represen-
tative than ever as· it is based on adult franchise. 

Le.r;acies of the Old Regime 

DeE>pite the proverbial shortness of public memory, I am quite sure that 
the honourable members still have a vivid recollection of the hectic days of 
August Hl46_ After that fateful date everything that was near and dear 
to us, everything on which the stability of the adminstrative machinery 
depended, ar>reared to be in the melting pot; ;;;ince a few vears. l)receding
Independence, the finance;;; of the State of Bengal were practically shattered; 
year after year the State Buclgefl:; ran into huge defi<:its made good by large 
grants from a sym11athetic Central Government. The Central grants to 
wipe out such deficits in three years ending on 01Rt ~fareh 1847 :nnounted 
to as much as 18 croreR. Wlhen partition took place the Provincial Govern
ment was being run on trea;mry bills and overdrafts, depending on the off
chance that a sympathetic Oentral Government might come to i.tR rescue. 

The Partition and After 

It is rather a curious historical phenomenon that the freedom movement 
in Ind1a began ani! ended with the partition oi Tit>nga1: we sbrted t1te 
movement by fig-hting- for a unified Bengal and we dosed the movement by 
agreeing to a divided Beng-al. The circumstancer; under which we agTeed 
to the Rtep are vvell known. The nature and extent of the innumerable ties. 
that bind the two Rengals are only inadequately appreciated by thoRe who' 
are not fr·miliar with their cultural and social history. Bengal was an 
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\ntegral unit not merely .in the administrative sense but also economically, 
G>ocially and in a hundred other ways. I need not teiterate here the political 
-developments which led to the agTeement for partition beyond observing 
ihat the splitting of such an integral unit must neees:;arily re~mlt in endle~:>s 
~troubles involving a complex process of readjustment comprising almost all 
:n,speets of socia.l life. rl'he last quinquennium has been an epoch of re<1djust
tnent; it was, therefore, full of problem~:> and :;ufferings. The J~engali race 
is, ho>vever, made of strong· moral fibre; courage and faith flo not hil it in 
time of need. ~With what courage and fortihHle the Bengali people stood 
rth,a test is now well known and this should better be lett to the future 
!historian to chroniele.• :For my present purpose I confine myself to the 
:administrative side only. 

The accounts of undivided Bengal ciosed with a debit balance of 5 crores 
J.4 lakhr, with the Reserve Bank of India. The Government of West Bengal 
,lfltarted.hy taking· over half the debit balance. This was cleared by taking- ... ~ 
a loan o£ 2 crores 57 lakhs from the' Central Government. This GoYernrnent 
had also to obtain a ways and means advanee of 2 erores from the Central 
'Government jw;t to begin trawmctions, as there was no money in the till on 
'the 15th August 1947. 'l'he House knows that this ways and means advance 
ha~ since been repaid, and that our way& and means position is quite 
!flatJsfactory today. 

Immediately after partition, the law and order position was far from 
iSa~isfaetory. Negotiations for a six months' standstill agreement having 
·:f:~1led on the eve o£ the partition, . a large personnel who were poRted in 
hast Bengal hut had opted to serve m W eAt Bengal had to he moved acrol'ls 
the new frontier at a very short. notiroe; similar· movements from this side 
:to tho uiJwr r':mso<l wide vneuum in many servi(~efl; t.he cadres of all the 
.servi1·~us h:ul io he rPfi:XEHl, the Ret-up of all' the offices in the State had. to he 
reviRed in the ehn.ng·ed situation. And the vamtum eau&erl by options in 
·favour of EnRi. Bnng·al had to he filled up. 'l.'he great strain it caused on 
the a!lminishatioa and tho fimmceA of the State aA well Ml on the personnel 
~nft'oetnd i1-1 only imaginuhle. 'J.1he question o£ the division of aRset& and 
~iahilitieR and the pnyment of ihe ereditorrl of undivi!le!l Bengal was another 
nnportant problem which emerge([ in tbt\ wake of partition. rrh~~ House 
1s aware that thiR prohlem is yet far from heing solvt~ll. If the State were to 
:prosper and the people were to live ha.ppily, development schemes for the 

;state had to be redrawn an([ exeeuted: ihe administrative Inachinery had to 
be strengthened; it had already been f>ub::eeted to great shocks in passing 
through the war, the bombing·, the famine and the great Calcutta killing. 
'The recruitment rules were mostly suspended and the o:ffineA were full of 
-:temporary personnel. The pay-scales were being adjusted to changing 
"Conditions by ad-1:nterim make-shift devices. All this had weakenefl the 
·administrative machinery considerably. By creating on the one hand the 
vroblem of the surplu& optees and on the other the problem of the vacuum 
]eft hy those opting out, the partition. subjected it to one more shock of 
-great severity. The House is aware how we tackled these problems. 'l.'he 
·allministrative machinery has now almost returned to normalcy. I am glad 
'to he able to say that during this period of extreme anxiety Government 
servants gave of their beo;t most ungrudp;ing·ly; they worked hard with co.m
'mendable &ense o£ duty and stood behind t.he Government with devotion 
and lovaltv. I have n~ doubt tl1at as lon<Y as the administrative m:tchinery 
1s maintained in right condition and can ~hract young men of the desirable 
-type, we may be confident of a bright future for this State. 

Since H)th August 1947 the affairs of the State have been in charge of 
·a Congress Government. That they have, on the whole, been able to dis
.charge their function to the satisfactio1.1 of the people has been proved by 
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their return to power with a large majority in the l~st General Election. My 
esteemed friend Dr. P. C. Ghosh, then in the Congres&, was the first Chief 
Minister of the State after Independence. He resigned in January 1948, 
when under the leadership of Dr. B. C. Roy the present ~Iinistry took over .. 
'rhe law and ordE?r situation was firmly dealt with by Dr. Ghosh and he. 
did not hesitate to enact the '\\"est Bengal Security Act, 1948, when he found 
it necessary to do so. The position o£ law and order was cau&ing anxiety 
immediately after partition; the food problem was also far from easy and 
it became more acute after partition. All this constituted a bitter legacy 
against which the Ghosh Ministry had to contend during the short tenure of 
their office. • 

The present Ministry on taking over in January 1948 found the situation: 
no better; particularly in regard to food and law and order it was highly 
explo:;ive; the problems of refugee rehabilitation and development added to· 
the formidable sum-total of adversities that we inherited. Immedil\,tely orr 
assuming charge, Dr. B. C. Roy invited the urgent attention of the Govern
ment of India to the need for 'taking adequate measures for the relief and 
rehabilitation of the refugees in \Vest Bengal for whom it had not been 
possible to do anything so far. Thanks to the personal initiative of our
leader, the Government of India was persuaded to come forward to the help 
:md succour of the refugees in \V e&t Bengal by grant of doles and loans and: 
by sponsoring various schemes of rehabilitation; an organisation was also• 
soon set up to deal with the problem vigorously. From a sample survey 
carried out between November 1950 and January 1951 for estimating the· 
socio-economic condition of displaced per&ons migrating from East Bengal, 
it appears that one out of eleven persons in West Bengal is a refugee. While• 
the total income of the refugee families in West Bengal is somewhat smaller
than the total income they were earning in East Bengal, and that there has 
been considerable shift from one occupation to another and also between 
employment and unemployment, on the whole a larger number of persom; 
have been gainfully occupied on arrival in West Bengal. While only 569 
thousand persons among the refugees were gainfully employed in East Bengal 
as many as 586 thousand persons have been able to secure gainful occupation 
in West Bengal. This is no mean achievement. 

The law and order position continued to be as bad a;:; before and at times· 
even showed marked deterioration, mainly for two reasons, viz., the occa
sional riots in East Bengal had their repercussions in West Bengal; and the' 
peculiar geographical poRition of the State and its economic condition, amT 
the long political suffering of its people made West Bengal an important 
centre for Communist infiltration from the Ea&t and also a congenial breed·
ing ground for Oommunism of the militant type. The House, I believe·, 
has not forgotten the grim situation created by the Communists in this State• 
at one time and the ?hallenge they offered to the machinery of law anci 
order. The path of viOlence they advocated and pursued threatened to 
disturb the peace and stability of the State and put back the clock of our 
progress. To add to the anxieties of a complex situation, communal distur-
Lances also made their appearance putting considerable strain on the Govern
ment machinery. Fortunately these evil forces were firmly handled and I 
venture to hope that these may as well be forgotten as things_ of the past. 

Reduced Slwre of Income-tax and Jute Duty 

Immediately on taking over we found that the Central Government 
had, without consulting the State Government, made drastic cuts in this 
Government's share in the net proceeds of income-tax and export dutv on 
juta and jute goods. By a stroke of the pen, this Gon~rnment'R shar~ m•. 
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<the State pool of income-tax was reduced to 12 per cent. f.rom 20 per cent. 
_for undivided Bengal and the share of the jute growing provmc_es was reduced 
from (i2~ per cent. to 20 per cent. only. It appears that m the case of 
.income-tax it was not realised that the difference of 8 per cent. meant a loss 
-of over a crores to West Bengal, though the total revenue lost by the loss 
•Of the territoriet> in East Bengal was only a few lakhs. \V e entered strong 
protests with the Government of India against this decision whieh we consi

.dered iniquitous and arbitrary. In respeet of jute duty the loHses of this 
State had been the gain of the Centre and the Government o£ India agreed 
to make an ad-hl()c additional grant to thiR Government o£ 40 lakhs in the 
first year and 50 lakhl:l :!'h eaeh of the seeond and third years. In the ea&e of 
ineome-tax, the money diverted from this State had been distributer! to 
other StateR, of eourse without their asking for it, hut now that the amount 
had been g·iven to them the Central Govecmnelli: h ~i (:d:ccl to take it hack. 
After some further ]n·otests, 've fnweeedul in gdiing an. n,;,;uT:lJl(·u from the 
Hon'hl~ J>rime Mini:·>i:<-Jr of India that an arbitrator would be ltj)JlOiutPil to 
~·o into the "whole question" of iwmme-tux and jute export duty. vVhen 
the arbitrator waF> actually appointed, his teimR o£ reference were very much 
J'estricted and he was asked not to deal with the "whvle qne~tion" but 
merely to make wn1e adjusianent. 'l'his was not only against the assurance 
:given by the Hon'ble Prime MiniRter of India hut mo:-;t of the restriction 
was impor;ed without the knowledge of the State Governments. Sri Chintil
man Dei>hmukh was appointed tho arbitrator and in view of hiR restrided 
-terms of reference he felt that he Rhould leave the basic question to be 
determined by the Finance Commission. In the meantime he increased this 
'Governmellt'r-; share of ineome-tax from 12 per eent. to 18~ ver cent. and 
fixed our grant-in-aid in lieu of jute export !luty at the figure of 1 crore 5 
Jnkhs. 'l'l1is last figure was obviously arrived nt throug·h some mistake. 

'l'h!-l IIou:-.e is aware that the Finan<~e UommiHt<ion has now been 
<'On~titnte!l in !ernu-l of the Comrtitntion. It hns begun work and 
this Govcnnnmd: bas :mlnnitted itr: eas!) to it. T have ·every hope 
that tht\ Fin:nwe Commission wi1\ do 1!:-; the jmd;in~ tl1at hns been denied u" 
1:0 long-. 'l'hu matter iH so vital to the Stntef., and more particularly to us, 
·that I would earnt'Rtly request tho future MiniHtry nJHl the new IIo1u1e that 
would ruplaee the pn\sont one, to punme the qtH:JHtion st1"adfastly till it is 
<:quitably seHled. As far aH T am eoneernml, I have always taken great 
versonnl intere&t in this <]lleHtimJ an!l I can assure the House that even after 
.my retirement from t.he Ministry T will, my heaith permitting continue 
taking an active interest in the matter till it is settled in the manner most 
reasonable and equitable. I look upon this problem o£ allocation not merely 
as a question of a few rupees more or a few rupees less but as a question 
'involving &cie.ntific principles o£ Federal Finance affecting the vital interests 
•of all the States and also o£ the Centre. 

Reduced De·velopme14~ Gmnts 

Another shock received from the Government of India was their decision 
--on the question of development- grant_ The position was explained to the 
House somewhat elaborately in my Budget Speech for 1950-51. The State 
·Government waR encouraged to draw up \nd undertake execution of an 
ambitious Five-Year Development Plan appn.·,ed by them on the assurance 
that the finances required would be provided by the Government of India, 
·either as a loan or a grant according to the productive or unproductive nature 
of the scheme&. As we laid great importance on development plans, 
immediately on assumption of office we undertook the task o£ revising the 
:plans according to the new conditions emerging after partition and of 
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going ahead with them. We felt highly reassured when in his Budget speech 
delivered in February 1948 the Finance :Minister of India reiterated the 
assurance that the gTants and the loans would be continued even after 
Independence. 

To our utter surprise and di:;appointment the Government o£ India 
put a ceiling to the grants in November 1948 and completely discont~nued 
the grants as from 1st April 1950. The loans also were very much restncted. 
\-V e had started execution of the schemes on the definite assurance that the 
loans and the grants would be forthcoming and in the case o£ many of them 
we had reached a &tage of execution from which it'Was impossible to retreat 
without causing huge waste or public funds, or great public disappoint
ment. "\Ve pointed out all this to the Government of India but without 
avail. vVe were clearly in a difficult situation. We had to revise our plans 
and without causing much public disappointment or waste of public money 
we have gone ahead with the more essential of the schemes, thtmgh the 
pace of execution had to he slowed down in some cases. Since Independence 
till the end of the current year we shall be spending 16.13 crores on unpro
ductive development schemes including schemes of education, public health, 
etc., out of which grants received from the Government of India amount to 
4.73 cron,s only. The balance of 11.40 crores had to be found from our owa 
resources. On the productive side excluding the Damodar Valley Project 

. we spent during the same perior118:01 croreb, out of which only 6.32 crores 
was obtained as a loan from the Government of India. The net burden on 
the State ou this account has thus been ll crores 69 lakhs since Indepen
dence till the end of the current year. Taking· productive and unproductive 
-schemes together. the net lmrdim on the State Government during the 
veriod amounts to 23.09 crores. 

I desire at this stage to m_ake some ob~ervations which T hope will not he 
misunderstood. 4-s I stated, in reg·ard to certain important financial matters 
we had depended on assurances given to us by the Government of IndiR. 
We had drawn up plans and decided upon certain lines of action on tl'e 
.assumption that these assurances would he redeemed. Experience of the 
last few- years have shown, however, that while assurances are given they are 
not always _followed by action, with the result that we are taken unawares 
and our calculations based lJPOn these assurances are upset. I am sNry 
io have to say this, but this is nevertheless an unrleasant experience with us. 

Increased Expenditure on Development 

During this period, I have circulated along with the Civil Budget 
Estimates three new f',ubs-idiary booklets to help honourable members to see 
the position clearly. '!'heRe are (a.) the West Bengal State Rupee-From 
where it comes and where it goes, (b) Statement showing the progress of deve
lopment and other new schemes; and (c) Statement showing estimated 
financial results of important scheme& of Government involving transactions 
of a commercial or semi-commercial nature. Honourable members will :find 
from the first booklet referred to above how our expenditure on particuhtr 
1ines has increased. The inrrease is phenomenal in the case o£ roads anrl 
irrigation. The expenditure in West Benga 1 on these two headR is ReverH! 
iimfis as much as that in undivided Bengal. Honourable member:; are 
awa:r:e. how poor V';T est Bengal was in regard h ro:1ds nnd hi~hwr~ys )·efore 
parhtwn and how new roads have heen cow:tructed onenm~-r up mm;y 
inaccessible areus like Kakdwip, the hnrdt\rs of Nnclia, vV~st DinajpuL e+c:. 
'l'he people will in no time be in a position t.o moYe by public bus from any 
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one district to another and ijp many places in the interior hitherto considered 
inaccessible. 'l'he Government have al&o reasons to be satisfied with their 
achievement in irrigation, particularly in the Mayurakshi Project, the first 
part of which has been completed. 

Our expenditure luis exceeded the undivided Bengal level alHo on medical 
and publie health and education. A growing number of health centres for 
mral areas has already come to be aid of the lJeople in the interior, and as 
fresh ones are being ~1ddecl, the problem o£ rural public health is coming well 
under control every day. The long-expected Secondary Edueation Board has 
been constituted and has keld its fir&t examination. The Calcutta University 
Act has been passed. l)rimary schools and technical schools run on modern 
lines, have been started. 

• Taxation 

The House may v~ry well desire to know how we have managed this poor 
man's household in the face of such difficultie&. Honourable members are 
a.ware that we did not make any great change in the rates of taxation. We 
did not levy any new tax; the rates of three taxeB only were increased, -y£z., 
the Amusement 'L'ax, the Agricultural Ineome-tax and the Motor Vehicles 
Tax. In the ease of Betting 'l1ax some decrease was effected in view of the 
fact that the higher rate of tax was encouraging bucket shops and the 
revenue was eonoequently on thP decline. With a lower rate the bucket 
&hops have been <~hecked and the revenue is looking up. 'rhere was also 
a gerier~d i1wrease in the rateR of BxciRe duty on eo1.mtry Rpirit, opium, 
foreign li<ruor, ei:e. We did not mah any nl1auge in the rate of the _Sales 
Tax or in that of any other tax, thoug·h we removed two or three Rmall1tems 
from the exemption list of the Sale:,; 'L'ax. Th11s it will appear that we have 
increased taxes only where a higher bunlen eould he horne. In other cases 
we haVf! tried to strengthen ,the adminiFd.rn.tive maehi nery which seems to 
have born,l good reRults. In the eat4e of the SaleH 'l'ax, for example. the 
total revenue on the eve of the partition was :1.f>0 erores from the whole of 
Bengal, out of which about 2 <'roreR was raised from the territories now 
comprising West Bengal. We are now deriving a revenue of 5-k crores from 
'Vest Bengal without altering the rate. To this increase the removal of the 
few items from the exemption list of the Sales Tax has contributed only 
a very small amount-not more than two or three lakhs; the balance of the 
increa&e is mostly due to the strengthening of the administration. 

For financing our development schemes, we also depended to a certain 
extent on deficit financing. There is no cause for anxiety on this account. 
Our productive development schemes like transport should soon yield a 
surplus. The Finance Oommission should rectify the grievous wrong done 
to this State in the matter of Inrome-tax and Jute Duty. In any case with 
sound and cautious husbanding of resources there should not be much 
difficulty in making necessary adjustments and I think, subject to this 
overriding consideration, the future can be faced with confidence. 

Policy Beneficial to all Classes 

A look at the list o£ achievementr, of the present Ministry to which I 
have the honour to belong will convince any one that the welfare work 
that has been done or is being done will benefit all classes; these will benefit 
the poorer sections more. Roads, irrigation works, health centres and 
educational institutions, etc., are all designed to serve the interest of all 
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clas&es, rich or poor, urban or rural. Certainly, J;. should think, they se~ve 
the poorer sections more than the richer. vV e have pursued the same pohcy 
in regard to taxation measures and the taxes levied by this Government do 
not discriminate against any class. While I make these modest claims I do 
not for a moment forget that much yet remains to be done. The food 
problem is &till causing anxiety. The State has the highest density o£ 
population in India and with the city of Calcutta as its nerve-centre, it is 
extremely difficult for this State to be self-sufficient in food. For some 
time to come we have therefore to depend on food to be imported from other 
Rtates or from foreign countries. Nevertheless, when the various projects 
and schemes begin .to bear results and as science and ttchnology are harnessed 
to the needs of agriculture and people become more and more agriculture
minded, I hope the Government will be able to solve the food problem sooner 
than expected. 

• 
The Middle C[ass 

I am too conscious that despite our best intentions and endeavours we 
shall not be able to go far unless we can rally the middle-class and solve the 
problem of their daily existence. In recent times their economic well-being 
l1as been the subject of considerable discussion as a question of overriding 
importance. No doubt such interest in the future of middle-classes ha& been 
stimulated partly by the pre-election pledges of various political parties and 
mainly by the actual results of the recent elections. Personally I had no 
doubt in my mind that the middle-class was going to play a determining 
role in the future political order of this State and that is why in my 
Budget Statement laE>t year I made pointed reference to their utterly helpless 
plight and pleaded for coming to their help. I am glad that there is now an 
increasing awareness of this problem and a sense of urgency to face and 
tackle it. 

If we merely finish up our duty towards the middle-class in a sentimental 
lament over their hard lot, it will bring no succour to them: nor will any 
haphazard expenditure of funds on grandiose schemes o£ development. We 
f'hould keep in view the cla&ses whom we mean to assist and rightly assess 
their needs which we propose to meet. :Middle-class is a vague term which 
is applied to various categories of people not always well defined. Neither 
any omnibus concept nor any definition by income groups is likely to convey 
a right idea of the categories which have been most seriously hit in the 
~xisting economic &i~uation. There are facto!y hands who enjoy Ia:rger 
mcomes today than village teachers or office assistants and there' are agncul
turists who are today much better off in real incomes. It is to those categories 
of people who earn their living by their brain and not so much by their 
brawn that the concept of middle-class should properly apply, and among 
them should be teachers, technician& ani! supervisors, lawyers and other 
brain workers. It is this class that forms the stable elements in society and 
out of this class have emerged idealism, constructive zeal and intellectual 
strivings of every age. To leave this class to its fate is to extend an 
invitation to chaos. 

All measures calculated to improve the economic position of these classes 
should aim at creating the maximum opportunities for brain workers. If we 
ask them to take to agriculture or any other form of manual work, it will 
have a limited appeal to them and will necessarily be of limited benefit. It 
ii' hardly pos&ible to break down traditions and psychological moorings of 
a social class aU at once or even in a generation. Of course, under pressure 
of circumstances, transformation of classes is possible in the course of yearEi, 
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but it involves nonethele::;,.;; a tremenuous social wat;te which a sound syE>tel!l 
o£ economic planning should always try to avoid. For the economic rehab1~ 
Iitation o£ middle~classes, therefore, opportunities suited to their require
ments E>hould be created. It is well to recognise that while the problem itself 
does not admit of complete solution on a regional basi~, there is nevertheless 
a considerable scope for constructive initiative within the State. One o£ the 
lines of approach to the problem as already announced by Government will 
he the integrated development of townships in different parts of the State 
providing opportunities for residential :;ettlement, training in various trades 
and vocations, employment in cottage and small industries as also in agri
culture. -While the sutcess of the scheme will depend on choice of location 
and satisfactory execution of the projects, the scheme, as it is, promises to 
afford some relief to the middle~classes under favourable conditions. 'rhe 
main solution of their problem will lie, however, in the development of new 
industries, resuscitation of decadent or dying industries on which a large body 
of worlters depend and provision of substantial assistance to those smaller 
units of industry and business which are carrying on a precarious existence 
for want of finance, marketing faeilities or inefficient technique. State-, 
sponsored schemes to assist middle-classes muE>t aim at solving these problems 
in the best way possible and without delay. But Government efforts will 
prove unequal to the task unless. conditions are created in which the middle
clar,ses can themselves develop their own initiative and get adequate assistance 
for their enterprise. This assistance has to come both from the private sector 
and from the Government. One o£ the measures which is now under active 
consideration of Government in this direction is to establish a State Industrial 
Fiuauee Corporation in order to provide adequate financial assiE>tance to 
small and medium-si?:<~d indudries nf the Stuto. 'l'he Government o£ India 
has already pa:'lsed an enabling Act, 'niz., the State Financial Corporation 
Act, 1951, enabling the State Governments to set up their own Corporations. 
The Government constituted a Committe<\ lru;t year to work out the details 
of the proposed Corporation in eom-;onanee with lo,eal conditions. The 
ConJmitt(~C :oubmitte(l their repori; in proper timo nnd their recommendations 
are nmv under eonRidenltion. It rs expected that when the State Industrial 
Corporation is oHtuhlished, it will go a long way in· affording a powerful 
support to sma:ll and medium~sized inrlustrial units of the State which they 
indeed •iery urgently need at the present moment when financial aocommo~ 
dation from commercial banks for industries has been very much curtailed. 

As the present Government is to lay down- reins of office within a few 
weeks' time it is not for us to outline any definite schemes of development 
in so far as the problem of middle~classes is concerned, but it is our hope 
and anticipation that the beginnings or the preparatory work that have 
already been made will btl fully utilised and given a proper shape by those to 
com~ after us and take up the threads of nation-building work. One thing, 
however, must be kept in view in the midst of contending claims of nation
building programmes that i£ we £ail to bring some effective relief to the hard
pressed middle~classes within a reasonable period of time, the inexorable 
economic forces will wrest the initiative from our hands in the matter of 
shaping a desirable social pattern involving much painful consequences in 
the process. 

The Fall in Prices 

A green pa.tch in this otherwise depressing picture o£ the middle~class is 
the recen~ fall in commodity prices, particularly in some items. Although 
the fall IS not yet general and has not affected the retail market in any 
conspicuous manner, it has given some relief to this hard-pressed class. 
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The causes of this fall are complex in character and it is too early to say 
how it will ultimately develop; but so long as this•io gradual and orderly and 
do83 not become too precipitous, I do not think there is any cause for alarn1. 
But till the prices are stabilised at a new reasonable level there will be some 
difficulties of readjustment, which are mostly outside the scope of the State 
Government. Government of India are closely watching the situation and 
will no doubt take appropriate action, if necessary. On the whole the fall, 
provided it takes an orderly course, will tend to operate to the benefit of 
our economy. 

PJ'ocurement •P1•ice for Paddy 
In view of the fall in commodity prices Govern~ent have decided not to 

enhance the procurement price of paddy. The present price of paddy is 
dready more than in parity with other prices, and further increase in the 
procurement price would not, I am afraid, be justified at this stage. It 
may be mentioned in this connection that more than 80 per cent. of the 
people of \Vest Bengal are interested in a low price of raddy. A h!gh price 
would benefit only a small class of growers, constituting not more than 15 
per cent. of the total population, who have a saleable surplus. Non-culti
vators as well as cultivators who do not grow enough to meet their require· 
ments fCJr the whole year would benefit from a lower price. I£ the general 
price level continues to fall, the present price would be still more out of 
parity. 

Reasons for Optimism 
I have just tried to present before the House on behalf of the Govertl.ment 

an outline of the policy pursued by us since Independence, which, to the best 
of my belief, is national and not dass or party in its conception or intention. 
It seeks to give every class the assistance it most requires in the form most 
aceertable to the individual and to the State. I have h«lrd v.~hispers that 
we are partial to the urban interests and negligent to the rural. The charge 
is based on misconception. If help is rendered for the expansion of serviees 
of medical colleges, engine3ring colleges or the univerBity, the benefit accrues 
to the whole State irrespective of urban of rural interests. So long as cities 
will remain the centre of our activities providing the means and channel of 
sustenance of those vvhose moorings still remain in villages, such distinction 
will appear largely unreal. I strongly repudiate any such suggestion and 
would \)Oint to the various provisions in the previous Budgets to speak for 
themselves. That we could have done more does not detract from the merit 
of what has been Or is being done. The point I desire to emphasi~e is that 
compared to our resources and pressing demands on them from all sides, we, 
have not failed to present the people with a clean bill; and on the positive 
side WEI have reasons to be warmed up with sober optimir,m. In the context 
of the picture I have just unfolded, I make no prophetic estimate as to 
the future, particularly in a period of which uncertainty is the . dominant 
trait. There must always be in our .calculations place for the unforeseeable 
and t~r~ ~n.£oreseen; there are wha.t we call accidents, shifti_ngs, mutations 
and vwissitudes of fortune from whwh States are no more immune than indi
viduals who comrose them. But subject to these necessary reservations, I 
ne~d n.o apolof:Sy t.o a_sk th~ ~ouse to face the future with faith and courage
faith m the mtrmsiC res1hence of the people of West Bengal against all 
odds, and courage to serve her with vision unblurred. 

Function of Government. in a Democracy 

I am too conscious that we are out to contend against p.~ychological 
forces created out of our own history and traditions for the last half a century. 
In a new democracy, fed and sustained by the Arcadia of one•s dreams, 
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hopes have been aroused and expectations fired for a new heaveu and a new 
earth ; Government is now ;ueing expected to do everything for the people and 
to solve all their problems from cradle to grave without the thought of the 
price to be paid for it. The people f>eem to be in no mood to set a limit to 
the function of the Government. Hopes deferred make way to frustration, 
and from frustration to discontent is but an easy transition. This paternal 
concept of Government is unhelpful; once it comes to stay in this country, 
and the Government is too much depended on for every kind o£ service, it is 
bound to limit the sphere of individual and collective initiative and prevent 
the growth and development of a self-reliant E>ociety. Democracy does not 
surely postulate such a ~:~haye of things in which the Uovernment becomes 
the fc,untain-head o£ all•power and people merely the passive beneficiaries of 
its goorl actions. The fact is the other way about; for in an enlightened 
den:tocra.cy the people are the repository of all power and the Government 
denves Its strength or weaknesr> to the extent of the strength or weakness of 
the people it is called upon to govern, There the key to progress lies in a 
conditiotr in which the Government is to set the target, chart out the -course, 
create opportunities and conditions and put up the mnchinery for progress 
and the people to make the best use of them by their own individual or co
operative enterprise and hard work. Social progress becomes real and 
efbct1re only when individual comronents of society diseharge their obli
gations to it and the Government; otherwise it tends to become a one-way 
traffic-· the Government extending its operation to limitless spheres but 
without evoking that measure of response from the people which alone can 
ensure E>nceess to Government measures. This does not mean, however, that 
the s;dm-total of the burden on the Government for economic development 
will be leRs than that laid upon individuals, for though the individual will 
be expeeted to do his best for his own improvement, the Government will 
have to pay its part efreetively to ensure that iucliv]dual efforts bear maxi
mu~ fruits. Thw& while river valley projects, eleetrifieation &ehemes, irri-· 
gahon nnd communication facilities come within Government sphere, it is 
for the people to make the best out o± them hv their inrlividual efforts. 
That is a realisation whic]) is sure to make the foundation of our democracy 
strongeT. And in a. democracy there nrc spurs to he won by every one 
who has enlisted in the army of' progress. You and I, and men and women 
throughlf)ut the country who have pledged E>erviee under its banner, must 
renew fealty to that great cause of which progress .and prosrerity are the 
ends and freedom the instrument and with whose fortune is bound up our 
hopes of the future. · 

Any pater~aJistic system which tries to provide every~hing ~or every one 
from above without regard to the cost only assumes an ImposE>Ible task and 
effects a regimentation not congenial to a people who value democratic free
dom. But Government assistance and co-operation to help people attain 
~ h~g~er standard ?f living, to provide that m~nimum security without which 
mdiv:ildual enterpnse cannot adequately £unct10n, and to put a curb on that 
kind. of individual aetion which in the past had been harmful to the com
mumty-such kind of Governmental £unction is quite consistent with best 
democratic tradition& beyond which it would be too much for us to look 
forward to in the existing order of things. 

The Old and the New 

W'e of the older generation had had our innings ; it is for the youth 
now to take over. I am glad that shortly as the new Rouse will replace the 
present one, there will be infusion of new blood and a larger number o£ 
youns- me~ to .take their due share in Pl}-blic and parliamentary affairs. 
Nothmg will give us, of the older generatiOn, greater pleasure than to be 
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able to hand over responsibilities to younger .men"to whom "'\V~st Bengal of 
tomorrow belongs. I would not speak to them in a mood of achievement and 
cf exultation. with the air of those who had >Yon the secret of success for 
themselves a~d of nermanent achievement for the country. Nor would I 
claim final accomplrshment or that we have won the battle against poverty, 
disease and insecurity. I would not also aver that the job of· youth is 
merely to copy us-of the older O'eneration-and preserve all those things 
which we have won for them. At the same time, I must say, there are lessons 
that the old leave for them which they may bear in mind with advantage, 
"Hold fast to that which is permanently true"-is a ~axim that still remains 
a perennial counsel of wit:dom worth remembering. So far as I am con
cerned, I say from my heart that we appeal to youth to play the game, not 
in a &pirit of exultation or condescension, but in a spirit of humility. I 
frankly confess that had the o1der generation been a little wiser, more 
provident and more unselfish and more sociallv conscious, the worl.J, would 
han been saved from many needless conflicts. :My generation may not 
have failed youth in good intentions, but we may have been to some extent 
found wanting in result. So it is the task of the youth not only to maintain 
the best in our heritage, but also to do their best to lift from the shoulders o£ 
our people some of the burdens that the shortcomings and mistakes of a past 
generation may have placed on them. The youth today enjoy an advantage 
denied to us in the past. The whole world lies before them; they can spread 
over virgin soil; under freedom they can master their environment; science, 
invention and economic evolution have opened up a new :frontier for them 
-one not based upon geography but on the resourcefnlnes& and stamina of 
those who are prepared to work and serve. I, for one, am willing to place 
my trust in the youth of the State. H they demand change, I should not 
chiH tl1eir ardonr bv the grim rrophecy that to change overnight is to destroy. 
I am unwiiiing to sneer at the vision of the youth merely because that vision 
may sometimes be mistaken. But all I would tell them is that vision doe& 
not belong only to the young ; the old had also seen vision and dreamt dreams 
and worked for their realisation. They may have :failed to reach the goal 
but t,hey have not certainly put the clock of pro,1ness back. 

I would appeal to the youth to learn from the lessons of history. Let us 
acknowledge freely that we r.herish the form of democratic Government, but 
progress under it can easily be retarded by disagreements that relate to 
method and detail rather ~han to broad objectives upon which all are more 
or less agreed. It is as if all of us were united in the pursuit of a common 
goal, but that each and every one of us were marching along a separate road 
of his own. H we insist on choosing- different routes, most of us will not 
reach our common destinat-ion but get lost in divergent trail. That will block 
progress. 

Some Lesso.ns of the Past 

Th9 lessons of the past few years since freedom should put us on our 
guard. This experience should not go waste. In the fir,gt flush of freedom 
an•1 our enthusiasm to achieve many things at a time our legislative zeal 
ml'iy get the better of prudence. Actually we started on far too many 
fronts without fully realising the danger of biting more than we could 
chew .. This galloping stride cost u8 deally; often causing confusion and 
loss. 'rhis also created bitterness and frustration in those who expected 
much to come out of Government efforts in an incredibly short time. It 
would be a more prudent policy for us now to begin on certain select 
sectors and keep to a well-conceived order of priority in the light of our 
actual requirement. It would also be a far better policy for us to try to 
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do the possible good ratMr than the impossible best. In other words, we 
must "hasten slowly" with as much circumspeetion as would prevent acting 
in a hurry and repenting at leisure. In my view we should proceed in such 
a way that posterity may not apply to us the verdict that was passed on 
Lord Curzon that if he had tried ten times less he could have achieved ten 
tim<ls more. I quite appreciate that the country needs so many things in 
so many directions and public demand for them is so insistent that the 
Government may some time feel compelled to undertake tasks which, on 
mo.re mature considerations, might better have been left for a more propi
tious time. It is no c4Jubt a duty of the Government to be responsive to 
public demand; but it is equally the duty o£ the Government not to deviate 
from t.he order of pri01·ity they set bef.ore them after mature eonsideration. 
Sometimes a powerful Government should have the courage to ride the 
wave, if necessary, rather than be Awept away by it. 

lt >~ill also be well for this House to remember that the Government 
mnehi1H~ry hnR to operate t.hrough certnin Relf-im]HlSe(1 rulPfl and proeedure 
wlrich can only be violated at the risk of weakening the structure qf 
administrfltion. It is not that rules, regulationH nnd conventions :ue there 
to c:log i:he wheel of progresR and to strengthen the knots of red-tape; they 
are designed to ensure orderly transaction of business and to prevent 
a(hninistrative abuse. Given efficiency and a sound system, it will be 
useful for us to respeet rules, regulations and eonventionR in the interest 
of aLlministrative purity. If self-discipline is a virtue, administrative 
dif>Clplin•:) it; 110 leRR SO; and in the hest intenest of HllminiRtrative fUI'lty, it 
'vould lH~ a Rl.rund jJOli(~y to subject mu;;dv1~s to theRe clLed<,; ns fnr as 
possible. TTu]ps,.: fl:iH is dow~ awl tl11:>re iH au nHempt to circumvent rnle:-; 
and regnlations by ntnkeKlJifts, we may ereute a Rihwtion· in which the 
nchninisiration may f:wc~ a breakdown ancl forces may he released which it 
may not Dventunlly be able to co~troJ. 'l'he 1mblie as well aR the honour
able mPmhen; will appreeiate thai: i:}Jese ruleR, reg11lations nnfl conventions 
e:mnot lw violated hy any unilateml irHlivi\hml action rmd the most well
intentimw(l adlnin1Rtrnti(m, evt:r nmdy t,o ht•lp, hnR to work under this 
sevm·e reBtrietion often misunderBtood for lack o:f sympathy and spirit 
of eo-OJH'ration. .A NympntlH~tin nprr('<'intion ()f these limitationR will 
eliminnte muel1 of i;he hit.t.enleR,~ ROinetimes felt when every individual 

• prolJlem emmot he Rolved in a rough and ready 1.nanner. 

The art of govermneni: has now become highly technieal and those who 
run the machinery must he protected from political inroacls; (fovermnent 
tofln~r requires higher and higher standards in those who serve it. It must 
brin:.; in its service gTeater and greater competence. The conditions of 
puhli0 service must be improved and protected. :Mere party membership 
and loyalty cannot be the exelusive test. vVe must be loyal not merely to 
persom or parties, hut we muRt he loval also to the higher conceptions of 
ability ancl devotion t}Jat modern gov~rnment requires. 

C onclnsion 

I hope the House will please excuse my striking a personal note, before 
I conclude. With this Budget, the fifth since freedom, my assoeiation 
with this House comes to an end. I have been a member of this House 
for many years now, only with some occasional breaks. I have heard itfl 
walls ring with voices heard no more; I have seen masters of parliamentary 
craft lounge in its lobbies with whom it was always a privilege to work. 
W~th tl!e change o£ times, everything around us has changed and the 
q1.u.ckem~1'1: of a n~w life .and new .ideas. heralds Hw dawn of a new epoc?. 
It Is I feel not qu1te an mappropnate t1me to go into retirement and b1d 
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farewell to familiar scenes and old moorings. Since 1937 I have held the 
position of Finance Minister of this State for the lon_gest period and have 
sean this State setting down from confusion to ordered progress. Whether 
I have been able to make any contribution towards this consummation, it is 
fo:· this House to judge. Today as I lay down my office and bid you fare
well I have a natural feeling of wrench. I cannot forget the uniform 
courtesy and consideration shown to me by this House, particularly during 
my continued illness which nrevented me from taking as much interest in 
its deliberations as I wished I could. I am deeply grateful to the 
honourable members for their generous, treatment extended to .a stricken 
colleague. I know I may have fallen short of youre expectations; to some 
I might have appeared rather orthodox in my approach, but whatever may 
be the impl'ession I am leaving with this House, I am not ashamed to 
acknowledge that while in politics I have been an idealist in aim, I have 
always been a realist by temperament which has taught me to walk wearily 
in matters of public policy. I have met both good and evil fortun~s with 
the same unclouded bl'ow, the same optimism and the same unshakable confi
dence in the justice and righteousness of the cause I have stood for. l had 
to pay high price for this uncompromising faith, but with no regrets. Now 
that I am before you in this House for the last time I solicit your forbear
ance for all my shortcomings and for any strain I may have inadvertently 
caused to your feelings, and I invoke your good wishes and prayers that it 
may be given to me to enjoy that rest and quiet I need so much but so much 
denied to me throughout the last thirty years o£ public life. With all 
humility, I now take leave of you. 

Bande Mataram 
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Speech by Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, Finance Min'ister, in presenting the 
Budget for 1952-53 

(Presented on the 27th JuM, 1952) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I deem it a great privilege to present the first Budget 
to the first Legislative Assembly elected under the Constitution on the basis 
of adult franchise. 

As honourable members are aware, the Budget for the current year 
was presented to the last Assembly in March last aJLd a vote on account was 
obtained to enable Government to be carried on for a period of about five 
months, pending finalisation of the budgetary procedure by the present 
House. This was done in conformity with well-established constitutional 
praetice under similar circumstances. It was out of deference to this House 
which was to sit soon tl18t in presenting the lludget at the time, the then 
Finance Minister Sri Nalini Ranjan Sarker refrained from malbng any 
material observation on the Budget Estimates and the then Legislative 
Assembly allowed a vote on account without discussion. The consideration 
of the Budget has thus been left to this House. 

With the Legislature of the State now fully constituted after the general 
election under adult franchise in terms of the Republican Constitution of 
India, we are marking the end of the period of transition that followed the 
achievement of independence. 'The election, one of the biggest in the wrold 
by common consent, was fought and won and the vast electorate once again 
gave proof of their inherently sound political sense by indicating their 
preference for the forces of dability and order. The Congress party, which 
I have the honour to lead, has been returned to power by the deliberate 
rhoiee of the electorate and it is now for the party to prove itself worthy of 
the trust and confidence reposed in it by the people. 

I hope and trust that the honourable members, to whichever party they 
may belong, will now address themselves to the task of reconstructing and 
revitalising this State which, for the last decade, has known no peace. In 
the context of today, when the people have grown politically conscious ftnd 
voc:1l enough to make their grievances heard, the task of the legislators 
has assumed a new significance; tlHJY are now expected to take a more 
active and livelier interest in the affair,; of Guvernm<'nt 1n1n ;l more 
constructive approach and a better know ledge of the fundamental problems 
of the State. We have now entered a phase in which no emotional relief 
in shibboleths or commonplace political or economic slogans can help to 
create the land of our dreams. It is by hard work, enlightened and 
constructive approach and closer contact with the people and the hard 
realities of their problems that the honourable members can render a proper 
aceount of themselves as accredited representatives of the people and turn 
aspirations into aehievements. For, modern democracy is a hard task-master, 
and it, is only those who can pull their full weight Oll the side of eonstruc
ti7e effort can hope to stand the test of the time. I, therefore, welcome 
the honourable members to take their rightful nlace in the affairs of 
administration and render the fullest co-opera6on ·and help in the interest 
of t~le future well-being of the State. To those who may not agree with us, 
I w1!l o>dy say that from them nlso we expect substantial co-operation and 
constructive criticism. 

In presenting the Budget in -Mar0h lr,st S1ni Nalini H1111.ia1t D~Hker 
circulaied to the House a number of papers. I am having all these pnpers 
circulated to the present House together with a copv of the statement mndo 
l).\' Sri Sarker at the time. I am also circulating a booklet r-:howing the 
chang0s tha;t I have made jn the demands £or grants sinee then. It will 
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appear that I have made dnly two changes. T~ first is in respect of the 
relid of distress which is now prevailing in the district of 24-Parganas aw1 
some other districts of the State, which made its appearance after the Fudget 
wafl ]Jresented in March last. 'l'he second is in respect of the community 
development prDjects which have taken shape since the Budget was present
ed in :M.arch last. As the community projects are to be financed mostly by 
loans and grants received from the Government of India, there have been 
consequential changes in the receipt side also. 

The presentation o£ the budget iR usually an occasion for stock-taking 
of work done in the past•and also for indicating a programme for the future. 
As I look back to the immediate past and then to the future, I have a 
feeling that we have turned rDund the corner. In the face o£ endless 
problems arising out of Partition, the future at one time appeared to be 
dark. The social and economic structure of the State was shatter.ed by the 
Partition~ It appeared as if there was nothing to hold it together. 'fhe 
law aml order problem continued to cause anxiety. In these circumstances 
we had on the one hand to establish and maintain law and order with a 
strong hand and, on the other, to pian and t'xec:ute deY()lopment sdwmc·s so 
that our people could be economically rehabilitated. Due to the Partition 
the old administrative structure had been badly disrupted and it had to be 

rebuilt in all directions. Today the law and onler problem is eompletely 
under control. With a deficit budget, development projects are hound to 
cause a g-reat financial strain. 

On the other hand, without such projects it is not possible to raise the 
standard of living o£ the people. While some risks are inevitable in 
undertaking any schemes of development they have to be planned with due 
care and caution. Development projeds can· only be implemented if more 
fuwh can be raised. Every individual is called upon to pay increased 
contribution and he cheerfully accepts such sacrifices in order to secure 
development for the country as a whole. Fortunately for us many of our 
development schemes are now reaching the stage o£ fruition. Development 
of roads has made satisfaotory progress and many inaccessible parts of l;he 
Stat.~ luwe become aeeeRsihle to a degree which was beyond our imagination 
e few years ago. The :first part of the Mayurakshi project has been 
comT>leted and it has started irrigating large tracts of paddy land. ·'l'he 
Haringhata dairy scheme has reached·· the production stage. During the 
last 4 years small and minor irrigation schemes and tank improvement 
projeets costing about 1! crores have irrigated nearly 8 lakh acres of land. 
The State transport services are carrying thousands of passengers in the 
city and suburbs. 01u fishery scheme lias made considerable progress in 
surveying the scope for deep-sea fishing. The town of K~lyani n~ar 
Kanchrapara is under speedy development. Refugees are bemg steadily 
rehabilitated into the economy of the State. The Government of India 
have executed one eommunity development project at Fulia. This is now 
proposed to be handed over to tl1e State Government. A number of 
similar projects are going to be executed in this State under the Indo-U.S. 
Teehnical Co-operation Agreement. These are expected to revitalise our 
shattered rural economy to the mutual benefit of the agriculturists and the 
middle-class people alike. We have taken electricity to villages and small 
towns and the process continues steadily. The Damodar V•alley Corpora
tion's work has made good progress. The rural health centres are growing 
up in large numbers to serve the country-side. The number of T.B. beds 
in the State is steadily being increased. We have reorganised centres of 
medical education and. provided opportunities for admission of larger 
number of students. Colleg-es under the dispersal scheme have been onened 
in the different parts of the State so that students of outlying areas get 
facilities for higher training. The' much expected Secondary. Education 
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_Board has been formed to look after secondary schools. Seven . technical 
institutions of the polytechnic type have been '!3et up where a. httle over 
1,500 boys are receiving training for different kinds of industnal employ
nwnt. Primary schools of a good standard are being set up all over the 
State. It is not a mere coincidence that the economic position in the State 
is easiel' today than when we first took over office. 

·while presenting the budget in March last Sri Nalini Ranjan Sarker 
refened to the fall in p:r:ices which had started near about that time. He 
referred to it as a green patch in an otherwise depressing economic picture. 
He expressed the opinion that on the whole the £jill,. provided it takes an 
orderly course, will tend to operate to the benefit of our economy. The 
fall in prices continued after that, though in quite an orderly fashion. 
According to the index number of wholesale prices for the whole of India 
issued lw the office of Economic Adviser to the Government of India, in 
,Tanuary, 1952, the general index number of wholesale prices stood at 430.3, 
a fall of nearly 6 per cent. from the peak figure of 457'.5 reached in April, 
1951. Between January and March· there was a more pronounced fall in 
thn index number for the whole of India which dropped to 364.9, i.e., by 
a further 14 per cent. by the middle of March. Since then there has been 
a slight upward movement and the index number for the whole of India 
for the week ended 31st May stands at 365.1. On the other hand, according
to the Calcutta wholesale price index issued by the State Statistical Bureau, 
the peak stood at 579·.0 in March, 1951. The index dropped to 436.0 in 
]'ehJuary, 1952-a drop of nearly 25 per cent from the peak. It rose to 
390.0 iu April and has again dropped to 382.0 in May. Commenting on this 
fall, the Finance Minister of India in his last budget statement has 
expressed the opinion that "On the whole the drop in the price level in 
recent months has been beneficial to the country's economy although the 
readjustment necessitated by lack of accord between costs and prices is· 
bound to cause some unavoidable difficulties to those engaged in business. 
In their own interest they must now decide to cut their losses reasonably 
and concentrate on economy and efficiency of production". 

Th~ cause of the fall in prices is necessarily comple~. The Finance 
Minister of India in course of his last budget statement expressed the 
opmwn that it has been largely due to three causes, viz.-

(a) disappearance of several international factors which led to an 
artificial rise in prices since June, 1950; 

(b) the impact of the monetary and credit policy adopted by Govern
ment to check inflation; and 

(c) the improvement in the general internal supply position as a result 
of increased production and larger imports. 

The 6asier supply position in respect of cotton piece-goods, sugar and 
various other commodities of common use is obvious to everybody. This 
has brought relief to all. As our development projects make greater 
progi'ess, the economic position should be easier still. 

Thanks to the liberal imports from abroad, this Government holds today 
n stock of wheat as it never did before. The position of rice, however, is 
far from easy. 'There are signs, however, that it may be easier during ';he 
next season. In the race between growth of rice-eating population and the 
inc-rease in the production of rice, the former is fast outpacing the latter 
and there does not appear to be any immediate prospect of the latter catching 
up the former. The Mayurakshi, the Damodar valley and the other irriga
tion projects will no doubt result in large increase in the production o£ rice·· 
but all the while the rice-eating ponnlation is also increasing and probably 
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at a faster pace. In the· course of the last "few years ·the Fengalees have 
changed their food habit," particularly in the cities and towns, and it 
appears as if that they will be called upon to change it still further in 
favour of wheat. 

I will nov> dis(;us,; the Budget Estimates for the c:urrent year together 
with the Revised Estimates for the last year, the Final Actuals for that 
year not being available as yet. · 

The budgeted opening balance of the year: 1951-52 was 3 crores 49 lakhs 
against whic:h the actual opening balance amounted to 7 crores 42 lakhs 
excluding investment M 3 crores in short-term treasury bills. This 
improvement of 6 crores 93 lakhs represents improvement in the financial 
results of the year 1950-51 and is due to increase in that years of 3 crores 
16 lakhs in the net receipts under debt heads, a saving of 1 crore 81 lakhs 
in the capital expenditure and a smaller revenue deficit of 3 crores 3 lakha 
U$ again~t 4 crores 99 lakhs as anticipated in the Revised. 

The increase under debt heads is due to net increase in receipts of 
1 crore 80 lakhs under civil and other deposits and 1 crore 14 lakhs under 
remittances and 1!) lakhs under other heads. Under the head remittances 
are booked transfers from one treasury to another and transfers · between 
one Accountant-General and another in the course of inter-Governmental 
transactions. The adjusting debit and credit in respect of each transaction 
may not appear in the same financial year and therefore there may be an 
excess either o£ debits or credits. In 1950-51 we had an excess of credits 
amounting to 1 crore 14 lakhs. The saving in capital exiJenditure is 
composed of a saving of 1 crore G lakhs under State trading schemes, a 
saving of 38 lakhs under development of State roads, a tmving of 18 lakhs 
under road transport scheme and a saving of 19 l::tkhs under other sehemes. 
The net irnprovement in tho revenue account is due to a Having of 2 crores 
33 lakhs in revenue expenditure partly counterbalanced by a decrease of 
37 lakhs in l'ovenue receipts. 'rhe saving in the revenue expenditure is 
composed of a saving of "18 lakhs u.nder unproductive clevelopmnnt ;;ehenws, 
a saving of GG lukhs in intensive food production sehomes, a Having of 
tJG Iak1w under civil >vorks and a saving of 33 lakhs under other heads. 

According· to the Uevisecl Estimates the year 1D:) l-[J2 shows a revenue 
deficit o£ Z cr·ore;; 41 lakhs aH against a revenue deficit o£ 4 crmes 76 lakhs 
as anticipated in the Budget EstinHttes. 

The total revenue receipts have improved from 34 crores 5 lakhs to 
37 crores 68 lakhs. There is an improvement of 2 crores 30 lakhs un<ler 
six principal heads of revenue, viz., 1 crore 6 lakhs under State's share of 
income-tax based on the Hevised Estimate reported by the Government of 
India, 21 lakhs under State excise duties, 19 lakhs under stamps, .23 lakhs 
under motor vehicles tax, 12 lakhs under entertainment tax and 49 lakhs 
under sales tax. The appreciable improvements under other heads are 
6 lakhs under administration o£ justice, 11 lakhs under medical and 1 crore 
81 lakhs under miscellaneous. The increase under medical is due to larger 
amount of contributions received from private individuals for establishment 
of health centres and also for improvement o£ some hospitals while that 
under miscellaneous is due mainly to reimbursement by the Government of 
India of charges incurred by the State Government in the previous years 
on account of relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons which were not 
adjusted in reduction of expenditure during those years. 

The increases are partly offset by decreases oi 25 lakhs under betting tax, 
25 lakhs under industries due to smaller sale of cinchona products and 
25 lakhs under road transport scheme. 
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The total revenue expenditure for the year 1951-52 is 40 crores 8 lakhs 
according to the Revised Estimates as against ~8 crores 81 lakhs according 
to the Budget Estimates. Thus the Revenue expenditure has increased by 
1 crore 27 lakhs. The largest increase is under extraordinary charges in 
India amounting to 65 lakhs mainly on account o:f adjustment of arrear loss 
for supply of foodstuff to Government servants at concession rates for the 
year 1950-51 which was not adjusted in the accounts of that year. 

Implementation of the enlarged new set-up for the Calcutta police, 
purchase o:f a building :for accommodation o:f officers and men o:f the 
Calcutta police, purchase of arms and ammunitiens for the West Bengal 
police to meet deficiency caused by Partition, reorganisation of the Coach 
Behar police, etc., account for an increase of 42 lakhs under police. 
Purchase of appliances and equipments for the West Bengal fire service, 
payment of rehabilitation grants to persons affected by communal distur
bances and cost of administration of the West Bengal Evacuee- Property 
Act, 1951, mainly contribute to the increase of 17 lakhs under miscellaneous. 

The increase is partly offset by a decrease of 24 lakhs under general 
administration due to recovery during the year from the Government of 
India of their share of the charges for the general elections. Small 
variations spread over other heads account for the balance of the net increase 
in revenue expenditure. 

'l'he provision for capital expenditure during the year is 17 crores 2llakhs 
according to the Revised Estimates as against 14 crores 53 lakhs in the 
Budget Estimates. The provision for capital expenditure includes provision 
for productive development schemes including the Damodar valley project 
and Mayurakshi project, provision for State trading schemes and provision 
for capital expenditure for displaced persons. The increase in 
capital expenditure is mainly under State trading schemes and 1s due 
to larger procurement of wheat and wheat-products on account of 
increase in the scale of ration of that commoditv with e:ffect from 
2nd July, 1951, and higher purchase price of imported stock. The higher 
price for procurement of rice with e:ffect from January, 1952, also 
contributes to the increase. 

Under this head are recorded the transactions in regard to the loans 
taken by the State Government, the State provident fund, contingency 
fund, deposits and advances of various nature including deposits of the civil, 
revenue and criminal courts, deposits of the local bodies, loans and advances 
by the State Government, etc. Temporary investments of the surplus cash 
balance in treasury bills are also accounted for under this head. 

The receipts and expenditure in the Revised Estimate under these heads 
almost balance each other except in the case of investments in treasury bills, 
cash credit advances from the Imperial Bank of India for financing purchase 
of foodgrainR, loans from the Union Government, loans raised in the open 
market and loans and advances by the State Government. 

'!'he Revised Estimate for loans from the Union Government is 16 crores 
6 lakhs against 19 crores 20 lakhs provided for in· the Budget Estimate. 
The decrease is due to reduction by 2 croreR 73 lakhs in the amount of loan 
for relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons, as well as to curtailm_ent 
of loans by 63 lakhs in the case of the Dap:10dar valley project, 32 lakhs 
in the case of the intensive food production schemes and 4 lakhs in the case 
of the dispersal of displaced college students from Calcutta. The decrease 
is partly offset by an increase of 56 lakhs in the amount of loan for the 
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Mayurakshi project a~d re~eipt of a loan of 2 lakhs !o.r sche~es for develop
ment o£ cotton and JUte 1fl West Bengal not antw1pated 1n the original 
estimate. 

The Revised Estimates include provision for a loan of l crore 75 lakbs 
raised by the S~ate ~overnm~nt in the ~narket fo; financing so1?J-e develop
ment schemes mvolvmg cap1tal expenditure agamst 2 crores mcluded in 
the Budget. 

'fhe Budget Estimate o£ revenue receipts for the year 1952-53, as now 
})resented to the Legislature, shows a decline of 1 crore 31 lakhs as com
pared with the Revised Estimate of revenue receipts for the year 1D5l-52. 
There is a fall of ZG lakhs under taxes on income, 27 lakhs under State 
excise duties, 10 lakhs under irrigation, 7 lakhs under agriculture, 10 lakhs 
under civil works and 1 crore 87 lakhs under miscellaneous. 'l'here is, on 
the other hand, an improvement of 40 lakhs under motor vehicles tax, 
14 lakhs tinder industries, 6 lakhs under miscellaneous departments, 15 lakhs 
under multi-purpose river scheme (Mayurakshi project), 14 lakhs under 
road transport scheme and 47 lakhs under extraordinary receipts. 

The estimates under taxes on income are based on the forecast 
communicated by the Government of India. 

'l'he decrease under State excise duties is due to contemplated introcluc
tion of prohibition in two districts as also to reduction of the quota of 
supply of opium for West Bengal during the current year. The absence 
of provision for arrear recovery from the Government of India of f·xpendi
ture on displaced persons mainly accounts for the decrease under 
miscellaneous. 

The increase under motor vehicles tax is due to collection of taxe" at the 
enhanced rates for the whole year under the Bengal Motor Vehicles Tax 
(West Bengal Amendment) Act, 1951, which came into effect from 1st 
July, 1951. Anticipated improvement in the sale of cinchona products 
mainly accounts for increase under industries. The expected receipts from 
water rates proposed to be realised from the areas which will n.ceive 
irrigation from the completed portion of the Mayurakshi reservoir project 
contributes to the improvement in receipt under multi-purpose river soheme. 
The improvement under the road transport scheme is based on -the 
anticipation that an increased number o£ buses will be available for operation 
during the current year. The increase under extraordinary receipts is due 
to contribution receivable from the Government of India on v.ccount of the 
community development projects. 

The Budget Estimate of revenue expenditure for the year 1952--fl3 as 
now presented to the Legislature is 42 crores 4 lakhs as against the Hevised 
Estimate of 40 crores 8 lakhs for 1951-52. Thus the revenue e:::,penditure 
has increased by 1 crore 96 lakhs. There is an increase of 16 lakhs under 
irrigation, 17 lakhs under interest charges, 13 lakhs under appwpriation 
for reduction or avoidance of debt, 16 lakhs under police, 49 lahhs under 
education, 45 lakhs under medical, 15 lakhs under capital outlay on 
industrial development within the revenue account, 6 lakhs under electricity 
schemes, 28 lakhs under famine and 61 lakhs under miscellaneous
community development projects. The increase is offset by a d.t'crease of 
22 lakhs under expenditure on displaced persons and 48 lakhs 1mder 
extraordinary charges. 

'l'he increase under irrigation is due mainly to longer provision for 
intensive food production schemes while that under interest charges i:-~ due 
to inclusion of interest charges on the progressive higher outlay en the 
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1\'Iayurakshi reservmr project as well as on the open market loans Iaised 
dming 1951-52 and to be raised during • the current ;year. The 
increase under appropriation for reduction or avoidance of llebt relJlesents 
a new provision for contributi'On to the sinking fund towards repayment 
of the open market loan raised during 1951-52. The increase lJLder police 
is mainly due to inclusion of a full year's provision for the .mlarged new 
set-up of the Calcutta police implemented gradually during the course of 
1951-D2. The incrooses under education and medical are mainly ciue to 
larger provision for development schemes and other new schemes. 

The increase under famine is due to larger exp~nditure on relief of 
di,;tress now prevailing in some districts. The increase under 57-
mi.;celluneous-community development projects represents a new J:-'l ov1swn 
required to meet the current year's expenditure on account of these p':ojects. 

The total capital expenditure in the Budget Estimates for 1952-63 as 
now presented to the Legislature is 23 crores 68 lakhs as against f7 crores 
21 lakhs in the Revised Estimates for 1951-52. The provision includes 
11 crores 20 lakhs on account of this Government's share of expenditure on 
Damodar valley project, 3 crores 40 lakhs for Mayurakshi project, 3 crores 
foT the scheme for development of State roads, 1 crore for Kanchrapa~·a t>~ea 
development scheme, 16 lakhs for building residential flats at Karaiya HoaJ, 
4 erores 56 lakhs for expenditure on rehabilitation of displaced ret&ons, 
52 lakhs for the road transport scheme, 34 lakhs for North Calcutta 1ural 
electrification and Cooch Behar electricity extension schemes, 11 lakhs for 
ceTtain small agricultural and industrial development schemes and 94 lakhs 
for community development projects. There is, on the other hand, ;1 net 
receipt of 1 crore 49 lakhs under State trading schemes and 5 lakhs under 
'l'ollygunge land development scheme. 

Excluding loans from the Union Government and the loan raised in the 
open market and loans and advances by the State Government the receipts 
and disbursements under these heads almost balance each .other. 

The provision for loans from the Union Government is 25 crores 22 lakbs 
against 16 crores 6 lakhs in the Revised. The provision include,; 11 crores 
20 lakhs on account of this Government's share of expenditure on the 
Damodar valley project, 3 crores 40 lakhs for the Mayurakshi project, 
8 crores 77 lakhs for various schemes of capital expenditure for relief and 
rehabilitation of displaced persons as well as for grant of advances to them, 
83 lakhs for intensive food production schemes, 4 lakhs for imprnv•mwnt of 
the 8ibpur Engineering College, 4 lakhs fm jute development seheme and 
91 lakhs for capital expenditure on community development projects. 

\Ve propose to raise a loan of 2 crores this year also to finance cmiain 
development schemes involving capital expenditure. 

On the expenditure side provision has been made under loans and 
advance:> by the Btate Government for 42 lakhs for advances to cultivators, 
16 lakb for loans to owners of beel fic;lwries and tank fisheries 
and to growers of agricultural produce, 20 lakhs for cattle-purchase loan, 
6 lakhs for advance to the Provincial Co-operative Bank for financing the 
land mortgage hanks, ~ ln khs for giving aid to industries and 4 cnn·es 
20 lakl1s for loan to displaced persons for house-building, cultivation, etc. 

The revenue deficit of the year 1952-53 is 5 crores 67 lakhs. 'l'he defiu~ 
outside the revenue account is 75 lakhs. The total deficit of the eurrent 
.rear therefore amounts to 6 crores 42 lakhs. Setting off against it, the 
'Opening balance of 2 crores 68 lakhs, the year closes with a negative balance 
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of 3 crores 74 lakhs. The State has a public debt o£ 1 crore 75 lakhs at 
present. At the end of the current year our public debt will ammmt to 
3 crores 75 lakhs. Our total debt to the Government of India at the enci 
of 1951-52 stands at 36 crores 66 lakhs and will increase to 61 crores 46 lakhs 
at the end of 1952-53. This debt includes an advance of 2 cro1·es 00 hkhs 
granted by the Government of India to help us clear hal£ of the debit 
balance with the Reserve Bank left by the Government of undivided Benc~al 
the other hal£ o£ which was cleared by the Government of East Ben~·al: 
'fhe balance o£ 58 crores 96 lakhs consists of 21 crores 47 lakhs on t.cc0~nt 
o£ rehabilitation o£ displaced persons, 24 crores 19 lakhs on account of 
Damodar valley projec~ ~ crores 72 lakhs on account of the Mayurakshi 
and other development projects, 1 crore 64 lakhs for grow more food or 
intensive food production schemes, 8() lakhs for scheme of dispersal of 
displaced college students from Calcutta, 9 lakhs for development of 8i bpur 
.i!}ngineering College, 5 lakhs for jute development schemes and 94 lakhs 
for com:gmnity development projects. 

'fhe expenditure on relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons 
proceeds mainly against three different budget heads, namely, 57-
Miscellaneous-expenditure on displaced persons, 82-capital accmmt of 
other State works outside the revenue account-expenditure on displaced 
persons, and a debt head, namely, loans and advances by State Governments 
-loans and advances to displaced persons. · 

Hevenue expenditure is booked under 57-Miscellaneous. Under this 
head the budget provision for 1951-52 was 2 crores 48 lalchs, out of ·.vhich 
2 crores was to be recovered from the Government of India. Of the net 
expenditure of 48 lakhs, 12 lakhs was offset by receipts taken into account 
under the head XI-1 VI--Miscellaneous and the balance of 3G lakhs was a 
net charge on the State. This is inclusive of 20 lakhs on account of the 
scheme for dispersal of displaced college students from Calcutta, 
againHt which an equal amount of loan is received from the Govenummt 
of India. 

In the Revised Estimates for 1951-[l2, the corresponding provisions h;>r 
expenditure under this head and recovery from the Goverument of India in 
respect thereof stand at 3 crores 92 lakhs and 3 crores 33 lakhs, respectively. 
Net eXI>enditure in the Hevised Estimate thus stands at 59 lakhs. Deduct
ing 7 lakhs, taken into account as current revenue receipts under the head 
XLVI-Miscellaneous, the balance of 52 lakhs is a net charge on the State. 
'l'his is inclusive of 26 lakhs on account o£ dispersal of displaced college 
students from Calcutta. 

The corresponding budget prov1s10n for the current year is for 
expenditure of 3 crores GO lakhs and recovery of 3 crores 23 lakhs from the 
Government of India. Receipts on account of displaced persons have heen 
taken at 2 lakhs in the Budget. The charge on the State Government is 
35 lakhs including 10 lakhs for the scheme for dispersal of displaced college 
students from Calcutta. 

Under revenue expenditure there is also a provision of ten thousand 
in the Revised for 1951-52 against a provision of one lakh in the Budg~t 
for that year under 22-Interest on debt and other obligations on nccount 
of payment of interest on loans taken from the Government of India for 
relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons. The budget provision for the 
same purpose for 1952-53 is half a lakh. Equivalent amounts on account 
of realisation of interest on loans from displaced persons are included a01 
receipts under the head XX-Interest. 
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A provision of 2 crores 3 lakhs was made in the budget for 1051-52 
under 82-capital account of other State works ouMide the revenue account--· 
expenditure on displaced persons for the scheme of housing displaced 
persons, colonisation scheme and Gther schemes for rehabilitation of 
displaced persons. The corresponding provisions in the Revised Estim.ates 
for 1951-52 and in the Budget Estimates for 1952-53 are 7 4 lakhs and 
4 crores 61 lakhs, respectively. Receipts from sale o£ lands, buildings, 
tools, implem.ents, etc., are taken in reduction o£ capital expenditure and 
the amounts booked under this head therefore re11reRent net expenditure. 

Loans and advances to displaced persons procee!il against a debt heod. 
The capital expenditure and the loans and advances are met out of loans 
of equivalent amounts from the Union Government, the provision for ·which 
appears under Loans from Union Government. It is expected that we 
would be able to recover a large part of these loans. 

The Revised Estimates for 1951-52 include a provision of 59 lakhs for 
net expenditure under the capital head and 6 crores for payment of advances 
to displaced persons. Against these the amount of lGan from the Union 
Government included in the Revised Estimates is 6 crores 80 lakhs. 'l'he 
excess loan of 21 lakhs during 1951-52 is on account of expenditure 
incurred up to 1950-51 in excess of loans received. Besides, the provinion 
for loan receivable from the Union Government in respect of the scheme for 
dispersal of displaced college students from Calcutta is 16~ lakhs. 

In the Budget Estimates for 1952-53, the provision for net expem1itare 
under the capital head is 4 erores 56 lakhs and the provision for payment 
of advances to displaced persons is 4 crores 20 lakhs. Against these the 
provisiGn for loan from the Union Government is 8 crores 77 lakhs, which 
includes 1 lakh on account o£ working capital for training-cum-work 
centres. 

The total outlay on displaced persons in this State under all the heads 
covering the shares of the Union and the State Governments is 28 crores 
25 lakhs to the end of 1951-52 and would amount to 40 crores 32 lakhs at 
the end of 1952-53. 

A statement showing the progress of development schemes included in 
the Revised E~>tirnates for 1951-52 and the Budget Estimates for 1952-53 
has been circulated in the House. 

The development schemes were started on the assmnption that grant or 
loan would be available from the Government of India to cover the full 
expenditure on the schemes according as the schemes were unproductive 
or productive. But it was subsequently decided by the Governmeut of 
India to reduce the grant payable to the State during 1948-49 and 1949-50 
by fixation of a ceiling and to stop the grant completely from the ye~~r 
1950-51. Loans for all productive development schemes with the exeeption 
of the Dnmodar valley project and the Mayurakshi project were also 
completely stopped in 1949-50. The only assistance which is now , eceiYed 
by the State Uovernment from the Government of India in respect d the 
development schemes is the loans in respect of two river valley projects 
menti•oned above. 

On the Damodar valley project "\Vest Bengal's share of expenditure "ill 
amount to 24 crores 20 lakhs from the date of Partition up to the c>url of 
1952-53. The whole of the amount will be received as a loan frm"l. the 
Government of India. On the Mayurakshi project the tGtal exrent~ib;re 
till the end of current vear will amount to 8 crores 77 lakhs, of wnwh 
8 crores 73 lakhs will he received as loan from the Government of India. 
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On other productive development schemes our expenditure till the (•nd of 
current year will amount -to 17 crores 48 lakhs. Out of thi,; amount, r·nly 
!)~) lakhs was received as loan from the Government of India till the end 
of 1948-4\J. The balance of 16 crores 53 lakhs represents the [mount 
provided out of the resources of the State Government. 

Our total expenditure on productive development schemes from the 
date of 1\trt.ition till the end of 1B62-5(3 will amount to 20 m·ores 49 Jakhs. 
Out of this amount, only 4 crores 73 lakhs was received as a grant from the 
(Jov~rnment of T ndia till the end of 1949-50. The balance of 16 crores 
7G lakhs has been provided from the resources of the State G-overnment. 

. . . 

Ii: will thus appear that from Partition to the end of current year the 
Rtate Government will spend on development Rchemes a total sum of 
70 cr·ores 94 lakhs, out of which 32 crores 2D lakhR represents the a.m.ount 
provided from the resources of the State. 

'fhe~e schemes are also included in the Five-Year Plan of \Vest Benrs·:ll. 
According to the existing procedure of financing- the intensive food 
Jll'ocluctiou schemes, the food procurement bonn!'l, if any, receivable horn 
the Union Govemment, iR first set o:ff againRt the net expenditure on ::•11 such 
schemes and the balance of t.he expen<li1~ure iR shared between the Union 
awl the State Governmeut on a 50 : ;)() basis. 

'l'hme iR one scheme, however, viz, Sonarpur Arapanch ~Iatla drai11<1ge 
scheme in the Irrigation and \Vater\,ntys Department in which the State 
Government haR to bear more than 60 per cent. of the expenditure. The 
total cost involved on account of tlw sclwmc is 44 lakhR ( 11 lakhs during 
1~:)]-,)2 and ;3;3 lakhs in 19;Jz.;;;n. The share payable by the Government 
of India iR 11 lakhs ancl that debitahle 1,o the State is 33 lakh,. 'l'he 
Government of India have agreed to pay a grant of 11 lakhs during· 1H51-52 
io meet their share cost and a loan of ;:;a lakhs in 19tJ2-53 to enable the 
State to meel. ib own share. 

l•'ron1 the lRt ,January, 1!);"ll, the pa,ynwnt of foocl procurement bonus 
t.o this State waH regulatted aR follows:--

An import quota was fixed for the State. For the year 1H51-,)2, the 
quota fixed was 4 lakh!'l ton:.;. 

No bonus therefore was payable if actual imports exceeded 125 per cPnt. 
of the quota. 

vVhen imports exceeded the quota hut were less than 125 per cent. (If 
the quota, bonus was payable at the rate of He. 1 per maund on 
the quantity by which imports fell short of 125 per cent. of 
the quota. 

\Vhen imports were less than the quota, honus was payable at the rate 
of Re. 1 per maund on 25 per cent. o£ the quota and at ~he n1 te 
of Rs. 1-8 per maund on the quantity by which imports fell 
short of the quota. 

The estimated import of foodgrains during 1951-52 is 555,845 tons v1hich 
is more than 125 per cent .. of the quota. No bonus is therefore payable to 
this Government during the year 1951-52. Government of India have 
rlecidecl to discontinue the bonus scheme with e:ffeet from 1st January, 1952. 
The estimates for bonus for both the years have therefore been taken as nil. 

The original estimate of expenditure on intensive food production 
schemes during 1951-52 was 2 crores 4 lakhs. The Revised Estimate £or all 
the Rchemes has been fixed at 1 crore 90 lakhs (1 crore 40 lakhs in the 
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.Agriculture Department, 44 lakhs in the Irrigation Department, 9 lakbs in 
the Fisheries Department and 2 lakhs in the Industries Department). 
Against the above estimate of expenditure, 57 lakhs is included in the 
Revised Estimates of revenue receipts, being the amount likely to be 
received in respect of these schemes on account of sale proceeds of Eeeds, 
manures, etc. The net expenditure thus comes to 1 crore 38 lakhs. 
Deducting 11 lakhs for Sonarpur Arapanch Matla scheme, the divisible 
balance amounts to 1 crore 27 lakhs. As full grant of 11 lakhs receivable 
from the Government of India for the 8onarpur scheme is included in the 
Revised Estimate for 1951-52, the net charge on •he State Government 
amounts to half of the divisible amount of 1 crore 27 lakhs for the f:lchemes. 

'l'he estimate of expenditure on these schemes for 1952-53 is 2 crores 
3 lakhs (1 crore 32 lakhs in the Agriculture Department, 60 lakhs in the 
Irrigation Department, 9 lakhs in the Fisheries Department and•2 lakhs 
in the Industries Department). 51 lakhs is included in the Budget on 
account of receipts in respect of the schemes. The net expenditure is thus 
1 crore 52 lakhs. Deducting 33 lakhs for Sonarpur Arapanch Matla ;,cheme, 
the divisible balance amounts to 1 crore 19 lakhs .. Half of this nmouat, 
i.e., 59 lakhs plus 33 lakhs on account of three-fourths share of the Sonarpur 
scheme will thus form the net charge on the State Government. Tlie 
Government of India have, however, sanctioned a loan to meet this 
Government's share of the cost of the Sonarpur scheme. Besides the 
provision under revenue heads, provision £or payment o£ loans in furtherance 
of these schemes has also been made to the extent of 14 lakhs in the Hevised 
and 16 lakhs in the Budget. 

The purchase price of articles o£ food together with certain incirlental 
charges as well as receipts from sales thereof are adjusted under the capital 
head Capital Outlay on Schemes of State Trading while the administrative 
cost of the Food Department together with that of the Supply Depadm,;Dt 
is recOTded under the revenue head Extraordinary Charges in India. 

The value of stock of rice, wheat and wheat-products and sugar in the 
beginning of the year 1951-52 was 5 crores 85 lakhs. A provision was ILade 
for the purchase of stock of the value of 70 crores 41 lakhs including 
incidental charges in 1951-52 against which the receipts from sale-moeecds 
were estimated at 63 crores 92 lakhs. A subsidy or .2 crores GG lakhs was 
also expected from the Government of India in respect of the quantity of 
imported wheat to be consumed in Calcutta and Asansol. 'l'here was thus 
a net increase of stock or the value o£ 3 crores 93 lakhs. The stock at +he 
end of the year is estimated to be of the value or 9 crores 78 lakhs. 

The cost or purchase of articles of food including incidental elH<rges 
during the current year is estimated at 68 crores 49 lakhs and the r•:Jceipts 
from sale-proceeds thereof have been taken at 67 crores 60 lakhs. Provision 
has also been made £or a subsidy of 2 crores 57 bkhs from the GoveTnuwu1 
of India. In view o£ the subsequent decision of the Government of India 
to discontinue the subsidy, the selling prices of wheat and wheat-products 
have been rai<:erl and the increased receipts from the sale-proceeds are 
expected to ne1-1tralise the decrease' due to the withdrawal of subsidy by 
the Govemment of India. The stock at the close of Hii:J2-03 will ihus he 
worth 8 crores 10 lakhs. 

The transactions of the road transport scheme are hooke\1 illlller two 
heads, namely, 82B-Capital Outlay on Road TranRport Scheme outside t1w 
Revenue Account and XLYIA-Recei1Jts from Road Transport Scllenw. 
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For capital outlay which includes cost of huRes, land, garage, workshop, 
equipment, etc., the provision during the year 1951-52 is 46 lakhs in the 
Hevised against 48 lakhs in the Budget for that year and the Budget 
provision for the current year is 52 lakhs. Besides body-huilfling for 44 
single-deckers, orders were placed for purchase of another 30 single
decker buses during the last year. r.l'he current year's estimate 
includes 27 lakhs for the purchase of 20 more single-deckers and 5 r10re 
double-deckers which are expected to be put on the road this year. 

Gross receipts and "\Wlrking expenses are booked under the head XLVIA
HAceipts fro1n Hoad 'l'ransport Scheme. It will appear that the net re8ult 
of the transactions during 1951-52 is a loss o£ 20 lakhs according to 1he 
Hevised as against a surplus o£ 6 lakhs anticipated in the original Hndget. 
r.l'he loss was due to non-availability o£ the required number o£ buses for 
operatiM during the last year. The net loss in the transactions £or the 
current year, after providing for a total sum o£ 24 lakhs for depreeiation 
and interest, amounts to 6 lakhs only which shows an improvement of 
14 bkhs as compared with the Hevised Estimate £or 1951-52. 

The J?ive-Year Plan for \Vest Bengal as included in the draft report 
of the Planning Commission of the Government o£ India provides for a 
total expenditure of 68.77 crores consisting of 10.35 crores under :lgricul
tural and rural development, 15.96 crores under major irrigation and power 
projects, 1.16 crores under industry, 15.76 crores under road and road 
transport and 25.54 crores under social services, e.g., education, uJ.edical, 
public health, etc. The Plan includes the existing as well as SQme new 
development schemes and grow more food or intensive food production 
schemes of the State. As against a total outlay o£ 68,77 crores, the 
availnhle receipt is estimated at 34~ crores. 'l'ho estimated receipts 
comprise 10 crores £rom open market loans, 5 m·ores from the surplus under 
deposits, etc., 3 crores £rom share o£ Union estate duty, 6 crores £rom 
additional yield from sales tax over the level of the budget of 1960-51, 
1 crore from additional yield from agricultural income-tax, 4~ crores from 
motor vehicles tax, etc., and 14 crores representing assistance from the Union. 
Government. 'l.'he total receipt during the 5-year period would thus be 
43~ Cn)l'es; of this sum 9 crores will be required to meet deficits in our 
normal hudget for this period leaving a sum of 34l crores for development 
schemes included in the plan. There will thus be a gap o£ about 34i crores 
to be filled up during this period. 

Three rural-cum-urban community projects have been recently approved 
by the Government o£ India for execution in \Vest Bengal under the Indo
U.S. Technical Co-operation Agreement. Sites £or eight develoyJ nont 
blocks constituting these three community projects have been selected in 
the districts o£ 24-Parganas, Nadia, Midnapore, Burdwan and Birbhum and 
the preliminary work has started. The execution o£ the projects is expected 
to be completed within a period of three years, the total outlay involved 
being of the order of 3 crores 33 lakhs. Loans will be made available by 
the Government of India partly out of funds obtained under the Indo-U.S. 
'fechnical Co-operation Agreement and partly from Union resources for 
meeting the entire cost o£ self-financing schemes to be undertaken under 
these community development projects. In regard to other t:eh•3mes 
connected with these projects, the net expenditure on such schemes (i.e., 
gross expenditure on those schemes less receipts in connection therewith) 
will be shared as follows, viz., 75 per cent. of the total non-recurring 
expenditure and 75 per cent. of the first year's recurring expenditure \vill 
be met by the Government o£ India partly from funds under the ahove 
Agreement and partly from Union resources, the balance of 25 per cent. 
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being met by the State Government. The recui-ring expenditure for the 
second and third years will be shared between the Union and State 
Governments in the proportion of 1 : 1 and 1 : 2, respectively, the recurring 
expenditure from the fourth year onwards devolving entirely on the 
State Government. 

The current year's prov1s1on for these projects consists of 61 lakh 
32 thousand under the head 57-Miscellaneous-Community Development 
Projects which represents revenue expenditure on schemes other than self
financing ones, e.g., education, health, agTicultu]j:l, etc., and of 94 iakh 
37 thousand under the head 82-Capital Account of other State WorKs 
outside Revenue Account-Community Development Projects which 
represents capital expenditure on self-financing schemes, e.g., Irnga
tion, housing, electricity, etc. Provision has also been made for recovery 
of 45 lakh 99 thousand, representing 75 per cent. of the .~xpendi
ture under the former head and for receipt of a loan of 94 lakh 37 thousand, 
equivalent to the expenditure under the latter head, from the Union 
Government in the receipts side of the Budget under the heads LI
Extraordinary Receipts and Public Debt-Loans from union Government, 
respectively. 

Honourable members are aware that a Finance Commission has been 
appointed by the President under Article 280 of the Constitution to wake 
recommendations on the allocation of the net proceeds of income-tax, 
fixation of the grant-in-aid in lieu of a share of jute duty and determination 
of the principle according to which grants-in-aid should be given to States 
in need of assistance. The Commission visited this State in April last. 
My colleagues in the Cabinet, official heads of important departments and I 
explained our position fully to the Commission. We showed by statistical 
analysis how the present distribution of the net proceeds of income-tax is 
without any principle and without any equity or reason. Thus we have 
pointed out that under the present arrangement, for every hundred 1upees 
collected in its territory, for income-tax Bombay gets Rs. 24, Uttar Pradesh 
gets Rs. 178, Madras gets Rs. 93, West Bengal gets Rs. 21, Bihar gets 
Rs. 322, Madhya Pradesh gets Rs. 215, Punjab gets Rs. 71, Assam gets 
Rs. 86, and Orissa get.s Rs. 617. 

Shri N alini Ranjan Sarker, in his successive Budget statements in the 
past, explained to the House how after the Partition the share of this State 
was reduced by about 3 crores though the net collection lost in East Bengal 
was only a few lakhs and the money thus taken away from us was 
distributed to other States without their asking for it. Shri C. D. Deshmukh, 
who was thereafter appointed an arbitrator, seems to have recognised tlJe 
justice of our claim, but he thought that the claim, if admitted, -.;;1·ould 
result in changes in the shares of other States and that a fair reallocation 
de nO'IJO eould har(lly be affected without changing the share of the Centre. 
But as a change in the share of the Centre was kept outside the scope of his 
enquiry and particularly in view of the fact that his award was to remain 
operative only for a short period of about two years, he left the question of 
reallocation de novo to be determined on a scientific basis by the Finance 
Commission. 

The Finance Commission is now touring all the States in India rmcl 
according to reports it is expected to submit final report by November ru·xt. 
We do hope that the Commission will give us the justice which has so long 
been denied to ns, hut which this partition-shattered State need,~ very 
badly today. 
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'l'he honourable members will notice that the pavers circulated include 
the following booklets, viz.-

(£z) the vVest Bengal State Uupee-1!-,rom where it comes and v,:here it 
goes; 

(b) statement showing the progress of development 8chemes and new 
schemes outside the deve]opment programme; and 

(c) statement showing estimated financial results of important schemes 
of GovernmPnt involving transactions of a conunercial or c:emi
commercial r!llture. 

It will appear that in several directions the level of expenditure ia \Vest 
l3engnl has exceeded the undivided Bengal level. 'l'he rille iR most ., 1.nking 
in road~; and irrigation. Our expenditure on education and medical relief 
and pubfic health has also exceeded the level ever reached in nndivirled 
BengaL Nevertheless as the honourable members are aware, -..ve !lid not 
make any great change in taxation. We did not levy any new tnx. The 
rates of three taxes only were increased, viz., the amusement tnx, the 
agricultmal income-tax and the motor vehicles tax. In the case of tlte 
betting tax some decrease was effected in view of the fact that the hig-her 
Tate of tax was encouraging bucket shops and the revenue was conseq twntly 
on the decline. With a lower rate the bucket ~;hops appear to havt'l been 
checked and the revenue is looking up. We have also increased om' rdeR 
of excise duty on country spirit, opium, foreign liquor, etc. \Ve have 
strengthened our taxation administration :mel this has yielded good rel'>ult. 
In the case of the sales tax, for example, the total revenue on the eYe of 
the Partition was 3.fJ0 crores from the wl10le of Bengal out of which a little 
over 2 crores was raised from the territories now comprising \Vest Beugal. 
vVe are now deriving revenue of G} crores from West Bengal without aHering 
the rate. To this increase the removal of the few item from the exemption 
list of the Sales 'fax Act has cmJtrilntte(l only a very l-lmall mnount ·--not 
more than two or three Jakhs. The habnce of the increase is uw.stl.v due 
to the strengthening of the administmt1on. 

On the capital side, tbe Damodar valley and the Mttyurakshi projects 
and the refugee rehabilitation schemes are being financed by loans obtained 
from the Government of India. 'rhe capital expenditure under the 
community development projectR will also be financed by loans from the 
Government of India. We raised an open market loan of 1 crore 75 lakhs 
last year and we propose to raise a similar loan of 2 CI'ores during the 
current year. The rest of the capital expenditure is being financed from 
our own resources. I may state for the information of the honoumble 
members that the loan of· 1 crore 75 lakhs raised last year was fully 
subscribed within a few minuteR of its opening. 

l!'or financing our development schemes we have to a considerable ex1ent 
depended on deficit financing in rece-nt years. If the Finance Commission 
rectifies the wrongs done to the State after Partition restoring to the State 
what are its legitimate dues in the matter of allocaion of the net proce,~ds 
of income-tax and jute duty and if the productive development schemes we 
have taken on hand fructify in the manner expected there should be I•O 

cause for anxiety. 

Though we have achieved much, I am conscious that much more yet 
remains to be done. In accomplishing what is left undone, I seek ~he 
co-operation, goodwill and guidance of every section of this H(;mse. Durmg 
the next five years, we are on trial; it is by our ability to brmg peace ~md 
plenty at the doors of our people that we shall be judged. Aml the 
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judgment of democracy is often harsh on those •who fail to. rend.er account 
to its satisfaction. So let us not fritter away our energies m useless 
controversies and quarrelling on trifles. That will not help any o£ 1~~ in 
achieving our common aim which is to bring good to the people. You will 
realise that this State is faced with problems many o£ which are acute and 
abnormal. Sometimes these admit of an equally· abnormal treatment "'' hich 
may not always be orthodox. In dealing with such problems we may 
commit mistakes; there is also the risk of wastage; but I will ask the House 
to bear with us in a spirit of sympathy and understanding so long <'S our 
intentions are honest and inspired by a desire tQ. do our best with~n t~e 
limitations of a given condition. The spirit of trust and understandmg m 
vital matters of social good is the best guide of an enlightened demoerncy; 
for democracy for the matter of that party government does no longer mean 
organised quarrel as it used to be in its early days. Amid the de:::tructio:1 
and dislocation left by the past, the immediate task before us. ~111.1 e to 
rebuild our material fabric and restore the severed human relabonsh1ps on 
which our culture rests. \Vhen so much has to be done and reconstr~wtion 
must be so elaborate, we shall perhaps do well to wait for better days to split 
hairs on fundamental principles and ult.imate aims. In the meantime, let 
us address ourselves to the task of bringing back this :lair State of oms to 
its pristine glory, with a chastened mind, and with heart within and God 
overhead. Let the Bengal of Rammohan and Keshab Chandra, Ramhishnrt 
and Vivekananda. Bankimchandra and Rabindranath, Surendranath and 
Chittaranjan once more take her proper place under the sun. (Applause.) 

Supplementary Estimate for the year 1952·53 

(Presented on the 19th lvfarch, 1953) 

The Hon'ble Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy: Sir, I beg to present under the 
Provisions of Article 205 o£ the Constitution a Statement of Supplementary 
Estimate O'f expenditure £OT the year 1952-53. The total amount covered 
b:y the present Supplementary Estimate is Rs. 1,50,02,900 of which the 
voted items account for Rs. 1,39,46,900 and the charged items for 
Rs. 10,56,000. There are only four voted items; of them the amount under 
Famine represents mainly additional expendit1ne on gratuitous relief and 
teRt relief works in the areas affected by distress. The amount under Loans 
and Advances represents agriculturists' loans granted in the distressed 
areas. The additional expenditure under these two items to the extent o£ 
Rs. ~5 lakhs has been met from the Contingency Fund and the Fund will 
he reimbursed on receiving sanction of thiR House to this expenditure . 

. 'l'he third item relating to Extraordinary Charges is mainly due to 
nllJustment of arrear loss on account of issue of food at subsidised rates to 
certain 1ow:-paid Government servants. 'rhe loss could not be adjusted laRt 
sear and will l1e arljm;ted this year on receipt of sanction of this House. 

, 'r~1e fourth item i~ a small one, relating to the pensions to members of 
tile Cooch Behar family. 

Of the eharged items, the amou11t under the head "Interest" does not 
wholly .repre;;ent additional expenditure but is mainly a book adjustment. 
As ther~ ~vas smaller ~apital expenditure under the !'Iayurakshi Project than 
\Yas ant1mpated at the time of preparing the Budget Estimates, the interest 
chargeable to that Project and adjusted under this head as deduction of 
expenditure also became smaller. The interest receivable from that heacl 
thus becoming smaller, the net amount un<ler "Interest" haR increased 
correspondingly. 
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The charged amount •under ''Civil "\Vorks" mainly represents cost of 
a(lr1ition and alteration to and payment of arrear municipal taxes of Raj 
Bbavan. 

The other charged items are minor. 

rrhe total amount for which the demand is placed is very small and 
mostly on account of re-adjustment that has to be made of an expenditure; 
this re-aL1.i ustment should havf\ heen made much earlier but only the accounts 
were not completeLl. T~at is why it has come here as a Supplementary 
Estimate. Secondly, the unprecedented distress which was not foreseen at 
the time of the preparation of the Budget accounted for the increase in 
expenditure. 

·with these words, Sir, I present the Supplementary Estimate of Expendi
ture foT ~he year 1952-53. 

Speech by Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, Finance Minister, in presenting the 
Budget for 1953·54 

(Presented on the Wth Februa,ry, 1953) 

I rise to present the Budget Estimates o£ the State of West Bengal for 
the finaneial year 1953-54. 

Together with the Civil Estimates and the Explanatory :Memorandum 
tl1ereon, commonly known as the Red Book, I have had circulated to the 
honourable members three other booklets, viz.-

(1) Statement showing the progress o£ Development Schemes and other 
new schemes included in the Revised !Estimate for 1952-53 and 
Budget Estimate for 1953-54; 

(2) 'l'he West Bengal Rupee-From where it comes and where it goes; 
and 

(3) Statement showing the results of some commercial and semi· 
commercial schemes undertaken by Government. 

'rhese three booklets, it is hoped, will be helpful to the honourable members 
in studying the Budget. . · 

Econom~c Situation. 

In presenting to the House the Budget Estimates for 1952-53 I stated 
last year: "As I look back to the immediate past and then to the future, 
I have a feeling that we have turned round the corner". I thank Providence 
that th1s statement has proved correct. 

In the year just gone hy, inflation was completely checked. After a 
long time the prices started moving in favour o£ the consumer. The 
general wholesale price index issued by the Economic Adviser to the 
Government o£ India, which stood at 457.5 in April, 1951, dropped to 
3'67.1 in May, 1952. It rose again to 389.0 in September, 1952, but has 
&gam come down to 372.7 in December, 1952. The working classes' cost of 
living index issued by our Labour Commissioner, which stood at 387 in 
August, 1951, dropped to :339 in April. 1952. and vvas 346 in December, 
1 !)52. . 
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A scltisfactory feature of the year is tl1at this fall in J?rices did not h!1ve 

<lllV ad•.~erse effect on production ·which went on increasmg. Thus durmg 
tn~ year 1\'e have had more food more cloth, more sugar' more steel, more 
{~oa( mme cement, more matche;, more paper, more fertilisers and .more of 
:many other things. Good weather, good relations between the ~ndustry 
aud the labour easier position in regard to industrial raw matenals-all 
nontnbuted to' this increased production. I,ower prices and increased 
production are evidence that transition from the high price economy to a 
low price economy was being effected in a smooth way and this enabled 
Government to remove controls and return to no..malcy m severa] spheres 
w1thout repeatina the sad experience of earlier years. Cloth, sugar and 
several other co~modities are now cheaper and easily available to the great 
satisfaction o£ the masses. 

Food position is also easier today. All restrictions on the movement of 
£oodgra.ins. within a district or between districts have been remo'\red. The 
only cordons that remain are those along the State border and round the 
statutorily rationed areas. In the non-rationed areas rice mills are now 
free to purchase paddy on condition that they will sell to Government one
third of their output at the Government procurement price, the remaining 
two-thirds being left to them for 8alE:> in the open market. In the statutorily 
rationGd areas the rice component of tl1e pm· capita ration has been increased 
from 4~ oz. to '6 oz. per adult per day and an additional quantity of rice 
•:ontinues to be made available through economic price rice shops. 

Tea is an important industrv in this State. In this industry the 
transition from the high price economy to a low price economy has not ,been 
as smooth as it has been in some other industries. The international agree
ment for limiting production introduced an element o£ protection to the 
industry as far back as 1933. During the war and the immediate post-war 
period the disappearance of the Indonesian supply and the bulk purchase 
system of Great Britain made it possible for the industry to sell almo,t 
vvhatev(~r could be produced and whatever be the quality and costs. These 
advantageous factors have now disappeared but by long existence they have 
leH deep marks on the industry which are making the transition to normalcy 
rather difficult. I am sure the resourcesfulness of the industry and the 
t>nJightened self-interest o£ labour, aided by the Central and the State 
Governments, where necessary, will be able to surmount all difficulties 
successfully. 

In 1952, the jute industry came out o£ a period o£ anxiety which began 
with Partition. The position of raw materials is easier today, the export 
duty has been reduced and gTeater attention is being paid to the market. 
It is increasingly being realised that greater attention to the market and 
f'reater efficiency in production are now essential to the prosperity of the 
mdushy. 'Vhile the p~oblem of raw material to the industry is now solved, 
th~ pro1Jlem o£ good pnces to the grower of tlle raw material has appeared. 
!:lemg the .biggest P.roducer of jute goods in the world, we are undoubtedly 
~u~erested m low prwes of raw jute. But the grower must have a fair price 
I[ he_ mnst 5row raw jute for the }ndustry. In ~his matter the jute-growers, 
the .Jutc·-mul owners, and the Crovernment w1ll co-operate to ensure a 
rdasonable return to the grower. 

~n the year 1952 the volumt.· of trade increased appreciably. During the 
rmnod Jan nary to October, 19.52, the volume o£ exports which passed 
tlu?ugb the Port o£ qaleutta. was 5,273,000 tons as against 4,099,000 tons 
~lurmg· t.he eorreRpondmg period of 1951. During the same period the 
1mports to the Calcutta Port amonnted to 3,343,000 tons as against 3,190,000 
ions of the corresponding period of the previous year. 0£ the export:'l, the 
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largest increases oceurred nuder coal, ores and serap. Coal increased fro.:n 
2,112,000 tons to 3,186,000 tons; ores increased from 284,000 tons to 628,000 
tons; sera p increased from 40,000 tons to 222,000 tons. Of the imports, 
the la1·geqt increase was under petroleum which increased from 599,000 tons 
to 777,000 tons. Salt inereasell from 419,000 tons to 425,000 tons and 
foodgrains inereased from 1,247,000 tons to 1,277,000 tons. 

Five-Year· Plan. 

During 1952 the Pive~Year Plan wat> finalised. Tl1e Plan eontm~1plates 
an e:xpencliture of 2,069 crores by Central and State Governments m the 
five-year periof1, produetive uctivities outRide thiH G-overnment Sector being 
lc:ft to private eni;erprise. Of the tobl expenditure of 2,0()9 erores in the 
Government Seetor, 24 per cent. is on transport and communications, 21 
per eent~ is on irrigation ineluding multi-purpose irrigation and power 
projeets, 17.5 per cent. is on ngrieultnre and communHy f1evelopment, 16.4 
per ef'nt. iR on soeial serviees, 8.4 per uent .. is on industry, 6.1 per cent. is 
on power, 4.1 per cent. is on reha1Jilit.ation and 2.5 per cent. is on miscella
JH~<nlA items .. Bxeluding t1Je Damoclar Valley Projeet, the Community 
Development. Proje(~ts, etc., which come within the Central Sector of the 
Plan, the Plan for the Govermnent of West Bengal contemplates an 
Pxpenditure O't 69 cr·ores in five years. 0£ this expenclitUTe of 69 crores, 
2G.9 per eent. is on social Bervires in eluding education, medical, public 
health, etc., 23.3 per cent. iB on major irrigation and power projects, 22.9 
pPr c1•nt. is on communication and tnwsport, 15.2 per cent. is on agriculture 
aud rural development and 1. 7 per cent. is on industry. It will appear that 
the gTe<ltest emphasis in the vV\est Beng-al l)lan is on social serviees, irriga
tiori-C1.l'm-power projeets and communication and transport taking the second 
and t.he third places, respectively. 

'l'hat. the Plan is a move in the right direetion and that the finalisation 
oJ the Plan iR a hiRt.orieal ~went of great significance nobody can deny. A 
great merit of the Plan is that it dearly demarcates the Government Seetor 
awl the private Sedor Ro that private enterpriRe also ean go ahead on the 
path of produetive activity without any confusion or misgiving. The 
eriiies of the }Jlan can be broadly divided into four categories. Some critics 
are of the opinion that the Plan is too ambitious and cannot ,be success£ul1y 
rxermted without causing inflation and consequential hardship to the 
people. Others have said that the Plan seeks to achieve too little. 'L'hP 
third group of critics find fault with the distribution of expenditme over 
the various services in the Plan. Almost eaeh possible manner of different 
distribution has its exponent in this group. The crities of the fourth eate
g-ory are of the opinion that the re'lianee on foreign capital has been rather 
too great. . 

This eountry is poo.r and ours is a baekward economy. It is natural that 
poverty makes us impatient and induces a wish for a quick change. Our 
fin:;tnci!ll d~ficiency, however, severely limits our capacity to go forward. 
Tlus d1spanty between needs and capacity is the great tragedy. Those who 
are of the opinion that the Plan is too ambitious are only thinking about our 
poor capacity for performance. Those who state that the Plan Beeks to 
achieve too little are only thinking about Dur great deficits in all directions 
and the urgeney for betterment. Those who criticise the distribution Df 
expenditure are mostly looking at the deficiency in particular .sectors Dnly. 
The solution of the problem o£ disparity between needs and capacity must lie 
not in emphasising one in disregard of another but in finding a method of 
bringing about an all-round development. This is what the Plan seeks to do. 
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• It is not claimed that another manner o£ distribution o£ the expenditure is 
impossible. All that is claimed is that the ma11ner adopted in the Plan. is 
.quite reasonable. Further, all the details o£ the Plan are not immutab~e. It 
would b<o a batl Plan, if it were so. As we go <forward, we must brmg to 
hear on the Plan all the lessons of our experience and all the requirements 
of a developing and changing situation. At this stage I appeal to all to go 
forward with all the enthusiasm which the Plan rightly calls forth rrom all 
oi us . 

. Regarding the fomth ty_Pe of cr~ticism, the figures will ~ell t~eir o":n 
tale. 0£ the resources provided for m the Plan, the largest Item rs pubhc 
savings from current revenues and amounts to• 738 crores. The next 
higge~t item is private savings amounting to 520 crores. The extern~l 
assistance received is only 156 crores. In a Plan o£ over 2,000 crores tlus 
is a paltry sum. Apart from the figures, there is nothing wrong in this 
loan. H it is necessary to take the help o£ foreign aid so that we can 
accelerate the rate of our progress and consequently the rate of improvement 
in the standard o{ living of the masses, there can be nothing wrong in it. 
The United States of America, Canada and Russia were developed with the 
help of foreign loans. China also is going in for foreign loans to accelerate 
the Tate of her progress. H with a loan from the \Vorld Bank we can 
compleie ir1 two to three years the Damodar Valley Project which witho~nt 
it 1ve eould not complete at all or would take ten years more to complete 
and i£ such aiel is available without affecting 01u dignity as a free country 
and >Yith no loss of self-respect as a nation, we would take it, because the 
mm;ses are benefited by it. On the resources side of the Plan small savings 
of the poorer people have beer, estimated to yield 270 crores out of a total 
private s·wings of 520 crores. There has recently been a shift in the income 
struetur() of our economy and money incomes have been better distributed 
and have trickled down to the masses in a quite appreciable measure. The 
ma,.,ses h:we, therefore, to be persuaded to acquire the habit of saving which 
wiil give them freedom from wants and a eonfirlence in the future. By 
proviJin,g for the largest amount of saving from these classes, the Plan not 
only secures funds for development but also seeks to improve the position 
of the masRes by winning them away from the path of improvidence to the 
path o:f tlnift and thereby making them better eitizens in a democracy. 

'rLe above critieism only helps to bring into relfef the realistic eharacter 
of the Plan. Honourable members will notice that during the next year 
we ;;hall be spending nearly 14 crores on development schemes in West 
BengaL This is nearly the annual average of the estimated expenditure of 
the :five·-year period. In the Plan the target of extra production of jute fixed 
for \Vest Bengal at the end of the five-year period is 10 lakh bales over the 
production of 1950-51 which was 14.96 hkh bales. The production already 
achieved during 1952-53 has been 24.13 lakh bales. Thus l:)oth in the 
anti.ual average rate of expenditure for development as well as in raw jute 
production we have almost reached the target fixsd for us in the Plan. 
1v'ith rld.ermination we do hope to rmeceed in the exeeution of tl1e Plan. 

Finance Commiss£on. 

DtLrinQ· the year 1952-53 the first Finance Commission appointed under 
ArticJe ~t--\0(1) of the Constitution completed its >vork and submitted its 
report. The report has been accepted by the President. It was laid before 
Parliumen_t on the 13th o£ this month and is now public property. We had 
heen loolnng forward to the rerJOTt of the Commission for the rectification 
o~ tl1e grave 'njustice done to this State in the past, in the matter of 
dJStribution o£ the net proceeds of income-tax and in fixing the grant in 
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lien of the share in the net proceeds of the export duty on JUte and JUte 
products. We confess we .have been disappointed. Under the Deshmukh 
Award, Government of Inrlia userl to retain 1 per cent. of the net proceeds 
of income-tax as attributah]e to Part C States and of the balance, 50 per 
eent. was retained by the Government of ~nclia and 50 pe~· cent. was 
distribute(l amon(J' the Part A States. Tlnder the recommendat10ns of the 
:Fmance Commission, Government of India would retain 2.75 per cent. of 
the net proceeds as attributa·ble to Part C States and of the balance 45 per 
cent. would be retained by the Government of India and 55 per cent. would 
he distributed among the Part A and Part B States. 0£ the amount 
divi~ihle among the States, \Vest Bengal used to get 13~ per cent. under the 
Deslur.ukh Award but wo,1ltl get only llt per cent. under the reeommenda
tionR o£ the Finance Commission. 

't'he grant-in~aicl of the revenues of this State in lieu of assignment of 
a share of the net proceeds of the export .duty on jute and jute products has 
been iixeii by the Finance Commission at 1 crore 50 lakhs instead o£ 1 crore 
5 lakhs under the Deshmukh Award. 

'rhe third recommendation of the Finance Commission is that under 
Article> 272 of the Constitution 4.0 per cent. o£ the net proceeds of Union 
duties oi excise on tobacco, matehes and vegetable products should he 
distributed among Part A and Part B States. The share of West Bengal 
in the amount distributable to the States has been fixed at 7.16 per cent. 

The fourth recommendation of the I<'inanee Commission is that a sum o£ 
80 lakh~ .'lhould be paid each year to this State under the substantive portion 
of Article 275(1) of the Constitution. 

In these recommenrlations the net proeeeds of the income-tax are 
di~tributed among the States partly on the hasiR of population and partly 
on the h:u:is of collection, 80 per cent. being distributed on the basis of 
population antl 20 per cent. on the basis ot eolleetion. 'The net :proceeds 
of Union (tnties o£ excise are rlistributetl among tlw States on the basis of 
population only. 'l'he grant-in-aid of 80 lakhs is said to he fixed on the 
bas~s of needs. rrhe grant-in-aiel in lieu of a share in the net proceeds of 
the export duty on jute and jute produets is fixed on the ,basis of the revenue 
of 1940-50. 62~ per cent. of the revenue of that year is reclucecl in the 
ratio which the jute grown in ''rest Bengal, Bihar. Orissa and Assam in 
that yea.:· bore to the total quantity of raw jute which was either directly 
exported in that year or was required to manufacture the jute goods 
exported in that year. The amount so reduced is distributerl amongst the 
four jute-growing States in the ratio o£ jute grown in each o£ these States 
in that year. The net result is that the four jute-growing States will now 
get 32! per cent. instead of 62t per eent. as under the Niemeyer Award and 
that on the revenue of 1949-50 and not of subsequent years when the revenue 
increaRed tremendously. 

The rPvenue gap grant which this State has been receiving in respect 
o£ Uooch Behar is to be discontinued. 

All thP recommendations take effect as from this vear. The Revised 
Estimat,e o~ the current yeaT and the Budget Estimate of the next year 
have aecordmgly been based on these recommendations . 

. I will refra~n _from ma~ing any detailed comments on the report of the 
;Fmanr.£ CommiSSion at this stage. In several respects the report is an 
Improvement on the present position. 'rhus it recommends distribution 
for the first time of a portion of the net proceeds of some Union duties of 
exci<\e and thereby brings into use Article 272 of the Constitution which 
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has been a dead letter so long. Secondly, it recommends .grants t~ State 
Governments in need of assistance under the substantive portiOn o£ 
Article 275(1). Thirdly, the distribution of the net proceeds of both ~ncome
tax and Union duties of e:s:c1se is based on a concrete formula umformly 
applied to all States. On the other hand the fixation of the grant in lieu 
of .1 share nf the export duty on jute and jute goods is at best unrealistic, 
being fixeil on the figures of 1949-50. The calculation by which the grant 
to this State under the substantive pOTtion of ~~rticle 275(1) has been fixed 
at 80 lakhs has not been made clear. But by any reckoning ou~ needs are 
murh greater. Our greatest grievance about the recommendatiOns, how
ever, is that in distributing proceeds of income-tax contribution or deriva
tion is given as low a weightage as 1 to 4 and U n:on duties of excise is 
distributed on the basis of population only and not on the basis of consump
tion. l.1 the latter case the Commission recognises that consumption is a 
better basis of distribution but desists from adopting it on the ground of 
lack of data and suggests that data in this respect should be collected so 
that the next Finance Commission may base its recommendation in this 
respe(\t on a sounder basis. We must also hope that the next Finance 
Commission will give adequate weightage to contribution or derivation in 
the matter of distribution of the proceeds of income-tax. Till then we have 
to reconcile ourselves to the position under which the State Government 
will receive credit, not for increasing industrial and business activity in 
their respective territories, nor for raising the standard of living of their 
people which also helps such increase in production, but .for simply the 
number of their population. I am sure, students of economics and public 
finance would in the meantime carry on intensive study of the subject so 
that the next Finance Commission may get the full benefit of such scientific 
studies. 

Estimates. 

I will now discuss seriat?:m the Revised Estimates for the current year 
and the Budget Estimates for the commg year. 

THE YEAR 1952-53. 

Opem:ng Balance. 

The year 1952-53 aetually opened with a balance of 7 crores 28 lakhs 
instead of 2 crores 68 lakhs as anticipated at the Budget stage. This 
represents an improvement of 4 crores 60 lakhs and is mainly due to slower 
clearance of food debits £rom the Central Government during the year 
1951-52. The amount of food debit left outstanding at the end of 1951-52 
was greater by 3 crores 96 lakhs than what was anticipated at the Budget 
stage. The balance of the improvement was due to small variations under 
other heads. 

Revenue Receipts. 

The total revenue receipts have improved from 36 crores 37 lakhs to 
38 crores 30 lakhs, i.e., by 1 crore 93 lakhs. Out o£ this 1 crore 2'6 lakhs 
represents the share of this State in tl1e net proceeds of Uu'ion Excise Duties 
which, according to the recommendations of the Finance Commission are 
bei~g shared with the ~tat~s as from this year under the provision~ of 
Article 272 of the Const1tut10n. There is an improvement of 24 lakhs under 
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Other Taxe~ and Duties consisting of 10 lakhs under Betting Tax, 9 lakhs 
under Sales Tax and 5 laldis under Blectrieity Duties. There is an increase 
of 46 lakhs under Miscellaneous and this is due mainly to larger credits of 
unclaimed deposits lapsed to Government and reimbursement by the 
Government of India o£ the charges incmrred by the State Government in 
previous years on account of the . relief a;u<l rehabilita~ion of .displaced 
persons which were not adjusted m recluetwn of expenditure flurmg those 
years. On the basis of the reeommenclation of the Finance Commission the 
grant in lieu of the share in the net proceeds of export duty on jute and 
jute products has been inereased from 1 m·ore 5 lakhs to 1 crore 50 lakhs, 
the norant under the substantive portion of Article 275(1) of Lhe Constitution 
of l~Hlia has been takerf at 80 lakhs instearl oi nil and the grant to cover 
the revenue gap in Cooch Behar has been taken at nil instead of 12 lakhs. 
A provision for a grant of (i lakhs has been inCluded in the Revised for 
welfare of rrr~bal people. The net result is an improvement of 1 erore 
l!J lakhs under Grunt:->-in-aid from Union Government . 

• 
'l'he increases are partly offset by decreases of 19 lakhs under State 

1Exeise Duties clue mainly to diversion of eonsumption of country spirit from 
licit to illicit channel on account of the present economic recession, 13 lakhs 
under Agriculture on account of smaller subvention from Government of 
Inr1ia in respect of inten;;ive food 1n·oduetion sehemes, 22 lakhs unrler 
Industries due Jnainly to smaller Hale of Cinehona products, 15 lakhs under 
Multi-purpose Hiver Schemes (Mayurakshi !Jrojeet) due to absence of 
demand for canal water for irrigation as a result of unusual rains this year, 
14 lakhfr under Road "fransport Seheme and 2;) lakhs under Extraordina(y 
Receipts due to smaller reeeipt oi gnmt from. the Government of India on 
the hasi:'l of the progress of expenaiture on Community Development 
Projects. 

Revenue E:cpend,itnre. 

The total revenue expenditure for the year 1952-53 is 42 erores 13 lakhs 
aer:onling t.o the HeviAed Estimate as against 42 r.rores 4 lakhs aecordinrr 
to the Bridget Bstimate. 'fhe variat.iou:-; nuder Nepn.rate heads almost oanee~ 
one another aH<l as a result tlHlre is little over-all variation. The largest 
increaHe is under Bxtraordinar·y Charge:-; 1n India amounting to 91 lakhs 
mainly on aeeount nf adjustment during the current year of arrear loss for 
supply of toodstuf'l' to certain elasses o:£ Government servants at eoncession 
rates. The other appreeiable increases are 34 lakhs under Famine due to 
prevalenee of distress in 24-Parganas and other districts, 17 lakhs undu 
Civil \:V orks (lue mainly to larger expenditure on certain building schemes 
relating to the Development Programme and maintenance of eertain addi
tional roads and hnildings taken over by the Wiorks and Buildings Depart
ment and 10 lakhs under Superannuation Allowanees and Pensions due to 
inclusion of provision for death and retiring gratuities admissible under the 
New Pension Rules. 

The inereae is partly offset by decrease of expenditure of 31 lakhs uncler 
Police mainly on account of non-implementation in full of the new set-up 
of t)1e Presidency Police anc~ 29 lakhs under Community Development 
ProJects clue to the work bemg started later t11an anticipated. Smaller 
expenditure on Health Centres mainly accounts for decrease of 22 lakhs 
under Medical and smaller payment of Pre-partition claims passed by the 
Application Committee due to stop orders issued by courts in certain cases 
causes a cleerease of 14 lakhs under Pre-partition Payments. A large-scale 
release of detenues and aholition of the Buxa Special Jail have resulted in 
a decrease o.f expenditure of 12 lakhs under Jails and Convict Settlements. 
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The decrease o£ 12 lakhs under Public Health is "lll.ainly attributable to 
smaller purchase of quinine during the current year on account o£ a larger 
outstanding stock of the previous year. Slower progress of work on certain 
food production schemes and non-utilisation in full of the provision for the 
schemes for the introduction of compulsory primary and basic education 
mainly account for the decrease of 11 lakhs under Irrigation and 11 lakhs 
under Education, respectively. 

Capital Expenditure. • 
The provision for capital expenditure during the year 1s 16 croree 90 

lakhs according to Revised Estimate as against 23 crores '68 lakhs in the 
Budget Estimate. Out o£ this total decrease of 6 crores 7'8 lakhs. decrease 
of 3 cr·ores 68 lakhs is under Expenditure on Displaced Persons and ie due 
mainly to smaller expenditure on cost of acquisition and developm~t of 
lands for rehabilitation purposes. Smaller expenaitwre on pamodar Valley 
Project accounts for a decrease of 1 crore 55 lakhs under ~iulti-purposs 
River Schemes. 'rhere is a decrease of 58 lakhs under Community Develop~ 
ment Projects and this is due to the work not "Qeing started as early as 
anticipated while smaller expenditure on development o£ State roads 
accounts for a decrease of 27 lakhs under Capital Account of Civil Works 
outside the Revenue Account. Adjustment of arrear losses in the supply of 
foodstuff at concession rates to certain classes of Government employees in 
reduction of expenditure by corresponding debit to the revenue head Extra
ordinary Charges in India mainly accounts for the decrease of 40 lakhs under 
Capital Outlay on Schemes of State· 'frading partly counter-balanced by a 
net increase in other transactions. The other decreases are 16 lakhs under 
Road Transport Schemes and 14 lakhs under other schemes. 

Debt and Other Heads. 

Under this head are recorded the transactions in regard to the loans taken 
by the State Government, the State provident funds, contingency fund, 
sinking funds, deposits. and advances of various nature including deposits 
of the ci-vil, revenue and criminal courts, deposits of the local bodies, loans 
and advances by the State Government, etc. 'l'emporary investments o£ the 
surplus cash balance in treasury bills are also accounted for under this head. 

The receipts and expenditure in the Revised Estimate under th'ese heads 
almost balance each other, excluding investments in treasury bills, cash. 
credit advances from the Imperial Bank of India for financing purchase of 
foodgrains, loans from Union Government, loans raised in the open market 
and loans and advances by the State Government. 

The Revised !Estimate for loans from Union Government is 19 crores 
23 lakhs against 25 crores 22 lakhs provided for in the Budget Estimate. 
The decrease is due to reduction by 3 crores 42 lakhs in the amount of loan 
£or relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons, as well as to curtailment 
of loans by 1 crore 55 lakhs in the case of the Damodar Valley Project, 
51 lakhs in the case of the Intensive Food Production Schemes, 47 lakhs in 
the case of the Community Development Projects and 4 lakhs in the case of 
the Jute Development Scheme. 

The Revised Estimate includes provision for a loan of 2 crores raieed by 
the State Government in the marlcet for financing some development schemes 
involving capital expenditure, as provided in the Budget. 

B-25 
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On the expenditu-re side the H.evised Estimate under Loans and Advances 
by the State Governments' stands at 6 cro,;es 23 ~akhs as ~gainst 5 cror~s 
26 lakhs in the Budget. The increase of 91 lakhs 1s due to mcreased pro-VI
sion of 71 lakhs for loans to displaced persons and 15 lakhs for advances to 
cultivators in distressed areas. The balance of the increase is due to 
inclusion o£ a provision of 11 lakhs for loans for Community Development 
l)rojects. 

Net Resttlt. 

The year 1952-53 ~nds with a revenue deficit o£ 3 crores 84 lakhs. The 
deficit outside the revenue account amounts to 1 crore 42 lakhs. The total 
deficit is, therefore, of the order of 5 crores. As a result the opening 
balance of the year amounting to 7 crores dwindles down to 2 crores with 
which the year 1953-54 opens . 

• 
•ruE YEAR 1953-54. 

Reruenue Receipts. 

The Budget Estimate of revenue receipt for the year 1953-54 stands at 
38 crores 116 lakhs as against the Revised Estimate of 38 crores 30 lakhs for 
the current year. There is a fall of 20 lakhs under Taxes on Income, 
12 lakhs under State Excise Du.ties, 13 lakhs under Civil Works and 
~5 lakhs under :Miscellaneous. 'rhere is, on the other hand, an improve
ment of 11 lakhs under Interest, 14 Jakhs under :Multi-purpose River 
Schemes and 30 lakhs under Extraordinary Receipts. 

The estimate:s under '!'axes on Income consist of the flstimate of receipts 
under Agricultural Income-tax and estimate of the share of the State 
Government in the net proceeds o£ the Central income-tax. Thfl former 
shows an increase of 3 lakhs over the Revised Estimate of the current year. 
The latter which shows a decrease of 23 lakhs :is basfld on the forecast com
munieah:d by the Government of India following the recommendations of 
~he Ji'inance Commission. The decrease under State Excise Duties is due 
mainly to progressive reduction in the supply o£ opium by the Government 
of India according to the ten-year programme of complete prohibition of 
opium except for scientific and medicinal purposes. Smaller provision for 
receipts from the Central Road Fund on account of smaller programme of 
Road Fund works accounts for the deerflase under Civil "\Vorks. The 
absence of provision for arrear recovery from the Government of India of 
expenditure on displaced persons mainly causes decrease under 
Miscellaneous. 

The increase under Interest is due to provision for receipt of interflst 
[rom the Calcutta Corporation on account of outstanding loans according to 
the programme of repayment. The anticipated receipt of water-rates from 
the completed portion of the :Mayurakshi Project contributes to the improve
ment under :Multi-purpose River Schemes. The increase under Extra
ordinary Receipts is due to larger amount or contribution receivable from 
the· Government of India on account of larger expenditure on the Community 
Development Projects. 

Revenue Ea:penditure. 

The Budget Bstimate of revenue expenditure for the year 1953-54 is 
43 crores 27 lakhs as against the Revised 1Estimate of 42 crores 13 lakhs for 
1952-53. Thus the total revenue expenditnrfl has increased by 1 crore 
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14 lakhs. The largest increase is that under Bducation, being of the order 
of t64 lakhs. The second largest increase is under Civil Works and 
amounts to 56 lakhs. Community D•welopment Projects account for an 
increase of 44 lakhs and Public Health £or 17 lakhs. Besides, there i:> an 
increase of 11 lakhs under Forest, 14 lakhs under Appropriation for Retiuc
tion or Avoidance of Debt, 15 lakhs under Police, 14 lakhs under Interest 
on Capital Outlay on Multi-purpose River Schemes, and 17 lakhs under 
Pre-partition Payments. 'l'he increase is offset by a decrease of 65 lakhs 
under Famine, 37 lakhs under Extraordinary Charges in India and 36 lakhs 
under Irrigation. • 

Additional provision for new schemes including the scheme for enhance
ment of the dearness allowance of the teachers and other staff of the non
Government Primary and Secondary Schools and Colleges and enhancement 
of the pay of prim"ary school teachers mainly contributes to tll,P increase 
under Education. The increase under Forest is due mainly to provision 
for compensation for waste lands under acquisition in connection with the 
afforestation programme. The increase under Appropriation for Reduction 
or A voidance of Debt is due to inclusion of provision £or contribution to the 
sinking and depreciation funds in respect of the open market loan of 2 crores 
raised in the current year. Inclusion of a full year's provision for some 
posts lying vacant for a part of the current year in the new set-up under 
Presidency Police mainly accounts for the increase under Police. Addi
tional provision for new building projects contributes to the increase under 
Civil ""\V' orks. Increase under Community Development Projects is due to 
a larger programme of work. J.1arger provision for control of malaria under 
the development programme mainly accounts for increase under Public 
Health. The increase under Interest on Capital Outlay on Multi-purpose 
River Schemes is due to inclusion of interest charges on the progressively 
higher outlay on Thfayurakshi Project. Anticipated withdrawal of etop 
orders by Courts and consequential larger payment of outstanding bills of 
contractors passed by the Application Committee account fm the increase 
under Pre-partition Payments. 

The decrease under Irrigation is due mainly to smaller expenditure in 
connection with intensive food produdion schemes while that under Famine 
is due to omission of additional provision for relief operations in the areas 
affected by distress during the current year. The decrease under Extra
ordinary Charges is due mainly ·to smaller provision for adjustment of loss 
in respect of supply of foodstuff to certain classes of Government employees. 

Capital E::l'penditnre. 

The total capital expenditure in the Budget Estimate for 1953-54 is 21 
crores 2 lakhR as against lG crores 90 lakhs in the Revised Estimate for 
1952-53. The provision includes 10 crores 3 lakhs on account of this 
Government's share of expenditure on Damodar Valley Project, 3 crores 
95 lakhs for Mayurakshi Project, 2 crores 95 lakhs for development o£ State 
roads, 1 crore _14 lakhs for Kanchrapara Arc,a Development Sd1eme, 12 
lakhs ~~r b_uilding ~esidential :B.ats at Raraiya Road, 2 crores 80 lakhs on 
Rel1abihtatw_n of Displaced Persons, 1 crore 3 lakhs for Community Deve
lopment Pro.1ects, 28 lakhs on account of Road Transport Scheme, 13 lakhs 
for North Calcutta Rural Electrification Scheme and Cooeh Behar Electricity 
Extension Scheme and 6 lakhs for certain small agricultural an(! industrial 
development projed.s. Unr1er State 'rrading Schemt"JS, the result is a nei 
receipt of 1 erore 47 lakhs. . 
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IJebt and Other Heads. 

Exduding loans from Union Government and the loan raised in _the 
··open market and loans and advances by the. State Government, the rece1pts 
and disbursements under these heads almost balance each other. 

The provision for loans from U n~on Go;vernment. ~s 2? crores 23 lakhs 
~aO'ainst 19 crores 23 lakhs in the Revised. rhe prov1s10n mcludes 10 crores 
·3"' lakhs on account of this Government's share of expenditure on the 
Damodar Valley Project,, 3 crores % lakhs _for the M..~y~ra~~~-- ~-=~ject, 
6 CI'Ores 38 lakhs for va~ous schemes of cap1tal expenditure wr relna and 
rehabilitation o£ displaced persons as well as grant of advan<~es to them, 
42 lakhs for Intensive Food Production Schemes, 4 lakhs for Improvement 
of the Sibpur Engineering College and 1 crore 41 lakhs for capital expendi
ture on Community Development Projeets. 

We propose to raise a loan of 2 crores next year to finance eertain. 
development schemes involving .capital Axpenditure. 

On the expenditure side, provision has been made under loans and 
advances by the State Government for 45 1akhs for advances to cultivators, 
14 lakhs for loans to owners of beel fisheries and tank fisheries and to 
growers of agricultural produce, 22 lakhs for cattle purchase loan, 10 lakhs 
for advances to the Provincial Co-operative Bank in terms of the Govern
ment guarantee in respect o£ non-realisation of investments in lEast Bengal 
and for financing the land mortgage hanks, 3 lakhs for giving aid to 
industries under the State Aid to Industries Aet and 3 crores 58 lakhs for 
loans to displaced persons for house-building, cultivation, etc., 38 lakhs £or 
loans for Community Development Projects, 14 lakhs £or loans to local 
hodies, 2 lakhs £or loans to artisans and 4 lakhs £or loans to Gover:ament 
s-ervants for house-building and other purposes. 

Net Res·nlt. 

rt'he revenue clefieit for the year 1953-54 is 5 erores 11 lakhs. The deficit 
outside the revenue account is i crore 3 lakhs. 'rhe total deficit for the next 
year therefore amounts to 6 crores. Setting off against it the opening 
balanee of 2 crores the year is expected to elose with a negative balance of 
4 crores. The State has a public debt o£ 3 crores 75 lakhs at present. At 
the end of the next year, the 1mblic debt will amount to 5 crores 75 lakhs. 
Our total debt to the Union Government at the end or 1952-53 stands at 
55 crores 94 lakhs and will increase to 77 crores 79 lakhs at the end of 
1953-54: This debt includes an advance of 2 crores 50 lakhs granted by 
the U mon Government to help us clear half the debit balance with the 
Reserve Bank left by the Government of Undivided Bengal the other half 
of which was cleared by the Government of East Bengal. 'The balance of 
75 erores 29 lakhs consists of 24 crores 40 laks on account of rehabilitation 
of 4isplaced persons, 33 crore,g 6 laklls on accoun.t of Damodar Valley 
ProJect, 13 crores 34 lakhs on account of }fayurakshl and other development 
projects, I crore 64 lakhs for Grow More Food or Intensive Food Production 
Schemes, 80 lakhs for schemes of dispersal of displaced college students 
from Calcutta, 14 lakhs for development of Sibpur Engineering College, 
3 lakhs for Jute Development Schemes and 1 crore 88 lakhs for Community 
Development Projects. 

The Progress. 

The unsettling effects of Partition and the Plan under execution 
do~inate the economic situation in the State. With determination we are 
gomg forwa~d ~>teadily. Our revenue receipt which was 31 crores 77 lakhs 
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in 1948-49 has gone up to 38 crores 16 la~hs in 1953-54: Our revenue 
expenditure which was 29 crores 10 lakhs m 1~48-49 h~s mcreased to .43 
crores 27 lakhs in 1953-54. Our capital expenditure which was a negative 
sum in 1948-49 has risen to 21 crores 2 lakhs in 1953-54. The total outlay 
on displaced persons in this State under revenue, capital and debt heads 
covering the shares o£ the U nio!l and the State Governments amounts to· 
38 c:rores to the end of 1952-53 and would amount to 48 crores to the end o£ 
1953-54. As stated before, in 1953-54, that is, the third year of the Plan,. 
our expenditure on development schemes will amount to near~y 14 crores 
which is nearly the annual average of the estimated expenditure o~ t~e 
Five-Year Plan. As from the date of the PartitiOil up to the end of l9o0-o4 
we shall be spending 24 crores G3 lakhs on development schemes in the 

·revenue side of the Budget, 31 crores 84 lakhs on productive development 
schemes on the capital side o£ the Budget, and 33 crores 16 lakhs on the 
Damodar Valley Project. The total expenditure is thus nearly 90 crores. 
Of this, the expenditure in the current year and the last year tog~ther with 
the expenditure in the coming year amounts to 12 crores 89 la:Khs on the 
revenue side, 26 crores 15 lakhs on the Damodar Valley Project and 20 
crores 74 lakhs on other productive development schemes on the capital 
side. Thus the total expenditure is nearly 60 crores during these three 
years. How our expenditure on education, medical, public health, roads 
and irrigation is increasing from year to year will be seen from the State
ments given in the .West Bengal Rupee-From where it comes and where 
it goes. It will be evident that under revenue expenditure the greatest 
emphasis is being given to social services as contemplated in the Plan. The 
expenditure under Education has increased hom 2 crores 56 lakhs in 1948-49 
to 4 crores 52 lakhs in 1953-54 and that under Medical has increased from 
2 crores 77 lakhs in 1948-49 to 3 crores 53 lakhs in 1953-54. Between 31st 
March, 1948, and 31st March. 1953, i.e., in a period of :five years mileage 
of Government roads has increased from 1,347 to 2,627, i.e., hy 1,280. Thus 
we have constructed roads at the rate o£ 7 miles in every 10 days. The 
number of scholars in primary institutions has increased from about 13 lakhs 
in 1949-50 to about 15 lakhs in 1951-52 and the number of teachers in these 
institutions has increased from about 41,000 to nearly 44,000 over the same 
period. The number of technical institutions teaching certificate and 
diploma courses has increased from 3 in 1949-50 to 12 in 1951-52 and the 
number of scholars in these institutions has increased from 300 to 2,020 
over this period. Between March. 1948, and December 1952, the number 
o£ our hospitals including Health Centres and Auxilia;y Government and 
Famine Relief Emergency Hospitals but excluding special hospitals 
increased from 336 to 441. Over the same period the number of tuber
culosis beds increased from 981 to 1,823 and that o£ leprosy beds increased 
from 1644 to 9168. During the current year we started an Agricultural 
College and thereby repaired a serious gap in our system o£ agricultural 
education caused by Partition. Since the date of Partition the irrigated 
area has increased from about 15.5 per cent. to about 23 per cent. o£ the 
net cropped area in the State, and Government have sanctioned loans of 
3 Crores 75 lakhs to agrieulturists in the formR OI cattle-purehase loan, 
agriculturists' loan, ]and improvement loan and crop loan. The Harin
ghata. milk distribution centres in 03;l~utta which numbered 20 a year ago 
have mcreased to 41 and 3 or 4 additional centres are being opened every 
month. Haringhata has now a herd of 1,444 of which as many as 970 are 
calves. As these calves attain maturity the mi1k produdion will increase 
~nd as more calves are born the herd will reach its full strength of 2,000 
m a,bont one year and a half. The Haringhata Farm has also be()'un 
distributing £arm-born bulls in certain conc-entrated areas with a vie; to 
improve the stock in the localities and it is hoped that we shall be able to 
do away with the need for importing better bulls in two to three years. 
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Next year we are taking U]J a new programme o·f provincialisa:tion of 
veterinary hospitals in the district headquarters and shall be startmg four 
new veterinary hospitals outside district headquarters. 

I need hardly mention more instances. Evidenee of steady progress 
will be found as the honomable members go through the Budget papers 
themselves. 

Unemployment. 

In spite of all this alttivity and steady progress unemployment, parti
cularly among Lhe middle-class, per.~i~<ts. Aef~ordi~g to tl~e. theory o:£ 
unemployment accepted in the vVestern countnes, n~vestment 1s. a remedy 
of unemployment and inflation begins only when mvestment IS , pushed 
beyond the level o£ full employment. In a backward economy hke ours 
this theor;'ji apparently does not hold good. In this country, infla~ion begins 
long before the level o:£ full employment is reached and stands m the way 
o£ further investment. This again .makes the problem o£ unemployment 
peculiarly difficult of solution. 'fhe Western theory assumes that the 
unemployed people are all employable according to the requirement of 
industry and trade and that the industries and trades in which they are 
employable are fully equipped. W'hen on aecount of a recession or other 
reasons, people become unemployed and the equipments become idle, any 
agency willing and able to mah adequate investment can •forthwith bring 
them together till the level of full employment is reached. This assump
tion is quite valid under Western conditions but is quite inapplicable to 
our economy. We find from our experience that unemployment is most 
prevalent among the people of the miJd1e-dasR. 'l'hey are willing to aeoept 
employment or are capable of being employed, only in certain restrict.ed 
spheres and to a limited extent. Any scheme to eover unemployment, 
therefore, ean be of a restricted scope for them. 'l'he nmnberR of the middle
class are often unwi1ling to accept employment or are unemployable in 
those lines of trade, industry and construction which it is possible to expand 
by more inve;;tment to the benefit o£ the people. This disparity between 
employability and expansibility is thus a standing hindrance to our solution 
of the problem of unemployment. Our young men must be willing 
and able to use their limbs ann try their talents in more and more 
diversified channels. ""(Tntil they are able to minimise, if not to eliminate 
the disparity referred to above, it will be difficult to solve this problem. 
It is the experience of all of us that this diversifl.cation of vocation is taking 
place under the stress of circumstances and we do hope to s.ee the hme 
when expansion and unemployment do not exist in this country side by side, 
when our people will be employable in all spheres of activity in full 
strength. 

Then again the very pattern of the agricultural sector of our economy is 
bas.ed on a short period of intensive aetivity alternating with a long period 
of Idleness. When land was plentiful and population sparse little difficulty 
was f:elt. But in the long u:neq11al race between population and resourees 
the. V:lllager is being gradually impoverished and he finds this deteriorating 
pos1t10n so much beyond him that toqay in many places he is s1.tfter-ing 
from a ~ense of complete frustration. In many villages today there is not 
enough mternal strength to stabilise any improvement introduced by outside 
efforts. Smal! industri~s have long been advocate<! for keeping the villager 
employed durmg the idle season. While small industries may undoubtedly 
prove };leneficial, the villager requires to be rehabilitated today not only 
economically but morally and psychologically as well. All his problems 
are to be attacked simultaneously iu a rightly co-ordinated fashion. His 
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agriculture and his industry, his health and his education, his social and 
19rganising capacity have to be simultaneously helpM to develop _so that _h_e 
may once again come back to his own self which he once was. Tlns rehablh
tation must take place on the basis of balance between agriculture and local 
small industries, so that all can find employment and all can exchange his 
prod11ct. This is the only way to generate enough confidence and enough 
internal strength in the village which will enable it not only to stabilise the 
improvement now being introduced by the State Government but also to go 
forward on its own and to play its part in the moral and material life of the 
country. Our community development projects are experiments in such 
concentrated efforts and we look forward to their su~ess as a radical cure 
of unemployment. 

Cone lztsion. 

Ours is a backward economy. We are a poor people. We wan"- many 
things and are in urgent need of them. Our resources and our capacity to 
produce them are, however, extremely limited. We have, therefore to march 
steadily forward with extreme cautl.on and care and with whatev'er aid we 
can get on fair and honourable terms from others. While we have achieved 
much and are maintaining a steady rate of progress, we are quite conscious 
that much more remains to be done. vVe are struggling hard against scarcity 
of resources and technical personnel. Our struggle so far has borne fruit. 
But this should not lull us to complacency but should encourage us to 
greater effort and harder struggle. :Mistakes there are bound to be some; 
but t~ese mistakes and failures, instead of damping our enthusiasm, will be 
the J;Hllars of our success. In this bard struggle against poverty, disease 
and Ignorance, I crave for the support of the House and I am sure I shall 
have it in the fullest measure. ' ' 
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APPENDIX.. 
• 

West Bengal Budget, 1953-54 

(In thousands of rupees.) 

• 
Actuals, Budget, Revised, Budget, 
1951-52. 1952-53. 1952-53. 19.53-54. 

Receip~s-

Opening Balance 7,42,05 2,67,81 7,27,63 2,02,18 

Revenue Receipts 38,58,84 36,37,05 38,29,51 38,15,87 

Receipts from Debt Heads, 
Contingency Fund and 

1,46,32,72 1,34,85,36 1,54,11,70 1,62,16,30 

Public Accounts. 

Total 1,92,33,61 1,73,90,22 1,99,68,84 2,02,34,35 

Expenditure-

Revenue Expenditure 37,30,75 42,04,41 42,13,30 43,26,63 

Capital Expenditure 11,20,35 23,68,34 16,89,98 21,01,58 

Expenditure on Debt Heads, 1,36,54,88 1,11,91,94 1,38,63,38 1,42,17,56 
Contingency Fund and 
Public Accounts. 

Closing Balance 7,27,63 -3,74,47 2,02,18 -4,ll,42 

Total 1,92,33,61 1,73,90,22 1,99,68,84 2,02,34,35 

Net Result-
Surplus (+) 
Deficit (-) 

(a) On Revenue Account .. +1,28,09 -5,67,36 -3,83,79 -5,10,76 

(b) Outside Revenue Account -1,42,51 -74,92 -1,41,66 -1,02,84 

(c) Net, excluding Opening -14,42 -6,42,28 -5,25,45 -6,13,60 
Balance. 
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Supplementary Estimate for the year 1953-54 • 
(Presented on the 9th November, 19.53) 

The Hon'ble Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to 
present before the Assembly a statement of Supplementary Estimates of 
expenditure for the year 1953-54 under the provision of Article 205 of the 
Constitution of India. The total amount covered by the present Supple
mentary Estimates is Rs. 13,91,56,001 of whi•h voted items account for 
Rs. 5;91,56,001. The charged provision of Rs. 8 crores under the head 
"Public Debt" for repayment of advances taken from time to time to the 
Ca~h Credit Account opened with the lmp0rial Bank of India for procure
ment operations is covered by the corresponding amount of sale proceeds of 
foodstuffs credited to Government. Ordinarily we provide two crores under 
this head but in view of the fact that we have got no funds available to meet 
such expenditure out of our own resources, we have got to make provision 
for eight crores under the head "Public Debt" for repayment of advances 
taken from time to time from the Imperial Bank. Of the voted items the 
demand of 50 lakhs under , the head "Miscellaneous-Miscellaneous" 
represents an additional imprest money and does not by itself constitute an 
extra expenditure in view of the fact that advances made out o£ this 
Contingency Fund to meet unforeseen charges are recouped as soon as grants 
under the respective heads are voted by the legislature. Two other amounts, 
viz., Rs. 9,68,000, under the head "38-l\Iedical" and Rs. 75,000 out of the 
provision of Rs. 11,17,000 under "Capital Outlay on electricity scheme met 
out of revenue", do not also involve any additional expenditure as these 
merely represent book adjustments from one head of account to another on 
account of inter-departmental transfer of stores. H these amounts are 
disregarded the total extra demand comes to Rs. 5,31,13,001. Against this 
we :received loans totalling Rs. 2,12,68,000 from the Government of India 
for financing certain schemes: for example, Rs. 2 crores on account of the 
scheme for re-distribution of fertilizers, Rs. 2,68,000 for the lift irrigation 
scheme and Rs. 10 lakhs for the special tube-well programme. After setting 
off this amount the net addit,ional demand amounts to only Rs. 3,18,45,001. 
The bulk of this additional demand falls under the head "54-Famine and 
Loans and Advances", and is due to larger expenditure on gratuitous relief 
and test relief works and larger payment of loans to agriculturists in conse
quence of the widespread distress during this year. The additional expendi
ture under these two heads to the extent of Rs. 85,13,000 has already been 
met from the Contingency Fund, and the Fund will be reimbursed on 
receiving sanction of this House to this expenditure. Demands on other 
important schemes are Rs. 13,78,000 for revisional Settlement operations in 
connection with Estates Acquisition Bill, Rs. 17 lakhs for removal o£ khatal 
from Calcutta Rs. 9,50,000 for implementation of the Employees' State 
Insurance Scheme anJ Rs. 30 lakhs for investment of shares in the West 
Bengal Finance Corporation to provide trading facilities to small and 
medium scale industries in West Bengal. The other items are only minor. 
The honourable Ministers-in-charge of different departments will move the 
demands of their respective departments separately. 

Wlth these words, Sir, I presBUt the !Estimates o£ the Supplementary 
Budget for the year 1953-54. 
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Supplementar)' Estimate for the year 1953-54 
• 

(Presented on the 22nd March, 1954.) 

The Hon'ble Prafulla Chandra Sen : Sir, I beg to present under the provisions 
of Article 205 of the Cons.titution a Statement of Supplementary Estimate of ex
penditure for the year 1953-54. 

The total amount covered by the present Supplementary Estimate is 
Rs. 7,84,93,702 of which the voted items account for Rs. 1,79,55,002 and the charged 
Hems for Rs. 6,05,38,700. Of the voted items the largest demand is under the 
head 68-Extraordinary Cha:l'ges in India. It includes Rs. 59,98,000 required for 
adjustment of arrearloss on account of issue of foodstuff at subsidised rates to certain 
classes of Government servants and Rs. 15,00,000 required for acquisition of land 
for the Lake Food Depot and garage of the Food Department. The loss on account 
of issue of foodgrains at subsidised rates could not be adjusted in the previous years 
and will be 1\djusted this year on receipt of the sanction of this House. The total 
cost of acquisition of land for the I,ake Food Depot and garage is Rs. 25 lakhs of 
which Bs. 10 lakhs will be met by reappropriation of savings under other heads. 

The next largest demand is under the head 37-Education. It includes mainly
(i) Rs. 23,82,000 for expansion of education and welfare services to relieve 

educated unemployment ; 
(ii) Rs. 7,66,600 required for payment of grants to several institutions and 

local bodies ; 
(iii) Rs. 4,64,000 for payment of a non-recurring grant to the Calcutta 

University on account of arrear compensation for loss of income from 
the Matriculation Examination in terms of the award of the Tribunal 
and also for the construction of a hostel and purchase of equipments. 
The entire amount paid to the University for the construction of hostel 
was recovered from the Government of India ; and 

(iv) Rs. 4,04,000 for larger expenditure on development schemes on the 
expansion of Basic Education and Social (Adult) Education. 

The additional demand of Rs. 15,27,000 under the head 57-Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous is in respect of expenditure in connection with the Local Development 
Works Programme for which no provision was included in the current year's budget. 
The total expenditure anticipated on the programme during the current year is 
Rs. 34,80,000 out of which Rs. 19,53,000 will be made by reappropriation from 
savings under other heads. 50 per cent. cost of these schemes will be borne by the· 
Government of India while the other 50 per cent. by the local beneficiaries. 

The demand of Rs.ll,73,000 under the head 38-Medical is on account of 
expenditure incurred for the establishment and maintenance of a larger number of 
health centres, continuance of a number of auxiliary Government hospitals even after 
opening of health centres in those areas to meet local needs and also for 
the construction of students' hostel for Medical College, Calcutta. 

The demand of Rs. ll,70,000 under the head 25-General Administration 
mainly represents additional expenditure incurred in oonnootion with the Rural 
Broadcasting Scheme, Folk Entertainment Scheme, etc., of the Pu blioity Department 
and pay of certain additional staff and other miscellaneous expenses. 

The additional demand of Rs. 10,49,000 under the head 55-Superannuation 
Allowances and Pensions is made on the basis of the progress of actuals. The 
provisional payment of pension to pensioners who drew their pensions from 
treasuries in East Pakistan and migrated before the 15th October, 1952, but could 
not apply for transfer of such pension before lst January 1950, accounts for a part 
of the increased expenditure. 
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The additional demand also include Rs. 5,61,000 under 10--Forests, Rs. 4,01,000 
under. 56-Stationery and Printing, Rs. 2,74,000 under 8-State Excise Duties, 
Rs. 75,000 under 9-Stamps, Rs. 63,000 under ll-Registration and a token grant 
of Re. l under 40-Agriculture-Agriculture and also under 82-Capital Account 
of Other State \Vorks Outside the Revenue Account. 

The demands under these heads are comparatively small and call for no special 
·comments. 

Of the charged items, the amount of Rs. 5,97,04,000 under the head Public 
Debt-Floating Debt is required to cover repayments made from time to time to 
clear off as far as possible the outstanding debits in the Cas,._ Credit Account with the 
Imperial Bank of India in connection with procurement operations. Recently we 
have had to increase the limit of these advances in order to finance purchases of rice 
and paddy. 

Of the amount of Rs. 6,11,000 included under the head 22-Interest liln Debt 
and other Obligations a sum of Rs. 5 lakhs representing interest charges on the 
capital outlay on the Mayurakshi Project does not wholly represent additional 
€xpenditure but is mainly a pro forma adjustment. As there was smaller capital 
expenditure under the Mayurakshi Project than was anticipated at the time of 
preparing the Budget Estimates, the interest chargeable to that Project and adjusted 
under this head in reduction of expenditure also becomes smaller. The balance of 
Rs. 1,11,000 represents interest charges payable on the Depreciation Reserve Fund 
of State Buses for the years 1951-52 and 1952-53 which were not previously included 
in the Budget Estimate but are likely to be adjusted during the current year. 

The demand of Rs. l,ll,OOO as a charged item of expenditure under 
-53-Extraordinary Charges in India represents rent compensation of Rs. 1,07,500 
payable under the orders of the Court in respect of the textile godown at 244, 
Upper Chitpore Road, Calcutta, and other smaller claims against Government 
.awarded by Courts. 

The other charged items are minor and call for no comments. 

The reasons for the demands included in the Supplementary Estimates have 
been set forth in the Explanatory Memorandum given under each head. The 
Hon'ble Ministers-in-charge of different departments will go into them in further 
details as each demand is moved. 

WitbFthese words, Sir, I present the Estimates for the Supplementary Budget 
fo~l953-54. 

:J!, 

Speech by .Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, Finance Minister, in presenting the Budget for 
1954-55. 

(Presented on the 17th February, 1954.) 

I rise to present the Budget Estimates of the State of West Bengal for the 
financial year 1954-55. 

Economic Situation 

The steady progress to which I had occasion to refer in prm;enting to this Honse 
the Budget Estimates for 1953-54 was maintained during the year just gone by. 

In view of the satisfactory paddy crop dming the year under review, the area of 
rationing was curtailed and rice is now rationed only in Calcutta, industrial area and 
the towns of Kurseong, Kalimpong and Darjeeling. While there is cordon round 
the rationed area to prevent sumggling in and out of it, there is today no crop levy, 
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no procurement, no price control and no restriction on movement outside the rationed 
area. The price of rice is lower today than it has ever been in the post
war period. The problem now is to prevent not a rise but a fall in the price of rice. 
Government no longer require power to compel people to sell and deliver rice at 
controlled prices, but they have, on the contrary, to buy in the open market in order 
that prices may not go down unreasonably so as to affect the producer. Wheat has 
been completely decontrolled all over the State including also the towns which are 
still on ration of rice. 

The general index of industrial production steadily progreRRAd from 105 ·0 in 
1950 to 117·2 in 1951, 12i ·9 in 1952 and 133 ·8 during the first nine months of 1953, 
the general index for September, 1953, being 137 · 6. In the year just gone by, 
chemical and engineering industries recorded large progress. The production of 
cotton cloth was fairly good. Production of coal just maintained itself. Production 
of sugar recorded a decline on account of a smaller sugarcane crop. Production 
of jute ~oods fell on account of the market conditions. Iron and steel production 
also came down, mainly on account of the strike in Burnpur. With t,herestoration 
of normal condition in Burnpur the monthly index figure for steel production has 
gone up again. The index figure for steel production which was 100 only in August 
has actually gone up to 127 in October. The tea industry to whose difficulties I 
had to refer in my last Budget statement is now out of the woods and is again pros
perous. 

Prices during the year were generally stable with a slight downward tendency. 
The fluctuations were mostly of a seasonal nature. According to the wholesale price 
index issued by the Economic Adviser to the Government of India, the peak was 
reached in August at 410 ·4. Since then the index has been steadily declining and 
stood at 389 ·4 in December, 1953. 

The cost of living of the working class has been lower during the year than in the 
previous year. According to the working class cost of living index prepared by the 
Labour Commissioner of the Government the peak was reached in July at 375. 
~ince then it has been declining steadily till in November it was 339 as against 3!J7 
m November last year. A parLicularly good feature of the year has been that wh1le 
the level in the wholesale price index remained steady there was a downward trend 
in the working class cost of living index. 

Five- Year Plan 

The House is aware that the Five-Year Plan for West Bengal contemplates an 
expenditure of 69 crores in the five-year period 1951-56. Of this expenditure, 
36 · 9 per cent. is on social services including Education, Medical, Public Health, 
etc; 23·3 per cent. is on Major hTigation and Power Projects; 22·9 per cent. is on 
Communication and Transport; 15 · 2 per cent. is on Agriculture and Rural 
Development and 1· 7 per cent. is on Industry. Having regard to the meagreness 
of our resources some diffidence in some quarter was expressed at one time about 
our ability to carry out the Plan, particularly because at the time the Plan was made, 
there was a gap of 22 crores between our estimated resources and the estimated 
expenditure of 69 C1'ores. We are now at the end of the third year of the Plan and 
we have placed estimates for the fourth year before the House. It will be seen 
that we spent on the Plan lO crores 28 lakhs in 1951-52 and 12 crores 12 lakhs 
in 1952-53. The .Revised Estimate of expenditure on the Plan during the current 
year is 16 crores 30 lakhs and the Budget Estimate of expenditure on the Plan 
during the next year is 15 crores 10 lakhs. It will be seen that in four years we will 
be spending 53 crores 80 lakhs leaving a balance of little over 15 crores to be spent 
in the fifth year of the Plan, a sum which is equal to the amount we will be spending 
in the fourth year. We can, therefore, reasonably expect to spend the entire 
estimated sum of 69 crores for development in five years. 



• 
This expenditure of 69 c:rores excludes OW! share of the expenditure on Damodar 

Valley Corporation on which West Bengal's quota of the expenditure during the 
past four years amounts to 36 crores. Then again when the Plan was made it was 
assumed that we would keep our expenditure outside the Plan both in the 
administrative and the developmental departments at the level of 1950-51. But 
today our expenditure outside the Plan both in the administrative and the 
developmental departments is considerably above the 1950-51 level. In order to 
present a correct picture of expenditure for all types of development undertaken by 
this Government during the Plan period, we propose to move the Planning Com
mission to revise the Five-Year Development Plan for West Bengal so as to include 
in it all operative schemes of development executed durin~ the period. 

Estimates 

I will now discuss seriatim the ~evised Estimates for the current year and the 
Budget Estimates for the coming year. • 

THE YEAR 1953-54 . 

The year 1953-54 ac.tually opened with a balance of 7 crores 59lakhs instead to 
2 CL'Ores 2lakhs as anticipated at the Budget stage. This represents an improvement 
of 5 crores 57 lakhs and is mainly due to slower clearance of food debits from tht 
Central Government during the year 1952-53. The amount of food debite 
left outstanding at the end of 1952-53 was greater by 3 crores 89 lakhs than what 
was anticipated at the Budget stage. The balance of the improvement was due to 
expenditure on some Development schemes being smaller by 1 crore 2 lakhs and small 
variations under other heads. 

Revenue Receipts 

The Revised Estimates of the total revenue receipts of the current year stand at 
38 crores 82 lakhs against 38 crores 16 lakhs in the Budget. The variation is 
practically nil in the aggregate. There is however significant variation in details. 
Thus there have been improvements of 95 lakhs under Agriculture, 58 lakhs under 
Miscellaneous and 28 lakhs in the State's share of the proceeds of Income-tax. The 
increase under Agriculture is due mainly to larger receipts from sale and distribution 
of fertilisers. The contribution from the Government of India and local beneficiaries 
in connection with the Local Development Works Programme sponsored by the 
Planning Commission which was not included in budget and unclaimed deposits 
lapsed to Government having been larger than anticipated in the Budget account 
for the increase under Miscellaneous. The increase in the State's share of Income
tax is based on the figures furnished by the Government of India after the Budget 
was presented last year. Other improvements in receipts are 17 lakhs under Public 
Health, 16lakhs under Grants-in-aid from Union Government, 13 Jakhs under Medi
cal and 9lakhs under Irmgatwn. The increase under Public HeaJ.th and Grants-in
aid from the Union Government is due mainly to grants receivable from the 
Government of India for ::;inking tube-wells in the Sunderbans area and for relief 
of educated unemployed. The increase under Medical is due mainly to some out
standing book adjustments in respect of stores supplied by the Central 
Medical Stores and for larger credit of sale proceeds on account of sale of Govern
ment land at Baitakkhana Road which belonged to the Medical Department. 
The recovery of arrear grant from the Government of India in respect of the l:lonarpur
Arapaneh-:Matla l::lcheme, Part l, accounts for the increase under Irrigatwn. 



• 
The increases are partly .offset by decreases of 80 lakhs under Sales Tax mamly 

due to lack of purchasing power and consequent fall m the volume of taxable 
transaction 48 lakhs under State Excise Duties mainly due to smaller liCit 
consumption of country spirit on account of the present economic condition, 14 
lakhs under Stamps due mainly to decline in the price of lands, 14 lakhs under 
Multi-purpose River Schemes on account of lack of demand for canal water for 
irrigation in the Mayurakshi area because there was adequate and well distributed 
rain water available to agriculturists. A decrease of 14 lakhs in receipts is 
distributed on other smaller heads . 

• 
Revenue Expenditure 

The total revenue expenditure for the year 1953-54: is 50 crores 57 lakhs 
accordmg to the Revised Estimate against 43 crores 27 lakhs according to the Budget 
Estimat~. The revenue expenditure is thus estimated to increase by 7 crores 30 
lakhs. The largest increase is under Agriculture amounting to 2 crores 31 lakhs 
mainly due to large-scale supply of fertilisers to cultivators on a loan basis. The 
other significant increases are l crore 60 lakhs under Famine due to large-scale relief 
operations undertaken in a number of districts, I crore I lakh under Miscellaneous 
for augmentation of the Contingency :Fund by 50 lakhs and for works undertaken 
for Local Development Works Programme. Other increases are 76 lakhs under 
Extraordinary Charges m India for adjustment of arrear loss for supply of subsidised 
foodstuff to Government employees, 48lakhs under Irrigation due mainly to provi
sion for Sonarpux-Arapanch, Part II, and Bagjola Schemes, 42 lakhs under 
Education due mainly to the provision for the employment of teachers under the 
scheme for the relief of the educated unemployed, 27 lakhs under Medical due mainly 
to the opening of large number of health centres and some outstanding book 
adjustments of stores supplied by Central Medical Stores, 15 lakh;; under Public 
Health mainly on account of sinking of tube-wells in the Sunder ban;; area, 13 lakhs 
under Land Revenue for the Revisional Settlement Operabions in connection with the 
Estates Acqui::::ition Scheme, 12 lakhs under General Administration, 11 lakh::: w1der 
Superannuation allowances and pen:::ion:::, 10 lakht:~ under Electricity Schemes and 
10 lakht:~ on Expenditure on displaced person:::~ 

1'he increases are partly offt:~et by a decrease of 23 lakhs under Civil Works due 
to smaller progret:~s of work in some buiiding projects and of 3 lakhs due to smaller 
variations under other heads. 

Capital Expenditure 

The provisiOn for Capital Expenditure during the year is IS crores 66 lakhs 
according to the Revised Estimates against 21 crores llakh in the Budget Estimates. 
There is thus a net dect·ease in expendituxe by 2 crores 35 lakhs. A decrease of 2 
crores 5 lakhs occurs under Expenditure on Displaced Persons and is due mainly to 
suspension of certain building programmes under the direction of the Government 
of india and smaller expenditwe on acquisition and development of lands foL' 
rehabilitation purposes. Smaller expenditure on the Mayurakshi Project accounts 
for a decrease of 7llakhs under Multi-purpose River Schemes. There is a qecrease 
of 43 lakhs under Community Development Projects due to delay in starting works 
on account of non-receipts of necessary equipments. Non-utilisation of the full 
provision for the payment of land compensation in Kanchrapara Development Area 
accounts for a decrease of 37 lakhs under Capital Account of other State works 
outside the Revenue Account, while the decrease of 28 lakhs under the Capital 
Account of Civil Works outside the Revenue Account is mainly due to slower progress 
in the development of State roads. 
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The decrease is partly counter-balanced by an increase of 1 crore 6 lakhs under 

Capital Outlay on State trading. There was a larger gap between the cost of purchase 
and sale proceeds of rice which was to some extent offset by larger receipts 
in the case of wheat. There was also an increased expenditure of 28 lakhs under 
Capital Outlay on Industrial Development due mainly to investment in shares of 
the State Industrial Finance Corporation set up during the course of the year. There 
are also increases of l 0 lakhs under Road a,nd Water Transport Schemes and 5 lakhs 
under other heads. 

Debt and Other Heads • 
The transactions under this head fall into two broad sectors. The fir&t sector 

includes investment.s of surplus cash balance in Treasury Bills, cash credit advances 
from the Imperial Bank of India for financing purrhaEes of foodgmins, loans from the 
Union Government, loan from the Reserve Bank uf India, loans raiEe<i in the cpen 
market and loans and advances made by the State Government. All these items 
relate to money raised or paid by Government in respect of purposes of the State. 
The rest of the transactions come within the second sector and relate mainly to 
other people's money in relation to which Government act more or less as a banker, 
as, for example, the State Provident Funds, deposits and advances of various 
types including deposits of the civil, revenue and criminal courts, deposits of the 
ocal bodies, etc. The receipts and expenditure in the second sector almost balance 

each other. 

The Revised Estimates for loans from tho Union Government stand at 23 crores 
67 lakhs against 22 crores 23 lakhs estimakd in the Budget. Loans for development 
projects have increased by 2 crores 5 lakhs and include a sum of 2 crores granted by 
the Union Government after the Budg0t \Yas framed. These loans w0re in resp0ct 
of the shortfall in the promised Central assistance to the State Plan. Loans for 
Intensive Food Production schemes have increased by 2 crorcs 58 lakhs. Th0re has 
been an increa8e cf 3 lakhs in the loan for industrial housing scheme and of I lakh 
in the loan for National Extension Service programme. Tho increases are partly 
offset by curtailment of loans for relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons by 2 
crores 49 Iakhs, and of the loans for the Damodar Valley Project and the Community 
Development Projects by 2 lakhs and 72 lakhs, respectively. 

The Revised Estimates for loans raised by the State Government in the open 
market for financing some development schem0s involving capital expenditure are 
3 crores 60 lakhs as against 2 crores provided for in the Budget. 

On the expenditure side, the Revised Estimate under I~oans and Advances by 
the State Government stands at 5 crores 77 lakhs against 5 crores 10 lakhs in the 
Budget. The increase of 67 lakhs is due to· increase in the provision by 40 lakhs 
for loans to cultivators, by 7 lakhs for loans to artisans and by 8 lakhs for cattle 
purchase loan, by 44 lakhs for loans to displaced persons, by 2 lakhs for loans unier 
educational and other schemes, partly set off by curtailment of loan by 26 lakhs 
for Ci)mmunity Development Projects and by 8 lakhs for loans under the Intensive 
Food Production r:;chemes. 

Net Result 

The transactions of the year 1953-54 result in a deficit of 11 crores 75 lakhs on 
revenue account and a surplus of 4 crores 27 lakhs outside revenue account. The 
aggregate result js thus a deficit of 7 crores 48 1akhs, which is met out of the opening 
balance of the year amounting to 7 crores 59 laklJS, leaving a total cloNing bH.lance 
of lllakhs ody with which the yfar 1954-55 opens. 
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JHE YEAR 1954-55 

Revenue Receipta 

The Budget Estimates of Revenue Receipts for tho year 1954-55 stand at 39 
crores 93 lakhs against the Revised Estimates of 38 crores 82 lakhs for the current 
year. The improvement amounts to l crore ll lakhs. The largeflt incroase is one 
of 98 lakhs under Grants-in-aid from Union Government and is duo to a gm11t 
receivable from the Government of India for the relief of tho educated unbmployed. 
There is also an increase of 36 lakhs under Extraordinary ReL6ipts due mainly to 
anticipated larger grant from '\;he Government of India on the basis of the estimated 
expenditure on Community Development Projecl~:~. Other incrcasof! are 19 lakhs 
under Civil Works due to larger transfer of receipts from thE Central Road Fund 
on account of increase in the programme of Road Fund Works, 15 lakhs under 
Agriculture due mainly to provision for collection of sale proceeds of fortilisors 
supplied to tlultivators on loan, lllakhs under Multi-purpose River Schemes due to 
receipt for anticipated demand for canal water for irrigation purposes in the 
Mayurakshi area and 7 lakhs under Electricity Schemes due to receipts from extension 
of electric supply in rural areas. 

The increase is counter-balanood by decrease of 25 lakhs on the State's share of 
Incom0-tax based on the estimates furnished by the Government of India, 20 lakhs 
under Public Health due to omission of the provision for a grant from tho Government 
of India for sinking tube-wells in the Sunderbans area, 18 lakhs under 
Other Taxes and Duties mainly on account of sma.Iler receipts under Sales Tax due 
to lack of purchasing power and consequent rEduction in tho volume of 
taxable transaotions and 12 lakhs under Medioal due mainly to omission of provision 
for nrrear book adjustment in respect of Central Medical Stores. 

Revenue Expenditure 

The Budget Estimate of Revenue Expendituro for the year 1954-55 is 53 crores 
3llakhs against the Revised Estimate of 50 crores 57lakhs for 195il-54. Tho increase 
is 2 crqres 74 lakhs. Tho largest increase is one of 1 eroro ()f) lakhs under 
Education. The next in order are 1 ororo 30 lakhs under Civil Work:-;, 1 crore umlor 
Land I~evenue and 80 lakhs under Irrigation. Other incroasos are til htkhs under 
Community Development Projects, 54 lakhs on account of Interest Charges, 45 
lakhs under Medical, 32 lakhs under Misc-ellaneous Departments, BO lakhs under 
Appropriation for Reduction or Avoidance of Debt, 29 lakhs under Pre-partition 
Payments, 13 lakhs under Police and 7 lakhs under Expenditure on displood persons. 
The increase is off-set by decrease of 2 crores 37 lakhs under Agriculture, l crore 6 
lakhs under Famine, 65 lakhs under Extraordinary Charges in India, 60 lakhs under 

· Miscellaneous, and 5 lakhs on account of variations under other heads. 

Larger provision for appointment of school teachers under tho scheme for relief 
of unemployment among the educated middle-elasses and additional provision for 
improvement of Secondary Education mainly account for the increase under 
Education. The increase under Civil Works is mainly due to larger provision for 
Road Fund Works and for construction of new buildings. The increase under Land 
Revenue is due to larger provision for Revisional Settlement operations. Increased 
provision for Sonarpur-Arapanch, Part II, and Bagjola schemes mainly contributes 
to the increase under Irrigation. The increase on Interest charges is due mainly 
to provision for interest in respect of the open market loans to be raised in the coming 
year and loans from the Union Government to be taken this year. Larger provision 
for Health Centres mainly contributes to the increase under Medica.!. The increase 
under 4 7 -Miscellaneous Departments is mainly due to transfer on account. of a 
change in classification of provision for the welfare of Scheduled Tribes, Control of 
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Vagrancy and Chief Purchasing Adviser to .this head from 57-Miseellaneous and 
also to larger provision for welfare of Scheduled Tribes. • Larger provision for Sinking 
and Depreciation Funds in respect of the open market, loans accounts for the increase 
under Appropriation for Reduction or Avoidance of Debt. The increase under 
Pre-partition Payments is due to anticipated larger payment of Pre-partition bills. 
Inclusion of provision for filling up of vacant posts next year in the Presidency 
Police and District Police accounts for the increase under Police. The increase under 
Expenditure on displaced persons is due to gradual reduction in the share of 
expendikre reimburseable by the Government of India in respect of some of thO; 
schemes. 

• The decreaw under Agriculture is mainly due to smaller provision for distribution 
of fertilisers. The decrease under Famine is due to omission of provision for any 
large-scale relief operations. A smaller provision for adjustment of loss on subsidised 
supply of foodstuff to Government employees accounts for the decrease under 
Extraordinary Charges in India. The decrease under 57-Miscellaneous js due to. 
transfer of provision in respect of certain items to 47-Miscellaneous Departments 
as mentioned above. The omission of the provision for augmentation of the 
Contingency Fund is partly counter-balanced by increase due to larger provision 
for Local Development Works programme. 

Capital ExpendituTe 

The total capital expenditure in the Budget Estimate for 1954-55 is 20 crores 
82 lakhs against 18 crores 66 lakhs in the Revised Estimate for 1953-54. The 
provision includes 11 crores 38 lakhs on account of this Government's share of 
expenditure on the Damodar Valley Project, 3 crores for Mayurakshi Project, 
2 crores 72 lakhs for Development of State roads, 90 lakhs for Kanchrapara Area 
Development Scheme, 13 lakhs for building residential flats at Karaya Road, 
8 lakhs for housing scheme at Bawali Mandai Road, 12 lakhs for preparation of 
project reports in respect of coke oven, gas grid and power plant, l crore 36 lakhs 
on rehabilitation of displaced persons, l crore 31 lakhs for Community Development 
Projects and National Extension Service Programme, 30 lakhs on account of 
Road and Water Transport Scheme, 5 lakhs for North Calcutta Rural Electrification 
Scheme and Cooch Behar Electricity Extension Scheme and 7 lakhs for certain 
small agricultural and industrial development schemes. 

There is a net receipt of 48 lakhs under scheme of Government trading. A 
receipt of 12 lakhs is also anticipated from sale of land under the Tollygunge Land 
Development Scheme. 

Debt and Other Heads 

Excluding loans from Union Government and the Reserve Bank of India, the
loan raised in the open market and loans and advances by the State Government, 
the receipts and disbursements under these heads almost balance each other. 

The provision for loans from Union Government is 24 crores 44 lakhs against 
23 crores 67 lakhs in the Revised Estimate. The provision includes 11 crores 38 
lakhs on account of this Government's share of expenditure on the Damodar 
Valley Project, 4 crores for the Mayurakshi and other development projects, 5 crores 
3 Iakhs for variouH schemes of capital expenditure for relief and rehabilitation of 
displaced persons as well as grant of advances to them, 1 crore 60 lakhs for Intensive
Food Production schemes, 4, lakhs for improvement of the Sibpur Engineering College,. 
l crore 70 lakhs for capital expenditure on Community Development Projects, 17 
lakhs for capital expenditure on National Extension Service Programme and 52 
lakhs for permanent improvement of Sunderbans area in the district of 24-Parganas. 
Loan from the Reserve Bank of India in respect of the National Extension Service, 
Programme amounts to 7 lakhs. 

:s-26 
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We propose to raise a loan o:f 4 crores next year to finance certain development 
schemes involving capital expenditure and to meet the expenses in connection 
with the revisional settlement operation for the abolition of zemindary. 

On the expenditure side, provision has been made under loans and advances 
by the State Government :for 60 lakhs for advances to cultivators, lllakhs for loans 
to owners of beel fisheries and tank fisheries and to growers of agricultural produce, 
25 lakhs for cattle purchase loan, 18 lakhs :for advances to the Provincial Co-opera
tive Bank in terms of the Government guarantee in respect of non-realisation of 
investments in East Bengal and for financing the land mortgage banks and the non-

· credit co-operative societ\Pfl, 4 lakhs :for giving aid to industries under the State 
Aid to Industries Act and 3 crores 67 lakhs for loans to displaced persons for house
building, cultivation, etc., 62 lakhs for loans for Community Development Projects 
~and National Extension Service Programme, 11 lakhs for loans to .local bodies, 
5 lakhs :for loans to artisans and 4 lakhs :for loans to Government servants :for house
building Jtnd other purposes. 

Net Result 

'The revenue deficit for the year 1954-55 is 13 crores 38 lakhs. The surplus 
outside the revenue account is 95 lakhs. The aggregate result for the next year 
therefore is an overall deficit of 12 crores 43 lakhs. Setting off against it the 
opening balance of 11 lakhs, the next year closes with a negative balance of 12 
<erores 32lakhs. 

The State has a public debt of 7 crores 35 lakhs at present. At the end of the 
next year the public debt will amount to 11 crores 35 lakhs. Our total debt to 
the Union Government at the end of 1953-54 stands at 75 crores 91 lakhs and will 
increase to 97 crores 84lakhs at the end of 1954-55. This debt includes an advance 
·of 2 crores 50 lakhs granted by the Union Government to help us clear half the debit 
balance with the Reserve Bank left by the Government of undivided Bengal, the 
other half of which was cleared by the Government of East Bengal. The balance · 
·of !)5 crores 34 lakhs consists of 27 crores 18 lakhs on account of rehabilitation of 
displaced persons, 42 crores 87 lakhs on account. of Damodar Valley Project, 17 
crores 73 lakhs on account of Mayurakshi and other development projects, 3 crores 
44 lakhs for Grow More Food and Intensive Food Production schemes, 80 lakhs 
for dispersal of college students from Calcutta, 16 lakhs for development of Sibpur 
Engineering College, 1 lakh for Jute Development scheme, 2 crorcs 42 lakhs for 
'Community Development Projects, 18 lakhs fo:r National Extension Service 
:Programme, 52lakhs for improvement of Sunderbans area and 3 lakhs for Indus
trial Housing Scheme. 

The Progre88 

How our expenditure on Education and Medical and Public Health is increasing 
;steadily from year to year will appear from the statements given in the West Bengal 
:State Rupee-From where it comes and where it goes. Our expenditure under 
:37-Education has increased from 2 crores 56 lakhs in 1948-49 to 3 crorcs 7 lakhs 
in 1950-51, 3 crores 36 lakhs in 1951-52, 3 crores 91 lakhs in 1952-53, 4 crores 94 
lakhs in 1953-54: {Revised) and 6 crores 59 lakhs in 1954-55 {Budget). Next year 
we shall be spending 12 crores under 37-Education, 38-Medical and 39-Public 
Health or, in other words, we shall be spending 30 per cent. of our revenue receipts 
.on these items. Our expenditure under 37-Education alone represents 16·5 per 
rcent. of our total revenue receipts. If we include other expenditure on Education, 
,e.g., expenditure on educational buildings booked under 50-Civil Works, expendi
ture on Scientific Departments, Agricultural Education, Medical Education, etc., as 
shown in the West Bengal State Rupee-From where it comes and where it goes, 
the total expenditure on Education amounts to about 20 per cent. of our revenue 
receipts. The number of scholars in primary institutions is now 15 lakhs which 
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represents about 50 per cent. of the children of prirp.ary school-going age in the 
State. We have adopted a scheme of appointing 30,000 school teachers in three 
years which is expected to increase the number of primary school-going children 
to nearly 75 per cent. in three years. During the current Plan period 1,450 miles 
of new roads and 23 major bridges totalling 6,090 running feet have been constructed 
and thrown open to traffic. In addition to this 2,321 miles of roads are being 
maintained by the State Government. The year 1953-54 opened with 141 health 
centres functioning with 1,872 beds and will end with 171 health centres functioning 
with 2,232 beds. At the end of the next year we shall have 271 health centres 
functioning with 2, 762 beds. The number of beds in sadar and Subdivisional 
hospitals which were 1,950 at the beginning of the cur!ent year wUl increase to 
2,271 at the end of the current year and to 2,469 at theend of the next year. The 
number of tuberculosis beds which were 1,885 in the beginning of the current year 
will rise to 2,283 at the end of the current year and to 2,353 at the end of the 
next year. Sixteen National Malaria Control units are working this year to 
minimise the incidence of malaria in the State. Three more units an! proposed 
to be added next year so that the entire State may be covered. The number of 
tube-wells sunk and resunk which were 6,457 at the beginning of the current year 
will increase to 7,263 at the end of the current year and to 7,763 at the end of 
the next year. The corresponding figures for the reinforced cement concrete 
wells are 300, 354 and 400, respectively. Haringhata has now a herd of 1,630 
and is running 54 milk distribution centres in the city from which 250 maunds 
of milk are being sold daily. The centre is also distributing farm bulls in 
concentrated areas with a view to improving the stock in such localities and the 
number of bulls ready for distribution this year is 150. The scheme for the removal 
of khatals from Calcutta for which the first milk colony is being constructed at 
Haringhata is making headway. As regards the Mayurakshi Project, about 75 
per cent. of the dam and 450 miles out of the total projected length of 848 miles of 
main and branch canals and distributaries as also three minor barrages have been 
constructed. The remaining barrage is nearing completion. The first phase of the 
Sonarpur-Arapanch-Matla Drainage Scheme estimated to cost 44 lakhs is nearing 
completion. A submerged area of about 17,300 acres has already been reclaimed 
and the remaining areas of 6,000 acres falling within the scope of the scheme are 
being de-watered and rendered fit for cultivation by March 1954. As the entire area 
drained this year could not be brought under cultivation by the tenants themselves, 
Government took over an area of 1,200 acres ofland and cultivated it departmentally 
with the help of tractors and other mechanised equipments. The area has pro
duced paddy at-therate of30 maunds per acre. The second phase of the Sonarpur
Arapanch-Matla Drainage Scheme estimated to cost 71 lakhs and the Bagjola
Ghuni-JatragachiDrainage Scheme estimated to cost 104 lakhs will drain out large 
tracts of land which have been lying submerged under water for a long time. 

With a view to actually demonstrating the improved scientific methods of 
agriculture to the cultivators 423 new five-acre demonstration centres were established 
on cultivators' own holdings during the year while 155 such centres were 
continued from last year. The new centres established during the year include 
about HJO established in the Mayurakshi and D. V. C. commnnded areas, especially 
to demonstrate the feasibility of double and treble cropping by the proper 
utilisf~tion of the irrigation facilities made available. In addition, forty centres 
were established in the tribal areas. The Agriculture Department arranged the 
distribution of about 30,500 tons of fertilisers during the year nnd"r review 
as again:ot 11,250 tons during the year before. The cultivators were given 
the option to obtain the fertilisers either in cash or on loan repayable in cash 
or kind after the harvest. Large amounts of short-term loans to agriculturists 
in the form of crop loans, agriculturists' loans, cattle-purchase lmm&, etc., are 
being distributed. Long-term credit for improvement of agriculture is 
also being advanced to Co-operative La.nd Mortgage Bank:>. As against two 
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Land Mortgage Banks in the State on the date of partition we have now eight, 
and another Land Mortgage -sank is being opened next year at Bankura. On 
the date of the partition, the number of co-operative credit societies in West 
Bengal was 9,873 with a total membership of 4-54,506 and total working capital 
of 13 cr·ores. The number now is 10,930, the membership 552,800 and the 
working capital 16 crores. A university degree course in Veterinary Science 
has been introduced in the Bengal Veterinary College from last July in place of 
the previous diploma course. In accordance with the scheme of provincialisation of 
veterinary hospitals eight such hospitals have been taken over by the Government 
this year. A few others are likely to be taken over during the next few months, 
and the rest will be taken &ver in the coming year. Two new veterinary hospitals 
have been started at Asansol and Diamond Harbour. Besides, one veterinary 
hospital-cum-peripatetic service centre has been started in each of the eight 
Community Development Project Blocks. In connection with our scheme to 
remove the deficiency of forests in the State, 19 square miles have already been 
planted with trees. The Kalyani township scheme comprises an area of 8,000 
acres divided into six blocks of which only one block of about 1,100 acres is at 
present under development. The development area has provision for over 5,000 
residential plots of which about 900 have been sold. Under the Kalyani scheme 
30 miles of roadways have been constructed and underground sewers, drinking 
water-supply and electricity have also been provided. Model buildings have been 
constructed consisting of 20 single-storeyed and 6 double-storeyed houses for sale 
to intending purchasers besides a large market place, a high school and a hospital. 
Under the North Calcutta Rural Electric Supply Scheme the towns of Habra, 
Ranaghat, Fulia, Santipur, Nabadwip, Kalna, Birnagar, Debagram, Beldanga, 
Jiaganj and Azimganj have been electrified. Under the scheme of Community 
Development Projects eight blocks were taken up for development by this State 
in October 1952. The special feature of the blocks in West Bengal has been 
their composite character under which a rural township for private occupation on 
middle-class people is expected to be developed within each cluster of about 
a hundred villages, medium-scale industries will be started in these townships. 
Three such new blocks have been selected during the current year in Cooch Behar, 
Sonamukbi and Habra. There has beenran encouraging response from the local 
people, contributions from whom in the form of labour, cash and materials have 
been throughout held to be an important test of the success of the programme. 
The value of contributions so far received of all types from the local people in the 
Community Development Blocks is estimated at over 4 lakhs. The programme 
under the National Extension Service is being taken up in the current year. 
Its object is to cover one-fourth of the population of the State during the remaining 
period of the Five-Year Plan with an all-round development programme under 
the main heads of agriculture, animal husbandry, veterinary,. fishery improvement, 
medical, public health and sanitation, education, communications and housing. 
The work under these National Extension Blocks is expected to pave the way 
towards establishment of the more intensive programme under the Community 
Development Projects. A sum of 17 ·4 lakhs has been allotted to West Bengal 
by the Planning Commission for undertaking small schemes of local utility 
wherever there is equal contribution from the local people themselves. 573 schemes 
consisting of 1,600 separate items of work of local improvement have been taken up 
in the different districts under this local works programme. These relate to the 
improvement of rural water-supply, village roads, school buildings, dispensary 
buildings and irrigation facilities. Besides these 573 schemes, 109 additional 
schemes consisting of 491 different items of work relating to similar improvements 
have been taken up with a grant of 7 ·38 lakhs from the State Government, the 
local contributions for which amount to 4 ·24 lakhs. 

In this way development is going on in all directions. I have mentioned a 
few Ul'!tances only. The honourable members who are intimately connected with 
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the countryside see the development going on befQre them and hence I need 
not multiply instances. Along with the Civil Estimates and the Explanatory 
Memorandum thereon, commonly known as the Red Book, I have had circulated 
to the honourable members three other booklets, viz.:-

(1) Statement showing the progress of Development Schemes and new schemes 
outside the Development Programme included in the Revised Estimate 
for 1953-54 and the Budget Estimate for 1954-55; 

(2) The West Bengal State Rupee-From where it comes and where it goes; and 

(3) Statement showing the financial results of so~e schemes of Government 
involving transactions of a commercial or semi-commercial nature. 

These three booklets, it is hoped, will be helpful to . the honourable members in 
studying the progress. 

Unemployment • 

I have referred to the general stability in the price situation, the downward 
trend in the working class cost ofliving index, the rise in production in the industrial 
sector, the good food position, the execution of the Five-Year Plan according to 
programme and progressive trends in the various spheres of our activities. 
Nevertheless, unemployment presists. In order to obtain an idea of the measure 
of unemployment that prevails, we had a quick sample survey made of unemploy
ment in Calcutta and other municipal areas. According to the result of this 
survey, for every one hundred Bengalees of all classes in the age-group of 16-20 
employed in the city of Calcutta 42 Bengalees are unemployed and are seeking 
employment. If we take the middle-class sector in the same age-group for every 
one hundred Bengalees employed as many as 47 Bengalees are unemployed and 
11eeking employment. The figures for the unemployed do not include those who, 
though unemployed, do not seek employment, e.g., most of the married women, 
students, etc. 

Such large-scale unemployment in the midst of increasing production would 
appear to be a paradox to many. We have to understand the basic character of 
our socio-economic structure in order to find an explanation. 

The State has a large middle-class population. 

We are proud of its intellectual and emotional qualities as well as of its 
achievements. By long tradition this class has a strong preference for literary 
education and whiteccollar jobs which brought it good name and good money 
in the pai>t. The investment of this class was mostly in land. Our systems of 
education and training are also biased in these directions. Days, however, have 
changed. Modern developments are very largely investments in technological 
processes which require a very large proportion of persons prepared to do manual 
work. White-collar jobs are only a few in these processes. Hence there is necessarily 
a great disparity between the types of jobs created by increasing development 
and the types of jobs preferred by the Bengalee young men, particularly those of 
the middle-class. Honourable members must be aware how on many of our schemes 
requiring manual skill and labour we suffer from dearth of suitable personnel, 
while at the same time the Bengalee young men go about unemployed in large 
numbers. 

The unemployment problem is not new. But its magnitude and acuteness 
have largely increased in recent years on account of certain socio-economic changes. 
Firstly, our economy has suffered dislocation on account of increasing growth of 
population on the one hand and increasing effect of the transition from the use 
of hand-driven to power-driven machines. Secondly, the middle-class economy 
n the State has been dislocated by the loss of its support from land and by the 
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disintegration of the joint family. Almost every family had a home and some 
income from land. This, together with the joint family system, provided insurance 
against sickness and unemployment. It is common experience of us all that under 
the stress of economic circumstances the joint family is breaking down fast and 
the family home and the family land are also disappearing quickly. The partition 
has greatly hastened this process. A large number of middle-class people in 
West Bengal depended for their sustenance on the produce of their landed property 
in East Bengal. The displaced persons, many of whom belong to the families of 
middle-class people in West Bengal, have left behind them property without 
getting any income from or compensa,tion for the same. Unemployment or 
sickness is therefore causi~ much greater suffering now and has become a much 
more acute problem now than ever before. Considerable volume of unemployment 
which were covered by the insurance of the joint family and the family land is now 
coming up before the public eye in the absence of any such cover. 

Whatej"er may be the root cause of unemployment its solution must lie through 
increasing investments. Government are therefore going ahead with increasing 
investments in all fields within the public sector and are trying to create conditions 
under which investments may increase in the private sector also. But such 
increased investments will not necessarily relieve unemployment amongst the 
middle-class so long as they are not capable of taking full advantage of such expansive 
investments and so long as there remains a disparity between expansibility and 
employabihty. The problem, therefore, must be attacked on all fronts. J'irst, 
we must as far as possible open up channels of employment in which our young 
men are more likely to be interested. Secondly, our educational system should 
be ada,pted to the new economy. Thirdly, we must make our young men 
interested in diversified economic pursuits. In co-operation with the 
Government of India we have adopted a scheme of employment of 30,000 teachers
cum-social workers in rural areas in three years. We have actually made Budget 
provision for the appointment of 8,500 such teachers during the current year 
and 10,000 more in the course of the next. This will create an appreciable volume 
of employment in which the Bengalce young men arc likely to be interested and 
at the same time it will go a long way in making up our educational deficiencies 
in rural areas. Secondly, the House will notice that we are, gradually giving a 
technical bias to our education by increasingly providing for technological and 
technical training in institutions. Thirdly, our National Volunteer Force is an 
attempt to interest our young men in all types of manual work. We have only 
a short experience of the work of the Force but it is already clear that our young 
men can use their hands with skill and ease. The Force has done arduous types 
of work under trying conditions with admirable efficiency. We also see before 
our eyes how under the stress of circumstances our young men are taking interest 
in various new fields of activity and are making use of their hands as well as of their 
heads. All this encourages me to hope that this problem of disparity between 
employability and expansibility will be solved and our young men will soon be able 
to reap the full advantage of the increasing investments that are going on all around 
us. 

The Second Paradox 

West Bengal contains the biggest city in the Indian Union. She has large 
mineral and industrial wealth. Her industrial activities are the pride of the 
country. And yet it would seem to be a paradox that the common man in West 
Bengal lives in comparative penury. The social services he should be provided 
with cannot be made available to him because of want of funds. The roads, the 
education facilities, the provision for medical relief should be higher than they are. 
Yet the West Bengal Budget remains unbalanced. Its .revenue deficit is increasing. 
And why is it so 1 Or in other words why should the common man not receive 
services commensurate with the wealth in the midst of which he lives and still why 
should the Budget be in deficit 1 
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The answer is to be found in the pattern of distribution of taxing powers 
under the Constitution in the context of the character of the economy of the territory 
that is now called West Bengal. 

Under the present pattern of distribution of taxing powers the industrial wealth 
is practically beyond the taxing power of the State Government. State Govern
ment is expected to live mainly by taxing agricultural wealth. Big agricultural 
States are therefore better off under this arrangement. Their land revenue, 
forest revenue, irrigation revenue, all grow and have potentiality. The growth 
may not be commensurate with their requirement but the revenues under these 
heads to grow and the State Governments do get full I.enefit of all development 
that they can effect in their States. The industrial States, however, can derive 
little benefit from the wealth in the industrial sector which is almost outside their 
taxing power. The industrial wealth which is there in plenty in West Bengal does 
not therefore bring any commensurate revenue to the Government of West Bengal 
and therefore does not bring any commensurate benefit to the common m~n in the 
State. The industrial State of Bombay suffers from the same disabilities in respect 
of its vast industrial wealth. It has, however, a large agricultural sector as well 
and in this respect it is unlike West Bengal. The industrial State of Bombay has 
a large territory and a large forest area from which its receipts by way of land 
revenue, forest revenue, etc., are fairly large and expansive. West Bengal has 
no such large revenue from this sector. Her land revenue is a small sum. She 
has no large forests to exploit and on the other hand she has to spend money on 
afforestation. Having regard to the climatic conditions of the State, charges 
for irrigation water, increased irrigation rates or betterment levy cannot yield any 
appreciable net revenue in this State. The agricultural sector of the economy 
of West Bengal is not only insignificant but is actually extremely weak and mori
bund. West Bengal has thus a unique economy in the country and her financial 
difficulty is therefore also unique. West Bengal has to depend for her very 
existence almost wholly on industrial activity and industrial expansion but the 
State Government would not in any commensurate degree benefit from the taxes 
which such industrial expansion would bring. The income-tax levied on the 
industrialist, the customs and export duties on goods produced and exported, the 
increased realisation from transport of goods produced by the industries go to the 
Central Fund from which we get only a small share absolutely incommensurate 
with the efforts made in this province for increased production and bigger industrial 
enterprises. 

The modern phase of public finance began with the Montague-Chelmsford 
Reforms. At that time the taxing powers of the Centre and the State Governments 
were separated for the first time and the provinces were made to depend mainly 
on the taxation on land. That this distribution of taxing powers was unfair to 
the industrial provinces was recognised by Mr. Montague and Lord Chelmsford. 
They actually stated in their Report: "We have indeed been told that income-tax 
is only the industrial or professional complement of land revenue and that to
provincialise the latter while Indianising the former means giving those provinces. 
whose wealth is more predominantly agricultural such as the United Provinces 
and Madras and initial advantage over a province like Bombay which has very 
large commercial and industrial interests". To this their answer, however, was
"We admit that these arguments have force; but we are not prepared to let them 
stand in the way of a complete separation of resource~:>". Thus in their enthusiasm 
for separation of financial powers, they sowed the seed for financial disparity 
which has grown and assumed serious dimensions today. They forgot to take note 
of the hard fact that separate financial powers, however, valuable in principle, 
could not be of much avail if their contents were insignificant. 

The Meston Committee reviewed the whole position soon afterwards. Discussing 
the position in different provinces, the Meston Committee observed: "Bengal on 
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the other hand has a low sc~e of expenditure and an inelastic revenue; and it will 
receive only a very moderate start in its new financial career. But its size, intrinsic 
wealth and general economic possibilities prevented us from treating it more 
favourably than the other provinces in this category". The Committee forgot 
to note that the great economic possibility of the province was being put outside 
the taxing power of the Provincial Government which, with an inelastic revenue, 
was being called upon to eke out an existence by taxing a decaying peasantry and 
labourers. 

The financial history of Bengal under the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms is 
:a record not of any progfess but of constant endeavour to balance the two sides 
·of the Budget by rigid curtailment of expenditure on the one hand and by increase 
·of taxation on the other. When the Simon Commission reviewed the working 
•of these reforms it found that "Bengal lives largely on revenues from 'Stamps' 
most of which arises from litigation''. It also found that the percentage of increase 
in expe:e.diture on Transferred Services between 1922-23 and 1929-30 was 86 in 
Madras, 82 in the Punjab, 30 in the United Provinces, 25 in Bombay and only 4 
in Bengal. The Commission observed that "in Bengal the expansion of education 
and other services has practically ceased". The position became so acute in Bengal 
that something had to be done if a complete collapse was to be prevented. The 
Second Peel Committee of 1932 recommended that a share of the jute duty should 
be given to Bengal in view of her special difficulties and a share was actually given 
in 1934-35 mainly to avert an impending collapse. The total revenue of Bengal had 
then gone down to the low figure of 9 crores only. 

During all these years the throe important problems of inelasticity of provincial 
revenues, the disparity in the position of the agricultural and industrial provinces 
under the pattern of distribution of taxing powers and the special difficulties of 
Bengal in view of the unique inelasticity of her revenue from the agricultural sector 
engaged the attention of several expert committee, e.g., the Taxation Enquiry 
Committee, the two Peel Committees and the Percy Committee. As a result 
income-tax came to be shared with the provinces to mitigate the diffi.culties arising 
out of the first two problems and jute duty came to be shared to mitigate the special 
difficulty of Bengal. 

The House is aware how after partition jute duty has ceased to bo shared and 
income-tax is to bo distributed not on tho basis of industrial production and wealth 
but mainly on the basis of population. Partition has also brought about ~t drastic 
shift in the basic economy of Bengal. The industrial sector is now overwhelmingly 
predominant and the agricultural sector has now little importance financially in the 
economy of West Bengal and she has now little revenue from this 8ector. If the 
agricultural sector of undivided Bengal was weak, it is very much weaker today in 
West Bengal; for, all the agricultural wealth of Bengal was in East Bengal. Her 
main source of revenue today is provincial excise and sales tax. They have been 
exploited to the full and a downward tendency has already set in. The presBnt 
distribution of taxing powers has therefore become completely unrealistic for 
West Bengal. While the disparity between the character of her economy and her 
taxing powers has increased, the remedies which were introduced in the past to 
mitigate the effects of this disparity are no longer available. For, the jute duty is 
no longer to be shared, and the sharing of income-tax is henceforth to have little 
relation to industrial activity. This has further accentuated the position and 
there is now little scope for efforts on the part of West Bengal Government to get 
out of this position or to improve it. 

Under the present pattern of distribution of taxing powers, an agricultural 
State derives the full benefit of any expansion in the agricultural sector. On the 
other hand, the pattern of distribution of the proceeds of income-tax is such that 
today an agricultural State derives almost all the income-tax that is yielded by any 
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industrial expansion in the State. In addition they. get a share of the income-tax 
yielded by industrial expansion in the industrial States also. The extent to which the 
agricultural States derive benefit from industrial expansion in their own States and 
in industrial States was calculated by this Government in the Memorandum sub
mitted to the Finance Commission. It was pointed out therein that assuming that 
the. ratio of income-tax collected in the different StB,tes had remained unchanged 
since 1948-49, the position in 1950-51 under the Desmukh Award had been that for 
every one hundred rupees collected in the State Orissa got Rs. 617, Bihar Rs. 322, 
Madhya Pradesh Rs. 215, Uttar Pradesh Rs. 178, Madras Rs. 93, Assam Rs. 84, 
Punjab Rs. 71, Bombay Rs. 24 and \Vest Bengal Rs. 21. Under the recommenda
tion of the Finance Commission the position has • moved further against the 
industrial States and in favour of the agricultural States. Thus an agricultural 
State gets the full benefit of the agricultural expansion in the State, full benefit 
from any industrial expansion in the State itself as well as some benefit from 
industrial expansion in the industrial States. An industrial State on the other hand 
gets full benefit from the expansion of the agricultural sector but very l!ttle benefit 
from the expansion of its industrial sector and no benefit for the expansion of indus
tries in other States. As the agricultural sector is almost non-existent for purposes 
of taxation in West Bengal, the position of the public finance in West Bengal is 
particularly unsatisfactory. This Government is expected to live by taxing agriculc 
tural wealth of which it has very little but cannot tax industrial wealth whichit has 
got in plenty. This is a serious problem in public finance. Tue problem has 
become more serious and urgent after partition and after the recommendations of 
the Finance Commission. This unique basic economic structure of West Bengal is 
hardly appreciated either in the Centre or in any other part of the country. 

Gonclu8ion 

The two paradoxes referred to above are at the root of most of the ills which 
today afflict the body politic of West Bengal. The first pradox is the paradox 
of disparity between expansion and employment. The second paradox is the 
paradox of the disparity between wealth and taxing power. In this State 
investments increase without creating corresponding employment for our young 
men to any commensurate extent. In West Bengal the economic activity increases 
without bringing commensurate revenue to the State treasury. These two 
paradoxes stand in the way of our prospering in the midst of prosperity. For the 
removal of the first disparity we must increase the adaptability of our young men 
and they must be prepared to work in diverse fields and with their hands as well 
as with their headlil. For the removal of the second disparity the pattern of 
distribution of taxing powers should be changed' so as to make it realistic for the 
economic condition of West Bengal and for this we are looking up to the Taxation 
Enquiry Commission and to the Government of India. 

These paradoxes are great handicaps in the path of our progress. In spite 
of all handicaps we are going forward according to plan. We have in fact achieved 
more than we actually planned for. I am sure, with the support of the House and 
with the people of the State behind me, we will overcome all obstacles in the path 
o0f our progress in the service of the common man. 
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West Bengal Budget, 1954-55. 

(In thousands of rupees.) 

Actuals, Budget, Revised, Budget, 

• 1952-53 . 1953-54. 1953-54. 1954-55. 

Receipts. 

Opening Balance 7,27,63 2,02,18 7,59,25 ll,48 

Revenue Receipts 37,45,88 38,15,87 38,81,96 39,93,22 

Receipts from Debt Heads, 1,ll,15,01 1,62,16,30 1,42,47,58 1,21,40,79 
Contingency Fund and 
Public Accounts. 

-----
Total 1,55,88,52 2,02,34,35 1,88,88,79 1,61,45,49 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 38,94,12 43,26,63 50,57,13 53,30,76 

Capital Expenditure 13,04,21 21,01,58 18,66,30 20,82,ll 

Expenditure on Debt Heads, 96,30,94 1,42,17,56 1,19,53,88 99,63,99 
Contingency Fund and 
Public Accounts. 

Closing Balance 7,59~25 -4,11,42 ll,48 -12,31,37 

Total 1,55,88,52 2,02,34,35 1,88,88,79 1,61,45,49 

Net Result-

Surplus{+) 

Deficit (-) 

(a) On Revenue Account -1,48,24 -5,10,76 -11,75,17 -13,37,54 

(b) Outside Revenue +1,79,86 -1,02,84 +4,27,40 +94,69 
Account. 

(c) Net, excluding Opening 
Balance. 

+31,62 -6,13,60 -7,47,77 -12,42,85 
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Supplementary Estimate for the year 1954-55. 

(Presented on the 22nd March, 1955). 

• 

The Hon'ble Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy : Sir, I beg to present under the provi
sions of Article 205 of the Constitution a statement of Supplementary Estimate of 
expenditure for the year 1954-55. 

The total amount covered by the present Supplementary Estimate is 
Rs. 8,84,42,401 of which the voted items account for Rs. i,77,28,IOI and the charged 
items for Rs. 3,07,14,300. Of the voted items the largest demand is under the head 
"40-Agriculture ". It includes Rs. 1,12,00,000 under the scheme for distribution 
of chemical fertilisers due to the post-budget decision to continue during the current 
year, the last year's scheme for the large scale supply of fertilisers to the cultivators 
and Rs. 3,62,800 in connection with the scheme for the removal of lch~tals from 
Calcutta partly for the completion of the unfinished works of the first unit of the 
Milk Colony at Haringhata and partly for the establishment of three additional 
units of Milk Colony and a fodder farm. The entire expenditure on the khatal 
removal scheme will· be financed by a loan from the Government of India and the 
scheme will be completed next year. . 

The next largest demand is for Rs. 1,07,90,000 on account of expenditure on 
displaced persons under the heads "57-Miscellaneous-Expenditure on displaced 
persons '', " 82-Capital Account of other State works outside the Revenue Account 
-Expenditure on displaced persons" and" Loans and Advances bearing interest
Loans and Advances to displaced persons ". It includes mainly Rs. 56,06,000 for 
payment of outstanding bills of previous years as well as for undertaking a building 
programme and for development of land for helping colonisation of displaced 
persons, Rs. 49,53,000 for larger payment of loans to displaced persons for speedy 
rehabilitation and Rs. 2,31,000 for increased expenditure on contingencies mainly 
doles due to larger influx of refugees. 

The additional demand of Rs. 89,26,000 under the head "Loans and Advances 
bearing interest "is mainly in respect of the provision.for distribution of loans and 
advances for relief in the flood-affected areas in North Bengal districts and loans to 
Co-operative Societies under the scheme for development of handloom industr)·. 

The demand of Rs. 78,97,000 under the head" 54--Famine " is mainly for 
large-scale relief operations in flood-affected areas of the State. 

The demand of Rs. 64,36,000 under the head " 57-Miscellaneous-Other Mis
cellaneous Expenditure" is in respect of schemes undertaken under the State Depart
ment Works Programme, works done out of contribution from the Sardar Vallab
bhai Patel National Memorial Fund and for larger expenditure in connection with 

. the schemes under local Development \Vorks Programme. It also includes a pro
vision of Rs. 23,58,4.33 in respect of irrecoverable agricultural loans in the Midnapore 
district. 

The dem:.md of Rs. 81,71,0(10 under the head "82-Capital Account of other 
State \Vorks outside the Revenue Account '' iR in respect of the expenditure in 
connection with the Kalyani Housing Scheme under the housing programme for this 
State which has been approved by the Government of India in course of the year 
as adjustment, in the Five-Year Plan. The Government of India is financing this 
scheme through loans. Total anticipated expenditure on the scheme during the 
current financial year is Rs. 54,44,000 out of which Rs. 22,73,000 will be met by 
reappropriation from savings under other heads and Rs. 31,71,000 will be necessary 
to meet the remainder of the cost. 
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The demand of Rs. 26,6Q,OOO under the head "63-Extraordinary Charges 
in India '' is for adjustment of a part of arrear loss on account of supply of foodstuff 
to certrdn classes of Government servants at concession rates during previous years. 

The demand of Rs. 18,69,000 under the head "25-General Administration " 
mainly represents additional expenditure incurred in connection with the Rural 
Broadcasting Scheme with provision for the st.aff at Chandernagore after the merger, 
pay of certain additional staff, larger cost for revision of electrical rolls and certain 
bye-elections and other n1iscellaneous expenses . 

• The demand of Rs. 17,12,000 under the head " 82B-Capital Outlay on Road 
and Water Trn.nsport Schemes outside the Revenue Account '' is mainly for the 
purpose of new buses for relief of unemployment and fol:' giving employment to 
camp refugees. The Government of India have provided loan and approved of an 
expenditure of Rs. 30 lakhs as adjustment to the plan on account of the purchase of 
fifty new ~omet buses towards the relief of unemployment and have also sanctioned 
a lo11n of Rs. 15,00,000 as fifty per cent. cost for the purchase of 50 buses for giving 
employment to 400 camp refugees. The purchase will be made during the current 
year and tho next. 

Tho addit,ional demands also includes Its. 7,36,000 under the head " 81A-Capital 
Outlay on Electricity Schemes outside the l~evenue Account" Rs. 5,86,000 under 
the head "56-Stationery and Printjing ", H.s. 4,96,000 under the head "27-
Administration of Justice", Rs. 2,79,000 under the head "47-Miscellaneous 
Department-Fire Services", Rs. 2,25,200 under the head" 43-Industries-Cottage 
Industries", Rs. 1,11,000 under tho he11d " 13--0ther T11xos and Duties ", 
Rs. 96,000 under the head ":30--Ports and Pilotage'', Rs. 94,000 under the head 
"4-Taxes on Income other than Corporation Tax", Rs. 67,000 under the head 
"9-Sta,mps ", Rs. 14,000 under the head "54B-Privy Purses and Allowances of 
Indian ]~uiers " and Re. I under the hca,d " :~9-Public Health "-

Thu demands under those heads arc compnratively small and call for little 
comment. 

Of the charged items, the amount of Rs. 2,76,82,000 under the head "Public 
Debt-Floating Debt " is required to cover repayments made from time to time to 
clear off larger amount of advances which had to be drawn from the Imperial Bank 
of India on account of our food requirement. 

Of the amount of Rs. 25,50,000 included under the head " 22-Interest on Debt 
and other obligations ", Rs. 18,89,000 is required to cover the interest; charges payable 
to the Imperial Bank on account of the drawal of larger amount of advance and 
Rs. 83,000 is required to meet the interest on the larger volume of deposit in the 
General Provident Fund, Rs. 2,07,000 representing the interest charges on the 
Capital Outlay on the Mayurakshi Project and Rs. 3, 71,000 on the Capital Outlay 
on the State Transport Scheme do not wholly represent additional expenditure 
under the pro-forma adjustments. As there was smaller capital expenditure under 
the Mayurakshi Project and the State Transport Scheme than wae anticipated at the 
time of the preparation of the Budget Estimate, the interest chargeable to those 
schemes and adjustable under this head in reduction of expenditure also becomes 
smaller. 

The demand of RE. 2,42,000 as a charged item of expenditure under " 17-
Interest on Works for which capital accounts are kept " is required to cover the 
interest charges on actual capital outlay of irrigation works upto the end of 1953-54 
and also in respect of Sonarpur-Arapanch-Matla Scheme, Parts I and II and 
Bagjola-Ghuni-Jantragachi Scheme. 
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The demand uf Rs. 1,56,000 as a charged item of expenditure under " .57 -
Miscellaneous-Other Miscellaneous Expenditure " i!! to cover the awards of the 
Arbitrators in respect of rent compensation of requisitioned buildings and other 
incidental charges. 

The other charged items are minor and call for no comments. 

The reasons for the demands included in the Supplementary Estimate have been 
set forth in the Explanatory Memorandum given under each head. The Ministers 
in charge of different departments will go into them in further detail as each demand 
is moved. 

• With these words, Sir, I present the estimates for the Supplementary Budget for 
1954-55. 

Speech by Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, Finance Minister, in presenting the Rudget for 
1955-56. 

(Presented on the 15th February, 1955). 

I rise to present the Budget Estimates of the State of West Bengal for the finan
cial year 1955-56. 

Economic Situation 

In presenting to this House the Budget Estimates for 1954-55 I had occasion to 
refer to two years of steady progress. During the year just gone by, the progress 
was fully maintained and in some spheres it received acceleration. 

lOth July, 1954, will be remembered as a red-letter day in the history of this 
State. On that day rationing and other controls on food were completely removed. 
Mter ten years of rationing and all-round control, during which people came to 
believe that these had come to stay permanently, they have again got the chance 
of marketing their crop freely and of buying the rice of their choice freely in the open 
market. The honourable members must remember vividly the joy and happiness 
with which the announcement of this decision was greeted. This decision was 
posRible because of the steady progress in agriculture in the State that went before it. 
Against the annual requirement of about four million tons of cleaned rice, West 
Bengal's annual production between the years 1947-48 and 1951-52 varied between 
three and a third million tons to slightly over three and a half million tons. In 
1952-53 production in West Bengal was estimated at 3 million 950 thousand tons. 
1953-54 was a year of bumper rice crop and the production reached the figure of 
5 million 220 thousand tons of cleaned rice. This made complete derationing of 
rice possible. On account of widespread flood and drought in different parts of 
West Bengal production has again fallen to 3 million 738 thousand tons in 1954-55 
and there is again a delicate balance between production and requirement. There 
is, however, a large carry-over from the previous year and in Government godowns 
alone there is today a stock of 200 thousand tons of rice. Government rice is still 
being sold in the old ration shops, though offtake is extremely low. This makes 
the position invulnerable. 

In the industrial sector the :pace of expansion in the country was greater in 1954 
than in 1953. With 1946=100 as the base year, the average of the general index of 
industrial production for the first nine months of 1954 was 143 ·7 against 134 ·1 
for the same period in 1953 and 128 ·9 for the year 1952. Among the industries 
to record appreciable increase are steel, cement, paper, yarn and mill-made cloth. 
Jute recorded a small increase. Coal was practically static registering a slight fall 
of one per cent. Sugar, salt and matches recorded considerable declines. 
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Prices maintained their downward level during the year. In 1953 the general 
index on wholesale prices varied between 410 ·4 in August and 389 ·6 in December. 
In the year 1954thelimits were 402 ·6in April and 367 ·8 in December. The working 
class cost of living also maintained its downward course during the yea,r. The 
Labour Commissioner's index of working class cost of living in Calcutta which in 
1953 had a peak of 375 in July and a bottom of 329 in December had in 1954 a 
much lower peak of 339 in May and also a lower bottom of 321 in December. 

The tea industry experienced a period of high prosperity during the year under 
review. 

Exports of Indian mefchandisc from the Port of Calcutta during the period 
October, 1953 to September, 1954, rose to 263 crores 69 lakhs from 243 crores 90 
lakhs during the previous 12-month period. Imports during the former period fell 
to 114 crores 37lakhs from 152 crores 18lakhs during the latter period. 

The laJ'Jour relation during the year was fairly good. No serious labour trouble 
disturbed any major industry in West Bengal. The threatened bank employee's 
strike was called off at the last moment as wise counsel prevailed. The total number 
of strikes during the year and the amount of man hours lost were, however, not 
inconsiderable. The Port of Calcutta had to face during the year labour troubles of 
considerable magnitude. The troubles in the Port took both the forms of strikes 
and "go-slow " movement. Normal working was, however, restored soon. 

Estimates 

I shall now discuss seriatim the Revised Estimates for the current year and the 
Budget Estimates for the coming year. 

THE YEAR 1954-55. 

Opening Balance 

Tho yca,r 1954-55 actually opened with a bttl!1nce of 3 crores 64 lakhs instead of 
11 Ia.khs as rmticipated at the Budget stage. This improvement of a cmres 53 lakhs 
is the result of the working of the year 1953-54!Lnd is m11inly due to an improvement 
of 72 lrtkhs in the collection of Snles Tax and Motor Spirit Tax and su,vi.ngs of 2 crores 
18lakhs on some Development Schemes, 341akhs under Civil Works, lO lakhs under 
Public Health and lO lakhs under Stationery and Printing. Small vari11tions on 
other heads account for the balance of the improvement. 

Revenue Receipts 

The Revised Estimate of the total revenue re9eipts of the current year stands at 
41 crores 63 Iakhs against the Budget Estimates o£39 crores 931akhs. The improve
ment is of the order of I crore 70 lakhs. Under Other Taxes and Duties alone there 
is an improvement of 1 crore 36 lakhs to which Sales Tax contributes 1 crore and 
Motor Spirit Sales Tax 20 lakhs. There is also a large increase of 1 crore 9 lakhs 
under Miscellaneous mainly in the course of the transactions with the Union 
Govemment on three different accounts. First, there is the provision for Union 
grant-in-aid of the flood relief measures in North Bengal not included in the Budget 
but now included in the Revised. Secondly, there is provision for recovery of the 
Union grant payable but not paid during the last year in respect of expenditure on 
displaced persons. Thirdly, there is the provision for larger contribution from the 
Union Government towards the programme of local development works following 
the progress of work. Other improvements in receipts are 27 lakhs under Civil 
Works, 22lakhs under Education, 21 lakhs under Industries, 14 lakhs under State 
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" Transport Scheme, lllakhs under Income Tax other than Corporation Tax, ll lakhs 
under Estate Duty. The increase under Civil Wor'ks is due mainly to larger 
transfer from the Central Road Fund for readjustment of the past expenditure in 
respect of two road fund projects wrongly included in the programme for the 
development of State roads and the receipt of a part of the promised donation from 
Shri G. D. Bida towards the construction of a State College of Agriculture at Harin
ghata. The increase under Education is due to a contribution from the Government 
of India towards development of Technical Institutions and establishment of multi
purpose schools. The increase under Industries is due mainly to a larger quantity 
of cinchona products being sold on account of restriction put on the import of foreign 
quinine and also to the provision for a grant from the T.T.lion Cess Fund for develop
ment of Handloom Industries. Larger earnings on account of better administra
tive control and operation of a larger number of buses account for the improvement 
under State Transport Scheme. Larger collection of agricultural income-tax 
accounts for the improvement under Taxes on Income other than Corporation Tax. 
Pending formulation of a scheme of distribution, the Government of kldia have 
decided to distribute the net proceeds of the Estate Duty on property other than 
agricultural land on the same basis as the States portion: of the net proceeds of 
income-tax. ll Iakhs represent the share of this State on that basis. The increases 
are partly offset by decreases of 85 lakhs under Land Revenue, 43 lakhs under 
Agriculture, 32 lakhs under Grants-in-aid from Union Government and 16 lakhs 
under Extraordinary Charges. The decrease under Land Revenue is due mainly 
to the moratorium granted to revenue payers by an amendment of the West Bengal 
Estates Acquisition Act while that under Agriculture is due to the smaller receipts 
from the sale of fertilisers. Slower progress of work on (1) the scheme for the relief 
of educated unemployment and (2) Community Development Projects and National 
Extension Service Blocks account for the decreases under Grants-in-aid from the 
Union Government and Extraordinary Charges respectively. Decrease of 5 lakhs 
occurs under other heads. 

Revenue Expenditure 

The Revised Estimate of the total revenue expenditure for the year 1954-55 is 
55 crores 55 lakhs against the Budget Estimate of 53 crores 31 lakhs. The increase 
is 2 crores 24 lakhs. The. largest increase is under Agriculture and amounts to 
1 <Wore 46 lakhs. This is due to the post- budget decision to continue during the 
current year the scheme for the la>:"ge-scale supply of fertilisers to cultivators and to 
construct three additional .units of milk colony together with a fodder farm in 
connection with the scheme for removal of khatals from Calcutta. Other signi
ficant increases are 79 lakhs under Famine due to large-seale relief operations in 
flood-affected areas in North Bengal and 66 lakhs under Miscellaneous due mainly 
to a bigger Local Development Works programme and writing-off of temporary 
loans and advances found irrecoverable. There have also been increases of 27 lakhs 
under Extraordinary Charges in India for adjustment of arrear losses for supply of 
subsidiRed foodstuff to Government employees, 22 lakhs under Interest on Debt 
and Other Obligations due tJ the payment of larger interest, en account of larger 
drawals of cash credit. advances from the Imperial Bank of India, 20 lakhs under 
General Administration for the extension of the scheme for Rural and School Broad
cast and larg-er cost of revision of electoral rolls, 16 lakhs under Land Revenue due 
to the provision for preliminary expenses in connection with the Estates Acquisition 
Scheme, lf) lakhs under Public Health for provision of grants to the Municipalities 
for execution of National Urban Water Supply Schemes. The remaining increase 
of 9 lakhs is distributed over several other heads. The increases are partly offset 
by a decrease of 62 lakhs under Irrigation due mainly to the provision on account of 
Sonarpur-Arapanch-Matla and Bagjola-Ghuni-Jantragachi Schemes being trans
ferred to the Capital head in accordance with a new classification, 61 ln.khs under 
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Civil Works and 22 lakhs under Community Development Projects due to slower 
progress of work and 17 lakl~ under Miscellaneous Contl'ibutions. Delay in the 
implementation of the Employee's State Insurance Scheme and adjustment of the 
cost of materials supplied by the Construction Board to other Departments in re
duction of expenditure accounts for a decrease of 14 lakhs under Miscellaneous 
Departments (excluding Fire Services). 

Capital Expenditure 

The provision for capitaleexpenditure dming the year is 16 crores 26 lakhs in the 
Revised Estimates against 20 crores 82 lakhs in the Budget Estimates. There is 
thus an overall decreape of 4 crores 56 lakhs. Decrease of 2 crores 89 lakhs occurs' 
under Capital Outlay on Sta.te Trading due mainly to decontrol of foodgrains with 
effect from the lOth July last. There is a decreaee of 1 crore 29lakhs under Damodar 
Valley PrO!iect. and a decrease of 81 lakhs under Maynrakshi Project. Under 
Community Development Projects there is a decrease of 64 lakhs because of slower 
progress of work. There is a decrease of 60 lakhs under Capital Account of Civil 
Works outside the Revenue Account mainly due to the expenditure on cert!1in roads 
being transferred from this head to the Revenue head of 50-Civil Works. There 
is also a decrease of 2 lakhs under Ca,pitalOutlay on Industrial Development. The 
decreases are partly counterbalanced by an increase of 56 lakhs under Capital 
Account of Expenditure on Displaced Persons due mainly to the provision for building 
programme, 35lakhs under Construction of Irrigation, Navigation, Embankment 
and Drainage Works due to the transfer of the provision for the Sonarpur
Arapanch-Matla and Bajgola-Ghuni-Jantragachi Schemes from Hevenue to Capital 
Accounts, 32 lakhs under Capital Accounts of Other State Works due to the 
additional provision for the Kalyani Housing ';;chemc. There are also increa.ses 
of 25 lakhs under the Capital Outlay on Electricity Schemes due to expaneion of 
power to urban and rural areas a1'd 21 lakhs under Capital Outlay on Road Trans
port Scheme for purchase of new buses. 

Debt and Other Heads 

The transactions unde.,. this head fall into two br,)ad sectors. The first sector 
includes investments of surplus cash balance in Treasury Bills, cash credit advances 
from the Imperial Bank of India for financing purchase of foodgrains, loans from the 
Reserve Bank of India, loans raised in the open market and loans and advances 
by the. State Government. All these items relate to money raised or paid by 
Government for purposes of the State. The rest of the transactions come within 
the second sector and relate mainly to other people's money in relation to which, 
Government ~ct more or less as a banker, as for example, the State Provident Funds, 
deposits and advances of various types, deposits of civil revenue and criminal courts, 
deposits of the local bodies, etc. In the Budget Estimates for Hl54-55 the receipts 
and outgoings in the second sector almost balanced each other. In the Revised 
Estimates, however, the receipts exceed the outgoings by 2 crores 6llakhs. 

Of this excess, l crore 98 lakhs represent the credit balance in the cash credit 
account on the first day of the current year. This balance has already gone into 
the stock of rice and will stand cleared by the end of the year as the Government of 
India takes over the stock of rice on payment of the price thereof. Larger credits 
amounting to 53 lakhs in the State Provident Fund and 16 lakhs in the Deprecia
tion Reserve Fund for State Buses and a saving of 58 lakhs in the Investment 
Account of Sinking Funds have resulted in further net increase in receipts. This 
is counter-balanced by increase of 60 lakhs in the Public Works advance for repair 
of embankments in the Sunderbans area and small variations on other accounts. 
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The Revised Estimate for loans from the Union Government stands at 34 crores 
43 lakhs against 23 crores 44 lakhs in the Budget. Loalfs for Development Projects 
have :increased by 5 crores in accordance with the decision of the GovernJ:nent of 
India to grant a loan of 9 crores instead of 4 crores during the current year to make 
up the short-fall in Central assistance for the execution of the Plan. Loans for 
Intensive Food Production Schemes and loans for relief and rehabilitation of dis
placed persons have increased by 30 lakhs and 18 lakhs respectively. The Union 
Government have also granted a loan of 4 crores out of the proceeds of the National 
Plan Loan to make up for the market loan of an equivalent amount which was to be 
raisrd by the State Government according to the Budget Estimate but was not 
actually raised at the instance of the Government of India. • New loans receivable 
from the Union Government also include a loan of 1 crore 57 lakhs for Flood Relief 
operations in North Bengal, 63 lakhs as Ways and Means Advance, 25 lakhs for 
expansion of power to urban and rural areas, 19 lakhs on National Water Supply 
and Sanitation Scheme in urban areas, 12 lakhs for development of Small-scale 
Engineering Industries at Howrah, 8 lakhs for development of Handloom Intlustry, 
2 lakhs for Industrial housing and other schemes. The increases are partly offset 
by curtailment of loans by I crore 29 lakhs for the Damodar Valley Project, 94 lakhs 
for the Community Development Projects and National Extension Service Programme 
and 12 lakhs for permanent improvement of Sundarbans area. 

On the expenditure side the Revised Estimate under Loans and Advances by the 
State Government stands at 6 crores 74 lakhs against the Budget Estimate of 5 
crores 70 lakhs. The increase of 1 crore 4 lakhs is the net result of increases amount
ing to 1 crore 39 lakhs offset by a decrease of 35 lakhs. There have been increases 
of 51lakhs under Loans to Cultivators, of 50 lakhs under Loans to Displaced Persons, 
of 5lakhs under Loans to Local Bodies, of 2 lakhs under Loans to Artisans, of 19 
lakhs under Loans on account of Development of Handloom Industries, of 10 lakhs 
under Ways and Means Advance to Damodar Valley Corporation and of 2 lakhs 
under I..oans to the Baraset-Basirhat Railway. 

The decrease of 35 lakhs occurs under Community Development Projects. 

Net Result. 

The transactions of the year 1954-55 result in a deficit of 13 crores 92 lakhe on 
revenue account and a surplus of 13 crores 29 lakhs outside revenue account. In the 
aggregate, the net result is a deficit of 63 lakhs which is met out of the opening, 
balance of the year amounting to 3 crores 64 lakhs leaving a closing balance of 
3 crotes 1 lakh only with which the year 1955-56 opens. 

THE YEAR 1955-56. 

Revenue Receipts. 

The Budget Estimate of revenue receipts for the year 1955-56 stands at 45 crores 
76 lakhs against the Revised Estimate of 41 crores 63 lakhs of the current year. 
The improvement is 4 crores 13lakhs. The largest increase is one of 2 crores 73lakhs 
under Land Revenue and is due mainly to provision for collection of rents direct 
from the raiyats after the acquisition of estates under the Estates Acquisition Act. 
There is an increase of 44 lakhs under Educatidn due to larger contribution from the 
Union Government towards the development of Technical Institutions and estab
lishment of Multi-purpose Schools. Increase of 41 lakhs under Grants-in-aid froiD. 
Union Government is based on the larger programme of expenditure on the scheme 
{0'1." the relief of educated unemployment. The tax em aviation spirit and the 
enhanced rate of the tax on Raw Jute mainly account for ari increase of 38 lakh& 
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under other Taxes and Duties. The increase of 19 lakhs under Forest is due to 
provision for receipts from flrivate forests to be acquired under the Estates Acqui
sition Scheme. Increases of 18 lakhs and 12 lakhs under Estate Duty and Union 
Excise Duty, respectively, are based on the information furnished by the Union 
Government. There is an increase of 11 lakhs each under State Excise Duties, 
Miscellaneous and Civil Works. The balance of the increase of 9 lakhs is distributed 
over various other heads. 

The increases are counter-balanced by a decrease of 53 lakhs under Taxes on 
Income receivable from the Government of India and 2I.lakhs under Agriculture 
due to smaller receipts for fertilisers issued to cultivators on loan . • 

Revenue Expenditu.re. 

The Budget Estimate of revenue expenditure for the year 1955-56 is 62 crores 
88. lakht~ against tl: e Revised Estimate of 55 crores 55 lakhs. The increase is 
7 crores 33 lakhs. The largest increase is one of 2 crores 49 lakhs under Education. 
The next, in order .are 2 crores under Land Revenue and l crore 47 lakhs under 
Irrigation. Larger provision for appointment of teachers under the scheme for 
relief of unemployment among the educated middle class ; increased emoluments of 
primary school teachers and development of Technical Institutions and Multi
purpose Schools mainly account fox· the increase under Education. The increase 
under Land Revenue is due mainly to the provision for the cost of management 
of the estates vesting in Government under the Estates Acquisition Act, payment 
of ad interim compensation required thereunder and larger provision for Revisional 
Survey and Settlement Operations. The increase under Irrigation is due mainly 
to larger provision for Flood Protection Works in North Bengal and inclusion for the 
first time of provision for maintenance and repair of embankments in 
Sundarbans area so long the responsibilities of the. zamindars. There are also 
increases of 87 lakhs under Civil Works due mainly to provision for 
completing building projects in progress and a few new buildings and 3:3 lakhs under 
Interest on ncbt and Other Obligations due to the provision for interest for the larger 
loan from the Union Government ~1nd r1lso for the open ma,rket loan to be rais("d in the 
coming year. Other increases arc 26lakhs under Miscellaneous Contributions, 
19 lakhs under Public Health, l9lakhs under Miscellaneous Departments (excluding 
J!']m Services), 17 lakhs under Medical, 12 lakhs under Industries, 9 lakhs under 
Extraordinary Charges in India, 9 lakhs under Interest on Capital Outlay on Multi
purpose River Schemes, 7 lakhs under Fisheries and ll lakns under various other 
heads. Larger provision for National Urban Water Supply Scpemes mainly accounts 
for increase under Public Health. Increased provisions for Welfare of Scheduled 
Tribes and Employeel' State Insurance Scheme account for an increase under 
Miscellaneous Departments (excluding Fire Services). The increase under Medical 
i:'; due to provision for .240 new beds to be opened in the Seth Sukhlall Karnani 
Memorial Hospital while provision for Development of Engineering Industries at 
Howrah contributes to the increase under Industries. The increase under Extra
ordinary Charges is due m&inly to the adjustment of arrear losses on sale of subsi
dised food.8tuff to Government employees partly counter1balanced by smaller 
expenditure due to progressive winding up of the· Food Department. 
Larger provision for the payment of interest on progressive outlay accounts 
for the increase under Interest on Capital Outlay on Multi-purpose River 
Schemes while increase under Fisheries is due to larger provision for operation 
charges of three new Japanese Bull Trawlers. The increases are offset by decrease 
of 62 lakhs under Agriculture due mainly to smaller. provision for distribution of 
fertilisers, 35 lakhs under Fa.mine due to smaller provision for relief operations and 
15 lakhs under Capital Outlay on Electricity Schemes met out of revenue due to 
the transfer of the administration of the schemes to the State Electricity Board 
wpich will function from April next. 
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Capital Expenditure 
• 

The total provision for capital expenditure in the Budget Estimate for 1955-56 
is 20 crores 79 lakhs against 16 crores 26lakhs in the Revised Estimate for 1954:-55. 
The provision includes ll crores 90 lakhs on account of this Government's share of 
expeitditure on the Damodar Valley Project, 2 crores 26 lakhs for Mayurakshi 
Project, 3 crores 10 lakhs for Development of State Roads, 45 lakhs for Kanchrapara 
Area Development Scheme, 20 lakhs for Kalyani Housing Scheme, 16 lakhs for 
residential flats at Karaiya, 9 lakhs for housing scheme at Bawali Mandai Road, 
15 lakhs for housing scheme at Gariahat, 20 lakhs for the scheme for development 
of Salt Lake Ar0a near Calcutta, 20 lakhs for coke oven,. gas grid and power plant 
project, 2 crores 18 lakhs on rehabilitation of displaced persons, 85 lakhs for Com
munity Development Projects and National Extension Service Programme, 44 
lakhs on account of Road and Water Transport Schemes, 79 lakhs for Sonarpur
Arapanch-Matla and Bagjola-Ghuni-Jantragachi Drainage Schemes under Irrigation, 
Navigation, Embankment and Drainage Works and 7 lakhs for certain Slllall agri
cutural and industrial development schemes. 

· There is a net receipt of 2 crores 17 lakhs under Scheme of Government Trading 
due mainly to the adjustment of arrear loss on supply of foodstuff to certain classes 
of Government servants at concession rates. A receipt of 9 lakhs is also anticipated 
from sale of land under the Tollygunge Land Development Scheme and Entally 
Housing Scheme. 

Debt and Other Heads 

Excluding loans from Union Government, the loan raised in the open market 
and loans and advances by State Government; the receipts and disbursements 
under these heads almost balance each other. 

The provision for loans from Union Government is 37 crores 98 lakhs against 34 
crores 43 lakhs in the Revised Estimate. The provision includes ll crores 90 lakhs 
on account of this Government's share of expenditure on the Damodar Valley 
Project, 8 crores 26 lakhs for the Mayurakshi and other Development Projects, 
8 crores 51 lakhs for various schemes of capital expenditure for relief and rehabili
tation of displaced persons as well as grant of advances to them, 2 crores 58 lakhs 
for Intensive Food Production Schemes, 2 crores 19 lakhs for flood relief schemes in 
North Bengal, I crore 38lakhs for the scheme of expansion Of power to urban and 
rural areas, I crore 5 lakhs for capital expenditure on Community Development 
Projects, 46lakhs for National Extension Service Programme, 60 lakhs for perma
nent improvement of Sunderbans area in the district of 24-Parganas, 56 lakhs 
for National Water Supply and Sanitation Scheme in urban areas, 44 lakhs for 
establishment of additional milk colonies and a fodder.farm at Haringhata in connec
tion with the Khatal removal scheme, 4 lakhs for the improvement of the Sibpore 
Engineering College and I lakh for other small schemes. 

vVe propose to raise a loan of 4 crores next year to finance certain development 
schemes involving capital expenditure and to meet preliminary expenses in con
nection with the implementation of the Estates Acquisition Act. 

On the expenditure side, provision has been made under Loans and Advances 
by the State Government for 9,15 lakh:o nndcr Advances to Cultivators, 10 lakhs 
under Loans to owrwrs of Bcel Fisheries and Tank Fisheries and to growers of agri
cultural produce, 29 lakhs under Cattle Purchase Loan, I9 lakhR under Advances 
to the Provincial Co-operative Bank in terms of the Government gu:cmntee in respect 
of non-realisation of investments in East Bengal and for financing t}'(' land mortgage 
banks and othfer co-operative societies, I crore 70 lakhs under Lofll'S and Advances 
to the State Electricity Board, 25 lakhs under Loans to Municip iities in respect 
of the Urban \Vater Supply Scheme, 6 crores 32 lakhs under Lo: JlS to Displaced 
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Persons for house building, cultivation, etc., 70 lakhs under Community Develop. 
ment Projects and National Dxtension Service Programme. Other loans advanced 
by the State Government include loans of 7 lakhs to artisans, 5 lakhs to Calcutta 
Coxporation for improvement of a service road from Topsia to Kulti, 9 lakhs to local 
bodies, 4 lakhs to the Calcutta University to meet capital expenditure for develop. 
ment of Post-graduate Training facilities, etc., 4lakhs under State Aid to Industries 
Act, 3 lakhs for development of Engineering Industries at Howrah, 2 lakhs to West 
Bengal Financial Corporation, 2lakhs to Baraset-Basirhat Railway for rehabilitation 
of the Railway, 3 lakhs to Government servants for house-building and other 
purposes, 4 lakhs for works under the Drainage and Embankment Act and l lakh to 
certain educational instit~ions. 

Net Result 

The revenue deficit for the year 1955-56 is 17 crores 12 lakhs. The surplus 
outside the revenue account is 9 crores 7 4 lakhs. In the aggregate the net result 
is an overall deficit of 7 crores 38 lakhs. Setting off against it the opening balance 
of 3 crores 1 lakh, the next year closes with a negative balance of 4 crores 37 lakhs. 

The State has a public debt of 7 crores 35 lakhs at present. At the end of the 
next year the public debt will increase to 11 crores 35 lakhs. Our total debt to the 
Union Government at the end of 1954-55 stands at 104 crores 60 lakhs and will 
increase to 140 crores 90 lakhs at the end of 1955-56. This debt includes an advance 
of 2 crores 50 lakhs granted by the Union Government to help us clear half the 
debit balance with Reserve Bank of India left by the Government of Undivided 
Bengal, the other half of which was cleared by the Government of East Bengal. 
The balance of 138 crores 40 lakhs consists of 34 crores 38 lakhs on account of reha
bilitation of displaced persons, 51 crores 93 lakhs on account of Damodar Valley 
Project, 30 crores 99 lakhs on account of Mayurakshi and other Development 
Projects, 4 crores 94 lakhs for Grow More Food and Intensive Food Production 
Schemes, 4 crores from the share of the National Plan Loan, 3 crores 76 lakhs for 
flood relief schemes in North Bengal, 2 crores 4lakhs for Community Development 
Projects, 1 crore 63 lakhs for expansion of power to urban and rural areas, l crore 
for permanent improvement of Sunderbans area, 80 lakhs for dispersal of College 
Students from Calcutta, 75lakhs for National Water Supply and Sanitation Schemes 
in urban areas, 55 lakhs. for National Extension Service Programme, 44 lakhs for 
additional Milk Colonies at Haringhata, 17 lakhs for development of Sibpore Engi
neering College, 16 lak.hs for development of Handloom Industries, 12 lakhs for 

·development of Engineering Industries at Howrah, 8 lakhs for sinking of tube-wells 
in Sunderbans areas, 3 lakhs for Industrial Housing Scheme and a Ways and 
Means. advance of 63 lakhs in connection with the replacement of 35,000 tons of rice 
taken from 'the Government of India. 

First Five- Year Plan 

We are now at the end of the fourth year of the Plan and are placing today 
before the House the estimates for the fifth and final year. 

As the honourable members are aware, the West Bengal Plan contemplated an 
expenditure of 69 ·1 crores in the five-year period 1951-56, and the social services 
received the greatest weightage in it. At the time the Plan was drawn up there 
was a gap of 22 crores between our estimated resources and the estimated outlay 
of 69 ·1 crores. Doubts about our ahi:Hty to carry out the Plan in these circum
stances were seriously expressed. Today the full execution of the Plan of 69 ·1 
crores is practically a jotit (J)CCompli. In fa{)t, our total investment in course of the 
five-year pe:riod will be considerably more. Any long period plan of welfare of the 
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ruases must adjust itself to developing circumstan~s, if it is to keep in realistic 
touch with the lives of the people. The First Five-Year Plan which is integrally 
connected with the lives of the masses could not be an exception. New problems 
arose, new experience was gained in course of the execution and adjustments had 
to be made here and there in the light of the developing situation. Before entering 
upon the final year of the Plan, it is necessary to review the position with a view 
to check up the schemes and the estimates and to revise them where necessary in 
the light of actual performance. It is now found that on many items our expendi
ture has exceeded the original estimates made five years ago but on several others 
it is smaller than the estimates framed in the beginnin~t. of the Plan. Secondly, in 
several cases the content of particular schemes had to be expanded and altered. 
Thus under the scheme for rehabilitation and improvement of existing hospitals 
we had contemplated to improve State hospitals only. Actually, however, we 
took up a munber of non-Government hospitals as well under the scheme. Similarly 
under the scheme for improvement of Secondary Education, provision .was made 
in the Plan for expansion of training facilities for teachers and for sponsoring a few 
Girls' Schools only. But in addition to these items we undertook to improve the 
conditions in other Secondary Schools for boys also. Thirdly, there have been 
a few new schemes which we had to take up in course of the developing situation. 
In presenting the Budget Estimates for 1954-55 I had stated before the House that 
in order to present the correct picture of expenditure for all types of development 
undertaken by this Government during the Plan period we proposed to move 
the Planning Commission to revise the Five-Year Plan for West Bengal so as to 
include in it all operative schemes of development executed during the period. 
Our review of the Plan has since been completed and we have revised the Plan in 
the light of the results of the review. In those cases where we have exceeded the 
estimates we have revised the estimates accordingly. In those cases where we 
have fallen below the estimates we have brought down the estimates to a lower 
figure. In those cases where we had to expand the content of a scheme, e.g., where 
we have been able to develop more hospitals and more schools than we had at first 
contemplated under a scheme, we are adding the estimates on these analogous items 
with the estimates originally made. Where we had to do something new to rectify 
new shortcomings and new deficiencies of the developing economy as they came to 
light in course of the execution of the Plan, we are adding the new scheme to the 
Plan. The revised picture as it emerges now has been placed before the House in 
a separate booklet "Statement showing the progress of Development Schemes 
and New Schemes outside the Development Programme included in the Revised 
f~stimate for 1954-55 and Budget Estimate for 1955-56." Part I of the booklet 
l!iliows the schemes and the estimates as originally adopted together with the pro
gress of expenditure on them without altering the content of any scheme. Part II 
shows the analogous schemes, that is, expenditure which legitimately comes under 
one of the schemes in the Plan but was· not originally included in the content of 
the same scheme. New schemes to rectify deficiencies detected in the course of 
execution of the Plan are also included in Part II of the booklet. Part I together 
with Part II is now the revised version of the Plan and will show our actual per
formance. The Planing Commission has already agreed to the revision in principles. 
The actual Plan so revised and shown in the booklet will, after presentation to this 
House, be forwarded to the Planning Commission for approval. It will be se~n 
that on the Plan as now revised, our expenditure will exceed 69 crores and will 
amount nearly to 75 crores. Part III shows other new schemes which also we have 
executed during this period but which are still treated as outside the Plan. The 
picture is now clear and we can say with a degree of certainty that out expenditure 
on the Plan will exceed the 69-crore figure as originally contemplated. 

This expenditure does not take into account the expenditure on the Damodar 
Valley Project or the expenditure on a number of other schemes which are financed 
wholly with aid from the Union Government. 
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• The Progress 

A booklet "The West Bengal State Rupee-From where it comes and where 
it goes" has been separately circulated in the House. The progress we have made 
in different lines will appear from this booklet. 

I have also had ci1.-culated to the House another booklet styled "Statement 
showing the financial results of some schemes of Government invol~ing transactions 
of a Commercial or Semi-commercial nature" from which will appear the progress 
made in the operation of iJ:tese schemes. 

Abolition of Intermediaries 

Bengal is the home of the Permanent Settlement and is a land of intermediaries. 
Since 179it the Permanent Settlement has been by far the most dominating influence 
in shaping the economy and the social structure of West Bengal. The intermediaries 
too have played a very important part in the development of West Bengal, if not 
of the whole country. As from 15th April next the Permanent Settlement of Lord 
Cornwallis will be no more. All intermediaries between the Govemment and the 
raiyat will disappear. Raiyats will hold directly under Government. An inter
mediary who has khas lands also will not be permitted to retain more than 25 acres 
of agricultural land or more than 5 acres in homestead or more than 20 acres of 
non-agricultural land including the homestead land. Raiyats will be permitted 
to retain as much land as is under his personal cultivation but no raiyat will be 
permitted to retain more than 33 acres of land cultjvated through sht~re-croppers. 
Honourable members are aware that the West Bengal I.,and Rofcrms Bill, 1955, 
has been published in the Calcutta Gazette of December 10, 1954. The Bill will be 
brought up before this House during the current session. The Bill seeks to put a 
ban on sub-lctting. It also seeks to ban future acquisition of land so that by future 
acquisition the limits to holdings fixed by the Estates Acquisition Act may not be 
transgressed. Further, it provides that no non-agriculturist shall acquire agricul
tumlland. These are drastic changes indeed, and are in many respeet,s more far
reaching tlmn the changes brought about in 1793 by the Permanent Settlement. 
The economy of West Bengal, pa,rticularly the agricultural sector, is in the grip of 
a serious mnlady and it requires drastic treatment. The land : man ratio is so low 
in West Bengal that even such a drastic remedy will not, by itself, cure the malady. 

The Basic Malady 

The State of West Bengal has a territory of about 30 thousand square miles of 
which as much as 20 thousand square miles or 128 lakh acres is cultivable area. 
117 lakh acres or 92 per cent. of the cultivable area is under actual cultivation 
and the remaining 11 lakh acres are waste land that can be brought under cultiva. 
tion by development or reclamation. The ratio of land utilisation is very high 
indeed. In fact, it is the highest in India. Such high land utilisation has necessarily 
been at the expense of forest areas so that today only 14 per cent. of the land sur
face of the State is under forest though a forest cover of 25 per cent. is considered 
necessary to maintain its balance with agriculture. The House is aware how we have 
to expend money on afforestation of waste lands to avert the sharply progressing 
soil erosion in several parts of the State. 

According to the census of 1951, 57·2 per cent. of the total population or 32 
lakh families depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Of these 32 lakh families, 
7 lakh families or 21 per cent. of the total number of agricultural families are 
landless farm labourers. The remaining 25 lakh families are owner-cultivators 
many of whom also cultivate lands under the share-cropping 13ystem. 
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It has been stated that for getting its bare require:w.ents an agriculturist family 

of five would require at least 5 acres of land. If the 117 lakh acres of land under 
cultivation were equally distributed among the 32 lakh families depending on agri
culture for their livelihood, the holding of each family would be 3 · 7 acres or, in 
other words, the entire rural population will go much below subsistence level. Of 
the 25 lakh families of owner-cultivators, 8 · 65 lakh families or 34 · 5 per cent. hold 
8 • 8 1akh acres and the holding of each family in this group is below 2 acres. 9 · 05 
lakh families of owner-cultivators hold 28·9 lakh acres of land and each family in 
this group has a holding below 5 acres. Thus 17 ·7 lakh families or 70 · 7 per cent. 
of the families of owner-cultivators have no economic holding today. Only 20 
thousand families or · 9 per cent. of the families of owner-c~tivators have land above 
33 acres each and their total holding is 10 · 5 lakh acres. It has been estimated that 
after the operation of the provisions of the Estates Acquisition Act 3 · 9 lakh ac!'es 
will be released to Government for distribution among the owners of uneconomic 
holdings. If this area is distributed only amongst the 8 · 65 lakh families who own 
less than 2 acres each, it will increase the size of their holding by less tha-t\ half an 
acre each and 70 per cent. of the owner-cultivators will still have badly uneconomic 
holdings. 

The operation we have undertaken is a gigantic operation but still it does not 
solve the problem. In fact, \Vest Bengal has no land to go by and by mere distri
bution of land the problem of poverty and living below subsistence cannot be 
solved. 

West Bengal was onc.e a land of prosperous cottage industries. There are many 
towns in "Vest Bengal which were the clearing centres of the products of these 
cottage industries. The cottage industries have lost their old vigour and the towns 
through which their products were cleared are decaying. The population of many 
of these towns is now smaller than it was in 1872. The population is being increas
ingly thrown upon agriculture. This process is constantly reducing the size of 
agricultural holdings and when a man finds it impossible to live on agriculture he 
runs to Calcutta Industrial area in search of employment and swells the rank of 
the unemployed. The extensive growth of the share-cropping system is a necessary 
corollary to this continuing expulsion of people by the agricultural economy and 
the failure of the people so expelled to get a firm foothold outside the agricultmal 
sector making them anxious to stick to the cwnership of the land. The system 
has grown out of the pillar-to-post existence of the Bengalee. The rate at which 
employmen~-seekers are coming to the indust~ial towns is much greater than the rate 
at which the industries at the present level of investment can absorb them. In 
fact, statistics show that West Bengal is the only State in which the volume of 
factory employment has been decreasing for some years now. The result is an 
increasing unemployed population. According to the sample survey of unemploy
ment carried out by the Statistical Bureau in September 1953, there were 4! lakhs 
of unemployed employment-seekers in all the towns of West Bengal. For every 
100 persons employe(!., there are 27 unemployed employment-seekers in Calcutta. 
Among the middle-class Bengalees, for every 100 persons employed, as many as 47 
are unemployed and seeking employment. 

No blame can be laid on the rate of growth of population; for West Bengal's 
rate of growth is now the lowest in the whole of India. Excluding displaced persons 
from East Pakistan, the annual growth of population between 1901 and 1951 has 
been 43·4 per cent. in West Bengal as a whole and ony 27·4 per cent. in the rural 
areas of West Bengal. In few districts rural growth during this period exceeded 
half per cent. per annum and in many it was much less. 'There are several police 
stations in which density is lower in 1951 than it was in 1872. The population of 
Calcutta which increased by 84·9 per cent. between 1931 and 1941, increased by 
only 0·3 per cent. between 1941 and 1951, excluding the displaced population but 
including all other types of immigrants. The figures of 1941 have been considered 
to be inflated but still the trend is highly significant. 
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']},he Second Five- Year Plan 

The above picture of the economy of West Bengal today clearly indicates that 
any effort to tackle the problem effectively must be stupendous. Tremendous 
investment is necessary if the economy is not to disintegrate completely. The 
agricultural sector of the economy is in a decadent state. It is not possible for it 
to absorb more men but it requires thorough revitalisation in order that it can main
tain its present population at least at the subsistence level or slightly above it. 
Relief must come almost wholly through industries, both cottage industries as well 
as big industries. There is no getting away from this fact and the Second Five-Year 
Plan of West Bengal mu:t be formulated accordingly. 

The financial resources of the State Government are meagre. In presenting 
the Budget Estimate for 1954-55 I drew the attention of the House last yea~ to 
two serious paradoxes which hinder progress. First, there is the paradox of dispa
rity bettveen expansion of industries and employment. Here in West Bengal 
expansion of industries takes place without bringing commensurate employment 
to the people of the State. Secondly, there is the paradox between wealth and the 
taxing power of the State. Large industrial wealth exists but the tax revenue 
therefrom is not available for the amelioration of the conditions of the poor people 
who live in the midst of that industrial wealth. This is a serious problem not only 
in publ;c finance but also in the social and political spheres of the State. Necessarily 
the financial resources of the State are meagre and it cannot even maintain the 
existing services without running into large deficits. A look at the Budget figures 
will show how difficult the position is. Even then it would be both instructive and 
interesting to try to form an idea of the magnitude of the investment required 
during the Second Five-Year Plan, if we have to do something to tackle the problem 
of unemployment which is eating into the vitality of West Bengal. 

As stated before, according to the unemployment survey conducted by the 
State Statistical Bureau in 1953 there are 4 · 5 lakhs unemployed employment-seekers 
in the urban areas of West Bengal. The same survey covered rural areas in four 
districts. On the basis of the results obtained in the four districts the unemployed 
employment-seekers in the rural areas of West Bengal have been estimated at 5·6 
lakhs. Thus the total unemployed employment-seekers in West Bengal was 10·1 
lakhs on the date of the survey. 

Besides, it has been estimated that every year the net increase in the employment 
seeking population in West Bengal is I· 2 lakhs. 

Thus we have to create jobs not only for the large accumulation of 10·1 lakhs 
of unemployed employment-seekers but also for the annual addition of 1· 2 lakhs 
of the employable labour force. Assuming that the rate of growth remains the same, 
the addition to the employment-seeking population in five years will come up to 
the figure of I· 2 X 5 or 6 lakhs. The Second Five-Year Plan has therefore t.o create 
jobs for 10·1 plus 6 or 16·1 lakhs of people, if it is to create conditions in which 
employment-seekers have a reasonable chance of getting employment. 

It is definite that in this State practically the entire volume of new employment 
will have to be created in the non-agricultural sector. The average income per 
head in the non-agricultural sector has been estimated at Rs. 1,000 a year .. These 
16·1 or say, 16 lakhs of people, should, if employed, generate an income of 16 lakhs 
X 1,000 or 160 crores. It has been assumed in another context by the Finance 
Minister of India that for generating an income of one rupee it is necessary to invest 
Rs. 2 · 5 in the non-agricultural sector and 75 per cent. of that amount in t~e agricul
tural sector. Hence the additional investment required to generate an mcome of 
160 crores will be of the order of 70.0 crores. 
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Apart from the uncertainty of the capital : ouioput ratio as well as the varying 

employment gener~ting capacity of different types of investment, leakages will 
have to be provided for. Even if an investment of 700 crores in West Bengal can 
generate employment for 16 lakhs of men and women, all the employment will surely 
not go to the people of West Bengal. If a part of the investment is spent on foreign 
equipments, .a corresponding part of the employment will be generated in the forPign 
country and not in this country. Similarly, a large part of the employment genera
ted by inv;.estments in West Bengal will go to persons other than the people of West 
Bengal. Leakages through these two sources must be very large in West Bengal. 
Assuming that the leakages from both sources woul~ be as low as 50 per cent. 
only, an investment of 1,400 crores will be necessary to create full employment 
conditions in West Bengal in course of the Second Five-Year Plan. The investment 
is to be made not necessarHy in the public sector alone but in the public and 
the private sectors taken togther and the investment in the public sector 
includes investment by the Union Government as well as by the State Govern
ment. The task is obviously beyond the capacity of any one ~f the three 
parties. The Union Government as well as the State Government will have to 
make adequate investment in W!:lst Bengal and the two Governments togther 
must maintain the climate necessary for increasing private investment. It is by 
the full co-operation of all the three parties that the problem can be tackled. 

The multi-purpose schemes like the Ganga Barrage Scheme or the industrial 
projects like the Durgapur Coke Oven Plant Scheme, etc., are thus not mere 
attempts at a diversification of the economy of West Bengal but are matters of 
life and death to her. 

The problem is stupendous. Those who would attempt its solution must 
take courage by both hands. We do hope that with the gra•}e of God and with 
the support of this House we will succeed. 
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• APPENDIX 

West Bengal Budget, 1955-56 

· (In thousands of rupees.) 

Actuals, Budget, Revised, Budget, 

• 1953-54 . 1954-55. 1954-55. 1955-56. 

Receipts. 

Opening Balance 7,59,25 11,48 3,64,42 3,00,91 . . 
.Revenue Receipts 38,08,24 39,93,22 41,62,67 45,75,91 

Receipts from Debt Heads, 1,44,60,56 1,21,40,79 1,10,34,80 95,02,18 
Contingency Fund and 
Public Accounts. 

Total 1,90,28,05 1,61,45,49 1,55,6l,B9 1,43,79,00 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 44,96,65 53,30,76 55,G4,68 62,88,32 

Capital Expenditure 19,02,01 20,82,11 16,25,!)6 20,78,63 

Expenditure on Debt Heads, 1,22,64,97 99,63,99 80,80,i}4 64,48,91 
Contingency Fund 
Public Accounts. 

and 

·Closing Balance 3,64,42 -12,31,37 3,00,91 -4,36,86 

Total 1,90,28,05 1,61,45,49 1,55,61,89 1,43,79,00 

Net Result-

Surplus(+) 

Deficit(-) 

(a) On Revenue Account -6,88,41 -13,37,54 -13,92,01 -17,12,41 

'(b) Outside Revenue +2,93,58 +94,69 +13,28,50 +9,74,64 
Account. 

(c) Net, excluding Open- -3,94,83 -12,42,85 -63,51 -7,37,77 
ing Balance. 
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Supplementary Estimates for the yea.r 1955-56. 

Presented on the 20th March, 1956. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Bid han Chandra Roy: Sir, I beg to present under the provisions 
of article 205 of the Constitution a statement of the Supplementary Estimates of 
expenditure for the year 1955-56. 

It will be recalled that the revised estimates for this year have already been 
-enquired into by the House and accepted. The total allJIIII)unt covered by the present 
.supplementa.ry estimate is Rs. 11,29,26,000 of which the voted items account for 
Rs. 6,13,28,600 and the charged items for Rs. 5,15,97,400. 

Of the voted items the largest demand is under the head "54-Famine". The 
additional demand under this head is for Rs. 2,83,90,000 which was ne<;essary for 
the large-scale relief works undertaken in areas affected by flood and drought. The 
next demand is for Rs. 1,39,32,000 under the head "Loans and Advances by State 
·Government". It includes Rs. 65,000 for low-income group housing scheme; 
Rs. 6,51,000 for special, medium and long-term loans to co-operative societies and 
borrowers groups for agricultural development due to post-budget decision. It 
includes Rs. 14,99,000 for payment of loans to district boards by way of assi!!tance 
in respect of unrealised cess. It will be recalled that after the vesting of the estates 
with the Government the district boards have not been able to get the road cess 

·.and public works cess for the year 1955-56 except to a very small amount and there
fore, we had to advance a certain sum of money to the district boards against such 
unrealised cess. Rs. 35,34,000 is required mainly for distribution of loans and 
.advances to artisans and cultivators in areas affected by flood and drought. The 
.additional demand of Rs. 77,13,000 under the head "Police" is mainly due to the 
provision for meeting increased charges following the revision of the pay-scale of 
subordinate ranks of the Police. You will recall that this matter was mentioned 
when we were discussing the Police budget, but the amount was not available in 
the budget. Therefore, a supplementary demand has been made. The additional 
demand of Rs. 58,15,500 under "Agriculture" is due to the post-budget decision to 
-continue the scheme for large-scale supplies of fertilisers to cultivators. At the 
time the budget for 1955-56 was prepared and placed before the House we had no 
idea as to the total quantity of fertilisers that would be available from the Govern
ment of India during the year for distribution amongst the cultivators, but their 
approval came after the budget was placed before the House. The additional 
grant of Rs. 25,28,000 under Community Development Projects, National Exten
sion Service, and Local Extension Development W o:tks is requir<ld' to cover a part 
of the expenditure under Local Development ·works which have been transferred 
to this head under Major Head "25-General Administration" and "57-Miscella
neous-Other Miscellaneous· expenditure" with effect from the current financial 
year. The additional demand also includes Rs. 69,000 under the head "Stamp", 
Rs. 1,43,000 under the head "Registration", and Rs. 1,57,000 under the head "Other 
Taxes and Duties", Rs. 7,50,000 under the head "General Administration", 
Rs. 2,86,000 under the head "Ports and Pilotage", Rs. 6,13,000 under the head 
"Industries-Cottage Industries", Rs. 3,95,000 under the head "Industries
Cinchona", Rs. 12,000 under the head "54--Privy Purses and Allowances of Indian 
Rulers" and Rs. 5,24,400 under the head "Stationery and Printing". The demands 
under these heads appear to be small and do not call for much comment. 

Of the charged items the largest item is Rs. 4,81,37,000 under the head "Public 
Debt--Floating Debt". Out of this Rs. 4,36,37,000 represents repayment made 
from time to this year in order to clear off the cash credit demand drawn from the 
State Bank of India in 1954-55 which could not be fully repaid in that year as pre
viously contemplated, and the demand of Rs. 45 lakhs represents the provision for 
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repayment of the ways and•means advance obtained from the Reserve Bank of 
India in August, 1955, when there was a temporary shortfall in the cash balance in 
the State. The demand of Rs. 27 lakhs 91 thousand under the head "Interests 
on Debt and other obligations" is mainly accounted for by the additional provision 
for interest due to the raising of a loan of Rs. 7,58,72,000 from the open market as 
against the four crores originally provided for in the budget and for larger interest 
charges payable on the outstanding advan9e from the State Bank in connection with 
the food procurement operations in this State, also provision for larger amount of 
interest. on loans t.a.ken from the .Union Government in respect of various schemes. 
The demands of Rs. 1,19,QOO under the head "Interest on works for which capital 
accounts are kept" and of Rs. 85,000 under the head "Interest on capital outlay on 
multipurpose river schemes" are due to the decision to calculate the interest at 
4! per cent. instead of 4 per cent. as before. 

The demand for Rs. 1,01,000 under the head "General Administration" is due 
mainly td' the provision for pay and allowances of some additional staff of the Public 
Service Commission and increased payment of remuneration to examiners due to 
the increase in the number of candidates appearing for the various examinations 
under the Public Service Commision. The demand of Rs. 45,900 under the head 
"Medical" and Rs. 12,000 under the head "Miscellaneous-Expenditure on dis
placed persons", of Rs. 9,500 under the head "Extraordinary charges in India" 
and Rs. 71,000 under the head "Capital outlay on State schemes of Government 
trading" are required for payment of the decretal amount under orders of the court. 
The demand of R.s. 21,000 under the head "Superannuation allowances and pen
sions" and Rs. 5,000 under the head "Commutation of pensions" financed from ordi
nary revenues are required for meeting the larger demand for pensionary charges 
and for commutation of pension or by pensioners drawing charged pensions. The 
demand of Rs. 2 lakhs under the head "Public Debt-Loans for displaced persons" 
is required for repayment of a larger amount of loan to the Government of India, 
in view of the larger funds available for repayment in respect of loans distributed 
out of the Contralloans obtained for the purpose. The reasons for payment included 
in the Supplementary Estimates have been set forth in the Explanatory Memoran
dum given under each head. 

With these words, Sir, I present the Estimates for the Supplementary budget 
for the year 1955-56. 

Speech by Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, Finance Minister, in presenting the Budget for 
1956-57. 

Presented on the 20th February 1956. 

I rise to present the Budget Estimates of the State of West Bengal for the finan
cial year 1956-57. 

Economic Situation. 

The progress in the economy of the country which began a few years ago cOii
tinued its steady course during the year just gone by. 

The general index of industrial production with 1946=100; progressed from 
105·0 in 1950 to ll7·2 in 1951, 128·9 in 1952, 135·3 in 1953, 146·6 in 1954 and on 
the basis of the monthly figures so far available to 158·0 in 1955. The industries 
which recorded large increases of production during 1955 are sugar, jute goods, 
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coal, cement, steel and cotton textiles. The index of production for the sugar in-
dustry rose from 109·2 in 1954 to 171·0 in 1955. F~r the jute goods industry, it 
rose from 85·2 in 1954 to 93·3 in 1955. The jute industry with its easy supply of 
raw materials, a fair price for raw jute and a steady demand for its manufactured 
output is in a phase of steady production. It has recently increased its working 
hours. Out of the 12i- per cent. of its loom age, which was sealed so long, the industry 
unsealed 2i- per cent. in January, 1956, and another 5 per cent. in February, 1956. 
As between 1954 and 1955 and on the basis of monthly figures so far available for 
1955, the index of production rose from 127·3 to 132·0 in the case of coal; from 
130 ·2 to 134·0 in the case of steel and from 285·1 to 291·0 in the case of cement . 

• Prices during the year were stable at a slightly lower level. In 1954 the varia-
tion in the index num her of wholesale prices ranged between 402 · 6 and 367 · 8. 
In 1955 the highest point was 368·4 and the lowest 342·0. There has been a slight 
upward trend during the last few months of the year but nevertheless the highest 
point reached in 1955 is very near the lowest point reached in 1954. T~ average 
of 1955 was therefore appreciably lower than the average of 1954. A special feature 
of the year was a tendency of the price parity between agricultural and manufac
tured commodities to move in favour of agricultural commodities. 

In 1954 the cost of living index of working classes in Calcutta moved between 
339 and 316. In 1955 the limits of fluctuation were 339 and 310. Here also the 
higher points were reached towards the end of the year but nevertheless the average 
is lower in 1955 than in 195!. The cost ofliving index was thus fairly steady at a 
slightly lower level. 

The labour situation was fairly satisfactory. The number of man-days lost by 
industrial disputes in this State was slightly smaller in 1955 than in 1954 though 
more disputes were referred for adjudication and more awards were made in this 
State in 1955 than in 1954. It has been estimated that the average annual earning 
of a factory worker has gone up in this State from 248·7 in 1939 to 1057 ·4 in 1954, 
the index of rise being 404 · 2 against which the rise in the cost of living index was 
327 in 1954. 

In 1950-51 the total national product at1955-56 prices was 82 abja, one abja 
being equal to 100 crores. In 1955-56, after the execution of the First Five-Year 
Plan, the total national product is estimated to stand at 96·45 abja at current prices. 
The increfl.se is 17 · 5 per c~nt. 

The per capita income at 1955-56 prices was 228 in 1950-51 and has risen to 
251 in 1955-56. This is an increase of 10 per cent. The increase in the case of the 
_per capita income is lower than the increase in the case of the total national product 
because while the latter is increasing, population is also increasing and this factor 
has been taken into consideration in working out the figures of per capita income. 

It is common experience of us all that the last few years have seen relatively 
greater improvement in the income of the lower classes than in the income of the 
middle and upper classes. Hence the increase in the per capita income of the com
mon man has been appreciably greater than the overall average of 10 per cent. 

Estimates 

I shall ·q discuss seriatim the Revised Estimates of the current y<>a,.. end th• 
Budget E,, . '. for the coming year. 
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• 
THE YE.AR 1955-56 

• 
Opening Balance 

The year 1955-56 actually opened with a balance of 9 crores 6 lakhs instead of 
3 crores 1 lakh as anticipated at the Budget stage. This represents an improvement 
of 6 crores 5 lakhs in the net result of the working of the year 1954-55 and is mainly 
due to an improvement during that year of 1 crore 21 lakhs in the collection of Sales 
Tax and Agricultural Income Tax savings during that year of 3 crores 67 lakhs on 
Development Schemes and smaller expenditure during the same year of 96 lakhs 
under Community Develo~ment Projects. Variations under other heads account 
for the balance of the improvement. 

Revenue Receipts 

The R~vised Estimates of the total Revenue Receipts of the current year stand 
at 50 crores 69 lakhs against the Budget Estimates of 45 crores 76 lakhs. The im
provement is of the order of 4 crores 93 lakhs. 

Under "Other taxes and duties" alone there is an improvement of 1 crore 24 
lakhs to which Sales Tax contributes 1 crore 6 lakhs and Entertainment Tax 14 
lakhs. There is an improvement of 44lakhs in our share of the proceeds of Income 
Tax and of 25 lakhs under Agricultural Income Tax. The receipts under "Stamps" 
account for an increase of 33 lakhs, those under Motor Vehicles Act account for an 
increase of 8 lakhs and those under "Interest" account for an inercase of 21 lakhs. 
There is an improvement of 84lakhs under "Education" due mainly to larger grant 
from Government of India for Multi-Purpose Schools and Educational Develop
ment Schemes and an improvement of 54lakhs under "Agriculture" due to receipts 
under the scheme for distribution offertilisers, continued during the year in pursuance 
of a post-budget decision. There is an improvement of 12 lakhs under "Public 
Health" mainly due to a grant from the Union Government for National Water 
Supply and Sanitation Schemes in rural areas. An increase of 36 lakhs occurs 
under "Civil Works" mainly due to transfer to this head of contributions from th~ 
Road Fund towards the construction of inter-State roads. Such contribution was 
so long being booked under the Capital head in reduction of expenditure. There 
is an increase of ll lakhs under Multi-Purpose River Schemes due to a larger area 
being brought under irrigation under the Mayurakshi Reservoir Project. 

Under "Miscellaneous", "Extraordinary Receipts" and "Receipts on accouut 
of Community Development Project&, etc.," there is a net incre~tse of 1 crore 87 
lakhs due mainly to larger Central assistance for flood and drought relief operations. 
iiH:.'" . 

The increases are partly offset by decrease of 92 lakhs under "Land Revenue", 
21 lakhs under the "State Excise Duties", 26 lakhs under "Grants-in-aid from the 
Union Government" and 9 lakhs under "Estate Duty". The decrease under "Land 
Revenue" is due mainly to the difficulties of the transition period resulting in slower 
progress of collections than anticipated. The decrease under "State Excise Duties" 
is due to f'.maller receipts from Ganja and Hemp. The decrease under "Grants-in
aid" is due to smaller contribution from the Union Government on account of the 
slower progress of the scheme for the relief of the educated unemployment. The 
decrease under "Estate Duty" is based on the estimates furnished by the Govern
ment of India. 

Revenue Expenditure 

The total Revenue Expenditure for t.he year 1955-56 stands at 65 crores 78lakhs 
-according to t.he Revised Estimates as against 62 crores 88 lakhs according to the 
Budget Estimates. The increase amounts to 2 crores 90 lakhs and is the net result 
of a number of increases and decreases. 
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• 
The largest increase is under "Famine" and amounts to 2 crores 84 lakhs. This • 

is- due to large-scale relief operations in areas affected by flood and drought. The 
next largest increase is under "Agriculture" and amounts to l crore 37 lakhs. This 
is due to the post-budget decisions-

(a) to continue during the current year the scheme for the large-scale supply 
of fertilisers to cultivators ; 

(b) to complete 4 units of milk colonies together with one fodder farm under 
the first and the se~nd phase of the "Khatal Remov8J Scheme"; and 

(c) to take up establishment of 18 additional units of milk colonies, one fodder 
farm, one dry cattle farm and one dairy fa~ory under the third phase of 
the same scheme. 

Increase of 81 lakhs occurs under "Police", due to the recent revision in the pay 
scales of Subordinate Police Officers. Other significant increases are-

(i) 40 lakhs under "Education" due to larger provision for Multi-pu:!ipose Schools 
and other educational development schemes ; 

(ii) 28 lakhs under "Interest on debts and other obligations" due mainly to 
slower repayment of the cash-credit advance from the State Bank of 
India as a result of slower disposal of the stock financed with the advance 
and to the increase in our last market loans ; 

(iii) 22 lakhR under "Forest" due to the payment of compensation for land 
acquired for afforestation ; and 

(iv) 14 lakhs under "Public Health" mainly due to a post budget decision to 
take up schemes of National Water Supply and Sanitation in rural areas. 

Against the above increases, the important decreases are-

(i) l crore 38 lakhs under "63-Extraordinary Charges" mainly due to smaller 
adjustment of losses on sale of subsidised food to Government servants; 

(ii) 67 lakhs under "Civil Works" due to slower progress on certain building 
projects; 

(iii) 66 lakhs under "Land Revenue" due to smaller number of cases maturing 
for payment of compensation during the current year; and 

(iv) 35 lakhs under "Other Revenue Expenditure financed from ordinary 
revenues" due to smaller provision on account of flood protection works 
in North Bengal. 

Decrease of l 0 lakhs occurs under other heads. 

Capital Expenditure 

The provision for Capital Expenditure during the year is 14 crores 42 lakhs 
according to the Revised Estimates as against 20 crores 79 lakhs in the Budget 
Estimates. There is thus an overall decrease of 6 crores 37 lakhs. 

Decrease of 5 crores 21 lakhs occurs under "85A-Capital Outlay on State 
Schemes of Government Trading", due mainly to expenditure being exceeded by 
receipts on account of sale-proceeds of rice and arrear receipts on account of transac
tions under wheat v,nd wheat products. There is a decrease of I crore 141akhs under 
"82-Capital Account of other State Works outside the Revenue Account-Expendi
ture on displaced persons", due mainly to slower progress of work on building pro
gramme for housing displaced persons and the scheme for colonisation of displaced 
persons. DecreaEe of 82 lakhs occurs under "80A-Capital Outlay on Multi-purpose 
River Schemes-D~omodar Valley Project" and is based on the revised estimate 
furnished by the D8modar Valley Corporation. 
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• These decreases are offset by increases of 57 lakhs under "82-Capital Account 
of other State Works outside the.Revenue Account" due to additional provision for 
Coke Oven and Power Plant at Durgapur and 22 lakhs under "82B-Capital Outlay 
on Road and Water Transport Schemes outside the Revenue Account" mainly due 
to increased provision for the First Five-Year Plan schemes and an additional pro
vision for schemes to be financed out of the loans given by the Government of India 
for rehabilitation of displaced persons. 

Debt and other heaits 

Under these heads are booked two different classes of transactions. First, 
there are transactions in mon~ys of third parties in respect of which Government 
act more or less as a banker, e.g., the court deposits, deposits of Government servants, 
etc. In this class of transactions the receipts and the outgoings almost balance 
each other both in the Budget and the Revised Estimates for 1955-56. Secondly, 
there are transactions relating to moneys borrowed and lent by Government. These 
are- • 

(i) "loans raised in the open market;" 
(ii) "cash-credit advances from the State Bank of India" (for financing the 

purchase of foodgrains) ; 
(iii) "loans from the Union Government;" and 
(iv) "loans and advances by the State Government." 

The Revised Estimates for loans raised by the State Government in the open 
market for financing some Development Schemes involving Capital Expenditure 
are 7 crores 59 lakhs as against 4 crores provided for in the Budget. I believe the 
honourable members will remember how our last loan was a great success. 

No provision was made in the current year's Budget under "Cash-Credit advance 
from the State Bank of India" on the assumption that the entire stock of rice and 
paddy would be taken over by the Government of India and that the cash-credit 
advance would be liquid1tted in 1954-55 by the sale proceeds that would be available. 
Progress in the disposal of the stock to the Government of India was, however, slower 
and as a result, a part of the stock together with a part of the cash-credit advance 
was carried forward into the current year. The Revised Estimates under "Cash
credit advance from the State Bank of India" and "85A-Capital Outlay on State 
Schemes of Government Trading" have been framed on the assumption that the 
entire stock will be disposed of and the entire cash-credit advance remaining out
standing will be cleared during the current year. 

The Revised Estimates of loans from the Union Government stand at 35 crores 
42 lakhs against 37 crores 98 lakhs estimated in the Budget. The overall decrease 
is 2 crores 56 lakhs. The largest decrease amounting to 2 crores 66 lakhs is under 
loans for displaced persons due to smaller requirement of Capital Expenditure for 
relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons. Smaller requirements for the Damodar 
Valley Project account for a decrease of 82 lakhs and decrease of 83 lakhs is due to 
smaller receipts of loans in respect of "Intensive Food Production Schemes." 
Decrease of 37 lakhs occurs under National Water Supply and Sanitation Scheme 
in urban areas and decrease of 16 lakhs occurs under permanent improvement of 
Sunderbans area. There is decrease of 42 lakhs under loans for the Community 
Development Projects and National Extension Service Programme. The decrease~ 
are partly counter-balanced by increase of 93 lakhs under "Khatal Removal Scheme," 
a new provision of 75 lakhs for "Low-Income Group Housing Schemes," increase 
o.f 42 lakhs for relief operations in areas affected by flood and drought, increase of 
17 lakhs for the soheme for extension of power to urban and rural areas, and a new 
provision of 20 la.khs for special, medium and long-term 1oans to co-operative inO>titu
tions mainly for financing agricultural improvements. 
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On the expenditure side, the Revised Estimate unQ_er loans and advances by the 

State Government stands at 11 crores 9 lakhs against the Budget Estimate of 10 
crores 94 lakhs. The increase of 15 lakhs is the net result of increases amounting 
to 1 crore 94 lakhs under loans to Local Funds, Private Parties, etc., offset by a 
decrease of 1 crore 50 lakhs under "Loans and advances to displaced persons" and 
a decrease of 29 lakhs under "Loans and advances for Community Development 
Projects." The increase under Loans to Local Funds, Private Parties, etc., is due 
mainly to the new provision o£75 lakhs for Low-Income Group Housing Schemes, 
increase of 56 lakhs on account of relief operations in areas affected by flood and 
drought, increase of 21 lakhs under loans to the State Electricity Board and an 
additional provision of 20 lakhs for medium and long-~erm loans to co-operative 
institutions. The decrease under loans and advances to displaced persons is due to 
smaller provision for payment of agriculturists' loan to displaced persons. 

Net Result • 
The year 1955-56 ends with a deficit of 15 crores 9 lakhs on revenue account and 

a surplus of 12 crores 45 lakhs outside the revenue account. The net result is thus 
a deficit of 2 crores 64 lakhs, which is met out of the opening balance of the year 
amounting to 9 crores 6 lakhs, leaving a closing balance of 6 crores 42 lakhs only, 
with which the year 1956-57 opens. 

THE YEAR 1956-57 

Revenue Receipts 

The Budget Estimates of Revenue Receipts for the year 1956-57 stand at 49 
crores 36 lakhs against the Revised Estimates of 50 crores 69 lakhs for the currer1t 
year. There is thus a net decrease oLI crore 33 lakhs which is the net result of a 
number of decreases and increases. 

The largest decrease amounting to 2 crores 73lakhs occurs under "Miscellaneous" 
due to omission of provision for Central grant on account of flood and drought relief 
operations. Decrease of I crore 22 lakhs occurs under "Education" due to reduction 
in the quantum of Government of India's grant for Multi-purpose Schools and other 
Educational Development Schemes included in the First Plan. Decrease of 22 
lakhs occurs in our share of the proceeds of Income Tax and is based on the estimates 
furnished by the Government of India. Decrease of 32 lakhs under "Agricultural 
Income Tax" is due to the abolition of Zamindary. There is decrease of 35 lakhs 
under "Civil Works" mainly due to omission of Shri Birla's donation made during 
the current year towards the cost of construction of the Agricultural College at Harin
ghata and to smaller receipts from the Union Government owing to a smaller pro
gramme of construction of State roads of inter-State importance. Decrease of 34 
lakhs occurs under "Grants-in-aid from the Union Government" and is due to smaller 
provision for contribution of the Union Government towards the relief of educated 
unemployment in accordance with the pattern of Central assistance for the scheme 
which is tapering in nature. 

These decreases are partly counter-balanced by an increase of 2 crores 18 lakhs 
under "Land Revenue" due to a provision for full collection of rents in view of the 
field organisation coming into operation in full strength, a,n increase of l crore 44 
lakhs under "Other Taxes and Duties" due mainly to provision of l crore 30 lakhs 
under the new tax on the entry of goods in local areas. I .. arger receipts from .the 
Multi-purpose River Schemes account for an increase of 26lakhs and are due mamly 
to a larger area to be irrigated under the Mayurakshi Reservior Project. 

B-28 
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• Revenue Expenditure 

Budget Estimates of Revenue Expenditure for the year 1956-57 stand at 63 
crores 55lakhs against the Revised Estimates of 65 crores 78lakhs. The decrease 
is 2 crores 23 lakhs. The largest decrease is one of 2 crores 85 lakhs under "54-
Famine" and is due to smaller provision for flood and drought relief operations 
based on the expectation of a normal year. Decrease of 1 crore 73 lakhs occurs 
under "Civil Works" due mainly to a change of classification based on the principle 
that expenditure exceeding 20 thousand on each item for creating assets having a 
life of 15 years or more shouid, as from i956-57, be transferred to the corresponding 
Capital Head, viz., "81----.(;Japital Account of Civil Works outside the Revenue 
Account." There is decrease of 93 lakhs under "Other Revenue Expenditure 
financed from Ordinary Revenues" due mainly to smaller provision on Flood Protec
tion Works in North Bengal and maintenance and repairs of Sunderbans Embank
ments. There is decrease of 1 crore 50 lakhs under "Agriculture" due mainly to 
smaller p•ovision for "Khatal Removal Scheme" and transfer of provision for cons
tructions, etc., to the Capital Head "71-Capital Outlay, etc.," due to a change in 
classification. 

These decreases are partly offset by increases of 1 crore 10 lakhs under "Land 
I?evenue," 52 lakhs under "Interest on Debt and Other Obligations," 48 lakhs 
under "Appropriation for Reduction or Avoidance of Debt," 24lakhs under "Police," 
33 lakhs under "General Administration," 49 lakhs under "Public Health," 68 lakhs 
under "Industries" and "Cottage Industries," 25 lakhs under "Miscellaneous 
Departments excluding Fire Services" and 36 lakhs under "Extraordinary charges 
in India." The increase under "Land Revenue" is due to larger provision for pay
ment of compensation under the Estates Acquisition Act. The increase under 
"Interest and Appropriation for Reduction or Avoidance of Debt" is 
due to larger provision for interest and sinking fund charges required for 
servicing increasing debts ; the increase undor ''Public Health'' and ''Industries and 
Cottage Industries'' is due to large provisions on Development Schemes included 
in the Second Five-Year Plan. Tho increase under "Extraordinary charges in 
India" is due to larger provision for adjustment of arrear losses on sale of subsidised 
food to Government employees. 

Capital Expendit~tre. 

The total prov1s10n for Capital Expenditure in the Budget Estimate for 
1956-57 is 25 crores 62 lakhs against 14 crores 42 lakhs in tho ReviEed Estimate 
of 1955-56. The provision includes 74 lakhs on account of payment of compen
sation under the Estates Acquisition Act, 69 lakhs on Capital Works in respect of 
the "Khatal Removal Scheme" and other schemes of improvement of agriculture, 
1 crore 55 lakhs for Mayurakshi Reservoir Project, 53 lakhs for Kangsabati ReEervoir 
Project, 11 crores 67 lakhs for Damodar Valley Project, 2 crores 75 lakhs on Deve
lopment of State roads and 3 crores 18 lakhs mainly on works involving capital 
cost transferred from the Revenue Head "50-Civil Works," 2 crores 28 lakhs 
for Coke Oven Plant-cum-Power Project at Durgapur, 70 lakhs for subsidised 
Industrial Housing Scheme, 13 lakhs for Kanchrapara Area Development Scheme
Kalyani Township, 15 lakhs for Salt Lake Reclamation Scheme, 28 lakhs for 
various housing schemes, 2 crores 7 lakhs on building programme and colonisation 
scheme for displaced persons, 4 7 lakhs on Community Development Projects and 
65 lakhs on road and water transport schemes. 

There is a net receipt of 3 crores 49lakhs under Schemes of Government Trading. 
This includes 65 lakhs on account of anticipated arrear receipts for sale of rice and 
paddy and the balance represents book adjustment of arrear losses on supply of 
foodstnff to Police personnel and certain other categories of Government servants 
at concession rates by corresponding debit to the Revenue Head'' 63-Extraordinary 
chargeF in India.'' 
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Debt and Other Heads . 
• 

Excluding loans from the Union Government, the loans raised in the open 
market and loans and advances by the State Government, the receipts and dis
burwmerits under these heads almost balance each other. The provision for loan 
from the Union Government is 28 crores 28 lakhs agair:tst 35 crores 42 lakhs in 
the Revised Estimates. The decrease is mainly due to reduced provision for 
Central loan in respect of development schemes. The provision includes ll crores 
68 lakhs on account of this Government's share of expenditure o:t;t the Damodar 
ValLy Project, 1 crore 9 Iakhs for Intensive Food Production Scheme, 26 lakhs 
for permanent improvement of Sunderbans areas, 70 la~s for Low-Income Group 
Homing Scheme, 2 crores for certain Development Projects, 1 crore ll lakhs for 
Community Development Projects and National Extension Service Programme 
and 8 crores 92 lakhs for loans for displaced persons and 10 lakhs for expansion 
of power to urban and rural areas, l crore 2 lakhs for flood and drought relief and 
64 lakhs for flood control schemes and 38 lakhs for National Water Sl\Pply and 
Sanitation in urban areas. 

We propose to raise a loan of 5 crores next year to finance certain development 
schemes of the Second Five-Year Plan. On the expenditure side, provision has 
been made under loans and advances by the State Government for 55 lakhs as 
advances to cultivators, 50 lakhs for Low-Income Group Housing Scheme, 10 lakhs 
for development of Digha, 8lakhs for development of Handloom Industry, 29lakhs 
und, r Cattle Purchase Loan, 15 lakhs under advance to Provincial Co-operative 
Bank in terms of Government guaranteo in respect of non-realisation of investments 
in East Bengal and for financing the Land Mortgage Banks and other Co-operative 
Soci0ties, I crore 8 lakhs to the State Electricity Board, 25 lakhs under loans to 
Municipalities in respect of National Urban Water Supply Scheme, 6 crores 85lakhs 
under loans to displaced persons for house-building, cultivation, etc., 32 lakhs under 
Community Development Projects. and National Extension Service Programme. 
Other loans to be advanced by the State Government include loans of 7 lakhs to 
artisans, 8 lakhs to local bodies, 4 lakhs under State Aid to Industries Act, 4 lakhs 
for Development of Engineerillg Industries at Howrah, 2 lakhs to West Bengal 
Financial Corporation, 30 lakhs for works under the Drainage and Embankment 
Act and l lakh to certain educational institutions. 

Net Res-ult 

Revenue Deficit for the year 1956-57 is 14 crores 19 lakhs. The deficit outside 
the Revenue Account is 2 crores 70 lakhs. The overall deficit is therefore 16 crores 
89 lakhs. Setting off against it the opening balance of 6 crores 42 lakhs, the year 
closes with a negative balance of 10 crores 47 lakhs. 

The public debt of the State, which now stands at 14 crores 94lakhs, will increase 
to 19 crores 94lakhs at the end of next year. Our total debt to the Union Govern
ment at the end of 1955-56 stands at 136 crores 65 lakhs and will increase to 162 
crores 86 lakhs at the end ofl956-57. This debt includes an advance of 2 crores 
50 lakhs provided by the Union Government to help us clear half the debit balance 
with the Reserve Bank of India left by the Government of undivided Bengal, the 
other half of which was cleared by the Government of East Bengal. The balance 
of 160 crores 36 lakhs consists of 40 crores 17 lakhs on account of rehabilitation 
of displaced persons, 61 crores 59 lakhs on account of the Damodar Valley Project, 
32 crores 99 lakhs on account of th·9 Mayurakshi and other Development Projects, 
4 crores 41 lakhs for Grow More Food and Intensive Food Production Schemes, 
4 crores given out of the proceeds of the National Plan Loan in 1954-55, 4 crores 
90 lakhs for Flood and Drought Relief Schemes, 2 crores 25 lakhs for Community 
Development Projects, 1 crore 90 lakhs for expansion of power to urban and rural 
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areas, \:14 lakhs for permanent improvement of Sunderbans area, 80 lakhs for dis
persal of college students frotn Calcutta, 75 lakhs for National Water Supply and 
Sanitation Schemes in urban areas, 38 lakhs for National Extension Service 
Programme, 1 crore 52 lakhs for the scheme of Removal of Khatals from Calcutta, 
62 lakhs for Educational Development Schemes, 27 lakhs for Development of 
Handloom Industry, l2lakhs for Development of Engineering Industries at Howrah, 
6 lakhs for sinking tube-wells in Sunderbans area, 17 lakhs for Industrial Housing 
Scheme, 1 crore 45 lakhs for Low-Income Group Housing Scheme, 64 lakhs for 
Flood Control Scheme, 18 lakhs for special, medium and long-term loans to co
operative institutions and 25 lakhs for other schemes . 

• 
The First Five- Year Plan 

In about six weeks more, the First Five-Year Plan period comes to an end 
and imlllj)diately thereafter we begin executing our Second Five-Year Plan. The 
honourable members will therefore naturally expect me to place b<:Jfore them a 
brief review of our performance on the First Plan and a broad indication of the 
contents of our Second Plan. The review can be made from two aspects,-first, 
how far the performance has agreed with the promise made five years ago and 
secondly,lwhat is the character and intrinsic merit of these performances. 

Honourable members are aware that the West Bengal Plan contemplated an 
expenditure of 69 ·1 crores in the five-year period 1951-56. At the time the Plan 
was drawn up, there was a gap of 22 crores between our estimated resources and 
the estimated outlay of 69 ·1 crores. Doubts about our ability to carry out the 
Plan in these circumstances were seriously expressed. In the light of the exllcrionce 
gained in course of executing the Plan wo even enlarged the Plan and revised it. 
On the Plan as sorevised we spent 51·30 crores up to the end of 1954-55 and the 
revised estimate of expenditure during the current year is 20 · 28 erores. Thus 
by the 31st March next we shall be executing a Plan of 71· 58 crores. This is exclusive 
of our share of expenditure on the Damodar Vallay Project. Besid4:>s, we 
have executed during this period a numbor of other schemes sponsoJX'd by the 
Union Government on the basis of shared oxpenditure, e.g., the Community 
Development Projects, the National ExtensionService, tho Tribal Welfare Schemes, 
some educational schemes, etc. Our share of the expenditure on these schemes 
has been quite considerable. The House is also aware that in between the partition 
and the beginning of the First Five-Year Plan this Government's expEnditure on 
new development schemes amounted to about 23 crores. The total expenditure 
on devElopment works in West Bengal since partition up to 1955-56 will thus exceed 
94 crores. The performance has thus been not too bad, particularly in view of 
the fact that we had to start with the endless problems of an unjust partition and 
with a negative opening balance of 2 crores in 1947. The performance has actually 
exceeded tho ostimak. 

I will now deal with the extent of new taxation levied during this period. 
In 1949 we extended the coverage of sales tax by including a few new items, enhanced 
the rates of agricultural income tax on the higher slabs, and enhanced the rates of 
amusement tax on cinematograph shows. Thereafter up to 1954 we levied no 
new tax nor enhanced the rate of any existing tax. In October, 1954, we imposed 
a tax at 3 annas per gallon on aviation spirit. In September and October, 1955, 
respectively, we included sugar within the scope of the sales tax and levied sales 
tax at concession rates on gold and gold ornaments. The House will remember 
that the price of sugar did not rise with the levy of the new tax. These are all 
the new taxes we levied during the period. The new tax burden imposed during 
the period has thus been quite moderate. The House will, I hope, also recognise 
that having regard to the strictly limited powers of taxation granted to the 
State Governments, the items for new taxation were judiciously selected. 
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Our revenue expenditure which was 29 crores in 1948-49 is now 64 crores. 

Our capital expenditure which was a negative quantity in 1948-49 has now gone 
up to 26 crores. Our market loans have consistently been successful. Any bold 
attempt to develop a backward economy quickly must necessarily generate a 
constant tendency for expenditure to outstrip resources. We have not been an 
exception to this rule. But with the grace of God we have so far been able to 
surmount all difficulties in this respect with success. 

I will now deal with the intrinsic merit and character of the performances 
in the different fields. • 

As from 15th April, 1955, all intermediate interests in agricultural land have 
ceased to exist. The zemindars are no more. The Permanent Settlement of 
Lord Cornwallis has gone the way of all impermanent things. The Land Reforms 
Bill which is supplementary to the Estates Acquisition Act has been passed by 
both Houses of the Legislature and is now awaiting the assent of the i'resident. 
The object of these two measures is to redistribute land so as to bring holdings 
in conformity with the realities of the situation, to confer the maximum security 
of tenure on the cultivator by bringing him into direct relationship with the State 
and to rationalise the assessment of rent so as to minimise the burden on small 
holders. The land-man ratio is so low in this State that if all agricultural lands 
were equally divided among the present number of agricultural families, the holding 
of each family would be uneconomic and each family would live below subsistence 
level, assuming it had no other source of income. In these circumstances, excessively 
large holdings cannot be permitted to continue. We have therefore fixed ceilings 
to holdings and have adopted measures to prevent the growth of holdings beyond 
the ceiling. The ceiling has been fixed at 25 acres, excluding homestead. Security 
of tenure is essential for the best utilisation of land. The Permanent Settlement 
itself was a corollary to this principle. After the great famine of 1770 had con
verted the agricultural land of Bengal into jungles, the incentive of a permanent 
tenure was considered essential to bring the land back to cultivation. The 
experiment proved a great success. The magic of property -converted jungles 
into rich agricultural fields. In course of time the zemindars came to play a great 
role in the all-round development of Bengal, and again in course of time they lost 
touch with the land, ceased to play any useful role in the agriculture of the country 
and came to depend more and more on their vested rights. These vested rights, 
which were transferable and profitable too, soon became a field of investment and 
attracted large capital. The capital of the province was in this way canalised 
into unproductive channels. Many people held the opinion that the abolition 
of these vested rights was necessary for preventing this canalisation of capital into 
unproductive channels, even apart from its adverse impact on agriculture. In 
the changed circumstances it is the raiyat who plays the most important role in 
agricultural production and it is now necessary to give him the ownership in land, 
if the magic of property is again to convert rural Bengal into a prosperous area 
which she was formerly. This is exactly what the two measures seek to do. The 
cultivator has actually been made the owner of the land, which he never was. 
Along 'vith this right of ownership, the duty of personal cultivation has been cast 
upon him in order that the right in land may not again be divorced from agriculture. 

Food was our acutest problem when we entered upon the First Five-Year 
Plan. Ab~ut a third of the population of the State was on ration. Agriculturists 
and traders had to work under a system of strict control. Cordoning, price control, 
crop levy, procurement and various other restrictions on the movement of rice 
and wheat were the rule of the times. The First Five-Year Plan, therefore, laid 
great stress on Agriculture. We were actually able to make steady progress in 
Agriculture and on lOth July, 1954, rationing and other controls on food were 
completely removed. 
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The Mayurakshi Projec~ has been executed. Two lakh acres of agricultural 
land have already come under irrigation from this project and have been producing 
excellent crops even with poor or ill-distributed rainfall. The Project will ultimately 
irrigate 6 lakh acres in the Kharif season and about 1 · 2 lakh acres in the Rabi 
season. 

The irrigation to be provided by the Damodar Valley Project is almost ready 
and will soon be available. It will ultimately irrigate 10 lakh acres in the Kharif 
!Ieason and 3 lakh acres in the Rabi season. 

Besides these major irrigation projects, we have, during the First Five-Year 
Plan period, executed 118 smaller irrigation and drainage schemes to the benefit 
of about ll lakh acres of land. These include the Sonarpur-Arapanch Drainage 
Scheme which is producing rich crop on 23,320 acres of land, long given up as 
irredeemable because of bad water-logging. 

The ~indri Fertiliser factory went into production during the period. We 
distributed among our agriculturists large quantities of fertilisers produced by the 
Sindri factory. It was optional to the agriculturists to take the fertiliser on credit, 
price being payable after harvest either in kind or in cash. 

More than 6,000 plots were selected for demonstration in the cultivators' own 
holdings for Japanese method of cultivation and it is estimated that in about 39 
lakh acres of land Japanese method of paddy cultivation is being followed. 

A milk supply scheme for the city of Calcutta is being run in conjunction with 
the Haringhata scheme. The scheme now handles 400 maunds of milk daily and 
is functioning on a self-financing basis. The milk supply has had a ready market 
in Calcutta. The Haringhata farm, through various measures, is trying to improve 
the local breeds of cattle so that the milk yield in the State can be increased. 
Nothing can provide a better incentive for improvement of cattle than a ready 
market for the increased yield of milk. With the high density of population and 
small holdings, mixed farming is the only solution to the problem of proverty in 
the rural areas and the areas adjacent to Haringhata would show the way. 

The first phase of the Khatal Removal Scheme, which will house 1,272 animals, 
has been completed for occupation, while the second phase of the scheme, which 
is to house 3,816 animals, is likely to be completed by March, 1956. The third 
phase, which aims at constructing 18 additional units of milk colonies, one more 
fodder farm, one dry cattle farm and one dairy factory has been taken up separately. 

The number of scholars attending primary schools increased from 14 · 08 lakhs 
in 1950-51 to 18·64 lakhs in March, 1955. Over the same period the number of 
primary school teachers increased from 42,856 to 60,980. Systematic arrangement 
has been made for technical education of boys from the age of 14 up to the post
graduate stage. A regional school of printing technology has been set up in 
Jadavpur. In the five-year period 156 girls' secondary schools have been set up 
of which 9 were initiated and sponsoredoy Government. Four new colleges for 
women have been set up during the period. On the research side, we were able 
With the help of the Government of India to set up an Institute of Nuclear Physics 
under the University of Calcutta and to develop the Indian Association for the 
Cultivation of Science. The Association is now housed in its new building at 
Jadavpur. With the College of Engineering and Technology, Bengal, as a nucleus, 
a new university called Jadavpur University has been set up. For training of 
persom1el in Business Management and Social Welfare, an All-India Institute has 
been established in co-operation with the University of Calcutta. In the field of 
social education, we have been able to set up during the Plan period a comprehensive 
library service With a Central· State Library and 17 district libraries, the bigger 
districts having 2 libraries each. We have also set up 12 youth hostels in different 
parts of the State which have facilitated educational excursions for young students. 
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In the field of professional education we established during the period two Medical 
Colleges, one Agricultural College and one Veterinaty College, all affiliated to the, 
University of Calcutta, and teaching up to the degree standard. 

A sample survey was undertaken with a view to explore the potential strength 
of existing cottage and small-scale industries and the possibility of assisting their 
revival. The survey has already been completed and the district reports are being 
printed. In the meantime, intensive efforts have been made for development 
of certain traditional cottage industries like handloom, Khadi, handmade paper, 
gur, mat industry, etc. The mat-weavers of Midnap4re and Basirhat have been 
organised into a number of co-operatives. To assist them, one research centre 
and one marketing centre have been started. A chain of co-operative societies, 
all affiliated to one Apex Society, has been established to assist the weavers by 
procuring yarn for them and by taking charge of the marketing of their products. 
Sixty-three production societies and 100 sale depots have already bien set up. 
Twenty dye houses have been established on a regional basis to help the production 
societies. The Apex E;ociety takes over the entire production for marketing through 
the sale depots. Government procure yarn directly for supply to the production 
units on' credit. Wages are also advanced to the weavers by Government pending 
realisation of sale proceeds. The credit given and the wages advanced in course 
of the last eight months amount to 21 lakhs. The societies have in the same 
period delivered fabrics worth about 14 lakhs. For the benefit of the conch-shell 
artisans of the State, arrangements have been made on a Government-to-Govern
ment basis for purchase of Madras Challks as well as for improt of Chanks worth 
3 lakhs from Ceylon. 

In the sphere of bigger industries, the claim of Durgapur as a site for a million
ton steel plant to be established by the Government of India has been recognised 
and preliminary work for the setting up of the plant has already begun. The 
State Government is setting up a coke oven-cum-gas grid and thermal station in 
the same area. The North Calcutta Rural Electrification Scheme was completed 
in 1953. It is now providing retail supplies to 13 places, towns as well as rural 
areas, in the districts of 24-Parganas, Nadia and Murshidabad and bulk supplies 
to the distributing licensees at Berhampore, Krishnagar and Gouripur Electric 
Supplies. TheD. V. C. grid line has already been extended to Burdwan and will 
soon come to Calcutta, lighting up many places and supplying, power to many 
industries, urban and rural, on the way. The transmission line supplying power 
to the Arapanch·Sonarpur Drainage Scheme has been extended to J aynagar
Majilpur and Diamond Harbour. Jaynagar-Majilpur has already been electrified 
and Diamond Harbour is expected to be electrified by the end of the current year. 
The power station at Messanjore is under construction and is expected to go into 
operation in April, 1956, the construction of the transmission system having been 
already completed. The station will supply electricity to Suri, Mohammedbazar, 
Ahmedpur and Sainthia. These places have already been electrified by taking 
current from the D. V. C.'s system but will be connected with the Mayurakshi 
System as soon as the latter goes into operation. Under the Community Develop
ment Programme, Baruipur, N alhati and Saktigarh, in addition to Ahmed pur 
and Mohammedbazar referred to before, have already been electrified. Guskara 
and Jhargram will be electrified by the end of the current year and Sonamukhi 
will be electrified by April, 1956. Electricity is being supplied to run the tube-well 
irrigation scheme around Fulia. Five tube-wells are already in operation there. 
Under the programme of "Expansion of power facilities for increasing employment 
opportunities," 60 rural and semi-urban areas are to be electrified. Of them, 
Arambagh, Durgapur Township, Chakdah, Port Canning, Garia, Rajpur, Sonarpur, 
Putiary, Digha, Bethuadahari, Lalbag, Singur, Harishchandrapur, Lalgola, Jangipur, 
Duttapukur and Basirhat have already been electrified. 
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The State Transport now operates a fleet of over 400 serviceable vehicles in 
Calcutta and Cooch Behar out of which the number of buses daily on road is about 
340. Bodies of a number of new chassis which have been imported are under con
struction in the Central Workshop. The workshop is now repairing and bu.iiding 
bodies of the vehicles of other Departments also. The State transport system is 
now employing over 4,000 persons, the majority of whom are displaced persons 
from East Pakistan. 'l'he period of the teething trouble of this organisation appears 
to be over and it is now paying its way. 

The mileage of metalled roads directly under Government maintenance. in
\lreased from 1,200 miles aj the commencement of the Plan to 3,076 miles at the 
close of the Plan. 1,876 miles of roads were thus improved or newly con~;tructed 
during this period. Besides, 114 miles of new roads were constructed in the State 
in the National Highways Section. 8,215 r.ft. of major bridges have also been 
laid during the period. They include the 'filpara bridge over the Mayurakshi 
barrage (1f!20 r.ft.) and the bridge over the Dwarakeswar River on the Bankura
Taldanga .Koad (900 r.ft.). Road development being a continuous process, work 
on more than a thousand miles of other roads begun in the Flrst Plan period, is 
being carried over to the Second Five-Year for completion. The immediate object 
of the First Five-Year Plan, viz., to connect all the district and subsdivisional 
towns with one another and with the State capital by an improved system of all
weather roads, has now been largely achieved. The Second Five-Year Plan aims 
at extending this network to reach every thana headquarters in the State. 

During the First Five-Year Plan period, there has been a steady increase in 
our expenditure on "Medical" and "Public Health". The present per capital ex
penditure on "Medical" and "Public Health" in vVest Bengal, which is Rs. 2-12, is 
the highest among all the States in India and also exceeds the figure recommended 
by the Bhore Committee, viz., Rs. 1-14. 

Rural areas of West Bengal were notorious for unhealthy conditions, parti
cularly for malaria and cholera. We have set up anti-malarial squads in all the 
districts of the State which have been operating with success. During the Plan 
period we sank 4,531 new tube-wells and resank 2,:314. We took up under the 
Plan a large programme of construction of health centre~> and today there are 
228 health centres with 3,020 beds functioning all over t,hc State. Hospital beds 
have increased from 10,997 in 1950 to 15,400 today, including 1,859 T. B. beds. 
210 Mobile Medical Units are now working in epidemic areas. As a result of all 
these measures, the average mortality rate for all ages has declined from 18 ·1 per 
milli in 1948 to 8·8 per milli in 1955 and the birth rate which was 21·3 in 1948 has 
increased to 24·4 in 1955. The excess of births over deaths per thousand of popu
lation has thus increased from 3 · 2 in 1948 to 15 · 6 in 1955. Infant death rate 
decreased from 136·7 per milli in 1948 to 80·0 per milli in 1955. Malarial death 
rate decrmtsed from 3·6 per milli in 1948 to ·6 per milli in 1955. Cholera death 
rate decreased from ·6 per milli in 1948 to ·02 only per milli in 1954. These 
figures tell their own tale about the efficacy of our health services. 

My review has necessarily to be very brief. The honourable members will 
find the details of the progress of each scheme included in the First Five-Year Plan 
in the booklet which I have circulated with the Budget papers under the title 
"Statement showing the progress of Development Schemes and new schemes outside 
the Development Programme included in the Revised Estimates for 1955-56 and 
the Budget Estimates for 1956-57". 

The Refugees. 

In the midst of all this progress and activity there is one thing which is a 
constant source of worry and provides cause for continuous anxiety. I am 
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referring to the influx of refugees from East Bengal. The influx not only continues 
but is increasing. By way of grants and loans we ~ent 54 crores 36 lakhs up to 
the end of 1954-55. We have spent 6 crores 9 lakhs up to December, 1955, and 
we expect to spend 6 crores 70 lakhs more during the rest of the current year. Thus, 
by the end of the current year our total expenditure amounts to 67 crores 15 lakhs. 
While we have been able to grant rehabilitation benefits to as many as 1,590,000 
persons, there are today more than 237,000 persons in various camps, including 
relief camps, colony camps, transit camps, worksite camps and permanent liability 
camps. The daily arrival is now of the order of 125 families consisting of about 
625 persons. The problem is tremendous, heart-rendj,p_g and looks like a never
ending one. The Almighty alone knows when it will ~ome to an end. 

The Second Five- Year Plan. • 
The Second Five-Year Plan contemplates a total outlay of 4,800 crores in the 

public sector. It is therefore much more ambitious than the First Plan, the total 
estimated outlay on which was 2,069 crores only in the beginning and, with additions 
and adjustments made in the course of execution, has now increased to 2,356 crores. 
The Second Five-Year Plan for West Bengal, which is included in the all-India 
Second Five-Year Plan, contemplates an expenditure of 153 crores in five years. 
This is inclusive of our share of expenditure on the D. V. C. As is well known to 
the House, the First Five-Year Plan for West Bengal contemplated an expenditure 
of 69 ·1 crores only, exclusive of our share of expenditure on the D. V. C. The 
Community Development Projects, the National Extension Service Blocks, the 
Tribal Welfare Schemes and a few other schemes, which were undertaken in the 
midst of the First Plan period and were kept outside the State Plan, have also now 
been integrated with the Second Plan. 

The House may like to know the pattern of distribution of this outlay both in 
the all-India Plan and in the State Plan. The Plan is yet in the draft form and the 
comparative pattern can be set forth only on that basis. The outlay on irrigation 
and power represents 18·7 per cent. in the case of the all-India Plan but 19·8 per 
cent. in the case of the West Bengal Plan. The outlay on agriculture and community 
development represents II· 8 per cent. in the case of the all-India Plan but 21· 7 
per cent. in the case of the West Bengal Plan. The outlay on social services including 
education, health and housing represents 19 · 7 per cent. in the case of the all-India 
Plan but as much as 35·5 per cent. in the case of the West Bengal Plan. In all 
these three cases the proportion is higher in West Bengal than in all-India. The 
total outla.y on industry and mining is 18 · 6 per cent. in the case of the all-India 
Plan but only 10 per cent. in the case of the West Bengal Plan. The total outlay 
on transport and communications represents 28·8 per cent. in the case of the 
all-India Plan but 12·4 per cent. in the case of the West Bengal Plan. The West 
Bengal proportion in these two lines is lower. This is because most of the heavy 

' industries, on which outlay is large, are included in the Central sector of the Plan 
and railways, which come under transport and communications and on which outlay 
is very large, are also included in the Central sector of the Plan. Under miscellane
ous, the Central ratio is 2· 4 per cent. against the West Bengal ratio of l per cent. 

The honourable members will find the details of the schemes included in the 
Second Five-Year Plan together with the Budget provision made on each in part III 
of the booklet circulated to them and entitled "Statement showing the progress of 
Development Schemes and new schemes outside the Development Programme 
included in the Revised ERtimates for 1955-56 and the Budget Estimates for 
1956-57". 
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It has been estimated tha~ the effect of the Second Five-Year Plan will be to 

raise the total national income from 96· 45 abja in 1955-56 to 121· 20 abja in 1960-61 
at 1955-56 prices. The increase is of the order of 25 per cent. The corresponding 
increase in the per capita income as a result of the Second Five-Year Plan, after 
taking into consideration the increase of population over the period, will be of the 
order of 18 per cent. In money term it will rise from 251 in 1955-56 to 296 in 
1960-61 at constant prices. · 

While drawing up the First Five-Year Plan it vvas anticipated that as a result 
of the successive five-year plans the total national product of 1950-51 would double 
in 22 years. By the First.Five-Year Plan we have achieved an increase of about 
18 per cent. as against the anticipated increase of 10 per cent. If the rate of increase 
of the Second Five-Year Plan, viz., 25 per cent. in five years, is maintained during 
the third and the fourth Plan periods, the total national product will double in 
16 to 17 years, instead of 22 years, i.e., in the midst of the Fourth Five-Ye11r Plan. 

Accord{ng to the estimate of resources for financing the Second Five-Year Plan, 
half the money, viz., 2,400 crores, is to come out of revenue receipts and internal 
borrowing. Of this sum of 2,40'0 crores, half, viz., 1,200 crores, is estimated to be 
the proceeds of public loans and small savings collection ; 250 crores are expected 
from provident fund deposits and other deposits ; 800 crores are estimated 
to come from proceeds of taxation and 150 crores from earnings of railways. Of 
the estimated proceeds of taxation amounting to 800 cr·ores, 350 crores are expeuted 
from taxation at current rates, and 450 crores are expected from additional taxittion 
ither by enhancement of rates or by imposition of new taxes. e 

Of the balance of 2,400 crores, half, viz., 1,200 crores are expected from deficit 
financing, 800 crores are expected by way of external assistance and the remaining 
400 crores are left as a gap to be raised eiher from external sources or from some in
ternal sources. 

In estimating that ta.xation at current rates wiU be ahle to provide 350 crores for 
the Plan, it is assumed that the expenditure on non-developmental items will he 
kept at or near the 1955-56 level and that there will be little or no unplanned 
expenditure in the developmental departments. 

It is well known to the House that West Bengal has a large current deficit. Hence 
taxation at current rates leaves nothing for the Plan. Our current deficit at present 
level of revenue is large but it is expected that partly through the gradual strenghen
ing of the administration and partly through improvement of the economic condi
tion of the people the taxes at current rates will be made to yield gradually increasing 
revenue so that the total deficit in five years will he reduced to 13 ·4 crores o:nly. 
We sha.U thus have to raise, by additional taxation or borrowing, money enough 
for covering this deficit of 13 -4 crores and for paying our contribution towards 
financing the Plan. It has heen estimated that by additional taxation the State 
of West Bengal will he able to improve the aggregate yield of its taxation system 
by 12 ·1 crores in five years and that the State will, over a period of five years, be 
able to raise 25 crores by loan from the public. This loan of 25 crores will, after 
paying interest and sinki;ng fund charges, leave a net sum of 22 crores for expendi
ture on the Plan. The additional taxations contemplated are the entry tax on tea, 
extending coverage of sales tax, irrigation rates, etc. 

The House is aware of the small savings movement organised to provide oppor
tunities to the poorer men to participate in the financing of the Plan and at the same 
time to keep their small savings in safe hands with a good return. This also helps 
democratise the financing of the Plan and strengthen the roots of democracy in the 
country. By making the financing of the Plan as broadbased as possible, we not 
only increase the self-respect of the common man hut also ensure the success of 
the Plan. The target of net collection of small savings in West Bengal has been 
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fixed at 8 ·8 crores per year. If the net collection .in a year does not exceed this 
figure but exceeds 80 per cent. of it, half the excess over 80 per cent. is given to the 
State Government as a loan, the balance being retained by the Government of India. 
If the net collection exceeds 8 ·8 crores, the Sta,te Government is given in addition 
the whole of the excess over 8 ·8 crores. It is expected that our share in the collec
tions of small savings in this State will amouunt to 8 ·8 crores in five years. 

Thus, the State resources available for the Plan are : 12 ·I crores by taxation 
plus 22 crores by borrowing plus 8 ·8 crores from smatl savings minus 13 ·4 crores, 
being the deficit at current level of spending and ta4tion; or 29 ·5 crores in the 
aggregate. 

These estimates were made a few months back. At that time the estimate of 
total additional taxation to be raised by the Central and State Governments wa.s 
350 crores. Since then this figure has been pushed up to 450 crores and the States 
have been called upon to raise correspondingly more revenue by addit,onal taxa
tion. Formerly, the estimate of additional taxation to be raised by the States was 
160 crores. Now they are expected to raise 225 crores, the other half, viz., another 
225 crores, being raised by the Centre. \Ve shall, therefore, have to.increase our 
effort correspondingly. 

If we must execute the Second Five-Year Plan successfully and increase our 
national income by 25 per cent., we must be prepared to make a commensurate sacri
fice and make the necessary effort for raising revenue and borrowing money a,nd also 
for keeping the economy in stable condition so that it can admit of the necessary 
deficit financing and the necessary foreign aid rna~- be forthcoming. We will 
also have to restrict our non-developmental expenditure to the minimum and to 
canalise all our developmental expenditure in the development departments 
through the Plan. This will require a great effort. We must prove ourselves 
capable of it because there cannot be a worthier cause. 

The estimated expenditure of 4,800 crores on the Plan is matched with an esti
mated receipt of 4,800 erores. The expenditure has to be incurred by the Centre 
as well as the States. The resources also have to be raised by the Centre as well 
as the States. 

As stated before, of the estimated resources, 2,400 crores or half are deficit financ
ing and foreign aid. It is beyond the competence of the States to raise any 
resources on these items .. 

Of the other 2,400 crores, 150 crores are contribution from the railways. It is 
beyond the competence of the State to do anything on this item also. Eight hundred 
crores are to come from the proceeds of taxation, old and new. Having regard to the 
ralative taxing powers of the Centre and the States, the bulk of the revenue has to be 
raised from Central taxes. One thousand two hundred crores are to come public 
borrowing. Central Government has always been raising and can always raise more 
money by borrowing than all the States put together. Of the 250 crores to come from 
provident fund deposits of Government servants and other deposits, the capacity of 
the State Governments put together and of the Centre may be rather even . 

. 1'hus the vast bulk of the resources has to be raised by the Union Government 
and the estimate provides accordingly. 

The 4,800-crore plan is the sum total of the separately prepared plans of the 
State Governments and the Central Ministries. The estimated resources are also 
the sum total of sepa.rately calculated resources of the State Governments and the 
Central Government. As in the aggregate plan there is a balance between the esti
mated expenditure and the estimated receipts, it could be broken down into a number 
of balanced plans, one each for the States and the Central Ministries. In the case of 
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a State Plan the balancing res~urces would be an amount to be allocated out of the 
resources to be raised by the Centre by means of deficit financing, foreign assistance 
etc., which together with the resources the State Government is expected to raise will 
equal t,he estimated expenditure in the State Plan. 

Our share of the expenditure on the D. V. C., which is being financed by loans 
from the Government of India, amounts to about 15 crores in the Second 
Plan period. Excluding D. V. C. the West Bengal Plan is, therefore, a 138-crore 
plan. As stated before, the estimated resources of West Bengal are 29 ·5. The 
balance of 108 ·5 crores is, tjerefore, to be allocated from the resources to be raised 
by the Centre. -

The Budget provision on the Second Plan, which has been settled in consultation 
with the Planning Commission, is 35 crores 27 lakhs. This includes a provision 
of II crores 67lakhs on the D. V. C. for which the Central Government have already 
agreed to give us a loan of an equal amount. The provision exchiding the D. V. C; 
is, therefore, 23 ·60 crores which is about one-sixth of the total Plan of 138 crores, 
excluding the D. V. C. This is as it should be; for, the rate of spending should 
ordinarily increase a,s the execution of the Plan goes forward. In these cirucm
stances we are expecting a Central assistance of about one-sixth of 108 ·5 crores, or 
say 18 Cl'ores. The amount of Central assistance promised so far is 5 crores 28 lakhs 
for Development Schemes other than the D. V. C. In addition, the Central Govern
ment have promised that various matching grants and loan assistance for certain 
schemes will also continue to be given on the existing pattern, On the basis of this 
assurance we have calculated that an additional Central assistance of 2 crores I lakh 
will also be admissible. Thus the total estimate of Central assistance adopted in 
the Budget for 1956-57 is 7 crores 29 lakhs, against the expected amount of about 
18 crores. There is thus a shortfall of over lO crores, and this accounts for the overall 
ways and means deficit of 10 crores in the Budget. The Finance Ministry of the 
Central Government informed us that the different Ministries would communicate 
to the State Government the assistance admissible from each. These communica
tions are yet to be received. It is hoped that when these communications are re
ceived, the shortfall will be made good and the overall ways and means deficit will 
disappear. 

0 onclusion. 

I have circulated to the honourable members two booklets, viz.-

('i) The West Bengal State Rupee-from where it comes and where it goes; and 
(ii) The Financial Results of Schemes involving transactions of a commercial 

or semi-commercial nature. 

The tables in these booklets will help analyse the trends in our financial position 
as well as in the working of the schemes included therein. 

We began with an unjust partition. The forces of disorder and confusion came 
upon us like waves following waves in a storm-lashed sea. We took courage in both 
hands and never lost faith in the genius and destiny of the people of the State. Today 
we can face the Second Five-Year Plan with confidence born of success in the exe
cution of the First Plan which at one time appeared beyond us to many. There 
is, however, no scope for self-complacency. The Second Plan is much bigger than 
the First and is, therefore, a bigger challenge to us. Let us neither be complacent 
not let us waver or falter before it. We must now put our shoulders to the wheel 
bravely and with confidence. At the same time let us pray to the Great Task Master 
in all humility to give us the capacity to perform the hard task which it has been 
His kindness to allot to us. 
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APPENDIX .. 

West Bengal Budget, 1956-57. 

(In thousands of rupees.) 

Actuals, Budget, Revised, Budget, 
1954-55. 1955-56. i 1955-56. 1956-57. 

Receipts. 

Opening Balance 3,64,42 3,00,91 9,05,84 6,41,75 

Revenue Receipts 42,64,66 45,75,91 50,69,13 • 49,36,05 

Receipts from Debt Heads, 92,10,69 95,02,18 97,60,48 87,51,27 
Contingency Fund and 
Public Account. 

Total 1,38,39,77 1,43,79,00 1,57,35,45 1,43,29,07 

Expenditure. 

Revenue Expenditure 49,14,83 62,88,32 65,77,94 63,54,94 

Capital Expenditure 19,57,61 20,78,63 14,41,94 25,61,77 

Expenditure on Debt Heads, 60,61,49 64,48,91 70,73,82 64,59,97 
Contingency Fund and 
Public Accounts. 

Closing Balance 9,05,84 -4,36,86 6,41,75 -10,47,61 

Total 1,38,39,77 1,43,79,00 1,57,35,45 1,43,29,07 

Net Result--

Surplus(+) 

Deficit(-) 

(a) On Revenue Account -6,50,17 -17,12,41 -15,08,81 -14,18,89 

(b) Outside 
Account. 

Revenue +11,91,59 +9,74,64 +12,44,72 -2,70,47 

(c) Net, excluding 
ing Balance. 

Open- +5,41,42 -7,37,77 -2,64,09 -16,89,36 
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Statement by Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, Chief Minister and Minister-in-charge, Finance, 
in presenting the Supplementary Estimate of Expenditure for 1956-57. 

(Pres_ented on the 18th March, 1957.) 

Sir, I beg to present under tho provisions of Article 205 of the Constitution of 
India a Statement of Supplementary Estimate of Expenditure for the year 1956-57. 
The total amount covered~ the present Supplementary Estimate is Rs.l5,37,47,237 
of whiP-h voted iix:lms accoft for Rs.l5,31,06,800 and the charged items for 
Rs. 6,40,437. 

Of the voted item&, th., largest demand is under the head" 54-Fnminc" boing 
Rs. 5,65,29,000. The additional grant is required to moet the large expenditure 
incurred by Government in connection with the reliof and rehabilitation of the 
people affe~ted by the last flood. The additional demand of Rs.1,80,94,000 under 
the head "Loans and Advances by State Governments" is also mainly on account 
of loan.."! to artisans, cultivators and others in the areas affected by flood. 

The next largest demand is under the head "57-Miscellaneous-Other 
Miscellaneous Expenditure," being Rs. 3,98,42,000 under voted item. This is 
required for augmenting the contingency fund of the State in terms of the 
Contingency' Fund of West Bengal (Amendment) Act, 1957. This was also 
necessary to meet large scale relief exp<1nditure in excess of budget provision <lue to 
widespread flood. The actual amount required for the purpose is Rs.4,00,00,000 
out of which Rs.l,58,000 will be met by reappropriation of savings anticipated. under 
other heads within the grant. 

The other large demands are Rs. 1,61,39,000 under "Agriculture-Agriculture" 
mainly for the continuance of the scheme of distribution of Chemical .Fertilisers on 
a much larger scale due to a post-budget decision, Rs. 1,08,58,000 under" Education'' 
mainly for establishment of Multi-purpose Schools and Second Five-Year 
Plan Schemes, Rs. 23,51,000 under "Extraordinary Charges in India" mainly on 
account of retention of a larger staff for the Food, Relief and Supplies (Food) 
Department than anticipated for administration of modified rationing in the districts 
and supply of foodstuff through fair price shops, and Rs.22,88,000 under "Other 
Revenue Expenditure financed from ordinary revenues'' on account of repairs and 
maintenance of embankments in the Sunderbans. 

The additional demands also include other smaller amounts under several heads 
as shown in the Statement, "Supplementary Estimate," presenred before the House. 
The reasons for the demands included in the "Supplementary Estimate" have been 
set forth in the Explanatory Memorandum given under each head. The Ministers
in-charge of different departments will go into them in further details as each demand 
is moved. 

The charged provisions amount to Rs.6,40,437 only under eleven different heads, 
the reason for which have also been given under each head in the "Supplementary 
Estimate". 

With these words, Sir, I present the estimates of the Supplementary Budget for 
the year 1956-57. 
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Another very important achievement of this House has been the unsettlement 
of the Permanent SettlemenY' of Lord Cornwallis. Land problems are naturally 
very acute in this small State with a high density of population. Further, 
the problem affects eve:ry citizen in the State. The problem had been discussed 
over and over again for decades but no action had been taken. The problem became 
acuter every day and the people wondered if the problem could be solved at all. 
It required great initiative and courage to act in a situation like this. The present 
House .. however, succeeded in passing the necessary legislation in record time. All 
interm~diaries between the-tillers of the soil and the Government wen~ abolished. 
Rigid and appropriate cei,ngs were plaood on individual holdings. Appropriate 
measures of land reform vfre then adopt.ed by the House. It was only a House 
elected on adult franchise which was capable of such initiative and courage. The 
posterity will always remember this far-reaching and comprehensive reform passed 
by this House, as a turning point in the history of progress of this State. 

Apart &rom any spectacular performance of the type referred to above, the 
outstanding performance of this House has been the stea(iy fulfilment of the First
Five-Year Plan. When this House started its life, many people could not believe 
that it would be possible for this St.ate Government to execute a Plan of 69 crores, 
as, according to the estimates available then, the gap in resources wa::> as big as 22 
crores. The execution of the First Plan is a fait accompli today. In course of these 
five years people all over the State have seen good roads growing up steadily where 
there was no communication before, irrigation works being executed in places where 
agriculture was a gamble in rains, fully equipped Health Centres growing up in rural 
areas where death and disease ruled unchecked, educational institutions being set 
up in large numbers in areas where illiteracy prevailed, fertilisers being distributed 
to increase the yield of land where manuring was unknown. The average villager 
and even the townspeople have felt excited to see so many things growing up 
simultaneously in a place where for centuries there was steady decay. It has been 
quite a thrill to the people to find that malaria, the groat 'Scourge of rural Bengal, 
has prn.ctically disappeared. A dying land has thus been resuseitated into life. 
People have now been freed from a sense of frustration and have begun looking 
forward to a new life. They have begun to regain confidenee in themselves which 
was lost through years of foreign rule and communal rule. 

1952-53 was the first year of the lifo of the present House. 'l'he Budget Estimates 
I am presenting today relate to the year 1957-58. The only new tax which this 
House imposed during the period was the tax on the entry of tea and fruit&, which is 
being levied from the beginning of the current year. Two new items were brought 
under the purview of the Sales Tax during the period and one item was exempted. 
The tax on motor spirit was extended to motor spirit used for aviation but the rate 
on aviation spirit was made lower than that on other forms of taxable motor spirit. 
Rate of tax on raw jute was also slightly increased. This is all the change which 
this House brought about in the structure of State taxation in this State. Thus 
this House has been a great protector of the interests of the common man. 'l'hey 
did not increase the burden of taxation on him. Nevertheless, during this period, 
our revenue receipts have increased from 37 crores to 56 crores. The receipts under 
the hoad "13-0ther taxes and duties" have gone up from 9 crores to 16 crores and 
receipts under Sales Tax alone have increased from 5 crores to 9 crores. This large 
improvement in our t.ax revenue is thus duo not to any new taxation except what 
is indicated above but to the tightening up of the taxation administration a.nd tho 
general economic well-being of the State. 

During the period of the life of tho House our revenue expenditure has increased 
from 39 crores to 67 crores and our eapital expenditure has increased from 13 crores 
to 30 crores. This increase is a measure of the extent to which we succeeded in 
ameliorating the condition of the man. 




